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PREFACE
The History of the Peace Conference, of which this is the

first volume, owes its origin to the Institute of International

Affairs. The purpose and aim of tlie latter can perhaps best

be stated by giving some extracts from the Report of its

' Committee. ,

‘ There were certain lessons which those who attended the
Congress of Paris could scarcely fail to draw from the experience

gained there, and th^task of preparing a scheme for applying
one of them was entrusted to this Committee.

‘ Preparations for discussing the terms of peace had long

been in train when hostilities suddenly closed in November 1918.

At Washington and in London, specialists, recruited by the

foreign departments from the Universities and elsewher^, were
at work digesting facts and stating the questions which would
have fcu be settled. In January 1919, the staffs wAh these

corps of specialists, strengthened by others released for the

work from the navy, army, and air force, were assembled in

Paris. The American delegation was mainly housed in Ihe
Hotel Crillon, and the British, which was much the largest, in

the*Majcstic. Here were congregated under one roof trained

diplomatists, soldiers, sailors, airmen, civil administrators,

jurists, financial and economic experts, captains of industry

and spokesmen of labour, members of cabinets and parhaments,
journalists and,publicists of all sorts and kinds. Many of them
came from the various Dominions, India, Egypt qj- the Crown
Colonies. /

‘ At meals, and when off duty, there was no convention to

forbid discussion of the business in hand. A unique oppor-
tunity was thus given to every specialist of grasping the

relation of his own particular question to all the others involved^

and of seeing its place in the vast problem of reconstruction

before th^ Congress. So great a ^versity of minds has seldom
been associated on a single task under one roof. Men who nev&
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imagined they had anything in common began to difcover how
much in common they really had. In friendly infomval inter-

course they came to see how they differed, and also to appreciate

the sincerity of views which were not their own. A respect for

each other’s opinions grew up which covild scarcely have
developed under other conditions. It affected the relations of

the two bodies in Paris, which had the advantage of a conunon
language and political tradition. For besides meeting on the

Conunissions, where the daily work was done, the British and
American specialists were constantly dining with one another

in their respective hotels.
‘ In these delegations were included many whose business in

life had been to originate thought or influence'public opinion on
international questions. Now for the first time they were put
to the discipline of heindling practical problems side by side

with men who had only known what it, meant to get things

done. The mutual benefit of this hourly contact between men
of theory and men of practice was great. There were also

coming to the delegations from time to time, people fresh from
some <jistant scene of action, from Russia, Prague, Armenia,

Egypt, or the remote frontiers of Central Asia. Whenever this

happened there were gatherings in the Hotel Crillon, or the

Hotel Majestic, of all those from eithei delegation whose busi-

ness it was to deal with these special problems. For hours

together such visitors were plied- with questions, and the

problems they had studied on the spot were discussed before

them in all their bearings. Not seldom it happened that

practical solutions afterwards embodied in the treaties were
worked out in the course of these informal discussions.

’ The passions which embroil nations against each other and
wreck civilization, all have their roots in the ignorance bom of

isolation. And this isolation is not merely that of one nation

from another, but scarcely less of the schools of thought which

develop 'within each national circle.\ In Paris were brought

together leaders of thought and action from the same country

and the same race, who had never before met for intercourse

in their own land imder one roof. More effective agencies for

\:reating an opinion on international affairs at once charitable,

saipe, and well-informed have never been devised than these

Relegations so long as they eS^dsted.’ ... ^

^ ‘ Such was the position which some members of the British
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/
and American delegations met to consider at a gathering over

which Qieneral Tasker H. Bliss was elected to preside on the

motion of Lord Robert Cecil. This and subsequent meetings

resulted in the reports and resolutions set out elsewhere, the

opening passages of which were as follows

:

' Until recent *years it was usual to assume that in foreign

affairs each government must think mainly, if not entirely, of

t^ interests of its own people. Infounding the League of Nations,

the Allied Powers have now recognized that national policies

ought to be framed with an eye to the welfare of society at large.

Th^ proceedings at Paris have shown- how necessary it is to create

some organization for studying the relation of this principle to

practical question^ as they arise. Resolved Therefore

:

‘ (1) That those present undertake to form an Institute,

entitled ’’ The Institute of International Affairs, founded at

Paris, 1919,” composed at the outset of two Branches, one in the

United Kingdom and one in the United States.
'

(2) That the purpose of this Institute should be to keep its

members in touch with the international situation and enable

them to study the relation between national policies and the iifferests

of society as a whole.
‘ It was further decided that the Institute as a wholj should

produce? amongst other pubUcations, an Annual Register of

International Affairs, beginning with a comprehensive accoimt

of the Congress of Paris. An Anglo-American Committee ^as
appointed to develop the organization.^ The British pro-

moters also appointed a committee, under Lord Robert Cecil,

to select the original members of their own branch.
" It was now clear that matters had reached a point when

nothing further could be profitably done for the organization

of the British and American Branches until the Congress was
over, and the i^embers of the two delegations had returned to

’ The members of this were : *
,

' Professor CooIiAge, 1

Dr. Janies Brown Scott,
[
Americans,

Professor Shotwell, )

Mr. Hurst, \

Captain Clement Jones, I British,

Major Temperley. ) ^
In October 1919, the committee appointed to select the members of the

British Branch began their work by co-opting Lord Eustace Percy, Myor
Temperley and Sir John Tilley to take thnplaces of Mr. Hurst and Sir Valen-
tine Chirol, who were both in Egypt. The Committee of Selection was thiJI

consolidated with the British half of the Anglo-American Committee.
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their respective countries. With the preparations for the first

issue of the 'Annual Register it was otherwise. TIvose first

volumes would obviously have to deal with the**Congress of

Paris, and the settlements produced by that Cohgress, con-

stituting as they must the basis upon which the future policy

of the world will develop. To organize the production of this

work while those who could treat its various aspects with

first-hand knowledge were still assembled in Paris, was essential.

The attention of the Committee was at once concentrated on
this task. Mr. George L. Beer and Lord Eustace Percy under-

took to draw out a plan of the work, and a meeting of the

proposed contributors was held at the Hotel Astoria to con-

sider it. At this meeting their scheme walls thoroughly dis-

cussed, and the different sections allotted to the various

experts The editorship was entrusted to Major Temperley,

of Peterhouse, Cambridge, [who had been a contributor to

the Cambridge Modem History.] This work, which is to

include five volumes with maps and documents, is now in

preparation, and will, it is hoped, be produced in the early

future^’

In conclusion, it must be explained that these volumes ^ could

not have been produced at this juncture, and perhapls not at

all, had it not been for the public-spirited action of Mr. T. W.
Lamont, of New York, in advancing £2,000 to meet the

expenses. This timely assistance, offered while the Conference

was still sitting, and most of the contributors were .still

assembled in Paris, made it possible for the work to be assigned

to the various writers, and to be discussed between them

before they scattered to their respective homes.

Nor can this preface be closed without inference to the

great Iq^s Sustained by the Institute in the recent death of

one of its most enthusiastic founders, Mr. George Louis Beer

of New York, the well-known historian of the American

Revolution and of the causes which led to it, and one of the

'foremost of all students of colonial questions. The vast range

of^his knowledge, and the titanic labours he accomplished as

adviser of the American ^el^ation, were a constant source

^ See note at foot of p. xxvii.
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of wonder^tind admiration to all his British as well as his

Americfi]^ friends. There can be no doubt that th^ work he did

in Paris musft have hastened the progress of disease which cost

him his life. The world’s peace had no better friend. He
lived to complete the contribution on Africa which appears

in Volume II, and the original editorial scheme was planned by
him in conjunction with Lord Eustace Percy.

June 1920.





• EDITOEIAL FOREWORD

The circumstances, which produced both the Institute of

International Affairs and the project for a History of the Peace

Conference, have been described in the Preface. But, as tlie

work of the History progressed, it became more and more

evident that the Institute, as such, which has no foreign

politics, could not stand sponsor to this work and to the views

it contained, 'fhe responsibility in such case, therefore,

primarily falls on the Editor, but even in his case that responsi-

bility must be a limited one. The editorial aim has been to

present a history of the Peace Conference and transactions

there which should be as moderate, detached, and impartial

as possible. Though this has invaiiably been the aim, it has

not always been possible, nor did the Editor think it right, to

preclude expressions of opinion on the part of an individual

contrib]»tor. The difficulty does not arise from lack of ihforma-

tion. We already possess more information about the Con-

ference of Paris than was possessed about the Congress, of

Vienna half a century .after it had completed its labours.

Recent revelations, for instance, have made the origin of the

Lea^e of Nations better known to us than the origin of the

war. The German Observations on the Draft Treaty^ and the

Reply of the Allied and Associated Powers form the complete

argumentative and legal basis of the Treaty.

The chief difficulty lies therefore not in lack of information,

but in lack of perspective. It would not help matters to delay

publication on this ground for two or three years. All histories

1 No Entente Power has yet published the (ierman Observations as an
official paper. They have, however, liccn j>Tinled unofficially in America^
and imported into this country. They are for the first time extensively drawn
upon and analysed in Chap. VI, Vol. II of the History. The Reply of ^he
Allied and Associated Powers has been )|ublished in England as an official

paper (Misc. No. 4, 1919) Cmd. 258. The fact is mentioned as some 1itlJ»

inquiry has shown that a great number of people are unaware of this fact.^»
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‘ “

of the Conference in this generation will be open to the objection

of being too* near the events to see them iij their true per-

spective. Nor does the difficulty consist in the fp,ct that the

information is not at present available to any one on certain

questions, e. g. reparation, or in tlie fact that certain clauses

of the Treaty have not yet been put into execution. Such

objections will hold true for many years, though doubtless in

a less degree as time goes on. Yet the real defect as to the

lack of perspective, engendered or conveyed by a contemporary

history, has a countervailing advantage. For articles written

at this time by persons present at the Conference, or with an

intimate knowledge of the events they describe, must repro-

duce much of the spirit and atmosphere in which the Conference

met. The deciding factor, therefore, in publishing this history

at this early date is the belief that its publication will make

people realize the fleeting and now fast vanishing atmosphere

in which the Conference lived and moved. New opinions are

being ^formed, new sentiments arising in all kinds of subtle

ways, which will soon transform the whole atmosphere. That

atmosphere may perhaps be preserved in the pages d! a con-

temporary histoiy written by actors or by observers of the

drama.

The object of this history is neither to criticize nor to

defend the German or any other Treaty, still less to defeqjl or

to criticize the policy of any government or nation taking

part in the Conference. The aim is to produce a history at

once independent and objective, to detail the facts and to

sketch the opinions that prevailed at the Confert;nce. Ultimate

history canhot be obtained in this generation on this or any

other subject, but the purpose of this history will be attained

if it preserves or records some of the materials for ultimate

history, which might otherwise have been lost or forgotten.

h June 1920.
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I INTRODUCTION

1. Origins of the War.

The war was a conflict between the principles of freedom
and of autocracy, between the principles of moral influence

and of material force, of government by consent and of govern-

ment by compulsion. In one form or another the conflict

is as old as mankind, but for our purpose it began in 1688. For
it was then that the British system of self-government oi-

constitutionalism ^ was established, and it was about that

time that a new and formidable type of government arose,

which was eventually to threaten not only Anglo-Saxondom
but democracy itself.

* That which arose in Northern Europe about the time of

our Revolution Settlement was a new form of practical abso-

lutism. ... It is a new type, not to be confounded with^that of

Henry VIII, Philip II, or I.,ouis XIV, and better adapted
to a more rational and economic age. Government so under-

stood .i?i the intellectual guide of the nation, the promoter of

wealth, the teacher of knowledge, the guardian of morality,

the mainspring of the ascending movement of man. That is

the tremendous power, supjmrted by millions of bayonets,

which grew up in [those] days at Petersburg, and was developed

bj' much abler minds, chiefly at Berlin ; and it is the greatest

danger that remains ta be encountered by the Anglo-Saxon race.' ^

Two centuries ago then, the principles, tliat met in battle

in 1914, already showed their peculiar characteristics in England
and Prussia. . But the eighteenth century contributed little

in the direction of further development until it dj-ew towards
•

‘ In his speeclics President Wilson uses the term ‘ demoeniey ’ to cover
tliose States, whether monarchies or rcpuhli<*.s, which have a ‘j^ovcmincnt
by consent ’ as opjiosed to those under iK^rsonal or miiilarist governments.
This user, though eonvenient to-day, is historically misleading, for England
and the Dutch Republic in the eighteenth et^ntury had ‘ governments by
consent though they were in no senst‘ ‘ democracies.’. ‘ Constitutionalism i
seems the most comprehensive term for tlie y)rinei])lc on which free States
are or liave l>een govern e<i. •

- So spoke Lord Acton in 1899 in wT>rds tliat his hearers recognized to
have been strangely prophetic in 1914. v. lectures on Modem
Chapter on Rise of Prussia, sub-Jin p. 289, edition of 1 906. *
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a close. Then ffolitical evolution began and proceedjd with
a swiftness unparalleled in politics. The United States broke
away from the British Empire, but in so doing* she served only

to increase the sway and the prestige of ideals* that were
peculiarly Anglo-Saxon. For, while the British Empire Jiad

already shown that a monarchy might be ‘free, the United
States now proved that a Republic might be law-abiding and
stable.

The French Republic and Revolution, which followed close

on the heels of the American, taught a very different lesson.

Its twin ideals were democracy and nationality.^ Neither were
strange to one or other branch of Anglo-Saxondom, but they

came upon Europe with an irresistible force, France taught
tliat a people had the right and the power to resist oppression

from within and fi’om without, and that equality before the

law was the first privilege of man. ITien disillusion set in, as

it became apparent that the national spirit used the democratic

principle in pursuit of its own ends, and Italians and Dutchmen
were not charmed with democracy, when they found that

their masters were Frenchmen. Finally, democracy perished

even ift France and became the instrument of a military and
imperial autocrat. The French Revolution had unloosed

torrential forces, but its immediate effects had ])vovoked

reaction and reorganized despotism. Though Napoleon fell,

his rival despots in Russia, Austria, and Prussia, rehabilitated

by*suffering and by victory, enjoyed a new lease of life, and
the triumph of reaction began.

The reaction after 1815 was but momentary. Canning
‘ called the new world into existence ’ to prove that autocracy

must not meddle there, and Monroe enunciated a parallel

doctrine which showed that the Anglo-Saxon powers were at

least united against despots, if they were sometimes divided

against one another. The future was indeed to prove that the

differences Between constitutionalism, democracy, and nation-

alism could be reconciled. The three forces met and blended,

and in 1870 their influence seemed at last predominant in

Europe. Tlie omens seemed favourable. Constitutionalism had

*
^ Nationality or nationalism is the impulse or desire of a people both to

reaKzc its individuality and to attain ethnic unity. The French of Napoleon’s
time, like Magyars, Germans and Rlissians later^ proved that nationalism was
my\ the same thing as democracy.
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triumphed* in Scandinavia, in Belgium, in Holland, in Greece,

in Italy^even i^ France during the last years of l^apoleon III.

Nationality had won victories in Belgium, in Greece, in Italy,

and in Seroia. Democracy had secured its first successes in

the’British Isles tmd seemed to be advancing to assured victory

in every Anglo-Saxon community beyond the seas. Then the

seemingly irresistible tide was decisively cheeked and thrown
back in the Centre and East of Europe. At Sadowa and at

Sedan militarism and autocracy ap])eared in a new light, as

intelligent, attractive, and victorious.

In many countries men now arose who put democracy
and nationality to strange and to sinister uses. In Russia

the national asj>iT‘ations were put at tlie service of a relentless

autocracy. In Gennany the national si)irit, which had been

the soul of tlie insurrection against Napoleon and had ennobled

the ideals of 1848, i^as finally harnessed to the chariot of

Prussia. It was Bismarck, the masterful charioteer, who
inspired all Germany witli the gos])el of efficiency, discipline,

success, and power, and W'ho enforced these arguments by
armaments of a size and powder hitherto undreanied *of by
conquerors. He it was, too, who used the sentiment of nation-

ality itself to ci'ush other national aspirations, w'ho set t he j)i’ide

and strAxgth of a great nation against the rights, interest, or

existence of small ones. As national pridt; crystallized, the

doctrine arose that one race w'as superior to anotlier, and soyie

held the proof of superior culture to lie in the ability to exercise

superior force. In the case <»f laces so backward as to be

really uncivilized some such doctrine has always been recog-

nized. But the difficulty appeared w'hen the new^ evangel

was preached to Czechs by Austrians, to Poles by Russians,

to Alsatians, to Danes, and to Poles by Germans, in every case

by force and by the armed hand.
‘ The war had its roots in the disregard of small nations

and of nationalities which lacked the union and the torce to

make good their claim to determine their own allegiance and
their own forms of political life.’ ’ This sentence is the clue

to the events which finally led to the w'ar. Even that finished

diplomatic artist. Prince Biilow, could not make a statement of
*

the way Germany regarded the smaller nationalities without
showing how full of danger it was for the future. ‘ Nationi^

1 President Wilson, 11th Febrimr>" 1918.
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of military ability and economic skill cmd of supeiioif culture

will mostly reach further with the arm of their Stai!:e power
than with the sway of their national cultme, and^will expend
their energy on making the national conquest fc^ow in the

wake of the political ... it is a law of life and developmem in

history, that where two national civilizations meet they fight

for ascendancy.’ ^ The fact is that the very principles on
which military autocracies are based constrain them to

curtail or abolish the existence of nationalities to whom they

deem themselves superior in force or in culture. To these

doctrines there could ultimately be but one answer and one
end. If Belgium and Serbia blocked the way to Paris and
Bagdad such small obstacles could not stafid in the way of

Germany’s greatness. It had been forgotten that small states

coiild stand for large principles, and that the safeguarding of

their integrity carried ultimately with It the freedom of the

world from autocracy.

• •••••••
The world as it emerged from the war, though bleeding

and exhausted, contained within itself the elements of stability

and life. Three emperors and half a dozen kings, the chiefs

or the •servants of the great military autocracies, had fallen.

But constitutionalism, whether in the form of limited monarchy
or of a republic, had endured the terrific strain. Kaiserism

or* military despotism was dead if Bolshevism or democratic

despotism was still alive. Great new principles had been

enunciated which implied far-reaching change. All parties to

the Armistice had agreed to substitute a League of Nfftions

and a Covenanted Peace for the old unstable and perilous
‘ Balance of Power ’. This special undertaking s5nnbolizes

the whole, for it involved complete change and invoked

elemental forces. The Pope’s appeal for Peace'in August 1917

still shows* a desire or belief that Europe could resume not

only approximately its own boundaries but even approximately

its old life. Even in January 1917 the Allies had made it clear

that this was impossible, and every utterance of President

Wilson, more especially the speeches which formed the legal
* basis of the peace, made this attitude clearer still. For good or

fol- evil the nations that ipet at the Peace Conference were

^pledged to tread paths that were new and strange.
* ^ Imperial Germany (London, 1914), pp. 289-M.
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2. Origins of tfie Peace.

This iirork does not attempt to describe the origin or

general course of the war, but simply the conditions which led

to peace. The.first threb volumes of this history relate and
illustrate the sequence of events from the first signs of peace

at the end of 1916 till the exchange of ratifications at the

beginning of 1920. Volume I covers tlie preliminaries of the

peace in every sense, and is divided into three parts. TJie End
of the War describes the military and naval defeat of Germany,
and the poUtical aspects of the negotiations leading up to, aird

including, the Armistice. Part II, Eiirope in Dissolution,

exhibits the economic strain laid upon society by the pro-

longation of the war, and traces the effects of the exhaustion

of food supplies. Closely wnnected, though not identical, with

this study of material conditions is the study of the war-aims

of belligerents in the later stages of the war as developed

under its pressure and elevated and intensified by sacrifice.

Part III describes the actual opening, organization, and jirac-

tical working of the Conference itself. It deals also firily with

that most important, always neglected, and now almost wholly

forgotten, aspect of the Conference, its executive action in

disarming Germany, in rescuing millions from starvation, and
in maintaining and enfoi’cing its authority in the more remote

parts of Europe. The last chapter of the volume discusses the

legal aspects of the situation, exhibiting the revolution or

rather the anarchy caused by the dissolution of treaties. It

also studies the legal basis of the treaty as founded on the

armistices and the negotiations preceding them.
The contents of Volume II ^ are described by its title—The

Settlement with Germany. The introduction describes the actual

course of pedfee negotiations with the Germans in broad out-

line up to the signature of Peace. The first Chapter deals

broadly with certain general aspects of the League of Nations,

Labour, Finance, Reparation, and International Communi-
cations. The next chapter deals with the military occupa-
tion and the military and naval clauses of- the Treaty.

Three chapters follow, describing the territorial settlements in

West and East Europe, and in Africa. They are followed by
a chapter analy.sing fully the legal aspects of the Treatji,

* Volumes II aud III are now in the Press, and will appear shortly.
*
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and giving, fo^ the first time in this country, in an eXhefistive

form, the arguments for and against every not/ible clause in

the Treaty as made by Germany and by the Allied /ind Asso-
ciated Powers, with such legal comment as is in each case

required. The final chapter of this Volume describes The New
Germany, that is the Germany which began its existence with
the flight of the Kaiser, which drew up a constitution on a new
basis, and which finally accepted the Treaty. The third

volume contains a series of illustrative documents, first those
illustrating the Brest-Litovsk Treaties or the German ideas of

peace, next documents exhibiting the origin of the League of

Nations, together with a rejjresentative selection of speeches

made during the Peace Conference, or with reference to the
Peace Treaty, by President Wilson, M. Clemenceau, Mr. Lloyd
George, and General Smuts. It is hoped that these extracts

will be of a sufficiently representative character to show the

different aspects in which the Treaty has been viewed. The
text, both of the German treaty and of the New German
Constitution, has also been included.

The • plan thus outlined deals necessarily with certain

aspects, and certain aspects only, of the Treaty ; it is limited

in space,»and it is limited in time. The subject is the Treaty
as it affec^ts Germany, and the date at which that history

stops is the 21st January 192(1, after the IVeaty had come into

force, after the Council of the League of Nations had held its

first meeting, and when the permanent sessions of the Supreme
Council came to an end. This date marks an evident and
intelligible line, for it is certain that all negotiations relative

to peace since that date must have a different character from

all peace negotiations preceding it. As regards limitation of

subject it is possible to urge that much has been omitted, but
these omissions are deliberate and will be repaked in subse-

quent volunjes. It seemed important, for instance, not to

treat of tlie Polish problem at this stage, which is still in an
unsettled condition, and where much will depend on the

verdict of plebiscites which have not yet been taken. It was,

however, impossible to omit some discussion of that problem,

^d particularly the strategical aspect of it as it confronted the

Germans at thie time of the |ignature of the Treaty. While,

tbej'efore, the main treatment of Poland has been reserved

for a later volume, when it will be taken in connexion with the
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whole^pnpblem of East Europe, it was deemed also better to

relegai^ the important question of Shantung and of China to

the fifth volume, which will deal more fully with Asiatic prob-

lems. Ttfe League of Nations and International Labour were
t(?^ics that could not be treated exhaustively until more
experience of tfie practical machinery set up in each case is

to hand, but it was imjiossible not to give some indication of

the handling of these topics at the Conference, and of the

origins of each organization. The financial clauses of the

Treaty have been treated with relative fullness : the economic
clauses, on the otlier hand, are so bound up with the commercial
arrangements of Austria and Hungaiy, lhat it was thought
better to defer •their discussion until the fourth volume, where
the Treaties with the Powers are considered aiitl the subject

could be discussed as a whole. On the other liand, the clauses

dealing with international communications affect (iermany
so vitally that these have been treated witli relative fullness

in Volume II. Certain otlier points, such as the question of

war criminals, the trial of the Kaiser, and tlie jiractical working
of the Rejiaration Commission, clearly lie beyond the, date at

which our volumes (;ease. These questions will ultimately be

dealt with at a later stage. The fourth volume, v^liich will

incliufe the Ticaties with Austria, Hungary, and Bulgaria, will

be the next to be issued, and will include a discussion of the

general economic ])ioblcms of Central Europe as a whole.
^

In a work of this kind it is impossible to avoid criticism

from many diffeient })oints of view, but it may ])erhaps be
wqjl to give a few ex|)lanations of some of the practices jiursued.

Should, for instance, the title be the Omfei ence or the Congress
of Paris ? There is no essential differemre in Intei’iiational

Law between the two, but Conferences have usually a less

formal charJV'ter. According to the stiicter interpretation,

however, it was a Congress, and not a Conference that met at

Paris. There were, however, times when it was a Conference,

and times wdien it was a Congress, and the published State
papers show, not perhaps unnaturally, that the Powers do not
seem always to have realized the difference between these two
terms.^ On the other hand, the public, as a whole, seems to

‘ The matter is complicated by ihclact that tiie sittings of Dclegalr‘s to
a Congress arc sometimes dcscril>ed as ‘ conferences v, Satow, DiplomUtic
PracHce, vol. U, p. 94, n. ^
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have adopted the title of Conference without any discyssion^

and as the diplomatic usage has not been entirely coi^^istent

in this matter it was thought best to make use &f the popular
title, for it is by such titles that events are handed down to

posterity. Historians, for instance, .have found it impossilhe

to get the public to call the Monroe Doctrihe by its more
appropriate title of the ‘ Adams ’ Doctrine, or to change the

name of the battle in which Harold fell, from Hastings to

Senlac. In such contests the public will always be victorious,

and the historian shows prudence in acknowledging his defeat.

As regards the title ‘ Principal Allied and Associated Powers ’,

this is in strictness confined to the Five Great Powers—United
States, France, British Empire, Italy, and Jap^. The United
States is not an Ally but an Associate. All States adhering to

the Entente are known as * the Allied and Associated Powers ’.

In practice, however, it has not always been possible to main-
tain this distinction and the whole group is sometimes generally

described as the ‘ Allies ’.

The chronological table in Volume III has been compiled

wdth gr^at care, and with a special purpose. Ever since the

days of Bismarck, it has been increasingly true that the best

materials for histoiy are to be found in the Press. He taught

us that tlie currents and changes of opinion are sometimes to

be found there when official documents give no hint of them.

This principle has been followed, and the chronological table

deals not only witl) events but with the opinions of the

Press.

The general principle or guiding thread in these voluipes

has been the attempt to exhibit the Peace as a great constructive

experiment. The establishment of this principle will be seen

in its most striking light if the state of the world before and
after the Peace is examined. Before the war Europe was still

concerned w^Jh the balance of power and America with isola-

tion, while exploitation of natives went on in dark comers of

the earth imchecked by international control. Preparation for

war was universal. The Peace settlement has deliberately

sought to change the centre of gravity and thus to bring Europe
and America into harmonv and thus create an international

organization. Guilty nations have been pimished, and war,

which was previously regarded as justifiable, is henceforward

I^ked on as a crime. Disarmament has begun. A league
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has be^ created to enforce peace and to repair wrong or

injustic^ if necessary to re-write such parts of the Treaty as

seem inconsistent with justice or with expediency.

These confessedly are the ideals and professions of the

Powers that concluded the Armistice with Germany. How
far they have b^n realized it is the object of this history

at least partially to answer. No attempt to answer that

question can be in vain so long as it is made with sincerity,

and without malice. For it is no exaggeration to say that

the future welfare of the world depends upon its democracies
understand'ng the new principles on which they are to be
governed, and on their combining together to make the noblest

of them a reality?





PART I: THE END OF THE WAR

CHAPTER I : PART I

THE MILITARY DEFEAT OF GERMANY

1. Relative Situation of the Belligerejits, The Great War,
which flared up iit Europe on the 1st August 1914, arid which
had raged for over two years with fluctuating fnrUiiies but
^unabated fury, had subsided into comparative stagnation at

the close of 1916. •

The Central Powers, united in command and organization,

and apparently self-supporting as regards economic resources,

stood firm and unshaken ; their centralized geogiaphical posi-

tion enabled them to operate effectively on interior strategic

^
lines against any one of the loosely-knit forces of tlie Allied or

* Entente Powers. These forces were solely dependent for their

maintenance on sea transport, which is comj^aratively slow and
insecure ; that they were maintained at all was only possible

owing to the unchallenged sea supremacy of the Allies, whioli

in turn depended almost solely on the efficien(;y f)f tlie British

Navy and Mercantile Marine ; that these forces, dispersed on
the outer ring, could deliver anything but desultory half-blows
against the Central Powers was in the circumstances hardly
conceivable.

2. Results of the War up to the end of At the end of

1916 the balance of the material gains appeared to rest with
the Central Powers. The preceding years had produced a series

of bitter disappointments for the Allies. In East and West the
German armies had won victory after victory, and had over-
run some of the richest industrial districts of France, Belgium,
and Russia. Germany’s aim of securing a crushing, military
decision in the early months of the War had, it is true, been
frustrated, partly by her own military mistakes, partly by the
heroism of the Allied Armies. But* although the immediate
Tnenace of disaster had been removed, the German outposts

VOL. I
^ B
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remained firmly entrenched within 55 miles of Pari; and 65 of

Dover.

3. Unfavourable Situation of the Allies. The indecisive

battles of Verdun and the Somme appeared to demonstrate the
impregnability of field fortifications in Western warfare, while

the power of the Russian Colossus had proved a delusion. The
entry of Italy and Rumania into the War had produced equally

disappointing results, and appeared only to afford further

proqfs of the military superiority of the Central Powers. Serbia

had been crushed and overrun; every effort of the Allies in

the Mediterranean and in the Middle East seemed doomed to

humiliation or to disaster. Russia was more isolated than ever,

and the unfortunate example of Rumania was not likely to

tempt other neutrals to join in the Alliance against the Central

Powers. The attitude erf Greece, for instance, was confused

and hesitating.

In other ways the retrospect was equally depressing. The
British Navy, which the public had expected to produce

spectacular results, only succeeded in meeting the enemy in

force on one occasion, when a decision was not reached; the

submarine and the Zeppelin, doubly effective from their novel

methods, contributed to lower the moral of the Allied nations

and to stimulate that of their opponents. •

4. The Blockade versus Germany's Resources. The resources

of the Central Powers, both in man-power and material, seemed
indeed to be inexhaustible, and their moral cohesion to be
unimpaired. Owing to Germany’s skilful utilization of all

available resources, both in her own country and in those of her

allies, it became doubtful whether the pressure of the Blockade
would prove effectual in crushing the resistance of the Central

Powers. At any rate, the time involved by a mere war of

attrition, combined with the exercise of blockade pressure,

might prove equally damaging to the Allies’ resources. As time

went <fn it became increasingly evident that the defeat of the

main German armies remained the primary military objective

of the Allies.

5. Plan of the Allies for the 1917 Campaign. In spite of the

apparently unfavourable situation, the Allied peoples did not

lo.se faith in the future. At a conference held at the French
General Headquarters at Chantilly in November 1916, a plan

of campaign was drawn up for the Allied Armies during 1917.*
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This plaHjrfivhich was unanimously agreed upon by the military

represen stives of the Allied Powers, comprised* a concerted

series of offensives on all fronts, so timed as to assist each other

by denying*to the enemy the power of weakening one front to

reinforce another. By this means the Allies hoped to co-

ordinate their eftdHs and to overcome the strategic advantage
conferred on the Central Powers by their geographical position.

The main German armies in East and West were to be pinned

down and defeated by superior forces, when the Italian, Mace-
donian, Rumanian, and Turkish fronts were expected to fall

with comparative ease to the Allied contingents in those

theatres.

6. Germany's ^Reorganization for renewing the Struggle. As
has been indicated, the end of 1916 marked the close of a definite

stage in the world-conflict. Enormous' efforts had been made on
both sides without attaining decisive results, and, although the

Central Powers appeared to hold most of the material gains,

these had only been won at a tremendous sacrifice of man-power
and material. Germany knew that a long war meant economic

ruin, and that victory, to be remunerative, must be /apid.

The achievements of the hitherto despised ^ Kitchener Divisions ’

of Great Britain in the Somme battle, together with tj^e vast

ai'tillery •material at the disposal of the Allies, had come ns

a shock to the German troops and military leaders. When
Rumania declared war at the end of August 1916, von Hindep-
burg and Ludendorff had been summoned to replace von
Falkenhayn at General Headquarters, and sweeping reforms

had been instituted in the military and economic organization

of Germany, of her allies, and of the occupied territories. The
War Ministry in Berlin was reorganized, and a scheme, known
as the ‘ Hindenburg Programme was formulated in order to

exploit to the full the resources of the country in man-power
and material. Hindenburg’s plans for mobilizing thi manhood
and womanhood of the country were drastic, and weVe only
adopted by the German Government in a modified degree, but
the munitions programme was vigorously carried out. At the
same time the establishment of infantry divisions was standard-
ized on a basis of 9 battalions instead of 12, and 13 new divisions

were in this way formed to take part in the 1917 campaign.
The Artillery, Signal Service, anJ Air Force establishments

’ were largely increased.
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7. Germany's Strategic Plan for 1917. The strat^cfconduct
of the War was also modified. In view of the increasing strength

of the Entente Powers, of their apparent intention to resume
the offensive, and of the time required for the ‘ Hindenburg
Programme ’ to mature, Germany was compelled to economize
her forces, and, temporarily at any rate,*'to stand on the

defensive. The tactical manuals were re-written, and the

training of the troops was altered in accordance with this

policy. For the time being the doctrine of the ‘ relentless

offensive ’, so long inculcated in the mind of the German
soldier, was abandoned. It was rightly anticipated that the

1917 offensive of the Allies in the West would be directed

towards crushing in the great German salient between Arras

and Reims. In order to avoid the full force of this blow,

a retrenchment, known as the ‘ Siegfried Line ’, was prepared

between the Scarpe and the Aisne, passing through St. Quentin,

and a retirement to this position was timed to commence
on the 16th March 1917 and was prepared in the fullest

detail.

The adoption of this defensive policy in the West did not

mean that Germany was to remain inactive in other directions.

The reprganization of the Austro-Hungarian, Bulgarian, and
Turkish Armies was taken in hand seriously, and plans were
laid for undermining Russia’s moral cohesion and for extending

Germany’s domination eastwards. At the same time it was
hoped that the adoption of unrestricted submarine warfai-e in

the early spring would prove decisive in bringing Great Britain

to her knees.
,

Finally, after the occupation of Bucharest in December 1916,

the German Emperor endeavoured to induce the Allies to enter

into peace negotiations. As it was soon perceived that these

negotiations would be based solely on Germany’s territorial

conquests,tand would satisfy none of the Allies’ wai’-aims, the

illusory* offer was rejected. Meanwhile, the Allies were re-

organizing their forces for a renewal of the struggle. Changes
in the Higher Command took place both in the ^ench Army
and in the British Navy. A new Ministry was formed in London
under Mr. Lloyd George, and the ‘ War Cabinet ’ was instituted.

In February 1917, the Allies, after a conference at Calais,

reaffirmed their plan of joiift offensives which had been decided

’upon at Chantilly in November 1916, and the general conduct
*
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of the c unpaign on the Western Front was entrusted to the

French Comijaander-in-Chief.

This plAn of combined offensives was strategically sound,

and its execution might well have proved successful, had not

a new factor, hithwto unheeded, paralysed the military strength

of the Russian Empire.
8. The Collapse of Russia. The enormous casualties suffered

by the Russian armies were already producing a feeling of war-

weariness among the peoples of Russia. The national life had
been dislocated by the over-mobilization of the country’s man-
hood, and the harshness and inefficiency of the bureaucracy
had caused widespread unrest. Apart from these factors, few
Allied statesmen or soldiers had realized either the degree to

which the economic life of Russia depended on Germany, or

the powerful ramifications of German influence in all grades of

Russian society. The economic interdependence of the different

parts of Russia on their vulnerable inland lines of communication
was also a vitalfactorwhichhadnot been sufficientlyappreciated.

The German blockade of Russia was just as effective and
noxious in its consequences as that of Germany by the Allies.

The anti-Tsarist revolt of March 1917 was accepted almost

with relief by the Allies as expressing a new spirit of energy and
progress in the Russian people, but its far-reaching effects were
not at first foreseen. An age-long regime of autocratic tyranny
and corrupt government had stunted the mental development
and political growth of the Russian peoples, and had paved the

way for a terrible social cataclysm. War-weariness and in-

difference turned to class-hatred and revolt against all authority,

until civil order and military discipline were alike swept away
in an orgy of bloodshed and cruelty.

The Kerensky government made vacillating efforts to stem
the flood of Bolshevism which subsequently swept ovqf unhappy
Russia. A gallant though misguided attempt was made to co-

operate with the military plans of the Allies, and on the 1st July
1917 a tardy offensive was opened astride the Dniester by the
armies of Brussiloff and Korniloff against the Austro-German
forces with initial success, which, however, was of but short
duration. The poison of Bolshevism, stimulated by German
intrigue, rapidly infected all units^ and Russia as a military

factor went out of the War.
9. German confidence in the result of {he 1917 Campaign.
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Germany little realized what a powder-train she wa^igmting
when by her propaganda she encouraged anai'chy and revolt

in the armies of the Tsar. The complete disintegration of

Russia’s social cohesion was as littleforeseen by German states-

men as by those of the Allies. The repercussion of Bolshevism
on the war-weary German people and on the beaten German
Army was afterwards to prove decisive, but at the beginning

of 1917 that danger still appeared remote. There were, it is

true, other clouds on the horizon, of which the German Higher
Command was aware. The unexpected and costly failure in

front of Verdun, and the prompt rejection by the Allies of the

Kaiser’s peace proposal at the end of 1916, had somewhat
damped the spirits of the German nation. On the other hand,
the appointment of Hindenburg and Ludendorff to the Higher
Command proved an enormous access of moral strength. The
belief of the army and the people in the ability of these two
soldiers was unbounded, and the German nation looked forward
with confidence in the coming year to the promised blessings of

a vicljprious peace : to the successful resistance of their armies

in the West, to the replenishment of theii- economic resources

from Russia and the East, and to the isolation and decisive

defeat of Britain by means of ruthless submarine warfare.

10. Unrestricted Submarine War and America's Entry. It

was the psychological result of adopting this latter weapon
wliich introduced the final and decisive factor into the situation.

A storm of mutual recrimination has raged between the military

chiefs and the Imperial Chancellor as to the actual responsi-

bility for resorting to the intensified submarine campaign.
Hindenburg excuses himself on the score that the Chancellor

never warned him of the effect which it might have on America,

Bethmann-Hollweg pleads that he could but follow the advice

of his miljjpary and naval advisers, and adopt tne most effective

means nf winning the war.

This controversy takes us back to that still greater one
regarding the responsibility for the War. Whatever be the

verdict of history regarding the contributory causes which led

up to the great conflagration of 1914, the main impulse which
set the wheels of war in motion was undoubtedly the military

policy of the German Empire. The shibboleth of ^ militarism ’,

so often appealed to by the Entente propagandists, proved in*

one sense a two-edged weapon, owing to the vagueness of the
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tenn its liability to be applied to any organism or dominion
founded on military strength. In its original and generally

accepted significance, however, the term ‘ militarism ’.is specially

applicable to that combination of ruthless political lust and
organized physical strength which has characterized the de-

velopment of Imperial Germany both in peace and in war.

This doctrine, to which Germany’s diplomatic policy was sub-

ordinated, definitely involved the United States of America in

the War, and thus cast the die which ultimately decided its issue.

During the 1917 campaign, the actual military assistance

which America could lend was negligible, although her moral
and financial aid were indirectly of great value, and her inter-

vention also made additional shipping available for the Allies.

11. Effects of Russia's Collapse. The course of events in

1917 failed to develop in accordance with the plans of either

belligerent party. The general and simultaneous offensive, con-

templated by the Allies at the Conferences of Chantilly and
Calais, did not materialize. As already described the Russian

effort collapsed entirely, and Germany was thereby enabled to

advance far into Russia and to obtain undisputed command
of the Baltic and Black Seas. The economic results, in par-

ticular the occupation of W'allachia, enabled Germany tossurvive

the pres?5ure of the Allied Blockade during 1917, and the collapse

of Russia hindered in another way the execution of the Allied

plan of campaign. Although the German forces in West and
East remained between January and November 1 91 7 in approxi-

mately the same relative numerical proportions, namely, about
150 divisions in the West to 80 in Russia, yet the Russian
debacle enabled Germany to transfer to the West some 40 fresh

divisions from her Eastern Front, in exchange for an equivalent

number of divisions exhausted in battle or of inferior fighting

value. The Russian front thus acted as a reservoir from which
the German Higher Command could draw fresh troops in case

of need.

12. The Campaign of 1!)J7. In the middle of March 1917,
the withdrawal of the First and Second German Armies to

the ‘ Siegfried Line ’ was begun and carried out more or less
‘ according to plan ’. This measure, which the German Higher*
Command had only resorted to as ^he result of earnest delibera-

tion and under the menace of the coming Allied offensive, still

further handicapped the Franco-British operations.
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In spite, however, of the drawbacks involved by tho Russian
collapse, and some modifications of the original, plan caused by
the situation in the West, the Franco-British offei^ive opened
in April ; the Italian Army was not ready in time to co-operate
so early. The British Army gained an inil^l victory on the
Arras-Vimy front; the French attack, however, was a
failure and resulted in heavy losses. General P4tain then re-

placed General Nivelle in command of the French Army, and
General Foch was appointed Chief of the General Staff in Paris.

The French Army, however, had been badly handled, and its

moral had suffered in consequence, so that the task of hammering
the German defences throughout 1917 devolved largely on the
British Army. Had these operations not been continued, the
main German armies would have been free to turnon the other
Allies. Successful offensives of limited scope were also under-

taken by the French during the summer at various points on
the Western Front. At the end of July began that more
ambitious Allied offensive in Flanders, which is known as the

Third Battle of Ypres. The fighting that ensued was of a very
stubborn character, and involved both the British and German
Armies in great expenditure of man-power and material, but
beyond.this no definite strategic results were obtained. Towards
the end of November the British attack at Cambrai came nearer

to gaining a strategic success, but the opportunity was missed.

, 13. Results of the 19J7 Campaign in the West. By the end of

1917 Germany had succeeded in parrying all the blows of her
enemies on the W^estern Front, but only at great cost ; 70,000

prisoners fell into the hands of the British alone, in spite <rf the
stubborn fighting, and the German armies are estimated to have
suffered nearly 2,000,000 casualties on the Western Front
during the year.

Ludendorff’s verdict on the state of affairs? at the end of

August is asfollows: ‘The state of affairs in theWest appeared to

prevent ^:he execution of dur plans elsewhere. Our wastage had
beeh so high as to cause grave misgiving, and had exceeded all

expectation.’ The resumption of theFlanders battle in October
caused the German Higher Command still further anxiety, and

'all but succeeded in breaking down the resistance of the German
Army. Ludendorff describe^the British attack of the 4th Octo-

ber on the Passchendaele Ridge as being exceptionally severe,

and only resisted at the cost of another enormous sacrifice of

^
^ War Memories, 191^, \o\,\U4A^.
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life, and» d^ain, ' Our wastage in . . . the fourth Flanders
battle was extsaordinarily high. In the West we begtui to

run short of*troops.’ The Allies, too, particularly the British

Army, suffered heavy casualties, but the costly Flanders battles

must not be judged^ierely by their material results ; they went
far to sap the tenacity and moral cohesion of the German Army.
Ludendorff himself says : ‘Yet it must be admitted that certain

units no longer triumphed over the demoralizing effects of the

defensive battle as they had done formerly.’ *

14. Failure of the Submarine Campaign. The Western Front
was not the sole pre-occupation of the German Higher Command
in 1917. It must be borne in mind that Ludendorff’s strategic

conception of the 1^17 campaign was based on a defensi . e policy

in the West, coupled with a steady and economical establish-

nnent of German ascendancy in the East, while the real decision

was to be forced by the submarine war against the tonnage of

the Allies
;

the maintenance of sea transport was recognized

as vital to the AlUance against Germany.
Ludendorff tells us that, on the 9th January 1917, when

the decision was finally taken to resort to unrestricted ’sub-

marine warfare :
‘ The collapse of Russia was in no way to be

foreseen, and indeed did not enter anybody’s head.* We
reckoned lhat the adoption of the submarine campaign would
effect a favourable decision for us, at latest before America’s
new troops could participate in the war ; but without the
adoption of this submarine war we reckoned on the collapse of

the alliance between the Entente Powers.’ The ravages caused
by thetmrestricted submarine campaign were extremely serious.

No less than 25 per cent, of the tonnage bound for British ports

during April 1917 was sunk by submarine action. In June
1917, the British Admiralty definitely adopted the policy of

convo5dng merchhnt vessels, and the situation at once began to

improve. The labours of the Anti-Submarine Department of

the Admiralty also began to produce definite results ;
66 enemy

submarines were sunk during 1917, as compared with 25 in

the preceding year.

After six months of the submarine campaign Ludendorff
had to confess that ‘ in its ultimate results it had not achieved
what had been expected of it ’

; he still hoped, however, ‘ that

the expectations of the Navy would be shortly fulfilled ’. By
the end of the year the expected decision had still not arrived,

*
^ War Memories, vol. ii, 492. •
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but the Grerman Naval Staff was as optimistic ai ever. The
Higher Command,too,allowed itself the luxury of self-deception.

15. War-weariness in Germany. But others, lds$convinced of
the infallibility of the German General Staff, and less confident in
the prowess of the German Army and Navy,^ere more sceptical.

The privations caused by the Blockade were becoming acute,

the increasing thunder of the Allied artillery in the West,
combined with the continued inactivity of the German armies,

produced a feeling of nervous tension and protracted disappoint-

ment which soon expressed itself in outspoken war-weariness.
The tales brought back by the troops of the mines of Messines
and of the shell-craters of Flanders found an equally joyless

echo in the misery of their homes.
On the 27th June 1917, Hindenburg wrote to the Kaiser as

follows :
‘ The most serious trouble at present is the sinking of

the nation’s spirits. They must be raised, othTerwise we shall

lose the war. Our allies, too, require to be vigorously bolstered

up, otherwise the danger of their defection is imminent.’ These
were strong words, but they summed up the situation accurately.

Early in July, the Chancellor, Bethmann-Hollweg, prac-

tically assented to the Peace resolution policy of the majority
pai'ties in the Reichstag. This brought to a head the feud
between the Higher Command and the Civil Government
which continued until the end of the war, and, indeed, had
a vital bearing on its issue. - In spite of Ludendorff’s efforts,

the Reichstag’s Peace resolution was published in Yorwarts^

and the Chancellor resigned. His successor. Dr. Michaelis,

proved unable to cope with the situation, and was replaced in

October by Count von Hertling.

16. War-wea/riness in Austria-Hungary. If war-weariness

and depression were rife in Germany, they had become infinitely

more acute among Germany’s allies. AlthoughAustria-Hungary
was bound hand and foot to Germany, so that independent
action on her part was practically impossible, her statesmen were
not blind to the abyss into which she was being led. The
Russian Revolution of March 1917 seriously alarmed the

Austrian bureaucracy. On the 27th March, Count Czernin,

the Austro-Hungcirian Foreign Minister, met Bethmann-
Hollweg at Vienna, an^ a secret agreement was reached
regarding possible peace conditions.^ At the beginning of April^

» War Memories, vol. ii, 440-1 sqq., on the status quo ante bettum, it was
iinkpown to G.H.Q. *
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the Emp^rSr Charles, accompanied by C-ount Czeriiin and by
his Chief of the^ General Staff, General von Arz, visited the

Kaiser at Hamburg for a personal exchange of views. The
Austrian representatives pointed out that the resources of their

country in man-power and material were exliausted, and
suggested that, in order to provide a basis for peace negotiations,

Germany should surrender Alsace-Lorraine to France. In

compensation for this loss Austria would hand over Galicia to

Poland with a view to their combined annexation by Germany.
These suggestions met with stern disapproval at Hamburg.

The Austrians returned to Vienna empty-handed, but more
than ever convinced of the gravity of the situation. On the

12th April, Count Czernin addressed a strongly-wordf l protest

to the Emperor Charles, in which he again pointed out that

•Austria’s military power was rapidly becoming exhausted, and
that it would shortly be necessary to negotiate for a separate

peace. The young Emperor thereupon wrote to the Kaiser,

pressing his point of view still more urgently than before. This

appeal only produced another rebuff, but Count Czernin

continued throughout the* summer to j)lead with his G(^man
masters.

17. Caporetto. The Austro-Hungarian Army was indeed in

a bad way. It had only stemmed with great sacrifice the Italian

Isonzo offensive of May 1917 ; the breaking strain had nearly

been reached when the Italians renewed their offensive on the

Carso plateau tow'ards the end of August. The German Higher
Command was at last convinced that the Austro-Hungarian
.\rmy*would collapse unless it was given some tangible support.

An opportunity was afforded by the war-weariness in Italy and
by the unpopularity of the war among certain elements of the

Italian population. A German Army Staff was at once formed,
and six German divisions were made available (two from the
^Yest and four fromthe East). These, w’ith someJagerlsattalions

and Austrian troops, took advantage of a weak spot in the
Italian line near Caporetto in the Julian Alps, broke the Italian

front on the 24th October, and rolled it back towards the Piave.

The enormous booty which thus fell almost without effort to

Austria-Hungary, and the simultaneous collapse of Russia’s

military resistance, were decisive in J)olstering up the wavering
• resolution of Austria’s rulers. The crisis was over, and the
Dual Monarchy remained true to the German alliance for

another twelve months.
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Bulgaria -and Turkey, the other allies of Germsiny, did not
causeher so much anxiety during 1917, for, although they were
just as anxious for peace as Austria, they were not in a position

to break away while Germany’s main armies still held their

ground in the West and while Gorman mobile reserves were
still available. Thus, the loss first of Bagdad and later of

Jerusalem, exercised comparatively little effect on Germany.
If she could only win in the West, all would eventually be well.

The power which bound Germany’s allies to her was based on
no higher grounds than greed for conquest, coupled with the

servility of impotence. Germany’s motto, with her allies and
her enemies alike, was, ‘ Let them hate so long as they fear ’.

18. Bolshevism and Germany's Rtissian Policy. But a cloud

was gathering on the Russian Front, where events had appeared
to be proceeding so planmdssig. Its significance was long un-'

suspected by the German Higher Command. Germany’s
policy with regard to Russia had been to employ indirect

methods to undermine Russia’s power of resistance, while

economizing her own military effort. To quote Ludendorff

:

‘ Wh&t we anticipated took place ; the Russian Revolution

weakened the fighting strength of the army. The idea of peace

seemed to be gainingstrengthin Russia.’ This policy spcceeded,

but only too well. The German design was to hypnotize Russia
into a nerveless and inert mass, which could be moulded to

Germany’s future aims; but her spells went wrong, and she

invoked instead a demon of savage anarchy, which eventually

contributed to her own downfall. Ludendorff indeed later

confessed to this fatal development of the German f>lans

:

‘ Looking back, I can see that our decline obviously began with

the outbreak of the Revolution in Russia.’ But he was blind

to it at the time, although he complains elsewhere in his

Memories that ‘ Bethmann-Hollweg and Count Czernin were
both cpm^letely obsessed by the Russian Revolution. Both
feared similar events in their own countries.’ The German
policy was, however, dictated entirely by the Higher Command.
They skilfully used propaganda and fraternization to induce

the Russian soldiery to sell their machine guns, and applied the

screw when necessary by a short sharp military operation, as at

Riga on the 1st Septemner^and in the capture of the Esthonian
Islands in the middle of October. It is an interesting fact that c

this latter combined operation was undertaken partly in order
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to improve ihe discipline of the Fleet ; the long-enforced in-

activity of the surface vessels had induced an unhealthy leaning

towards the doctrines of the Independent Socialists, and
mutinies had occurred in August.

19. Brest-Litovsk. It is curious how slow the German Higher
Command was to jierceive the real trend of events in Russia,

in spite of its available channels of information. Russia’s

military strength had flickered out with the collapse of Brussi-

loff’s last offensive in July, but it was not until November that

the Germans ventured to reduce the number of their divisions

in Russia to less than 80, one-third of their total strength in all

theatres. It was at that time, so Ludendorff tells us, that the

idea of an offensive in the West first originated. During
November and December, German divisions were 1 l aiisferred

Jrom Russia to the West.
After much disordw and confusion, Lenin and Trotsky

secured the upper hand in Petrograd in November, and on the

15th December an armistice was signed at. Brest-Litovsk be-

tween the Central Powei’s and the Bolshevist leaders. Peace

was not finally signed at Brest-Litovsk until tlie 3rd IMbirch

1918, owing to the procrastinations of the Bolshevist negotiators

and the dissensions between the Austrian and German 4^)leni-

potentiaries.* On the 18th February the Germans had aclually

terminated the armistice, and then anriies had begun to advance
on a 1,000-mile front from the Gulf of Finland to the Black Sea^

but there was no further military resistance, and Russia c;ould

now be regarded as a dead front. Peace had already been

concluded with the Ukraine on the 9th February. Peace with

Rumania w'as not finally signed until the 7th May, tliough

little danger was to be feared from the Rumanian army. But
these delays were only technical, and the German Higher
Command knew that it was free to turn its attention to the 1918
campaign. •

20. ConditioH of the Belligerents at the close of VJ17. At the

close of 1917 the general situation was very different from what
it had been twelve months previously. The strain of the almost
continuous battles on the Western Front had draine<i the man-
power of all the European belligerents, and most, serious efforts

were made to refill the depleted ranks during the winter months.
The appointment of Georges Clemehbeau a.s Prime Minister of
*

> V. fuller account in Chapter VI, Part II.
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France in November 1917 was a guarantee that <rthe fighting

spirit of the French nation was not exhausted, and that the wai*

policy of the Allies would be pursued with relentless vigour.

In Great Britain still more men were combed from industry to

replace the wastage of the Flanders fighting, and-the British

divisions (but not those of the Oversea^ Dominions) were
reduced from 13 to 10 battalions. In Germany the 1917 Class

(averaging 18J years) was called up, nearly two years before its

normal time.

The universal shortage of material resources gave almost
more cause for anxiety. Three years of war had rendered

Europe economically unproductive ; Russia, one of the world’s

chief sources of food supply, was plunged in chaos. The sub-

marine campaign, although it had failed to produce the decisive

results expected in Germany, was taking enormous toll of the

world’s shipping, and very seriously jeopardized the food supply

of Great Britain.

But the privations of the Allies were insignificant compared
to those suffered by the Central Powers. In spite of an elaborate

organization, controlled by what had once been the most efficient

bureaucracy in the world, Germany and Austria were suffering

from fin acute shortage of almost every essential raw material,

and from a total deficiency of many of them. Neither the oil-

wells of Galicia and Rumania, the copper-mines of Serbia, nor
tjie agricultural resources of- the whole Danubian basin were
sufficient to meet the demands of the prolonged struggle. The
dearth of fats and oils of all kinds was particularly disastrous,

both to human, health and to industrial requirements. Ip spite

of the resources of Westphalia, Silesia, and Poland, coal was
extremely scarce, ovring to the lack of labour and rolling-stock.

The Allied Blockade was doing its work and doing it well.

21. The Issue at Stake. It was thus clear, at the close of

1917, that the strain was becoming too great to last, and that

the end of the struggle was in sight. But what the end would
be was as uncertain as ever. All the European belligerents

appeared to have reached the end of their resources ; Germany’s
territorial gains were greater than ever, and, though her people

were weary, her armies were still unconquered. The collapse of

Russia removed all pressure from her Eastern Front, and it was
extremely doubtful if thftt pressure could ever be revived.

Germany was free at last to concentrate superior force in the
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main theatre^—the Western Front—and thus challenge the final

decision.

This challenge could not have been averted by a negotiated

peace, to which both parties were stubbornly opposed. Ger-

many’s rulers were as determined as ever not to surrender the

fruits of their military depredations ; on this last point sufficient

evidence is supplied by Ludendorff’s conditions regarding

Germany’s future frontiers, as stated at the Crown Council in

Berlin on the 11th September 1917.* The Allies, for their part,

could not consent to sacrifice the ideals which had called th(»n

to action and had maintained their solidarity throughout such

countless trials. Besides, the entry of America had set the seal

on the continuance of the Allies’ effort and renewed their faith.

If the Allies were trebly armed in knowing the moral justice of

^heir cause, they were quadruply so in the expectation of

America’s material Assistance.

The penultimate factor in deciding the issue of the War was
the collapse of Russia, which enabled Gejmany to concentrate

superior military force to attack the Allies in the West. The
ultimate factor was the arrival of effective military aid from
America—but would it arrive in time to save the Allies in the

impending struggle V ,

22. The Seeds of Revolution in Germany. There were only

two eventualities which could have prevented the German
offensive of 1918 : either a revolution in Germany or a defectioij

of her allies. Both of these possibilities were to be reckoned
with. As early as the 12th April 1917, Count C/.ernin, a close

and reliable observer of conditions in Germany, had expressed

himself as follows in a memorandum addressed to the Emperor
Charles :

* I am firmly convinced that if Germany attempts to

cari’y on another winter campaign, revolution will break out in

thet country.’ •

This prediction was practically, if not literally, fulfilled. TJie

first Council of Workmen and Soldiers was formed at Reinlcken-
dorf before the close of 1917, and throughout January and
February 1918 the industrial centres of Germany and Austria-

> War Memories, English edition, vol. ii, pp. 518-21. He demanded a
protective belt round the iron-mines of Lorraine, economic uhion witli

Belgium, and, in effect, political control over her. The annexation of Luxem-
burgan extension of the German frontier near the Upper Silesian coalfields
and Oanzig and Thom, plus power to conscriptfthe inhabitants of Courland and
Lithuania, and economic control of the kingdom of Poland, were further
demands.
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Hungary were seething with half-suppressed revolt. « Tne strikes

which began on the 16th January at Vienna, and spread thence
to Budapest and Berlin, were political in character, and were
at least partly the outcome of the workers’ protest against the
sabre-rattling policy adopted during the Brest-Lkovsk nego-

tiations.

The crisis was tided over ; the signing of peace with Russia
relieved Germany of one great load of anxiety, and the promise
of victory in the West was dangled—a tempting lure—^before

the war-weary German nation. The bait was swallowed, the
murmurs of dissension were stifled, and the nation braced itself

for a last effort. Germany’s allies, although with little confi-

dence in the issue, followed suit.

23. Germany's Plan for the 1918 Campaign. The circum-

stances which impelled Germany to undertake the great spring

offensive are clearly defined. With- Austria-Hungary and
Turkey at the end of their military strength, and Bulgaria

frankly disaffected, the Quadruple Alhance could only be held

together by the definite promise of a German victory. The
intei;pal cohesion of Germany itself depended on the fulfilment

of that long-deferred hope. During two years of almost con-

tinuous attacks by the French and British Armies, the German
troops in the West had remained on the defensive ; their

casualties had been colossal and the moral strain enormous

;

they certainly could not be expected to await a repetition of

these hammer-blows by the American Army with fresh troops

and unlimited ammunition. Besides, eveiy officer and man of

the German Army knew the truth of the military axiom that
‘ decisive success in battle can be gained only by a vigorous

offensive ’. Ludendorff defines the position accurately in the

following words ;
‘ The situation of our allies and of ourselves,

as well as the condition of the army, demaR,dcd an offensive

which wQuld produce a quick decision. That could only be
brought about on the Western Front.’

Time pressed. The blow would have to be delivered at the

earliest possible moment if the arrival of the Americans was to

be forestedled. Ludendorff’s masterly training manual, entitled

The Offensive Battle in Position Warfare, was issued on the

Ist January 1918. The training of the troops could be com-
pleted by the middle of March. But a premature start might
prejudice success. Offensive operations are largely dependent
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on commuriications, which in turn depend on the state of the
ground and weather. Forage is bulky and is difficult to transport

in the battle*zone ; horses may have to depend on grazing as an
emergency measure, and this is not to be found before the spring.

All these factors had militated against the success of the German
offensive at Verdun, which had commenced on the 21st Feb-
ruary 1916. The opening of the 1918 offensive was fixed for a
month later in the season.

24. Choice of the Sector of Attack. The German General Staff

considered four alternative sectors of the Western Front for the
delivery of the great blow; these were: Flanders, Ypbes-Lens,
Arras-La Fere, and Verdun. Tlie two northern, w^hich would
have had the capture of the Channel Ports as their strategic

objective, were ruled out owing to themud of Flanders and of the

•Lys Valley, which would not be dry enough for operations until

the middle of April. iTie Verdun sector was also rejected, as

its strategic importance was secondary and, from a tactical

point of view, the ground was too hilly and broken to be suitable.

The remaining sector, which coincided with the famous ‘ Sieg-

fried Line ’, did not suffer from the above drawbacks, while it

offered the distinct tactical advantage that the Entente troops

were known to be holding the line thinly on this front. At the
beginning- of February the British Army had taken over from
the French an additional 28 miles of line, from north of

St. Quentin to south of La Fere. This extension of line was
not justified by any corresponding increase in the forces avail-

able to hold it. On the 1st January 1918, the British Army in

France? with a rifle strength of 659,000, had been holding a line

95 miles in length, i.e. with rather less than 4 rifles to every
yard of front. By the 21st March 1918, it held a line 123 miles

long, but its rifle strength had fallen to 616,000, giving less than
3 men per yard offront. The new sector, south of St. Quentin,
comprised the broad and marshy Oise Valley and the Forest of

St. Gobain ; it was held, therefore, less strongly than the more
active sectors farther north.

The greater part of the ground south of St. Quentin was
entirely new to the British troops ; they were unfamiliar with
the local topography and defensive organization. Besides, the
strength of a modern defensive system depends so vitally on
the intimate co-ordination and mutual support of adjoining
sectors that any break in its continuity or cohesion, such as

VOL. L • C •
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tends to anise at the point of junction between ‘two armies

of different nationalities, is a source of both strategical and
tactical weakness. *

i

Another tactical disadvantage which the Abras-La F^be
sector imposed on the British Armj was the existence in front

of the ‘ Siegfried line ’ of a zone, some 20 miles wide, which had
been systematically devastated by the First and Second German
Armies before their retirement in March 191 7. Communications
were therefore difficult and shelter practically non-existent,

so that the area was an extremely unfavourable one for the
concentration of troops.

From the strategic point of view the choice of the Arras-
XiA Fere sector would afford the assailant a chance of definitely

separating the French from the British and Belgian Armies by
driving them back on their divergent lines of communication

;

in this eventuality the British and Belgian Armies would be
penned into a narrow strip of coast north of the Somme, where
they could hardly hope to maintain themselves.

The choice of this sector for the offensive was therefore amply
justified both strategicallyand tactically,though we have Luden-
dorff’s word for it that the tactical advantages alone were held

to be»paramount.
25. Relative Strengths on ^Ist March 1918. Ultimate success

in war demands the concentration of superior force—moral and
physical—^at the decisive point and at the roost advantageous

moment. Granting that the German Higher Command had
correctly chosen the time and place for their final offensive blow,

the factor of material and moral superiority, upon which the

result depended, remains to be considered.

During the greater part of the War the German forces on
the Western Front had been slightly inferior numerically to the

combined strength of the Allies. Owing partly to the advantages

possessed*by Germany in her unity of command and her strate-

gical position on interior lines, the Allies had never been able

to turn this margin of superiority to account. At the beginning

of January 1918 the balance was still in favour of the Allies,

who had sbm^e 168 divisions with which to oppose some 157

German ones. The rifle strength of the Allies was roughly

1,600,000 to the German, 1,230,000. The collapse of Russia,

however, enabled the tables to be turned. Between the

1st December 1917 and the end of March 1918, no fewer than
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36 Crermari«divisiqns were transferred from tlie Eastern to the
Western Front, while during the same period all the Germf^n
divisions in ^tftly, eight in number, were moved to France.

Thus, on the fateful day of the 21st March the Germans had
concentrated 192 divisions (approximately 1,514,000 rifles)

.;against 169 Allied divisions (1,398,000 rifles). The margin of
numerical superiority was not very considerable; still, as

' Ludendorff says in Ijis Memories, it was such as the Germans
had never yet possessed on the Western Front, and ‘ affonled
prospects of success ’.

The Western Front was at that time lield by some 112
German divisions in the line, the remaining 80 being in reserve.

This formidable mflss of manoeuvre was too large to be employed
in one single operation. Of the 80 divisions available. 5o were
.destined to deliver the initial assault, while 25 others remained
to replace those which might suffer the most severely, or alterna-

tively to meet possible counter-strokes on other sectors of the
front. The blow itself was to be delivered along the 50-mile

front between Croisilles (south-east of Arras) and La Fere
with a force of 5 rifles per yard. We have Ludendorff’s state-

ment that the assault was prepared and supported by a con-

centration of 100 guns to every kilometre of front attacked,

i. e. one gun to every 11 yards. Owing to the extension of front

already referred to, the number of guns available to defend the

whole British line only amounted to one gun to every 38 yards,

the allotment to the Fifth Army sector being rather less.

26. The Element of Surprise. Thus, so far as the initial

shock vas concerned, the German General Staff might well con-

sider that the concentration of superior force at the decisive

point was assured. Moreover, they had not neglected the

element of surprise—^that factor essential to military success.

The effect of an}^ offensive blow is enormously enhanced when

it is delivered without warning, and this factor is all ihe^more

vital when the numerical superiority possessed by the assailant

is not in itself such as to render success a foregone conclusion.

The assemblage in secret of the attacking divisions and of the

artillery and trench mortars supporting them, together with the

concentration of the enormous quantities of ammunition and

engineer stores required, was carried out with exemplary skill,

and must ever be regarded as a masterpiece of staff work. It

involved the massing in a comparatively confined zone of some
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800,000 mei^ and 7,000 guns. In spite, however, of the skill with

w^ch the concentration was conceived and executed, it did not
come as a surprise. The probable designs of the ehetny were too

obviously indicated, and his preparations were on too vast a
scale for a complete sui^rise to be effected. Thanks to the

vigilance of the British General Staff, ample warning was given,

both as to the time and place of the offensive. But for this fore-

warning, the effect of the German blow might well have been
annihilating. It must be stated, however, that the French
General Staff were as equally convinced that the main German
attack would be against the front held by the French Army.

It seems that the German Higher Command was counting

very largely on the assistance which their attack would derive

from the element of surprise. The British tactics at Cambrai
in November 1917 had illustrated the possibility of launching an i

effective surprise attack on a highly oirganized trench system
without the lengthy artillery prelude which in previous battles

had invariably disclosed the attacker’s intentions. The
Germans had not been able to emulate the British achievements

in ta'nk construction, partly through having come into the field

too late, partly through lack of sufficient labour and raw
material. The German gunners had, however, perfected them-
selves in the calibration of their batteries, and were thus able

to open accurate destructive and barrage fire at the last moment
before the assault, without having disclosed their presence by
previous registration.

27. Germany's Man-power. As the German Higher Command
depended so largely on obtaining the effect of surprise—^a factor

which can seldom be reckoned on with certainty—^their March
offensive must to some extent be regarded as a gigantic gamble.

The available reserve of German man-power was insufficient in

itself to guarantee victoiy in a succession of pitched battles.

The experiences of 1916 and 1917 must have taught them that

they could not expect to suffer less than 200,000 casualties per

month during periods of heavy fighting on the Western Front.

To meet these casualties Ludendorff had, as he admits, only
‘ several hundred thousand men ’ in reserve. Without counting

the 1920 class of recruits, not as yet called to the colours, this

reserve in the depots maj^ possibly have amoimted to 500,000,

but more probably did not exceed 300,000 men. The Russian

Front had been milked dry, not a man under 35 years of age*
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having been left in the 40 odd skeleton divisions.which were
holding over 1,000 miles of front between the Baltic and tlie

Black Sea. ' There remained only a monthly income of recu-

perated wounded from hospital, returned prisoners from Russia,

and a small number of men still being combed from civil occupa-

tions. We know that the total from all these sources did not

exceed 130,000 per month throughout the summer of 1918. The
German Army was thus faced with a probable monthly deficit

of 70,000 men, which could only be made good from the capital

reserve. This reserve would be exhausted if heavy fighting were
to continue for a period of four to seven months, and Germany
would then be bankrupt as regards man-power. The decision

would have to be reached quickly or the game would be lost,

for the American divisions were beginning to arrive in France.
• 28. The ‘'Moral'' of the German Army. Ludendorff admits

in his Memories that the German man-power situation prior to

the great offensive was ^ very serious ’, and blames the War
Ministry for not having done all that was possible in the way of

combing out the home defence troops and reserved occupations.

At the same time he complains of the deteriorating moral .spirit

of the army, and ascribes it to the influence of those same dregs

of the nation’s manhood which he was so imperiously defhand-

ing. The- infantry battalions at the front could not be kept up
to tiieir establishment owing to the absence of ‘ many thousands

of deserters and shirkers ’, while " tens of thou.sands ’ had
avoided conscription by deserting to Holland and other neutral

countries. The recruits of the 1919 class, now averaging

18J yeftrs of age, were being di-afted in large numbers from the

home depots to the reception camps, and the influence of these

youths, ill-disciplined, under-n<»urished, and steeped in an atmo-
sphere of war-weariness, was demoralizing the older men. The
Higher Command ' did not realize that it had pumped the
German nation dry of its manhood, and that the dregS which it

was now trying to utilize would only foul the working of the
machine. Germany’s manhood had been exploited as only the
manhood of France had been exploited in the previous century
by the insatiable ambition of Napoleon. That great commander
had known how to utilize every available unit of man-power,
but he had at the same time recognized that, in war as in every
pther phase of human activity, ‘ the moral is to the physical as

three to one ’. War, as Ludendorff himself once said, is not a
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question of« mathematics ; but neither the Kaiser, nor Hinden-
burg, nor Ludendorff was a Napoleon ; all of them lacked the
galvanic power to stimulate the spirit of their armi^ to sacrifice.

Napoleon’s cause in 1815. was neither nobler nor more inspiring

than that of the German nation at bay, but the echo aroused in

the breast of almost every Frenchman by the appeal of the
Hundred Days found no counterpart in the Germany of 1918.

The German leaders not only failed to perceive the change in

the spirit and sentiment of their own armies, they also under-
estimated the moral of their opponents. Through over-confi-

dence in their own qualities and resources the German leaders

again committed the error of under-rating the powers of the

British Army. The same spirit of tenacity anS dogged resistance,

which had thwarted the great enveloping sweep of August
1914, was now to meet the full weight of the final blow i«

March 1918.

29. The German March Offensive. The 21st March came
and the offensive opened. The early morning mist favoured

the rapid advance of the Eighteenth German Army and vitiated

the *^execution of the pre-arranged defence scheme. Farther

north, the assault columns of the Seventeenth and Second
Gernlan Armies were checked by the resolute musketry and
machine-gun fire of General Byng’s troops. The Geiman
infantry lost their covering artillery barrage and were held up
in the British battle zone, where they suffered heavy losses.

The enveloping attack of General Otto von Below’s Army from
the Abkas-Cambrai highroad, which had been intended to

reach Bapaume and thus roll up the Third and Fifth' British

Aimies, had failed in its main purpose.

The offensive was pressed on with relentless vigour, and the

second line divisions were sent forwai’d to exploit the initial

success. Although the Seventeenth Army had failed with heavy
lossesa the Second and Eighteenth Armies, between Cambrai
and La Fere, continued the advance westwards and had
captured Bapaume, Peronne, and Nesle by the 25th March,
having made good the line of the Upper Somme. Much had
already been achieved : 90,000 British prisoners and 900 guns
had been captured, in addition to vast depots of supplies and
material of every kind. ,The British line was badly bent, but
it was not broken, and French reserves were now coming to it^

aid. On the 28th March five fresh divisions of the Seventeenth
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German A*iny made a violent assault astride the Scarfe in an
attempt to capture Arras and the Vimv Ridge, but von Below
again failed with heavy loss. The Second and Eighteenth
Armies had on the 30th March been definitely brought to a
standstill on the general line Albert-Montdidier-Noyon,
and their offensive powers were exhausted. A final effort on
the 4th and 5th April gained Hamel (12 miles east of Amiens)
and the western bank of the Avre at Moreuil, but more could

not be done. The great Somme offensive was at an end.

30. Conthmation of the Cennan Offensive in Ajmi, May, and
June. The losses of the Seventeenth, Second, and Eighteenth

German Armies had been so heavy, and their difficulties so

great as regards oommunications and supply, that it was out of

the question to renew the attack between Arras and tiie Oise.

The thinly held sector of the Lvs Valley, laigely manned by
Portuguese troops, offered a tempting bait, and a new offensive

was quickly mounted. On the 9th April 14 divisions of the

Sixth German Army ttverran the Portuguese front and gained

the line of the Lys. A continuation of the operation on the

succeeding days reached the line Mekville-Messinei^ but

the gallant resistance at Festubert and Givenchy prevented

the extension of the break farther southwards, thus saving the

remaining coal-mines of Northern France. The Fourth and
Sixth German Armies continued until the 25th April their

efforts to reach the chain of heights north of Bailleul, which

dominate the Flamlers Plain, but, beyond gaining a footing on
Kemmel Hill, nothing substantial w'as achieved while heavy
casualties were incurred.

Ludendorff considered tliat the continuation of the offensive

against the British Army between Ypres and Bailleul still

gave the best promise of success. The British Army had
suffered such losses that its recovery might well seem im]K)ssiblc.

The number of effective British divisions had been reduced
from 58 to 45, and most of these were below establirfiment.

An advance of a few miles towards Hazebrouck and Cassel
would have forced the Allies to evacuate all Flanders as far

west as Dunkirk, and would have brought the German armies

w'ithin measurable reach of the other Channel Ports. But the
four armies of Crown Prince Rupprecht’s Group had been
heavily engaged, and the losses alr^dy incurred had exceeded
the estinjates of the Higher Command. All the divisions
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required at least a month’s rest and training out pi 'the line

before a further operation could be contemplated.

Although the offensive in Flanders against tha Bptish Army
still remained Ludendorff’s plan for the final and decisive blow,

he decided that preliminary operations would have to be under-

taken elsewhere in order to disperse the Allies’ strategic reserve.

Various attacks of limited scope were therefore prepared on the

front of the German Crown Prince’s Group between Mont-
niDiEB and the Argonne.

The first of these blows was delivered on the 27th May by
the Seventh and First German Armies on the Chemin des
Dames between Soissons and Reims. The attack had been
prepared with great skill and secrecy ; although only intended

to reach Soissons and the line of the Vesle, it actually pene-

trated to a depth of 30 miles and reached the line of the Marne
between Dormans and ChAteau Thierry by the 31st May.
The attack was held up on the west, however, between Soissons

and Villebs Cottebets, and, as in the Lys Valley, the

Germans were brought to a halt in an uncomfortable salient,

wherq their communications were extremely precarious.

A fresh attempt was again made on the 9th June when the

Eighteenth German Army attacked between Montdidieb and
NoYON. The operation had been clumsily organized and was
an expensive failure.

Meanwhile, on the Italian Front, an offensive was also being

prepared. The resources of Austria-Hungary were now at an
extremely low ebb, and the Austrian Higher Command, in-

spired by the German successes in France, as well as by the

memory of Capobetto, hoped to replenish these resources from
the rich plains of Lombardy and Venetia. Although no
German troops were available on this occasion to assist them,

the Austrians planned an ambitious offensive which was
launched on the 15th June at various points between the

Asiago* Plateau and the mouth of the Piave. The attacks in

the mountain sector against the British and French Corps

were checked with heavy losses ; the attack on the Piave met
with more success, but was eventually frustrated by the

sudden rising of the river, which swept away the Austrian

bridges. The Austrians were forced to return to their original

positions, having lost some*24,000 prisoners and 65 guns.

31. Foch as Generalissimo. The shock of the German March *
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offensive*and the grave peril, which menaced the cohesion of the
Allied Armies, had the effect of bringing home to the AlUes the
urgent nece^siky ‘for unity of command. The Franco-British

Armies were within measimable distance of destraction when it

was realized that all petty rivalries must be jettisoned and that

the united military resources of the Allies must be ‘ pooled
’

under the direction of a single mind. Fortunately the right man
was at hand. General Foch was a soldier with a European
reputation, although the real brilliance of his military genius

had not then been universally appreciated. It was fitting, too,

that the supreme command of the Allies, who were fighting on
French soil to protect the liberty of France, should be vested

in a Frenchman. •

Although the advantages possessed by the Ceidriii Powers
in their centralized leadership had been fully realized, it is open
1;o question whether the single command could have been

adopted earlier by the Allies in view of the diversity of their

organization, characteristics, and geographical situation. How-
evei' that may be, its adoption on the 26th March 1918, under

the stress of imminent peril, produced instantaneous results.

A strategic reserve of French, British, and American divisions

was at once foimed, and concentrated in the most vital ^reas

where danger threatened. The relative merits and requirements

of all sectors of the battle line were equally considered, so that

offensive and defensive dis|X)sitions could be co-ordinated along

the whole length of the common front. To the institution of

tlie single command, still more to the brilliant soldier who
wielded^ it, is due a large mcasun' of the credit for having
brought the German offensive to a standstill.

32. The Coming of the Americans. Besides the institution of

the single command, the Allies bent all their energies to repairing

the gaps made in their resoui’ces. By the end of March reinforce-

ments to the extent of some 300,000 were sent atyoss the
Channel from England, and every gun lost had been replaced.

America was not slow in resjwnding to the appeal which the
British Prime Minister addressed to her in the early days of the
offensive. During the month of April 118,000 American troops

were transported to Europe from America, and in the following

month this number was more than doubled. Prior to the
launching of the German offensive iJiere were five American
divisions in France, of which three only were trained ; by the
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beginning of July these numbers had risen to 24 aftd 12 respec-

tively. American troops had counter-attacked vigorously at

ChAteav Thierry at the beginning of June, afid#<were already

giving a good account of themselves in the firing line. Luden-
dorff admits in his Memories that the American troops were
arriving more quickly than he had considered possible. He
sums up the effect at this stage of American assistance in the

following words : ‘The American reinforcements as they arrived

could relieve French or British divisions in quiet sectors. This

constituted a fact of enormous significance and illustrates the

influence which the dispatch of troops from the United States

exercised upon the issue of the struggle. America in this way
became the decisive power of the War.’

33. The Turn of the Tide. At the beginning of July the stay

of the Allies was at last in the ascendant. The situation of the

German armies, on the other hand, was rapidly deteriorating.

Not only had their battle casualties exceeded all expectations,

but a new factor—^thc influenza epidemic—began to make
itself felt. This scourge, passing eastwards across Europe, had
already taken its toll of the Allied forces ; its effect on the

German troops, weakened by indifferent nourishment and
forced to fight, rest, and train in the devastated battle zone, was
far more serious. The epidemic was particularly prevalent

among the units of Crown Prince Rupprecht’s Group of Armies,

a fact which boded ill for the intended Flanders offensive.

This operation was therefore postponed by the German Higher
Command until the beginning of August. Tlie average strength

of a German battalion on the Western Front, which had been

850 on the 21st March, had fallen to a bare 700 at the begin-

ning of July . Thus, although the German Higher Command had
succeeded in concentrating 203 divisions (1,890 battalions) on
the Western Front, against only 174 Allied divisions (1,790

battalions), the Allies actually possessed a superiority of some
60,000 rifles.

Even more serious than the consumption of Germany’s man-
power was the deterioration in the spirit and discipline of the

German armies. The low moral of the recruits of the 1919 class

has already been referred to, and, during the period betweenApril
and July, these recruits provided from one-third to one-half of

the drafts received by the fighting troops to make good thei^
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battle casualties. The spirit of insubordination grew apace,
and was fostered by the simultaneous decline in the quality of

the regimefltal officers due to the high wastage. During the
first fortnight of May a serious mutiny occurred in the reinforce-

ment camp at Beverloo in Belgium, among the Alsatians and
Poles who had been brought over as drafts from the Russian
Front. About tlie same period, supply trains were being held
up and pillaged by armed jiarties of soldiers in the area of the

Eighteenth German Anny. An order jjublislied on the 8th May
by General von Quasi, commanding the Sixth Army, mentions
‘ the slow but steady deterioration of discipline ’. On the

7th June General von dor Marwitz, commanding the Second
Army, published an order in which he said :

‘ Discipli’.i , which
is the -keystone of our army, is seriously shakei: ; another

• order, published five days later by the same Army Commander,
admitted that * cases of soldiers openly refusing to obey orders

are increasing to an alarming extent ’. These occurrences were
ominous for the future, for discij)line is an essential factor in

the cohesion of an army, even when that army is numerically

superior and victorious ; but when an army suffers rcveriScs or

is compelled to give ground, only good discipline can save it

from destruction. •

34. The Battles of July. The first, foi-tnight of July o])ens

the period when the initiative was definitely wrested from the

grasp of the G<*rman Higher Command. From tlur 28t}i June
onw'ards the Fi-ench and British had begun to imi)rove their

position in various sectors by small local oja-rations. The most
ambitfous of these was the re-capture of Hamkl (12 miles east of

Amiens) by the Austi-alian Corjis on the 4th July. Sixty of the
‘ Mark V ’ tanks were employed for the first timi-

;
the attack

was a complete surprise and produced encouiaging results.

The Geiman*Higher Command was, however, still confident

of success, and intended to strike a decisive blow irf Flanders

at the beginning of August. As Foch’s reserves in that area

wore still too strong, a preliminary operation farther south

was necessai-y to divert them. With this object the German
Crown Prince was to carry out a great converging offensive on
a 50-mile front east and west of Reims, directed on Epebmay
and CHALONS-sur-MABNE. The Frc^^ch General Staff obtained

.ample warning of the attack and took measures accordingly

;

the Champagne blow spent itself in the air and broke down
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completely, again with heavy losses. Ludendorff sttll failed to

realize that he had definitely lost the initiative and must draw
in his horns. He began in haste to transfer his reserve divisions,

artillery, and aeroplanes to Flanders for the consumlnation of

his long-cherished plan, when suddenly, like a bolt from the

blue, Foch’s counter-stroke developed.

At dawn on the 18th July, the Tenth and Sixth French
Armies, under the command of Generals Mangin and Degoutte,

attacked on a 35-mile front between Soissons and Chateau
Thierry. Over 450 tanks, which had been assembled un-

perceived in the Forest of Villers Cotterets, prepared and
assisted the assault. The German Ninth and Seventh Armies
were completely surprised, and reserve divisions destined for

the north had to be counter-ordered and sent hurriedly to fill

the gap. The Germans lost 12,000 prisoners and 800 guns at •

one blow.

Foch’s counter-stroke had completely upset the plans of the

German Higher Command, besides inflicting very heavy casual-

ties. Itwas not,however, until several days later that Ludendorff

realized its full significance. The Flanders offensive was then

definitely abandoned, and by the end of the month the Seventh
Army.had been withdrawn behind the line of the Vesle from
the precarious Chateau Thierry salient. Further, the losses

sustained in the July battles had been so great that the German
Higher Command was forced to- disband ten infantry divisions

in order to provide reinforcements for other units. The capital

reserve of man-power was exhausted and the German armies

were definitely forced to revert to a defensive role.

.

The military situation thus took an entirely new turn. In

the words of Field-Marshal Lord Haig’s Dispatch :
‘ The com-

plete success of the Allied counter-attack on the 18th July near

Soissons marked the turning-point in the year's campaign, and
commenced the seeond phase of the Allied operations. There-

aftertKe initiative lay withthe Allies, and the growing superiority

of their forces enabled them to roll back the tide of invasion with

ever-increasing swiftness.’

35. The Allied Counter-offeimve in August and September.

If the 18th July was a heavy blow for the German Higher Com-
mand, still worse was to follow. On the 8th August the Fourth
British Army, under General Lord Rawlinson, with the First

French Army under General Debeney on its right, attacked the*
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Second Ge^an Army on a front of 15 miles between Moblan-
coxiET (north of the Somme) and Moreuil on the River Avre.
The attack, wHich w'as planned and executed under the orders
of Lord Haig, was carried out by some 17 divisions, and was
supported by more than 400 tanks ; it came as a complete
surprise to the enemy and was entirely successful. The advance
was continued until the 12th August, by which time over
30,000 prisoners and 700 guns had been captured. The attack
of the 8th August set the seal on the Allied victory of the
18th July, and made the German Armies, both troops and
leaders, realize their inferiority on the field of battle. As
Ludendorff says, ‘ The 8th August is the German Army’s black
day in the history* of this war ’

; and again, ‘ The 8th August
determined the collapse of our ^hting powers ’.

• Marshal Foch’s strategic effort was not confined to the

victories already won by the French and British Armies between
the Marne and the Somme. He had taken the measure of the

situation and gauged exactly the relative values, moral and
material, of the forces now set in motion. His strategic con-

ception involved the crushing of the great German salient which

was still thrust deep into the heart of France between Artois

and the Argonne. This salient was buttressed on the flanks by

the great. fortified pivots of Lille and Metz. Between these

pivots stretched the strongly entrenched ‘ Siegfried ’ Line,’

with its northern extension, the ‘ Wotan ’ Line,* from tlic

ScABPE to the Lys. Behind this barrier a second and shorter

retrenchment was being hastily prepared between th(^ Scheldt
and tht^Upper Meuse, comprising the ‘ Hermann ^ Hunding
and ‘ Brunhild ’ Lines. The two main faces of this great

salient depended on the axes of the Sambre and Meuse Valleys,

radiating from Namur, which was thus the strategic focus of

the whole front. • Towards this focus the drives of the Allied

Armies were directed, the British and Belgians on the*we^stern,

the French and Americans on the southern face of the salient.

Foch’s blows fell in relentless succession . On the 21 st August

the offensive was resumed by the Third and Fourth British

Armies and continued incessantly for ten days. Bapaume and

Peronne fell, while the extension of the battle northwards by

the First British Army resulted in the storming of the ‘ Wotan

• * Known by the British as the ‘ Hindknbvbo Line ’.

* Known J>y the British as the ‘ Drocoukt-Qu£.\nt Line
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Line ’ at its pivotal point on the 2nd September. T^e Germans
were thus forced to retire forthwith to their main defensive

position, the ‘ Siegfried Line * •

On the 12th September the First American Army drove in

the St. Mihiel salient east of the Meuse and compelled the

Germans to retire to the ‘ Michel ’ retrenchment in the WofivRE
Plain. The effect of this operation was considerable, as the

threat of further attacks on the southern pivot of their defensive

system caused the Germans to withdraw a number of divisions

from their northern army groups in order to reinforce the

Lokbaine sector.

Throughout September the Allies continued and intensified

their offensive blows on the now wavering German armies. On
the 26th the French and the Americans attacked on a front of

over 40 miles on both sides of the Abgonne Forest, between the^

Meuse and the Suippe. On the 27th the Third and First British

Armies attacked on a fiont of 11 miles in the direction of

Cambrat. On the 28th the Second British Army and the

Belgian Army, under the command of King Albert, attacked

between Ypres and Dixmude. On the 29th the British attack

on the ‘ Siegfried Line ’ was extended southwards to St. Quen-
tin and renewed on a 30-mile front, with the result that the

main defences of the ‘ Siegfried Line ’ were stormed at one of

its strongest points. In three days of heavy fighting the British

armies had captured 27,000 prisoners and 400 guns.

During the eleven weeks between the 15th July and the

30th September, the German armies on the Western Front had
suffered a succession of defeats which had reduced their spirits

and resources to breaking-point. The Allies had captured

254,000 prisoners, 3,670 guns, and 23,000 machine guns. Since

the opening of their offensive the German armies had suffered

two million casualties in battle. They had been forced to

reduce tjie strength of their battalions from four companies to

three* so that, although on paper the 194 German divisions on
the Western Front were equivalent in number to the Allied

divisions, the latter now mustered some one and a half million

rifles as against a bare million on the German side. The moral

of the German troops was shattered, and their last entrenched

line of defence had been pierced in the centre, .

36. Macedonia and Phlestine. While the situation in the

West was thus rapidly approaching a decision, events in the
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East were aeveloping as unfavourably for the Central Powers.
Under the stress of the Allied attacks in France and Flanders,
only a few German battalions could be spared to strengthen
the disheartened armies of Bulgaria and Turkey. These allies,

whose adherence could only be retained by the success of

German arms, were now wavering, although tHe German Higher
Command seems to have been singularly blind to their actual

state of inefficiency and lack of zeal.

On the 15th September the Allied offensive began in Mace-
donia. Thanks to the magnificent fighting qualities of the

Serbian Army, the Bulgarian centre in the mountain sector

between the Vardar and the Cerna was completely broken,

and the Allies advanced on Nisir and Sofia. Bulgarin signed

an armistice with the Allied Commander-in-Chi f on the

^9th September.

On the 18th SepteniBer liord Allenby opened his Palestine
offensive, and on the following day three cavalry divisions

pushed through the gap made by the infantry and rolled up the

whole Turkish Front. The British cavalry reached Damascus
on the 30th, by whicli date 60,000 prisoners and 325 guns had
been captured.

The collapse of tlie Bulgarian and Turkish Armies was the

death-blow to Germany’s chances of evading defeat. Apart

from the political effect of these disasters on the war-weary

German and Austrian peoples, the whole of the southern fron-

tiers of Austria-Hungary and Rumania were exposed to the

advance of the Allies. This advance now threatened Germany’s
line of • communication with the Ukraine by the Danube.
Germany’s subsistence during the summer of 1918 had been

dependent on the horses, cattle, grain, and oil which she had
received from Rumania and the Ukraine. The interruption of

the Danube line i^ould be a vital blow.

The German Higher Command realized that, although it

was hopeless to try to restore the situation in Macedonia,
a Danube Front would have to be constituted at all costs. To
form a defensive cordon from the Adriatic to the Black Sea

involved holding a line 650 miles in length. The available forces

in the Eastern and Southern theatres were miserably inadequate

for this purpose. One German an^ one Austro-Hungarian

division were hurriedly dispatched towards Sofia from the

Ukraine, while three German divisions in Russia and two
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Austro-Hungarian divisions in Italy, all under orders for the
Western Front, were diverted in the hope of saving Nish. The
German Alpine Corps was also sent to the MobavX Valley from
the Western Front. Thus the Allied victory in the Balkans
deprived the German Western Frcnt of four German and two
Austro-Hungarian divisions at the critical period of the War.

37. Decision in Sight. About the middle of July 1918,

Germany’s statesmen began to suspect that the great offensive

had definitely failed and that the pendulum of military success

was about to swing back. At this time von Hintze, who was
replacing von Kiihlmann as Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, formally asked Ludendorff whether he was still certain

of bringing the offensive to a victorious dmsion. The First

Quartermaster-General replied in the affirmative.^

The defeat of the Second German Army on the 8th August
altered Ludendorff’s opinion on this point. Count von Hertling,

the Imperial Chancellor, and von Hintze, the Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs, went to General Headquarters at Spa on
the 13th August to confer with the Higher Command. When
Lud'endorif had described the military situation and pointed out
that a retirement on the West Front would probably be neces-

sary,*”the Foreign Secretary realized that Germany would have
to resort to peace negotiations ere matters grew worse. On
the following day a Crown Council was held at Spa, at which
the Kaiser and Crown Prince were present. After hearing the

statements of his advisers, the Emperor decided that peace

negotiations must be initiated as soon as a suitable occasion

offered, preferably after a German success, and. charged the

Foreign Secretary with the duty of approaching the Queen of

the Netherlands as an inteimediary.

On the 14th and 15th August the discussion was continued

with the Austrian Emperor and Count Burian, who had replaced

Count Czernin in the spring as Austro-Hungarian Foreign

Minister. The Austrians were anxious to commence peace

negotiations at once, but preferred to initiate them by a toect

appeal to all the belligerents. For the next fortnight an acri-

monious exchange of views was carried on between the Gennan
and Austrian Governments, each insisting on the merits of their

own proposals. On the ^Oth August the Austrians threatened

^ ‘ I discussed with himmy hope of even yet making the Entente ready for
peace,’ vol. ii, 654.
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to act independently, and von Hintze hastened to Vienna. On
the 7th Septem]>er the Austrian Emperor asked Hindenburg to
state his definite plans for the future, and his opinion as to when
a suitable moment would occur for opening peace negotiations.

After a conference with von Hintze at General Headquarters
on the 9th, Hindenburg on the 10th replied that the Higher
Command intended to hold the ‘ Siegfried Line but that he
approved of immediate peace negotiations being opened so long

as these were initiated through neutral mediation and not on
the lines of the Austrian proposal. The discussions were con-

tinued, but finally on the 15th September the Austro-Hungarian
Note was issued to, the world.

Between the 14th August and the 14th September <be con-

viction began to dawn on the German Higher Command that

the military position coqld only change for the worse, and that

no German success, even temporary, was possible. Tlie Allied

victories in the Balkans and Palestine, with the consequent

menace to Austria’s Danube flank, at last suc<*eeded in shaking

the Olympic self-confidence of German General Headquarters.

On the 21st September Ludendorff suggested to the German
Foreign Office that America might be approached through
Berne with a view to opening peace negotiations on the basis

of President Wilson’s Fourteen Points. No definite step was
taken, however, until the combined Allied offensives in the

West on the 26th, 27th, and 28th September called imperatively

for a decision. On the evening of the 28th, Hindenburg an<l

Ludendorff were forced to the conclusion that only one chance
remained, of protracting the struggle, namely to sue for an
armistice, to evacuate the occupied territory, and to renew the
contest on the frontiers of Germany with a view to rousing th<^

flagging patriotism of their countrymen.
While the statesmen and soldie^-s of Gei-many and Austria

were hesitating and wrangling, events were «levejopin^ rapidly

on both the Eastern and Western battle-fields. By the 30th
September the Belgians had occupied Roui-eks, the British had
gained the line of the River Lvs as far as Comines and were in

the outskirts of Cambrai, while the First French Army had
entered St. Quentin. On the 29th the Bulgarian Armistice

was signed, and on the day after Damascus fell.

This succession of disasters proved too much for the over-

strained nerves of the German Higher Command. On the

D •OL. 1.
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1st October Ludendorfi urged the Grovemment to -^ansmit the
pesKse offer without further delay, as a break-through might
occur at any moment ; he even went so far as t6 say :

‘ ^e
troops are standing firm to-day; what may happen to-morrow
cannot be foreseen.*

On the 2nd October Prince Max of Baden replaced Count
Hertling as Imperial Chancellor, and on the following day he
specifically asked the Chief of the General Staff whether a
military collapse was inevitable, and, if so, whether the Higher
Command was prepared to accept unfavourable peace terms.

On the following day Hindenburg replied that in view of the
military situation it was necessary to put an end to the struggle

forthwith in order to avoid further sacrifices.' As a result of iiis

communication Prince Max issued his First Note to President

Wilson on the 4th, requesting an immediate armistice.

38. The last Phase. At the beginning of October 1918 defeat

stared the German Army in the face. That the German Higher
Command was not blind to the situation is proved by the candid

exposition made by its representative. Major von dem Busche,

to the party leaders of the Reichstag on the morning of the 2nd
October. Never before had the HigherCommand taken the Civil

Government into its full confidence; the result was curious.

The Civil Government at once assumed that the military chiefs

had lost their nerve ; doubts were cast on their ability to

appreciate the situation soberly, and it was suggested that

other military commanders should be consulted.

President Wilson’s reply to the First German Note was dis-

patched on the 8th October. After further futile discussions

and recriminations between the Higher Command and the

Civil Government, a non-conunittal Second Note was issued on
the 12th, but the President’s prompt and stem rejoinder of the

14th afforded little hope of evasion.

The 'Allied offensive was continued during October with

great determination, although the exertions which the comba-
tants had made during the spring and summer were taxing their

strength severely. On the 4th October the Americans resumed
their operations between the Argonne and the Mettse, and on
the 5th the First and Third German Armies fell back on the

whole Champagne Fron-^. On the 8th the Third and Fourth
British Armies attacked on a front of 20 miles between St.

Quentin and Cambbai. On <the 9th the Canadians entered
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Cambbai, and the ‘ Siegfried ’ defensive system had been
stormed on a jride front. On the following day the advance
was continued to the enemy’s last line of defence, the ‘ Hermann’
position, along the River Selle. On the 1 1th October the enemy
was forced by the pressure on his flanks to commence a general

withdrawal between the Oise and the Meuse to the ‘Hunding-
Brunhild ’ line, while in the north he hastened his preparations

for evacuating the coast of Flanders.

On the 14th, 15th, and 16th October the Belgian, French,

and British forces in Flanders renewed the offensive on the front

of the Fourth German Army between Dixmude and the River

Lys, capturing over 12,000 prisoners and several hundred guns,

and advancing to a depth of 18 miles. This advance i.rned the

Lille defences from the north, and on the 17th Ocluber British

•troops entered Lille and Douai. By the 19th the Allies had
occupied Ostend, Bruges, and Zeebrugge, thus gedning the

whole Flemish coast.

On the 17th October a full session of the German Cabinet was
held in Berlin

;
every aspect of the situation was examined, and

President Wilson’s reply to the Second German Note was con-

sidered. Under interrogation by the Imperial Chancellor,

Ludendorff gave equivocal replies and refused to admit the

imminence of defeat, although he confessed to the deterioration

of the moral of the German troops and to their dread of the

tank attacks. He characterized the situation as grave but not

hopeless. ^ War ’, he said, ‘ is not like a sum in arithmetic. . . .

There is an element of soldiers’ luck in war. Perhaps Germany’s
luck m&y still turn.’ He insisted that the army had a good

chance of surviving the critical four weeks ahead ; if Germany
could only hold out until winter intervened, she might look

forward to renewing the struggle in the spring under more
favourable circumstances. The War Minister, General von
Scheiich, rather detracted from the force of this assertion by
stating that if the Rumanian oil supply were cut off the German
Army could only carry on the war for another six weeks.

This was cold comfort for Germany’s statesmen. Scheide-

mann, another Secretary of State, was still more depressing ; he
stated definitely that the length of the war, no less than the

privations endured, had broken the spirit of the German people.
‘ The workers ’, he stated, ‘ are inclined more and more to say
“ Better a horrible end than a never-ending horror The
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deficiency of meat, potatoes, oil, fat, and rolling-stock was also

emphasized.

39. The End ofthe Struck. On the 17th October the British

Army, assisted by the Second American Corps, assaulted the
^Hermann’ line on a 10-mile front from Le Cateau southwards.

On the ^h this line had been stormed ; the battle extended
northwards, and continued until the 25th October. In this

battle of the Selle the Germans lost 20,000 prisoners and 475
guns ; their last line of defence on the Western Front had been
broken.

On the 20th October the German Grovernment learnt that

Turkey had begun separate peace negotiations and that Austria-

Hungary was likely to follow suit. On the s^e day the Third
German Note was dispatched to President Wilson, and orders

were issued to U-boat commanders to refrain from torpedoing*

merchant vessels. Nevertheless, on the 25th, the Higher Com-
mand, obsessed by a strange reluctance to face the facts, insisted

that the crisis could still be surmounted ; Ludendorff even tried

to induce the Government to break off the peace negotiations.

This' extraordinary display of obstinacy was the last straw in

breaking down the relations between the Higher Command and
the Civil Government. On the following day the Emperor
asked for Ludendorff’s resignation.

Meanwhile the long-delayed Italian offensive had matured,

and on the 27th Lord Cavan, at the head of the Tenth Italian

Army, broke the Austrian line east of the Piave. On the same
day Austria-Hungary sued for an armistice, and the Grerman

Government dispatched their Fourth Note to President Wilson.

On the 30th October Turkey signed an armistice with the

Allied Powers at Mudros. All Germany’s allies had now
abandoned the struggle ; it was impossible for her to hold out

longer.
’

If.thfe Germans were still inclined to postpone their accep-

tance of defeat, the Allies were in no way disposed to let victory

elude their grasp. In spite of the strain which the continuous

operations had imposed on the troops, the Allied Armies main-

tained their offensive pressure.

On the 4th November the British Army attacked on a
30-mile front between th^ Scheldt and the Sambre, capturing

10,000 prisoners and 200 guns. At the same time the French
and Americans pressed the enemy back between the Sambre
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and the Meuse, the latter reached Sedan on the 11th, and the
battle now extended from Valenciennes to Vekdun.

On the 5th November a Cabinet Meeting was held in Berlin.

General Groner, Ludendorff’s successor, gave a candid review

of the military situation and stated that the resistance of the

German Army to the Allies’ attacks could be of but short

duration. At last on the 7th the German Armistice Commission
left Spa for the Allied lines, and four days later hostilities ceased.

40. The Factors of Defeat. To analyse finally the causes

which brought about the military defeat of Germany, to enu-

merate them fully and to appraise their relative importance, is

a task which must be left to the historian of the future. It has

been the aim of this outline of the later stages of the G’ « at War
to set forth in their due proportions, so far as is n-. w possible,

•the principal factors which appear to have affected the situation.

These factors may *be classed generally under the main
headings of moral cohesion, man-power, and material resources.

As regards the moral influences involved, the outstanding

feature of the War was the sincere and lofty idealism which

inspired and maintained the Alliance against the Central

Powers. That this spiritual buoyancy survived the reverses

and disappointments of the earlier stages of the war differen-

tiates it at once from the spurious moral of the German Army
and nation, which was nourished by the taste or anticipation of

success, and withered when cheated of victory.

The gradual decline in the discipline of the German Army
may be attributed mainly to the fact that the rigid military

system • enforced by Germany’s offider-caste constituted an

anachronism quite incompatible with the development of a
modern national army in a long war. The mutual relations of

confidence and friendship between the officer and the private

soldier, which wfire traditional in the Allied Armies, form the

only conceivable basis of discipline among democratic troops,

hastily recruited and trained, under the leadership of inexperi-

enced officers. It is to this factor and not to the contagion

of Russian Bolshevism that the break-down of German dis-

cipline must be chiefly attributed. It was largely the collapse of

discipline which rendered the German soldier a prey to the ‘’tank-

terror ’ which obsessed him during tlje final ba^iles of the war.

Ludendorff and other German military chiefs ascribe the

decline of discipline in their armies to the demoralizing influence
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of public opinion in the interior of Germany, for which they lay
all the blame on the Civil Crovernment. This argument is of

course fallacious, for in a national war the army and the nation
are one. Ludendorff, however, was no psychologist. The seeds

of the German Revolution were engendered by the unsympa-
thetic and unrepresentative system of autocracy under which
the country was governed ; it was fostered by the pressure of

the blockade and by the slow awakening of the national intelli-

gence to reality.

The moral effect on Germany of American intervention in the
War can hardly be over-estimated. To the average German and
Austrian the United States of America stood as the champion
of political liberty and enlightenment, unentangled by the net-

work of European diplomatic intrigue. It was the entry of

America into the War, and not the effect of the Allied propa-
ganda, which really convinced the German people that their

cause was a wrong one.

The advent of America did of course turn the tables as

regards man-power, and reversed the adverse balance of

April 1918. During the six months from April to September
nearly one and a half milhon American troops were transported

to Europe. It was the ‘ big battalions ’ that won, but big

battalions alone cannot win against superior skill or determina-

tion, as the history of every war has proved; and the big

battalions from America were practically untrained.

The considered opinion of the German Higher Command
regarding the American troops was expressed as follows at a
Cabinet Meeting on the 2nd October 1918 :

‘ ... in cases where
they (the American troops) were successful at first owing to the
enormous number of men employed, they were nevertheless

driven back in spite of their superior numbers. What is decisive,

however, is the fact that they can take over'wide stretches of

quiet front and set free experienced French and British divisions,

thus providing almost inexhaustible reserves.’

Not only had the German Higher Command blundered in

its estimate of America’s potential assistance, but it grievously

miscalculated the cost of defeating the British and French
Armies. Hie great March offensive was launched with a reserve

of only * a few hundred t);iousand ’ men in hand. The stoutness

of the Allied resistance was not reckoned with by Germany’s
military chiefs in their characteristic over-confidence regarding
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the armament, training, tactici*, and leadersliip of their own
troops. At the Cabinet Meetings held on the 9th, 17th, and
20th October 1^18, the German leaders excused themselves by
laying the blame on every conceivable factor : on the tanks,

on bad discipline, on the influenza epidemic, on the potato

shortage, on Austria, on Bulgaria, eh*., but each time the same
refrain recurs that the really decisive factor was the deficiency

of man-power caused by the battle casualties. The gamble
had failed ; the Higher Command had set out to build a tower
without counting the cost. By their blindness of perception

regarding the moral and materia] issues at stake Germany’s
leaders failed to win the War, just as tlie genius of the Allied

Generalissimo and the fighting qualities of the troops i-e com-
manded turned that failure into victory for the Alii- s.

• No review of Grermany's military’ defeat can be complete

without reference to tfle decisive part played by the British

Navy. Not only did the cumulative effect of the blockade wear
down the physical and moral powers of resistance of the German
nation and army, but it was the factor of British sea supremacy

which enabled the Alliance to be maintained in the face of

Germany’s strategic position, and which transported across the

seas the armed forces and material contributions of Great

Britain, of her Dominions, and, finally, of America. Further,

by defeating the submarine the British Navy thwarted the

deadly and insidious design wherein lay for more than two years

Germany’s cherished hope of achieving victory.

Amid all the multiplex factors which c<*mbined to destroy

the German military machine none, however, can claim priority

over the joint achievements of the French and British Armies,

which fought alongside each other through more than four years

of bitter uphill struggle. No words can better express this claim

than a passage ih- Lord Haig’s final Dispatch, written on the

first anniversary of the great Gt^rman offensive :
‘ The rapid

collapse of Germany’s military powers in the latter half of 1918

was the logical outcome of the fighting of the previous two years.

It would not have taken place but for that period of ceaseless

attrition which used up the reserves of the German armies,

while the constant and growing pressure of the blockade sapped

with more deadly insistence from yeqr to year at the stren^h

and resolution of the German people. It is in the great battles

of 1916 and 1917 that we have to seek for the secret of our
victory*in 1918.’
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SOME INFLUENCES OF SEA-POWER IN THE WAR

1. Historical Retrospect of Sea-Power. In the struggle from
1914 to 1918, Sea-Power played the same part as in earlier wars.

Changes of material affected the tactical methods of its employ-
ment, but the pressure which lay within its power directiy to

impose, and the capacity it conferred of transferring troops and
maintaining the Allies, were different only in degree from what
they were in the seventeenth and eighteenth’ centuries.

Napoleon’s advent caused war upon land to assume a more
comprehensive character than it had home in the eighteenth*

century. Naval warfare has indeed always been of an essentially

national character, not confined merely to struggles between
fleets, but aiming directly at the resources of the enemy nation ;

yet it has never been conducted with greater rigour than in the
recfint war. This result is due not to changes either in inter-

national law or in its application, but to the conditions of the

stru^le. France was never so completely surrounded by her

enemies, either in the days of Louis XIV, Louis XV, or Napoleon,
as Germany was by the end of 1915; nor, great as was the

dependence of France in the eighteenth century upon her
commerce for the maintenance of a healthy internal condition,

was it so great as that of a modern State upon imports from
abroad for the life of the individual citizen and the ntaterials

for the implements of war. More self-supporting both as to

food and military requirements than the Central Powers of the

twentieth century, she was at the same time less isolated ; while

her greater conquests placed her in possession of extensive

territories from which she could draw supplies, and made her
capable of maintaining a very long struggle. But even under
those conditions she was distressed to the utmost by the action

of Sea-Power. With such a precedent it was not unnatural that

expectations should have been held that modem Germany would
not be able to hold out long when invested on two land fronts

and by the ocean. ,

% German views of the British ' blockade ’. The oceanic

investment called ^ the blockade ’ has formed the subject of
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strong expressions of opinion by German writers, as a ‘ defiance
of the laws of stations ’ and an act of inhumanity. Yet German
philosophers, soldiers, and propagandists had long since estab*

fished the doctrine that War—‘ the supreme act of the State ’

—

was no longer an affair of armies but of nations. The army
became the nation, the nation the army ; and each individual

had his part to play in the struggle. The applicability of the

same doctrine to the sea was inconvenient to a military state

which was ringed round by a maritime coalition. Yet earlier

German military writers, such as von der Goltz, Bemhardi, and
Maltzahn, had well understood that no Power possessing

strength at sea would fail to use it as it was usetl by the Entente
navies.

« The use of the power to bring pressure upon a nation by
•cutting off its supplies from abroad has, indeed, never been
neglected by any naval p<)wer. From the sixteenth to the

eighteenth century, when Spain was our enemy, British strategy

aimed throughout at preventing her from obtaining th»)se

supplies of bullion from her American Empire upon which

depended not only her military effort, but also her national

economic; life. When Holland and England were at once com-
mercial and military rivals, the national life of each was stfbck

at through the oversea commerce which sustained it. Grass

did not grow in the streets of Amsterdam without causing

suffering to the inhabitants. The British stmggles with France,

in so far as they were conducted on the sea—tdway s our ]:)rincipal

theatre of war—^were marked by the same characteristic. The
drain uf)on the life of France under I^uis XIV, brought about

by attach on her commerce, is well known ; under the Republic-

the battle of the First of June was fought to prevent a supply

of food from reaching Franc-e, then suffering from scrarcity as

the result of a baci harvest. Yc*t until Germany found the scales

weighted against her, neither her historians nor her stt-ategists

attempted to condemn measures of sea warfare on the grounds

of the resulting distress to the civilian population.

Dependent upon the sea for its prosperity as every country

was in the past, this dependence has increased with the changed

conditions brought about by the developments of modem life.

The war has brought this into sinking prominence, though it

seems doubtful if its significance had been fully appreciated

before. No European country is wholly independent of oversea
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supplies of raw materials, though some, as we have seen, are

capable of existing for a prolonged time without them. War
brings about an enhanced demand

; the complex elements of

motor transport, munitions, and machinery of all kinds employed
by an army, call to their aid so vast and varied a supply of

material that hardly a substance can be foimd that does not,

in some form, contribute to the prosecution of the war ; and of

these some are bound to be the products of other countries.

Thus, without oil, neither tanks, aircraft, motor-transport, nor
submarines can be moved, and a country which does not possess

oil within her borders must import it from elsewhere; and
‘ elsewhere ’ may be approachable only across the sea or

through the lines of an enemy army.
Not only, however, are tdmost all substances the raw

materials of some form of munition, but the populations them-'

selves are elements of military strength. The munition-maker,
male and female, contributes to the fighting power of the Army,
and as such is a factor of its power to resist the enemy. No
writers, we have said, have more clearly pronounced the

doclrine of national war than those of Germany, who lay stress

upon the need of sustaining the moral of the population and
depif^ssing that of the enemy ; nor did our late enemies fail to

use every measure calculated to produce those results. The
submarine campaign aimed, like the blockade, at compelling

the Entente to abandon the struggle owing to the shortage of

food it would cause ; the aerial and coastal bombardments
were operative far more in their moral than their physical or

material effec ts. Themselves aiming at moral results by ‘striking

at the civil populations, it is singular that able German writers,

when the time for propagandist argument has passed, should

continue to denounce what they call the violations of inter-

national law. Their own acts constitute a refutation of their

comphuftts no less powerful than history and the writings of

their countrymen before 1914.

8. First results of Sea-Power, 1914-15. The first act of the

British Navy was to establish itself in the two gateways through
which trade reaches Germany ; while the French, after passing

its colonial troops across the Mediterranean, took a correspond-

ing position as against Austria. The German war directors were
faced with a choice of action. Their principal fleet, inferior in

battleship strength to the British, but possessing a superiority
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of torpedo craft, might at once put all things to the hazard of
a ^neral engagement at sea, thus to prevent a blockade from
being established at all

; or it might withhold action, hoping,
by the action of its lesser vessels, either surface or submarine
torpedo craft, or by mining, to reduce the strength of the British
Fleet to a point at which a fleet action presented reasonable
hopes of success. These view’s were the subject of much differ-

ence of opinion. Grand-Admiral von Tiipitz states that the
Chancellor, the Chief of the Cabinet, and the Chief of the Naval
Staff were opposed to the former, while he himself ‘ fought
against the withholding of the fleet from the pursuit of its great
aino and object ’. What the result woidd have been if Von
Tirpitz’s policy ha*d been followed we cannot say

; bu^ ^o long
as the German fleet did not attempt, to break dow'ii die control
•of commerce exercised by the wants of the Entente, the effects

of that control could oflly increase. If the war were short., as
the great General Staff was confident it would be, sea-power
could not have developed its full effect

; since it is, in the nature
of things, a slow'-acting weaixin. especially against a country
W’ell .stocked from the beginning, hastily purchasing all it (“<tuld

from abroad, and capable of maintaining itself for a considerable

time. —
The defeat on the Marne showed that the dream of a short

war was an illusion ; by the end of 1914 no doubt existed but

that the war would be prolonged, and that the cutting off of

supplies would play an important part. These supplies were
of two kinds. Not only w'ere tlie mateiials classed as ‘ contra-
band ’, from their applicability to the service of the army, being
.stopped, but also supplies for the whole people. Tirpitz cor-

rectly foresaw the result wdien he wrote on the l.Sth March 1915
that ‘ gradually the blockade of Gemmny must affect the w'hole

life of the nation*; Two years later the situation was becoming
increasingly oppressive. ‘ If the war lasted,' wrote Liwlendorff
at the end of 1916, ‘ our defeat seemed inevitable. Economically
we were in a highly unfavourable position for a war t)f exliaus-

tion. At home our strength was badly shakeiK Questions of

the supply of foodstuffs caused great anxiety, and so, too,

did questions of moral. We were not undermining the spirits

of the enemy populations with starvation blockades and
propaganda.’ *

^ My War Menurriea, I. p, 307.
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4. Effects of the blockade on enemy moral. There is a close

association between the life of the nation and the spirit of the
fighting services. ‘ The tremendous moral impetus says

Falkenhayn, writing at the end of 1915, ‘ which the fidd-army
received from the spirit prevailing tonong the vast majority of

the people at home played an overwhelming part.’ ^ As the

moral of the fleet and army was leirgely a reflection of that of

the civil population, so the depression of the national spirits

tended to affect the fighting men. Nevertheless, there is little

to show that any serious inroad into naval moral occurred

before the autumn of 1917, nor, in the absence of more informa-

tion on so complicated a matter of crowd psychology, would it

be proper to attribute the eventual decay to any one cause.

That the blockade contributed to that decay and accentuated

the depression caused by military losses, can hardly be doubted..
‘ The waning moral at home says Ludendorff, ‘ was intimately

connected with the food situation. ... In wide quarters a certain

decay of bodily and mental power of resistance was noticeable,

resulting in an unmanly and hysterical state of mind which,

unSer the spell of enemy propaganda, encouraged the pacifist

leanings of many Germans. In the summer of 1917 my first

glimpse of this situation gave me a great shock.’ ®

5. Action of the German Fleet. Making due allowance for the

desire of a military commander to attribute failure to any other

cause than defeat in the field, it seems proper to accept the

evidence of the many writers that the blockade, by affecting

the stamina of the people, contributed in an important degree

to the eventual collapse. A successful action against th« Grand
Fleet would have gone far towards preventing this, and the

prospects of success were greatest in the early days of the war
before additions to its units increased its initial superiority.

The efforts to reduce the British Fleet in thfe manner chosen,

by attrition, were not effective. The small number of sub-

marines available in 1914 cruised in the North Sea and Channel
and secured some suc'Cesses, but none of a character to weaken
the hold of the Navy. Some ships capable of usefiil services

were sunk, the dispositions of the cruising squadrons employed
in the northern area had to be modified. But no relaxation of

the isolating action of thq,Fleet was brought about, nor was the

^ Falkenhayn, General Headquarters^ 1914-1916, p. 193.
2 War Memories, i, p. 349.
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entry of supplies to Germany rendered any easier. The German
minelayers were more successful in the combination of circum-
stances, to which the submarines contributed, that brought
about the loss of a modem battleship—the Avdadoua—a serious

blow at a moment when the British superiority of ships of the
line was not great ; and the submarine and minelayer imposed
upon us the necessity of constituting that great auxiliary patrol

flotilla which absorbed so many men and formed so important
a factor in the subsequent years of war. It was fortunate that
the submarine campaign was started on small lines, as this

afforded us time to organize the measures to meet it. Our
difficulties would have been far greater if the campaign had
been withheld, as* Tirpitz desired, until the German flotilla

could strike us, unprepared, witli great strength. It was
a mistake on the part of the Germans to drift inti) a new cam-
]>aign and deny themselves all the advantages of surprise.

Besides using their strength to bring direct pressure upon the

enemy peoples, the navies of the Entente had the immediate

and vastly important task of assuring the passage of British and
colonial troops into France. How immediate this was can'be

measured by the dates on which the British Army came into

action in August 1914. If the German Fleet had been abk* to

delay the arrival of the Expeditionary Force by blocking the

Channel ports of departure and arrival—^many of which were

undefended—or by other means, the battle of the Marne, the

turning point of the war, would have assumed a different

complexion. The inactivity of the German Fleet, at this junttture

shows a* complete misconception of the part, which the British

Army was capable of playing. The urgent need of troops in

France affected the defence of trade. Convoys of ti'oop trans-

ports from Australia, India, and Canada needetl escorts, for

German cruisers Vere still at large. These attacked trade with

some freedom in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, did some
measurable damage, and were not all disposed of until April

1915. But they were unable seriously to affect the course of

trade or the stability of British credit. Far less could they do
anything to assist in relieving the pressure that was beginning

to be put upon their country. German commerce c-arried in

German bottoms ceased. ,

6. Leakage of supplies through neutrals. Supplies, neverthe-

less, continued to reach Germany through neutral countries.
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This is one of the most delicate and difficult of the problens
with which a sea-power is faced in exercising its stren^. The
interests of neutral powers are bound to be interfered with in

any commercial war—even one only of tariffs—and the more
completely a navy attempts to obtain the full effect of which it is

capable, the more it risks intervention on the part of those who
suffer. This truth had been illustrated by the Armed Neutrali-

ties of past days. The tendency of Intemationeil agreements

in recent years had been towards securing the rights of neutrals ;

raw materials had been made free goods in all circumstances ;

and, though the needs of Germany in matters contraband could

not be supplied by her own ports, other channels were available

through Holland, Denmark, the Scandinavian powers, and, for

some time, Italy. Anticipating a short war, and confident that

she could obtain all raw materials directly, and contraband
indirectly, Germany believed that her Weakness at sea would not

affect her operations on land. She does not appear to have
realized that ‘ absolute war ’ is no less applicable to sea- than to

land-warfare.
•
7. Effect on Germany of the tightening of the ‘ blockade ’. To

stop all supplies destined for the Central Powers could not be
done by naval action only. Neutral waters could be reached

and used ; and the immunity of raw materials could not at once

be removed. Iron ore from Sweden, needed for munitions, could

be embarked at Narvik, carried down to the southern point of

Norway within territorial waters, and thence across the Skagerak

to Dutch waters and Rotterdam, whence it reached Essen, by
canal. Even if captured in the short stretch of open ^water it

could not be condemned. Cotton, silk, wool, oil-seeds, rubber,

raw hides, and other materials, all of importance either for

clothing or munitioning the army, were free at first, but not for

long. On the 21 st September, unwrought copp'er, lead, glycerine,

feiTO-chrome, haematite, and magnetic iron ore, rubber, hides,

and skins were added to the conditional contraband list, which

steadily increased its scope. Although the term ‘ blockade ’ is

applied to thi: , no ‘ blockade ’ was ever declared, for neutral

ports cannot be blockaded. But it was possible to restrict

trade to neutral ports, and gradually to obtain a control of all

sea-borne trade which permitted innocent goods to pass while

contraband was held up. The word ‘contraband* changed
its meaning; originally referring only to goods of direct service
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to the army, it was extended by logic and necessity to the
whole of the enemies’ trade.

. Food was a fhatter of greater difficulty ; the British attitude
at an earlier date had been strongly against treating as contra-
band food destined for the civil population. But a decree of the
German Government in October that stocks, of grain and flour
were to be seized, furnished a strong argument for permitting
no further supplies to enter, since it would be impossible to
discriminate between civil and military supplies. The German
submarine campaign against merchant ships began in February
1915 ; it threw to the winds all the restraints hitherto accepted
in sea warfare. Retaliation followed early in March when
all limits of contraband were abolished by a British Order in

Council, which further laid down that if it could be proved
that goods came from, belonged to, or were going to the enemy,
no matter who were the consignors or consignees, the ships

carrying the goods could be sent into port and placed in the
Prize Court. In this manner Germany’s submarine campaign
served to harden the measures against herself.

•The submarine campaign, while it was bound to give rise^.o

complications with neutrals of a more serious nature than those

likely to result from the ordinary methods of visit and seaveh,

could only hope in its early stages to be used as a lever for

mitigating the severity of the extension of contraband employed

by the Entente. But it was unlikely that any mitigation in the

Orders as to food would be made, even if the campaign were

dropped, nor, indeed, did the enemy have any hopes that

he could»secure much relief. The importance of materials such

as rubber, copper, and cotton, was so outstandingly clear that

their entry could obviously not be allowed by the maritime

powers.

The answer to the submarine blows did not lie in abandoning

the pressure the sea-powers were exerting upon the enemy

—

whichwould have been an admission of loss ofcommand at s^

—

but in developing an effective offensive against the submarine.

Raw materials,indeed, cast their shadow over the whole war ;

the need for them affected strate^ on land as well as at sea.

Thus, even a temporary overrunning of Upper Silesia by the

Entente was, in Falkenhayn’s eyes, inadmissible, as ‘ it would

have robbed Germany of the rich resources of Silesia, and conse-

quently would have made it impossible for her to continue the
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war beyond a limited time ‘ The loss of the frontier territories

would have rendered the continuation of the war impossible

after a comparatively short time.’ ^ Italy’s entry into the war
added inconveniences, as the Italian ports, so long as a state of

hostilities was not declared between her and Germany, were

a channel for supply. ‘ Our communications with the outer

world through Italy, which provided us with extremely impor-

tant raw materials, could not be dispensed with except under

the most compelling necessity.’* Rumania, until she joined

the Allies, was another source. Could the Central Powers have
held out if neither food nor oil had been supplied by Rumania
in 1916 ?

With what anxiety the German General Staff looked upon
the situation that was growing as a result of the blockade is

evident. Both Ludendorff and Falkenhayn lay emphasis upon
the difficulty of maintaining the mofal, both of the fighting

services and the people, under the stress of privations. The
makeshifts employed in munitions bear witness to the difficulties

in shortage of materials. In his memorandum of Christmas 1916,

Fdlkenhayn was already predicting the possibility of collapse.

‘ The power of our Allies to hold out is restricted, while our own
is wot unlimited. It is possible that next winter or—^if the

Rumanian deliveries continue—^the winter after the next, will

bring food crises, and the social and political crises that always

follow them, among the members of our alliance if there has

been no decision by then.’ ® How true this was to prove we
know. What is remarkable is that resistance was prolonged

actually for a year longer than this estimate had foretold.

8. Effects of the German ‘ blockade ’ on Russia. While the

Central Powers were thus cut off from the outer oceans by the

Navies of the Entente, and the exiguous channels of supply

through neutral ports were constricted bV diplomatic and
commercial measures, Russia was suffering similar but even
more acute difficulties at the hands of Germany. Except as

a food-producing and exporting country, Russia was not self-

supporting in war. Her munition supply was insufficient, her
means of increasing it were undeveloped. Her great retreat in

1915 was largely due to shortage of munitions, and the German
command of the Baltic qnd the Turkish hold on the Dardanelles

> General Headquarters, pp. 10, 41. ^ Ibid., p. 68.
* Ibid., p. 211.
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prevented any rapid means of replenishing them. The Vladi-
vostok route wafi safe, but long ; and both the port and railway
were congested. Political difficulties hampered the transpoii
across Scandinavia. Two Arctic channels existed, but of these
Archangel is covered by ice for over half the year, and Kola,
the port of the Murman railway, was, like the rsulway, as yet
undeveloped. Thus sea-power, though it could carry goods to

Vladivostok and Archangel, had then done all that was possible

;

the only alternative lay in the opening of either the Baltic or the
Dardanelles, and neither of these was a purely naval operation.

9. General Summary. The blockade of Germany is usually

spoken of as relating to the sea. In truth, as we have said earlier,

there was no sea blockade in the technical sense of ' he term,
and the isolation of Germany was not only by sea. The armies

on land frontiers were perfoitning a similar service. The
collapse of Russia, which burst the barriers in the East, broke

this blockade, and then the supplies drawn from the Ukraine
preserved Austria and relieved Germany. If the Western barrier

could also have been broken, whatever might have happened
to the armies, a vast territory would have fallen into German
hands on which they could have lived and continued to

hold out and defy the oceanic blockade. But it would hflVe

done still more ; it would have aided to a high degree the

German offensive at sea. Difficult as the problem proved to

defend trade against the submarines operating from Flanders

or the Bight, it would have been far more difficidt if the northern

ports of France had fallen into the hands of the enemy.

Thus'a German military victory would have reacted offen-

sively and defensively on the situation at sea. With Lithuania,

Courland, the Ukraine, and another large region in France in

their hands
; with bases on the Channel coast from which

submarines could'operate—^bases w'hose approaches would be

more difficult to mine and to observe than those in the Narrow

or North Seas—Germany might well have high hopes of ending

the war successfully. When, then, the great attack of March

1918 developed, the replacement of the heavy losses of the forces

under Foch was a crucial matter. The Franco-British army,

initially inferior to the enemy, had suffered severely. Italy, not

yetrecoveredfromCaporetto, could lendsmall help, and the only

available troops lay in England, America, and the Near East.

For the Central Powers, no less than for the Entente, the
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occasion demanded the acceptance of the highest risks in

preventing or assuring the arrival of reinforcements and the
replacement of lost guns, l^e first troops that could go were the
quarter million and more in England, and these were dispatched
with the utmost speed. Nothing ^et has appeared to explain

why the enemy made no attempt to cut the line of communica-
tion in the Channel. A difficult, most hazardous venture, indeed

;

one from which those who took part might not expect to return.

But the results of a successful operation would have been so

far-reaching that the loss of the whole navy of Germany would
have been well incurred in procuring it. The ships were still in

good sea-going condition, and the naval mutiny of the preceding
autumn had not, it would appear, vitally affected the moral of

the fleet. The hesitation to incur risks at sea, which prevented
her from attempting to influence the course of events in August
1914, oncemore appeared at a second a'nd even more critical and
decisive moment. What may be the reasons for this curious

attitude in so military-minded a nation cannot be said. Admiral
Tirpitz, writing on the 14th January 1915, attributed the

inactivity of the fleet to the mentality of the admirals. ‘ All

their thoughts, instead of being fixed on that (viz. beating

Efl^land), are centred on technique, which leaves much to be
desired in every direction and hinders them from accomplishing

anything. . . . The fleet is there, but a Tegetthoff is lacking.’

Excellent material, as we know, was in the hands of well-trained

officers and men ; but somewhere in the highest regions a spirit

of distrust appeared to reign. Tlie fleet, built as a ‘ sally fleet ’,

did not perform its mission of sallying at the momenta when its

services were most needed, and a finely prepared weapon rusted

in the hands of men who seem to have made their calcula-

tions in the negative terms of what would happen if they were
beaten, rather than in the positive terms of what injury it

could Ihflict upon the fighting forces, both naval and military,

of the enemy.



CHAPTER II

THE GERMAN REVOLUTION AND THE CONDITIONS
WHICH PREPARED IT

1. The Chancellor crisis of 1917; Weakness of Bethmanvr
Hollweg. Perhaps the best way to impart some understanding
of the distribution of German political forces at the beginning of

1918 is to give a .short account of the two ministenal crises

of the previous year—the substitution of Michael!;-, lor Beth-
mann-Hollweg and of Hertling for Michaelis. This will tend
to indicate the direction in which forces were moving when
the year 1918 opened.

The permanent weakness of the Bethmann-Hollweg govern-

ment lay in the necessity from which it suffered of inclining

towards that side with which it had the least real sympathy.

It had repeatedly to place itself by the side of the Jingoes

because it could not obtain peace, and it would not admit that

this failure was due to the fact that the war-aims were unattain-

able, whether they were those put forward by the more
Jingo or by the more moderate section. Until the end of

the war all succeeding German governments were to suffer

from a similar weakness, that is, they were obliged by the

necessity of securing a majority to express public adherence

to programmes w’hich could not be realized. The course of

events invariably revealed this fact and discredited the

Government at the same time.

On the 15th .May 1917, Bethmann-Hollweg outlined his

policy. He maintained a discreet reserve about war-^ms in

the West, but suggested the possibility of giving generous

treatment to Russia. This speech had been well received by

the majority of the Deutsche Partei, and by the National

Liberals, Centrists, and Progressives ; and even the Majority

Socialists were not ill pleased. During the summer, however,

partly owing to the more hopeful view taken by British states-

men with reference to submarine waffare, German optimism

sensibly diminished ; a violent pan-German notation produced

the usual reaction ; and the Majority Socialists, alarmed by
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the rapidity with which the Independents were gaining on
them, became insistent on the necessity for the ‘ no annexa-
tions and no indemnities ’ formula, and for internal reform in

the direction of parliamentarization. The Reichstag was to

reassemble on the 5th July, and it was feared that the Majority
Socialists would vote against the war credits

; but the meetings

of the committees, a few days earlier, produced even more
disquieting s3anptoms. In the Main Committee Erzberger

(Centre) supported Ebert (Majority Socialist) in demanding
that political discussions should precede the passing of the
credits, and on the 4th July in the Constitutional Committee
the National Liberals, Progressives, and Socialists united in

a resolution calling upon the Government to create political

equality in the Federal States, and this agreement was the
more interesting because most of the Centrists were known to

be in favour of the resolution.

2. Erzberger and the Svbm.arins War, 6th July 1917. On
the 6th July there was a heated debate in the Main Committee,

in which Erzberger authoritatively challenged the figures

dealing with Entente submarine losses which had been officially

published, and demanded the conclusion of a ‘ peace of under-

standing All accounts agree that the effect of these revela-

tions was most startling and an acute political crisis at once
supervened. Next day, in deference to a united request from
National Liberals, Centrists, Progressives, and Majority Social-

ists the Chancellor in person replied. The nature of his reply

is uncertain, but it is reported to have included a definite

repudiation of ‘ peace by understanding ’. However tiiis may
be, it was certainly unsatisfactory to the Centre and Left,

and probably to the Right as well. The fact that the Emperor,
Hindenburg, and Ludendorff arrived in Berlin on the same day
still further indicated the seriousness of the cHsis.

3. Fall of Bethmann-Hollweg, ISth July 1917; appointtnent

^ Czernin and his agents liad had dealings with Erzberger. Their outcome
is obscure, but Erzberger had admittedly seen and quoted from the secret
report of Czernin to the Emperor Charles (12th April) which showed up the
failure of the submarine campaign. It may be illustrated by the lollowing
quotation :

*
It is now 2 1 months (almost half the time stated) since the U-boat

warfare started, and all the information that we get from England is to
the effect that the downfalkof this, our most powerful and most dangerous
adversary, is not to be thought of.’

Czernin, In the World War, p. 149, p. 155 and note. Czernin complains that
Erzberger revealed everything to the Reichstag.
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of Michaelis. The Conservatives and the Independent Socialists

were in no sense supporters of Bethmann, but they were
holding aloof from the political fray. After some hesitation the
Centre had ranged itself, as it was to do so often later, behind
Erzberger, in spite of its dislike and distrust of him. The
Progressives, or at least the more radical among them, sincerely

and in principle desired parliamentarization
; the Right section

of the National Liberals was, as it had always been, opposed to

Bethmann, and on the 9th and 10th July the Left section also

turned against him. On the 9th, according to a report which
was not denied, he proposed at a Crown Council that the only
constitutional reform should be the equalization of the Prussian

franchise, and he found even this proposal opposed by all tlie

Prussian ministers. On the 10th, in the Mail. Committee,
Bethmann refused to report what hod happened in the Crown
Council, and Ebert successfully moved the adjournment. The
result of this was to rivet the Progressives to the anti-Bethmann
‘ block ’ that was being formed, and to pusli the National

Liberals nearertowards it. Bethmann endeavoured to strengthen

his position by proposing a State Council, which should include

some Reichstag members, and by issuing the imperial rescript

promising the equal franchise to Prussia in time for the next

elections. This rescript was granted on the 11th and publi.shed

on the 12th. On the IJlth Ebert again successfully moved the

adjournment of the Main Committee, in a speech in which

he complained of Bethmann’s reluctanct* to define his war-

aims. On the same day the Chancellor resigned, after a threat

from Hindenburg and Ludendorff that they would leave office

if he remained. The chancellorship was offered to Hertling,^ the

Bavarian Prime Minister, who refused it on the grounds that

he was a South German, a Roman Catholic, and loo old to carry

on the struggle with G.H.Q. Already, too, the Peace Resolution

was being drafted, and it is probable that .some verbal altera-

tions in it were made at the instance of the generals.

On the whole there seems to be no reason to disagree with

Hertling’s two comments on Bethmann-Hollweg’s fall—that

during his last days the general feeling in political circles was

that ‘ Bethmann must go, whoever comes next ’, and that the

action of the generals was ‘ fabulous,, but true ’. On the day
' Other candidates had been : llintze for tiie Jingoes, Bernstorff for thr

Left, Helfferich, who had little support anywliere and was hated by both
extremes, BrockuorfF-Rantzau and later Kuhlinann for the Moderates.
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of Hertling’s refusal of the chancellorship it was accepted by
Michaelis, who confirmed the common impression that he was
‘ Ludendorff’s man ’ by interviewing the party leaders in the

presence of the generals.

4. The Reichstag Resolution of the 19th July^ distribution of
parties. It was expected, or at least hoped by the Centre and
by the Left, that Michaelis would accept their Resolution,

especially as the Wolff Telegraph Bureau circulated the terms

of it after his reception of the party leaders. On the 19th, in

a Reichstag debate, Michaelis declared his attitude to the

Resolution

:

‘ What we wish primarily to do is to conclude peace as men who
have successfully carried through their purpose. . If we make peace
we must primarily achieve this, that the frontiers of the German Empirt*
are for all time safeguarded. We must, by way of . . . compromise,
guarantee the vital (jonditions of the German Empire on the Contim^nt
and overseas. The* peace must provide a basis for a lasting reconcilia-

tion of the nations. . . . These ends are attainable within the limits of

your Resolution as I understand it. . . . It goes without saying that
I stand upon the ground of the Imperial Rescript of July 11th. I also

consider it desirable that relations of confidence between Parliament
anil Government should be made closer by calling to leading executive
positions men who, in addition to their personal qualifications for the

posts concerned, possess also the confidence of the great parties in the
popular representative body. ..."

After the Chancellor’s speech Fehrenbach (Centre) read the

Resolution, which ran as follows :

‘ As on August 4th, 1914, so on the threshold of the fourth year
of war, the word of the Speech from the Throne holds good for the*

German people :
“ We are not impelled by lust of conquest.’^ For the

defence of her freedom and indcp(*ndence, for the? integrity of her
territorial possessions (territorialen Besitzstandes), Germany took up
arms. The Reichstag strives for a peace of understanding and the*

permanent reconciliation of the peoples. With siich a peace forced
acquisitions of territory and political economic, or financial oppressions
are inconsistent. The Reicfhstag also re*jects all schemes which aim at
economic barriers and hostility between the peoples (Absperrung und
Ferfeindung) after the war. The free*dom of the seas must be made
secure (sichergestellt werden). Only economic peace will prgpare the
ground for a friendly intercourse between the nations. The Reichstag
will actively promote the creation of International Law organizations.

‘ So long, however, as the enemy Governments do not accept such
a peace, so long as they threaten Gc^rinany and her allies with con-
quests (Eroberungen) and •oppression (VergewaUigung), the German
nation will stand together like one man, and unshakably hold out and
fight until its own and its allies’ right to life and development is
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secured {gesiehert). The German nation is invincible in its unity. The
Reichstag knows that it is at one in this statement with the men who
in heroic fightv are defending the Fatherland. The imperishable
gratitude of the whole people is assured to them.’

The Resolution was passed by 214 votes to 116 * : 17 Poles
abstained : the Independent Socialists, National Liberals, most
of the Pan-German section, and the Conservatives voted
against it ; the Ayes were the Majority Socialists, the Pro-
gressives (with one abstention), and the Centrists (with two
abstentions). It was known, and was emphasized by subse-
quent press comment, that many National Liberals were
really in favour of the Resolution, and that many Centrists

had not made up, their minds what they meant by it.

5. Vagueness of the Chancellor's Attitude towards the Reso-

lutibn. If the Majority did not know what they meant by
their Resolution, it was still harder to find out what the Chan-
cellor meant by it. A few days later Scheidemann (Majority

Socialist) declared that Michaelis had accepted the Resolution

fully and freely, but there was some excuse for many others

who interpreted his speech in rather a different sense. On, the

26th Michaelis reaffirmed his position, without throwing much
light upon it

:

‘ The enemy press has . . . suggested that 1 agreed to the Majority

Resolution only with an ill-eoneealed reservation of Germany’s desire

for conquest. I must repudiate this misrepresentation. ... As is

evident, my statement implied that th«- enemy must also n^noutu-e all

idea of conquest. The facts of which I have just informed you make it

njanifest that our enemies are not in the least eonsidcring sucdi a

remincij,tion.’ ®

Both of Michaelis’s statements were extremely unwelcome

' The actual party figures at this time were approximately os follows :

Independents (including Alsjitisms)

Minority Soifialists

Poles
Majority Socialists

Prop-essives ....
Centre .....
National Liberals
German Fraction
Conservatives ....

Total Deputies in Reichstag . 897

* This is a reference to the secret agreements made between Russia and

France with reference to the Saar Valley and Left Bank of the Rhine, which

were then transpiring. Subsequently the full text was published in Novcmbi j

by Trotsky, v. Vol. I, Appendix II.

19
19
18
89
40
91
44
26
45
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to the Right, and it is probable, in spite of Scheidemann's
brave words, that they failed to satisfy the Left. With r^ard
to the other urgent problem—^parliamentaii^tion—^he was
more successful. His appointments—^Drews, Kiihlmann, Wall-

raf, Spahn, Schiffer—were personally acceptable to the Left,

while the Centre and Right were pleased by the absence of any
approach to ministerial responsibility or to control of the

executive by the Reichstag. But this was a dangerous success

;

it was obviously probable that with the process of time the

persons nominated would displease the Right, while the Left

would not rest satisfied with an unparliamentary regime.

6. The Papal Peace Note, 15th Augmt, and the Attitude of
Michaelis. On the 15th August the Papal Peace Note began to

be discussed in Berlin,^ and the discussion of this Note proved
the beginning of the end of Michaelis’s short-lived ministry.

The Note produced some admissions, • e. g. the admission by
Germania (a Centrist organ) that there was an Alsace-Lorraine

question which might be discussed : on the other hand, its

only effect on the equally Centrist Bayerische Kurier was to

strengthen its insistence on the necessity of indemnities.

On the 21st August Michaelis made a non-committal speech

in the Main Committee, and tlie next day Kiihlmann was
equally non-committal and rather more conciliatory : Erzberger

called upon the Chancellor to define clearly what his speech

of the 1^ July had meant. Michaelis made a reply in which,

according to the official report, he pointed out that the members
of the Majority themselves disagreed about the interpretation

of the Resolution, while it was unofficially stated that he alto-

gether denied that he had ever accepted it. The session was
suspended, and Payer, a Progressive from Wurttemberg, was
sent to Michaelis with an ultimatmn. On resumption the

Chancellor made some sort of apology, whiclrwas apparently

unsatisfqptory, for it drew a protest from Ebert. It is probable

that Michaelis had been forced to maintain his original accep-

tance of the Resolution, but had not been forced to withdraw
his qualifying phrase " as I understand it

‘ The Note was dated 1st August, but published the 17th. Apart from
sug^ting disarmament and arbitration its territorial proposals were on the
baris of me status quo.

* What Michaelis secretly iheant by ‘ as I understand it ’ was clearly
explained in his secret letter to Czemm, 17th August 1917. He sumnests
* reinstatement of the status quo ’ as a suitable bans for negotiation. This,
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nf
djscussions-<»mbined with the revival

Pro^anda-was to weaken the Chancellor
4" Michaelis appointed

^’irteen (seven from the various pSies inthe Reichs^, and seven from the Bundesrat) to draw up theanswer to tte Pope. This arrangement was accepted by the
parties, ^d the National Liberals decided to resume participa-
tion m tte mter-party conferences. On the other hand, the
Progressives and Majority Socialists took the opportunity to
renew their demands for parliamentarization and for the repeal
of Article 9. Here they reached first principles : the repeal of
Article 9 was necessary if the Reichstag was to have any real
con^l over the Federal Government, just as was reform
of the Prussian franchise if the Prussian people aus to have
any real control over the government of its state. The decision
of policy in fact, foreigh and domestic, depended not only on
mtemal reform in the Empire but on internal reform in Prussia.
Fifteen years before, the difficulties. whi(;h were now experienced,
had been foreseen by a profound .student of German institutions.*
At present popular government in Germany is neither probable

nor desirable. In fact the institutions are by no means adapted
to it. . . . The intricate connection between the Prussian and
the federal machinery, which works very well so long as both
are controlled by a single man, would hardly be possible if

however, would not exclude the desired po.ssibility of retuiiiiii^ tin* present,
frontiers, and by negotiatiiiji!; (would) bring former enemy economic; tc^rritorj'
into close economic and military coiijuncrtion with (iermany (this would
refer to Cc^rland, Lithuania, and Poland). , . , (h'irmaiiy is rcWly to t^vaciinlc*
the occupied French territory, but must reserve to ' herself the right, hy
means of the peace negotiations, to the economic ex])loitution of the territory
of Longwy and Briey, if not through direct incorporation by a legal right, to
exploit. We are not in a position to cede to France any notable; districtsm Alsace-Lorraine. I should wish to have a free; hand in the negotiations
in the matter of connecting Belgium mlth Germarty in a military and econoniu:
sense' Czernin says he replied that he ‘ interpreted the views of ths G(*rmufi
Reichstag as demanding a peace without annexations f)r indemnity, aiai that
it would be out of the question for the («ennan Government to ignore the
urumirmus (sic) decision of the Reichstag \ In the World War, pp. 157-IM).

In plain words Micliaelis intended annexations but pmposed to disguise
them under the form of ‘ military and <;conomie control For further
discussions, v. Vol. I, Chap. V, § 12.

^ ‘ Every member of the Bundesrat has the right to appear in the Reich-
stag, and must be heard there at any time ujion his request, in order to
represent the views of his Government, even '^hen the same shall not have
l^n adopted by a majority of the Bundesrat. No one shall be at the same
time a member of the Bundesrat and of the Reichstag.'

* Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, vol. ii, p. 67.
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the people became the real source of power.’ The institutions

were no longer working well, the ‘ single man ’ had signed

a Rescript on the 11th July promising a democratization of

the Prussian franchise. That proved that he was losing his

grip on the machine, biit no one knew how to accomplish the

transition between autocracy and democracy. The majority

in the Reichstag did not as yet go as far as the Progressives

and Majority Socialists in their demands for the realization of

responsible government, and probably did not see the necessity

of doing so. Confused and bewildered, they were put off with

half measures and with such concessions as the establishment

of a ‘ free committee ’ to discuss foreign policy or with promises

by the ‘ single man ’ of a democratic refohn of the Prussian

franchise. For a time these measures were to succeed but they

could not do so indefinitely. The essence of the situation

was that no real change could be made in the existing system
without eventually affecting every part of it, and, when such

changes really began to be made, the result was necessarily

the break-down of the machine.
* 7. GernianReplytothePope,JMh September 1917, and further

Opposition to Michaelis. The ^rman reply to the Pope’s Note
was approved by Michaelis’s ‘ Free Committee ’ of fourteen,

and dispatched on the 19th September. Its most explicit

sentence was this

:

‘ The special measures which the Government has taken, in the

closest contact with the reprt;sentatives of the German people, to

discuss and answer the questions raised prove how earnestly it desin-s,

in unison (EivMang) with the desire* of His Holiness an^ with the
peace resolution adopted by the Reichstag on July 19th, to find

a practical basis for a just and lasting peace.’

Even this was not very explicit : the Left accepted it as

a reaffirmation of solidarity with its Resolufjion, but the Right
took it in no such sense. The Right might claim with some
justice^ that its interpretation was correct when Michaelis

insisted in a Main Committee discussion at the end of September
that his Government was not bound on the Belgian question

and that it must decline to define its war-aims, whfie Euhlmann
asserted that there was the most complete agreement not only
between the Government and the Reichstag but also between
the Government and G.H.Q. In fact the only protest against

the Chancellor’s attitude on the Belgian question came from the
Socialists.
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On the 6th October began the last act of the
drama.^ After debate, arising from a Socialist interpellation
on political propaganda in the Army, the boui^eois parties
professed their satisfaction with the Chancellor’s explanations,
but the two Socialist sections united in a vote of no confidence.
On the 9th Dittmann (Independent Socialist) raised the whole
question again, and also complained that the Govenunent
proscribed his party, in spite of the Chancellor’s promise to
treat all parties alike. Michaelis rejoined that he could only
trust parties which honestly supported the State, and waxed
eloquent on the beauty and utility of the official arrangements
for ‘ enlightenment ’ (Aufkldrung), while his colleague Capelle
(Secretary for the*Navy) declared that it was obvio.j>, enough
why Independent Socialists, and particularly Ditimann, were
so familiar with the details of unrest in the Navy. Trimborn
(Centre) greeted with joy Michaelis’s plain acceptance of the

July Resolution, though it is difficult to see that he was any
plainer than before, and Kiihlmann made his celebrated " No,
never ’ declaration about Alsace-Lorraine. Tlie effect of tliis

debate, in spite of Trimborn’s expression of a satisfaction which,

one may fairly suppose, was not generally shared by his Centrist

colleagues, was to close up the Majority in opposition to the

Chancellor. By the 12th every one, ex(!ept the Conservatives,

agreed that Michaelis was impossible, and intrigues began for a

National Liberaland Centre, i.e. f Biilow-Kiihlmann combination.

Capelle offered his resignation, which the Emperor ultimately

refused to accept. On the 23rd the Majority leaders informed

Valentini (Chief of the Emperor’s Civil Cabinet) that they were

expecting a new Chancellor, but that they wi.shed to avoid

any encroachment on the Emperor’s right of nomination, a

curious comment on their former deman(ls for parliamentariza-

tion. On the 25th they had the courage to tell Valentini

ydainly that Michaelis must go, and by that date tMey had

agreed upon a common programme—the equalization of the

Prussian franchise, the abolition of the political censorship,

the repeeil of the combination law (Article 35), and the conduct

of foreign policy on the basis of the reply to the Papal Note.

It is clear that on the cardinal points—^peace and parlia-

mentarization—^this programme was, weaker than the July

demands.
8. Michaelis succeeded by Hertling, 38th October 1917. On
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the S6th October Lerchenfeld (Bavarian Minister at Berlin)

telegraphed to Hertling : •

‘
. H.M. will offer you the chaneellorship again : 6.H.Q. is willing

to mix no more in polities : Miehaelis beeomes Prussian Minister-

President : you are first to place yourself in agreement with the
different party leaders ; will be most jo3rfully received here. . .

Naturally this fact was not known at the time, but from the

Emperor’s refusal of Capelle’s resignation on the same date the

conclusion was drawn that Michaelis’s chancellorship was near

its end, and by the next day it was generally assumed that he
had presented his resignation.

Hertling arrived in Berlin on the 28th of October, and,

accompanied by Miehaelis, had an audience of the Emperor.
He refused the co-operation of Miehaelis, and insisted on
himself holding the office of Prussiaji Minister-President as

well as that of Chancellor. He spent the 29th and 30th in

negotiation with the Reichstag leaders, the chief difficulty being,

apparently, with the National Liberals, many of whom were

.st^ holding out for Billow. They were brought round, however,

by Eiihlmann, who promised that Friedberg should be Vice-

President of the Prussian Ministry. Hertling accepted the

fourfold programme and hinted, rather than promised, that

Payer should be appointed Vice-Chancellor.

9. Tendencies at the End of W17. This arrangement was
not a great advance in the direction of parliamentarization, in

view of the fact that all party leaders and not merely the leaders

of the majority had been consulted, but the majority programme
had been accepted (though it was such a very modest one), and
the Left was thus encouraged to welcome Hertling as the first

parliamentary chancellor. In his first speech (29th November)
in the Reichstag the new Chancellor indicated,- his acceptance of

the four points, but made the reservation, ‘ Nothing can, or

shall, b*e changed in the foundations of our Imperial Constitu-

tion ’. When he was twitted by Heydebrand in the Prussian

Diet (6th December) with being a parliamentary chancellor,

he took the occasion formally to deny it.

In short, the two chancellor crises of 1917 had given Germany
the July Resolution as modified in the Reply to the Poj>e as

the basis of her foreign, and the Imperial Rescript of the

11th July as the guiding star of her domestic, policy. They had
also conferred upon her, to direct policy, if ‘ other factors

’
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would let him, what a Berlin paper was later to describe as
^ this Chancellor of the Left, who gets his applause from the

“^ght

The anti-parliamentarians found it convenient not to disavow

but to interpret the Rescript and the Resolution, while an
increasing public opinion found in them ideals, made in Ger-

many, which could be reconciled, in some sort, with the
‘ Fouii«en Points ’ of President Wilson. The Chancellor himself

was glad to be able to expand or contract his interpretations

with victory or defeat, with the pressure of the blockade and

with the sufferings of the people. Even the majority in the

Reichstag was not opposed to a convenient ambiguity, for its

chief characteristic was that it preferred to work th’ough the

existing executive, even in feeling its way toward- responsible

government. The victory of that principle was only ultimately

determined by the defeat and discredit of autocracy. In this

way the Rescript and the Resolution were closely connected

with the downfall of the monarchy and on the decision to

negotiate for peace.

10. 1918. Tlieyearl918began with military conditions that

were much more favourable to Germany than could have been

expected. Ludendorff says, indeed, that it was possible again,

as in 1914 and 1915, to think of deciding the war by an attack

on land.^
, i •

11. Food SUvMion. It is probable, too, that the internal

situation was, chiefly as a result of the improved military

conditions, much more favourable to the Government than

could hawe been predicted at any time during the previous

year. The food supply indeed gave little cause for rejoicing;

the shortage of fodder necessitated much wasteful slaughtering

of pigs ;
suppUes of meat, milk, and fats grew steadily worse

;

the authorities v^re harassed by agitations for an increa.se

of the potato ration and discredited by the Neuktilln Memorial,

with its evidence that even municipalities transgressed refla-

tions, particularly with regard to maxinium prices ; but there

was some consolation in the official belief that the last grain

harvests had been better than the estimates showed, and m
the raising of the sugar ration. Perhaps the most serious

factor of the food situation was the growth of ^tagomsm

between town and country, against which the food controller

' War Memories, ii, p. 5117.
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found it advisable to issue a warning, but almost without
exception the non-socialist papers agreed that although State

control of food was imperfectly administered and essentially

unpleasant, yet it had proved itself an evil that was necessary

for the avoidance of greater evils. Chiefly owing to transport

difiiculties there was an insufficient supply of fuel in many
large towns, and in South Germany many industries had to be
restricted or shut down. The shortage of textiles had led to

the expropriation of all kinds of sail-cloth, and to demands for

cast-off clothing which had met with little success ; on the

other hand, supplies of flax were improving and there was at

least enough wool to meet the demands of the Army, though
it was decided to make no new tunics for the Navy. The metal
industries were finding it increasingly, but not hopelessly,

difficult to obtain raw materials.

12. Parties. In internal politics at this time it could be
said of only one party, the Independent Socialists, that it was
definitely in opposition. The Majority Socialists also demanded
the calling of the Reichstag, and threatened unqualified oppo-
sition if the Brest-Litov.sk negotiations .should finally break

down owing to the German Government’s refusal honestly to

apply the principle of self-determination. The interruption in

the negotiations led to furious attacks on Kuhlmann (Foreign

Secretary), quite as furious on the part of the Conservatives,

who thought him too weak, as on that of the Majority Socialists,

who declared that he had been captured by the reactionaries.

That this was one of the occasions when the Higher Command
sympathized with the Conservatives was .shown by Ludendorff’s

offer of resignation, which, however, was denied, somewhat
vaguely, by the Wolff Bureau.

This offer of resignation ^ illustrates the General Staff’s

conception of its pseudo-governmental functions : on the 7th
Januai^ 1918, Hindenburg presented to the Emperor a memo-
randum in which he claimed that he and Ludendorff had a share

of responsibility for the terms of the peace, and that Kuhl-
mann’s weakness over the Polish frontier jeopardized the

attainment of a settlement likely to ensure a permanent peace.

The Chancellor maintained that the responsibility was his

alone ; but the Genera^ replied that both the Army and the

people attributed part of the responsibility to them, and that

^ Wof Memories, ii, 547 and seq.
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the Government itself had encouraged this attitude, both by
proclaimi^ th^ agreement with its views and by shielding
itself behind their objections to plans which it was unable or
untiling to carry out. It is impossible to deny the justice of
this argument.

Altogether there can be little doubt that parliamentary
influence had been growing smaller during the last six months,
as a result of military successes and of the Bolshevist revolution.
The National Liberals had become again as annexationist as
the Government

; on the 8th January, indeed, they demanded
that the Russian peace should include ‘ those securities which
the High Command regarded as necessary ’

. The Progressives
and Majority Socialists had not gone quite so far. tui on the
whole they had moved pretty steadily in tlie saiiie direction ;

certainly neither of these parties would have accepted Lloyd
George’s and President "Wilson’s speeches as a basis of discus-

sion. The Reichstag Centre Party, on the 8th January,
declared its confidence in the Government. In a recently

published book Paul Lensch. who had moved from the Left

to the extreme Right of Socialism, had declared that the proof

of Germany’s revolutionary mission must be the fact of lier

winning the day in the teeth t)f a world of enemies. He added

that victory must be followed by the overthrow of Junkeri.sm,

of the three-class suffrage, and of the anti-parliamentary

system : how little such a se(juel could be expected was assert ed

by Liberals like Demburg and by Independent Sociali.sts like

Bernstein, and was sufficiently proved by the Prussian Franchise

Bill introduced in December, which contained clauses narrowly

limiting the action of the Ix)wer House, and was referred to

a hostile committee. In view of such a fact it was idle for

V(ytwarts to talk of Hertling’s Chancellorship as " epoch-making

in the same .sens? as the Russian Revolution ’.

The process of parliamentarization, which had had if victory

of sorts in the appointment of Hertling, had obviously not

advanced ;
on the contrary, the development had been rather

the other way. The Reichstag Majority was less united than it

had been ; it had by now become extremely doubtful whether

most of its constituents retained any enthusiasm for the July

Resolution, which had been its great, achievement ; the only

parliamentary opposition came from the Independent Socialists,

who could be ignored, and the Majority Socialists. The latter
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were so much compromised and so much more opposed to the
General Staff than to the Government (and many of them, too,

were so sincerely imperialist), that their partial and wavering
opposition was a source of weakness as much to themselves as to

the Government. None the less most of their supporters were
doubtless anxious for peace.

The true weakness of the Government lay partly in its

divided character, of which the Brest-Litovsk negotiations

were very soon to give another blazing illustration in General
Hoffmann’s declaration that the self-determination of occupied
territories was an internal German question. It lay partly also

in the war-weariness of the people, soon to be exhibited in the

great strikes, in the war-weariness of the Army, which was well

enough known to Ludendorff,^ and of the Navy, which was
too well known to the Independent Socialists

;
partly in the

provocative conduct of such reactionary organizations as the

Vaterlandspartei, which produced more or less violent collisions

at Cologne, Mannheim, Heidelberg, and elsewhere. Besides all

these causes of weakness there were of course the difficulties

in the supply of food and raw materials, which if not increasing

were at least cumulative in their effect, difficulties which, it

was hoped, the Russian peace would alleviate. The essential

weakness of the whole position, then, lay in the fact that the

Government rested on military success, a condition which
accentuated the characteristic‘German vice of ‘Nebenregierung’,

and which demanded for its continuance more and ever greater

military successes.

The discussions in the Main Committee of the Reichstag at

the end of January showed sufficiently clearly the attitudes of

the various parties at that date. They began with a Majority

Socialist attack on the censorship, which had suppressed

Vorwarts for publishing a report of the Vienna strikes. The
freedonof of the press was a subject on which the Majority

Socialists were always glad to criticize the Government, all the

more when they were not very sure of their position on questions

of policy. In the debate on foreign policy Scheidemann
(Maj. Soc.) declared that he found a growing inclination to

peace in Wilson’s and Lloyd George’s speeches, but made it

clear that he regarded the Alsace-Lorraine question as purely

German. David {Maj. Soc.) urged the necessity of an under-

standing with Trotsky and warned the Government of the

, ^ Cf. e.g. ii, 542 and 584.
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results of the Pan-German policy, though he disclaimed a desire

to threaten them. Of the Centre Party Trimbom supported
Etihlmann and found the demands of the Entente regarding
Alsace-Lorraine unacceptable, while his colleague Erzberger
warned the Government that the Catholic Trade Unions would
not tolerate Pan-German war-aims. Fischbeck {Progressive)

defended Kiihlmann and thought that Wilson’s message was
seriously intended, and Naumann {Progressive), after agreeing

with him, stated that the growth of revolutionary feeling was
a reaction against the activities of Tirpitz and the Vater-

landspartei.^ Stresemann, for the National Liberals, managed
to agree with the Chancellor by interpreting him in the most
Jingo sense. Westarp {Conserv.) and Wallraf (Ministi,-! of the

Interior) were uncompromising. The only speakc. who came
near enough to Entente demands to involve a definite breach
with the Government was the Independent Socialist Haase,

who declared that if the war could be ended by conceding a

referendum to the Reichsland, the concession should be made.
13. The Independent Socialists. Before proceeding to deal

with the strikes which broke out in Berlin on the 28th January,

in some other towns a day or two earlier, it will be useful to

say something about the position of the Independent So(;ialists.

The members of this party were not necessarily more radical

and extreme than their colleagues of the Majority. They were

simply more radically and extremely opposed to the war

;

it was that fact which caused their secession, and whidi pre-

vented reunion. In most part.s of the country they had not

succeeded, in capturing the party organizations or the party

press
; in very few cases had they captured trade unions.

They were thus in a position of irresponsibility and almost of

impotence, with the natural result that many of them tended
farther towards violence and revolution, never so far, however,
as the Spartacists and the Bremen Internationalists, led by
Liebknecht, Franz Mehring, Otto Ruehle, Rosa Luxemburg,
and Klara Zetkin, who approximated very closely to the

Russian Bolshevists. Many of the Independent Socialists,

and those the best (e. g. Kautsky, Bernstein, Haase), were
convinced revisionists, and fundamentally more antagonistic to

the Spartacists than to any of the Majority parties.® They were,

> He read out from a handbill calling for a general strike.
* ‘ Revisionism ’ meant the adoption of progressive and pacific, as opposed

to revolutionary, measures.

VOL. T. • F
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moreover, most of them, old rather than young, intellectuals

rather than labourers, literary men rather than political

tacticians.

14. The January Strikes. As has already been stated, the

Government’s alarm over the Austrian strikes led it to suppress

Vorwarts, and also the Liberal Berliner Tageblait. This action

led to protests in the Main Committee not only from Ebert
{Maj. Soc.) but also from Stresemann and Trimborn {Centre).

^e Government’s alarm may also be judged by the fact that

it sent 4,500 tons of flour to Austria, though this action tends

to show that it had sufficient stocks to quiet any insistent

clamour at home. Towards the end of January Ellenbogen,

a Viennese Socialist, and some delegates from Leipzig arrived

in Berlin. During the last six months there had been food

demonstrations, mainly composed of women, and there had
been isolated strikes ; but the trade unions, while they had
been active enough m the industrial sphere, had discouraged

political agitation, and there had been no reason to fear

a general or political strike. The ^dolence of the Vaterlands-

partei had led, however, to counter-demonstrations and occa-

sional riots. Recent discussions in the Main Committee had
shown that though the two sections of the Socialists were more
or less at one at least in holding by ‘ no annexations ’ as an
anti-govemmental platform, and that though the Progressives

were still, even more doubtfully, on the same side, yet the

solid body of sinti-annexationist opinion was far from being

properly represented in the Reichsttig. The soothing effect of

Kiihlmann’s speeches on the 25th and 26th was neulralized by
those of Hertling. The position was one of great tension and
anxiety, the chief factors in which were popular doubts as to

the questions whether the war was being unnecessarily prolonged

and whether the Brest-Litovsk negotiations were being con-

ducted so as to ensure the speediest possible conclusion of peace.

On the 28th January a partial strike began in Berlin.

Though the chief trade union leaders—^I^e^en, Bauer, and
Korsten—were against it, the Central Committee of Trade
Unions declared its neutrality. The demands made were

:

(1) Peace without annexation or indemnities on the basis

of self-determination.

(2) Participation of workers of all nations in peace nego-

tiations.
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(3) Requisition and proper distribution of food.

(4) Abolition of the state of siege and demilitarization of

industry.

(5) Liberation of political prisoners.

(6) Universal, secret, and equal franchise for the Prussian
Diet.

It is difficult to see why the strikes should have begun just

when they did ; there had been no recent political event likely

to cause such an outbreak ; it has been suggested that plans

had been laid for a general strike and then dropped, and that
the strike later began spontaneously ; this explanation is

supported by the recent Main Committee discussions of tlie

possibility of a strike and the reading of leaflets a"i luting for

such action, and also by the fact that it was the more highly

skilled workmen who struck first.

On the 28th Januaiy^ the official organ of tlie Gewerk-
schaften.' wliich had hitherto been the chief force in preventing

the Socialist majority from going into opposition, demanded
a formulation of Geiman war-aims in the West, as an answer
to Lloyd George’s speech of 15th January. It demanded also

the representation of labour interests in peace negotiations,

and the expediting of Prussian PVanchise Refoim. The raising

of such. demands at such a moment sufficiently characterized

the neutrality of the Gewerkschaften and cohtrasted with the

attitude of the Hirsch-Duncker and Catholic Unions, which

supported the Government.
The leaders of the Independent Socialists joined the strike

committee doubtless because they sympathized with the move-
ment, the Majority Socialists, as tlie Fraiikfurkr Zeitung put it,

‘ not to promote the strike but to exert a conciliatory influence

and to prevent harm ’.

On the 29th January Vorwdrts was suppressed for publishing

too high an estimate of the number of strikers in Berlin, and
an official estimate of 125,000 was made : the next day the

Trade Unions put the figure at about 3.50,000, but the official

estimate never exceeded 180,000, the declared figure on the
31st January. On this day an intensified state of , siege was
.declared, riots took place with some bloodshed, and Dittmann
{Ind. Soc.) was arrested. Outside Berlin the most serious

strikes seem to have been at Hamburg, Kiel, Danzig, Nurem-
* Trade I'niotis.

F2
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berg, Bochum, Dortmund, Mannheim, and Munich : rather

oddly, the quietest part of the country was Saxony, the strong-

hold of the Independent Socialists.

The Government from the beginning refused to negotiate

with the strikers themselves, but offered to receive their

Reichstag deputies : of this offer at first they declined to avail

themselves, but on the 1st February, Scheidemann, Ebert,

Haase, and Ledebour were received by the Chancellor in the

presence of Payer ; they obtained no concession, not even per-

mission for meetings of the strike leaders. On the same day
the Commander of the Mark decreed the militarization of

certain armament factories, and ordered the men to return to

work at latest on the 4th. The Presidertt of the Reichstag

refused the Socialist Party Directorate’s request for the calling

of that body, on the ground that all the bourgeois parties were
opposed to it.

In spite, or because, of these defeats the Majority Socialists,

after the meeting of 1st February, used their influence to bring

the strikes to an end, which they succeeded in doing in the

course of the next week ; and on the 10th February the Military

Authorities withdrew their prohibition of meetings and dis-

cussions. It is possible that the deputies, though they liad

obtained no public concessions, had received ])rivate assurances,

particularly on the question of the Prussian franchise. This view
is supported by Vice-President * Friedberg’s action in the Land-
tag on the nth February when he ‘urgently recommended’
that the consideration of the Franchise Bill be proceeded with,

and by Hertling’s declaration on the next day that he ‘ desired

no doubt to arise concerning his unaltered determination to

bring about the reform by all the means at his disposal ’.

If some such private assurances hud been given, the Majority

Socialists must soon have perceived their vaVue, for on the 5th
February the National Liberals absented themselves from the

meeting of the Reich.stag Majority leaders, and on the 20th
four out of seven of the National Liberals in the franchise

committee of the Prussian Lower House voted against the

Government's proposal of equal franchise.

15. Lessons of the Strike. Tlierc can be no doubt that the

main lesson of the strikes was that the Government was still able

to suppress any such manifestations. In this connexion it is

i,e. Vice-President of tlic Prussian Ministry.
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significant that the militaristic methods used in Prussia were
not employed in»the other states. The Bavarian Government,
for instance, ostentatiously avoided the declaration of a state

of siege, or the militarization of industries, or the punishment of

strikers by sending them to the army.
The chief I’easons for the failure of the agitation were well

set out by Jacob Benglei’ in the Freie Zntuv^, an " advanced ’

paper published in Switzerland. He considered that they were

(1) the lowness of Trade Union funds, owing to the absence

of many members, and the highness of wages
;

(2) the locking up by employers of a large ])art of these

Avages in w^ir loan ;

(3) the dissensions among the Socialists, and Ih ’ -icsitating

and half-hearted alliance of tin* Majority Socialists with the

Goveniment

;

(4) the natui al pusillanimity of the German Socialist, aecen-

luated by the continued strain of under-nouiishment.

The fact, however, that such serious strikes should have

been declai-ed on a mainly political platfojm and even the very

success of the Government were ominous for the futiin*. That
success, at least in Prussia, had been obtained by the use of

military methods, and depended for the possibility of repetition

on the continuance of military strength. The calling up of

munition workers and of soldiers on leave diminished the

available amount of skilled labour and strengthened the

untrustworthy elements in the Army. Another result of

the su])pression of Socialist manifestations W’as to encourage

the actiAuties of the ‘ Vaterlandspartei AA’hich had already

done harm and now supplied more and more material

for Socialist propaganda. The Government, in fact, was

engaged in a hopgless attempt to make use of both the Right

and the Left, and was bound in the end to light on<* or the

ftthcr. Meanwhile the ('onservatives were disap))oinled in

their hope that the strike episode would break up the coalition

of the Left, the Progressives particularly being very (areful to

reneAv their pledges of co-operation with the Socialists.

16. The Brest-Litovfik NegotiMiom. On 20th February the

Ukraine Treaty was approved by ail parties in the Reichstag

except the Independent Socialists and the Poles. VorwOrts

indeed declared that the treaty was ‘ nothing but a scrap of

paper, Avhich has yet to be written over by German blood
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At the same time it asserted that the Official Socialists could
only affect policy by staying in the Majority Mock and influen-

cing it, and it attacked the Independent Socialists for voting

against the peace. Similarly the Internationale Korrespondenz
launched violent attacks against the Bolshevists. Indeed, the

only Majority Socialist paper which opposed the Government’s
Eastern policy effectively was the Frankfurter Volksstimme.

17. Foreign Policy. The Government declared its policy by
two speeches delivered on the 25th February ; one, on foreign

policy, by the Chancellor, Count Hertling, and the other, on
domestic policy, by the Vice-Chancellor, von Payer. Hertling

declared that there was no intention of retaining Belgium, but
that Germany must be safeguarded against the danger of that

country becoming an ‘ object or jumping-off ground of enemy
machinations ’. Similarly, Germany did not think of estab-

lishing herself in Esthonia or Livonia :
‘ regarding Courland

and Lithuania ... it was a question of providing those countries

with organs of self-government.’ The Petrograd Government
had accepted German peace conditions, and negotiations were
being resumed at Brest-Litovsk ; negotiations with Rumania
had begun at Bucharest. ‘ In contra-distinction to the Central

Powers the Entente had from the first pursued aims of con-

quest. It is fighting for the return of Alsace-Lorraine to

France. I have nothing to add to what I have already said

on this subject. . There is ho Alsace-Lorraine question in an
international sense. If there is such a question it is purely

a German question.’

It is obvious that anything except the demands of the most
extreme annexationists could be brought within the terms of

this speech, certainly anything of what maj’^ be called the

Ludendorff policy. It was even more obviotus that the recent

strikes had not disposed the Government to conciliation. On
the contrary, its suppression of them had emboldened it to

publish its ‘ veiled annexation policy ’ in a speech which did

not provide very much veil.

18. Internal Policy. On the same day the Progressive von
Payer made his maiden speech as Vice-Chancellor ; the Feder-

ated Governments were conscious of their duties to the depen-

dants of soldiers, and had mitigated many a hardship by
lowering the age limit for old-age pensions : they had reformed

the laws concerning associations. The Reichstag had received
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a draft for a Labour Chamber Law which, it was hoped, would
satisfactorily settle industrial disputes : there was lUso a draft

bill for redistributing the Reichstag electoral divisions, and
another for abolishing para. 153 of the Trade Regulations.

The Imperial Government was also considering the question of

housing. As for Prussian suffrage reform, von Payer expressed

his firm conviction that the franchise provided for in the bill

would come, and his reasonable hope that it would come soon.

The Reichstag and the Government had come into closer touch,

and he hoped that this process of parliamentarization would
continue ;

he then rebuked the Extreme Left and reminded
them that the strikes had brought many workmen into

economic difficulties, and had trost human lives «’;<! human
happiness. But the Extreme Right were just as bad : they

too denied the good faith of their opponents anti predicted

dowmfall for the State if it were not guided by the minority of

which they approved. Finally, after declaring that there

would have to be new taxes to maintain the equilibrium of the

Budget, the Vice-Chancellor announced that the bread ration

would after all not be redu(-e<i.

This speech w'as well calculated to make the best of the

existing political .situation ; if assurances about the Prussian

franchise were wearing a little thin, at any rate there was no

denying the real benefits of the Government’s industrial policy.

The average Moderate Socialist reader would find it difficult,

too, to deny the truth of Payer’s sti-ictures on the strikes and

the Independents, more especially as he had rebuked the

Jingoes flven more severely.

That the Extreme Left ha<l in fact lost strength in the

country may be seen from the election at Nieder-Barnim early

in March, when the Independents lost the seat to the Majority

Socialists, after repeated announcements that they were willing

to accept the result as an index of the party’s decision Utetween

the two sections. At the same time, their failure was partly

due to their own incompetence in selecting a singularly bad
candidate, to their want of a press, and to the fact that all the

weight of bourgeois and * non-party ’ influence was thrown on

to the side of their opponents.

The first days of March w'ere mainjy occupied with discus-

sions of the Russian Peace Treaty, and disclosed no new
developments in domestic politics, the Majority Socialists con-
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tinuing, with the exception of the directors of the Frankfurter
Volksstimme, to persuade themselves of thp uselessness of

protest. All other parties but the Independents had acquiesced

with varying degrees of enthusiasm or of reserve. The only
other feature of interest was a growing optimism among the

parties of the Left with regard to Prussian franchise.

19. The'" Home Front' Army Moral. No doubt there were
very sufficient military reasons for the commencement of the

March offensive, but there were equally urgent reasons of

domestic policy. Ludendorff, after describing the loss by
desertion and ‘ skrimshanking ’ in the winter, declares that in

March the army’s moral seemed to be completely restored,

though there was a certain amount of secret agitetion. He
attributed the failure of the warlike spirit at home to the vices

and misdeeds of tlie Government, but adds that ‘ the generally

improved spirit of the army had a temporary influence on that

at home, and this blinded us to a good deal This ‘ improve-
ment at home ’ was really due to influences already discussed,

which all come back directly or indirectly to the fact that the

war on two fronts had ended, and that the position on the one
remaining front had improved.

It may be doubted, too, whether Ijudendorff was justified

in boasting of improved moral in the army. On the 24th
February a Reiclistag debate on this subject left a quite different

impression. Progressives and Socialists complained of favour-

itism in the matter of leave, of the retention of I.andstmmers over

45 at the front, of bad medical service, and of the calling-up

of individuals for ^ political ’ reasons. There was other evidence

also of increasing discontent and indiscipline, particularly in

the Navy. Among civilian workmen there was always more
and more grumbling about food conditions, but their recent

experiences had removed any inclination t‘o strike with the
objectof forcing the Government to make peace. The Majority

Socialists had received the Russian peace very grudgingly and
unwillingly, and even outside their ranks there was a good deal

of displeasure at its terms. Its value, apart from military

considerations, lay in the benefits which many of the public

hoped from it, and which, as the experts must have known,
were not likely to materialize. Tliere had been signs of Austrian

discontent with the alliance, as in Dr. I.,ammasch’s recent

' War Memories, ii. 586.
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speech in the Reichsratl), and Ludondorff at any rate knew
well that the ayiance depended solely on the hope of German
victory. On the whole it is probably ti’iie that the military

party was as strong as it had ever been, and as closely unite<l

with the Government, with which, indeed, its differences were

as to methods rather than objects : the various political parties

were, except for the Independents, oonvince<l of the futility

of clean-cut oj)position : the people wei-e, some from conviction

and some from recent experience, unwilling to attempt to stop

the prosecution of the war : t he economic situation was

unlikely to be ameliorated as much as was generally expected,

and would theiefore in effect get worse ;
military moral was

not what might b'e wished, but it was better than i! had been

and than it was likely to become. It would be exaggeration to

say that the domestic situation necessitatetl immediate military

success, but it did requii-e military success, and there was more

chance of obtaining it now’ than there would be later. I.uden-

(lorff speaks of the attempt of Colonel von Haeften,' Max
Warburg,'- and Conrad Haussmann to get into touch with th«*

Entente for the purposes of negotiation. He complains in view

of these facts (which he did not know at the time) of Hortling’s

and Payer’s refusal to contradict tin* rumour that peace could

have been obtained in March if he had not insisted on attacking.

In truth, nf) peace could have been obtaiiu'd which woidd have

been approved by fifty votes in the Reichstag.

20. Firnl Remits of the Mareh OJfeimve. When the offensive

began, the general feeling in Germany, more particularly as

seen in the Press and in the Reichstag, was one of confidence,

but of a very tremulous confidence. The opening days of the

battle .strengthened (;onfidence very much ;
on the 2.5th March

the Berliner Zeituiig am Mittag was already announcing that

‘ the deci.sive bloV of the break-through has followed tlu^ breach

in the English po.sitions’. The next day the (-entret. organ,

Kolnische Volkszeitung, thought it " no longer possible to con-

clude peace on the terms which we were willing to accept

a week ago’. Vorwilrts reported that the whole people was

‘imbued with the feeling that if ever military events can

bring peace, it will be now’ ;
the Press as a whole was jubilant.

In the early days of April jubilation increased ; VorwiirlH

1

2

, liaiaburg hanker.

k
Progressive inem)>er of tlio Reielistag. (‘f. I /udenciorff, ii, p. 593.
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grieved to think that there was now no way out but a complete
German victory and the dangers which that would entail, and
the WeU am Montag also regretted that a German victory was
now inevitable. The Liberal Frankfurter Zeitung came to the
conclusion that after all, though Briey and Longwy were not
necessary to Germany, yet they were more useful to her than
to France, and that politics must build on this plain economic
fact. At the same time the restoration of Belgian neutrality

was unthinkable except as an unarmed neutrality. The
Miinchener Neueste Nachruhten began to wonder whether the
July Resolution still corresponded to the facts of the situation.

Trimbom (Ceittre) announced that it must be dearly under-
stood that his party, the ‘Centre’, kept a perfectly free hand for

the future peace negotiations. Dr. Ablass {Progressive) pointed
out that although the Resolution had gained successes in the

East, yet it was not an unalterable programme, and was no
longer binding.

On the 15th April the Centre's ' Parlamentarische Korre-
spondenz ’ asked, ‘ Who is there who has ever thought of

regarding the peace decision of the 19th July as something not to

be touched or altered ? ’ On about the same date the Freisin-

nige Zeitung (the organ of the Progressives) declared that ‘ the

Reichstag resolution had presupposed that all the other nations

had the will for an understanding . . . this presupposition has

proved illusory. . . . When our enemies have such designs, our
attitude to the conclusion of peace after a victorious war must
be other than it would be, had our enemies been ready and
prompt to go along with us.’ The Lokal-Anzeiger began to

wonder whether Erzberger too would not retract, and apart

from him Conrad Haussmann was almost the only bourgeois

politician who stood by the July Resolution.

Other signs as well as these,’ in fact, made* it clear that the

attituddl? of German parties to the great questions of war and
peace still depended on every change in the military barometer.

This fact and the excessive confidence of the moment contained

an element of weakness for the prosecution of the war,*which
can be traced, for instance, in the remark of Vorwarts—‘ Our
whole people is imbued with the feeling that if ever military

events can bring peace, it will be now.’

* o. Zedlitz, who had shown signs of willingness to coinproinise on the
question of the Prussian franchise, was forced to resign the leadership of
tlie Free Conservatives in the third week of Ajiril. *
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21. April—waning of confidence. Very early in April the
High Command had ceased to share the confidence of the Ih ess.

Ludendorff ^ says :
^ These actions (April 4) were indecisive.

It was an established fact that the enemy’s resistance was
beyond our strength. . . . G.H.Q. had to take the extremely
difficult decision to abandon the attack on Amiens, . . . Stra-
tegically, we had not achieved what the events of the 2J{rd.

24th and 25th had encouraged us to hope for. . . . However,
our troops had beaten the Frencli and English and jiroved

themselves superior. That they did not achieve all the success
that was possible was due. not only to tlieir reduced figliting

value, but above /ill, to their not being always under tlie firm

control of their officers. ... It was as yet too early t * i;ive a final

opinion on the strategical situation; in itself it was by no
means favourable.’ He then strangely goes on to com|)lain

that the Emperor, unlike his grandfather, ‘ did nol find men
like Roon and Bismarck, who were resolved in times of stress

to demand from the c^ountry everything needed for the |)rost‘-

cution of the war ’.

Perhaps some hint of tlie disappointment of (i.ll.Q. found

its way back to Germany, at any rate it is evident that, the

jubilant spirit was continually decreasing during the rest of

April and May, and that the note of anxitdy which Vorw(irt.s

had struck on tlie 2()th March was spreading almost universally.

Instead of celebrating the German achievements news|)a])ers

insisted on the incompetence and bad moral of the English

Army, on the exhaustion of Fren(*h reserves, on the dis-

sensions betw’eeri membeis of the Entente, and on the im-

patience and credulity of coffee-house strategists. The Berliner

Tageblatt mirrored the hysterical condition of Berlin. ^ In li»e

Reichstag they Jjpiy, our losses were enormous ;
in th(‘ Keichsltig

they say, the offensive in the West has stuck ; in the Reiclistag

they say, the whole countiy in front of Ypres is a great lake,

and therefore impassable : in the Reichstag they say, all the

country between Amiens and Paris is mined, and would be

blown up.’ Naturally an attitude of confidence in the military

situation was preserved, but it is significant that even in

reporting such real victories as tlie capture of Kemmel Hill it

was necessary to deprecate depression.

The spread of nervousness at home might have been justified

J II.OOO-C501, (i07.
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by a knowledge of the state of mind at G.H.Q. : Ludendorff
‘ expected strong forces of Americans to come. But the rapidity

with which they actually did arrive proved smprising. . . . The
only increase in drafts from home that I received for the future

was furnished by prisoners of war returned from Russia.

G.H.Q. now fell back on its own reserves of men, and prepared

its drafts from the troops of the Eastern Army and Rumania . .

.

but these could not suffice unless the Government released the

exempted men and took energetic action against deserters and
shirkers. Our troops had fought well, but the fact that certain

divisions had obviously failed to show any inch'nation to attack

in the plain of the Lys gave food for thought. . . . The way
in which troops stopped round captured food supplies . . . was
a serious matter. . . . The absence of our old peace-trained
corps of officers was most severely felt. In addition, during the
first half of the war the Reichstag had made the penal laws
more lenient. . . . The Entente, no doubt, achieved more than
we did with their considerably more severe punishments.’ ’

22. Erzherger. When the end of April brought no hope
of decision in the West there were distinct signs of a renewal
of the pacific spirit and of an increase of liberalism. In this

connexion something can be learnt from Erzberger, who, of all

German politicians, was, throughout the wai‘, by far the most
successful in the art of forecasting public opinion. On the

!M)th April a concerted Pan-German and National-Liberal

attack on him indicated that there was no longer any hope
of his running away from the July Resolution, and was accom-
panied by a determined attempt to induce the Centre to

repudiate him and to embroil him with the Chancellor ; neither

the Centre party nor the Chancellor was induced to drop Erz-
berger, and indeed on the 1st May the Norddeyi»che Allgemeine

Zeitung denied the report of dissensions between him and
Hertlin^, though a week after the publication of an acrimonious
correspondence showed (what in fact had long been an open
secret) that the two were not on the best of terms. On the

4th May Erzberger attacked the Government’s Ukrainian
policy, and insisted that there must be no more interference

with the internal affairs of that country. The three parties

—

Centre, Progressive and Majority Socialist—drew up a formula
emphasizing the need for the supremacy of the civil govern-

^ IT. 610 S€»q.
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ment. Payer expressed his sympathy, but pointed out that
such a resolution amounted to a vote of censure. Accordingly
the Majority refrained from bringing forward a formal motion,
as their last wish at that moment was to destroy tlie Hertling-
Kuhlmann-Payer combination. The whole incident shows how
Erzberger was a little quicker than any one else to perceive
the swung of public opinion, and how both the Goveniment and
the Majority parties thought it wise to follow him.

23. Prussian Franchise. At about the same time (the end
of April and the first half of May) the franchise cpiestion was
working up to a crisis. A National-Liberal ]>arty convention
on the 28th April voted for the equal franchise by a large
majority ; on the’lSth May it was announced that Centre,
in spite of the rejection of its proposals for religio’i guarantees,
would vote for equal franchise. The (Jovemnu'ut would not
accept the proposals for additional votes (exc('])l one to be

given in respect of age) and the Bill was passed with no franehise

clause at all. Fricdbcrg (Vice-President) announced that

dissolution would follow' as soon as tlie w’ar situation allowed ;

the Progressives and Social Demociats wen* enraged, and it

was known that the military opposed a dissolution during t.lie

continuance of the Western offensive. Discontent was not

likely to be diminished by the contemporaneous reduction of

the bread ration.

24. Disappoinfment with the Eastern treaties. By t in* eiul of

April, also, it had become clcai', at least to ofliciuls and business

men, that the Eastern treaties were not going to ease; economic

conditions as much as had been expected. Of the LOOtMthd

tons of grain hoped for from the Ukraine it was lutw calcidated

that only 100,0(X) would be obtained and neither Russia iu>r

Rumania was likely to come up to ex|)ectations ; t he (ierrnaii

Press did not edneeal its disappointment, especially over the

Ukraine. Meat stocks had rapidly <lw'indhMl,' and. jlu^igli the

meat ration had not been officially reduced, in many towns

not more than 5|- ounces were obtainable. 'I’he pfitato ration

was maintained at the existing level. At Krupp’s there was

no shortage of any metal except mica, but outside there was

a lack of copper and nickel. The schenu! for the ‘ voluntary
’

surrender of textiles had not been
^
successful ; secondhand

' c.c. the number of pifis liud fallen •liiriii); llie lusl. lw« lve iiiDiitlm fr<>ni

.5,700,(MM) to 1.:MM).(MM) ; however, this loss had he< ii to a small esteiit sup-

plied hy the army's release of aOO.IMM) oxen from oeeupied territor>

.
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leather liad been brought under control ; at the last Leipzig

Fair there had been no rubber, and none of the sjibstitutes were
really efficient. The 8th War Loan had been a real success,

for it had raised £727,500,000, or about £70,000,000 more than
the 7th. The new budget provided foi very little fresh taxa-

tion, and much over-estimated the probable yield of that,

but the declared policy was to postpone financial reform until

after the war.

The main interest of domestic politics continued to centre

round ISrzberger ; and controversy still raged as to what had
happened in the Main Committee on the 4th May. The
object of the Right and of the section of the Centre represented

by the Kdlnis^e Volkszeittmg was the finfal discrediting of

Erzberger and the consequent alienation of the Centre from
the Left. This manoeuvre was rendered more hopeful by the

successes of the end of May, particiilarly that of the Chemin
des Dames. On the whole, however, the attempt to detach

the Centre from the Left did not effect much. The Centre was
determined to be safe whatever happened, and Erzberger had
made up his mind, finally this time, that a peace by under-

standing was the only practicable, as well as the only Christian,

sf)lutjon. The death of Kaempf, Pi-esident of the Reichstag,

gave the Right a momentary hope of a quarrel among the

Majority, but the matter was adjusted by the election of

Fchrenbach {Centre) as President and Scheidemann {Maj. Sac.)

as a third Vice-President.

25. The Socialist ''Wiirzlmrg' Programme of the :Mth May.
On the 24th May was published the Socialist programme of

action drawn up by the committee appointed by the Party

Directorate in accordance wdth the resolution of the Wurzburg
Conference ; tlie main political demands were that

:

Tlie representative bodies of the people should have a de-

ciding voice in the appointment and dismissal of the Imperial

Chancellor, the Secretaries of State, and the Ministers, who
must be entirely responsible to the parliaments for their official

actions.

The Reichstag should have a deciding voice as to war and
peace, and as to the conclusion of treaties of alliance with

foreign powers.

That the standing army should be ti-ansformed into a people’s

army, beginning with the reduction of the time of service.
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They further stipulated for tlie abolition of secret diplomacy

;

the creation qjf international legal organizations ; complete
liberty for associations and meetings, and the abolition of all

exceptional legislation ; complete self-government in com-
munes, re^ons, and provinces. Finally, they demanded the
reconstruction of the educational system, with a view to
removing the monopoly of higher etlucation by the ruling
classes.

Although it was expressly stated that the Erfurt programme
of 1891 was not replaced but supplemented, there can be no
doubt that the Wurzburg Programme marked the victory of
‘ revision ’ and the abandonment of revolutionary methods.
It is characteristic that the Hamburger Echo, befiu, the war
one of the stoutest opponents of revisionism, insisted in its

comment that the Socialist Party must, if it did not want
to be eliminated and condemned to sterility, be prepareil to

make, just as it demanded, conc^essions. Forgetting its old

policy of uncompromising opposition, it went on to declaim*

that the majority block, which had been founded the year
before. in the Reichstag, was the best proof of the success of

parliamentary policy on the basis of give-an<l-take.

26. Conservative tmna-umes against the Majority. The thii’il

of the articles b}' ' L. II.’, with which the (Conservative)

Kreuzzeitung w^as endeavouring to split the Majority (and

perhaps also to get Biilow' as Chancellor), demanded l''reedoin

of the Seas, and (under the j)hrase ' the broadening of the basis

of our existence ’) continental annexations, that is, unless

Germany obtained very favourable economic ternjs, and lastly

a colonial settlement which should include something more

than the restoration of all German colonies. This programme
was better calculated to capture hesitating politicians of the

Centre and Radical grouj)s than crude demands for aniu'xations

and indemnities, for it could be intei’preted later on eiWier in a

more annexationist sense oi- as evidence of Conservative inodcaa-

tion. For themoment it was evidently not expected to have much
effect, as was clear from the editor’s disclaimer of responsibility.

Still, some slight progress was being made with the manteuvres

against the Majority, or at least no ground was being lost,

for on the 11th June a fairly large Centre group backed a renewed

National Liberal proposal for a plur^ franchise and religiou.-

guarantees. This proposal w'as generally considered obstruc-
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tive, but, in spite of repudiation by the Government, it was
passed by an increased majority.

27. RelMiom wUh Atistria-Hungary. Important develop-

ments in Austro-German relations were foreshadowed by Payer’s

speech of the 9th June, in which he declared the thought of sepa-

ration to be impossible ; the centre of gravity must be economic.
Poland, Bulgaria, Rumania, and perhaps Turkey, should be
included ;

there must be a complete military rapprochement,

to lighten the burden on the individual states. Burian arrived

in Berlin two days later, amid Viennese messages demanding
the ‘ Austro-Polish solution ’ and Berlin insistence that the

alliance must come before the settlement of detailed questions ;

on his departure he professed satisfaction, though he admitted
that nothing had been settled. His satisfaction must have
been marred by the friction between the two Governments
about the distribution of food ; Seidler having expressed the

hope that Germany would make certain exports to Austria
‘ in the sense of the agreements concluded in May the Wolff

Bureau circulated a note that Germany intended to do nothing

of the kind ; on the 2(lth June the Norddeitt^he AUgemeine
ZcUung semi-officially deplored the attempt to put the blame
on Germany, and explained that the nature f)f the May agree-

ment had been misunderstood ; Germany, having no reserves,

had made no promise to deliver from her own supply. How-
ever, on 22nd June it was announced that Germany had agreed

to let Austria have 10,000 tons of bread-corn from her army
stocks.

28. Army Mural. G.H.Q., meanwhile, had not beengaining,

nor even maintaining, confidence. By June it was recognized

that ‘ not only had our March superiority been cancelled, but also

the difference in gross numbers was now to our disadvantage

. . . new American reinforcements could rele&se English and
French divisions on quiet sectors . . . for this reason America
became the deciding factor in the v'ar ’ (I. 6J37). In spite of this,

however, and of the influenza epidemic, lAidendorff continued

to believe that his strength was still gi eat enough to allow

him to strike ‘ one more blow that should make the enemy
1‘eady for peace ’, and he therefore planned the attack on
Rheims for the middle of July, and ^ undertook the operation

with the firm conviction that it would succeed ’. After the

attack on Rheims he still thought that his men had shown
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themselves in all essentials superior to the enemy, as long as
they were hantljed carefully ’

; but his strategical judgment
was already being overruled partly by considerations of foreign

politics, and partly by distrust of his troops :
* I finally decided

against the defensive because, quite apart from the bad influence

it would have on our allies, I was afraid that the army would
find defensive battles an even greater strain than offensive.

Reports from the army about the evil influence of the mood
prevailing at home, and reports from home about the low
moral of the army, became more frecjuent. The army also

complained of the effect of enemy pro))aganda. . . . The reason
for the falling off in our moral was not to be found in that.

It lay verymuch deeper. . . . Adecided deterioration in f ce army's
moral resulted from the re-enrolment, after long leave, of

soldiers returned from captivity in Russia. . .
.’

'

All this is rather confused ; it is at any rate significant ihat

one guiding motive at G.H.Q. was consideration of the state

of mind of Germany’s allies, while the Higli Command’s com-
plaints of the effect of a bad spirit at home on the army were
answered by exactly analogous counter-complaints from home.
The truth is })robably that there was a growing recognition

that, in consequence particularly of the Entente’s almost

inexhaustible new reservoir of man-power, a good result of

the war could not be expected even wif h such vi<’tories as (;ould

still be hoj)ed for. Ludendorff’s assertion thal. after the attack

on Rheims ’ a belief in a favourable issue of the war still pre-

vailed in every quarter ’ hardly squares with the rest of his

remarks a« quoted above, particularly with his hope that ‘ one

more blow ’ would make the ‘ enemy ready for peace ’ and
his admission that the only result of the recent battles was
disillusionment. Ife certainly changed his o})inion a little later,

when he inquired iftto the reasons of the failure of the 18th July,

and found that “ the men had ceased to believe in the jjossibility

of an attack He spends a good many pages in rebutting

charges of favouritism of regular officers, of luxury for officers

at the expense of their men, of the unsatisfactory working of

canteens, and so on. Complaints on these and sinnlar grounds

were periodical in the Reich.stag : on 11th June for imstance,

Wirth (Centre) demanded that leave should not be given to

men who procured food for their superiors or who took up
1 II pp. 640-42. * II, p. 671.

VOL. I. G
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war loan, and that something should be done to improve the

very bad arrangements for feeding returned prisoners and
troops moving from East to West, and Majority Socialist and
Independent Socialist speakers made more violent complaints.

Mhller (Progressive) declared that the Army Command flouted

Reichstag Resolutions and War Ministry Orders, and had even
suppressed a pamphlet of his own. Many of these complaints

are of the kind which will always be made, and will always
contain some truth ; but they indicate two sources of irritation

which are not necessary to an Army. It is undoubtedly true

that leave was granted to men who took up war loan, and that

some oflicers did use other means of pressure for war loan

propaganda; and also that the Army Command was not
purely passive in the matter of propaganda.

29. Speech of Kuhlmann, 24th June, and Resignation. The
chief political incident of this period was the resignation of

Kuhlmann, and the events that led to it.

On the 24th June, after a long speech on foreign politics,

in which he said little that was new, Kuhlmann came to the

military situation and the prospects of peace :
‘ Our army,

under leaders of genius whom God has given us, has passed

from victory to victory. The situation is such that the initiative

rests entirely in the hands of the German Supreme Army
Command, and that we can hope that the summer and autunm
will bring our arms new arid great successes. The Austro-

Hungarian Army has also in a dashing onslaught attacked the

Italian position and achieved noteworthy successes. . . .’ Then
followed a quotation of Moltke’s prophecy that a modem war
might last seven years or thirty years, boasts of the German
peace offer, the July Resolution, and the reply to the Papal Note,
assertions of Russia’s responsibility for the outbreak of war.

Germany’s aims were defined as follows : ‘We wish in the

world for the German people, and the same applies, mulatis

mutandis, to our Allies, a secure, free, strong, and independent

life : we wish beyond the seas to have the possessions which
correspond to our' greatness, wealth, and proved colonial

capacities : we wish to have the possibility and the freedom

to carry on a free sea our trade . . . absolute integrity of the

territory of the Germain Empire. . . . We regard Belgium as

one of the questions in the entire complex . . . far-going advances

on the road to peace are hardly to be expected from public
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statements. ... So long as every overture is regarded by the
others as a peaae offensive as a trap, ... so long as every
attempt at rapprochemeut is immediately most violently de-
nounced . . .

,

so long is it impossible to see how any exchange of

ideas can be started leading to peace. Without such an exchange
of ideas . . . an absolute end can hardly he expected through purely
military decisions alone, without any diplomatic negotiations. . .

.

We hope that our enemies perceive that against the resources

at our disposal the idea of a victory for the Entente is a dream
and an illusion.’

The next day Hertling made a speech which was claimed as

support by both the Left and Right, and in which he declared

that ' the tendency*of the utterances of the Se<*retn . \ of State

was purely to ascribe the responsibility for the continuation

of the war to the enemy powers, entirely in the same sense as

1 had done on the 25th February, for it goes without saying

that there can be no question of crippling our energetic will to

defend ourselves or of shaking our confidence in victory ’.

Kiihlmann himself explained that his * appeal was directed

to nf> one specifically. Mis intention was clear from the con-

tents of his speech, namely, tliat negotiations from parliament

to parliament, from speaker’s tribune to speaker's tribune . . .

would hardly bring any material advance on the road to a
solution. Therefore, nothing remained but the method of

confidential or diplomatic contact.’

These attempts at defence were not very convincing : some
observers considered at the time that the considerable interval

(nearly thrttc weeks) between the Foreign Secretary’s speech and
Ins resignation indicated that he had liad some sort of support
from G.H.Q. Ludendorff’s book show^s that his real state of

mind gave some ground for the position which Kiihlmann took

up : Ludendorff says moreover :
* The Secretary of State was

only re]>eating what was in the minds of the majority,’ a state-

ment w'hich is borne out by the applause with which the Foreign
Secretary’s remarks were greeted from the (’entre and Left.

It is possible that J^udendorff really had been anxious to damp
down the very enthusiastic expectations which were then
common of the results of the summer campaign, and that

Kuhlmann went further than the General had intended. This
question does not affect the real importance of the speech,

which lies lather in its effects than in its causes.
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The debate in which the speeches of Kiihlmann and Hertling

were delivered did nothing to clear up the*’ situation : the
Conservative Westarp drew from it the conclusion that ‘ the
Imperial Chancellor cannot and will not pursue the policy of

the Peace Resolution as we understand it ’
: the Social Democrat

Noske gathered that the Chancellor was advocating a peace by
imderstanding. Such a situation could not but give German
foreign policy an appearance of weakness, or intentional

ambiguity, or both : nor was this appearance lessened by
subsequent events. Official attempts at defending Kuhlmann
did not indeed withdraw his declaration in favour of peace by
understanding, but they did give the impression that the

Government had a sense of weakness in confronting annexation-

ist attacks. The military censorship forbade Kiihlmann’s
speech to be interpreted as meaning that a military decision

could not end the war, and provoked the Frankfurter Zeitung

to declare that this was the first time, at any rate so far as

was known, that ^ the representatives of the military authorities

had issued verdicts upon the utterances of those whose business

it is to conduct the Government of the country ’. It stated also

that ‘ they had tried to prevent the public from adopting

particular views of responsible statesmen ’. ‘ If these factors

outside parliament, the most important of which is the Chief

Command of the Army, as was shown by former crises and
has again been demonstrated' by these debates, are at all times

able to transform those views of the leading statesmen which
are disagreeable to them ; if they can forbid the public to give

assent to such views and can make those who express them
apologize, then it does not really much matter who the persons

are who conduct public business and who figure as the repre-

sentatives of German policy before the Reichstag. . . . There
are two possible courses which would replace the present

uncertainty by a real solution. Either the Chancellor should

once more formally declare in the name of the Government
that the Government is still prepared to put an end to the war
by an understanding which would meet our vital necessities,

or else the representatives of those influences, the exponents

of which in the Reichstag assert that the Government will

not and cannot pursue the policy of understanding, should

assume responsibility for Germany’s policy. If it is the case

that the Chief Command determines the course of our policy.
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then the conduct of this policy should quite frankly be tnken
over by some oife who belongs to that school of thought.’

It was the second rather than the firat of the Frankfurter
Zeitung's alternatives which was adopted when Kiihlmann Avas

replaced by Admiral von Hintze : no doubt the interval between
the 24th June and Kiihlmann’s resignation Avas partly lengthened
by the difficulty of finding a successoi-, and there is some
reason to suppose that RiiloAA’ was the first candidate. Hertling
explained that Kuhlmann’s resignation AA’as necessitated by
personal reasons, and it is true that the Foreign Secretary was not
'persona grata AAuth the Emperor, had enemies in high places in his

own office, had beeq AA'cakened by the retirement of (V,er lin, and
also by the Deutsche Zeitung's attacks on his |)rivn'i- hfe. Rut
there can be no doubt that the main cause of his fall was what
Hertling described as the AA'ant of ‘ a relationship of confidence

between him and other factors ’, that the chief of the ‘ other

factors ’ was G.H.Q., and that the AA-ant of confidence was due
to political rather than personal reasons. Hintze avus generally

assumed, equally by the Right and by the Left, to be a re))re-

sentatiA’^e of the annexationists, and he Avas welcomed by
Ludendorff as a ' sti'ong man ’, though the General could not
approve of his Russian policy, AA-hich he attributed ]>artly to

his oAA'n’ A'ieAA's and partiA’ to ‘ the old tendentries of the Foreign

Office ’.

In the middle of July, to Hintze’s (juestion Avhether he was
certain of finally and decisively defeating the enemy in the

offensive which Avas then taking place, Ludendorff replied,
‘

'J'o

that I ansVer positively. Yes ’.

510. Deepening Depression—June to August. The whole Kiihl-

mann incident shoAA'ed the existence of a dual gf)vernment in

Germany, of AA'lii^h the military j)art Avas the stro?iger : it

Aveakened the civil government without strength(*ning the

Army Command. G.H.Q. had been able to get what it AAanted

out of the late regime without being responsible for it. Now
the ^ parliamentarization ’ of 1917 had been to a large extent

neutralized, for there was no pretence that Hintze was appointed

with the consent or even Avith the approval of the Majority.*

The Genei'als, in fact, had accepted a laiger and more obvious

share of responsibility for policy, and A«ould therefore be more

^ But llortHiig ciid iinnouiure that he had obtained guarantees that
Hintze would be loyal to his policy.
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seriously weakened by want of success. It is probably fair to

infer that they were once more placing their hopes on ‘ one
more blow and that in the light of the military history of

the year, of the decline in the moral of the army, and of the

more rapidly increasing irritation at the food and general

economic shortage, these hopes were based on desperation.

In short, 6.H.Q. now felt that every risk must be taken for

the sake of finishing the war quickly.

In spite of Ludendorff’s complaints that the Press had not

done its share in maintaining civilian moral, it had in fact

been throughout June very resolutely optimistic, even about the

Austrian campaign on the Isonzo. During July, and still more in

August, it showed increasing signs of depression, as the offensive

of Foch gathered strength. On the 30th Julythe German wireless

declared that ‘ up to the present the battle has taken a direction

which was intended by the German High Command, and it

will be further conducted in accordance with the plans of the

High Command. The Command has maintained its full freedom
of operation. . . .’ On the 2nd August the Vossische Zeitung

reported that the danger was over when Foch was brought
to a stand about 23rd July, but it came very near the crime for

which Kiihlmann had suffered when it reckoned with Foch’s

formation of a new reserve ‘ imtil movement enters the whole
front, which, unless politicians can end the war, will one day
happen . . .’ and on the 3rd August the wirdess published

Ludendorff’s admission that ‘ our strategical plan of attack

has failed ’. It is improbable that this would have been said

if it were not already known, and equally improbablethat much
consolation was derived from Ludendorff’s statement, ‘ I look

forward with absolute confidence to the results of this great

struggle At emy rate by 10th August the .Press was showing
unmistakable signs of distrust of the General Staff. On the

11th August the Frankfurter Zeitung came pretty near to an
open expression of distrust : ‘We have always pointed out

that we expected no miracles from this campaign. But we
trusted firmly in the success of the general plan, and we still

do so till the contrary is proved. . .
.’ Exhortations to civilians

to keep up their comage, and to think of the effect of domestic

depression on the troops, continued, and by the 18th August
the Frankfurter Zeitung was lecturing the troops themselves.

At the same time, discontent was continually aggravated by the
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bitterer and bitterer disappointment and more and more
^rimonious wrangling over Eastern policy, on which a lurid

light was thrown by the murders of Mirbach and Eichhorn.
All confidence, in fact, had vanished ; and it was the same

at G.H.Q., as ma)*^ be seen from Liidendorff’s memoirs.'
Depression was spreading and deepening in the army as

well as at G.H.Q. : this became very obvious to the Entente
from the examination of prisoners of war. Discouragement
among the civilian po})ulation was made more difficult to bear
by the lateness of the harvest and the reduction of the meat
ration : the oat crop was very poor, and in general it was
probable that the official estimate of the harvest a*-’ better

than the previous fear’s was untrue.

31. Weakenmg of the Guvernmetit, July. The parties of the
Majority had been united in their defence of Kuhlmann's speech

of the 24th June, but unable to prevent his fall or to influence

the appointment of his successor. They continued, however,
to make attacks on the Government, some of theni (e. g.,

Scheidemann, 11th July) very violent, and it was to this no
doubt, and to the military situation, that was due the change
in Hertling’s views of the Belgian question in the twenty-four

hours from the 1 1th July to the 12th July : on the first occasion

he still held that ’ Belgium as a pawn means for us that we must
secure ourselves by the peace conditions against Belgium ever

becoming a jumping-off ground for our enemies, not only in

a military but also in an economic sense ’
; but by the 12th

Belgium had become a pawn for the securing of other peace

conditions, and Germany liad no intention of retaining it in

any form whatever.®

32. Reduction of War-aims. On the 13th July the Majority

Socialists re-affirmed their independence, on the occasion of

voting the war credits, by putting in a plea for peace ‘ on the

basis of the integrity of both sides ’
: this j)lea did not save

Scheidemann from being hissed at a public meeting for voting

the war credits at all. On the 4th July the Prussian Franchise

Bill had been passed with the plural franchise agreed on by
the Right, which still maintained its confidence in spite of the

Government’s continued determination to dissolve if necessary.

1 II» 674 and s<*q. ,
* The inspired Press made the most of this eoncesaion to the Left, but

interpreted it in a narrow sense? as mciuiinf; a Federal Flemish-Walloon
Belgium united by corninercial treaties to Leniiariy.
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On the 25th July Scheidemann (who was touring the country
in favoiu’ of electoral reform) ^ announced that he had the
Chancellor’s assurance that, if it were necessary in the interests

of the equal franchise, the Prussian Landtag would be dis-

solved before the end of the year. At once the semi-official

Norddevtsche All^emeine Zeitung hastened to declare that this

announcement was due to a misunderstanding.

During July and August there was a good deal of obscure

intriguing in the direction of peace, and towards the end of

August there were several members of the Majority Socialist

and the Left parties in Switzerland and in touch with various

neutral ‘ peace-makers ’. Among them was Scheidemann,
though it was possible that he hoped not so much to bring peace

nearer as to be able to stiffen the German workers by pointing

out that he had gone to Switzerland and none of the Entente
Socialists had met him half-way.

August saw a considerable shifting of political opinion

towards the Left : mention has already been made of the

opposition which Scheidemann met on his equal franchise

campaign : there were signs also of dissatisfaction even among
the Majority Socialists themselves, of discontent with the

leadership of Scheidemann and Ebert, and probably their

Swiss visit was not unconnected with this discontent.

In the ranks of the Centre the Left Wing again predomi-

nated : even the Kolnische Vdtkszeitung, which was accustomed
to make the most Jingo demands, began to think that it might
be well to provide British pacifists with encouragement. There
were repeated demands, which met with some suceess, that

more influence inside the Centre should be given to the working

classes, and at a by-election an unofficial Centre candidate

was elected by the progressive section against the official

party representative, who was supported by"the Bishop. All

parties of the Left made increasingly violent attacks on the

Government’s Eastern policy and particularly on what Vorwarts

called ‘ the throne barricade against the peace of the peoples ’.

There was a general weakening too—even, to some extent, on
the Right—about war-aims in the West. By the end of the

month Stresemann professed to think that peace would have
resulted from an English proposal on the lines laid down by

* A few days before the Independent Socialists had prevented him from
holding a meeting at Solingen.
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Lord Lansdowne, and claimed that the National-Liberals had
refrained from «support.ing the July Resolution only because
they knew that the enemy would not respond. Official propa-

ganda was supplied by Dr. Solf, who denied that Germany was
ruled by the doctrine of force, promised the re.storation of

Belgium as an independent state, described the Brest-Litovsk

Treaty as a framework, demanded the return of the colonies,

and assured his hearers that it would be helping the enemy
to react to their knock-out policy in a similar spirit. This

speech was very warmly welcomed by the Left (though an
Independent Socialist paper thought this and a somewhat similar

speech of Prince Max of Baden comjdetely in accord with Pan-
German wishes).

*

The increasing demand for the summoning .a tlie Main
Committee and even of the Reichstag led to a meeting on the

22nd August between representatives of the (toverinnent, of

whom the chief wer(‘ Payer and Hiiitze, and the party leadei's.

Contrary to custom, an official report of tin* discussion between

the Government and the party leaders was issued. According

to this report, ' the majority of the deputies took tin* view that

even after the conclusion of the negotiatituis which are at

present still pending with Russia the immediate summoning
of the Reichstag might be dispensed with. In connexion with

this the Foreign Secretaiy gave more ])recise inf(*rination on

the external political situation and the results of the delibera-

tions which took placre a short time ago at Headquarters in th(‘

presence of Austro-Hungarians and after tlie reprc'sentatives

of Poland had been heard.’ It is difficult to understand the

nature of the agreement semi-officially anrujunced to have been

reached on both Eastern and M’estern policy, l)ut the Left

doubtless did receive assurances of some sort in return for

not insisting oi? the meeting f)f the Reitdistag befoie the

normal date.

3!5. The Spa CoyiferemeH, l.'Uh- J~/th Au^mt. It has already

been said that Ludendorff decided to arrange conferences with

the Chancellor and the Foreign Secretary. These conferences

took place at Spa on the l.'Jth and loth August, and reference is

made to them in the official report of the party leaders’ meeting.

At these conferences Hint/e reported Austria’s declaration, and
his own opinion, that she could not hofd out beyond the winter ,

and that it was doubtful if she could hold out so long. Relations
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but assurances that negotiations would be continued, and a hint

that the Entente would shortly be forced to show whether it

was conducting a predatory war or was really fighting for

a League of Nations. This hint was repeated on the 9th by
Biuian himself, and materialized on the 15th in the Austro-

Hungarian peace note, the forerunner of the defection of

Germany’s allies.

Enough has been written to show that by September
Germany was very near desperation, and that the Government
did little to disguise the fact. This did not at once lead to

a more violent or more open opposition. There were efforts

to organize an union sacree from Westarp to Wiemer, that is,

an alliance of all the bourgeois parties, beKind a programme
something like that sketched by Payer ; but it was too difficult

to get any such programme accepted by the Right, and then

the Centre and the Left were beginning to wonder whether
such a programme would any longer be good enough. The
Socialists were for a time remarkably quiet, hardly troubling

to denounce the Siipplementary Treaties with the Bolshevists,

which some Progressive papers even mildly welcomed ; though
the Socialists did promise Troelstra to oppose the Government
bitterly if it allowed the Russian question to wreck peace

attempts for which the Entente was ready. But already

there were rumours of the Kaisei‘’s abdication. Erzberger

was becoming more prominent again and was expressing his

wonder that the propertied classes all over the world did

not rise up and insist on peace, as the only way to avoid

Bolshevism. A report reached Berlin from Vienna ‘that the

Ministry was to be reconstructed so as to allow for the inclusion

of Scheidemann and Erzberger, and some of the Right papers

took this with a certain amount of seriousness.,

On the 15th the Austro-Hungarian Government issued its

invitation to all belligerents to take part in a ‘confidential

non-binding discussion ’ on neutral territoiy.

It is now known that on the 3rd September the German
Chancellor had informed the Prussian Cabinet that ‘ an offer

of peace could not, and must not, be made ’, but ‘ feelers must
be thrown out ’, and that since the 10th August discussions

had been in progress between the two Govermnents on the

question of a peace move, Germany basing her unwillingness

on the unripeness of the time and on the advantages of seeking
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neutral mediation : when the Note was issued, therefore, it

was not unexpected by the German Government, but it was
unwelcome on these tw’o grounds. The German Government
had, in fact, informed most of the party leaders, excluding

some of the Majority Socialists because it feared a press cam-
paign against the supplementary Russian agreement : it is

almost certain, however, that tlie news was already known
from unofficial sources. On the 10th September Hindeuburg
was in favour of neutral mediation without delay. Semi-official

denials that the Austro-Hungarian Note was in harmony with

her Ally were therefore justified, and so, probably, was the state-

ment that Count Toerring’s proposal to the Belgian (Jovernment

was ‘ the irresponsible work of an uninvited mediator From the

18th September to liie end of the month tlie Gciman Govern-

ment was making rejieated efforts to obtain neutral mediation.'

36. Action of the Opposition. The continued success of tiie

Entente armies, together with the Austro-Hungarian Note (or

rather the way in which it hail been prejudiced by Payer’s

speech and in which it was broken to the Reichstag leaclers),

convinced the opponents of the Heiiling rcf>inic that the time

had come for action. IVhen, at the meeting with the Chancellor

the Majority leaders had insisted on the summoning of the

Main Committee for the 24t.h September, the National-Liberals

began to angle for participation in the Majority’s councils,

and very generously (Irojiped all objertion to Payer’s pro-

gramme. Gernuiniu (Centre) would welcome the National-

Liberals if they abandoned their o|)|)osition to the July

Resolutidn. The Centre wished still to su|)|)ort Hertling, but

had no objection to a socialist clement in the Government;
the Socialists were willing to enter the Government on the

following conditions :

(1) Article iX, forbidding simultaneous membership of the

Reichstag and the Bundesrat, must be abolished.

(2) Equal, secret, and direct suffrage for all states of the

Federation.

(3) The elimination of ‘ parallel governments ’ and the

appointment of Government representatives from the Majority.

(4) Freedom of meetings and of the Press, and |)olitical

control of the state of siege, i.e. equivalent of martial law'.

' This is asserted in the nffieiul Vorfi>eHv.hichtv ties WaffemiillHiands^ but was
denied by IIint/*e to Ludendorff on 2»th September.
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(5) The National Liberals must unreservedly accept the

standpoint of the Majority.

(6) The restoration of Belgium, Serbia, and Montenegro.

(7) The peace treaties of Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest not
to hinder the conclusion of general peace.

(8) Autonomy for Alsace-Lorraine.

Ebert pointed out the difficulty of working with the Centre,

and both he and Scheidemann spoke against a peace at any
price and envisaged the possible necessity of a war of national

defence. Meanwhile papers of such various hues as the

Frankfurter, the Vossische, the Borsen-Zeitung, and Vorwarts

were aU suggesting that the last word had not been said on
indemnities, and that Germany was ready' for discussion of

the Alsace-Lorraine question, though she must maintain her

standpoint.

37. Meeting of the Main CommMee, 24th September. The
situation when the Main Committee met, on the 24th September,

was that many members of the Centre were unwilling to join a

coalition government because they knew thatthe Socialistswould
want Hertling’s resignation, the revision of the Brest-Litovsk

Treaties, and the repeal of Article IX. The National-Liberals

were hoping to take advantage of this to form with the Centre

a coalition which should lean to tiie Right. Such a hope was
absolutely doomed : the cleverest tactics could not disguise

the fact that political forces had shifted decisively and irrevo-

cably to the I.>eft. It could no longer be doubted that an over-

whelming majority of the population now wanted peace and
parliamentarization, even though for many of ther.! parha-

mentarization was only a step to peace. Socialists, Progressives,

many Centrists, some National-Liberals, could no longer doubt
which way their supporters wanted them to lean, nor be ignorant

that those supporters were daily becoming' more numerous
and more resolved.

The Government did not strengthen its position in the

debate of the 24th : Hertling denied that the military situation

was as bad as it had been on previous occasions, defended

German actions with regard to Belgium, laid the responsibility

for the war on Edward VII and Russia, and appealed for unity

and confidence. Wrisb^rg admitted that military reports had
under-estimated the enemy, but declared that theHighCommand
was full of confidence. Briininghaus, for the Admiralty, was
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satisfied with the position at sea. Hintze said almost nothing,
and Payer defended Eastern policy.

The most noteworthy feature of the ensuing debate was
the acceptance of Payer’s Stuttgart programme by the
National-Liberals, Centrists, and Progressives, which showe<l

that the gulf between the Socialists and the rest of the Majority
was not yet bridged. Next was the violent attack made by
Grober on the * Nebenregierung which, in view of the fact

that he was the great champion of Hcrtling in the Centre, was
evidence of increasing solidarity. That solidarity was further

strengthened by Hertling’s speech of the 26th, when he acrknow-

ledged the objection to the military’s conduct of the state of

siege, but said th&t the civil authorities could onlx do their

best to influence it. On the same day solidarity was definitely

established by the news of Bulgaria’s defection. After that it

was vain for the National-Liberals to call for an ‘ all-party

coalition ’. Hertling called a meeting of the Prussian Ministry,

which decided to vote against the repeal of Artic-le IX in the

Bundesrat, and such a decision rendered hopeless all attemj)ts

at co-operation with the Majority. On the 29th IIcTtling aiwl

Hintze departed for (i.H.Q.,* and on the same day Germania
became enthusiastic for the Socialists and the Conservative

press called openly for a <llctatorship. By the ilOth Vorwart^i

was painting a very depressing future of a (lermany deserted

by Austria-Hungary and Turkey, and was declaring that any
statesman who was not in favour of a peace of understanding

deserved to be hanged. On the 1st October the Emperor
accepted •Hertling’s resignation and ox[)ressed his desire for

a more effective co-operation of the people in determining the

destiny of the Fatherland.*

38. Effect of the Bulgarian Defection. I’hat the people of

Berlin were affecfed by the Bidgarian news iv) less than were the

politicians was shown by the tone of the press : the Kohmche
Zeitung, for instance, thanked heav<*n that Berlin was not

Germany. * As the Bourse yesterday and the riot of rumours

showed again, Berlin always beats the Empire by innumerable

lengths in nervousness ... we must, in times like the present,

eall to the world again and again that Berlin is not fJermany ’

;

‘ Cf. Ludendorff. II, p. 72‘i, for Hintac’s declaration on thia date that,

a parliamentary ministry was essential and a revolution iMissiblc.

* Already the Right was complaining of aiiti-inonan-hieal |iroi>agaiida.
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but it may be doubted whether this time there was very much
difference between the two.

On the 29th September, despite encouraging news from
German sources at Sofia, it had been resolved that the new
German Government should make a peace offer ^ based on the
Fourteen Points, and on the same day the Bulgarian armistice

was signed. Turco-German relations were very strained.

During September pessimism had been deepening at G.H.Q.
Ludendorff saw that ‘ the distressing manifestations in the
army would not decrease but rather multiply with the constant

retreats and disintegrating influences from home.* He knew
that ‘ there was no longer any chance of the pendulum swinging

in our favour ’, and by the end of the month ‘ duty compelled
him to substitute action for idle time-wasting. . . . The enemy
had to be asked for peace, and an armistice.’ “ On the 30th
September G.H.Q. asked to be informed of all public announce-
ments with regard to peace negotiations, as otherwise there

was a danger of demoralization setting in. On 1st October
Ludendorff requested that the offer of peace should be dis-

patched at once. ‘ The troops are holding their own to-day,

what may happen to-morrow cannot be foreseen.’

On the 2nd October Major von dem Bussche, as the official

spokesman of the Higher Command, assured a meeting of the

Reichstag party leaders that the fighting of the last six days
had been victorious, but adhu'tted that there was no longer

any prospect of forcing the enemy to make peace : the situation

might gi'ow worse at any moment, and no time must be lost.

39. Prince Max of Baden's Chancellorship Beginning of
Peace NegoticUions. Character of the New Government. On the 3rd

October it was known that Prince Max of Baden was to be the

new Chancellor, at the head of a parliamentary regime, and on
the 5th he made his first .speech to the Reichstag : he accepted

the programme of the Majority and announced that a Note
had been sent to President Wilson asking him to take in hand
the work of peace.* PrinceMax had long been considered a really

Liberal politician and a champioq of moderatewar-aims. He had
even been claimed as a colleague by the Baden Socialist party.

* Such an offer had been in course of preparation since 2l8t September.
» II, p. 700. <v ® II, P. 719.
* This Note was sent on the 4th, though it is dated the 8rd in the Qffleial

Vorgeschichte des WaffenstilManda (p. 59) ; it was transmitted via Switzerland

on the Sth, and reached Washington « n the 6th.
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T^e press was taking a more and more gloomy view, the
Berlin Bourse w&s in a state of collapse, the Russian wireless
was quoting an article by * Spartacus ’ in the lavestiya calling
on the German proletariate to resort to revolution. The Con-
servative Party, probably as a result of Hindenburg’s visit to
Berlin, announced on the 2nd October its willingness to accept
the Emperor’s decree and to co-operate with a Government
which aimed at an honourable peace : on the same day the
Prussian Landtag was converted to the equal franchise.

Nevertheless, the new Government was formed exclusively from
the Majority.^ On the 4th the National-Liberals accepted the
Majority programme. But they were not very cordially

welcomed, for it was decided that, instead of admitting any
fresh National-Liberals to the Government, those members of

the party who were in office under the old regime should be
allowed to remain.

In general the press welcomed the new Government, even
the Kreuzzeitung being convinced that the Higher Command
had agreed to the Chancellor’s step, but most of the Pan-German
papers continued to denounce the spirit of defeat, for which
they saw no justification : the left wing of the Socialists also

had misgivings as to the new regime.

On the 8th October the Government received Wilson’s reply

to its peace Note. Meanwhile all interest was concentrated

on two points—^the |)ossibility of peace, and domestic politics.

Expert criticism of tlje Western front was a little more reassur-

ing, but the general impression was that the war was lost

:

on the 5th*came the news of Ferdinand’s abdication (the 4th)

and that Russia had repudiated her treaty with Turkey ; by this

date it was no longer to be doubted tliat the change in the

Turkish Government was a preparation for peace. It was
vain for Rathenau to protest that the peace proposal was
premature ; apart from the Pan-Germans (whose opposition

Payer welcomed as strengthening the Government) his only

supporter was Haenisch, who kept the flag of Jingo Socialism

flying, but can have had no followers left.

^ The Government was composed as follows : Vice-Cfuincellor^ Payer
(Progr,) : Foreign Affairs and Colonies^ Solf ;

General v. SclicUch;

Admiralty, Admiral von Mann ; Interior, Trirnbom {Centre) ; Labour, Bauer
{Maj, Soc.) ;

Undersecretary, Gicsberts (Centre Labour ) ; Ministers without

PtMrtfolio, Erzberger, Grober (Centre), Hans.srnann (Progr.), Sc^heidemann
(Maj, Soc.) ; Undersecretaries of Food ntid Economic Offices, August MUllcr,

^bert Schmidt (Maj. Soc.).

OL. X. • H
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On the 10th a Socialist newspaper was pointing out the in-

compatibility between the Kaiser’s principles and the armistice

conditions, and recommending him to improve the prospects

of peace by abdication. On the same day, the 10th, the
revolutionary council of the Eastern Army ^ published a com-
munist manifesto, whose first postulate was that the Western
army had been defeated and was in flight. Strikes were
breaking out, notably at Krupp’s.

On the 12th October a meeting of the Bavarian Socialist

Party demanded a parliamentary commission of inquiry into

the responsibility for the failure of the peace offer of December
1916, an inquiry which should not stop at the steps of the
throne. The leader of the party, Adolf Braun, warned it that

it must work against the now universal feeling for revolution.

He believed in revolution, and he believed that it would come
soon, but this was not the time, when it was quite impossible

to satisfy the demands of the masses flooding back from the front.

On the 9th October Ludendorff thought that the spirit of

the army had improved, and that material was sufficient ;

®

the chief weakness was the lack of reinforcements. He opposed
a suggested levSe en masse, and thought it possible to protect

the frontier at a distance from the Western front for a long

time, though there was some danger of a break through.

On the 10th Solf reported that Ludendorff considered it

impossible to hold the front -three months longer ; some of the

poUticians, notably Payer and Erzberger, were anxious to

obtain other military opinions, but in view of Ludendorff’s

insistence that G.H.Q. must bear the whole responsibility,

they dared not carry out this project. After a good deal of

discussion, Hindenburg and Ludendorff agreed to the text

of the reply to Wilson, which was dispatched on the 12th

October ; in this reply G.H.Q. had obtained the insertion of

the paragraph assuming the Entente’s acceptance of Wilson’s

principles, but it had failed to obtain any reservations with

regard to the evacuation of occupied territory. (II. 738.)

On the 13th October Erzberger annoimced that the enemy
was being convinced that Germany had changed from an
authority state to a people’s state. He denied that Germany
was offering peace from weakness, but rather invalidated this

^ The authenticity of this council is not above suspicion.
® Except that the Air Force had only two months' supply of oil.
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denial by asserting, with pardonable exaggeration, that tlie

generals and the political leaders had drawn up the last reply
to Wilson in a spirit of complete understanding.

On the 16th October the press published the text of Prince
Max’s letter to Prince Alexander von Hohenlohe ; this letter *

was, indeed, nearly a year old, but it was disconcerting to find

that, even so long ^o, the new Chancellor had been opposed
to parliamentarization and had regarded the July Resolution
with the utmost contempt. The Majority Socialists had,
according to rumour, only accepted a prince as Chancellor
with a good deal of grudging, and now had an excellent excuse
for getting rid of him. Yet the expected Chancellor-crisis did
not occur ; the tmth is that by this time every one i..iiew that
the Socialists had the game in their hands, and just because
they were so strong it was to their advantage to have a Chan-
cellor for whom they were not responsible. It is very likely

that there was some bargain between the two, with further

pledges of obedience from the Chancellor ; in any case, he
made no attempt at independent action for the rest of his

term of office.

The press as a whole had treated the Note of the IStli

October, with its acceptance of [ireliminary evacuation of

occupied territory, as an inevitable necessity ;
only the extreme

Right alone had failed to see the ne(;essity. Even the Vater-

landspartei assured the Government of its su[)j)orl in the great

task of winning peace with honour ; it added that it would

continue that support if it came to a war of national defence.

Wilson’s ^second Note (the 14th October) caused general dis-

appointment ; it was published in Germany on the Kith, and

the immediate result was to increase the number of Conserva-

tive organs which called for a war of defence ;
* it was just

these papers, tdo, which saw in the American President’s

desire for the ‘ destruction of the power which has hitherto

controlled the destinies of Germany ’ an attack on the Emperor.

The bourgeois Majority papers found this interpretation

impossible, in view of the change in Art. IX, which had already

passed the Bundesrat, and which was to make it possible for

parliamentary ministers to be responsible to the Reichstag.

‘ It described the July Resolution as ** the ,disgusting child of fear and
the Berlin dog-days \

* Tlie Committee of the (!onservative Party announced that there was
no choice

—
* the decisive struggle of anns must be carried on to the end *•

• H 2 •
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40. Extremist Agitation. On the 17th October Vomarts re-

portedthattherewas in theBerlin factoriesmuch balk of a Haase-
Ledebour Government, which was to establish the dictatorship

of the proletariate on a foimdation of workmen’s councils.

Vorwarts pointed out, with a truth which was obvious from the

past and was to be reasserted by the future, that there was a
great difference between the Independents and the Bolshevists.

On the 18th the Executive Committee of the Official Socialists

published a manifesto, which insisted that great steps had
already been taken towards peace and parliamentarization,

and that the Socialists would stay in the Government only so

long as that process continued ; the German workers must
beware of the dark forces of reaction, but equally they must
avoid Bolshevism and strikes and demonstrations against the

Government, which no longer had either sense or object.

There is evidence that by this time the discussion of the

question of the Emperor’s abdication was general and open,

that war-loan placards were defaced and in general that an

anti-patriotic attitude was common, and that the police were
trusting to the military, but with the consciousness that their

trust was likely to be disappointed. There is no considerable

evidence that revolution was being systematically prepared,*

or that efforts were being made to replace the old organization,

which was evidently crumbling. The Official Socialists were
anxious chiefly to get peace without falling into the disaster

of Bolshevism
;
most of the Independent Socialists, and the

best of them, were equally averse from Bolshevism ; and most
important of all, the whole process was mainly a negative one.

It was not that a new power was forcing itself into a position

of control, but that the impotence of what had been the guiding

power was becoming more and more obvious, while its succes-

sors, debilitated by years of indecision, were* most concerned

to keep the old machinery going in order to avoid a complete

break-down.
41. Answer to the 2nd American Note. The first meeting of

secretaries of state to discuss the answer to be sent to Wilson’s

second Note was held on the 16th October, when Solf read

a tel^ram from G.H.Q. inquiring whether the internal situation

would allow the transfer of all troops from East to West and

^ Though no doubt something was being done by Spartacists and extremist
Independents.
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a stogie to% bitter end. He attacked the Higher Command
for its attempt to shift responsibiUty, and maintained that the
collapse of military power had caused civilian depression.
Solf was supported by Scheidemann and Grober; Payer
again raised the question of consulting other generals than
Ludendorff, which Col. von Haeften deprecated. The next
day the Chancellor reported that Ludendorff and Hindenbuq;
would resign if other generals were consulted : Haussmann
thought their resignation would be disastrous ; Scheidemann
insisted that it must be avoided, although the National-
Liberals had indicated to Solf tlieir want of confidence in

Ludendorff and Hindenburg, thus strengtliening the Govern-
ment’s hands in the matter. Later in tlie day Gep<-rais Luden-
dorff and Hoffmann attended ; both agreed that not more than
twelve divisions could be brought from the East, that to bring

so many would mean the loss of whatever economic advantage
Germany drew from the Ukraine and an increased danger of

Bolshevism, and that the released divisions could be useful only

on the defensive. In reply to a definite (juestion Ludendorff

said that a break-through was possible, but that he did not

fear it. General Scheiich thought that one big reinforcement

of 600,000 could be raised, and then 1(M),0(K) a month for six

months and 150,000 for the next six months ; home industries

would suffer, and reinforcements would be exhausted by

September 1919. Ludendorff then had his usual altercation

with the civilians as to whether the army had been demoralized

from the^ ‘ home front ’. He promised that if the army
could get* over the next four weeks they w'ould be ‘ out of

the wood ’, and Payer agreed that, provided the answer to

Wilson were so worded as to show the j)eople that they had

not thrown up the sponge, all would not yet be lost. After

some further discussion Ludendorff again admitted that ‘ the

line may be broken and we may be defeated any day ’
; it was

generally agreed that without Rumania oil supplies would last

very few months longer. Lu<lendorff’s last word was that, if

Wilson stood by his second Note, he must be told to fight for

his conditions ;
there could be no worse conditions. This

attitude he maintained on the 18th : on the .same day Burian

warned the German Government in detail of all the possible

consequences of a breach in the negotiations, and Solf informed

the Minister of War that he had reason to believe that Luden-
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dorff’s hopes were not shared by his entourage. On the 20th
Hindenburg sent by telephone two suggested additions to the
German reply, but it was sent off on that day without them.
It ‘ left it to the President to create an opportunity for the
settlement of the details.’ of evacuation, promised the cessation

of the sinking of passenger ships, and emphasized the demo-
cratization of the German Government. The Government had,
in fact, made up its mind to act against the opinion of Luden-
dorff.

This is a really epoch-making event ; German politicians

were at last not only in a position to control policy, but actually

bold enough to do so : the significance of this is not lessened

by the doubt, which one cannot fail to have after reading the
discussion analysed above, whether Ludendorff was not having
the greatest difficulty in persuading himself to advise resistance.

No doubt the resolution of the civilians was stiffened by com-
mimications like that addressed to them on the 20th October
by the Imperial Minister at Munich :

‘ It seems to me to be
my duty to issue a warning against judging the true state of

public feeling by the firm tone of almost the entire press.

In reality, an overwhelming majority are desirous only of

peace.’

42. Influence of trade unions and economic organizations.

Something has already been said of the aversion of most of

the Socialist leaders from revolutionary violence
;

the trade

unions as such were even more strongly opposed to any such

action. Their leaders were accustomed to a contimjous effort

to get out of the existing system everything that could be got

for the wage-earner.^ Officially the unions were neutral in

politics ; they had great sums invested, largely in war loan

;

there is very little evidence of an3rthing like organized pre-

pciration of workers’ councils before the Revolution, and
certainly such preparation received no support from the unions.

Early in 1919 there were repeated complaints from the cham-
pions of the councils that ‘ as Ebert, Scheidemann & Co. under-

mined and finally abolished the rights of the Workmen’s and
Soldiers’ Council in the political field, so Legien, Bauer, and
Adolf Cohen did the same in the economic field ’.*

' Cf. Noske in the Reich'ktag, 24th October :
‘ I share the view of Haase

that a large part of our economy in ripe for socialization, that is why we do
not want it demolished by civil war/

* Was die Arheiterrdte wollen und sollen, Richard Muller.
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Pamphlets by supporters of the councils assert, and, from
internal evidence, no doubt with truth, that on the 18th
October Hugo Stinnes was commissioned by the iron>masters
and the mine-owners’ association to negotiate with the trade
unions for the foundation of * co-partnership At first the
negotiations were carried on in Rhenish Westphalia, and at the
beginning of November continued in Berlin. Among others
the following participated—Stinnes, Vogler, Hugenberg, Ernst
von Borsig, Friedrich von Siemens, for the employers ; for the
workers—Legien, Liepart, Schlickert, Stegerwald, Hartmann,
Hofle. * It was certainly an indescribable triumph for the
trade union pundits when the well-known extremist Stinnes
found himself ready for a partnership of labour The leader

of the German iron- and steel-masters. Dr. Reid i -it, said later

that on the 9th October a meeting of industrialists took place

at Diisseldorf
—

‘ How could industry be saved ? How could

capitalistic enterprise * be saved from the socialization which
was threatening to sweep over every branch of economics,

from nationalization and from the approaching revolution ? . .

.

It seemed that only organized labour had an outstanding

influence. Therefore it was resolved, in the middle of the

general insecurity, in the face of the tottering State and Govern-

ment,, that industry could find strong allies only on the sid<‘

of the workers, that is, of the trade unions . . . The sacritict*

had to be made . . . On November fi the same representatives

of employers and workmen appeared (before the Government)

and unanimously demanded the creation of the demobilization

office.’ Richard Seidel, also a (rhampion of the council system,

says, ‘In consequence of such -considerations {i.e,, the con-

nexion between wages and the j)rosperity of industry) the idea

arose that the economic situation should be turned to the

advantage of both parties by the co-operation of tlie employers’

and the workers’ associations. On this idea was built up the

policy which the higher authorities of the trade unions followed

during the revolution, “ co-partnership for ensuring the transi-

tion economy ”... It sets the finishing touch to a development

whose roots lay in the time before the war, its bloom in the

action of the trade unions during the war,’ These utterances

may beof someassistance to the understandingofGerm^ history

in the last three weeks before the signing of the armistice.

» AibeUagemfinachaJt. • ViOtmehmeHum.
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43. The Reichstag establishes responsible gooemment. The
Reichstag met on the 22nd October. Princer Max of Baden
described the course of the peace negotiations and the nature of

the constitutional changes proposed by hisGovernment—^partici-

pation of Reichstag members in the ministry, representation

of the Chancellor by persons other than heads of offices, the
establishment of a State Tribunal to ensure the legal responsi-

bility of the Chancellor, Reichstag control of the declaration of

peace and war and, after the establishment of the League of

Nations, of alliances ; amnesty for political prisoners. These
proposals were well received except by the Conservatives, and
by the Independent Socialists, who demanded the abolition of

the monarchy. There was a good deal of gnunbling that the
military ‘ Nebenregierung ’ was not so easily annihilated as the

Government thought, as was shown by the continued misdeeds
of the censorship and the state of siege. Even Ebert, himself

a minister, declared that the military Cabinet must be relieved

of its powers ; the results of the debates were that the con-

stitutional proposals were stiffened, particularly by the civil

control of the military Cabinet and of army appointments,

that anti-monarchical suggestions from the Independent Social-

ists were greeted with applause not only by the Majority
Socialists but also to some extent from the Government
benches,^ and that the Poles and Alsatians showed their con-

viction that the end of the German Empire was in sight.

Liebknecht celebrated his release by Bolshevist speeches at
Independent Socialist meetings, which greeted them with cries

of ‘ Long live the German Social Republic !
’ But the recep-

tion of Kautsky’s pamphlet Die Diktatur des Proletariats ’,

which rejected any attempt at class dictatorship, seemed to show
that the majority of the Independent Socialists was anti-

Bolshevist and democratic, although the bdok was attacked
by Klara Zetkin.

The general impression was that the resistance in the West
was comparatively successful and that the army was not
broken, but there was increasing financial anxiety, which
necessitated an official announcement that the Reichstag

^ Already on the 25th the Government had been informed by its repre-
sentative in Munich that Wilson^s Note of the 23rd was interpreted as an
attack on the Emperor. Ih^ German Minister at Berne reported ^ from
a reliable source that the conclusion of the Wilson Note refers to nothing
less than the abdication of the Kaiser \
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would hold itself responsible for the State’s financial obligations,
and particularly for the war loan. What was probably a fair
acrount of the state of mind of ordinary people was given by
Winnig, the Hamburg labour leader, on the 27th

; people who
were not agitators were not surprised at the events of the last
three months, because as the result of past disappointments
they had become thoroughly sceptical; they felt sceptical also
about the new Government, which would have to W’in their
confidence gradually

; there was—in clubs as well as in factories
a good deal of vague grumbling and of foolish talk about

a complete change, ' as in Russia,’ which arose from a failure
to perceive that nothing but misery would arise from the
destruction of the ‘economic basis of society.

44. The Reception of Wilson's Note of the October.
Wilson’s Note of the 23rd October was received with relief by
supporters of the new regime spite of its insistence on armistice
conditions w’hich would put the Associated Powers in a position
to enforce any arrangement that had to be con(!luded and to
make a renewal of hostilities on the part of Germany impossible.
The immediate result was the attempt of G.H.Q. to insist on
the breaking off of negotiations, an attemj)t which ended in the
resignation of Ludendorff, though Ilindenburg was j)crsuadcd
to stay on. Ludendorff’s resignation was announced on th<*

27th, and, on the same day the Emperor was informed by
the Emperor of Austria of his unalterable intention to ask
within twenty-four hours for a separate })eace and an imm«>-

diate armistice. Germany’s reply to Wilson’s Note promised
that negotiations would be carried on by a people’s government
and asked for proposals for an armistice.

45. The Naval Mniiny. On the 28th October there began at

Kiel the naval m^utiny w'hich was the otreasion of the November
Revolution. There had been previous naval mutinies, of

which at least one had been publicly known and had made
a connexion betw'cen the sailors’ leaders and the Indej)endent

Socialists. The proneness of the sailors to insubordination

may be explained partly by the fact that they were recruited

from men who had seen the world and from skilletl artificers,

partly by the inglorious and nerve-trying nature of their war,

partly from their continual observatioq of the great difference

between the lives of officers and those of other ratings ; it was
noticed that discipline was much better on the smaller ships.
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The sailors, like other Germans, had by the end of October

only one guiding motive—^the wish for peacA On the 28th

October the fleet received orders to ssiil ; it was asserted at the

time, and has been asserted since, that the intention was only

to protect the right flank of the German Army, though of course

this might lead to a fleet engt^ement ;
many officers,^ especially

of the 3rd Squadron and most of all the captain of the Markgraf,
had declared that it would be better to see the whole fleet

blown up than to surrender. In any case, the men were
convinced that to sail was suicide, and, in spite of their officers’

attempts at persuasion on the night of the 27/28, they reso-

lutely refused. A letter from one of them, dated the 2nd
November, admitted that there had been excesses on some
ships and estimated that over 1,000 men had been arrested.

The men of the 3rd Squadron called a meeting for the 2nd
November in the Trade Union Hall, to protest against the

arrest of their comrades and other grievances. The meeting

was forbidden ;
the sailors determined on a public demon-

stration, and demanded the sympathy of the workers. At the

time fixed for the demonstration about 3,000 men, mostly

sailors, assembled ; the authorities caused the alarm to be

sounded,* in order to make them return to their quarters, but

no notice was taken. The demonstrators marched in procession

to the Waldwiese barracks, released their comrades under

arrest, and took arms ; on their way back they came into

collision with a party of mates and ‘ applicants ’ under the

command of a lieutenant, and there were some casualties.

After this the sailors, on the model of the Russian Revolution,

chose a council, which by the morning of the 4th November
had in its control 20,000 rifles, with 60 rounds of ammunition
for each. The infantry who were called in gainst the sailors

let themselves be disarmed ; the Kiel workers declared a general

strike.

On the 5th a deputation of the Sailors’ Council and members
of both Socialist parties waited on the Governor and demanded :

1. The release of all men under arrest and political prisoners.

2. Complete freedom of speech and press.

3. No censoring of letters.

^ Cf. Von Kiel his Berlirt^ Krioli Kuttiier, Redakteur des Vorwdrts.
• According to one account the demonstrators took this alarm for tlie

signal for the execution of their comrades.
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4. Suitable treatment of the men by their superiors.

5. Unpunished return of all comrades on board and in
barracks.

6. The fleet not to go out in any circumstances.
7. All precautionary measures involving bloodshed to be

discontinued.

8. Withdrawal of all troops not belonging to the garrison.

9. All measures for the protection of private property will

immediately be taken by the Sailors’ Council.

10. No superior officers except on duty.
11. Unlimited personal liberty for each man from the end

of one turn of duty, to the beginning of the next.

12. Officers who declare their agreement with tlu' measures
of the existing Sailors’ Council will be welcomed, but. not others.

•13. Every member of the Sailors’ Council to be released from
duty.

14. In future no measures to be taken without the con-

currence of the Sailors’ Council.

The Governor declared that these demands, some of which

were political, exceeded his competence, and asked the sailors

to await the arrival of Noske and Haussmann, who would come
as representatives of the Government ;

meanwhile the arrested

men were released. The Government re]>resentatives arrived

in the evening, and accepted the fourteen demands, though

nothing was said of a fifteenth which had been added—for the

abdication of the Emperor. On the 5th of November Kiel was

completely in the hands of the Council, who on tlie same day

sent delegates to Lvibeck and Hamburg, and soon after to

Wilhelmshaven, Oldenburg, Hanover, (’ologne, Magdeburg,

Brunswick, Jicipzig-and Dresden—in fact, all North-Western

and Central Germany. Everywhere they easily took control,

and there was little disorder. At Hamburg Dittmann did

attempt to give things a violent turn, denouncing the official

Sociiilists as traitors to the proletariate and the ' j)0])ular
’

government as a bloody joke ; but by the 9th of November the

Vertrauensmanner * in the various industries were working for

co-operation between the two Socialist parties.

46. The Revolution, in Bavaria. So far the revolutionary

movement had been outwards from Kitl ; now it was to begin

Independently from the other end of the Empire. The hard-

* Men of ronfiflent’c*, iiiiinflutories.
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ships and failures of the war had not decreased Bavarian

dislike of Prussia, and it had been for some tune obvious that

that State was determined on an inunediate end of the war,

and anxious to sacrifice the Hohenzollems for that purpose.

On the 23rd October, after his release from prison, Kurt Eisner

was cheered not only when he demanded the abolition of

monarchy, but even when he spoke of the justice and necessity

of returning Alsace-Lorraine to France. On the 3rd November
the Independent Socialists held a demonstration in favour of

peace, obtained the release of those persons still imprisoned

for the January strikes, and raised shouts for the republic

;

on the 5th there was a much bigger demonstration, in opposition

to the Pan-German agitation for the continuance of the war

;

and another demonstration, to demand the abdication of the

Emperor, was arranged for the 7th ; it was attended by
150,000 persons. Some soldiers raised the cry ‘ To the bar-

racks ’, and the crowd obeyed the suggestion. The men in

barracks had been forbidden to leave them, but they streamed

out, many of them with arms ; men imder arrest were freed.

Railway stations, post and telegraph offices, the headquarters

of the military commands, ministries, and newspaper offices

were seized. Workmen’s and Soldiers’ Councils were chosen,

and on the 8th the first meeting of the Workmen’s and Soldiers’

Council took place, in the House of Deputies, under the presi-

dency of Eisner, who annoiinced that a Peasants’ Coimcil was
to be formed and that practically the whole garrison had come
over. The next morning appeared the first republican pro-

clamation, and great merriment was caused by the flight of

the King, who as late as the 7th had been taking his walk as

usual. The success of the Munich revolution was crowned
by the, at least temporarily, complete fusion of the two Socialist

parties ; all branches of administration continued to fimction,

and the peasants promised to see to the feeding of the towns.

Kuttner asserts that the Bavarian Revolution was purely

spontaneous, and there is no evidence to connect it with the

Kiel movement ; the success of both must have been respon-

sible for many towns going over to the republic on the 8th,

including Bielefeld, Halle, Chemnitz, Dresden, Leipzig, Zwickau,
and several towns in Rhenish Westphalia.

47. The Emperor’s acceptance of Responsible Government, 3rd
November. Having seen the beginning and tiie spreading of
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the revolution in the extreme north and extreme south, it is

time to return to Berlin, which was left just after the resignation
of Ludendorff and the dispatch of the 4th German Note.
On the Jst November the general offensive was renewed on the
Western front ; on the 2nd the Turkish armistice terms, on
the 3rd the Austro-Hungarian, were published in the German
press; on the same day was published also the Emperor’s
letter to Prince Max accepting the constitutional reforms and
promising co-operation in the new system. The state of siege

was relaxed, but not sufficiently to satisfy Vorwdrts. On the
31st October the Prussian Herrenhaus passed a resolution of
loyalty to the monarch, but already, or certainly a day or two
after, it was clear that the Socialists would insist or abdica-
tion, if necessary by a threat to leave the Govenanent. On
the 31st the Emperor departed for G.H.Q., on the advice
of various authorities. According to Kuttner, General von
Linsingen (commanding in the Mark) was preparing to put
in operation the plans worked out in 191(> for suppressing

a revolution.

48. Rmsian influence on the German Revolution. It may be
well here to insert what is known of Russian co-operation in the

German November Revolution. On the 30th October Germania
complained of the political activities of subordinate members
of the Russian Legation, the Frankfurter Zeilung reported that

Russian diplomatists were actually speaking at Socialist meet-

ings, and the Detitsche Tagcszeitung asserted that Joffe himself

was taking part. Four days later the Berliner Tageblatt spoke

of the distribution in Berlin of a leaflet inciting soldiers to

disobedience ; it could not believe that the Independents had
anything to do with this, which was as bad as Pan-German
propaganda. On the 5th November it was officially announced

that revolutionary pamphlets had been found in a Russian

courier’s baggage ;
the Government demanded guarantees

against a repetition of such conduct, and meanwhile insisted

on the recall of all diplomatic representatives, and the next

day Joffe left Berlin. Later Joffe asserted that he had supplied

hundreds of thousands of marks to Haase and Barth, and

that the Independent Socialists had distributed propaganda

provided by him. Haase and Barth denied it ; Barth said that

he had distributed arms, but that they did not come from

Joffe. Joffe replied that Barth knew very well that the money
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came indirectly from him. The Independent Cohn admitted
that the 350,(^ marks which he had received from Joffe on
the night of 5th-6th November had been used for propaganda,

though he hsid allied before that they were for Russian

prisoners of war.

49. The ReoolvJtion in Berlin. On the 6th November,^ Berlin

was in a state of the utmost tension ; the news from Kiel was
censored; Independent Socialist meetings fixed for the 7th

were forbidden. The Majority Socialist Party Committee and
Reichstag Party met and demanded :

1. An immediate armistice.

2. An amnesty for military offenders.

3. The democratization of the Governnient.

4. The immediate settlement of the Emperor question.

The Minister Drews went to G.H.Q. to discuss the question

of abdication, but the Emperor refused on the ground that it

would mean anarchy, an objection that was shared by the

National Liberals and, to some extent, by the Centrists.- On
the 7th the Social Democrats again formulated their demands :

1. Freedom of meetings at once.

2. Police and military to be warned not to be rash.

3. Prussian Government to be transformed at once.

4. Stronger Socialist influence in the Government.
5. The Emperor and the Crown Prince to renounce their

rights by noon on the 8th.®

By this time the majority of every bourgeois party, except

the Conservatives, was in favour of abdication. Prince Max
offered his resignation, but the Emperor induced him to stay

on till he had made up his mind.

It was on the 7th that Linsingeti did a thing which showed
that the old spirit of the Prussian officer was still alive : he

^ On 5th November a nieetiii^ of Secretaries of State was informed by
General Groner that no improvement could be expected in the military
situation, and that withdrawal to the frontier must be contemplated, but
that he considered it possible to gain time for the negotiation, though he
could not estimate how long ; on the 6th Wilson's fourth Note arrived,

and on the same day the Armistice Commission left Berlin. The Armistice
conditions were presented on the 8th, accepted on the 10th, and came into
force on the 11th.

* Moreover, as late as 8rd November, the Progressives were still inclined
to think that the Emperor, having become democratic, might be allowed
another chance.

“ This was later extended to the 11th.
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forbade the formation of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils:
‘ the revolution‘was there and a Prussian general—^forbade it

’

(Kuttner). That night the trunk telephones and telegraphs
were cut off ; next day the railways were stopped, armed posts
were placed at street comers, supported by artillery and
armoured cars, and the Independent Socialist Daumig was
arrested in the street. The population remained quiet, but
when the evening came, and no news of abdication, it was clear
that they would hold back no longer. In the evening the Social
Democrats forced the Chancellor to insist on Linsingen’s
resignation ^ and to forbid the military to use arms. That day
had seen also the resignation of the w'hole Prussian Ministry
and the appointihent of Vice-President Friedberr. to form
a new one.

On the 9th November there was a strike (which Kuttner
describes as spontaneous) in most of the Berlin factories

; at

10 o’clock it was officially declared by the Social Democrats,
and then the rest of the workers came out. Tlie regiments

which had been considered most trustworthy went over to the

Workers’ and Soldiers’ Council. At midday Scheidemann
announced the abdication of the Emperor,^ and at S p.m. from
the steps of the Reichstag he announced the foundation of the

Republic. The police offices and the Wolff Telegraph Bureau

were seized. Prince Max resigned the chancellorship, and the

Kaiser fled to Holland the same evening.

It is very difficult to understand the relations between the

Official Socialists, the Independent Socialists, and the Spar-

tacists or/ this decisive day.* In the morning tJiere were

discussions between Ebert, Scheidemann, David, and the

Independents Ledebour, Vogtherr, and Dittmann. At 3 o’clock

Ebert,* Scheideniann, and two representatives of the Workers'

* According to tlic very l)otirge<iis Kerdiiiiiild Itiiiikel, /hr Dfulsrhf

Kevolution, on the 8th Linsingen warned ‘ knisertreu ’ troops t<t hohl tliciii-

selves in readiness.
* According to the same authority (Kerdinaml Kuiikel, ihc ijeuUtciu’

Revolution) the EmiMjror’s abdication was annoiiiusHl before tlie news of it

had arrived from Spa.
.

® Ch Die Deutsche Revolution in Der Deutsche (ieschtchlskulenaer Hcrics,

ed. by Friedrich Purlitz. ... . .

* The Socialist Ministers had resigned earlier in the day. and Ebert hail

promised Prince Max (or, so the latter said aftcr^rards) to do his b«^ to kttep

things quiet till the Chancellor’s return from a projected visit to (•.II.Q. t<-

obtmn the Emperor’s derision.
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and Soldiers’ Council announced to Prince Max that a Socialist

government was necessary : he offered the chancellorship to

Ebert, who accepted it and issued an appeal to all authorities

and officials to continue in their functions. In the evening

Liebknecht and Barth (who waj at this time Spartacist)

demanded that they should form the cabinet, with the co-

operation of Haase and some other Independents for three

days only : there should be no constituent assembly and all

the functions of government should be performed by the

Workmen’s and Soldiers’ Councils. At 8.^ p.m. the Social

Democratic directorate replied to the demands of the Inde-

pendents as follows :
‘ We accept your demand that Germany

shall be a social republic : we cannot accept your demand for

government by the “ Vertrauensmanner ” of the workers and
soldiers, because it is not in accordance with our principles

:

we cannot agree to the dismissal of the bourgeois members of

the Government because that would endanger the food supply :

we consider the co-operation of the two Socialist wings necessary

at least till the meeting of the constituent assembly : we agree

to the proposal that the technical ministers shall be merely

advisory : as for the suggestion of two equal leaders of the

Cabinet, we are in favour of equality between all members of

the Cabinet.’

At 10.30 p.m. Barth presided over the first meeting of the

Workmen’s and Soldiers’ Council, in the Reichstag building :

it was announced that the police were in the service of the new
government, that the administrative services were to go on as

before, and that the ‘ people’s commissaries ’ would be super-

vised by members of the Workmen’s and Soldiers’ Coimcil

:

warnings were issued against street demonstrations : it was
agreed that factories and military units shoul]^ elect delegates

to the Workmen’s and Soldiers’ Council, at the rate of one for

each thousand voters.

The soldiers insisted that the Socialist groups should unite,

and threatened to set up a military dictatorship supporting

the Majority Socialists if the Independents would not co-operate.

The meetihg ended by sanctioning a cabinet of six ‘ people’s

commissaries ’, three from each wing of the Socialist Party

—

Ebert, Scheidemann, L^ndsberg, Haase, Dittmann, Barth, and
by electing an executive committee of the Workmen’s and
Soldiers’ Council.
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The day had passed off quietly except for some fighting
round the Palac6 (on which Liebknecht had hoisted the red flag)
and in the neighbourhood of the University. On the 10th the
two Socialist parties agreed to co-operate on the basis of the
previous night’s discussion at the Workmen’s and Soldiers’
Coimcil : it was arranged that the Government should contain
none but Socialists ; that the ^ people’s commissaries ’ should
have equal powers ; that technical ministers should be super-
vised by two Socialists, one from each wing ; that no time limit
should be set to the Independents’ membership of the cabinet

;

that political power should reside in the Workmen’s and Soldiers’
Councils, which were to be assembled from the whole empire
as soon as possible*; and that the question of the cr.iistituent

assembly should be settled after the consolidation of the gains
of the revolution. Military command was taken over by
a Soldiers’ Council, and the G.O.C. in the Mark announced
that he had given orders for the defence of the new regime.

Work was to be resumed on the 12th.

On the 11th November the Workmen’s and Soldiers’ Council

expressed its admiration of Russia and its intention of renewing
relations with that country, and demanded immediate peace,

any peace rather than the continuance of slaughter : on the

same day the Armistice was signed.

50. Conclusion. The history of the last ten months of the Ger-

man Empire is one of obscure and continually shifting currents :

it is easy to see the difference between January and November,
the time when on the whole confidence still reigned, when the

Generals still looked forward to victory, when it was still true

—

and soon to be made more unmistakable by successes in the

field—that the mass of the people supported the policy of its

leaders : between that time and the time when the Government

ceased to exist for want of support and of belief in itself, and

when the war was ended by an ignominious surrender occasioned

by the action of the Generals themselves. It is not so easy to

trace the process by which these changes took place. A few

conclusions, however, emerge pretty clearly : it was the Higher

(Command that insisted on the inception of the n^otiations

which led to the armistice, and it did so because of its view of

the military situation : how far the weakness of that situation

was caused by factors not directly belonging to it, factors

moral and economic, cannot be precisely estimated, but there

IVOL. I.
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is no evidence that it was a break-down at home which caused
the break-down in the field, nor that the Generals’ pessimistic

view was ill-foimded, or their later optimism justified. The
Revolution was not a violent outbreak which paralysed the

Government : it was rather the emergence of discontents bred
by the Government’s failures and rendered powerful only by
its collapse. The German people had borne—^the greater part

of it gladly, part complainingly—^an ‘ authority state ’ which
was successful, it replaced an ‘authority state’ which faded
and, since success is the essence of such a state, thereby ceased

to exist. No doubt there was revolutionary agitation, more
or less organized, by the Independent Socialists, by the Spar-

tacists, and by the Russian Bolsheviks ; but it does not seem
to have been necessary. The six weeks before the signing of

the Armistice show a gradual shifting of the German state

further and further towards the Left ; that shifting corresponded

with the will of the mass of the people, but there was a point

where it became obvious that they wished it to go no further.

They had little sympathy with the Spartacists or the Bolshevists,

and it was made clear that of the Independents it was not the

men of violence that had their support but the more moderate
men like Kautsky and Bernstein, whose ideal was one of gradual

progress under democratic direction. The Revolution began
with a naval revolt against slaughter after armistice negotiations

had been begun : it spread because almost the whole population

was conscious of defeat, anxious for peace and food, and con-

vinced that its Government had failed and ought to be replaced.^

No attempt was made to suppress it because the Government
itself had no principle of existence, having abandoned its old

principle and only half adopted the very principle of the
Revolution itself. All the business of administration went on
because the officials had no mind to do anythmg but administer,

no essential loyalty to the old state, and no essential quarrel

with the new : the change was in the transference of authority

from the will to victory to the consciousness of defeat.

^ Cf., e.g. Fisner’s Note, 10th November, to Wilson asking for favourable
treatment of the new regime and admitting that the old deserved no mercy.



CHAPTER III ^

THE POLITICAL ASPECTS OF THE ARMISTICE
NEGOTIATIONS

1. Introductory, In a previous chapter an account has been
given of the military events which led up to the final defeat of
Germany and her Allies. It was these events which, as
a necessary result, brought about the request on the part of
the German Government for cessation of hostilitie s and the
particular conditions on which the request for an armistice
was granted, governed the whole of the succeeding peace
negotiations, with which this work is mainly occupied. The
Armistice conditions themselves were confined to military

matters ; they contained the terms on which the Allies agreed
to cease hostilities, and these terms included the enforced

retreat of the German armies beyond tlie Rhine, the occupation

of a considerable amount of German territory by the Allies,

the cession of a very large amount of military material and of

a considerable portion of the German fleet. The object of this

was to ensure that, with the cessation of hostilities, the military

superiority of the Allies should be secured, all danger of a

recommencement of the war avoided ; in general, tlicy were

of such a nature as from the military point of view to place

Germany completely under the power of the Allies.

But the negotiations which had preceded the actual drafting

1 The chief authorities for this chapter are an oflieial puliiieation by the

(h^rman Government entitled Vorgescfiirhte. des WnffcnHtillHtands,
^
which

contains the official ^communications whicii passed between tfie (Jerinan

Government and the Supreme Army Commaiifl. with many otiier official

documents, and the minutes of many of the conferences and discussions.

This is the apologia of the civil Government of (Germany and was issued with

tiie object of showing that it was not on them, but on the Supreme Army
Command, that the responsibility for the final catastrophe rested. It is

preceded by a summary which is in many details of a highly (controversial

character.
For the other side, we have Ludendorff’s Memories and three small

))amphlets. Das Friedens- und Waffenstillstawhangcbot, in which he has con-

troverted the conclusions maintained in the Vorgcschichte des WaffensiUlstands,

Use has also been made of Ein Jahr in der Reichskanzlei on Count Hert-

ling’s Chancellorship, written by his son, Freiburg i. H., 1919.

On the Allied side we have no information.
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of the Armistice conditions dealt with matters far beyond this

;

though they did not take the form of formarpreliminaries of

peace, they laid down in general principle the conditions with
which the future Peace must comply. It is necessary, therefore,

to recount in some detail the political aspects of the diplomatic

discussions which occupied the whole of the month of October
and their result ; without this it is impossible to understand
the nature of the problem with which the Paris Conference,

when it met, was confronted.*

The request for an armistice -was addressed to President

Wilson on the 4#th October. As we now know, it had long been
apparent to those in authority that all hopes of a German
victory were past, and that nothing but a speedy peace could

avoid a catastrophe. The German Goveriunent committed the

fatal blunder that they had not the courage to face the situation

into which they had brought the country, and allowed week
after week and month after month to pass by without taking

the only steps by which it could be saved. The reason of this

was that they knew that the confession of military defeat

would necessarily entail a complete overthrow for the whole
system of government at home ; the system of authority which
had been based on military successes must disappear when the

army which had been made the centre of the whole structure

of government was defeated in the field.

It may indeed be said that, ever since the failure of the

first invasion of France and the check at the Marne, as soon as

it became evident that the war would be a long one, the outlook

for Germany had been dark ; time fought again^ her. As
the years went by the very successes that were gained confirmed

this view, for even success brought ultimate victory no nearer.

The defeat of Russia, while it averted tl;e catastrophe in

Germany, did not bring peace ; the conquest of Riunania
brought no change in the essential situation. The hopes raised

by submarine warfare were disappointed. It was this which
directly brought about the demand for * a peace of reconcilia-

tion ’, a peace without annexations or indemnities. This

programme was indeed, during July 1917, agreed to by a large

majority in the Reichstag, and it brought about the fall of the

Chancellor, Bethmann-Hollweg. But even then the military

authorities refused to take the only means of carrying out this

' The legal aspect is more fully discussed in Vol. I, Chap. IX, q.v.
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programme, a pomplete and full renunciation of any inter-
ference with the full independence and integrity of Belgium.
It was justly seen by the parties of opposition in Germany that
in this way, and this way alone, would it be possible to gain
strong support, if not among the governments, at least among
the populations in the enemy countries, for an agreed peace.
But the Emperor and his advisers refused to learn the lesson
while there was yet time. A last ray of hope was given by the
Russian Revolution, but this was" used, not for developing
proposals for peace in the only way in which they could have
been successful, but as opening the way for a great offensive on
the west, which in fact, a last despairing gamble. The
offensive opened in March 1918 ; it had been carefully prepared ;

in it the last reserves were staked. It failed. This failure left

Germany shorn of her last resources, and tlie reaction from
the exaggerated hopes which had been raised was undermining
the confidence and loyalty of the nation. The failure was
apparent by the beginning of July ; Herr Kiihlmann, in

a speech in the Reichstag, stated what indeed was the simple

truth, that there was no hope of a military solution. The
words created a great impression, and became the signal for a
growing feeling of depression, which was not prevented by tlic

fact that a week afterwards Kiihlmann resigned.^

2. TJte German View of the Situation, Aupist-Scptember IMS.
With the beginning of August, the Allies themselves began to

take the offensive, and the advance of the English on the 8th

was the critical day from which it was apparent to all the world

that the situation was simply this, that the German offensive

had been repelled, but that they were fighting a last despairing

battle to maintain their position. Germany was now con-

fronted with a •possibility which they had always refused

even to contemplate, defeat on the field of battle, not only

a retreat but a debacle. But even then, they delayed, pro-

crastinated and hoped.

On the 14th August an important meeting took place

' It is not apparent whether in fact Kiihlmanii was only expressing Ws
personal view, or whether, as was generally supposed, he was being used by

the General Staff to give a warning. From C(»unt Hertling’s Memoirs, Atn

Johrin der Reichskandd, pp. 1 Ifl- 24, it apficars that the Chaneellor lumselfhad

at any rate not been consulted, and the most probable explanation is tha!:

Kfihlmann,who was thoroughly dispirited and worn out, was guilty of wliat

was a mere indiscretion. Cp. discussimi of above in Chap. II, pp. 82-4.
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at G. H. Q., which was attended by the Eijaperor and his

chief military and civil advisers. The deductions derived

from the discussion are important. To quote the official

record :
‘ From the military point of view we are not in

the position to break the war-wiil of our opponents, and are

henceforward forced to take account of this military situation

in the conduct of our policy. Diplomatic threads, with a view
to an understanding with the enemy, should be spun at the

right moment. Such a moment would offer itself after the

next successes in the west. The Supreme Command explains

that they would succeed in maintaining themselves on French
soil and thereby eventually force our will op the enemy.’

Here then we get the first definite recognition that serious

negotiations for peace must be undertaken, but always accom-
panied by the rider that somehow or other, at some time or

other, some military success would be gained of such a kind

that they might hope to make it appear that the beginning

of negotiations was not the result of military defeat.

The particular form which it was contemplated that nego-

tiations for peace should take, should be a request to one of the

neutral Governments, either the King of Spain or the Queen of

the Netherlands, to allow itself to be the channel through

which discussion should begin. It was generally agreed that

the Netherlands would be the better medium, for the simple

reason that their proximity to Germany made intercourse easy.

The situation was, however, complicated by the situation

of their allies. The condition of Austria was desperate, and the

Austro-Hungarian Government had already repeatedly urged
the German Government to use any means for bringing the

war to an end. On the 14th and 15th August, a further

discussion took place at G. H. Q., at which the Emperor
Charles and Count Burian, the Austro-Hungarian Chancellor,

were present. There was a clear difference of opinion

between the two allies. The Austrians proposed that

the necessary step shovild be taken at the earliest possible

moment, and that it should take the form of a direct appeal to

all belligerent Powers. On the other hand, the Germ^ view
was ;

‘ It is necessary to wait for a favourable moment ; the

present moment is too soon, on account of the obscure military

situation. It would be better to wait until the establishment in

a new line, or, alternatively, some kind of military success
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produced a reac^tion in the enemy.’ As regards the form of the
step to be taken, an appeal to the mediation of the neutrals was
preferable to a general public offer of peace, as suggested by
the Austrians.

We may specify the point of view held at this time as
follows : They no longer hoped by a successful offensive to
break the will of the enemy, but on the other hand, they still

professed to anticipate that a successful military defensive,
combined with a continuation of the active submarine warfare,
would paralyse the war-will of the enemy and so bring them to
a condition in which they would be willing to discuss terms of

peace which did not mean the defeat of Germany. From this

they drew the political conclusion that a suitable m'.inent must
be chosen for opening diplomatic negotiations. Meanwhile, the
Emperor laid stress on the necessity of home propaganda, with

the object of an increase of confidence among the people

:

‘ Fiery speeches must be made by private persons of high

position.’ As though speeches could be of any effect in view

of the realities of the time.

The situation clearly implied a modification of war-aims

;

there was, however, at this time no formal discussion on the

point ;
it looks as though the patriotic parties still shrank from

facing the inevitable necessity of giving up their great schemes.

On the 21st August the whole situation was discussed by

members of the Government with the party leaders, and there

were fresh discussions at Spa on the 3rd September, this

time with regard to war-aims. They turned specially on two

points, tKe future of Belgium and of the border provinces of

Russia, including Poland. As to Belgium, it seems to have

been agreed that Germany must give up all claim to any

annexation in Belgium, and they were inclined to adopt the

formula that on other matters they would require nothing

more than a guarantee that Belgium should not enter into any

closer relations with other States than she did with Germany.

With regard to the eastern frontier, there still seems to have

been a unanimous opinion that Germany would be in the posi-

tion to dominate a settlement there. The Polish question must

be arranged with the Poles themselves before any discussion

with the enemy, and the discussion still continued on the

point whether German or Austrian influence should be pre-

dominant. There is not the slightest sign of any suggestion
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that the Polish question would he settled in accordance with
the general European requirements, still less that the establish-

ment of an independent Kingdom of Poland would imply
the surrender of any German territory. They still believed

that they would be able to secure ihe close adherence of Poland
to Germany, and they were occupied with the point that

Lithuania should give the basis for German military influence in

Russia. In fact, they expected ‘ an honourable Peace, which
would be agreeable to us and give us security ’.

This was the situation to which public expression was given

by Payer in a speech at Stuttgart on the 13th September. It

was a strong bid for ‘ a peace of understanding, without annexa-
tion, without indemnity ’

; a peace whicK, though it might
exclude any actual extension of German territory, would still

secure German influence, probably over Belgium, and certainly

over Poland, Finland, and the Baltic Provinces ; a peace
which would include the conception of a League of Nations,

but a League of Nations which was to be used for the hberation

of countries hitherto subject to England by the insistence on
the liberty of the seas.

During the last week in September the crisis and decision

came. The defection of Bu^aria, the imminent collapse of

Austria-Hungary, and, above all, the series of defeats on the

western fronts, showed beyond the possibility of doubt that

Germany no longer possessed the power of effective resistance.

All the hopes they had so long cherished were dissipated and
there was no course open to them except to sue for peace, and
while doing so, to try to arrange that the terms shohld be the
most favourable that could be negotiated.

On the 15th September the Austro-Hungarian Government
had published their Note. After reviewing the,general situation

and referring to previous similar proposals which had emanated
from Vienna, it culminated in a proposal to ‘ invite all belligerent

States ’ to ‘a confidential and non-binding discussion ’ at ‘ a place

in a neutral country ’. It is addressed not only to the

belligerents, but also to the neutrals and to the Pope.*- The.

proposal was that while the discussion proceeded, the operations

of war would not be suspended. The proposal was not well

received ; Mr. Balfour made a discouraging reply, and imme-

* V. Vol. I, Appendix IV. In fact, the Note is undated ; it was received on
the 16th.
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diately afterwards a definite rejection was received from
President Wilson. The Austro-Hungarian Government
answered by declaring that the peace offer remained open,
but from this moment in fact all importance had departed from
it, and the field was left open for the German Government.

Almost immediately afterwards this was followed by an
even more serious event, the defection of Bulgaria. On the
26th a message was received that Bulgaria proposed to make
a separate peace. This was confirmed on the following day.
The first hopes which had been entertained that the situation

might be saved by strengthening the German army in Bulgaria,
were shown to be quite useless. The Armistice was signed on
the 29th September, and on the 2nd October the ^uny Com-
mand recognized that ‘we must renounce every hope of

continuing to keep Bulgaria on our side ’.

This was the turning point ; it was now apparent that the

hopes which they had continued for so long to nourish were
empty, and there stood before them nothing but the prospect

of irremediable defeat.

3. German Decision to request peaec from President Wihon,
29th September. Under these circumstances, they naturally

turned to the previous declarations made by President Wilson,

who, in his public statements as to war-aims, had put forward

a programme which it w^as hoped might assure to Germany
some mitigation of the more extreme terms which would

undoubtedly be imposed, were the enemies of Germany to

exert to the full the power which fell to them owing to their

‘victory id the war. Accordingly, on the 29tli September,

a general agreement was arrived at that tlie request for peaces

should take the form of a direct appeal to President Wilson,

requesting him bo take in hand the restoration of j)eace, and,

with this object, to propose to all belligerent parties the dispatch

of delegates with full powers to Washington, it being under-

stood that the Fourteen Points of his speech of the 8th January

1918 would be the basis of the negotiations.

Side by side with this determination there arose an internal

political crisis. In view of the state of public opinion in Germany

itself, the long-growing dissatisfaction with the subordination

of the civil authority to the military power, and in view also

of what was known as the opinion among the enemy, it was

clear that this proposal, if it was to be effective, must be made
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by a government which directly representeji the majority
parties of the Reichstag, and must be accompanied by far-

going concessions as to those points in the German constitution

which had for so long been at issue between the Government
on the one side and the Liberal and Socialistic parties on the

other. As a result of discussions which took place in Berlin

between the party leaders, the Emperor on the 1st October
accepted Hertling’s resignation, and added to the letter in

which he did so the following paragraph :

‘ I desire that the German people should co-operate more effectively

than heretofore in determining the destiny of the Fatherland. It is,

therefore, my will that men who are supported by the confidence of
the pet^le should, to a large extent, participate iif the rights and duties
of the Government. I request you to conclude your work by carrying
on affairs and making a beginning with the measures determined by
me until I find a successor for you. I await your proposals for this.’

It was at first expected that he would be succeeded by
Payer, member of one of the Liberal parties and Vice-Chancellor,

but it was felt that it was necessary to have in this crisis a man
who would serve as a symbol of union, and for this piurpose

there was chosen Prince Max of Baden, the heir to the Grand-
duke and the representative of one of the most popular and
liberal of the dynasties. He at once assumed office and set

about the task of forming his administration.

4. Intervention of Ludendorff and Hindenburg, lst-3rd

October. Before he had succeeded in doing so he was, however,
confronted by a fresh and most serious factor. On the afternoon

of the 1st October, the following telegram was received from
Lersner, the Government’s representative at G.H.Q.

:

‘ General Ludendorff has jtist asked Freiherr von Girenau and myself
in the presence of General Heye to communicate to Your Excellency
his urgent request that our request for jieace should be issued at once.

To-day the soldiers hold their ground ; it is impossible to foresee "what
may happen to-morrow.’

This was followed by a telegram from Hindenburg himself,

dispatched at 2 o’clock in the afternoon to Payer :

If it is certain that Prince Max von Baden forms a Government
by 7 or 8 o’clock this evening, then I may agree with postponement
till to-morrow morning. On the other hand, should the formation of
the Government be in any way doubtful, I consider the issue of the
declaration to the foreign governments to-night required.’

In view of die previous attitude taken by the General

Staff, this message naturally raised consternation in Berlin.
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Prince Max wap put into a most difficult position. It would
obviously render his task an almost impossible one if his very
first act was to send out a request for peace and an immediate
armistice under these conditions. Serious as the situation on
the western front was, nothing had yet happened to cause them
to anticipate that it was so desperate as it now appeared to
be. The following picture of a scene which took place at
Spa graphically recalls the position :

'

‘The next morning my father (Count Ilertling) wna diseussing with
the Emperor the question of his suecessi>r as Cluineellor

; the EinjX'ror
could not yet come to a decision in favour of Prince Max of Baden.
During the conversation Ludendorff again came into the room uu«
announced, and immediately asked in a tone of great • '.eitement

:

“Has the new Government not been formed yet V ’’ to wbi^ f.llu- Emperor
answered rather roughly :

“ I am not a wizard !
’’ (Ich kann dwh tiklU

zaubem). On this Ludendorff said :
“ B\it tlie Goverinnent must be

formed immediately, for the offer of iieace must be made to-day.” 'I'Ih-

Emperor :
“ You ought to have tola me that a fortnight ago.”

Further correspondence took place, but the General Staff

maintained their position. On the 2nd October I’rince Max
still opposed the demand and wished to wait at least a week
in order to consolidate the new Government and avoid creating

the impression that, in making the proposals for peace,

they were acting under the pressure of a military catastrophe.

On the 2nd October Hindenburg and I.udenclorff came to

Berlin and Prince Max addressed to them the definite question :

‘ Is the Supreme Army Command aware that the opening of

peace negotiations under the pressure of the military situation

may lead to the loss of German colonies and Gernmn territory,

especially of Akace-Lorraine and of the purely Poli.sh districts

in the Eastern Provinces ? ’ Hindenburg maintained his

position that the Supreme Army Command must insist on the

immediate dispatch of the request for pence. “ The enemy on

its side is constantly bringing into the battle new and fresh

reserves. The German Army still stands in a firm position

and has successfully repelled two attacks. But the situation

is growing worse daily, and can force the Supreme Army
Command to serious decisions. Under the circumstances, it is

enjoined to break off the battle in order to spare the German

people and their Allies useless sacrifices. Every day of delay

will cost thousands of brave soldiers their lives.’

* Ein Jahr in der ReichakanTdei, by Karl Graf von Ilertling, p. 188 .
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5. The Peace Note and Us Consequences}
^
Against this all

representations and protests of the Chancellor were of course
unavailing, and on the 4th there was dispatched to the Swiss
Government for presentation to President Wilson a Note,
which was the public and irrevocable record of the defeat of

Germany. It runs as follows ;

‘The German Government requests the President of the United
States of America to take in hand the restoration of peace, acquaint all

belligerent States with this request, and invite them to send plenipo-
tentiaries for the purpose of opening negotiations. The German Govern-
ment accepts the programme set forth by the President of the United
States in his message to Congress of the 8th January 1918, and in his

later pronouncements, especially his speech of ,the 27th September,
as a basis for peace negotiations.

‘With a view to avoiding further bloodshed, the German Government
requests the immediate conclusion of an armistice on land and water
and in the air.’

On the same day an almost similar Note was dispatched

by the Austro-Hungarian Government through the Swedish
Government.

The answer to Germany came on the 8th.* It raised three

points. The first was :

‘Does the Imperial Chancellor mean that the Imperial German
Government accepts the terms laid down by the President in his address

to the Congress of the United States on .January 8th last, and in subso
quent addresses, and that its object in entc^ring into discussions would
be only to agree upon the practical details of their application ?

’

The second dealt with the suggestion of an armistice ; the

President said that ‘ he would not feel at liberty to propose

a cessation of arms to the Governments with which the Govern-
ment of the United States is associated against the Central

Powers so long as the armies of those Powers are upon their

soil ’. In the third, he raised the question* of the internal

constitution of Germany, stating that ‘ he is justified in asking

whether the Imperial Chancellor is speaking merely for the

constituted authorities of the Empire who have so far conducted
the war

Of these three points, the second was of the most immediate
importance, for it had been the hope of the German authorities

^ The political aspect is only alluded to here. The whole matter and the
legal aspects are more fully given in Vol. I, Chap. IX, q.v. The Appendices
III and IV give relevant speeches and documents.

V, Appendix IV, Vol. I, for full texts.
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that they woulc^ be able to arrange terms of armistice of such
a nature that it would enable them to begin hostilities again,
supposing the negotiations for peace broke down, on conditions
which would be at least as favourable as those when hostilities

ceased
; they would indeed, unless special guarantees were

required, be more favourable, because the German Anny,
which was exhausted, Avould have had an opportunity for

recovery. The demand that they should evacuate the occupied
territory was the first indication that such a condition would
not be complied with. None the less, there was general agree-
ment between the civil government and the military authorities

as to the terms of the answer.

The first poinf, at any rate, could create .lifficulty.

They had accepted the terms laid down by Pn -ident Wilson
in his address of the 8th January and in his subsequent
addresses as the foundation for a permanent ‘ peace of justice ’.

Consequently the object of the proposed discussions would be
only ‘ to come to an understanding upon practical details of

the application of these terms ’. They added, however, that

they assumed that ‘ the Governments of the Powers associated

with the Government of the United States also adopt the

position taken by President Wilson in his public declarations

It was, in fact, the whole object of the German Government to

get this formal agreement from the otlier enemy States.

As to the second point, they ^ declared themselves ready,

in agreement with the Austro-Hungaiian Government . . . to

comply with the proposals of the President in regard to evacua-

tion ’. They suggested, however, that a Mixed Commission

should be appointed to concert the necessary arrangements.

As to the third point, they pointed out that the present

German Governtpent had been formed by negotiations and in

agreement with the great majority of the Reichstag, and that

the Chancellor, who spoke in the name of the German Govern-

ment and of the German peojde, was supj)orted in all his actions

by the will of the majority of the Reichstag.

The next answer of the President of the 14th October

made clear the real situation for the first time. After noting

the unqualified acceptance of his peace terms, he passes on

to the two other points, and in regard to both of them he

expresses himself in language of unprecedented directness, and

there is a very noticeable accentuation of the demands.
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As to the armistice, he refused the proposal for an Allied

Commission to discuss the terms, explaining nrst that ‘the

process of evacuation and the conditions of an armistice are

matters which must be left to the judgment and advice of the
military advisers of the Government of the United States and
the Allied Governments ’

; they are, therefore, not to be agreed,

but dictated terms, and he proceeds to say that ‘ no arrange-

ment can be accepted . . . which does not provide absolutely

satisfactory safeguards and guarantees of the maintenance of

the present military supremacy of the armies of the United
States and of the Allies in the field There is then to be no
hope that the terms would be such as to enable Germany to

take up arms again ; it must be not a temporary cessation of

hostilities, but surrender.

He then refers to the methods in which Germany is con-

ducting the operations and makes it a condition that the German
forces should cease ‘ the illegal and inhuman practices which
tliey still persist in There is special reference to the conduct

of the submarine war and an undisguised demand that the

cessation of the unlimited submarine warfare should be a con-

dition preliminary to an armistice. This meant that the

Germans should give up before the armistice the weapon on
which they now chiefly depended.

Lastly, he turns to the question of the Government of

Germany. Referring to a .statement in his address of the

4th July 1918, that the object of the war is ‘ the destruction

of ever)' arbitrary Power that can separately, secretly, or of

its single choice disturb the peace of the world ’, he points out
‘ that the power which has hitherto controlled the German nation

is of the sort here described. It is . within the choice of the

German nation to alter it.’ Such alteration is a,condition prece-

dent to peace. ‘ The whole process of peace will, in his judgment,
depend upon the definiteness and satisfactory character of the

guarantees which can be given in this fundamental matter.’

6. The Germam decide to accept Wilson's Terms. The
German nation was thereby confronted with the demand for

conditions which meant a complete surrender, both naval and
military, and at the same time, with a request which could

scarcely be interpreted otherwise than as one for the overthrow
of the monarchical system and the abdication of the Emperor.

The German Government have published the record of the
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prolonged discu^ions which took place between the army
leaders and the*civil authorities. In them the whole military
situation was explored. The Chancellor, with whom the final

decision rested, had to determine whether he would be justified

in refusing the only terms tliat would be offered, in the hope
that the German Army would eventually be in a stronger
position than it was at the moment. As he said :

‘ If all the
measures are adopted which Your Excellency has proposed, if

the front holds for the next two months, is Youi- Excellency of

the opinion that in the course of the next year a position may
be created which is better than that in which we at this moment
find ourselves ? . . . Can we end the wrar next year under better

conditions than at present?’ This, of course, we - the one
thing that mattered. It was no use contintiing ’’ur struggle if

it was predetermined that at the expiration of so nmny months,
after there had been an additional loss of life and loss of the

little reserve strength which the German nation had, they

would only find themselves in a situation, from the militivry

point of view, worse than that by wliich they were then t!on-

fronted. In these discussions Ludendorff and his colleag\i(*s

were on the defensive. We see the effort always to find some
ray of hope, some justification for refusing to accept the terms

offered, some justification for a final appeal to the Gerinun

nation to struggle on for a few months longei-. and always, it is

clear, that they w^ere unable to find any. Wher(?ver they turned,

there was really no hope. Bulgaria had surrendered, Austria-

Hungary had appealed for a separate peace. It was necessary

to maintain the garrison in the Ukraine, for if it were with-

drawn the road would be open to a Bolshevik advance, and, in

addition, the food from the Ukraine w'as absolutely essential to

the continued existence of the nation. From here, therefore,

no reinforcements could come. A levy cn masne bad been

suggested, but Ludendorff refused to consider it, and rightly,

for as he pointed out the levy en manse had already in fact, been

used. The whole German nation was already engaged in the

war, and it was only a matter of arrangement w'hether the

services of every man and woman should be used at the front,

on the lines of communication, or in j)roduction at home. The

Western front was dependent entirely upon itself, but what was

the position there ? The whole reserve.s of the German Army
had been completely eaten up. They had for the whole front
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only 17 reserve divisions ; the numbers in the battalions in

the divisions had fallen from 1,000 to a little over 500, and
of these 17, only two were fresh ; the others were either

withdrawn from the line because of their exhaustion, or were
being reconstituted.^ Against them they had the British Army,
the divisions of which were being kept up almost to full strength,

the French, and the Americans, who already had over a milUon
men in the field and who anticipated another million during

the next few months. Supplies were deficient, ammunition
was failing, and, above all, they were without any defence

against the tanks which were being brought into action in

increasing numbers. The German Army was in retreat along

the whole line and it required little for the* retreat to become
the greatest military catastrophe of which history has any
record. The railway communication to Germany, divided as

it was by the mass of the Ardennes, went either to the north at

Liege, or to the south by Trier. On the northern route there

were only two main lines available, and the army would have
to pass through a comparatively narrow gap not above 60 miles

in breadth ; through this would have to move the hundreds of

thousands of men who were enlined from the sea to Verdun.
There was indeed an alternative route, but the Americans were
advancing rapidly upon it, and it could be foreseen that within

a few days they would occupy the railway line and sever the

coimexion. If this once happened, the whole forces of the

German Army would be driven into a narrow gap. Under
the best circumstances an orderly retreat would have been
almost impossible, but it was no longer possible to depend
upon the cohesion of the soldiers or their discipline. The spirit

of disillusionment had spread from the home to the army and
back again from the army to the home. The secret propaganda,

which for months had been carried on by the Independent

Socialists and the Spartacists, was doing its work ; the men
were conscious of defeat ; among many of them confidence in

the leadership was gone, and we have abundant evidence how
great was the apprehension caused by the incipient signs of

disorder and even of mutiny. To impose upon an army in

this state the task of retreat imder such conditions, before

a confident and advancing foe, would have been a senseless and
unpardonable waste of life. •

^ According, at least, to the figures of a French ofiicial pamphlet.
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The situation^as one tragic beyond description ; all those
who took part in these discussions, acute as the differences

between them might be, were united in this, that they were
filled with the deepest love of their country and they knew
that they were sharing in the ruin of all those great hopes with
which the German nation had been inspired, not only since the
war began, but for the last two generations. And they knew
that all they could aspire to do was to avert some of the effects

of the impending catastrophe.

7. Ludendorj^s resignation : The German Note of the :i<Hh

October. Tlie decision, however, was not arrived at without
a fundamental difference between Ludendorff and the Civil

Government. Ludendorff would have wished at w!.<!.lever risk

to refuse to accept these terms ; he w'as overruled and resigned

ultimately on the 26th, and thus disappeared from the scene the

man who, above all others, was responsible, on the one hand,

for the immense energy and courage with which the war had
been waged, on the other, for the fatal blindness which had
allowed all serious proposals for peace to be postponed until

it w'as too late. Ilindenburg remained in office, and was to

add to the great services he had already done to his country

the last melancholy duty of carrying out the military require-

ments of the Armistice.

The Note, which was dispatched on the 20th October,

began by accepting the conditions as to the Armistic'c ; it left

it to the President to create an opportunit y to settle the details,

trusting that he w'ould ap])rove no deniand irreconcilable with

the honour ’of the German people and to ])aving the way to

a peace of justice.

While protesting against the charge of illegal and inhuman
practices, whether^on land or on the sea, the German (iovern-

ment stated that, in order to avoid everything which might
impede the efforts to secure peace, orders had been sent

out to all submarine commanders ' j)recluding the torpc<loing

of passenger ships ’. In fact this had been done, and every

effort had been made to prevent the recurrence of any incident

that would create a feeling of opposition to the continuation

of the negotiations. This we may take as the act which above

all others shows the reality of the surrender. By this the

Germans had given up one of the chief weapons of warfare

without asking for any similar concession from their enemies.

VOL. Urn K
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It was a concession that could only be made'iby a Power con-

scious of defeat and onewhich the armycommanders strenuously

opposed. On the third point the Note at some length explains

the changes which were taking place in the German Constitution

and declares that ‘ the permanence of the new system is, how-
ever, guaranteed not only by constitutional safeguards, but also

by the unshakeable determination of the German people, whose
vast majority stands behind these reforms and demands their

energetic continuance

With this answer in his hands, the President was now able

to proceed to the next step. He had received from the Germans
those complete assurances which he desired and was now in

a position to approach the Allies. On the 23rd October two
fresh Notes were issued, one to Germany and one to the repre-

sentatives of the leading Entente Powers. In the Note to

Germany he puts on record the result of the previous dis-

cussion :

‘Having received the solemn and explicit assurance of the German
Government that it unreservedly accepts the terms of peace laid down
in his Address to the Congress of the United States on January 8th,

1918, and the principles of settlement enunciated in his subsequent
Addresses, particularly the Address of September 27th, and that it is

ready to discuss the details of their application ;

‘ And that this wish and purpose emanate, not from those who have
hitherto dictated German policy and conducted the present war on
Germany’s behalf, but from- Ministers who speak for the majority of
the Reichstag aiid for an overwhelming majority of German people ;

‘ And having received also the explicit promise of the present German
Government that the humane rules of eivilisied warfare will be observed
both on land and sea by the German armed forces,-

‘The President of the United States feels that he cannot decline to
take up with the Governments with which the Government of the
United States is associated the question of an armistice.’

He then repeated the statement that the only armistice he would
feel justified in submitting for consideration is one ‘ which
would leave the United States and the Powers associated with

her in a position to enforce any arrangements which would be

entered into and to make a renewal of hostilities on the part

of Germany impossible ’. He proceeded to explain that he
had transmitted the correspondence to the Governments with

which the Government of the United States is associated as

a belligerent

‘ with the suggestion that, if those Governments are disposed to effect
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peace upon the tcr^s and principles indicat'd, their military advisers
and the military advisers of tht‘ United States be asked to submit U>
the Governments associated a};ainst Germanj' the necessary tern>s of
such an armistice as will fully protect the 'interests of the peoples
involved, and ensure to the asswiated Governments the unrestriete«l
power to safeguard and enforce the details of the jx-aoe to which the
German Government has agreed, provided they deem such an anuistice
possible from the military jwint of view.’

In conclusion, he recurred again to the question of the internal
government of Germany, this time in even stronger and more
explicit language than he had previously used. The principle of

a Government responsible to the German people has, he pointed
out, not yet been fully worked out ; there is no evid'-nce that
guarantees exist or are in contemplation that the ‘^^..e(•ntions of

principle qnd of practice partially agreed upon will be per-

manent. The heart of the present difficulty has not been
reached ; the German people have no means of commanding
the acquiescence of the military authorities of the Km])ire in the
popular will ; the power of the King of Prussia to control

the policy of the Empire is unimpaired. This is the first time
in which the name of the Emperor has been mentioned

; the
conclusion to be draw'n from these words was obvious, and, he
concluded, if the Government of the United States " must deal

with the military masters and the monarchical autwrats of

Germany now, or if it is likely to have to deal with them later

in regard to the international obligations of the German Empire,

it must demand not peace negotiations, but surrender ’. This

was a clear indication that the whole charactei- of the peace

would depeifd upon whether the constitutional changes were
carried to a conclusion by the abdication of the Emperor and
the overthrow of the monarchical system, and it seemed to

imply that if this»w’ere done, then Germany might look for

terms much more' lenient than would otherwise be imposed.

At the same time the interchange of Notes was communi-
cated to the Allied and Associated Powers, and they were asked

for ‘ an expression of opinion as to their willingness and readiness

to acquiesce and take part in the course of atdion with regard

to an armistice suggested in this correspondence ’.

8. The Wihoiiian Principles' Hitherto we have had to

deal with these matters purely from the point of view of

Germany, We must now consider the action and policy of the

Allies. From the German side we have full information. The
K2
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discussions between the Allies have not b^n divulged. We
know nothing of the secret correspondence which took place

between the American Government and the European Powers,

and we have not been admitted into their confidence as to the
discussions which no doubt took place on the problem now
presented to them. Should they accept the proposal for an
armistice on the conditions that the terms of peace were to be
in accordance with the Fourteen Points and the other state-

ments made by the President ? What precisely was implied

in accepting these conditions is discussed fully elsewhere.

The whole series of pronouncements may, as he himself

said, be summed up in a single sentence :
^ What we seek is

the reign of law based upon the consent of the government and
sustained by the organized opinion of mankind.’ A great

ideal, a great hope, a great aspiration ; one which was the

worthy result of the exchange of opinions which had taken

place during the last four years, and one which, if it was attained,

might well justify mankind in saying that even the loss and
destruction occasioned by the war had not been in vain.

To this or any similar programme the German Government,
while victory was still apparently within its grasp, had refused

their assent, but conditions of peace which victors might
reject, would be very welcome to the vanquished, and if peace

could be secured on these terms, though Germany would indeed

have lost that predominant position m Europe and the world

for which she had so long striven, defeat would be deprived of

half its bitterness and she would be able to begin a new era

of the world on an equality with—perhaps we may even venture

to say in a condition of superiority to—those who had been
her enemies.

9. Allied Attitude as a Whole. The practical question was
whether the Allies would accept these proposals or whether
they would determine to refuse the Armistice, to continue the

war imtil they had, as they undoubtedly could if they wished,

by the defeat and destruction of the German armies, brought

about an unconditional surrender.

There could be little doubt as to the decision ; it was indeed

within the power of the Allies to press on the course of victory

which they had begun, but to take this course would have been
the useless squandering of innumerable human lives. It would
have meant a fighting advance through Belgium, the continua-
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tion of the ravt^e and destruction which had already laid
waste large areas in the north of France. On what ground
could this have been justified ? On the other hand, there were
two clauses which could not be accepted in the way in which
Aey had been originally expressed. It was clearly quite
impossible for the British nation to accept the clause as to the
freedom of the seas. No doubt in the future, if a powerful and
effective League of Nations was established, if it showed itself

capable of imposing its decisions upon the world, and if it did
succeed in bringing about a reign of universal peace, then the
conditions of sea warfare which the experience of generations
has shown were essential to the maintenance of the British

Empire, would cease to be of any practical im]>i)rtance
; to

accept the principle of these restrictions beforehand, would
have been to give up an essential defensive weapon, and this

was a surrender which no nation could make voluntarily, least

of all at the conclusion of a successful war. The other point

was the restrictions imposed by Article 5 on the pecuniary

demands which might be made of Germany. The President

spoke merely of restoration of the devastated areas ; his words,

if strictly interpreted, would exclude demanding from the

Germans recompense for personal injury and damage done to

civilians ; they would exclude also any recompense to Great

Britain for the loss involved in the destruction to merchant
shipping by the submarines or loss caused by Zeppelin raids on

London and other towns. Even if it were agreed not to have

any indemipty for the war as a whole, there was clearly no

reason for freeing the Germans from obligations to make good

damage of this nature.

10. The Allied Answer of the 5th November. As a result,

the answer of thtf European Governments was communicated

to the President as follows :

‘ The Allied Governments have given careful consideration to the

correspondence which has passed between the President of thi' United

States and the German Government.
‘ Subject to the qualifications which follow, they declare tlwir willing-

nesstomake peacewith theGovernment of G(^rmany on the tirrms of jxiace

laid down in the President’s Address to Congrt.'ss of January 8, 1918,

and the principles of settlement enunciated in his subsequent Addresses.

They musst point out, however, that Clause 2, relating to what is usually

described as the freedom of the seas, is o|x'n to various interpretations,

some of which they could not accept. They must, therefore, reserve
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to themselves complete freedom on this subject they enter the
Peace Conference.

‘Further, in the conditions of peace laid down in his Address
to Congress of January 8, 1918, the President declared that the
invaded territories must be restored as well as evacuated and freed,

and the Allied Governments feel that no doubt ought to be allowed

to exist as to what this provision implies. By it they understand that
compensation will be made by Germany for all damage done to the

civilian population of the Allies, and their property by the aggression

of Germany by land, by sea, and from the air.’

This answer was on the 5th November communicated by
Mr. Lansing to Germany in a Note, in which he says :

‘ I advised you that the President had transmitted his correspondence
with the German authorities to the Governments with which the

Government of the United States is associated as a belligerent, with
the suggestion that, if those Governments were disposed to effect peace
upon the terms and principles indicated, their military advisers and
the military advisers of the United States be asked to submit to the

Governments associated against Germany the necessary terms of such
an armistice as would fully protect the interest of the peoples involved,

and ensure to the associated Governments the unrestricted power to

safeguard and enforce the details of the peace to which the German
Government had agrec^d, provided they deem (id such an armistice

possible from the militiiry point of view.’

The words of this Note are of the highest importance, for

in them it is clearly expressed that the Allied and Associated

Powers are willing to conclude an armistice on the terms

embodied in the Note. This was the last diplomatic Note
between the parties, before the Germans got into touch with

Marshal Foch. Austria-Hungary remained. Tl^e Fourteen

Points contained a clause (Article 10)

:

‘ The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the niitions we
wish to see safeguarded and assured, should be accorded the freest

opportunity of autonomous development.’ •

This implied the maintenance of the integrity of Austria-

Hungary with large internal autonomy. Since this had been
said, events had moved far and rapidly. The United States

had, in a statement by Mr. Lansing on the 28th June, pledged
themselves ;:o the position that ‘ all branches of the Slav race

should be completely freed from German and Austrian rule ’.

Nay, more, on the 3rd September the United States had for-

mally recognized the Czecho-Slovak National Council as a
belligerent Government clothed with proper authority to

direct the military and political affairs of the Czecho-Slovaks

;
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thus recognizing iCzecho-Slovakia itself as an independent and
allied State. This was clearly inconsistent with the grant of
any mere autonomy to the territories included in the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy. It implied in fact nothing less than that
the Monarchy, as it was known and had hitherto existed,
should cease to exist. The President’s reply to the Austrian
Npte on the 18th October, after explaining this, intimated that
he was ' no longer at liberty to accept a mere “ autonomy ”

of these peoples as a basis of peace, but is obliged to insist that
they, and not he, shall be the judges of what action on the
part of the Austro-Hungarian Government will satisfy their

aspirations and their conceptions of their rights and destiny
as members of the family of nations ’.

Meanwhile, in consequence of the defeat by the Anglo-
Italian Army, a state of revolution broke out throughout the
Monarchy ^

;
the representatives of the different nationalities

seceded from the Reichsrat at Vienna ; the Hungarian Govern-
ment declared its independence and, in fact, the Monarchy was
actually in the process of dissolution. A last attempt was
made by the Government to assert its existence. In a Note
of the 27th, they expressed agreement with the j)rinciples laid

down in the Note of the 18th, and asked that negotiations for

an armistice and a peace should be immediately begun. So

far as this concerned peace, it was impossible that the sugges-

tion could be accepted ; the principles adopted made it clear

that peace must be conducted not with the Government of the

Monarchy, but with the Government of the States which were

already aris’ing out of the dissolution of the Monarchy which

had in fact begun. Only one thing therefore remained, a

cessation of hostilities ; the army, the last, as it had always

been the most effective bond of union, must cease resistance.

But in the case of Austria-Hungary, the armistice which was

in fact, as elsewhere described, concluded on the 3rd November,

was unconditional. The Allies would enter into discussion as

to the future arrangements to be made with an entirely fi'ee

hand.
11. Collapse of the Ottoman Empire. TTie same is true of

Turkey. The Turkish Government had also af)plied for an

armistice ;
the request was granted, but here also the armistice

which was concluded on the 30th October between the military

1 See Vol. IV. For text of Austro-Huiigariiin Armistice v. infm, A)>|>x. V.
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commanders, neither in its terms nor in the conditions by which
it was accompanied, in any way prejudiced the eventual terms
of peace. The Turkish armies ceased the hopeless struggle

;

Mesopotamia, Palestine, Syria, were already occupied by the
British troops, and by this their eventual separation from
the Empire was in fact determined. The armistice required
the complete demobilization of the Turkish Army and gave the
Allies the right not only to continue the occupation of such
Turkish territory as they already held, but to occupy such
strategic points as might be necessary for their security. The
Dardanelles and the Bosphorus were to be opened so that the
way was made clear to Constantinople, and it was the clear

intention that the Allies, when in occupation of the capital

of the Empire, should, after mature consideration, themselves
determine what arrangements they desired to make for the
future government of the Empire. On this there was no
obligation to consult the Turkish Government, or in fact to

recognize the continued existence of that Government.
We have in this chapter traced the stages in the political

development which accompanied and were caused by the great

events which were taking place at the same time both on the
field of battle and within the different countries. The negotia-

tions began on the 4th October, they were, in fact, completed
by the final exchange of Notes on the 5th November ; it

only remained that the terms of the Armistice should be
communicated by General Foch as the Military Representative

of the Allies to the German High Command. But before this

stage had been reached, the revolution which had long been
preparing broke out not only in Austria but also in Germany,
and when the time came for the acceptance of the Armistice
there was no longer a king of Prussia or a German Emperor,
and Germany defeated abroad was divided at home. The
events narrated in the preceding chapters will show how and
why that catastrophe became complete.



PART II:

EUROPE IN DISSOLUTION

CHAPTEB IV

MATERIAL EFFECTS OF THE WAR UPON NEUTRALS
AND BELLIGERENTS, 1918

1. Total Casualties among Belligerents. Of ail the evils due
to fifty-one months of war the loss of human life is that which
most impresses the imagination. According to the best returns
available the number of men reported as killed or died of wounds
w'as 6,886,000. But this figure excludes Serbian and Rumanian
losses, of which no exact particulars are available

;
nor does it

take into account the missing. Considering that the returns

give, under the head of ‘ Missing and Prisoners ’, 2,500,000
Russian and over 2,000,000 Austro-Hungarian soldiers, it is

probable that the actual deaths exceeded the official estimates

by at least a million. We thus arrive at a total of nearly

eight million lives lost in the war, or as a direct consequenc'c of

the war. We have then to allow for (;asualties in the revolutions

of Russia and Finland ; for mortality due to privations in the

occupied territories such as North France, Russian Poland,

Galicia, and Serbia ; and for the toll which the ‘ hunger blockafle
’

levied on the urban centres of Germany and Austria-Hungary.

Add to these it«ms the indeterminate number of wounded men
who survived only as wrecks of themselves

;
take further into

account the injury inflicted on the vital powers of combatants

and non-combatants by prolonged nervous and physical strain ;

and it becomes obvious that the casualty sheets, appalling as

they are, give a most imperfect idea of the drain of life and

energy which the w'ar entailed.

Still, it is worth while to study the casualty sheets, for they

show the principal tax which the war laid u])on the flower of

national manhood in the belligerent countries.

At the head of the list comes Russia, whose killed were
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estimated at 1 ,700,000,a fi^re which, as alreadylexplained, is far
from adequate

; but Russia’s population was over 180 millions.
Germany, with a population of 68 millions had 1,600,000 deaths
recorded and 100,000 missing

; her total losses amounted nearly
to the average increase of her population for tw’o normal years
before the war. The losses of France were 1,071,000 killed and
314,000 missing out of a population of 40 millions

; and, unlike
Germany, she had no reason to expect that the wastage among
her men of military age would be soon repaired. Since the
beginning of the century the annual increase of the French
population had been slight ; and during the war there was a
regular excess of deaths over births, amounting on the average
to a quarter of a million per annum. The losses of the British
Empire were 872,000 killed, and of those reported missing about
80,000were presumedto be dead. Thelosses ofAustria-Hungary,
returned at 687,000, were, like the Russian losses, heavier than
the official figure showed. Italy lost 465,000 men, and the
United States 63,000.

When we remember that the wave of influenza, which swept
over Asia, Europe, and America in the latter half of 1918, was
responsible for six million deaths in India alone, it is obvious
that the most destructive of modem wars has, in comparison
with such epidemics, an insignificant effect on the numbers of

the human race. The (comparison must, however, be qualified

by three considerations. First, the European W’ar bore most
hardly upon communities much inferior in fecundity to the
agricultural population of Asia ; so much inferior indeed, that
their increase or even (as in the case of France) the mamtenance
of their numbers is only due to the most scientific precautions
against disease. The communities in question are, owing to
their high standard of hygiene, relatively immune from the
more destructive epidemics, and had not in living memory been
exposed to such an abnormal drain upon their manhood as
that caused by the Great War. Secondly, a small shrinkage in

the male population of the great industrial States, such as
Germany or France or Great Britain, has a more serious effect

up()n the general prosperity of the world thap a relatively large

shrinkage in countries which are industrially undevelopeti.
Thirdly, the mortality due to the war could be entirely stopped
by human action, while that due to an epidemic is always in
large measure beyond the range of human control.
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2. FinanciJu Expenditure of Belligerents and Us effects. A
great disgust of bloodshed was the most potent reason which
made both the neutral and the belligerent nations anxious for
the restoration of peace. Next in importance came the fear of
& debacle of the whole economic and political fabric of Western
civilization. There were special causes to account for the
Bolshevik spirit in the northern provinces of European Russia.
But it was far from improbable that the contagion of Bolshevism
would spread westward, if the war continued much longer.

If Germany and Austria-Hungary became seriously infected,

who could tell where the spirit of social revolution would stop ?

Even the neutrals,had cause for apprehension, for they too had
their labour troubles arising from the war. T<. remove this

danger it was not merely essential that hostilities should cease.

A long period of armed peace and unstable equilibrium would
be as costly as the war, and even more productive of the
revolutionary spirit.

Apart from this danger, the economic situation of nearly all

the belligerents had for a long time been developing on lines

which gave the most serious cause for anxiety. Millions of men
had been put into the field ; millions more had been diverted

from their normal work to the production of military supplies

and equipment, and to services of various sorts behind the lines.

Little new wealth was being produced by the European belli-

gerents, but their expenditure and their war debts grew at an
alarming pace, as world prices moved steadily upwards, as the

foreign exchanges moved against the spending countries, and

as recourse was necessary to more and more (mostly methods ot

destruction and defence. Great Britain’s expenditure may
serve as an illustration. The daily cost of the war to Great

Britain was, up to March 1915, about £1,500,000. For the

financial year 1915—16 it Avas £3,890,000 ; for 1916—17 it was

£5,510,000 ; for 1917-18 it was £6,557,000.

The results of this progressively increasing expenditure were

summarized in 1918 by the Federal Reserve Board of the United

States, than which no more competent authority can be cited.

The Board estimated the aggregate war exf)enditure of the

belligerents to the 31st May 1918 at 35,000 millions sterling.

It prophesied that the total of 40,000 millions would be reached

by the end of the year ; and it is improbable that the assunq)-

tions on which this prophecy was founded were materially
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falsified by the conclusions of the Armistice in Wovember. No
great economies could be effected by any of the belligerents

until the final peace was well in sight. British expenditure for

the financial year ending the 31st March 1919 was substantially

the same as for the previous year.

As to the distribution of the financial burden cunong the
several belligerents, it must suffice in this short survey to give

a few round figures. Great Britain had shouldered before 1917
a considerable share of the war expenditure of her European
Allies, and had incurred vast expenses in improvising a huge
land army. Her debt, which on the 1st August 1914 stood at

708 millions sterling, had increased by the 3,1st March 1919 to

7,435 millions, in which total were included loans of 1,739

millions to the Allies and the self-governing dominions. The
United States, who only floated their first war loan in May 1917,

had borrowed by the end of 1918 about 16,000 million dollars.

In the financial year ending in June 1918 they had expended
8,966 million dollars, and their revenue from ‘ ordinary receipts’

had exceeded 4,000 millions, as compared with 779 millions

in 1916. Like Great Britain, the United States found the

burden of war expenditure much increased by the necessity

of assisting European Allies. By July 1918 the American
advances to Allies (excluding bankers’ loans) exceeded

£1,124,000,000. Large as these figures seem, the liabilities of

the continental Powers were heavier in proportion to their

resources ; and unlike those of Great Britain and the United
States, they were met almost entirely by borrowing. The
French national debt, which at the outbreak of the war was
34,188 million francs, had increased by the end of 1918 to

147,472 millions. The debt of the German Empire, which before

the war was about 5,000 millions of marks, was estimated in

1919 at 160,600 millions. The war loans floated by Austria

and Hungary amounted to 42,500 millions of kronen ; a
further sum of over 30,000 millions was raised by borrowing

(in the form of notes) from the banks in Austria-Hungary ; and
there were c^^nsiderable loans from Germany. The financial

position of the Central Empires was worse than that of their

opponents, and not merely because they ended the war in a
state of political revolution. The German Government had
gambled on the hope of a large war indemnity and had con-

cealed the true financial position from its subjects by issuing
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‘ skeleton ’ budgets which bore no relation to the facts. The
statesmen of the Dual Monai'chy had deliberately inflated the
paper currency whenever they judged it inexpedient to float

a loan, and had done their best, to follow the ostrich-like policy
of their chief ally. But the finances of France and Italy gave
cause for serious misgivings

; and the position of the United
Kingdom, though considered relatively sound, is best indicated
by the fact that the sum required for the service of the National
Debt was £270,000,000 in the year ending the 31st March 1919.
This sum, which was much larger than the national revenue
had been before the war, included no provision for redeeming
the debt.

The enormous' expenditure based upon this b i rowing had
produced an illusive appearance of commercitil and industrial

activity, and even of general prosperity, in most of the belli-

gerent countries. Wages and profits were high in those trades

which were engaged on Government contracts. There was no
lack of employment for such male labour as could be spared

from the armies
;
and everywhere this dwindling body was

diluted in a greater or less degree with female employees—or

even, as in Geimany, with prisoners of war. Factories which

had lost their normal markets were hastily adapted to the pro-

duction of military material. Speculation was rife, even where

it was restricted by emergency laws, and huge fortunes were

made and lost on the stock exchanges. Never hud the expendi-

ture of the more thoughtless sections of every social class been

more profuse ; and extravagance was on the whole most

general fti those communities whose real prosperity was most

undermined by the war. Indeed extravagance was often the

result of despair. Men spent because it seemed useless to sav«!

;

they did thei^ utmost to enjoy the present because they saw

no hope for the future. The main facts in the economic situation

were everywhere the same : a progressive inflation of currency

and a progressive diminution in the supplies of articles of use

and luxury. In all the belligerent countries there arose sooner

or later a scarcity of foodstuffs, of coal, of raw materials. The

belligerents who produced these commodities were short of

labour ;
those who imported them were short of shipping, and

were further limited in their foreign purchases by difficulties

of exchange. For, although the foreign trade of ce^n of the

belligerents appeared to be in a flourishing condition, their
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exports consisted largely in military supplies^ and the raw
materials of such supplies, which they sold to their associates.

In the final stages of the war none of the European allies was
able to export largely to any neutral market. Nearly all the

surplus coal of Great Britain was required for France and Italy.

The iron and steel manufacturers, the wool spinners and weavers
of Great Britain were working for the Allied Armies. Her
cotton trade was hampered by the want of raw materials ; and
even if the cotton had been forthcoming, it would have been
difficult to find tonnage for the supply of Manchester’s principal

markets, which lay in the Far East. When, therefore, it was
necessary to buy in a neutral country on any considerable

scale, the belligerents were commonly unable to pay for goods
with goods. They paid in their own currency, which naturally

depreciated as their purchases progressed. From this general

calamity Japan and the United States were alone exempt. They
were in the fortunate position of being able to produce and to

export far more than they required from abroad. Had it not

been for the loans advanced by American bankers and the

American Treasury to the European Allies, the exchange would
have gone against the latter more severely in New York
than in any neutral money market. But since the value of

their currencies was artificially ‘ pegged up ’ in New York the

true position of their foreign trade was to some extent disguised.

Germany and Austria-Hungary had no ally like the United
States to break their financial downfall, and it is instructive to

observe how the currencies of the Central Empires depreciated

in the only neutral markets to which they had free access—^those

of Scandinavia, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. It might
have been expected that Germany at least, after the blockade

had cut off the more distant outlets of her exports, would have
flooded the contiguous neutrals with supplies of such goods as

coal, iron and steel, potash, cement, dyes, and salt, which she

could produce without the assistance of raw materials imported
from non-European countries. She had every inducement to

do this. Not only was it politically important to her that these

neutrals should be made as independent as possible of the

Associated Powers ; all of them produced supplies of which she

stood in urgent need, and for which it was most desirable that

she should pay in goods. Yet in the later stages of the war she

never succeeded in providing these Powers with, coal and steel
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to the extent of their requirements, although they were prepared
to pay fantastic prices ; and in consequence the value of the
mark steadily declined on all their bourses.

3. Effectson Neutrals, e. g. TJie Argentine, Brazil, Persia. After
what has been said of the belligerents, it will be readily under-
stood that few, if any, of the neutral powers, even those farthest
removed from the theatre of war, were other than anxious for the
return of peace. Some of them were fortunate enough to possess
foodstuffs and raw materialsof which theAssociated Powers stood
in need. The planters of Java and Cuba reaped a golden harvest
owing to the exclusion of German and Austrian beet-sugar from
the world market. The nitrate officinas of Chile, so far as they
were not financed with enemy capital, benefited by 'lie limitless

demand for high explosives made with nitric a* ui. The grain

merchants of the Argentine made enormous sales to the Allies,

particularly towards the end of the war, when it was difficult

to transport grain from more remote markets such as Australia.

But even in these cases the gain was not unmixed with loss. All

the neutrals had bought largely from Germany before the war.

and had found her one of the best markets for their ])roduce.

Whatever consolations the present might yield, they could not

look forward with indifference to the permanent annihilation

of German trade ; nor could they feel any confidence that, if tin;

war were unduly prolonged, the credits which they had given

to Germany’s opponents w'ould be a sound investment. Mean-
while the prosperity of these neutrals was at best one-sided.

They were de])rived of the supplies of new capital which they

had regularly drawn from the great industrial powers before

the war. They also lost then most desirable class of immigrants.

Their exports of some descriptions were abnormal ; but other

goods accumulated on their hands, either because Germany was

the main market, or be(;ause the Associated Powers, in order t<»

economize tonnage, had refused shipping facilities. Thus the

warehouses of the Dutch East Indies were full to overflowing

with copra and other oleaginous produce ;
and Brazil was

perpetually harassed by the problem of financing her unexport-

able coffee. Those who were making money out of the war

found it difficult to purchase some of the most necessary

supplies. In 1918 neither England nor the United States could

supply the South American States with more than a small

joroportion of the coal which they required ;
Brazil, for example.
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received little more than a quarter of her normal imports of

coal, and the Argentine railways were driven to experiment in

the use of grain as fuel. Both in South America and in Asia
there was an acute unsatisfied demand for the staple manu-
factures of the great industrial powers. For every industrial

power of any consequence was involved in the war ; and the
trade of those who still had something to export was being

slowly strangled by the dearth of shipping.

We may illustrate the general condition of the outlying

neutrals by the case of Persia, a State which seemed less likely

than most to suffer by the paralysis of international commerce.
During the war Persia found a good market for her exports of

opium and petroleum,and her trade in the latter article increased

considerably. But her imports, and also other exports which
affected more nearly the general prosperity of her population,

were adversely affected. The closing of the Dardanelles in 1914
cut off the northern provinces, which were the most flourishing

in Persia, from their best route of commercial communication
with Western Europe. The collapse of Russia deprived them of

their chief customer for raw cotton and other agricultural

produce ; it also closed the source from which they had obtained

their supplies of sugar and cotton piece-goods. The imports

of Persia for 1918 were, in quantity, ^ per cent, less than those

for 1914 ;
and this reduced quantity was obtained at greatly

enhanced prices. Imports of cotton piece-goods fell by 46 per

cent., imports of tea and sugar by 66 per cent. ; and Persia was
obliged by high prices and the difiiculty of communicating with

foreign markets to curtail severely aU but her most indispensable

purchases. European goods could only be supplied to her

through Mesopotamia or India ; and in either case the cost of

land transport was excessive owing to the conditions created by
the war.

4. The Problem ofMarine Transport. Let us now pass to the

problem of marine transport, which in 1918 was the most urgent

problem arising out of the war. In July 1914 the world’s

merchant fleet (sailing ships included) amounted to about

49 million tons (gross). By the end of 191 7 the losses of merchant
tonnage from enemy action and marine risks amounted to

11,827,000 tons, of which 7,079,000 tons were British owned.
By the 31st October 1918 the losses had risen to 16,007,000 tons,

of which 9,002,000 tons were British. The effective supply of
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shipping was further reduced by the inactivity of about 4 million
tons of German and Austro-Hungarian ships, and a smaller but
still considerable quantity of neutral tonnage. Against the losses
were to be set new constructions, especially by Great Britain,
the United States, and Japan, which by the end of 1 918 exceeded
12 million tons gross, making good 80 per cent, of the losses of
Allies and neutrals combined. But, of the tonnage controlled
by the Allies, a large portion was employed in purely military
services, such as patrol-work and the transport of troops and
their supplies. The practical efficiency of the restwas diminished
by a variety of causes, among which may be more particuleirly

mentioned the cumbrous but necessary system of convoys, and
the congestion of Allied seaports. By a series of agree .uents with
themaritimeneutralstheAllieshad secured fortheiiiselves almost
a monopoly of merchant shipping ; and, if they had not done so,

it would have been impossible for them to continue the war. But
one effect of this monopoly was that neutral trade, even in the

most remote waters of the world, was severely subordinated

to the military and economic needs of the Allies. When we
look back on the autumn of 1918, after an interval of twelve

months, it is probable that the most critical phase of the ship-

ping question was already at an end. The naval authorities

of the Allies were confident of their ability to deal with the sub-

marine in future. The American programme of shipbuilding

was already far advanced ; and, though greatly reduced after

the Armistice, it was still so productive that in June 1919 the

total of the world’s steam tonnage was actually higher by

2 million tofts than it had been in June 1914. We now realize

that the Allies would hardly have been defeated by the tonn^e
problem, however long the war had lasted. But the fact remains

that, until peace^was restored, the general commerce of the

world was doomed to suffer from a chronic shortage of ships

available for normal trade.

5. Sufferings in Devastated and Occupied Areas, e.g. Serbia,

Galicia. While the conditions of daily life deteriorated, under

the stress of these general evils, in almost every comer of the

civilized world, and even in countries which were only half

civilized, the full measure of the suffering engendered by the

war was only to be appreciated by those familiar with the

conditions of continental Europe. Even here there were differenl

degrees of suffering. The European neutrals were less tormented

TOL. I. • L
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than the belligerents; the Allied Powers were fortunate by
comparison with the blockaded Central Empires ; the worst

fate of all was that of such territories as Bel^um, North-Ekist

France, Serbia, Rumania, and Russian Poland, which involun-

tarily shared the privations of the Central Empires and were
furthermore exploited to the utmost for the good of their

temporary masters. Some evils, however, were common to the

whole continent. Bread, meat, potatoes, and all the common
articles of food were scarce except among the agricultural popu-
lation ; they were doled out in rations of varying degrees of

inadequacy, and could only be sold at tolerable prices by means
of governmental action, which sometimes took the form of

subsidies, but more commonly worked by requisitioning and
scales of maximum prices. Supplies of coal, wood, and petro-

leum were insufficient, even in the producing countries ; either

because the sources of supply had been damaged in the course

of military operations, or through scarcity of labour, or finally

owing to difficulties of transport. The railways, which were the

main arteries of internal trade and distribution in every conti-

nental state, were overburdened with military traffic ; and,

what was worse, the efficiency of their rolling stock and perma-
nent ways deteriorated steadily for want of men and materials

to effect the necessary repairs. At the time of the Armistice

it was the opinion of experts that the chief problem of recon-

struction in continental Europe was presented by the railways,

and that the damage due to direct military action was the
smallest part of this problem. Even Germany with her un-
rivalled network of internal waterways had not been able to

avoid this common evil
; and her enormous captures of railway

rolling stock in Russia and Belgium proved altogether insuf-

ficient to make good the wastage on her national system.

A third general feature was the paralysis of the industries which
catered for civilian needs. There was, for example, a general

suspension of housebuilding, even in neutral coimtries. It was
impossible to make good the ordinary wastage due to wear and
tear ; and the problem of rebuilding in devastated territories

such as Galicia and Poland had simply to be left unsolved.

Textile factories, unless engaged in producing for the armies or

in working up substitute materials of domestic origin, reduced
their output or even came to a standstill for want of wool,

jute, and cotton. The shortage of raw materials was great even
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in those countries which were not subjected to blockade restric-

tions ; it often happened that tonnage could not be spared by
the Allies to assist their own manufacturers. The evils of the
industrial situation were, however, exemplified in the most
striking f^hion by the occupied territories and by the Central
Empires, in which the shortage of raw materials was even more
desperate than the shortage of food.

The condition of the devastated areas, as they appeared at
the time of the Armistice, may be illustrated by the cases of
Serbia and Galicia. In Serbia it was found, after the Austro-
Hungarian retreat, that nearly all factories and industrial

establishments had been rendered useless. The saw-irills, the
cement-works, the brick-kilns had been deliberately wrecked.
The farms had been stripped of 80 per cent, of their livestock,

and in many cases of all carts and agricultural implements.
Even the houses in some districts had been stripped of furniture

and fittings. It was necessary to import by rail all the materials

required for reconstruction, but the railways had been made
useless for a long time to come by the destruction of bridges,

stations, sidings, and rolling .stock. Austrian Galicia was still

much as it had been left by the Russians after their great

retreat. Elaborate statistics of damage had been collected by
Austrian officials, and some serious efforts had been made to

resume the production of oil. But in the autumn of 1918 many
of the Galician peasants were still living in extemporized hovels

and dug-outs, without proper food or clothing, without even seed

to sow in their fields. It was estimated that 124,000 dwelling-

houses and *220,000 farm buildings had been destroyed in

Austrian Galicia and the Bukovina. The last Austrian Budget
before the Armistice provided for the expenditure of 615 million

kronen to build houses and to reconstruct industry and agri-

culture in these provinces. Work of the same kind, but on an

infinitely greater scale, awaited the re.sumption of peace in the

war zone of Northern France, where the destruction was so

complete that the advi.sability of attempting to rebuild many
towns which had once been prosperous was held to be an open

question. Here, and in Belgium, in Northern Italy and in

Russian Poland, it was a question of restoring ruined industries

almost from the foundations. All stocks of raw materials had
disappeared ;

the machinery, when not removed, had been

deliberately destroyed. Nothing remained but the bare walls
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of the factory, the hungry unemployed, and manufactiurers

whose capital consisted of their own brains and some amount
of depreciated currency. What would be the cost of recon-

structing such businesses, whether they could be reconstructed

at all, were questions that only time and experiment could

solve. But it was essential that the experiment should be made
quickly, if it was to have any chance of success, before the
skilled popiilation which had been the best asset of the ruined

industries was starved or dispersed or fatally demoralized.

6. Effects of the War on the European Neutral States. But it

is superfluous to enlarge upon the too obvious necessities of the

devastated and occupied areas of the Continent. We may now
turn to consider the case of those Europ^n neutrals who are

sometimes supposed to have reaped immense advantages from
the war. A survey of their condition in 1918 will convince

any unprejudiced reader that, however greatly particular classes

and interests in Holland, Switzerland, and Scandinavia may
have enriched themselves by the war, these countries were, as a
whole, suffering severely by the long continuance of hostilities.

Apparent prosperity was purchased at the cost of a severe and
general rise in the cost of living, a scarcity of essential com-
modities, the stagnation or decline of important trades ; and all

these neutrals were obliged to recognize that, so long as the war
continued, their vital interests depended on events which they
were, for the most pml, unable to control or influence.

7. Holland. Before the war the prosperity of Holland was
based on the transit trade which passed through Rotterdam,
on the colonial trade with the Dutch East Indies, and on her

exports of agricultural produce. The transit trade, being chiefly

German trade, came suddenly to an end on the outbreak of war.

The colonial trade was slower to decline, bu,t in the year 1918

it had fallen to negligible dimensions. TTiese two blows were

fatal to the prosperity of Rotterdam ; even in 1917 the trafl&c

of the port was only 10 per cent, of the total of 1913. There
remained only the export trade in agricultural produce and in

a few native manufactures (such as margarine) to which the

war had given a temporary stimulus. Depending upon both

groups of belligerents for necessary supplies and facilities—on
the Associated Powers for cereals, fodder-stuffs, and fertilizers,

on Germany for coal, iron, and potash—^Holland was obliged to

divide between them her surplus of agricultural produce in
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agreed proportions, and to allow her importers to give the most
stringent undertakings and guarantees that the goods which
they received from one group would not be used for the advan-
tage of the other. Thanks to this policy of balance and exchange,
the country managed to maintain its more important industries

(apart from those dependent on the transit trade) at a tolerable

level until the United States entered the war in 1917. But she
was then confronted, like the other northern neutrals, witli the
demand that she should drastically reduce her exports to
Germany, on pain of being deprived of all shipping facilities and
of practically all the supplies controlled by the Asso(‘iated

Powers. Against this pressure Holland held out ^ntil the
Armistice was signed; partly, no doubt, from a fen. timt, if she
accepted the proposal of the Associated Powers, tlie Germans
would invade her territory and take by force what they were
not allowed to buy ; but much more from a well-grounded

belief that neither England nor America could supply lier with

the coal and other German products which she received in

compensation for her exports to Gennany.
One consequence of the line taken by the Dutch Government

was that practically no grain was imported into Holland during

1918, and that the national food-supply remained throughout

the year in a precarious position. Bread cards had been insti-

tuted in February 1917 on the basis of a normal weekly ration

of 2,800 grm. per head per week. But this relatively generous

allowance was soon reduced, and by the end of the year the

standard rajion of 2,800 grm. had to suffice for eleven days.

Early in 1918 the Minister of Agriculture announced that, if no
grain were imported, the existing ration could not be guaranteed

beyond the beginning of April ; and at the end of March, as

the hope of a compromise with the Associated Powers seemed

more remote than ever, the ration was reduced to 1,400 grm.

a week, in the hope that existing stocks would thus be made to

last until the new harvest. The farmers and the peasants, who
numbered 60 per cent, of the population, were able for the

most part to ensure their own supplies of foodstuffs in defiance

of rationing and requisitioning orders ;
and, although the

Government was obliged, after the spring of 1918, to prohibit

exports of food to Germany, the loss of the German market was

to some extent balanced by the high prices obtain^ from the

Dutch consumer. Throughout it was the towns which suffered.
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They were strictly rationed in meat and in fats. In July the

daily ration of butter or margarine was reduced to 25 grm.,

and a further reduction to 100 grm. a week was foreshadowed.

In the last week of October the weekly ration of meat was
200 grm., of cheese 200 grm., of coffee 7 grm. Potatoes

(usually of bad quality) were the only foodstuff of which the

supply was fairly generous ; the weekly ration at this date

was 4 kilos. In ordinary times the population might not have
experienced any great hardship from being compelled to live

upon domestic produce, but the maritime embargo put an end
to the imports of nitrates and fodder-stuffs which were essential

to the Dutch system of intensive farming. In spite of the in-

ducements given to farmers to extend the arable area, the yield

of the chief crops was below the average ; and the shortage of

fodder-stuffs led to wholesale slaughtering of dairy cattle in the

autumn of 1917.

Another consequence was enforced idleness of those national

industries which depended upon foreign raw materials. The
margarine trade which had worked for the account of, and with

materials supplied by, Great Britain, collapsed sharply because

Great Britain was no longer dependent on it ; and no supplies

were forthcoming from other sources. Towmds the end of

1917 the cotton-spinning mills, which employed about 26,000

hands, were only able to work sixteen hours a week ; and by the
New Year most of these mills had closed for want of raw cotton.

The cotton-weavers were similarly brought to a standstill

because England would no longer supply them with her yams,
of which they had been accustomed to consume 40',000 tons per

annum. The shipping yards appeared to be exceptionally fortu-

nate, in thattheiriron and steel could be obtainedfrom Germany.
But in 1917 and 1918 the conditions which Germany attached

to deliveries of iron and steel were so severe, and the prices

exacted were so high, that many shipbuilders preferred to wait
until British materials should be available.

The systematic fashion in which Germany exploited the

necessities of Holland was for the Dutch a most galling feature

of the situation. The more tenaciously Holland clung to an
attitude of economic neutrality, the more confident the Germans
became that their coal and iron were indispensable to her. Up
to the end of March 1918 it was the German practice, besides

charging heavy prices for coal, to claim extensive ‘ compensa-
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tion ’ in the form of licences to export from Holland fixed

quantities of pork, butter, cheese, milk, poultry, eggs, potatoes,

and beet-sugar. After March the Dutch Government could no

longer undertake to permit these exports on the old scale,

and Germany recognized that a renewal of the old agr^ment
was impracticable. None the less she prolonged the negotiations

for a new coal agreement up to the end of July, and in those

four months suspended her deliveries of coal, hoping by this

pressure to extract more favourable terms. The price which she

eventually forced the Dutch to promise was 90 guilders (double

the price paid before the 31st March) and a commercial credit

of 30 guilders for every ton of coal. A final settlement as t(

iron and steel, potash, dyes, and cement was defe* j ed until the

autumn, when the statistics of the Dutch crops and harvests

would be available as a basis for discussing compensation. But

in the meantime iron, which in the Geiman market cost 120

guilders a ton, was sold in Holland through an official Geiman

bureau for 400 guilders a ton and a commercial credit of some

magnitude on every truck-load dehvered.

These commercial arrangements with Geimany were a con-

fession of Holland’s economic weakness and threw a heavy

strain upon her industries. It is, however, probable that

patriotic Dutchmen realized more acutely their country s

military and political weakness when England and the United

States combined, in March 1918, to requisition the whole of

the Dutch shipping which lay in their respective ports. This

step, justified by an appeal to the belligerent right of angofy,

was taken "by the English and American Governments after

the Dutch Government had deliberately refused to approve

a chartering arrangement with the owners. Undoubtedly the

refusal was due to fear of Germany ;
nor had the shipownCTS

any cause to complain of the terms which they received for the

requisitioned tonnage. The ships were to be returned at the end

of the war,and anywhich had been lost would be replaced as soon

as possible. But the Dutch Cabinet argued, with some reason,

that more respect was shown for the rights of the mdividual

shipowners than for the sovereign rights of Holland. There was

another aspect of the question which was forcibly rtated by the

American Government in a published dispatch. For the past

twelve months Great Britain and the United States had s^n

large numbers of Dutch vessels lying idle in their ports at a
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time when every ton of shipping was urgently required ; and
it had become apparent that these vessels would not be em-
ployed without compulsion in any services that the Associated

Powers could facilitate. It was natural under these conditions

that the Powers should appeal to their belligerent rights. With
this point of view the States-Oeneral were disposed to agree,

especially when the Associated Powers offered Holland 100,000

tons of grain as a solatium. But the Dutch Cabinet felt the
humiliation deeply, and it is probable that their resentment
was shared by many of the politicians who urged them to accept

the inevitable with a good grace.

For Holland the economic situation was materially eased by
the Armistice. Late in November an agreement was concluded

under which the Associated Powers undertook to facilitate,

within fixed limits, Dutch imports of wheat and rice, oils and
fats, fertilizers, and maize for a period of twelve montlis. But,

as a matter of course, this undertaking was accompanied by
severe restrictions on Dutch exports to Germany, to be main-

tained until the conclusion of pence. And it was difficult after

the Armistice to obtain any coal from Germany. In November
only 44,000 tons reached Holland out of the 120,000 which
were due ; and at the end of the month the German Govern-

ment signified that they were miable to make further deliveries

for the present. England promised to supply 60,000 tons as

a stop-gap, but could not fulfil her promise as promptly as the

situation required. It seemed for a time as though Holland

would be forced to depend entirely on her own coal-mines, which
produced only about 50 per cent, of her normal r^uirements.
Matters improved in January 1919 with the resumption, on a
small scale, of the German deliveries, and the prospect of larger

supplies from Belgium. But before Holland’s ijupplies of coal

—

and of a hundred other necessary articles—could be assured it

was necessary that conditions of order and peaceful industry

should be restored in neighbouring countries. On the political

settlement at Paris would depend the future of her colonial trade

and of her agriculture, the two most solid of her assets. Some
Dutch interests had made money out of the war, and Dutch
losses of shipping had been comparatively light. But it would
be years, if not generations, before Holland recovered her old

importance as an eiUrefU for the import and export trade of

Central Europe. For the present she found herself in a difficult
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financial position. Her national expenditure for 1918 was more
than double that of 1913, and exceeded the revenue by more
than 300 million guilders

; a deficit of 130 millions was
anticipated in the budget for 1919. Her national debt had
risen from 1,100 to 1,850 millions during the war.

8. Denmark. The situation of the other European neutrals

showed similar disquieting features. Denmark was the most
fortunate. She had not suffered such political humiliation as

Holland. Her food supplies had not been vitally impahed by
the great embargo ; through the years 1917 and 1918 she con-

tinued to supply Germany and Great Britain with agricultural

produce, in 1918 she w'as even able to assist Norway and
Sweden with quantities of grain. In proportior to her own
needs she had been better supplied with coal Uian any other

neutral
; as the deliveries from England had fallen off, those

from Germany had increased, and the enhanced cost of coal

was balanced by the higher prices which she obtainetl for her

butter, bacon, and surplus livestock. Thanks to the abundance
of her native supplies, and to her careful regulation of ju ices,

she had averted the worst forms of distress. It was calculated

that the cost of living of the ordinai’y working-class household

in Denmark had only risen by 66 jier cent, uj) to the beginning

of 1918, whereas the percentage of increase in Sweden was

92 per cent., and in Norway, the least well administcre<l of the

Scandinavian States, it was 130 per cent. Yet even in Denmark
there was widesjiread suffering. In July 1918 a law w'as j)assed

granting State subsidies to the Communes in augmentation

of their sjsecial funds for the reduction of ])rices and the relief

of the poor. The expenditure from central and local sources

which this law sanctioned amounted roughly to £1 j)er head of

the populatioq. The commune of Cojjenhagen budgeted for

the e3q)enditure of 37,000,000 kronen in war relief during the

period 1st July 1918 to 31st March 1919. This was no doubt,

to some extent, a policy of State-relief in aid of wages. But a

large part of the relief expenditure was necessitated by un-

employment. Owing to the embargo a number of industries

were deprived of raw materials, others were crippled by tbe

high price of coal and the difficulty of obtaining iron on any

terms from Germany. In the winter of 1917-18 there were over

40,000 unemployed in Denmark, and it was estimated that the

dependants of these workmen numbered 110,000. In June 1918
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the numbers of the unemployed had fallen to 25,000, but the
winter of 1918-19 raised the total to 66,000, representing a total
of distressed persons not far short of 2^,000 in a population of
about 3,000,000 souls. One of the worst features in the situation
at this date was the difficulty of inducing the unemployed to
accept work when it could be found for them. In its anxiety
to keep Denmark free of Bolshevism the Danish Government
had sanctioned an unduly generous system of relief which, when
once put in practice, was not easy to reform. The problem
became less acute in 1919, but it was necessary to extend the
system of exceptional relief over the winter of 1919-20. Large
fortunes had been made in Denmark during the war, by the
farmers, by the shipowners, by the owners of war factories,

and by the speculators who made a profession of contraband
trade with Germany. But these gains had been greatest in the
early years of thje war, and they had been very unequally
distributed among the population. The profits derived from
the export of agricultural produce, which were the most widely
diffused, were to some extent counterbalanced by the serious

reduction in the livestock of the country which became necessary
when the embargo cut off supplies of fodder-stuffs and fertilizers.

The farmers in disposing of their cattle and horses to Germany
had been selling their industrial capital.

_

9. Norway. In Norway there had been the same unequal dis-

tribution of gains and losses without the same systematic effort

to diminish inequality by taxation and relief. Colossal profits

had been made by the shipping industry in the years 1914-17.
Although its gross losses from submarine activity ambunted to
50 per cent, of the mercantile tonnage which it possessed at the
beginning of the war, the net losses were only about 28 per cent.,

since the Norwegian owners had made extensile purchases of
sMpping in 1915 and 1916 ; and this adverse bsdance was con-
siderably reduced in a few months after the Armistice. The fish-

ing industry and the manufacturers of fish products had enjoyed
abnormal prosperity owing to a steady demand from Germany
and the purchase of the greater part of the catch in two succes-
sive seasons by Great Britain. The manufacturers of carbide,
of synthetic nitrates, and of other electro-chemical products,
the producers of zinc and aluminium, the match trade and the
wood-pulp trade also made large profits which, in some cases,

continued to accrue throughout the war. The abnormal pros-
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perity of such trades was reflected in the figures of the national
revenue : the new taxes of the 1917-18 budget, which were
estimated to yield 58^ million kronen, actually produced
132 millions. But the cost of living increased in .a higher pro-

portion than elsewhere in Scandinavia ; it was even estimated
by a statistical expert that the percentage increase between
July 1914 and November 1918 was greater in Norway than in

England—^160 per cent, as against 122 per cent. Norwegian
wages, it is true, rose sharply in 1917 and 1918, and they were
supplemented to some extent, in the case of the poorer classes,

by the action of the Communes in distributing certain necessities

of life at artificially low prices. But even so the standard of life

deteriorated among the manual workers, and tV.i- recipients of

fixed incomes. They spent more than of old on food of an
inferior quality and reduced quantity ; they spent less on other

necessities and decencies. In 1918, with the increasing shortage

of raw materials due to the embargo, employment became
irregular in certain industries, especially in those producing

textiles, wood-pulp, and canned fish. • The Government, which
had deferred all experiments in rationing until the eleventh

hour and had relied mainly upon an imposing but ineffective

system of maximum prices to alleviate the effects of scarcity,

was obliged at the end of 1917 to disclose the full seriousness

of the food situation. The rationing of sugar commenced in

November 1917 ;
cards for bread, flour, farinaceous foodstuffs,

and coffee came into force on the 13th January 1918, and the

sugar ration was simultaneously reduced by one-half. The basic

ration of bread was fixed at 200 grm. a day, that of coffee

at 250 grm. a month, that of sugar at 250 grm. a week. A
warning was issued by the Rationing Director that no increase

of the bread ration could be expected before November. In

April rationing schemes were issued for milk and potatoes; the

basic ration of milk was fixed at } of a litre per day, and that

of potatoes at 2 kg. per week. The shortage of potatoes was

a disaster second only to.that of bread, these being the two

staple articles of diet among the working classes.
^

The new
system of rationing, at first welcomed by public opinion, was

soon denounced as intolerably severe, and in the towns there

was a considerable ferment which resulted in the formation

of Workmen’s and Soldiers* Councils, and in demands that

labour should be diverted from the manufacture of luxuries and
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war material to the production of food, that the army should

be reduced, and that military training should be abolished.

There were even threats of a general strike unless the Govern-
ment took steps to reduce the high cost of living. Though these

proposals emanated from a minority, and the unions were still

controlled by moderate leaders, there was sufficient inflammable
material in the country to alarm the Government. The rations

of workmen were increased and the Storting voted 1,000,000

kronen for the relief of the unemployed, but it was known that,

imless supplies of grain and flour could be obtained from abroad,

there would be no bread ration from the end of August until

the new harvest became available in November. Fortunately

this danger was averted. On the 30th April 1918, Dr. Nansen
signed at Washington an economic agreement under which
Norway obtained leave to import fixed quantities of food, fodder-

stuffs, fertilizers, and other goods on condition of rigidly restrict-

ing her exports to the Central Powers. But these supplies had
still to be purchased and transported from overseas, and they

would not in any case remove the necessity for rationing. In

August steps were taken to control the new crop of potatoes,

and in September a -scheme for conti-oUing butter (on the basis

of a weekly ration of 50 grm.) was brought into force. The
bread and coffee rations were slightly increased in November,
but it was not until the spring of 1919 that the authorities began
to speak of unrationed bread as a possibility of the near future.

The state of Norwegian industry remained precarious long

after the signing of the American agreement. The cotton mills,

for example, received no raw cotton at all vmtil September, and
up to the end of 1918 had secured of raw cotton less than one-

fourth, and of cotton yarns about one-third, of the quantities

received in 1916. The fish-catch of 1918 was very poor, as the

stimulus of the British purchasing contract no longer existed.

Shipping profits had declined, and in nearly all branches of

trade business was slack and hours of labour were reduced. For
the financial year 1918-19 the .Government appropriated

101 million kronen to purposes of relief, and actually expended
111 millions ; for 1919-20 the necessary grants under this head
were estimated at nearly 39 millions. Under the pressure of

such burdens the national budgets increased rapidly ; in 1917-18

the expenditure was 446 million kronen as compared with
142 millions for 1913-14 ; and the estimates for 1918-19 (which
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appear to have been exceeded) were 625 millions. Tlie national
debt, which stood at 363 million kronen before the war, was more
than 570 millions by the end of 1918-19.

10. Sweden. A Swedish observer remarked in 1918 that the
whole body of his countrymen had become lethargic and
indifferent to external events, principally from lack of food.

The war had borne more hardly upon the masses in Sweden
than in most neutral countries, because the relations of Sweden
with the Allies had been strained from an early period in the
war. The Swedish Government had objected to giving the
guarantees, in respect of goods imported from overseas, which
had been obtained from Denmark and Holland and Switzerland

;

and, although some Swedish manufactures were •(. importance
to the Allies, the country had no such lever tt» iise in economic
negotiations as the Danes possessed in their agricultural produce
and the Norwegians in their merchant shipping. The army,
the official classes, and the aristocracy had been stiffened in

their resistance to Allied demands by the fear of Russia and the

conviction that close friendship with Germany ought to be the

sheet anchor of national policy. To this conviction the Govern-
ment made great sacrifices, consenting, for example, to become
dependent on German supplies of coal, which were inferior in

quality and involved heavy demands for compensation ; and
also rejecting the offer of the Allies to facilitate regular importa-

tions of grain and fodder. Even in 1916 Swedish imports of

grain and flour and colonial goods were altogether insufficient,

and the embargo of 1917 led to an acute f<x)d crisis. The bread

ration was 260 grm. a day, the butter ration 50 grm. a week,

the coffee ration 200 grm. a month. There were also rations

for pulse, milk, pork, and coffee. Often the rations were not

forthcoming ; , substitutes for tea, coffee, and cocoa were in

general use ; meat was irregularly obtainable, and then only

in small quantities. In the free market tea realized 50 kronen

and coffee 30 kronen a kg. ; butter was 12 kronen a kg.,

and potatoes 30 kronen per 100 kg. The cost of living,

which had increased, up to the end of^ 1916, by about

40 per cent., rose by another 50 per cent, in 1917 and the

prices of food, boots, and clothing increased in a still higher

ratio. It was true that, in Sweden, as in most other neutral

countries, the agricultural population was much less affe<ted

by the food shortage than were the towns. But the town
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population was 28 per cent, of the whole ; and, owing to the
passive resistance which the fanners offered to the requisitioning
of their grain, it was found, at the end of 1917, that the bread
ration of the towns could not be maintained at the existing
level for more than four or five months unless considerable
imports of wheat and rye were forthcoming. The economic
situation led to the overthrow, in the autumn of 1917, of
the Coalition Ministry which had governed Sweden from the
beginning of the war. A new Liberal Cabinet came into power
and at once preceded to negotiate with the Associated Powers.

These negotiations were eventually successful. On the 29th
May 1918 a comprehensive agreement was signed, by which the
European Allies undertook to facilitate Swedish imports in
accordance with a fixed scale of rations ; while Sweden in return
agreed to restrict her exports (particularly those of iron ore) to
the Central Powers, and to allow 400,000 tons of Swedish
shipping to be chartered for Allied Services. The Agreement
was received with very general satisfaction in Sweden, in spite
of some complaints as to the magnitude of the concessions de-
manded by the Allies. During the summer supplies began to
arrive under the Agreement, and in the autumn it was found
possible to increase the bread ration. But still the public were
warned that they must not expect an increase in the ration of
fats, and that there would be a continued scarcity of meat other
than pork. Prices did not fall with the increase of general
supplies ; it was officially calculated that at the end of 1918
the general cost of living was 167 per cent, higher than in July
1914. *

Industry, moreover, still languished in most of its branches.
The winter of 1917-18 had been a period of general depression.
Even the iron trade, the largest and usually the most flourishing

of all, showed a decline of production as compared with 1917,
which had been considered a bad year. By January 1918 stocks
of cotton were practically exhausted ; the jute mills had been
without raw material since the preceding May ; no wool had
been imported in 1917, and the wool-spinners were dependent
on native wool of inferior quality and insufficient quantity.
The foreign markets of the timber trade, the match factories,

and the pulp factories were in great measure cut off by the
submarine campaign and the import restrictions of the Allies

;

the boot factories were without leather, and the margarine
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factories were without oils and fats. The want of raw materials
was slowly repaired. Cotton and copper began to arrive in the
autumn of 1918; in the winter wrere receiv^ small quantities
of wool, jute, and tanning materials ; but even at the end of
March 1919 the only industries which were adequately supplied
were the cotton and the electrical trades. For the year 1918
exports were even worse than in 1917 ; there was a sharp
decline in the exports of iron ore, iron, and electrical machines.
In the winter of 1918-19 the problem of unemployment was
serious,

11. Switzerland. The position of Switzerland, surrounded
on all sides by the belligerents, and obliged to import through
their territories everything that she needed, wr^; singularly

precarious. Like Denmark and Holland she had protected

herself by allocating her available exports in roughly equal
proportions between the two groups of belligerents. She had
always been dependent upon Germany for coal, and, owing to

her geographical position, could not hope to obtain much from
other quarters during the war. Even if the difficulty of price

could have been surmounted, the available railway systems

could not have hauled 200,000 tons of coal a month from French
or Italian ports to Switzerland. For grain, fodder, and fer-

tilizers she was absolutely dependent on the goodwill of the

Associated Powers. Their consent was necessary before a single

truckload of overseas goods could reach the Swiss frontier;

and in 1918 it w'as only by their help that Switzerland could

procure the tonnage necessary for bringing her supplies to

Europe. ’Alone of the European neutrals she was destitute of

shipping. For that reason, and through her poverty in natural

resources, Switzerland had comparatively little to offer in com-

pensation for the assistance of the belligerents, except the pro-

ducts of her electro-chemical and engineering trades, chocolate,

condensed milk, cheese, and livestock. Her great assets were

her unimpeachable neutrality, and a strategical position so

strong that neither group of the belligerents could afford to see

her thrown into the arms of the other. But, as the crisis of

shipping and railway transport developed in .1918, so the

anxieties of Switzerland increased. The difficulty of finding

a market for her manufactures, other than munitions and food-

supplies, still further complicated the economic position. Her

three best customers were Germany, the United Kingdom, and
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France
; and all were anxious, for financial reasons, to exclude

unnecessary imports.

In 1918 the supplies and the foreign trade of Switzerland

were protected by a whole series of agreements. Her imports
of cereals, fodder, and sugar were regulated by an agreement
with the United States which assured her rations of these

articles from the 1st October 1917 to the 30th September 1918.

A shipping agreement with Germany, signed on the 24th April

1918, promised safe-conducts to ships bringing these rations to

Cette and other neutral ports ; and in August 1918 the safe-

conduct was extended to cover the principal raw and subsidiary

materials required by Swiss industry. But Switzerland was
expected to hire the necessary tonnage in the neutral shipping

markets ; and this became an impossible condition as the
Allies gradually brought under their own control the greater

part of Swedish, Dutch, and Danish shipping. Hence the

actual imports of Switzerland were much smaller than her treaty
rations. At length, on the 22nd January 1919, more than two
months after the signing of the Armistice, the Associated Powers
signed an agreement by which they guaranteed shipping for the

carriage of 70,000 tons of Swiss supplies a month. The Swiss-

American agreement had left Switzerland dependent on
Germany for coal and iron ; and in May 1918 Switzerland

concluded an agreement by which she undertook to supply

Germany with dairy produce,- chocolate, and cattle in compensa-

tion for 200,000 tons of coal and 19,000 tons of iron a month.
Already for three years the imports of Switzerland from oversteas

had been controlled, in the interest of the Allied Powers, by
a special Swiss trust (the Societe suisse de Surveillance Scono-

mique), and similar arrangements of a less elaborate character

had been created to control imports from Germany. But in

July 1918 a new organization, the Schweizerische TreuhandsteUe,

was created by the Federal Government to enforce the more
rigid conditions which were now imposed by Germany. The
general foreign trade of Switzerland was protected by further

compacts : a transit agreement with Germany which gave
facilities for trade between Switzerland and the Northern
Neutrals ; and financial agreements with France and England
by which these countries, in return for commercial credits

and other advantages, undertook to permit the import into

their territories of limited quantities of Swiss luxury goods.
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In spite of all these precautions, Switzerland suffered severely
in 1918 from scarcity and high prices. The shortage of fodder-
stuff entailed a reduction of her cattle-herds ; but she was still

obliged to continue her exports of fresh milk, condensed milk,
and cheese to the belligerents, and in October 1918 a rationing
system was introduced for milk. In August it was officially

stated that for the coming winter tlie daily ration of bread
would be S25 grm., and that of potatoes only 100 grm. The
quantity of meat available for distribution in 1917 had been
38 per cent, below normal, and it was estimated in August 1918
that the position would be considerably worse in the near
future ; the weekly ration would be less than 500 grm. per head,
and could only be maintained by heavy inroads upon the
depleted livestock of the country. As for prices, those of cereals

stood, in the early part of 1918, at 200 per cent, above the

figures of 1914 ; theincrease in the price of beef was 150 per cent.,

of pork nearly 300 per cent., of lard 200 per cent., of household

coal more than 400 per cent. The coal situation had already

been serious in 1917, when the average monthly consumption
of the country was 222,000 tons. From May 1918 the supplies

promised by Germany were only 80,000 tons a month, and
drastic restrictions were imposed on tlie consumption of fuel,

gas, and electricity both in industry and in private households.

At the Armistice the German deliveries of coal abraptly ceased,

leaving Switzerland with stocks in hand for two and a half

months on the existing basis of consumption. It was exj)ected

that unless new sources of supply could be promptly arranged,

there would be a general cessation of work in Swiss factories

which depended on coal and electricity for their power.

In conclusion we must glance at the condition of the Central

Empires, which had borne the full weight of the maritime

blockade, in addition to the strain of a military effort second

only to that of France.

12. Effects of War on BeUigercnts, e.g. Gernmny. During the

war the German population declined by about 2,700,000 souls,

and in 1918 was estimated at 65,000,000, whereas, but for the

war, it would probably have exceeded 73,000,000. ^e shrink-

age was due partly to a progressive fall in the birth-rate, which

b^an in 1915, partly to an abnormal mortality among the

civilian population. Tliese two causes were hardly less impor-

tant than the losses in the field. The explanation assigned for

MTOL. 1.
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the increase of civilian mortality was malnutrition, to which
were attributed 260,000 deaths in 1917 and 294,000 in 1918.

A proportion of these deaths was due to hunger oedema, a species

of dropsy first noticed in 1916, which specify affected the old,

the overworked, and the inmates of institutions in which no
food was supplied outside the usual rations. But the effect of

poor diet was less to encourage special epidemics than to weaken
the individual’s power of resistance to ordinary diseases, such as

tuberculosis and influenza. There was reason to fear that the

vitality of the rising generation had been permanently impaired,

at least among the poorer classes in the towns.

The pinch of hunger had been felt in Germany since Easter

1916, when the meat ration was severely curtailed owing to the

shortage of all kinds of livestock. In the following autmnn,
bread and potatoes became the staple foods of the rationed

classes, and the caloric value of the official rations during the

winter of 1916-17 was never more than one-third of the normal.

Frequently it was less, for the potato crop of 1916 was poor, and
swede-tumips {kohl-rabi), which were much inferior in nutritive

value, were commonly substituted for potatoes. It was in this

winter that the civilian death-rate showed the first sharp rise

;

now also began a decline in the general standard of physical

efficiency, which was reflected in the reduced output of mines
and industrial establishments, and in a heavier drain on the

funds of sickness insurance- societies. The rations of meat and
bread were augmented in 1917, and henceforth it was possible

to sustain life on the rationed foods; but the poor never had the

opportunity of recovering the strength which thejr had lost in

the ^koM-rabi winter ’.

At least half the population always obtained more food than
the official schedules of rations would indicate. In defiance of

all rationing and requisitioning orders the a^cultural classes

maintained their old scale of food consumption and sold surrepti-

tiously, at fantastic prices,from 25 to 33 per cent, of the more
portable foodstuffs which they produced. The wealthier towns-

folk spent recklessly on illicit purchases of food. Supplementary
rations were granted to heavy manual workers, to young
children, to nursing and expectant mothers. But in 1917 and
1918 all important foodstuffs were controlled. The law-abiding

andthepoorhad nomeansof addingconsiderablyto their rations.
Such people in Berlin, during the spring and early summer of
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1918, were expected to live for a week on 4 lb. of bread, 7J lb. of

potatoes, ^ lb. of meat (not always obtainable), and J lb. of sugar
with minute portions of fish, butter, margarifle, cheese, and jam.
In July and August the Berlin ration of bread was slightly, and
that of potatoes materially, reduced. At Hamburg the rations

were worse than at Berlin, owing to a local scarcity of potatoes.

Everywhere the meat ration was precarious during this summer

;

cattle were so starved as to be hardly worth slaughtering. In
August it was decided that one week in every three should be
meatless ; in September still severer restrictions on the con-

sumption of meat were officially predicted.

By comparison with the food shortage all other economic
difficulties were generally regarded as insignificant. \et these

difficulties were appalling. The grandiose scheme oi industrial

reconstruction, which had been so much canvassed in 1916 and
1917, rested on the assumption of a victorious peace—a peace

which would bring to Germany annexations, indemnities, a new
harmony of labour and capital, a new zeal for work, a new out-

burst of inventive genius. But in factGermany was to commence
the new era with diminished territories, with a colossal war debt,

with indefinite liabilities for reparation to her enemies, and with

a labour crisis of the most acute description. To keep her indus-

trial population alive, to set her peace industries in motion, she

required immense imports of foodstuffs and raw materials. It

was not easy to see how she could pay for these imports either

with goods or with services. She was evidently to lose most of

her merchant shipping. Her coal and iron trades were so

crippled by' diffi(;ulties of labour and transport, and by the

actual or prospective loss of some important mine-fields, that

they could barely satisfy the more urgent needs of the home
market. Her stpeks of manufactured goods were practically

exhausted.

13. Austria-Hungary. In the Dual Monarchy there was
also a food crisis which was aggravated by official incompetence

and corruption, and by the total absence of national solidarity.

The Austrian Government was slow to introduce a control of

foodstuffs. It received theminimum of assistancefrom Hungary,
and it was never strong enough to keep illicit trade and local

selfishness within tolerable limits. Sr) Cracow was allowed to

starve in the early summer of 1918, while the peasants of Western
Galicia sold their produce to speculators from Vienna and Buda-
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pest ; and the Czech fanners of Northern Bohemia deliberately
refused to supply the German colonists of the adjacent mining
districts. The outlying provinces, such as Tjrrol, Dalmatia, and
Istm, were badly supplied with bread-corn and other neces-
saries, though their local prodrce was systematically requisi-

tion^ for the army and Vienna. Even in Vienna it was barely
possible to live on the official rations, especially in June and
July 1918 when the bread ration was reduced by one-half owing
to the expense of the bread subsidy. At that time the daily
allowance of solid food to a resident in Vienna was 3 oz. of
bread and flour, 1 oz. of meat, \ oz. of fat, 2^ oz. of potatoes,

J oz. of jam. In August the bread ration was restored to the
old level, but meat became practically unobtainable on ration
cards. In September the supply of milk to adults was suspended

.

In October the fat ration was reduced to two-thirds of an ounce
per week. In Prague and other Bohemian towns the bread ration
was the same as in Vienna, but meat, flour, potatoes, and milk
were even scarcer. From the middle of March to the beginning
of May Cracow was without bread and flour, and almost without
fat ; when bread was again forthcoming, potatoes disappeared.

Scarcity was aggravated by the high prices due to an inflated

paper currency. For the working classes, minor officials, and
poorer professional people it had become impossible to save
or to retain savings, and often it was a question of choosing
between food and the bare decencies of life. Food prices, indeed,
were regulated, but the controlled articles were often not to be
bought at the legal price. Fine flour, which should have been
sold at 1-20 kr. per kilogram, actually fetched,24 kr. ; the best
meat was surreptitiously offered at 42 kr. when the legal price
was 12 kr. A reel of cotton cost 40 to 80 kr., a cheap shirt at
least 120 kr., a ready-made suit of clothes ,800 kr. Yet the
manufacture of paper money continued without intermission.
Each new drain on the public purse was met by another issue

of bank-notes, which led automatically to a further rise of prices.

In other respects also the economic position of Austria-
Hungary was worse than that of Germany. The krone was
almost incredibly depreciated on the few foreign exchanges
where it was still quoted. Such Austro-Hungarian industries
as were fortunate enough to rely on raw materials of domestic
origin were in the grip of a transport crisis and a coal crisis. The
transport crisis was caused by a shortage of rolling-stock. Owing
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to the scarcity of lubricants and the use of inferior substitutes
for copper, 30 per cent, of the railway engines on the Austri^in

and Hungarian systems were constantly under repair. The
coal crisis arose from the fact that, although more hands were
employed in the mines in 1918 than in 1914 the output had
diminished by over 20 per cent.—a fatal deficit when no supplies

could be got from Germany. In September only the scantiest

supplies were reaching Prague and Vienna, and numbers of

factories ceased work for want of coal. The most ominous
aspect of the shortage was that it originated in disaffection

among the Czech miners. The industries of German Austria,

which had hitherto been supported by the <*o-operation of

German, Slav, and Magyar, were now^ threatened -.ath extinc-

tion by the violence of racial hatred. Hungai j might stand

alone in virtue of her great agricultural resources. Czecho-

slovakia could perhaps count on a prosperous future as an
independent industrial state ; but for the German provinces

the disruption of the monarchy spelled industrial ruin.

I
The following table shows the pre-war value of the various currciieies

mentioned above in terms of English currency :

Austria-Hungary
Denmark

]Sweden ^

Norway
France .....
Netherlands ....
Ihiited States ....

Krone

Krone

Franc
Guildc^r
Dollar

lOd.

l/U

9*5d.
1/7*8
4/1*32

The following table shows the English ecjiiivalents of certain metric
weights and measures :

1 grainine 1.5*4:123 grains (7,000 grains ^ 1 lb.).

1 kilogram - 2*2040 lb.

1 litre 0*8709 quart.

J



CHAPTER V

THE PUBLIC AND OFFICIAL WAR-AIMS OF
THE BELLIGERENTS

1. General. The political war-aims of the different Powers,
more especially in the first years of the war, were stated only

in the most general terms. Statesmen had not the time, nor

always the desire, to particularize, to apply hard theories

to fluid facts, or to draft precise clauses for a peace treaty

which seemed distant and of which the basis could not wholly

be foreseen. Moreover, statesmen are usually persons whose
motives and policies cannot be defined in an epigram or com-
pressed into a phrase. ‘ The alchemy that could condense Thiers

or Bismarck . . . into a formula is a lost art. History does not

work with bottled essences but with active combinations

;

compromise is the soul, if not the whole, of politics.’ In this

war statesmen were driven by events, for events were so com-
pelling, and changes of fortune so swift, that even the greatest

leaders were thrown this way and that by conflicting currents

of opinion and circumstance. The war was greater than any
man or any government or any country ; there were times when
none could tell whither the world was tending or what would
be the issue. Hence it is that in the early stages of the war
neither side was willing to draw up too full a confession of

faith, nor to state its minimum demands. Another reason is

that both the Entente and the Central Powers were bound by
secret agreements, without reference to which the public

and avowed aims of the belligerents cannot be understood.^

Finally and most important, the issues of the stru^le,

the sufferings and the sacrifice produced great principles of

which fow had dreamed at the beginning.

2. Gmrum war-aims up to the Peace Proposals^ December 1916
-January 1917. The public war-aims of Germany need not be
dealt with at any length. From the Kaiser and Crown Prince

downward all German statesmen were prolific in utterances

^ This chapter deals with official war-aims in so far as they were publu%
or have subsequently been published.
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and communiques to the public, but these had practically no
reference to their secret aims or agreements. The Kaiser’s
‘ marginalia for instance, make jt impossible to suppose that
he really looked on the war as one of self-defence as he so

loudly avowed. Secret agreements did really hamper the
public utterances of Entente statesmen, but Germany’s states-

men felt no difficulty in making speeches entirely at variance

with their secret objects. Hence while the speeches of Entente
.statesmen need supplement or comment, those of Germans
require interpretation or flat contradiction. Publicity with

the German Government was simply a means of de(;eption,

and was in the end recognized to be such by all impartial

observers. The German assertions that they desired to respect

the freedom of small States, to restrain militarism, and to

establish international covenanted peace simply could not be

believed as long as the German General Staff held power, and
it was obvious to all that it did st» at the end of 1916, when
the German Government formally announced its desire to

make peace proposals. As it happens, we know what the basis

of these proposals was, for Ludendorff describes them in

his Memories.^ France was to restore the occupied parts of

Alsace, but Germany was to insist on the economic and .strategic

rectification of her French frontier,' and on financial com-

pensation. Germany would restore Belgium ‘ subject to

definite guarantees for Germany’s safety, which would be

negotiated with the Belgian Government. ’. Germany and
Poland (which had been declared independent of Russia on

the 5th November 1916) were to have frontiers secured strategi-

cally and economically against Russia. It was not simply

proposed that the German Colonies .should be restored, but that

there .should be ‘ a Re.storation of Colonies on the ba.sis of an

agreement securing to Germany (rolonial possessions corre-

sponding to her population mid her economic inierests \ There

was to be an indemnity to German concerns or to private persons

injured by the war and, as has been said before, financial

compensation from France. There was to be renunciation of

1 War Memories, i, p. 320. They were Hdojited, on tlie 29ili .lamiary

1917, by the Kaiser at a meeting at wliieli 1 linden burg, Kudendorff, I)cth»

mann-Hollweg, and Ziminennann were present.
* Economic rectification meant apparently that the Briey iron mines

and the Longwy steel mines were to be occupied or controlled, o. Michael ia

to Count Czemin, 17tli August 1917, v. in the World War, p. 159.
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all exclusive economic measures or preferences calculated to

interfere with normal trade, and the ‘ freedom of the seas * was
to be guaranteed.

‘ These’, says Ludendorff significantly, ‘ are the only German
conditions which ever reached the enany from our side with

any co-operation on my part.’ ^ It is therefore of interest to

examine them. The terms are obviously based on the principle

of securing complete strategic security, though even this does

not account for the contemplated increase to the Colonial

possessions of Germany. More ominous still sound the

economic rectifications of the French frontier, and the con-

ditions as to indemnity and financial compensation. In short,

the peace was to be a military one of the old type, consisting

purely of strategic and economic advantages, of financial

indemnities which were all on one side, and of the creation or

restoration of dummy independent states like Belgium or

Poland, where these were necessary to secure further advantages

to Germany. As there is no proposal for reduction of armaments
it seems to follow that such a peace would have left intact

the armed menace of Germany’s military power, and indeed

endowed it with increased prestige. Moreover, and this is one
of the most important facts in the whole war, neither Germany
nor German Austria had any down-trodden brethren to free

or lost German territories to redeem.® If Germany retained

her existing boundaries she retained the power of oppresring

Danes in Schleswig, Poles in Posen and Silesia, and pro-French

sympathizers in Alsace-Lorraine. Further, Ludendorff’s

strategic rectifications in France and in connexion with Poland
would have brought even more alien subjects under German
rule. Even the maintenance of the staim quo, quite apart

from any strategic rectifications proposed, enabled Germany to

continue her work of denationalizing her Slav or Danish or

pro-French subjects. Because of this very fact, after war had
once been declared, the Entente Allies could not rest content

with the staitis quo^ while Germany could have done. For that

' Even LuJendorft was not all-powerful in Germany, and in particular

at Brest-Litovsk the negotiations follow^ed a course of which he disapproved.
But, generally, from the end of 191 0 until his fall, Ludendorff was more powerful
than any other individual, not excluding the Kaiser. His influence on the
peace negotiations in 1916 and in August 1917 was particularly marked.

‘ Bulgaria, with ^ Macedonia and the Dobruja ' as her war-aims, was the
only one of the Central Powers which could put up any claim of this sort,

and in neither area was their claim undisputed.
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condition permitted Germany to extend beyond her true
ethnic limits, and prevented France, Italy, Rumania, and
Serbia from doing so.

3. Entente War-aims^ ]914-irK The Entente war-aims
in the first years of the war were stated in brief and general

terms by Mr. Asquith on the 9th November 1914. ^ We shall

never sheathe the sword which we have not lightly drawn
until Belgium * recovers in full measure all and more than all

that she has sacrificed, until Franco is adequately secured

against the menace of aggression, until the rights of the smaller

nationalities of Europe are place<l upon an unassailable founda-
tion, and until the military domination of Pmssia is wholly
and finally destroyed.’ M. Viviani, then Prime Minister of

France, while endorsing these views on the '"‘Jind December
1914, made a very significant addition. ‘ France will lay down
arms only . . . when the provinces tom from her have been
rejoined to her for ever.’ French official opinion followed him
in insisting on the fact that Alsace-I..orraine be ceded without

a plebiscite. Italian statesmen, after Italy had entered the

war in May 1915,® put forward large claims in the name of

Italia Irredenta and of strategic security, always specifically

naming Trieste and the Trentino. They also added demands
for the territorial restoration, not only of Belgium and Serbia,

but also of Montenegro. Russian official statesmen announced
the creation of an autonomous and united kingdom of Poland,

including Posnania and Galicia, an<l expressed in general the

feelings of Pan-Slavism.®

4. Entente Secret Agreements, Such w(*re the

avowed Entente aims, up to the 12th December 1916, when
the Germans made peace proposals, in reply to which, at

the suggestion* of President Wilson, the Allied Powers joined

in a common statement of general demands. The Entente

secret agreements, which were subsequently published by the

^ In a subsequent speech Mr. Asquith said, ‘ and I will add Serbia

The points mentioned in this speech of 9th Nfivember 1914 arc more fully

dealt with in a previous speech of 25th September 19 J 4.

* War was not declared against Germany until 27lh Aii^ukI. 1916, over a
year after Italy’s declaration of war against ".Austria- 1 1unj^ary.

3 e. g. M. Sazonoff in the Duma, 8th August 1914 : ‘It was clear that,

if we drew back, it would be the beginning, not only of the abnegation of

Russia’s historical rdle as the protector of the Balkan people, but the rccoj?-

nition that the will of Austria, and behind her that of Germany, is law in

Europe.’ The same day the Tsar used similar expressions to a deputi^tion

of the Duma.
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Bolsheviks, must be taken as supplementary to and explanatory

of these public utterances, llie most important of these

secret agreements were those affecting Russia and Italy.

Negotiations with the Russian Government as to Constantinople

were conducted by Memoranda and an agreement was reached
before the end of March 1915 between Russia on the one side

and England and France on the other.^ At the end of the
war European Turkey, east of the Enos-Midia line, the city

of Constantinople, the Asiatic Bosphorus, the Dardanelles and
certain islands were to be annexed by Russia, subject to her con-

senting to Constantinople becoming a free port for the transit of

goods not going into or coming out of Russia, and to her per-

mitting the free transit of merchant ships through the Straits.

The Russian Grovemment agreed also to the recognition of

certain rights of England and France in Asiatic Turkey, which
were reserved for further precise definition,* and, with some
reservations, to the putting of the sacred Mussulman places

and Arabia under independent Mussulman rule and the enlarge-

ment of England’s sphere of influence in Persia. Thus, for

the first time in history, Russia had gained the consent of

England to occupy Constantinople, possession of which had been
the goal of everyRussian Tsar since Peter the Great. The public

annoimcement of this fact was made just before the fall of

Tsardom, but too late to save it.

The Treaty of London was signed on the 26th April 1915,

between Great Britain, France, Russia, and Italy. ‘Under the

treaty of peace’ Italy was to receive the Trentino and the
Southern Tyrol up to the Brenner, which included over 250,000
Germans. She also gained Trieste, the whole Istrian peninsula

and a frontier running from just south of Tarvis to the heights

just west of Fiume. This last city, as is well known, was not
given to Italy by this treaty. By these arrangements great

numbers of Slovenes were placed under Italian rule. In
addition, Italy was to receive nearly one-half of Dahnatia
including Sebenico, which, like every other Dalmatian town
and district except Zara, contained a great predominance of
Jugo-Slav^s over Italians. As regards Albania, the town of

^ Italy signified her adhesion to this agreement after joining in the war.
* These were further defined by later instruments such as the Sykes-

Picot agreement in 1916 and the agreement at St. Jean de Maurienne in
1917. The quotations from the Secret Treaties are taken from the Man*
Chester Guardian^ except the Treaty of London, the text ofwhich was published
aOth April 1920.
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Valona with a small hinterland was to be received in absolute
property by Italy, which was also to control ^a small autonomous
neutralized state ’ in Central Albania and to conduct the foreign

relations of Albania. Italy was not, however, to ‘ oppose
’

the possible desire of France, Great Britain, and Russia to

distribute among Montenegro, Serbia, and Greece the northern

and southern parts of Albania (Art. 7). Italy was also to receive

the twelve Greek islands known as the Dodekanese, which she

already occupied and which contained an almost exclusively

Greek population (Art. 8). Finally, by Article 9, ‘ France, Great

Britain, and Russia recognize that Italy is interested in the

maintenance of the balance of power in the McditeiTanean ’,

and her right, in case of a partition of Turkey, lo a ‘just

share ’ in the basin of the Mediterranean, especially as

regards the province of Adalia. By Article IJi Italy was
also to receive ‘ compensation ’ if France anti Great Britain

extended their colonial possessions in Africa at the expense

of Germany. Even setting the uncivilized races aside these

arrangements obviously violatetl ethnic justice and were based

on almost purely strategic principles, while the phrases
‘ balance of power ’ and ‘ compensation whit^h all the

Allies subsequently repudiated, are specifically mentioned

with approval. It is, however, necessary to tlistinguish care-

fully between the arrangements for occ'upying Albania and
Asia Minor, which were of the nature of mandatory commis-

.sions over uncivilized races, and those for annexing the Southern

Tyrol, the eastern half of the Istrian peninsula, and Western

Dalmatia, which involved the inclusion id Italy of great

numbers of German or Slav peasants, who, if consulttsl, wouhl

certainly have opposed such annexations.*

5. Allied Amwer to German peace projwsah and to President

Wilson, December .19JO-January 1917. The difficulties and
embarrassments prodiured by these secret agreements were

clearly seen when President Wilson requested both belligerents

to state their detailed aims. The Allies answered as follows on

^ Other secret agreements were; (1) A secret Treaty of 8th August 1910

with Rumania, handing over to her the Hukovina, Traiisyjvania, and tlie

whole Banat, which involved Huiiiania obtaining hundreds ofthousands ofnon-

Rumans (n. map). This Treaty was abrogated by Rumania signing a separate

Treaty with Germany in 1918. (2) A secret agreement with Japan of which
the details arc obscure, by whiesh she acquired the right to control the Shan*
tung peninsula, n. President Wilson’s answer after speech of 4th Septcndicr

1919, and Mr Lansing’s evidence before tfie Senate of 12th August.
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the 10th January 1917. They demanded in the territorial sense,
‘ The restitution of provinces formerly tom from the Allies by
force or against the wish of their inhabitants ; the liberation of

the Italians, as also of the Slavs, Roumanes, and Czecho-Slovaks

from foreign domination, the seiting free of the populations

subject to the bloody tyranny of the Turks ; and the turning out
of Emope of the Ottoman Empire as decidedly foreign to

Western civilization ’ (par. 8). These generalities are somewhat
vague ; the first sentence appears to cover such cases as Alsace-

Lorraine,^ the Trentino, and Bosnia-Herzegovina, but it is care-

fuUy not stated that it does. In the next sentence ‘ liberation
’

is used in two different senses. ‘Liberation’ of the Italians

obviously meant annexation to Italy. ‘ Liberation ’ of the

Slavs, ‘Roumanes’, and Czecho-Slovaks could apparently be
interpreted to mean some kind of autonomy inside Austria-

Hungary, for Lord Robert Cecil stated in the House of Commons
on the 24th August 1917, that we were ‘ not pledged to the

form of liberation ’. Thus these statements indicated no
attempt or resolve to break up Austria-Hungary. On the other

hand the phrases used as regards Turkey in Europe, combined
with the secret agreements as regards Asia Minor, did prac-

tically commit the Allies to breaking up the Turkish Empire,^

and these were largely necessitated by the Russian attitude.

It was also due to the latter that the Allies were obliged to

announce their belief that the Tsar really meant to give inde-

pendence to Poland.® On the other hand the Allies collectively

declared their whole-hearted adhesion to the League of Nations

(par. 2) as propo'sed by p’resident Wilson, and formulated their

more general aims as follows: ‘ The restoration of Belgium,

Serbia, and Montenegro, with the compensations due to them ;

the evacuation of the invaded territories in Fnance, in Russia,

in Rumania, with just reparation ; the re-orgsmization of

^ Mr. Balfour in a dispatch of 16th January 1917 to Washington wrote
of the restoration of Alsace-Lorraine to France, and of Italia Irredevda to
Italy, as indicated in the Allied demands of 10th January 1917.

V, Mr. Balfour’s dispatch 16th .January 1917: Evidently the interests

of peace and Ihc claims of nationality alike require that Turkish rule over
alien races shall, if possible, be brought to an end.’

* Par. 9 of Allied Note of 10th .January 1917 :
‘ The intentions of^ His

Majesty the Emperor of Russia in regard to Poland have been clearly indi-

cated by the manifesto he has just addressed to his armies ’ (in which he
declared his intention of creating a ‘ free ’ and undivided Poland). The
term ' Slavs ’, when used in connexion with * Roumanes ’ and Czecho-Slovaks,
apparently was not intended to include Poles.
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Europe, guaranteed by a stable rigime and based at once on
respect for nationalities and on the right to full security and
liberty of economic development possessed by all peoples,

small and great, and at the same time upon territorial conven-
tions and international settlements so as to guarantee land and
sea frontiers against unjustified attack’ (par. 9). This final state-

ment of Allied aims at the beginning of 1917 was comprehensive,
but offered itself to criticism in some directions as ‘ imperialistic

’

in character. It was, however, very significant that the German
Government would publicly state no territorial claims at all,

and left the world in obscurity even on so crucial a matter as

Belgium. The Allied war-aims were moreover soon obscured

in importance by the initiation of the German submarine
campaign and the consequent entrj' of America intv) the war.

6. The views of President Wilson, January
The utterances of President Wilson have a unique significance,

not only because they were taken as the legal basis of ihe Peace
negotiations, but because they form a definite and coherent

body of political doctrine. This doctrine, though developed

and expanded in view of the tremendous changes produced by
the war, was not formed or even altered by them. His ideas,

like those of no other great statesman of the war, are capable

of being worked out as a complete political j)hiloso|)hy.

A peculiar interest, therefore, attaches to His j)re-war speeches,

for they contain the germs of his ))olitical faith and were not

influenced by the terrifying y>ortents of to-day. The tenets in

themselves were few and simjde, but their (!onsequeiK;es, when
developed by the war, were such as to produce the most, far-

reaching results. It is not possible or net^essary to discuss how
far these tenets were acce])ted by the American peojdc as

a whole, for, ty; the utterances of their legal representative at

a supreme moment of world history, they will always retain

their value.

The fundamental princijdes of the President’s f)hilo.sophy

are that there is no difference between private and inter-

national morality, that tyranny should be resisted within

a nation just as aggression should be re.sisted from without,

that morality, not expediency, is the sole guide hi politics, and

that ‘ we will never condone iniquity because it is most con-

venient to do so ’. To force as the rule either of domestic or

international policy he was sternly opposed. ‘ The new things
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in the world are the things that are divorced from force. . . .

(they are) the moral compulsions of the hunuin conscience’

(5th June 1914). In these ideas there was nothing new. Burke
or Canning or Gladstone would have denounced the doctrine

that force was rights would have agreed that questions of

policy or diplomacy should ‘ be shot through with the principles

of life that political morality did not change with climate or

continent, that nations, like individuals, should be free, and
that the sanctions of policy depended ultimately upon the

public opinion of the world.^ But they would not have
derived these doctrines from the Declaration of Independence,

from the writings of Hamilton, or from the speeches of

Jefferson.

7. American origin of his political philosophy. Herein lay

the peculiarity of the President’s philosophy. He had read

and re-read with a student’s care and an evangelist’s ardour

the writings and the speeches of the great men who formed
the Republic and built up the splendid fabric of her political

philosophy.* He read them, as he openly avowed, not only

as memories of the past but as lessons for the future, and in

order to shape the existing policy of his country in the light

of their ideas as modified by the infinitely more complex
forces of to-day. In European eyes the peculiarity was that

he conceived all his principles of public policy upon American
lines, but believed that these contained all the doctrines

necessary to the salvation of the world as a whole. The
Virginia Bill of Rights supplied him with the cogent doctrine

that ‘ a people has a right to do anything they .please with

their own country and their own government ’, and that it

could change that government not once but as often as it

pleases.® This was the creed of freemen on which the Con-

' Cf. Wilson’s speech of 30th June 1915 :
‘ I think the sentence in

American history that I myself am proudest of is that in the introductory
sentences of the Declaration of Independence, where the writers say that
a due respect for the opinion of mankind demands that they state the reasons
for what they are about to do.’

^ Cf. Lord Acton, Historical Essays and Studies (1907), p. 492 : ‘ In the
little band of true political theorists, com^iosed of Harrinj^on and Locke,
Rousseau and Jefferson, Hamilton and Mill, the rank of Siey^s is very far
from being the lowest.’ Two of these, it will be noticed, are Americans,

.
and Lord Acton also egresses his opinion (p. 124) that ‘ they (the Americans)
are our equals in political philosophy ’ and ‘ surpass us as writers • . . on
the art of government

’ 25th October 1918. This Bill of Rights doctrine he derived remotely
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stitution, the independence, and the existence of the United
States was based. It was associated with a principle of equal
importance ; the United States held that all their citizens were
equal and therefore could not contemplate annexation or the
permanent control of subject, races. It was natural for

President Wilson to say, when speaking of Latin America
before the war :

‘ I want to take this occasion to say that the
United States will never again seek one additional foot of

territory by conquest ’ (27th October 1913). The Monroe
doctrine was merely an extension of this idea. The United
States, having renounced all territorial aims on the American
continents for themselves, felt justified in imposing a similar

self-denying ordinance upon others. It was the duty of the

United States to protect liberty throughout tl.t New World
against all aggression from without. ‘ B'rom the first ... we
have set America aside as a whole for the uses of independent

nations and political freemen ’ (7th December 1915). ‘ America
means something that is bigger than the United States, and
we stand here with the glorious power of this country ready to

swing it out into the field of action whenever liberty and
independence and political integrity are threatened anywhere
in the Western Hemisphere ’ (13th Jxine 1916). He spoke thus

when the shadow of war was already darkening, but many
of his pre-war utterances show that this guarantee of material

protection to the New World had always been part of his

conceptions, as indeed of most other recent American l*residents.

His policy to the other States of the American continent is

further of interest as showing the extent to which he believed

in moral suasion as the rule of international fair-dealing. The
policy towards Mexico, for example, as explained by the

President himself,^ was to leave her to work out her own
salvation on. tfie lines of the Virginia Bill of Rights. The
United States would never step in to administer Mexico

permanently, for that would prevent Mexico from acquiring

political education and responsibilities by her own blunders.

One thing is significant. The President refused to recognize

Huerta as legal ruler of Mexico partly because his hands were

* from Runnymede, when men said : “ Wc will not have masters, we will be
a people and we will seek our own liberty ”* (5th June 1914).

> Interview of 2:ird May 1914, quoted in .lames Brown Scott’s President

WUson^s Foreign Policy : Messages^ Addresses^ Papers, New York, 1918,

pp. 383-91.
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stained with blood, partly because he aimed at a military

despotism, a thing abhorrent to the free and constitutional

nations of the Western Hemisphere. The President’s normal
conceptions of relations to the other American States are

illustrated by his address to the Pan-American Scientific

Congress at Washin^n of the 6th January 1916. He advocated
the States of America ‘ uniting in guaranteeing to each other

absolute political independence and territorial integrity He
alluded to the adhesion made by practically all American
States to treaties binding them to investigate their mutual
disputes and to settle them by arbitration, and stated that the

whole arrangement was based ‘ so far as the stronger States

are concerned, upon the handsome principle of self-restraint

and respect for the rights of everybody . . . upon the principles

of absolute political equality among the States, equality of

right, not equality of indulgence. ... No man can turn away
from these things without turning away from the hope of the

world. These are things for which the world has hoped and
waited with prayerful heart.’ It is impossible to read these

words without seeing an anticipation of the League of Nations

in this proposed covenant of the American States,® just as

the President’s refusal to recognize military despotism as legal

in Mexico, and his distinction between Huerta and the Mexican
people, foreshadow his subsequent denunciation of the Kaiser

and his disavowal of any desire to quarrel with the German
people.

Woodrow Wilson,then,had a theoryof international relations

which he had already pswtially applied in the New World and
which he believed would ultimately win its way by sheer moral

force in the Old. In America these ideas had a field cleared

from hampering traditions, prejudices, and diflBculties. America,

therefore, had a message for the world. The United States,

said he on the 13th June 1916, ‘have not the distinction of

being masters of the world, but the distinction of carrying

certain lights for the world that the world has never so dis-

tinctly seen before, certain guiding lights of liberty and principle

1 Article 10 of the League of Nations (w. Appx. Ill, Vol. Ill) runs on
practically identical lines.

* The arbitration treaties here referred to were between various American
States and the United States. They contained no qualifying clauses about
not submitting vital questions concerning national honour to arbitration but
were terminable after a period of years.
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and justice Compounded as she was of virile stocks from the
Old World, mediating the blood and the traditions of Europe,
America had a supreme opportunity for understanding and
advocating those ‘ moral inspirations which lie at the basis of

all freedom There was no difference between tlie American
views and those of earnest and aspiring men all over the world,

except that the United States was more free to advocate
them. A practical beginning had already been made in the
first years of his administration in the thirty odd treaties of

arbitration concluded between the United States and the other

Powers, to which practically every great nation, with the
significant exception of Gennany, had acceded. The spiritual

and moral influences of these principles could be expected

ultimately to gain universal acceptance. Speaki'tg almost at

the very moment that the Kaiser at Potsdam decided on the

war, the President showed his vision of the future in words
that subsequent events made at once ironical and prophetic.
• My dream is that as the years go on and the world knows
more and more of America it will also drink at these fountains

of youth and renew'al . . . that the world will never fear America
unless it (the world) feels that it is engaged in some enterprise

which is inconsistent wdth the rights of humanity. . . . To
what other nation in the world can all eyes look for an
instant sympathy that thrills the whole body |)olitic when men
anywhere are fighting for their rights ? / do not know that there

will ever be a declaration of independence and of grievances for

mankind, but I believe that, if any such document is ever drawn,

it will be drawn in the spirit of the American Declaration of
Independence ’ (Speech on 4th July 1914).

8. President Wilson's attitude during the War, liH4~l(i.

A month after Jhis utterance the war began. The President

had no doubt of America’s attitude, and he had indeed already

defined it by anticipation. The military policy of the United
States had always been defensive, and the New World had not
been attacked. The warning of Washington against ‘ en-

tangling alliances ’ had held good before the w'ar. ‘ We cannot
form alliances with those who are not going our way ... we
need not and we should not form alliances with any nation in

the w'orld ’ (16th May 1914). It held good after it. By her
mixed blood, Ijy her exclusive jjosition, the United States was
fitted to mediate between the nations of Europe; and not Lo

VOL. L , N
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take sides in the quarrel. It was not even her right to judge
them, for ‘ no nation is fit to sit in judgment upon any other

nation ’ (20th April 1915). It was America’s duty to remain
neutral in ‘ thought, word, and deed ’, and hope that the tmth
of her principles would ultimately be made clear to the Old
World, not by force but by their evident value.^ Moreover,

the chief service that could be rendered to humanity was to

check the extension of the war into new fields. These con-

siderations led the United States to neutrality ‘ not only by
their separate life but also by a clear perception of international

duty ’. Even so late as the 27th May 1916 the President said of

the war, ‘ with its causas and objects we are not concerned ’.

With the beginning of the year 1916 the President had
none the less begun to realize the unprecedented character of

the war. ‘ The world will never be the same again. . . . The
change may be for weal or it may be for woe, but it will be

fundamental and tremendous ’ (2Mh January 1916). He later

pointed out, the United States ‘ are participants whether we
would or not in the life of the world’ (27th May). In the earlier

speech he used the significant phrase :
‘ Peace is not always

within the choice of the nation.’ He had already stated on
the 7th December 1915, that ‘ We (Americans) regard war
merely as a means of asserting the rights of a people against

aggression ’, and the disputes with Germany on the submarine

question in 1916 made it clear that he thought intervention

possible, and led to his formal threat to sever diplomatic

relations on the 18th April. The German Government, thus

brought to book, gave way in substance on the 4th May, but

without allaying entirely the suspicions of the President. He
uttered a further grave warning on the 30th May 1916. ‘We
are ready to fight for our rights when those rights are coincident

with the rights of man and humanity.’ Thus he realized that

neutrality was becoming harder, and seemed to be moving
towards the view that force might be necessary to protect

those common interests of humanity which every nation ought

to defend and which one nation at least was endangering.

In a speech of the 27th May 1916 he spoke even more cleariy.

He said that the peace that was to be concluded after the war

' This was the thought underlying the much-discussed sentence of the
10th May 1915 :

‘ There is such a thing as a man being too proud to fight.

There is* such a thing as a nation being so right that it docs not need to
convince others by force that it is right.’
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must have an aspect of permanency unknown before, that
secret diplomacy must go, that ‘ the nations of the world must
in some way band themselves together to see that right pre-

vails as against any sort of selfish aggression ‘ There must
be a common agreement for a common object and ... at the

heart of that common object must lie the inviolable rights of

peoples and of mankind.’ Three days later he asserted that the

world had so changed that Washington’s formula of ‘entangling

alliances ’ no longer made him afraid, and thus his own
warnings against alliances no longer held good. ‘ I shall never
myself consent to an entangling alliance, but I would gladly

assent to a disentangling alliance—an alliance which would
disentangle the peoples of the world from these combinations

in which they seek their own separate and pri\.*l,e interests

and unite the people of the world to preserve the peace of the
world upon a basis of common right and justice. There is

liberty there, not limitation. There is freedom, not entangle-

ment. There is the achievement of the highest things for which

the United States has declared its principle.’ This did not

mean that the President here contemplated war as a possibility,

it only meant that he would strive to make peace ])crmanent

when it came by imposing new moral obligations on all nations,

moral obligations which the United States had already accepted

herself and embodied in the ‘ disentangling alliance ’ which

had already made some progress between the United States

and all the Latin American Republics.

9. The President's suggestions to the Belligerents, Jiiitnd

January 1917. It was with these princi|)les in his mind that

the President took action, when the German Government
made its famous appeal ‘ to enter forthwith into peace nego-

tiations ’ on the 12th December 1916, which was addressed to

all neutral Powers and to the Vatican,* Gn the 18th December
the President addressed suggestions to the various belligerent

Governments asking them to consider terms of peace, though

he disclaimed having been prompted to this step by the over-

tures of the Centi’al Powers, lie stated that he was merely

taking ' soundings ’, not offering peace or even projKrsing

1 I -ndcr Articii* 8 <if the lla^iie Convention Presiflent Wilson had previouHly
informed the I3clli|i?erents on tlie 5th August that ‘ 1 should weleorne
the opportunity to act in the interest of Kuropean peace? either now or at

any other time ’. Wilson's suggestions were dated the IHth, and presemted
the 20th December.

N 2
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mediation. He asked all nations then at war to state their

views as to the terms of a possible peace and as to arrangements
which would satisfactorily act as a guarantee against its

renewal or the kindling of any similar conflict in future. He
pointed out that the objects of the war, as ‘ stated ’ by the

belligerent Governments on each side, were ‘ virtually the

same ’. They were : that smaller nations should in the future

be as secure and free as the great states now at war, that

great states should have security in the future, and that each,

while likely to be jealous of rival leagues and of the balance of

power, would unite to form a League of Nations, ‘ to ensure

peace and justice throughout the world ’. That, however, could

only be after the war. He concluded by asking the authoritative

spokesmen to state the precise objects for which they had been
waging W8U* as they had previously stated them only in general

terms.

To these communications the Central Powers replied

merely that they were ready to meet their antsigonists in con-

ference to discuss terms of peace, while, as above mentioned,

the Entente Powers ‘ replied much more definitely and have
stated in general terms indeed, but with sufficient definiteness

to imply details, the arrangements, guarantees and acts of

reparation which they deem to be the indispensable conditions

of a satisfactory settlement ’. While thus recounting the

history of this negotiation to Congress on the 22nd January

1917, the President seized the opportunity to formulate the

American attitude. He disclaimed any voice in the actual

terms of peace, but claimed the right to ‘ have a voice in

determining whether they (the terms) shall be made lasting or

not by the guarantees of a universal covenant No covenant

of co-operative peace could be lasting without the co-operation

of the peoples of the New World, and if that were so, the

New World had a right to state its views before it was too late.

Peace could not be permanent if there was a ‘ new balance of

powei ’, only if there was ‘ a community of power, not organized

rivalries but an organized common peace Belligerents on
both sides had given assurances as to this, but it was necessary

to state plainly what these assurances implied. The peace

must be a ‘ peace without victory ’, for only a ‘ peace between
equals can last ’, and alone provides the right state of mind.

Similarly there must be equality of rights between nations
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great and small, for ‘ mankind is looking now for freedom of

life, not equipoises of power
The President then proceeded, with implicit reference to

the Virginia Bill of Rights, to say that ‘ No peace can last, or

ought to last, w’hich does not recognize and accept the principle

that Governments derive all their just powers from the consent

of the governed, and that no right anywhere exists to hand
peoples about from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they vrere

property He instanced Poland as an example, stating that

statesmen everywhere were agreed that she should be ‘ united,

independent, and autonomous ’, and stated that security of life,

worship, industrial and social development, should be hence-

forth guaranteed to all peoples living hitherto unili '- Gkivern-

ments ‘ devoted to a faith and puqiose hostile t/^ t'lcir own
He then laid down the broad principles that every nation

‘ should be assured a direct outlet to the great highways of the

sea’ and ‘free access to the open paths of the world’s com-
merce In addition, the ‘ freedom of the seas is the sine qua
non of peace, equality, and co-operation This was closely

connected with the problem of limiting naval armaments and
must be combined with an effort to reduce military ones.

For ‘ the question of armaments, whether on land or sea, is

the most immediately and intensely practical question connected

with the future fortunes of nations and mankind ’.

In asserting that, u[)on such terms, the United States would

join the other iiations in guaranteeing the peace of the world,

the President said :
‘ I speak with the greater boldness and

confidence because it is <;lear to every man who can think that

there is in this promise no breach in either our traditions or

our policy as a nation, but a fulfilment, rather, of all that we
have professed and striven for. I am proposing, as it were, that

the nations should with one accord adopt the doctrine of

President Monroe as the doctrine of the world.’ Each nation,

great or small, should be left free to pursue its path unhindered.

There should be a union of all nations, for ‘ there is no entangling

alliance in a concert of power ’
; there should he freedom of the

seas, for w'hich the United States had stood at international

conferences ; there should bemoderation of armaments. ‘ These’,

he concluded, ‘ are American principles, American policies.

We could stand for no others. And they are also the principles

and policies of forw’ard-looking men and women everywhere.
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of every modem nation, of every enlightened community.
They are the principles of mankind and must prevail.’

10. The Preaideni'a Declaration of War, Febrtiary-AprU

1917. This address is of the greatest importance because it

sums up in ringing sentences the whole past policy, purpose, and
aim of the President, and shows how he deduced his principles

wholly from American sources, but none the less viewed
America and Europe as bound in a spiritual partnership, and
working to a common goal. He was never again to enjoy the

same freedom of utterance or to possess the same commanding
detachment of view. When he spoke on the 22nd January the

United States were still at peace. A fortnight before that date

the German Government had secretly decided on a ruthless

submaiine campaign,^ and on the 31st January they made
known their intention to the world. On the 3rd Febmary the

President announced to Congress that he had severed diplo-

matic relations with Germany, and on the 2nd April he recom-

mended Congress to declare war against her, to which Congress

assented on the 4th and 5th. The most important immediate
effect of this declaration was to dispose at once of the view
which had been so frequently advanced, that victory was
impossible for either side, and that peace would result from
their mutual exhaustion. Ludendorff’s words, written after

Wilson’s failure to produce peace in January, are even more
applicable to the situation after America’s entry into the war
in April. ‘ The war had to continue and to be decided by force

of arms. It was to be victory or defeat.’ According to Luden-
dorff this result was due to ‘ the will of the Entente ’, but in

fact it was the first effect of the ruthless submarine campaign.

The attitude assumed by President Wilson, even after he
had entered the war, was never the same as that of the

Allies. This was partly because the United States were not

boimd by the secret Treaties,® partly because they formed no
party to the Quadruple (soon to be the Triple) Alliance, partly

because they looked at the war from a different angle. The

1 The decision was approved on the 9lh January by the Kaiser, v, Luden-
dorlfs War Memories^ English translation, voL i, p. 817.

2 The President always refused to recognize the Treaty of London (26th
April 1915), but apparently accepted some of the other secret agreements.
See answer re Shantung after his speech of 4th September. Such expressions
as ‘the Allies and the IJnited States ’ and ‘the Allied and Associated Powers’
indicate the position of the United States.
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consequences of the President’s principles were also extremely

far-reaching because they were definite and concise, and their

propagandist value to the Allied cause in awakening opposition

to the Government in Germany, and still more in Austria-

Hungary, was quite incalculable. According to Admiral

Tirpitz, the prestige of the President was established on the

Continent after the Note to Germany of the 20th April 1916.

It continued to increase after the message of the 22nd January

1917, until it culminated in the ‘Fourteen Points ’, the ‘ Five

Particulars ’, and the correspondence preceding the Armistice.

11. Entente War-aims as modified by the fall of Tsardom,

March 1917. The year 1917 was so full of great events that

it tested, at once and to the full, the value of the wev aims and

ideals of the different Powers. In March TsetUom fell and

a Revolutionary Government arose which lost no time in

repudiating imperialistic aims and stating that ‘ Free Russia

does not aim at dominating other nations, at dc])riving them

of their national patrimony, or at occupying by force foreign

territories ; but that its object is to establish a durable peace

on the basis of the rights of nations to decide their own

destiny’ (10th April). These sentences contained immense

possibilities, they led to the abandonment of the Russian

demand for Constantinople, and ultimately to the profound

changes implied in the formulae of ‘ self-determination, no

annexations, no indemnities’. For the moment the most

important effect was upon the freedom of Poland, on which

the utterances of Tsardom had nevci’ been convincing. The

American President had already attracted universal attention

by his demand for a ‘ unit ed, indej)endent, ami autonomous

Poland ’. The new Russian Government endorsed his words

:

‘ In the name of the higher })rinci|)les of equity, it (Russia) has

removed the chains wliich weighed u{M)n the Polish jastple.’

With this phrase Poland’s sei’vitude was finally ended. Betorc

the end of October the Russian Foreign Minister announced

that the British and French Governments had given a jdedge

to the effect that an ‘ independent and indivisible Poland

constitutes one of the conditions of a solid and just peace ’, to

which the Italian Government also publicly agreed. Before

tlie end of the year a separate Polish army had been organized

in Russia and a Polish legion of volunteers and deserters had

been assembled in France, at themoment when the Polish Leg;on
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in Austria was being disbanded, and this practical expression

of Polish national feeling was ultimately of great importance.

Thus the embarrassment produced by the old Russian attitude

as regards Poland and Constantinople had been entirely

removed before the end of 1917.* In addition, the attitude of

Rumania in signing an armistice preparatory to separate peace

negotiations released the Allies from their obhgation to carry

out the most ethnically unjust of all the secret agreements

made during the war. It was just at this moment that publi-

cation of the Entente secret agreements by the Bolsheviks did

almost as much injury to their cause as their liberation from
Russian and Riunanian obligations had done good.

12. The Austro-German peace offensive in 1917. Apart from
America’s entry into the war and the Russian Revolution, the

most striking feature of 1917 was the peace offensive of Austria-

Hungary. Secret negotiations began with France in March,

in April pressure was put on Germany, and, when Ludendorff

finally closed this negotiation. Count Czemin had recourse to

the German Reichstag through various agencies.® The Reichs-

tag Resolution, which was passed by 214 votes to 116, on the

19th July, demanded ‘ a peace of understanding ’ with which
‘forced Acquisitions of territory and political, economic, or

financial oppressions are inconsistent ’. Bethmann-Hollweg
resigned and his successor Michaelis attempted to evade this

Resolution, but, after a passage of arms in the Reichstag, he

was forced to do lip-service to it. How little his public pro-

fessions really represented his views is shown by his j)rivate

letter of the 17th August to Count Czernin,® in which he outlined

certain strategic and economic concessions for Germany as the

conditions of peace. There was no suggestion in this letter of

1 In its last moments, the Tsarist Government hacl agreed with the
French Government, in return for a free hand in Poland, to guarantee the
restoration of Alsace-Lorraine to France, to the inclusion within French
territory of the whole coal district of the Saar valley, and to the constitution of
a neutral and autonomous state on the left bank of the Rhine which was to
be occupied with French troops. This arrangement was not, however,
apparently endorsed by the other Allies (». Mr. Balfour, House of Commons,
19th December 1917), and may be wnsidered to have lapsed after the fall

of Tsardom. It reappeared in a different form at the time of the Peace
Conference (». Vol. II, Chap. II, Pt. I, i, § 4).

“ Czernin, In the World War, English translation, pp. 143-58 ; Ludendorff,
War Memories, ii, pp. 440—1. Czernin suggested the surrenderofAlsace-Lorraine
by Germany and the addition of Galicia to Poland, which should be under
German control. Czemin wished Austria-Hungary to get some sort of control
over Rumania. ® Count Czemin, In the World War, pp. 157-0.
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desire to limit armaments or to join the League of Nations or

to respect the rights of small nations. Yet it was on these

lines that he now replied to the Pope, who had addressed
a Note to the Belligerents recommending Peace on the

1st August. On the l^h September Michaelis replied publicly

to the Pope, enthusiastically w'elcoming * the simultaneous and
reciprocal limitation of armaments ’ and ‘ the institution of

compulsory arbitration in international disputes ’. On the

11th September, at a Crown Council at Berlin, Ludendorff
omitted all reference to either point and laid down the following

terms as ^ military necessities On the west he demanded
a rectification of the frontier at the expense of France so as to

throw a protective belt round the iron mines ('> Lorraine,

economic union with Belgium and in effect
)

iitical c'ontrol

over her, and the annexation of Luxemburg. On the east he
demanded an extension of the German frontier near the c’oal-

fields of Uppe?' Silesia and Danzig and Thorn. j)lus ]M)wer to

conscript the inhabitants of Lithuania and Courland, and

economic control over the kingdom of Poland, which was not

to go to Austria. He adds grhnly: ‘The discussions on war-

aims between the Im])erial Chancellor and G.H.Q. wep purely

academic. Every one knew that the terms of peace would

be decided by the way the war ended, and by nothing else,

and that we should have to make up our mincls according to

circumstances.’ On the 9th October, Kiihlmann, tin* German
Secretary for Foreign Affairs, referred to the Pope’s inter-

vention publicly as follows :
‘ It is an absolutely erroneous

conception of German poUcy to think that we j)lay high or

low, become (conciliatory or stubborn according to tlie r(!sults

of individual military enterprises. This is absolutely false.’

Thus Kiihlmana publicly denied the war-aims of Germany to be

what Ludendorff affirmed in secret that they must be and were.

Michaelis combined these tw^o different voices: in public he

assured the Pope and the Reichstag that he disclaimed anincxa-

tions ;
in private he forced Czernin to accept them. These

contradictions could not long be concealed, and they had their

effect in disheartetiing both public and rulers. Russia was .soon

to be the victim, but, paradoxically enough, the victim was to

drag down the oppressor. For it was the Brest-Litovsk

* Menwries, ii, pp. 516-22. MiohaHi.s's clpinaiidK in his Iftler of >7th

August CzfTnin are practically the samt* us these.
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negotiations, that orgy of strategic and economic aggression,

which first taught an astonished world the inner meaning of a
‘ German peace The lessons had their effect in Germany too,

even though Brest-Litovsk was approved by the Reichstag.

For even there the truth of a saying of Mr. Lloyd George was
to be proved, ‘ National honour is a real thing and the nation

that disregards it is doomed ’.

13. President Wilson’s commentary on the Austro-German
Peace Offensive. During the siunmer President Wilson delivered

severed speeches on war-aims and policies, dealing chiefly with

the danger to the Allied Powers of accepting peace at the

moment. He ascribed the eagerness for peace which he saw
manifested from Berlin and Vienna to the fact that the German
Government could not go further and dared not draw back.
‘ The military masters under whom Germany is bleeding see

very clearly to what point Fate has brought them. If they fall

back or are forced back an inch, their power both abroad and
at home will fall to pieces like a house of cards. It is their

power at home they are thinking about now more than their

power abroad. It is that power which is trembling under
their vei;y feet ; and deep fear has entered their hearts. They
have but one chance to perpetuate their military power or even

their controlling politick influence. If they can secure peace now
with the immense advantages still in their hands which they

have up to this point apparently gained, they will have justified

themselves before the German people : they will have gained

by force what they promised to gain by it. ... If they fail, their

people will thrust them aside ; a Government accountable to the

people themselves will be set up in Germany. ... If they succeed,

they are safe and Germany and the world are undone ; if they

fail, Germany is saved and the worid will be at peace. If they
succeed, America will fall within the menace. We and all the

rest of the world must remain armed, as they will remain, and
must make ready for the next step in their aggression ; if they

fail, the world may unite for peace and Germany may be of

the union’ (14th June 1917). This merciless analysis of

tlermany’s motives, this separation between her Government
and people, was carried yet further in the President’s reply

to the Peace Appeal of the Pope on the 27th August 1917.^

^ President Wilson replied, apparently, because the Treaty of London,
Article 15, pledged Great Britain, Russia, and France to support Italy if she
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‘ The object of this war is to deliver the free peoples of the
world from the menace and the actual power of a vast military
establishment, controDed by an irresponsible Government.
. . . This power is not the Gennan people. It is the ruthless

master of the German people. . . . Can peace be based upon a
restitution of its power or upon any w'ord of honour it could
pledge in a treaty of settlement and accommodation ? . . .

W’e cannot take the word of the present rulers of Germany as

a guarantee of anything that is to endure, unless explicitl}'

supported by such conclusive evidence of the will and purjwse
of the German people themselves as the other peoples of the
world would be justified in accepting. Without such guarantees
treaties of settlement, agreements for disarmament covenants

to set up arbitration in the place of forcre, ter' l.orial adjust-

ments, reconstitutions of small nations, if made with the
German Government, no man, no nation, could now depend
on.’ The style of this address was new in diplomacy, the

attempt to separate people and government had always been

considered dangerous, yet the overwhelming moral force of the

appeal drove its message home. Ludendorff, in comn)enting

on the President’s attempt to interfere in the internal affairs

of Germany, says it aroused protest in the Reichstag. But, as

he sorrowfully admits, ‘ even thus we could not muster the

strength to repudiate his action with the righteous indignation

it deserved

14. President Wilson recommends a Declaration of War on

Austria-Hungary, 4th December 1U17. On the 4t,h December
President W'ilson addressed Congress recommernling a Declara-

tion of War on Austria-Hungary. ^ Austria-Hungary is for

the time being not her own mistress, but simply the vassal of

the German Government. We must face the facts as they arc

and act upon them without sentiment in this stern business.

The Government of Austria-Hungary is not acting uj>on its

ow’n initiative, or in response to the wishes anti feelings of its

own peoples, but as the instrument of another nation. We
must meet its force with our ow'n, and regard the Central Powers

as but one.’ He disclaimed at present declaring war against

Bulgaria and Turkey, as they were mere tools and ' do not yet

opposed the rfc|)reseiitativeK of the Holy Sec takiri/r part in any negotiations

for the conclusion f)f peace.
* fV/ir Memories, ii, p. 523 ; v. Wilson’s s}M;ech 4-th DeccinliCT 1917, qu*‘1ed

inf7a, p. 2(K).
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stand in the direct path of our necessary action As ultimate

aims he stated that the peace ‘ must deliver the peoples of

Austria-Hungary, the peoples of the Balkans, and the peoples

of Turkey, ^ke in Europe and in Asia, from the impudent
and alien dominion of the Prussian military and commercial
autocracy He stated clearly, however, that he did not wish

to ‘ impair or to rearrange the Austro-Hungarian Empire ’,

but simply to see ‘ that their affairs are left in their own hands,

in all matters, great or small At the end of this year, after

endlessnegotiations forpeace, Austria-Hungaryhad beencheered

by the great victory at Caporetto over her hated enemy Italy,

but this immediate declaration of war by President Wilson
altered the whole situation. None the less by this time Austria-

Hungary was fettered too fast to Germany to be moved. As
Count Czernin subsequently confessed of his negotiations in

the year 1917 ^
:

‘ The future will show what superhuman
efforts we have made to induce Germany to give way. That
all proved fruitless was not the fault of the German people,

. . . but that of the leaders of the German military party, which

had attained such enormous power in the country.’ In this

passage, though not in all his speech, the Austro-Hungarian

Foreign Minister seems to be repeating the very words of the

American President.

16. Opening of the Brest-Litovsk Negotiations. The month
of December 1917 saw the opening of peace negotiations

between Russia and the Central Powers, and the opening of

that extraordinary Conference at Brest-Litovsk which was to

have so far-reaching an echo among industrial workers. Its

main effects are analysed elsewhere but some of them must be

mentioned here. It brought two things well into the sunlight

:

first, that a ‘ German peace ’ meant aggressions and rectifica-

tions on a scale hitherto deemed incredible, and next, that the

working man all over the world, and not only he, but all classes

of every belligerent nation, desired to know what were now the

war-aims of the Entente. Relieved as they were from the

burden of Russian Tsardom, clarified and purified by sacrifice

and suffering, it was now not only possible but essential to

1 w. his speech of 11th December 1918, in In the World War^ pp. 325-36.
In this speech Czernin acquitted the German Kaiser of responsibility for
the failure of negotiations, apparently on the ground that he was a mere
tool of the militarists.
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state these ideals with the plainness and fullness that the world
demanded. For it was intolerable to democratic states that
men should be dying daily by thousands for causes and for

objects which they did not understand.

16. Mr. lAoyd George's statement of British War-aims,
5th January 1918. Of none of the Entente Powers were the

war-aims less clearly defined than in the case of Great

Britain. Even on subjects of capital importance their statesmen

did not always seem agreed. Thus Mr. Bonar I!jiw had spoken
as if the German Colonies were to remain English, and General

Smuts had hinted at some kind of international control.’

Mr. Bonar Law had suggested as late as the 12th December
1917, that an economic League might be forriied against

Germany; other ministers had seemed to d.|ii-ccate this

project. Sir Edward Carson had spoken contemptuously, and
General Smuts enthusiastically, of the League of Nations.

To put an end to these flagrant anomalies, a systematic outline

of war-aims was authoritatively given by Mr. Uoyd George

on the 5th January 1918.

By way of marking the importance of tlie occasion the

British Prime Minister had consulted beforehand the leaders of

Labour and the two most eminent Parlianienlarv leaders, who
were not in the Ministry, Viscount Grey and Mr. Asquith, as

well as certain overseas representatives, lie claimed ' national

agreement as to the character and jmrpose of our war-aims

and peace conditions ’ and stated that he was s])eaking for

‘ the nation and the Em]>irc as a whole ’.

Lloyd George first explained what the British Empire was

7iot fighting to dr). lie declared that the British were not

aiming at the ‘ break-up of the German peoj)les or the disinte-

gration of their State or country ’. He even disr-laimed fighting

merely to " after or destroy the Imperial Constitution of

Germany ’, though he considered military autocracy ‘ a dangerrms

anachronism ’, anrl thought the adoption of democratic inslitJi-

tions h|y Germany would make it easier to negotiale pearte.

As regards Alsace-Lorraine ‘ We mean to stanrl by the I'Vench

democracy to the death in the demand they make for a retron-

sideration of the great wTong of 1871, when, without any regard

to the wishes of the po}>ulation, two French provinces were

1 V, Speech of Mr. Bonar Law, 4th Angust 1910 ; v, SpeechcN of
(leneral Smuts, 15th and 22nd May 1917.
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tom from the side of France. . . . This sore has poisoned the

peace of Europe for half a century.’

Lloyd George then denied that we were fighting to ‘ destroy

Austria-Hungary but stated that ‘ the consent of the

governed must be the basis of any territorial settlement in

this war ’. As with President Wilson, the ‘ break-up of Austria-

Hungary is no part of our war-aims but ‘ genuine self-

government on true democratic principles ’-must be ‘ granted to

those Austro-Hungarian nationalities who have long desired it ’.

This principle, however, led to complete emancipation in the

case of at least one race, for ‘ we regard as vital the satisfaction

of the legitimate claims of the Italians for union with those of

their own race and tongue ’. It is more difficult to say what was
meant by the further statement : ‘We also mean to press that

justice be done to men of Rumanian blood and speech in their

legitimate aspirations.’ This cannot mean independence, and
probably implies autonomy or home rule, such as would also

be extended to those Czecho-Slovaks and Yugo-Slavs who
remained under Hungary and Austria.

As Mr. Lloyd George used the principle of national self-

determination it told in favour of, as well as against, the

Central Powers, and that not only in the case of Austria-

Hungary. Thus we are not fighting ‘ to deprive Turkey of its

capital (Constantinople) or of the rich and renowned lands of

Thrace, which are predominantly Turkish in race ’.* This was
a notable recantation from the Allied reply of the 10th January

1917, which announced ‘ the turning out of Europe of the

Ottoman Empire as decidedly foreign to Western civilization ’.

As regards the subject lands of Turkey (Arabia, Armenia,

Mesopotamia, and Palestine), these were entitled to ‘ a recog-

nition of their separate national conditions ’, and the previous

(secret) agreements were not to prevent a "free discussion

between the AlUes as to their future, as the Russian collapse

had changed all the conditions.®

1 He stipulated, however, that tlie passage between the Mediterranean and
the Black Sea should be ' internationalised and neutralised \

* Mr, Bailbur stated in the Commons on the 20th June 1918 that ‘ the
(secret) treaties were made in obedience to motives which would have moved
any Government in power at the time to make the same or a similar arrange-
ment \ He added that they were ‘ no obstacle to peace ’ and that the Allies

would listen to ^ reasonable suggestions ’ now.
Cf. Mr. Asquith at Paisley on the 5th February 1920, Manchester Guardian,

6th February

:

‘ They had fathered upon him and his colleagues some treaties which did
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As regards Russia, he said that she could only be savetl by
her own .people. He stated, however, that ‘ an independent
Poland, comprising all those genuinely Polish elements who
desire to form part of it, is an urgent necessity for the stability

of Western Europe
Passing to the German Colonies, he declared they would

be * held at the disposal of a Conference whose decision must
have primary regard to the wishes and interests of the native

inhabitants of such Colonics ’. The governing consideration

should be ‘ to prevent their exploitation for the benefit of

European capitalists or Governments ’. Native chiefs and
councils were ‘ competent to consult and speak for their tribes

and members ‘ The general princijde of national self-deter-

mination is, therefore, as applicable in their case -iS in those

of other occupied European territories.’

Dealing with more general topics, the British Prime Minister

demanded ‘ the complete restoration, }M)litical, territorial, and
economic, of Belgium, and such reparation as can be made for

the devastation of its towns and provinces ’. Next, " the

restoration of Serbia, Montenegro, and the o(‘cupied parts of

France, Italy, and Rumania ’. He insisted on ' reparation
’

but disclaimed a demand for a war indemnity or an attempt
‘ to shift the cost of warlike o}>erations from one belligerent

to another, which may, or may not, be defensible ’.

not exist at ail except in their imagination, ami tliose wliieli did exist

—

namely, tlie arranj^eiiients made witli Italy and Uuiiiaiiia - were made not
before the war, not at tlie time lie was invitin^^ the people to wa^e war for

self-determination, but in one ease two years and in tin* other nine nionths
after we had entered the war. They were arrangements which he was p«T-

feetly prepared to vindicate and justify, and for tin* vital tibjeel of brin|rin|r

first Italy, and then Rumania, on to the sicle of the Allies. At the time tin-

treaty with Italy was made tlie French and ourselves were flffhtin^ for our
lives on the western front. Russia, after a very valiant start, had had a

setback. ... •

‘The Italian -treaty, for which not only he and the Hritish (Hiverninent

blit France and Russia were eipially responsible, represented the* terms upon
which Italy was |>repared to join forces. It involved undoubtedly the

acquisition by Italy, if we were successful, of some not ineonsiderabh* acces-

sions of territory. But it was then a most cornph’x ami diflicult rpif-stion,

just as now the Conference in Paris was finding it diflkiilt to disentangle

the problems of nationality upon the two siiles of the Adriatic* and the

adjacent countries to the north.
‘ It w'as an almost hopeless task, and he was perfectly prc'pared to justify,

under all the circuiristanees of the ease, every one of the conditions as beirij'

justified by ethnological, historical, or slmtcKic considerations. Personally,

he would lie only too glad for that secret treaty to go bc-forc* the Ix-agm* of

Nations to Ik* subjected to the* most ininiitt and. if necessary, suspicious

scrutinv bv the impartial representatives of all the nations in it.’
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As regards reparation for injuries done in violation of

international law, he instanced specially the outrages on
British seamen. He also indicated that the control of raw
materials would be a difficulty after the peace and ‘ that those

countries which have control . . . will desire to help them-
selves and their friends first He finally emphasized three

conditions as essential to permanent peace: (1) re-establish-

ment of the sanctity of treaties
; (2) a territorial settlement

based on the right of self-determination or the consent of the
governed

; (3) the creation of some international organization
‘ to limit the burden of armaments and diminish the probability

of war
This statement of Entente war-aims was the most compre-

hensive, as well as the most authoritative, made by any
European statesman previous to the Armistice. It contained

a working out of the principle of self-determination so logical

as to rank Kaffirs and Turks with Italians or Slavs. It repre-

sented Entente war-aims as freed from the burden imposed
on them by Russian autocracy. It made it possible for Austria-

Hungary to remain relatively intact, and for Turkey to preserve

Constantinople, and thus opened the way for separate nego-

tiation with these two Powers. On one point alone was it

meagre. The League of Nations, both as regards limitation of

armaments and arbitration, was indeed adopted, but without

much definiteness and without conspicuous enthusiasm. This

may have been due to the fact that Clemenceau, the new
Premier of France, had declared on the 18th November 1917
that he desired victory before the League of Nations. He had
also stated that he did not think the League essential to the

War, and he could not consent to Germany becoming a member
after the War, for her signature would be valueless.

17. President Wilson's “ Fourteen Points'’, 8th January
1918. A few days after Mr. Lloyd George had spoken, the

American President delivered on the 8th January what was
to prove the most important of all speeches on war-aims. It

contained the ‘ Fourteen Points wWch may be grouped for

our purposes in the following way :

(a) Territorial. Belgium to be evacuated and restored

{Point 7). All French territory to be freed ‘ and the invaded

portions restored ’
;
‘the wrong done to France by Prussia in

1871 in the matter of Alsace-Lori’aine . . . should be righted.
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in order that peace may once more be made secure in the
interest of all ’ {Point 8). A readjustment of the frontiers of

Italy ‘ along clearly recogni^ble lines of nationality ’ {Point 9).
‘ The freest opportunity of autonomous development to the

peoples of Austria-Hungary, which it was not intended to

destroy ’ {Point 10). Evacuation and restoration of Rumania,
Serbia, and Montenegro. Access to the sea to be given to

Serbia. Relations of the several Balkan States to be determinetl

and international guarantees of their political and economic
independence and territorial integrity to be entered into

{Point 11). ‘ Secure sovereignty ’ to be assured to the Turkish
parts of the present Ottoman Empire, ^ undoubted security of

life and an absolutely unmolested opportunity of a^ilonomous

development ’ to other nationalities now' under i'urkish rule.

The commercial freedom of the Dardanelles to be internationally

guaranteed {Point 12). Poland to include indisputably Polish

populations, and to have ‘free and secure’ accress to the sea

and to have her independence and integrity guaranteed by

international covenant {Point All Russian territory to be

evacuated and settlement on the lines of her own choice and
of a welcome into the League of Nations. ‘ The treatment

accorded to Russia by her sister nations in the months to come
will be the acid test of their goodwill ’ {Point 6). ‘ A free,

open-minded, and absolutely impartial adjustment of all

colonial claims . . . the interests of the populations concerned

must have equal weight with the equitable claims of the

Government w'hose title is to be determined ’ {Point 5).

{b) Freedom of the Seas and of Economic conditions. ‘ Abso-

lute freedom of navigation upon the seas . . . except as the

seas may be closed in whole or in part, by international action

for the enforcement of international covenants ’ {Pirint 2).

‘ The removal, so far as possible, of all economic barriers and
the establishment of an equality of trade conditions among all

the nations consenting to the peace and associating themselves

for its maintenance ’ {Point 3).

(c) Reparation, etc. Statements to the effect that all invaded

and occupied territories must be restored {Points 8 and 11).

{d) League of Nations. ‘ A general association of nations

must be formed under .specific covenants for the purpose of

affording mutual guarantees of political independence and
territorial integrity to great and small States alike ’ {Point 14;.

OL. 1. • O
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‘ Adequate guarantees given and taken that national armaments
will be reduced to the lowest point consistent with domestic

safety ’ {Poini 4). ‘ Open covenants of peace openly arrived

at, after which there shall be no private international tmder-

standings of any kind ’ {Poiid 1).

The President differed little from the Prime Minister in his

territorial demands. It is true that he demanded international

guarantees for the economic independence and territorial

integrity of the Balkan States and of Poland, but these were

only special extensions of the universal territorial guarantee

implicit in the League of Nations. His treatment of Austria-

Hungary was identical with that of the Prime Minister, but

his hanming of the Turkish problem was not incompatible with

the preservation of Ottoman sovereignty over the autonomous
nationalities. He went further than the Prime Minister in

stating that access to the sea was necessary for Poland and
Serbia and insisted also on the ‘ freedom of the seas ’. His ,

attitude on freedom of economic conditions differed somewhat
from that of the Prime Minister, and he was less insistent on
reparation. As regards ‘ open covenants ’ the President had
the support of Clemenceau, though the British Prime Minister

had not mentioned it. On the other hand, the President’s

advocacy of the League of Nations was enthusiastic and deter-

mined, and formed the broad base of his edifice, while in that

of the Prime Minister it seemed rather an accessory than an
essential. It was perhaps the most significant and vital of all

Wilson’s services that he never ceased to urge that the con-

stitution of the League of Nations must be a part, and in a sense

the most essential part, of the peace settlement itself.

18. German Attittide towards the ‘ Fourteen Points ’ and to

Uoyd George's speech of the Sth January. The attitude of the

Central Powers towards these two great speeches by the repre-

sentatives of Anglo-Saxondom was speedily defined by Count

Czemin and the German Chancellor. It does not seem worth

while to analyse their replies and their qualified acceptance of

the ‘ Fourteen Points ’, for by this time both were in the grip

of Ludendorff and they remained so until,the Hindenburg line
,

and German militarism were shattered together. Until that

date the speeches of the civilians in Germany were simply

intended to conceal the existing situation. If any of them
dared to take any other line, as in the case of Euhlmann, he
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was promptly removed. The facts were not known to the
world at the time, and therefore, in spite of the acquisitions

made by Germany at Brest-Litovsk, there was some excuse
for some of the British and American public thinking that
such speeches offered the basis for negotiation.^ As they are

known to us to-day by the admissions of Ludendorff and
Count Czemin, it is unnecessary for us to spend any time on
th'em. The key-note was secretly given by Ludendorff in

council with Czernin and Hertling. ‘ If Germany makes peace
without profit, then Germany has lost the war ’ (5th February
1918).*

19. President Wilson^s further speeches, 11th Fehruary-
27th September 1918. On the 11th February th** President

laid down Four Principles as essential to a permuiient peace :

Principle 1. ‘ Each part, of the final settlement must be
based on the essential justice of that particular case.’

Principle 2. ‘ Peoples and provinces are not to be bartered

about from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were mere
chattels and pawns in a game, even the great game, now for

ever discredited, of the Balance of Power ’
; but that

Principle 3. ‘ Every territorial settlement involved in

this war must be made in the interest and for the benefit of the

populations concerned, and not as a ])art of any mere adjust-

ment or compromise of claims amongst rival states ’
; and

Principle 4. ’ All well-defined national elements shall be

accorded the utmost satisfaction that can be accorded them
without introducing new or perpetuating old elements of

discord and antagonism.’

He had prefaced these four principles by some very signifi-

cant phrases :
‘ There shall be no annexations, no contributions,

no punitive damages. . . .
“ Self-determination ” is not a mere

phrase. It is an imperative principle of action which statesmen

will henceforth ignore at their peril.’ On the 4th July, speaking

* As e.g. Lord Lansdowne in his letter of the 5th March 1918. It was
unfortunate that the Supremo War Coutieil at VersailloH iHSuerl a .statement

on the 4th February .stating that they could not accept the profeNsionH of
Hertling and Czernin and had decided on the vigt^nuis proHccution of the
*war. This suggested the quite misleading impression that. soldiers were
dictating Allied policy.

2 Count Czernin, In the World War^ p. 247. It is characteristic that
Hertling dared not openly oppose IrijdendorfT on this, but whispered across
the table to Czernin, ' Leave him alone ; we two will manage it together*

without him \
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by the tomb of Washington, he outlined Four Objects, of which
the second and fourth were similar to those of the llthFebruary.
The first declared for the destruction or reduction to virtual

impotence of every arbitrary power, and the fourth was a
demand for the League of Nations, which he summarized in

the following fashion :
‘ What we seek is the reign of law,

based upon the consent of the governed, and sustained by the

organized opinion of mankind.’
In the last of his great speeches before the Armistice,

delivered on the 27th September, the President stated Five
Particulars as the basis of peace which were necessitated by
the fact that ‘ there will be some parties to the peace whose
promises have proved untrustworthy ’. Of these particulars

the first, second, and fifth had already been outlined in previous

utterances. The third stated ‘ there can be no leagues or

alliances or special covenants and understandings within the

general and common family of the League of Nations ’. The
fourth, ‘ and more specifically, there can be no special selfish

economic combinations within the League, and no employ-

ment of any form of economic boycott or exclusion, except as

the power of economic penalty by exclusion from the markets
of the world may be vested in the League of Nations itself as

a means of discipline and control ’. He added that the United
States was ‘ prepared to assume its full share of responsibility

for the maintenance of the common covenants and under-

standings upon which peace must henceforth rest ’. Then,
recalling once more that Washington’s immortal warning was
against ‘ entangling ’, not ‘ disentangling ’, alliances, he said,
‘ we recognize and accept the duty of a new day ’ and ‘ hope
for a general alliance which will avoid entanglements and clear

the air of the world for common understandings and the

maintenance of common rights. . . . National purposes have
faUen more and more into the background, and the common
purpose of enlightened mankind has taken their place Thus
under the stress and strain of war Europe and the world had
come round to accept American principles. For, if peace was
to be permanent, the world must be regenerated as a common-

,

wealth of independent nations composed of free citizens able

to choose their own governments. There was now no difference

to exist between America and Europe, and just as the American
War of Independence had inaugurated a revolution in govern-
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ment in the New World, this war was to inaugurate a revolution
not only m the Old World but in all the world. Anaerica and
Europe were not only to be one in sympathy but to be bound
together by a charter of freedom which would show that there
was to be no difference between American principles and those
of mankind. That this was the underlying idea of the President
is certain, for not only does he explicitly state this in his

above-quoted address of the 22nd January 1917, but on his

return from Europe he spoke thus on the 6th September
1919. ‘ I discovered that what we called American principles

had penetrated to the heart and understanding not only of the
great peoples of Europe, but to the hearts and understandings

of the great men who were representing the people*-- . f Europe.
... I can fancy those men of the first geneiaiion that so

thoughtfully set this great Government up, the generation of

Washington, Hamilton, Jefferson, and tne Adamses—I can
fancy their looking on with a sort of enraptured amazement that

the American spirit should have made conquest of the world.’

20. Political effect of the President's Speeches. With the

President’s address of the 27th September was terminated that

remarkable series of political speeches, which began with the
‘ Fourteen Points ’,and which subsequently becamethe legal basis

of the Armistice. It is, however, inqwrtant to pf)int out that

the President himself stated that the ‘ Fourteen Points ’ were

‘only her own (i. e. America's) provisiotial sketch of principles and
the way in which they should be applied ’ (11th February 1918).

Nor does this end the matter. Immediately after the speech

of the 4th July Mr. Lloyd George made a public utterance to

the effect that the Kaiser ‘ (ran have peace to-morrow ’ if he

will accept the President’s terms. That exi)erienced diplomat

Lord Lansdowne ^ at once intervened to point out that thir

President’s speech of the 4th July was not ‘ an outline of

peace terms but a very nobly-worded description of the things

for which the associated peoples of the world were fighting ’,

and that these premises, even if accepted, ‘ would place us at the

beginning, and not at the end, of a very complicated negotia-

tion ’. The political effect of the President’s speeches did not,

however, depend on whether or not the * Fourteen Points ’ or

^ Letter of 31st July. Lord Lansdowne was at this date considered by
some to be a pacifi.st, and his opinion did not, tlicrefore, carry the weifrht

tliesc particular observations certainly deserved.
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the Four Objects or the Five Particulars offered an adequate
basis for negotiation or could be taken as the draft' clauses of

a Treaty, lliese utterances rang through the world as no
speeches had rung since the days of Canning, and the effect

produced on the autocrats and peoples of Europe was not

dissimilar. As Czemin wrote, ‘ In the eyes of millions of

people this programme opened up a world of hope
21. The President'’s attUvde towards Smaller Nationalities,

Fehruary-Naoember 1918. In two directions the President’s

utterances were of such fundamental importance as to deserve

still further examination. One of the most important points

of the President’s programme was the uplifting of the smaller

nationalities. This idea was not new, for the sympathy with

Serbia and Belgium had been universal in England and PVance.

But the circumstances of America’s origin made her naturally

the hope of small nations who longed to be free and great, and
the voice that came over the water was listened to with

eagerness and joy. Rumania was cheered, at the moment just

before she was forced to sign an armistice in December 1917,

by a message from the President to the effect that, whatever
happened, the United States would ultimately restore that

independence of which Germans and Bolsheviks were depriving

her. This whole attitude was of great importance towards
the beginning of 1918, - when the original belligerents were
feeling the strain of the War, and when peace was continually

on the lips and in the minds of men. It was in this light that

this ardent championship of the rights of small states acquired

new importance as the lesser nationalities gradually emerged
from the wreck of Russian, Turkish, and Austro-Hungarian

Empires. It was towards the latter that the President’s

attitude showed the most marked change, and it appears to

have been much influenced by the Congress of Oppressed

Nationalities held at Rome in the second week of AprU 1918.

At the beginning of June the President formally announced
that the United States had followed these proceedings with

great interest and that ‘the national aspirations of Czecho-

1 Czemin, In the W&rld War, p. 189. The late Mr. Roosevelt did not
think Americans were among these millions. * It is sheernonsense to main-
tain that the American army is fighting for his (the President’s) fourteen
points. There is not one American in a thousand who has ever heard of
them. Tlie American army is fighting Germany, and the American people
want Germany smashed.’ The Times^ 5th December 1918,
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Slovaks and Yugo-Slavs for liberty have the lively sympathy
of this Government ’ (29th May). This declaration was
immediately endorsed by the three Entente Powers (3rd June).

It was a very significant one, and when German and Austrian

sympathizers and officials sought to construe the President’s

utterance as a mere declaration in favour of autonomy he
issued a new statement (28th June) that the position of the

United States Government was that ‘ all branches of the Slav

race should be completely freed from Geiman and Austrian

rule ’. This was very important, for the independence of

Czecho-Slovakia meant the break-up of Austria-Hungary.

On the 3rd September the President went oven further and
recognized the Czecho-Slovak National Council as a b elligerent

Government.* When on the 18th October he answered the

Austrian Note requesting an armistice, he quoted the above-

mentioned declarations and stated that they had been made
since the ‘ Fourteen Points ’ and prevented his negotiating

with Austria-Hungary on the basis of the ‘ mere autonomy ’

of these peoples in accordance with Point 10 ® of the ‘ Fourteen

Points ’. ‘ The President is therefore no longer at liberty . . .

he is obliged to insist that they (Czecho-Slovaks and Yugo-Slavs)

and not he shall be the judges of what action on the part of the

Austro-Hungarian Government will satisfy their aspirations.’

The independence of Poland with imjdied access to the sea had
already been asserted by the President as far back as the 22nd

January 1917, it had been explicitly reaffirmed as the

Thirteenth Point, and this had been publicly endorsed by the

other Allies. The general effect of the President’s utterances,

first by his sympathetic reference to Polish independence in

1917, and next by liis efforts on behalf of Yugo-Slavs and

Czecho-Slovaks, in 1918, had been greatly to assist those

elements of liberty and revolution which sought and ultimately

achieved the break-up of Austria-Hungary.* By giving voice

to their aspirations he did more also in another way. ‘ If you

^ This body had originally been formeti of Czecho-Slovak exiles and had
for head Masaryk, the first President, and as secretary lienefi, the first

Foreign Minister of the Republic.
* Point 10. ‘The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the

nations we wish to see safeguarded and assured, should be accorded the
freest opportunity of autonomous development.'

3 This attitude was the more »ignificant in view of the fact that negotia-

tions were prweeding between France and Austria-Hungary so late as
February 1018. u. French and Austrian ofiieial statements, Ap. 4, 6, 8, lOlo.
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could catch some of these voices that speak of the utter longing

of oppressed and helpless peoples all over the world; and hear

something like the battle hjrmn of the Republic, hear the feet

of the great hosts of liberty going to set them free, to set their

minds free, to set their lives tree, to set their children free,

then you would know what comes into the hearts of those who
are trying to contribute all the brains and power they have to

this great enterprise of liberty ’ (18th May 1918).

22. The Presidents attUtids towards the German GovernmerU,

1918. In regard to the German Grovemment the President’s

avowed policy differedfrom that of the Entente. This difference

can be well illustrated by contrasting his utterances with those of
other Allied leaders. Mr. Lloyd George said on the 5th January
1918, ‘ Nor did we enter this war merely to alter or destroy the

Imperial Constitution of Germany. . . . Our point of view is

that the adoption of a really democratic constitution by
Germany would be the most convincing evidence that in

her the old spirit of military domination had indeed died . . .

and would make it much easier to conclude a broad democratic

peace with her. But after all that is a question for the German
people to decide.’ Mr. Wilson’s attitude was very different.

He claimed indeed, ‘ We intend no wrong against the German
Empire, no interference with her internal affairs ’ (4th December
1917). But he held fast, to a political theory which in effect

led him very far. The people were under God, the origin of

all just power, and therefore the German Government, like all

military autocracies, was an illegitimate one. It was not

however to be interfered with in peace time, except by the

operation of the moral influences of liberty,^ but in war time it

was to be swept from the earth by the armed forces of freedom.
‘ We wanted ’, said he on the 6th September 1^19, ‘ to destroy

autocracy everywhere in the world.’ While Great Britain

spoke of destroying militarism, the President spoke of destroying

autocracy, or at least of rteducing it to virtual impotence. The
German Government was one which feared its people and
therefore, just as Washington drove tyranny from America,

it was for another President, following in his steps in the light

of a larger day, to drive it from Europe. A strong stand was

^ Except when a new one arose, as that of Huerta in Mexico, which the
President refused to recognize, as ' based upon intrigue and assassination \
2nd September 1916.
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indeed needed, for in May and June a peace atmosphere was
spreading on both sides. On the 17th May 1918 General Smuts
said, ' We will not have a peace secured merely by the unaided
efforts of armies in this war ’

; on the 24th June Kuhlmann
said, ‘ An absolute end can haidly be expected through purely
military decisions alone, without any diplomatic negotiations

Both statesmen seemed to hint at an informal conference.

This was not the language then used by the President. He
spoke on the 18th May, ‘ We are not to be diverted from the
grim purpose of winning the war by any insincere approaches
upon the subject of peace ’. ‘ There must now be settled once
for all what was settled for America in the great age upon
whose inspiration we draw to-day ’ (4th July 1918;, * Force,

righteous force ’, was to ‘ cast every selfish dov uiion down in

the dust ’ (6th April). The German Government was tyrannical

not only inside Germany but because of its widespread domina-
tion and influence outside it, it was a ‘ power to which the

world has afforded no parallel and in the face of which political

freedom must wither and perish ’. Without guarantees of the

will of the German people treaties of settlement with the

German Government ‘ no man, no nation could now depend
on ’. In his view Germany’s statesmen, and still more
the Reichstag majority, desired ‘ justice ’ and ‘ not dominion

’

but the military leaders ha<l cowed or deceived them.'

The German people must recognize that ‘ we cannot acc^ept

the word of those who forced this war upon us. . . . They
have convinced us that they are without honour and do
not intend justice’ (27th September 1918). These tre-

mendous denunciations, such as had never been heard in

European Chanceries, found an echo in Germany itself.

For they made clear the stern alternative. The Kaiser

and Junkerdom stood between the German peo})lc and the

realization of permanent peace. The President had often

proclaimed this in public, and there came a time when he stated

it in the course of negotiation with the German Government.
In his reply of the 8th October 1918 to the German overture

for an armistice, the President asked the Imperial Chan-
cellor " whether he . . . is speaking merely for the constituted

• This view is sup|M)rte(i by ('zemin. In the World War, p. 150, ‘Certainly
the great majority in Germany, counting tiicm per liead, Htip|>orte<l the
(Reichstag) resolution.’ Cp. on this point BUpra, Chap. II, { 4 sq.
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authorities of the Empire who have so far conducted the war
The Chancellor in reply claimed to speak for the great majority

of the Reichstag, and ‘ in the name of the German Government
and of the German people In response to a query as to

whether the German Government accepted the President’s

speech of the 4(th July in which he demanded the abolition of

arbitrary power, the German Note of the 20th October stated

that there had been ‘ a fundamental change ’ in Germany and
that the responsibility of the Government had been established.

The President answered stiffly on the 23rd October that if

the Government of the United States ‘ must deal with the

military masters and the monarchical autocrats of Germany
now ... it must demand not peace negotiations but surrender ’.

On the 27th the German Government replied by saying that

a People’s Gk)vemment would conduct the peace negotiations

and have the military power subject to it. On the 9th November
the Supreme War-Lord fled to Holland.

A discussion between two countries which ended in the

acceptance of a new constitutional theory by one party and
the subsequent flight of its ruler, is a perhaps unique result

of a correspondence dealing primarily with negotiations for

an armistice. Yet it was the logical deduction from the

doctrines and ideas of the President, and from the public

effect of his war-aims. For, once the armed struggle began,

his theories led straight to the conclusion that all governments

must rest on the choice of the people and, more important still,

that peoples must be given the opportunity of that choice if

they desired it. Hence the true importance of the Covenant

of Nations consisted in the fact that it would stabilize and make
permanent the new democracies. The war had thrown down
all military autocracies, the peace would prevent them from
ever rising again. The war had brought new nationalities to

life, the Covenant would safeguard their future. This perhaps

was the most important of all the principles enunciated by
the President, for it was the most far-reaching in its effects.

Guarantees for democracy * meant guarantees of territorial

^ TheTeisa^StiiuA. axuilogy betweea this thMry of guaranteed democracy
in the world and the form of repubUcamsm guaranteed to each State of the
Union by Article 4, Section 4, of the American Constitution. What the
United States were willing to guarantee to their component States under
the Constitution, the League of Nations is to guarantee to nations under the
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integrity and independence for each nation ; and these con-

stituted an obligation which involved the whole world, Old or

New, in the Concert of Power. There was, and there could

be, no limited liability in affairs of such importance, and the

Covenant meant the Monroe doctrine applied to the world.*

It was on these principles that the President ended the war,

and it was these principles which he sought subsequently to

embody in the Covenant. ‘ It is our inestimable privilege to

concert with men out of every nation what shall make not
only the liberties of America secure but the liberties of every

other people as well ’ (4ith July 1918). * I hold the doctrine of

Article X (of the Covenant) to be the essence of Americanism ’

(Letter of 9th March 1919).

23. Candusian. The war-aims of Germei'^ were adapted
to the occasion and the moment, and varied with the event

and the audience and with military failure or success. Hence
within ten months they passed from the aggressions of Brest-

Litovsk to the acceptance of the Fourteen Points ’. The war-

aims of the Entente were affected by secret agreements based

upon the conclusion of alliances essential to the defeat of

Germany. But these institutions and their history did not

prevent them from subscribing in general to the ‘Fourteen

Points ’. Indeed, the principles of Mazxini, of the Rights of Man,

and of Magna Carta bear a strong resemblance to them and,

as nations always conform to their historic instincts, the stress

and strain of war eventually induced the Entente nations to

adopt as principles those principles of political liberty which they

had originally learnt from their own institutions. Like other

Powers, the United States entered the war because their vital

interests were at stake. But, unlike other Powers, the United

States had a* ruler who had pondered much on political

philosophy and had had time to reflect upon international

policies during the War, and to think them out in relation

to American political ideals. Hence the ‘ Fourteen Points
’

and the ‘ Five Particulars ’ had a clearness of outline and

Covenant. The only difference is that in the latter case ‘ democracy * means
not only republicanism but constitutional government generally.^

1 The President made this quite clear in two instahccs. Speaking of
Poland on the 4th September 191 9, he stated this was a State which could not
exist independently without international guarantees. Speaking of militarist
autocracy on the fith September 1919, he says, ‘ We don’t want to see any-
thing like that done again, because we know that democracy will only have
to destroy that form of government’.
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a breadth of vision such as the pohtical speeches of no other

war leader could possess. The ultimate importance of these

speeches was not propagandist or political, though their effect

in each case was great. It lay in the fact that they became the
basis of the 'Armistice and of the Peace Settlement. The fact

has sometimes been questioned, but the truth can be settled in

decisive fashion. In their reply to the German observations

on the Conditions of Peace, the AUies specifically made that

claim. They referred to the President’s speech of the 8th
January 1918 and the ‘ principles of settlement enunciated in

his subsequent addresses ’ as ‘ the agreed basis of the peace

and quoted in a special memorandum of several pages the

governing passages of these speeches, which they claimed to

have followed in the Peace Settlement. The actual last words

of the reply were a quotation from the President’s speech of the

27th September 1918. Both German and Entente Govern-

ments had therefore adopted the ‘ Fourteen Points ’, the only

difference between them was one of interpretation. The
President’s principles had conquered Europe and the Covenant
of Nations remains as the most striking monument to his

efforts. What still remains to be seen is whether political life

can be the same for the New World as for the Old, and whether
the Wilsonian principles can conquer America.

^ White Paper, Misc. No. 4, 1919. * Covering Letter, p. 7. Reply, pp. 8-9.



CHAPTER VI : PART I

THE WAR-AIMS OF LABOUR

1. Pre-war Attitude of International Labour, The attitude
of Labour Organizations towards tlie political issues of tlie

war was the natural result of their pre-war policy. Although
that policy was, in a broad sense, the same for the Labour
Organizations of the different countries, it is possible to dis-

tinguish the purely international policy from the e-hon of the
separate Labour Organizations in the several crun tries. Joint
action of an international character was the aim of the policy

expressed at many international Socialist Congresses, and at

the Congress of 1907 this policy was expressed in a resolution

as follows :
‘ If war threatens to break out it is the duty of

the working class in the countries concerned and of their

Parliamentary representatives, with the help of the International

Socialist Bureau as a means of co-ordinating their action, to

use every effort to prevent war by all the means which seem
to them most appropriate, having regard to the sharpness of

the class war and to the general political situation. Should

war none the less break out, their duty is to intervene to bring

it promptly to an end and with all their energies to use the

political and economic crisis created by the war to rouse the

populace from its slumbers and to hasten the fall of capitalist

domination.’

This was the policy of the pre-war Internationale on which

were represented the political labour groups of twenty-eight

countries ; and it is to be presumed that the resolution repre-

sented the official policy of the constituent groups in regard

to war and the danger of war. In November 1912 a special

Congress had been held at Basle to protest that there should

be no participation of the Great Powers in the Balkan War

;

and another Congress, at which it was proposed to discuss

methods of stopping wars, was to have been held in Vienna in

August 1914. When, however, war was declared on the 28th

July by Austria against Serbia, the governing body of the

Internationale, the Socialist Bureau, met at Brussels, decided
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to hold the Congress in Paris on the 9th August and issued

a statement to the effect that they had heard declarations

from representatives of all nations threatened by a world war
describing the political

,
situation in their respective coxmtries.

The Bureau urged the workers to demonstrate against war, and
it indicated that the German and French workers would bring

pressure to bear on their Governments ‘ in order that Germany
may secure in Austria a moderating action and in order that

France may obtain from Russia an imdertaking that she will

not engage in the conflict

The pressure of Labour organizations on the governments

of the several countries was, however, never exerted and other

forces moved rapidly towards war. Jean Jaur^s was murdered

in Paris on the 31st July ; and thus not only the French but

the whole Labour movement was deprived of a keen intelligence

and a lofty imagination. The visit of a German socialist to

Paris on the 1st August proved useless for affecting the situation,

and the Irdernationale for all practical purposes disappeared

when the different national sections for various reasons decided

to support their governments. From this point, therefore,

the policy of Labour Organizations may best be understood by
reference to the several nationalities.

2. War Attitude of British Labour, 1914-16. The British

section of the Internationale issued a protest against war on
the 1st August, and on the 2nd August an anti-war meeting was
held in Trafalgar Square, under the auspices of the same group,

at which a resolution against war was carried, specially pro-

testing against ‘ any step being taken by the Government of

this country to support Russia either directly or in consequence

of any understanding with France ’. On the 3rd August the

German advance on Belgium and Sir Edward, Grey’s speech

changed the attitude of most of the labour representatives

in the House and the general feeling of labour in the country.

When war was declared by Great Britain, the Executive

Committee of the Labour Party urged concentration upon
relief work and later joined the recruiting campaign (29th

August). This was a first step towards definite support of the

Government, and the next was the entry of Mr. Henderson into

the Coalition Government with the approval of a joint meeting

of the Labour monbers of Parliament and the Executive of

the Labour Party. The British Socialist Party also decided to
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support the war; but the Independent Labour Party issued
a manifesto of opposition on the 13th August and continued
throughout to oppose the Government’s policy.

On the industrial side Labour supported the Government.
Parliamentary Committee of the Trade Union Congress

issued a manifesto expressing pride at the assistance given by
labour to the war, and on the 15th October a joint manifesto
was published signed by representatives of various labour
organizations and by most labour members of Parliament,
declaring support of the war to be necessary for the safety

of democracy. Clearly, then, practically the whole of organized
labour accepted the view taken of the international situation

by the Government and there was no distinctiv- ly labour

policy in regard to the aims to be pursued in M>t conduct of

the war.

Throughout 1915 the Labour Party and the Trade Unions
continued to support the Government in its external policy,

although difficulties increased in regard to the munitions

industries, and there was some support given to those sections

of labour which opposed the war, because of discontent at the

Government’s industrial policy. There was still, however, no
alternative war policy.

3. Changes introduced by the Russian Revolution. At the

end of 1916 Mr. Henderson was made a member of the War
Cabinet in Mr. Lloyd George’s new Government. Mr. Barnes

was made Minister of Pensions, and Mr. Hodge, Minister of

Labour. Officially, therefore. Labour was in complete agree-

ment with the Government’s war policy ; but the whole situa-

tion was changed by the Russian Revolution and the unexpected

length of the war. The success of the Russian workers in over-

throwing the Ysar’s power gave confidence to the workers in

other coimtries. Suggestions began to be popular in labour

organizations that the Government was incapable of taking

steps towards peace and there seemed to be no possibility of

a conclusive victory. Therefore, the British Labour Organiza-

tions tended to support a Stockholm Conference ;
Mr. Henderson

resigned from the War Cabinet (11th August 1917) and a new

and definite labour policy in regard to war-aims began to be

formulated by various labour groups. A national conference

of the Labour Party and the Trade Union Congress was held

on the 28th December 1917, at which a memorandum on war-
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aims was approved, and thus labour had a definitely expressed

policy of its own in regard to the ending of the wat. From
this time no member of the Government could be any longer

recognized as representative of the opinion of organized labour.

The situation in Great Britain at the end of 1917 is also

indicated by the action taken by the leaders of what had come
to be known as the Shop Stewards’ movement.^ Official trade

unionism was unable to oppose the Government’s industrial

policy ;
but discontent was growing, and the unofficial Shop

Stewards’ Committees, particularly in the engineering trade,

became the exponents of the policy of ‘ peace by negotiation ’.

The difficulty was made still greater when it became necessary

for the Government to seek for more men for the army in

the early months of 1918. The ‘ man-power controversy ’, as

it was then called, brought out opposition in the industrial

sphere. The official ballot of the Amalgamated Society of

Engineers, announced on the 20th February 1917, gave 121,017

against, and only 27,670 for the Government proposals ; and
at various conferences of Shop Stewards, for instance, on the

25th January 1918 and the 9th March 1918, the discussion

turned upon the possibility of trade-union action to secure an
early peace. Some district committees of trade unions proposed

that the Government should adopt the war-aims of the Labour
Party, particulars of which are given below, before making any
further caU uponthe man-power of the nation. Thus opposition,

suspicion of the aims of the Government and an alternative

policy were being developed, when the opening of the German
offensive on the 21st March 1918 enabled the Government
to escape effective criticism and to pursue its own policy.

The German offensive having been exhausted, criticism of

the Government’s policy became vigorous again when the

Allied Powers were seen to be in the ascendant. No one yet

expected a speedy and sudden end to hostilities. The Labour
Party and even the official trade union organization, there-

fore, were all the more eager to press upon public attention

the statement of generous war-aims and the adoption of

steps towards negotiation. It was now appreciated by the

whole of organized labour that even domestic and industrial

^ This was an organization of trade unionists based not on the craft to
which a man belongs, but upon the ^ stiop ^ or section in which a man works ;

and the stewards, the representatives of the ^ shop % became rivals of the
official trade-union secretaries.
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grievances, which were more easily understood by the rank and
tile, could not be redressed so long as the war continued. The
Bntish Labour movement took the lead in promoting the
expression of an inter-ally labour policy for the conclusion
of the war ; and although the inevitable entanglements of war-
tune foreign negotiations were perhaps hardly appreciated by
the majority of organized labour, suspicion was widespread
that the European Governments were not working towards
the aims which labour had welcomed when President Wilson
had given them expression. The terms of the Armistice, how-
ever, satisfied British labour and opposition to the Government
died down.

4. France. In France, after the conference of Uie Inter-
national Bureau at Brussels, a manifesto was issued to the
workers urging them to efforts for preserving peace

; and when
negotiations with Germany failed, a deputation of Socialist

Deputies went to the Premier to urge a manifestation of the
desire for peace on the part of France, The general opinion
of the party in this crisis was not adverse to the Government
and two Socialists were permitted by the Party to enter the new
Coalition Ministry of National Defence. M. Albert Thomas
afterwards became Minister of Munitions, thus binding the
Socialist Party even more closely to the war policy of the
Government,

A division of opinion, however, eventually developed
which was due partly to the sufferings of the working-classes

in the war, but partly to suspicion of the motives of the various

Governments which succeeded one another without perceptibly

bringing nearer the possibility of peace. Exactly the same
process of change from support to criticism of the administration

went on in the Cenfederation Generale du Travail (C.G.T.). De-
spite its strong ‘class’ and anti-nationalist pre-war policy, there

was a general agreement of its members that France was the

victim of aggression and therefore the Syndicats strongly

supported the war, until a division between groups developed

which at length turned the anti-war minority into an acknow-

ledged majority at the Congress of July 1918. Food prices, the

immense casualties, the length of the war and the stern re-

pressions of any industrial movement all compelled the organized

workers to distrust the Government. The C.G.T., however,

was more closely allied during the war than ever before to the

VOL. 1. P
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Socialist Party, and therefore the changes in French labour

opinion and policy can be adequately rendered by' reference

to the history of the Socialist Party.

5. The French SodaliMs go into Opposition, 1917-18. The
division of opinion which first showed itself in the early part

of 1917 was due very largely to the policy of the French Govern-

ment in regard to Russia. Suspicions began to be aroused that

the purposes of the Allies in the war were not what they had
been or at least not what they were generally believed to have
been at the beginning. In April 1917 a deputation of Socialists

sent to Russia reported against the French Government’s
policy ; and, although the Executive of the Party voted against

the Stockholm proposal, the minority on that occasion were
able at a meeting of the Federation of the Seine to show that

Socialist opinion was moving against the Government. The
Prime Minister, M. Ribot, was particularly opposed when he
spoke in slighting terms in the Chamber of the League of

Nations as a programme for peace. The opposition to the

Russian andStockholm programmes of labour led toM. Thomas’s
announcement that he would resign from the Government

;

but the Party decided that he should remain. Meantime a long

statement of the Labour attitude towards the war was drawn
up by the Socialist Party, emphasizing the need for fighting but
expressing suspicion of certain tendencies. The statement

declared for a plebiscite in Alsace and Lorraine. For some time

the Party tried to affect French policy. M. Ribot resigned and
M. Painleve, with M. Ribot as Foreign Minister, was Premier

imtil M. Ribot resigned ; and in November 1917 the Painleve

Ministry fell.

Labour organizations, both in the Chamber and outside

had become strongly critical of the Government. The Socialist

Party was divided in regard to voting war credits and par-

ticipating in the Government, as the October Conference at

Bordeaux showed, the minority being more and more clearly

opposed to the tendency of the Allied policy at this time.

M. Clemenceau, who succeeded M. Painleve, made the Socialist

opposition certain and unequivocal both by his action in the

industrial sphere, and by his open disregard of the aims publicly

expressed by the representatives of organized labour.

A definite protest was made in January 1918 by the

Socialist Party agaimst the declaration of the Allied Governments
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at Ae Versailles Conference : and from the 18th February the
SocialistPartyworked in close connexion withthe British Labour
Party in its statement of war-aims. This statement was under-
stood in France at least to be in opposition to Governmental
policy, as M. Clemenceau showed in his attack on the Socialist
Party in the Chamber on the 15th March. In France as in
Great Britain the German offensive led to a subduing of labour
criticism

; but when the Allies once again were seen to be
secure, opposition broke out. In the use of force for suppressing
the great munition strike, which occurred at St. Etienne, the
Government did not increase the friendship of I.iabour organiza-
tions ; and in July at the first full congress of the C.G.T. held
during the war, the mood of the trade unionists was clearly
shown to be adverse to the Government’s policy, in September,
French representatives were present at the Inter-Allied labour
Conference in London, and in October those who had been
in the minority in the Socialist Party definitely gained control
of the situation. Both sections, however, strongly supported
the idea of the I.eague of Nations ; and the licft Wing, now in

control, was strongly internationalist. Thus at the Armistice
French Labour looked to President Wilson, but was in open
opposition to its own Government and thoroughly suspicious

of the real aims of the Allies.

6. Italy. The Italian Socialist Party resigned from the
Internationale when war broke out and attempted during the
first part of the war to be ‘ neutralist ’. The official members of

the Party in the Chamber supported Italy^’s non-intervention;
and yet the German Socialists who came to Italy in 1914 ancl

1915 were by no means welcomed by their Italian comrades.
In September 1914 there was a meeting of Italian and Swiss

Socialists at Lqgano at which both parties agreed to work for

the neutrality of their Governments, and' in 1915 the Italian

Socialists began the organization of the Zimmerwald Confer-

ence. The Confederazione Generale di Lavoro was also officially

neutralist. There was, however, an unofficial minority both
in the Socialist and in the trade union organization which
strongly supported Italian intervention ; and Bissolati,*

a Socialist, entered the Coalition Cabinet in 1915, just before

war was declared on Austria. This group was assisted by

' Bissolati had some important ideas on the subject of justice to the
Yugo- Slavs wh*ch he openly expressed ; he resigned oiltce at the end of 1 91 8.
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a nationalist group of Irredentists who were also Socialists;

and among the trade unions a pro-war policy resulted in the

formation of the Unione Italiana di Lavoro. The various

pro-war groups sent representatives to the Inter-Allied Labour
Ck>nference in London in September 1918, and voted in favour

of the war-aims there proposed; but even in this group the

movement had been increasingly away from the policy of

the Allied Governments, and at the close of the war nearly the

whole of organized labour in Italy was not only in opposition

to their own Government but dissociated from the Socialist

and Labour parties of other Allied countries and looking to

Moscow and the third Internationale.

7. Russian Labour Mooemerds. In Russia the influence

of the organized workers was such that although the opponents

and critics of war policy in the various other belligerent countries

looked to the Revolution for inspiring phrases, Russia itself,

when the Peace Conference met, was cut off from the rest of

Europe. The Revolution of March 1917 was recognized by
all the most intelligent leaders of the labour movement in all

countries as involving a violent break with Governmental polic}’

at least in the East. The publication of hitherto secret treaties

shook the confidence of some labour groups in Allied countries,

and the Russian phrases ‘ self-determination ‘no annexations ’,

and ‘ no punitive indemnities ’, were so attractive to many
that even the German military rigime seemed for a time to be
finding a use for idealism. Confusion and general distress, and
the hopeless failure of a military offensive, produced the second

Revolution on the 7th November 1917, and left the Bolsheviks

in control. The temptation was too strong for the German
militarists, and the peace negotiations begun at Brest-Litovsk

on the 22nd December seemed to show to Labour in all countries

that there could be ho genuine conversion of the military mind
except by force of arms. So it came about that Russia herself

was not an effective force at the Peace Conference, although

throughout the closing stages of the war the influence of new
schem-^s and policies of labour organizations in Russia un-

doubtedly affected the situation both in Central Europe and
in the Allied nations.^

The neutral countries also played a part in the making of

the situation which existed when hostilities ceased. Lack of

^ The Bolshevik attitude is treated more fully in Chapter VI, Pt. 11, q.v.
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food and raw materials had affected labour in Scandinavia,

Holland,* and Switzerland: labour organizations were unable

in those countries to maintain the traditional opposition to

war ; but the most direct influence of neutral labour was in

the international sphere, and it may therefore be discussed

under the heading of international action.

8. German Labour Organizations. The policy of the German
labour organizations had not such a direct bearing on the terms

of peace as had that of Allied labour organizations ;
but the

actual position of the German labour organizations at the

Armistice was perhaps one of the chief causes of the entire

destruction of all German power. The Peace Conference is

remarkable as compared with other such Conferci'ces in that

one party to the proposed Treaty was not repiesented at the

Conference and the terms were, therefore, entirely designed by

the Allied and Associated Powers ;
but this was due lij^rgely

to the fact that Revolution had destroyed the Governments

of the Central Powers. The final overthrow of the military

power was in great part due to the distrust shown by German

labour organizations.

At the very beginning of the war the Social Democratic

Party in the Reichstag voted war credits, witli only four absten-

tions, on the ground tliat the Fatherland must be defended.

A “ Burgfriede ’ was declared between the Government and the

Socialists. There was, how'ever, strong opposition by a small

group, which became more public in June 1915 when the

Pan-Gehnans began to popularize war-aims involving annexa-

tions. The Majority Socialists published war-aims on the 25th

August 1915, which besides the ntatus quo appeared only to

include commercial advantages for Germany and vague tenns

such as the Freedom of the Seas and International Arbitration.

By December 1915 the division in the party was obvious,

and the Minority group was organized definitely in opposition

to the German Government ;
but the opposition was weakened

by disagreement between its members. As in the Allied

countries, there was a very general growth of suspicion ; and

although the leaders of the minority had many different views

and policies, their support came from a very widespread public

feeling that the policy of the Government aimed at annexations,

and that the war was one of conquest and not of self-defence.

As in the Allied countries, industrial groups were drawn
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into the controversy of the political labour groups ; but in

Germany the trade union leaders were more and more inclined

to support the Government on the ground that the existing

order conferred benefits. The rank and file, however, in so far

as it was not distracted by army service or military control,

appears to have been increasingly distrustful and feeling ran
high when, on Labour Day, 1916, Karl Liebknecht was arrested

and condemned to two and a half years’ penal servitude.

9. Growth of the ‘ Minority ’ Socialists, 1916-18. In the

summer of 1916 the general discontent and suspicion drove the

Majority Socialists to take a more critical attitude towards

the Government and it was no longer possible for the Govern-

ment entirely to suppress discussion of war-aims by the
‘ Minority ’. In October, however, Vorwdrts, which had been
a ‘Minority’ organ, was suppressed for ten days and after-

wards reappeared as a ‘ Majority ’ organ more amenable to

pressure from the Military High Command. The Conference

of the Party (21st September), however, and peace meetings

(1st October) at Frankfurt drove the ‘ Majority ’ to declare

for the statiis quo rather than annexations or advantages as

their chief war-aim. The ‘ Majority ’ also strongly approved
of the Government’s offer of peace in December 1916, and the

greater part of the labour organizations appear to have been

considerably surprised that file Allies thought the terms of

the offer unsatisfactory.

The whole of the year 1917 in the German Labour organiza-

tion was dominated by the Russian situation. The March
Revolution caused gi'eat hopes and strengthened the anti-

govemmental tendencies. TTie Majority issued, in reference

to a Stockholm conference, a new declaration of war-aims,

again suggesting the status quo with regard to German terri-

tory, but desiring independence ' for Ireland, Egypt, India,

Morocco, Finland, and Tripoli. The ' Minority ’, on the other

hand, expressed themselves as desirous of disarmament and
arbitration, together with a redrawing of the map of Europe
on the basis of nationality. The views of the ‘ Minority ’,

however, had little influence on German policy, more especially

as the Russian- Revolution, from whidi so much had been
hoped, seemed to be ending in confusion. The Government
refused the now general demand for a clear statement of war-
aims ; the new Chancellor, Michaelis, confused all the issues
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in his self-contradictory speeches of July ; and at the close
of the year the annexationist parties seemed to be in complete
control of the situation. The general confidence in the Govern-
ment and the military command was being slowly undermined
by economic distress and postponement of any end to the
struggle ; but criticism was dumb during the successful offensive.

The whole concentrated and suppressed distrust burst out
when the Allied offensive began in the summer of 1918 ; and
the labour organizations were able to take advantage of the
situation and to assume control in the autumn. By that time,

however, their statement of war-aims was obsolete and the

world situation had left their controversies almost entirely

domestic in importance.

10. International Labour Policy, W14-J7. We may now
turn from the separate actions of the labour organizations in

the different countries to the joint action by which international

labour policy was eventually revived. The International

Socialist Bureau was transferred in October 1914 from Brussels

to The Hague
;

but, as it has already been pointed out, action

could be taken during the war at first only by the national

sections of the labour movement each in isolation.

In February 1915 there was a Conference in I^ndon of

labour organizations in the Allied countries, at which it was

agreed that the war must be carried on until Germany was

defeated. In April 1915 a similar Conference of Socialists

of Germany, Austria, and Hungary was held in Vienna ; and

although the attitude expressed towards the war was indefinite,

general resolutions as to war-aims were passed, including

disarmament and self-determination. In September 1915.

at Zimmerwald, an anti-war Conference of Socialists was held

;

but although ^those present were of different nationalities,

there were no official representatives of any belligerent country

except Italy The Conference was quite ineffective even in

the labour* movement ; but a second Conference of the same

groups was held at Kienthal on the 24th April 1915, at which

it is interesting to note that Lenin was present to represent

Russian Socialists. Discontent was expres.sed at the inaction

of the official Socialist Bureau at The Hague ; but again no

^ The manifesto signed by those present called on tlie Socialists of all

countries to renew the class-war in order to end the war of the nations. At
the later Kienthal Conference the suggisstion was made to found a rii w
Internationale and to repudiate the official Socialist Bureau.
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definite results were attained. It was evident that the time

had not yet come for international action by labour.

In April 1917 an invitation was issued by the Dutch and
Scandinavian labour organizations to an international con-

ference at Stockholm, to which city the Socialist Bureau was
removed. The political influence of M. Branting was of inter-

national importance, especially as he was known to be favom-able

to the Allies by contrast with the Conservative Party in Sweden.

His support of the Stockholm project gave him an international

position in regard to war-aims. The Russian Revolutionary

Council of Soldiers and Workers supported the Stockholm plan,

and discussions began in all the belligerent coimtries as to the

wisdom of a meeting of labour representatives from enemy
countries while the war still continued. There was still strong

opposition, especially in France, among the workers to any
conference with German Socialists, who were felt to be deeply

committed to the policy of a militarist Government ; but

despair of any conclusion to the war was driving the people to

look about for some new method of approach to a settlement.

By the autumn of 1917 in all belligerent countries organized

labour was inclined to feel that the Governments could do
nothing and that labour itself must make the first move towards

peace. It was agreed that the conference at Stockholm could

not be regarded as in any sense official or as involving binding

agreements between labour organizations in enemy countries ;

but the mere proposal of a Conference roused strong feeling,

especially in Allied countries, and the Governments decided to

oppose the suggestion. The next move began in England.

11. The International Labour Conference of Lcmdon, 20th

February 1918. The British Trade Union Congress at Blackpool

(in September 1917) resolved that an Inter-Affied Conference

of Labour Organizations should be held ; and a joint Conference

of the Labour Party and the Trade Union Congress, held in

London on the 28th December 1917, approved a memorandum
on war-aims, which was made the basis of an invitation to the

labour and socialist groups of all the Allied countries. A pre-

liminary meeting took place in Paris on the 15th, 16th, and
17th February, and the full Conference assembled in London
on the 20th February 1918. Most of the Allied countries were
represented, and mere were delegations representing the

Czecho-Slovak Socialists of America, Polish groups, and the
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South Slavs. The Bolsheviks refused to be represented and
also refused passports to other Russian parties ; no reply was
received from Rumania. A telegram, indicating partial agree-
ment, was received from Mr. Gompers in America.

12. Terms of the British Labour Memorandum on- War-aims.
After certain preliminary motions on the part of the Italian

and other groups, the Conference approved and adopted the
British memorandum on war-aims, which begins by reasserting

the declaration of the Conference held on the 14th February
1915, and proceeds to a reasoned statement of the purposes
and policies for the sake of whicli In,bour organizations sup-

ported the war. The memorandum accepts President Wilson’s

phrase ‘ to make the world safe for Democracy ’
.is the first

reason for ' supporting the continuance of Ihe struggle ’.

It sets out a scheme for a League of Nations, the reference of

all disputes to arbitration, * the frank abandonment of every

form of Imperialism ’, and it asserts, j)raci ically in Wilson’s

phrases, that ‘ every territorial settlement involved in this war
must be made in the interest and for the benefit of the pojmla-

tions concerned and not as a part of any mere adjustment or

compromise of claims among rival States ’. In detail the

memorandum proposes as war-aims: (1) the restoration of

Belgium and reparation by Germany for wrong done to Belgium ;

(2) a plebiscite for Alsace-Lorraine
; {.‘1) the evacuation of

Serbia, Montenegro, Rumania, and Albania, and reorganization

of the Balkan peoples under an International Commission ;

(4) an indefinite proposal w'ith regard to Italian Adriatic pro-

blems
; (5) the reconstitution of Poland ; (6) a ‘ free state under

international guarantee ’ for the Jews in Palestine
; (7) ad-

ministration of Armenia, Mesopotamia, and Arabia by a Commis-
sion under the,League of Nations, and ‘ neutralization ’ of the

Dardanelles
; (8) not the dismemberment of Austria-Hungary

but national independence, if demanded by the ‘ Czecho-Slovaks

and the Yugo-Slavs ’
; (9) in colonies and dependencies eitlier

‘ administrative autonomy ’ or ‘ progressive partici])ation in

local government ’. Further, ‘ the return of colonies to those

who possessed them before the war or the exchanges or com-

pensations which might be effecteil ought not to be an obstacle

to the making of peace ’, and it was proposed that a system of

control under the League of Nations ought to be established

for ‘ the colonies of all belligerents in tropical Africa ’. The
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memorandum then proceeds to suggest freedom of trade, the

open door, the international improvement of factory conditions,

and the international control and allocation of exportable

surpluses of foodstuffs and raw materials in order to prevent

famine and unemployment. As regards accusations of acts of

cruelty and violence, an international Court of Claims and
Accusations is suggested.

The Conference also decided that it would be useful to call

an International Conference of Labour and Socialist organiza-

tions in a neutral country, at which all the oi^anizations re-

presented should be those which declared their war-aims to be
in conformity with the principles ‘ No annexations or punitive

indemnities and the right of all peoples to self-determination ’.

It was plainly agreed that representatives from the parties of

the Central Powers should meet the Allied representatives.

Further, it was resolved that a Labour representative should

attend the Peace Conference, and that there should be a special

Labour and Socialist Conference sitting concurrently with the

official conference.

This memorandum was communicated to the Socialist parties

of the enemy countries and favourable replies were received

from the Austrian Social Democratic Party and the German
‘ Minority ’ Socialists. The German ‘ Majority ’ Socialists

replied on the lines of their memorandum for Stockholm in

June 1917.1
.

13. International Labour at the Period of the Armistice.

A fourth Inter-Allied Conference of Labour and Socialist groups

met in London on the 17th September 1918, at which the

American Federation of Labour was represented. The Con-

ference resolved unanimously that the Allied Governments
should issue a joint statement of their war-aims, thereby

making it understood that, in the view of organized labour, the

Governments had not yet definitely stated their terms. It

had, indeed, been continually suggested that the aims of the

Governments were not based upon any principles but changed
with the military situation. Tlie ‘ Fourteen Points ’ of President

Wilson were accepted in a resolution of the London Conference,

and some discussion resulted from the attempt of the American
delegation to press for a resolution against conferences with

^ i.e. the status quo for (^miany and independence for Ireland, Egypt,
India, Morocco, Finland, and Tripoli.
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labour representatives from enemy countries. The American
policy, hoWever, was rejected by the Conference.

The whole international situation was transformed by tlie

complete collapse of the Empires of Germany and Austria.

Republics, dominated by organized labour, were set up in

Germany on the 9th November 1918, and in Austria on tlie

12th November. Hostilities had ceased on the western fronts.

Peace seemed to be near, and in the minds of the majority

foreign policy gave place to the re-settlement of domestic

conditions. The interval between the Armistice and the

opening of the Peace Conference at Paris on the 18th January

1919 was not used by labour organizations for the formulation

or the advocacy of any definite programme of ir / crnational

policy, although preparations were made for tiie renewal of

the Socialist Internationale, An International Ijabour and

Socialist Conference was held at Berne from 26th January to

10th February 1920, at which resolutions in regard to the

peace were proposed ;
but the separation between the Govern-

ments and the labour organizations of the various Allied

countries was not bridged, and the attention paid by the workers

to the problems of demobilization, unemployment, and the

securing of their industrial position almost entirely absorbed

the thought of organized labour, thus leaving labour organiza-

tions witliout direct power in international politics while the

Peace Conference was being held.

14. Summary, The position of labour organizations during

a great war is obviously difficult and even equivocal. They

stand in their expressed programmes opposed to the system

within which war and the preparation for war are (lonstituent

elements ; but they have to work in the world as it is. The

liistory of their^action during the war has shown that the real

issues involved in the contact of sovereign governments were

not fully appreciated by the majority of organized workers

in any country before the war ; but the tendency to a new

conception of foreign policy became clearer as the war continued,

and organized labour was able to indicate its nature, if not to

enforce its application. Thus it came about that when war

first broke out Labour organizations, in spite of their pre-war

tendencies, supported the governments of all belligerent coun-

tries, tliat after two years’ war experience new divisions appeared

in the Labour groups, and that the majority of orgamzea
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labour in every belligerent country, except perhaps the United

States, was in opposition to the Govenunents at the close of

hostilities. A few of those who were, before the war, connected

with labour organizations remained to the end supporters of

the governmental policy ; but when the drafting of the Peace

Treaty had to be considered there were practically no official

representatives of labour in any of the Allied Governments.^

’ Count E. Vandervelde in Belgium and Mr. Barnes in Great Britain were
the only Plenipotentiaries representative of Labour, though Mr. Gompers
(U.S.A.) was attached to the American Delegation and acted as President of
the Commission for International Legislation on Labour.



CHAPTER VI: PART II

THE BOLSHEVIK ATTITUDE AT BREST-LITOVSK
AND ITS EFFECTS

1. Bolshevik Negotiations for Peace, November JiH7, and
German Acceptance of them. By the time of the Bolshevik coup
d'itat, the 6th and 7th November 1917, the break-up of Russian
society and of the army had already proceeded far There was
a general desire for peace. Under the Bolshevikt. liie disintegi-a-

tion proceeded yet more rapidly, and they at once proclaimed
the attainment of ‘ a just and democratic peace ’ as one the
first aims of their policy. Accordingly on the 20th and 28th
November Lenin proposed to all belligerents that they should
conclude an armistice and negotiate for a general peace, and on
the 29th the Central Powers accepted the invitation. Local
armistice pourparlers were already taking place in the East, but

official negotiations were started at Brest-Litovsk «)n tlie

3rd December, which resulted in the signature of an armistice

on the 15th. The Rumanians, placed in a hopeless position

by Russian action, were compelled to follow suit, and signed an
armistice on the 9th December at Foesani. The Brest Armistice

followed the general lines laid down by Ludendorff as early as the

summer of 1917 :
‘ they were based on the desire to croine to an

understanding with Russia, for the needs of the War demand<‘d
peace in the East.’ There was no surrender of arms, no cession

of territory, an<l no neutral zone. The Russians succeeded in

inserting a clause aimed against the moving of Gennan troops

from one part of the front to another, but they weie clearly nof.

in a position to enforce it, and the clause was so worded as lo

present no real obstacle to German troop inovtments. By
Article 9 negotiations were to be started as soon as ])ossible,

and these duly began on the 22nd December at Brest-Litovsk.

In the meantime, an important Conference was held on the

18th December at German General Headquarters, under the

presidency of the Kaiser.^ He agreed to Germany acquiring a

1 V, Ludendorff, War Memories^ ii. 544-5 sqq.
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large protective belt on the Prussian-Polish frontier, and he
also approved Hertling’s agreement to a personal union of

Courland and Lithuania to Prussia or Grennany, provided that

the Federal Princes consented. It was decided to propose, but
not to demand, the evacuation by the Russians of Esthonia and
Livonia, with a view to allowing these countries to exercise the

right of self-determination. There were, however, no joint

conferences between the Germans and their allies prior to the

arrival of the delegations at Brest, and this fact was subse-

quently recognized by the German military authorities to have
been a considerable drawback.

2. Attitude of Germany, Austria-Hungary, and the Bolsheviks

at the Conference. The main positions of the three chief Powers
concerned were relatively simple and did not fundamentally

change. The Germans were immediately concerned to arrive

at an early settlement which would enable them to withdraw
the maximum number of troops from the East for the Western
offensive, which had by then been decided upon.^ In addition,

they intended to make the territories which they occupied, and
particularly the Baltic States, closely dependent upon Germany,
while they imperatively required the material resources of

South Russia in order to ease the internal situation. Looking
further ahead, they wished to establish such relations with Russia

as would assure their permanent economic and financial pre-

dominance over her. At the same time, German politicians

feared the effect of revolutionary ideas and of President

Wilson’s principles and were anxious to disguise their des^s
by elaborate lip-service. The Austrian position has been
clearly summed up by Czernin :

‘ Peace at the earliest

moment is necessary for our own salvation, and we cannot

obtain peace unless the Germans get to Paris-r-and they can-

not get to Paris unless their Eastern front is free. That is

the circle complete.’ In the negotiations with the Bolsheviks

the Austrians played an altogether secondary part, but dining

January the disastrous condition of the Austrian food supplies

brought to the forefront the necessity for an immediate ‘ bread-

peace ’ with the Ukraine. The Russians were primarily con-

cerned with setting forth their principles of a peace settlement

in such a manner as would react at once upon the proletariat

of all the belligerents and would thus lead to the outbreak of

* See Vol. I, Oiap. I, § 19.
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the World Revolution, which would replace the Imperialists’

War by the Class War, which was the first essential of their

political doctrines. They went to Brest-Litovsk ‘ relying solely

upon the revolutionary succour of the working classes of the
other belligerent countries—^above all, of Germany and Austria-

Hungary This, the most important aspect of their attitude,

was at the time partially obscured by the fact that their ideas

were then little known and were only beginning to be translated

into practice, and by the prominent position which they gave
to the question of self-determination. This was readily inter-

preted by large circles of foreign opinion in the sense of national

self-determination, rather than in the sense of class-f’ termina-
tion, which was the real standpoint from which tV, Bolslieviks

approached the question of nationality.

3. Opening of the Negotiations at Brest-Litovsk. The negotia-

tions began on the 22nd December and consisted of a series of

four separate sessions, at which all the ctiief plenipotentiaries

were present.^ In the intervening periods important consulta-

tions with their respective Governments took place, while certain

special committees and the bulk of the <lelegations continued

detailed work at Brest. The Bolshevik insistence on ‘ no secret

diplomacy ’ gave the negotiations an cfitirely novel aspect from
the start. They had begun the publication of the secret treaties

in the last week of November, and they now began to issue a
series of daily reports on the proceedings at Brest, supplemented

by wireless invectives from Krylenko, the Bolshevik Commander-
in-Chief, and from Tsarskoe Selo. The German Government
were forced to follow suit and to issue their own account of the

sittings. These were in the main records of the speeches made,
for only occasionally was procedure by written documents
adopted, although Trotsky was anxious thus to pin the Germans
down. The general effect was one of a discussion before the

world, in which the standpoint of each side was necessarily

reflected in the versions reported of the proceedings.

The conference opened in a significant manner, for, far

from theBolsheviks being presented with bases fortheconclusion

of peace, Joffe, on the request of Kuhlmann, read a statement

setting out the Russian principles of a general peace. These
comprised : evacuation of occupied territories and no ‘ forcible

> These were Joffe and Trotsky for the Bolsheviks, Kiililnmnn and General
Hoffmann for Germany, and Czerhin for Austria-tiungary.
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appropriations complete political independence of nations de-

prived of it during the War, self-determination for nationalities

not hitherto independent, no war indemnities or economic
boycotts, and the settlement of colonial questions in accordance
with the above principles. Owing to disputes among themselves
the answer of the Central Powers was delayed until Christmas
Day ; it was then delivered by Czemin and it accepted the
principles of no forcible annexations and of no war indemnities,

but not that of a free plebiscite for national groups not hitherto

independent, and the whole was carefully bound up with the
acceptance by the Allies of the offer of general peace, which was
decided on at that session. Czemin’s declaration was, however,
received by the world in general as indicating a remmciation of

occupied territories and some surprising concessions to the

Russian standpoint. The Allies were given until the 4th January
to answer the general peace offer, but meanwhile negotiations

affecting Russia specially were to continue. No direct answer
was given by the Allies, but on the 5th January, Lloyd George
made an important speech on war-aims, while on the 8th

President Wilson laid down the Fourteen Points ; the sixth of

these demanded German evacuation of Russia and free oppor-

tunity for the self-development of Russia, with Allied aid.

4. Differences between Kvhlmann and Ludendorff 'produced

by Trotsky'sAUUude. The immediate result of the Christmas Day
reply was to call forth violent protests from German General

Headquarters against the weak concessions to the Russians on
the question of self-determination, and the sittings of the 26th
and 27th December revealed to the Russian delegates that the

Germans had no intention of giving way on the question of the

occupied territories. After much difficulty, on the 28th it was
decided to fonn a committee to work out details for the eventual

evacuation of Poland, Courland, and Lithuania, and for a sub-

sequent plebiscite ; but in this document there also appeared
the vital argument that the existent representative boffies in

the occupied territories had already exercised the right of self-

determination, and that a plebiscite would only be of a con-

firmatory nature. This answer of the 28th swept aside the

apparent concessions of the Christmas Day reply, and the
Russian delegation, in extreme dejection, returned to Petro-

grad for instructions, while on the German side the acute
divergence of opinion between Kuhlmann and Ludendorff
had to be patched up by a personal conference, which took
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place on the 2nd January at Berlin in the presence of
the Kaiser. Ludendorfi again urged the absolute necessity
for hurrying on the negotiations in connexion with plans for
the Western offensive; the suggestion of Kuhlmann himself
that Ludendorff should come to Brest was finally not accepted,
nor were any definite instructions in the sense required given
to Kiihhnann, and Ludendorff was only prevented by Hinden-
burg from resigning. The quarrel hinged on the desire to have
the peace recognized as due solely to military success and not
to adroit diplomacy, but, when put in the form of responsibility

for the peace terms, Hertling’s contention was incontrovertible
that he, as Chancellor, was solely responsible. Hf iling had
expressly approved Czeniin’s Christmas Day repU , anti Czemin
had aided Kuhlmann by speaking of separate Austrian negotia-

tions with the Bolsheviks. From the Russian point of view the
importance of this division of German opinion lay in the oppor-

tunity it afforded for protracting the negotiations and for

placing the Germans in the unfavourable light desired. This

opportunity was fully taken by Trotsky, at the time Commissary
for Foreign Affairs, who arrived at Brest on the 7th January.

He had already been active in enunciating the Bolshevik

determination to conclude no peace that was not ‘ just and
democratic ’, and in exposing the role of the Germans as pro-

tective liberators. During the adjournment the Bolsheviks

had proposed the removal of the negotiations to Stockholm
and in the same message had denounced the proposals put
forward by the Central Powers on the 28th December as contrary

to the principles of self-determination. Consequently the

Central Powers were considerably relieved at the reappearance

of the Russian delegation at Brest, and on the 9th January they

presented Trot.sky with a virtual ultimatum insisting on the

continuance of the negotiations at Brest. This was accepted

by him on the next day. Although he had been forced to

abandon the Stockholm project, the anxiety of the Germans
had been evident, and he made good use of the ensuing week in

conducting elaborate discussions with Kuhlmann as to self-

determination. It is impossible to examine here the speeches

on this question, but the two essential points were ;
‘ What

constitutes a nation ? ’ and, ‘ How is self-determination to be

realized in practice ? ’. On neither was any agreement reached

,

the Germans maintained that part of a nation (e.g. some of the
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Poles), and not merely the whole of a nation, could have the
right of self-determination ; the Russians allowed 'that the
D^ainians were in process of establishing themselves as an
independent nation, but asserted that this was entirely an
internal Russian affair ; the Germans refused to permit the
creation of a ‘ vacuiim ’ by withdrawing from the occupied

territories ; the Russians insisted that no free choice was possible

while foreign troops were in occupation, and denied the repre-

sentative character of the bourgeois institutions set up by the
Germans. Later both sides modified their positions to some
extent, but it was impossible to overcome the root difl&culty of

arranging for any kind of real choice on the part of the inhabi-

tants concerned so long as German troops were still in their

country. It is difficult to estimate Euhhnann’s motives for

initiating these lengthy debates on political philosophy and
political science, for ha exposed himself to a number of humilia-

ting verbal rebuffs and did not make any great headway towards
a peace treaty with the Bolsheviks. Trotsky is perhaps near the

mark when he states that Kuhlmann hoped to come to a tacit

understanding with the Bolsheviks whereby German annexa-
tions could be cloaked behind democratic formulae. But a
further reason of great importance influenced Kuhlmann in

spinning out the negotiations.

5. The Ukrainian Treaty of 9th February 1918. Throughout
the discussions the Bolsheviks were in a strong position, for

from the first they had not hesitated to apply the right of

self-detertnination to the various nations of the former Russian
Empire ; but in so doing they exposed themselves to attack

from a most dangerous quarter. Discussions with a separate

Ukrainian delegation had been proceeding since the 4th Jan-
uary. The position in the Ukraine was exceedingly complex

;

a semi-independent, Social-Revolutionary government had been
established in Kieff and had been partially recognized by the
Bolsheviks, who were at the moment negotiating with it for the
cessation of help to Komiloffand Kaledin. In consequence, the
Bolsheviks on the 10th January permitted the Ukrainians, to

participate as an independent delegation in the Brest Confer-

ence. The Ukrainians at once made recognition of their

independence the principal condition among their exaggerated
demands on the Central Powers. The latter seized upon the
Ukrainians as an invaluable means of baffling Trotsky, who
recognized their presence as ‘ a great trump card in Kuhlmann’s
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h^ds Resides the public sittings, a number of private inter-
views took place between the Ukrtunians, the Germans and the
A^ustrians, and these were facilitated by Czemin falling conve-
niently ill in the middle of January. The Ukrainians, backed
by General Hoffmann, succeeded in excluding any Polish
representatives who would have summarily refused the Ukrai-
nian demand for the district of Eholm ;

^ but they were induced
to give way over their initial claim for the incorporation of
Eastern Galicia in their new State. The negotiations as to
supplies of grain were making some advance, when on the
15th January Czemin received the first despairing appeal with
regard to the Austrian food situation. On the 17th b. received
the news of the serious strikes that had broken c ;l, in Vienna,
and on the 21st he returned there. * The Ukrainians no longer
treat with us : they didate ! ’ The food position was of such
seriousness that all the subsequent endeavours of Czemin were
concentrated on achieving the earliest possible peace with the
Ukraine in return for supplies, even at the price of disastrously

embittering relations with the Poles over Khohn and Ruthcnian
autonomy.

The Austrian strike movement was succeeded in the last days
of January by still bigger strikes in Germany. These took place

against'the wishes of the majority of the German labour leaders,

and seemed to presage important results for the Bolshevik

endeavours at Brest and elsewhere. Trotsky had left Brest on
the 18th January in order to place before the third Congress of

Soviets the position with regard to peace. At this Congress

1 The Kholm district lies mainly between the rivers Biij? and Wieprz, in

the south-east of Russian Poland. It formed part of Poland from the middle
of the fourteenth century until 1912, when the Russian (Government, despite

violent Polish protests, formed it into a separate Government, under Russian
law and directly governed from Petrograd. The population has for centuries

been in part Polish and in part Ukrainian ; among the latter the Uniate
Church was from the first strong. There is little past evidence of any strong

racial hostility in the district. The frontier, as drawn by the Treaty of the

9th February, ran farther west than that of 1912, thus ineluding a greater

number of Poles. The approximate proportions of the two nationalities in

the district before the war were : Poles 335,158, VTkrainians 287,236. according

to the language census of 1897. The religious census, revised by Dziewiilski

in 1906, gives the following percentages ; Catholics 4.6«01 , Greek OrtluKlox 35'7,

Jews 14*2, Protestants 3*9. It seems certain, however, that tlie religious

census does not correspond to the racial one, t.c. there are Catholic Ukrainians.

It is probable that the Poles in 1906 numbered about 400,000, and that the

Ukrainians actually exceeded this total. The line of national demarcation

runs roughly as follows : south through or near .Ian6w and Lomazy to

Uscinbw, thence south-east to Jaroslawiec, and south to Jarc/Aiw.
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Trotsky admitted that the Gk)vemment might be copapelled to

sign a peace of annexation, but at the final vote he and the
majority successfully opposed any capitulation, and, as agciinst

Lenin and the minority, urged ‘ a Holy Guerrilla War ’, rather

than abandon the principles that had been so loudly proclaimed
before the world. Trotsky returned to Brest on theSSth January
with instructions to maintain a strong policy in accordance with
the Left Social-Revolutionary formula of a peace only on true,

democratic grounds. He was naturally elated at the internal

condition of Austria, and the news of the German strikes added
another feather to his cap. He had brought with him a new
delegation from the Ukraine representing the Bolsheviks, who
had by that time made great progress in conquering the weak
authority of the Kieff Social-Revolutionary Government, and
he refused to allow Czemin to deal solely with the Kiefi delega-

tion, on the ground that the change in the Ukrainian situation

had now made it entirely unrepresentative. This was essentially

the case, and prompt action was necessary on the part of the

Central Powers if there was to be any Government left in

the Ukraine with which to make peace. During the 4th

and 6th February Kiihlmann and Czernin were conferring

in Berlin with the political and military leaders, and they

returned with the aim of concluding peace immediately with

the Ukraine and of then forcing Trotsky to come to terms. The
Treaty with the Ukraine was signed on the 9th February ; three

days later Kieff was finally captured by the Bolsheviks, almost

the whole of the Ukraine was overrun by them, and the Kiefi

Government, having fled to Jitomir, invited the assistance of

the Germans and Austrians in driving them out. Still the

Central Powers, having the Treaty and the invitation, had
beaten the Bolsheviks by a short head.

The main purpose of the Treaty was to hand over the material

resources of the Ukraine to the Central Powers, but the economic
and financial articles were so drafted that, besides immediate
assistance, lasting predominance was to be maintained. A
number of special agreements as to grain had to be made during

the ensuing months at Kiefi, and the carrying out of their con-

ditions depended almost entirely upon the energy and organi-

zation of the German and Austrian occupying authorities ;
but

the net result was a most important contribution to German
resources and an absolutely invaluable increase of Austrian food
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suppUes. ^In return, the independence of the Ukraine was
implicitly recognized, although its frontiers were entirely un*
certain, except on the west. Here the district of Khohn was
included in the Ukraine and the frontier then followed the old
Austro-Russian boundary, but a subsequent annex rendered
the annexation of Kholm subject to the investigation of a special

commission composed of all the parties concerned.
6. The Rtissian Treaty signed 3rd March ; its main provisions.

On the very day on which the Ukrainian Treaty was signed, the
Bolsheviks issued a wireless message calling on the German army
to refuse obedience to the Kaiser. At the request of Hinden*
burg, Kiihlmann was at once instnicted to present an isUimatum
demanding a settlement on Geiinan lines. On the 1 i.'th February
Trotsky declared the state of war to be at an end, but he refused

to sign the Treaty. He considered it |iossible that the moral
of the German troops in the east, and German ])ublic opinion

behind them, would prevent any further German advance. In
this he was fatally wrong. Geiman General Headquarters had
already been pressing Hertling to denounce the Aimistice, and
at the decisive conference of Homburg, the 13tb Febniaiy,

Ludendorlf succeeded in gaining his object. The Armistice was
declared to have lapsed automatically and hostilities recom-

mence on the 18th February. There was no resistance from
the few remaining Russian troops ; enormous (piantities of

stores were seized
;

great tracts of additional territory were

occupied, the final line of occupation being approximately

Narva-Pskov-Polotsk-Orsha-Mogilev ; south of this the

Germans continued to drive the Bolsheviks out of the Ukraine,

and by May were in occupation of all its nine provinces anti

much of the territory of the Don Cossacks, In the early

morning of the 24th February the (k)uncil of People’s Commis-
saries decided to accept the German pt^ace terms ;

a n<!W

delegation left for Brest on the same day, and on the 3rd March

the Treaty was signed. This comprised nine documents ; it is

doubtful whether the Russian signatories had even read them all.

By the political treaty Russian sovereignty was renounced

over Poland, Lithuania, and Courland, and their future fate was

to be decided by Germany and Austria-Hungary in agreement

with the inhabitants. Finland and the Aaland Islands were to

be evacuated (the Bolsheviks had already recognized Finnish

independence). A German ‘ police force ’ was to remain in
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Esthonia and Livonia ‘ until security is guaranteed by their own
national institutions and until public order is restored The
evacuation of the remainder of the occupied territories was to

take place after the complete demobilization of the Russian army
and after the conclusion of a general peace. The Bolsheviks

were to recognize the Ukraine Treaty of the 9th February, and
to conclude peace immediately with the Ukraine. In the

Caucasus, the districts of Kars, Ardahan and Batum were ceded
to Turkey. Thus the dismemberment of the Russian Empire
was rendered as complete as the Germans at that time covild

hope for. The economic and financial articles followed the same
general lines as Germany’s other Eastern treaties and were
designed to make Russia a commercial preserve for the Central

Powers. The Russo-German commercial treaty of 1904, which
was most unfavourable to Russia and had been imposed on the

Ukraine a month previously, served, with suitable modifications,

as the basis for the regulation of economic matters ; most-

favoured-nation treatment was guaranteed till 1925 ; the usual

special precautions were inserted to safeguard a commercial
MUtel-Europa, and, in general, all Russian imports and exports

were regulated in such a manner
,
as to ensure German pre-

dominance. The ground covered by the series of treaties was
immense, and no details were overlooked ; on such relatively

minor matters as the cost of maintaining prisoners of war and
merchant shipping the Central Powers were just as insistent as

on the immediate resumption of the payment to their nationals

of the Russian State Debt. Finally, it should be noticed that

special protection was provided for Germans in Russia, and they
were expressly excepted from the nationalizing and expropria-

tory decrees of the Bolsheviks ; this was also extended to the

munerous German colonists (about 2,000,000), who were to a
large extent relieved of their allegiance to Russia.

7. Reception of the Treaty in Russia and in Western Europe.

It was this article that was picked out by the Left Social-

Revolutionaries for particular attack, on the grounds that it

was tantamount to a partial restoration of private property in

land qnd that it provided opportunity for the re-establishment

of a bourgeoisie. This party had, after initial wavering, hitherto

co-operated with the Bolsheviks, but throughout the Brest

negotiations they had strongly held to the position that, if a
satisfactory peace could not be obtained, war must be continued.
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Their conception of such a war was of an anarchical kind, ‘ an
insurr^ion of the people in conformity with their terrorist
traditions. Trotsky had, in the main, supported this policy

;

but on the 8th March he resigned his post as Commissary for
Foreign Affairs, took no part in the peace struggles of the
ensuing days, and henceforth devoted himself to the creation
of a Red Army. The fourth Congress of Soviets opened at
Moscow on the 14th March, and after heated discussion the
Treaty was ratified on the 16th, thanks to the influence of Lenin,
who succeeded in winning over a majority of the Bolsheviks,
while the Left Social-Revolutionary party broke with him and
no longer co-operated with the Bolsheviks. The ov;>osition to
Lenin had a very strong case in laying stress o!: the ruinous,

territorial losses to be suffered by Russia, on the mpture of the
economic life of Great Russia, which would be caused especially

by the loss of the grain and coal of the Ukraine, and on the
moral blow to revolutionary prestige, if such terms wereaccepted.
This last point was, perhaps, of special significance in Western
Europe. During the beginning of the Brest negotiations the

attitude of the Bolsheviks to the Germans had evoked con-

siderable admiration in certain sections of public opinion in

Allied and neutral countries. This became much tempered
when it became apparent that what was being said at Brest

differed much from what was being done in Russia, particularly

after the Constituent Assembly was dissolved. Trotsky’s in-

effective beau geste of the 10th February and its consequences

showed conclusively that, despite the many dijdomatic successes

of the Bolsheviks .at Brest, ‘ General Hoffmann’s boot was the

only serious reality,’ and the acceptance of the Treaty, amount-
ing to a complete withdrawal of the loud-sounding Bolshevik

protestations of December, w'as taken by W’estern public opinion

as an ignominious and shameful capitulation.

At the same time, it is difficult not to admit that Lenin’s

policy of ‘ the breathing space ’ was the only practical possibilitv

in the circumstances—^largely, but not wholly, due to the Bol-

sheviks themselves. ‘ Their knees are on our chest and our

position is hopeless.’ Russia was exhausted and absolutely

disorganized. To continue the War with Allied assistance

would, according to Lenin, be merely to assist the victory of

one group of Imperialists over the other group at the expepi-c

of the yet further ruin of Russia ; left to themselves, the out-
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come woiild be an indecisive prolongation of the struggle, which
would become more and more favourable to the revolution of

the war-wearied masses. Nor had the Allies, in a situation

of desperate intricacy and uncertainty, been able to come
forward with any cl^r Russian policy, save that of keeping
Russia in the War. Lenin, of course, stoutly denied that he
had betrayedanything or anybody ; for his obhgations were not
to the Allied Imperialists, but to the ‘ labouring masses ’ of the
surrendered territories, and he had done everything possible to

save them and to shatter German Imperialism—except that he
had refused to continue the War in conjunction with the Allies.

The impression caused in the West by his refusal to do this was
naturally immense and was necessarily intensified during the
vitsJ strain following on the German offensive of the 21st March.
In justice to the Bolsheviks it must be conceded that they made
no attempt to conceal the nature of the Brest Treaty. Lenin
stigmatized it thus ;

‘ We were compelled to sign a “ Tilsit
”

peace. We must not deceive ourselves. We must have courage

to face the unadorned, bitter truth. We must size it up in full,

to the very bottom, the abyss of defeat, partition, enslavement,

and humiliation into which we have been thrown. The clearer

we understtmd this, the firmer, the more hardened and inflexible

will become our will for liberation, our desire to arise anew from
enslavement to independence, our firm determination to see

at all costs that Russia shaD cease to be poor and weak, that

she may become truly powerful and prosperous.’ At the end of

the same speech, the counterpart to this nationalist appeal is

essential ;
‘ We are for the “ defence of our fatherland ”, but

the war for the fatherland towards which we are moving is a war
for a socialist fatherland, for Socialism, as a part of the universal

army of Socialism.’ Ludendorff was correct in summing up the

Brest conditions as being ‘ aimed at the Bolsheviks, whose
propaganda made a chronic state of warfare against them
inevitable ’.

8. German Treaties signed with Finland {7ih, March) and with

Rumania May). For the moment, however, the Germans
had achieved a great victory. Further, the utter collapse of

Russia under the Bolsheviks allowed them to settle with Finland

and Rumania almost exactly as they pleased. Finland signed

a treaty on the 7th March, by which German control over

Finnish conunerce, industry, and finance was ensiured; even
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recognition of Finnish independence was rendered largely
illusory by the stipulation that no territorial changes were to
be made without consultation with Germany, and still more so
by the acceptance of the White Finns’ appeal for German help
against the successful Red Finns. Like the Baltic States,
Finland came in all respects under the sway of Germany, even
to the point of exchanging its republican form of government
for a German monarch. Rumania was far more difficult, for,

^though the chaos in Russia placed Rumania in an ever-
increasingly hopeless position, acute disputes between the
members of the Quadruple Alliance prolonged the negotiations
for several months. A preliminary peace was sign^'-l at Buftea
on the 5th March, but the final peace was not -.igned till the
7th May, at Bucharest. The voluminous treaties constituting

it are perhaps the most damning evidence available of what a
victorious Germany would have been. Even more than the

other German treaties, those of Bucharest provided indirectly

for enormous war indemnities ; Rumanian oil and grain were
virtually ceded to the Central Powers ; her sovereignty was
reduced to a farce ; evacuation was only to take place ‘ at

times later to be agreed upon ’
; all the Dobruja and all the

crests of the Carpathians were to be given up. The whole

amounted to a permanent servitude of Rumania.
9. ResuUs of the Treaties during the summer of JUIH. Yet,

although in Rumania, Poland, and the Baltic countries, the

Germans, as a result of their military ascendancy and of their

consequent treaties, had imposed themselves successfully as

masters, the Russian problem in all its huge complexity was
beyond {heir powers. Much, indeed, was done in the Ukraine,

and something during the summer in the Caucasus ; but German
attention was mainly directed towards producing economic

results, and their vague, political designs were subordinated to

this end. The Bolsheviks, between the Germans on the one side

and the Allies and the ‘ counter-revolutionaries ’ on the other,

tried to makethe most of their position with aviewto re-organiza-

tion, and particularly in the army, where with German aid they

achieved notable results. Their actions in Russia were almost

uniformly favourable to the Germans, with whom they signed

important supplementary treaties as late as the 27th August.

The Bolsheviks guaranteed to oppose to the full the Allied forces

in North Russia, and they definitely renounced sovereignty over
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.

OKGANIZATION AND EXECUTIVE
WORKING

CHAPTER VII

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE

PART I : PREPARATIONS AND PERSONNEL

1. The Conference a Dynamic and not a Static Body. So
great a piece of machinery as the Conference of Paris was not,

and could not have been, created in a day. It was constructed

largely out of the experimental organizations which in the course

of the War the Allied andAssociated Powers had erected to direct

their policy and co-ordinate theii- strategy. There had also been
in all countries more or less specific preparation for the work of

peace, which had produced organizations for the purpose.

When the expected moment at last arrived, these vast pieces

of machinery were brought together at a common centre, and
an attempt was made to fashion them into a common instru-

ment. Such a task was in itself a stupendous tmdertaking, and
involved the interests and passions of a host of officials both
professional and amateur. It is not surprising, therefore, that
the task was never really completed. Much of the machinery
elaborately organized during the War was never fitted into the
Conference engine, and substitutes had to be improvised for

the needs of the moment. Only experience could show how the
machine would work, and experience is a ruthless taskmaster.

The Conference was dominated by personalities whom the events,

of the War had made the directing minds of organizations far

greater than any that had ever previously existed. They were
none of them men who could be fettered by a system ; they
used and ‘ scrapped ’ their materials ruthlessly, and thus con-
tinually changed the Conference machine to suit the needs of
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the moment and of the situation. It is impossible to describe
the Confference as a static body. It should rather be regarded
as a living organism whose cells were constantly changing, and
at times it assumed coiifessedly strange and distorted forms at
the imperious will of masters, who in their turn were in the grip
of the great forces of public opinion.

2. Preowus Preparatiom made by Subordinates and not con-
certed. All the States at war knew that a moment must come
when diplomacy must re-state the facts as they had been estab-
lished by arms. But none knew how or when the moment would
come, until the final struggle was almost over. Such prepara-
tions as were made in the several States before the Conference
were thus necessarily of a very general charac*t, *, and their

exact value at the critical moment could not be foreseen. The
nature of the peace would be governed by the military situation

when the War ceased. On this great fact would depend all else,

and no one scheme could therefore be drawn up which could be
put into force when peace came. Two other considerations also

militated against the value of such preliminary work. The heads

of the Governments and their most responsible advisers had not

yet the leisure themselves to direct it, yet withtmt their supei‘-

vision much of it must be useless since it could only have value

if used by them or those in close touch with them. Moreover,

schemes of organization for the Conference needed to be drawn
up by the Allies in concert, for only the close co-operation of the

several Governments could have elaborated any scheme which

would have stood the test of practice. But such co-operation was

impossible under the conditions of the World War. Tlie Inter-

Allied machine that had been so slowly and so painfully con-

structed had been a machine for war. The principal statesmen

had no leisure to work out the organization of a Conference of

Peace, and, if they had had leisure, they would have shrunk

from raising problems which might have divided them in the

face of a stUl unbeaten enemy.
3. Nedure and Valtie of these Preparations. The preparations

for the Conference then were made for the most part by subordi-

nate departments, without the direction of the heads of States,

without Inter-Allied consultation and co-operation, and with

only a vague idea of how the schemes would be applied in

practice. Their influence on the Conference must not, however,

be imder-estimated. Their labours had produced an enormous
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amount of material for the use of the men of action, and, though
much of this work was wasted, much proved to be of the'greatest

value. The elaborate plans that were drawn up by the officials

of France, the United States, and Great Britain were not with-

out influence at a later date even on the details of organization,

and ideas appeared at the Conference which could be traced

back to laborious pens working at a time when the Germans
seemed almost invincible, and when few could foresee that the

disjecta membra of four Empires would provide the materials on
which the statesmen of the Allied Powers were to work.

In all countries during the War the value of specialized

knowledge had in time been fully recognized. Even in History,

Geography, and Political Science, subjects on which statesmen

often claim that they are adequately equipped, the value

of expert knowledge was eventually universally admitted, and
the diplomatic, mffitary, and economic organizations gradually

obtained the services of men who, with more or less truth, could

claim to be specially fitted to advise those who had to grapple

with the great problems of the reconstruction of the world.

4. French Preparations. It was only natural that in France
the services of academic knowledge] and technical skill should

be recognized at an early date, and a Committee of Historians

and Publicists was set up to survey the problems of settlement.

Each Government Department was also in touch with experts

who placed their Imowledge at the disposal of the departmental

chiefs, and in some cases became departmental chiefs them-
selves. Adequate co-ordination and co-operation was, how-
ever, lacking. Each Department made its plans on its own
initiative. There was no general scheme. The Quai d’Orsai

was not in close touch with the Ministry of Commerce, or with

the French General Staff on this subject, and ,the group of

men who surrounded the Premier—^who in the long run would
alone count, if a peace by victory were attained—were not
themselves sufficiently in command of a joint organization

which could express the ideals and interests of France. The
result was that there was no fully matured plan ready when the
Armistice came. The military conditions of the Armistice were
laid down by the Commander-in-Chief ; its political baris was,
as is narrated elsewhere, supplied by the President of the
United States ; but notWg was signed or sealed as to the
conditions and organization of the Conference. A plan had
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to be improvised in great haste, and improvised it was with
all that sdientific skill and the supreme mastery of historical
and ^plomatic facts for which Frenchmen are distinguished.
But it bore the marks of its origin. Each Department had
set forth its demands in detail, and the total result was rather
overwhelming, while the scheme of organization prepared by
the officials of the Quai d’Orsai, though ingenious and scientific,

-lacked reality, since it had not been made in consultation with
the men who would have to work it, had not attempted to
use the existing organizations, and had not been discussed
with, and adapted to, the need of France’s Allies. This fact
was unfortunate, since Paris was the seat of the Conference, and
the French had the greatest opportunity of devising a scheme
for Conference organization. Fortunately for France, she
possessed among her principal statesmen several who were
specially endowed with both the skill smd knowledge to conduct
the affairs of a Conference. Alone of those representing the
Great Powers, her Plenipotentiaries had themselves sufficient

knowledge of principles and facts to conduct discussions

without relying too greatly upon ‘ experts ’ and hasty coach-

ing. The French Plenipotentiaries were in that sense less

dependent on their subordinates than those of any other

Great Power.
5. The Preparations of the United States. In the United

States an elaborate organization had long been in existence,

whose sole function was to prepare for the coming Peace Settle-

ment. Dating from before America’s entry into the War, it

rapidly increased in size and importance after she became a
belligerent. Under the general control of Colonel House it

enlisted the services of many of the most distinguished academic
figures in the United States, as well as of brilliant journalists,

lawyers, and business men. Elaborate researches were

made into the Geography, Ethnography, and Economic condi-

tions of Europe and the Middle East. Elaborate maps were

prepared showing the result of these researches, and the whole

mass of evidence was continually overhauled and restated in

the light of new facts. Specialists from different parts of the

United States were employed to draw up memoranda, and to

supply statistics on subjects which would probably come before

the Peace Conference.* The worth of all such preparatory

1 In addition there was a committee of historical, economic, and ethno-

logical experts, which was under the control of Professor Coolidge at Vienna,
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research was great. The weak side of the organization lay in

its divorce from the practical side of the conduct of the War,
the officials could not always use the material, and the

academic experts had not always enough knowledge of

current events. There was therefore much wasted labour, as

well as much material of special and peculiar value. The
internal organization of the machine was also defective. Its

separate parts were not sufl&ciently co-ordinated, and its mem-
bers too often worked in water-tight compartments. In
spite of the brilhance of its personnel and the immense
amount of material which it accumulated, these defects were to

prove a serious handicap to its usefulness at the Conference.

Nevertheless, the conception was a great one, and it con-

tributed much towards the final settlement.

6. British Preparations. At London also there was a good
deal of preliminary study of the Conference. In 1917 the

Foreign Office set up an elaborate organization to prepare plans,

and to study and obtain information on the subjects likely to

be discussed. Special ofiices were opened, where not only was
the plan of an organization drawn up and a special clerical staff

was trained, but also an editorial staff was estabUshed to prepare

handbooks on the Geography, History, and Economic condi-

tions of every part of the world likely to come under discussion.

An attempt was made to associate other government depart-

ments in the scheme—the Geographical Section of the General

Staff supphed the maps ; a special section of the Admiralty
Staff the geographical description ; and the War Trade Intelh-

gence Department the economic sections. The General Staff

had also prepared elaborate materials for drawing the miUtary
and strategic frontiers, and had produced a mass of material

which ultimately proved of much practical use.. In this way a
real centre of Conference preparations was made, but unfortu-

nately consultation with other departments stopped at these

sections. There was no real consultation amongst those who
were actually responsible for affairs, and this preparation was
not controlled or encouraged by the War Cabinet which decided

policy, and which handled the Inter-Alhed Conferences during

and which travelled about most of Eastern Europe in the winter of 1918
and spring of 1919, studying the actual economic conditions and the wishes
of the inhabitants of territories likely to be in dispute. Some of the informa-
tion thus supplied was of great value as being more recent than any other.
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the War. Hence the Foreign Office had all this time been
working under considerable disadvantages. There was a divorce
between action and theory

; much of the work done was found
to be superfluous ; while the elaborate plans of organization
could only be partially put into action when the inference
came into being. Such a result, however regrettable, was
perhaps inevitable in the existing organization of the Govern-
ment, but the value of much of the work done was gradually
realized as the Conference progressed.

7. The Preparations of Otlur Countries. In other countries
less elaborate plans were made, and were concerned almost
entirely with the special interests of the countries concerned
rather than with all the aspects of a general pen^ c settlement.

But the Italians, as well as the Yugo-Slavs, Czecho-Slovaks,
Rumanians, and other smaller nations all organized elaborate

Departments of Propaganda during the War, in which their

various technical experts were employed. All these in a sense

were preparing a case for the Conference, and each nation thus

brought to Paris a mass of statistics and memoranda to sub-

stantiate its claims. Most of this was jnirely ex parte pleading,

but it at least secured that every side of the case would be

buttressed by all the arguments that the ingenuity and industry

of its- supporters could produce, while many of the briefs were
prepared by historians, geographers, and economists of inter-

national reputation.

8. Place of the Conference. Peace suddenly arrived, and with

disconcerting speed, while these plans were being elaborated by
a thousand pens in hundreds of busy offices. The Armistices

were indeed the last documents signed without reference to the

Allied peace staffs. For the time had now arrived to turn thwjry

into practice, to sununon a Conference to settle the fate of the

world, and to make the business of concluding Peace the first

charge on the energies of the heads of the States. The first

question was to determine the place of the Conference. There

were many who would have preferred the Conference to

meet in some neutral spot, and of all those suggested, Geneva

seemed most suitable. Those who were thinking of Geneva,

however, regarded the Conference as a place w'here victors and

vanquished were to meet for long discussion, with neutrals also

tAking an active part in the settlement of affairs, in which the^f

had a tremendous interest. They forgot that the enemy States

BVOL. I.
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had as yet signed away no frontiers, and that the enmities

between peoples (which no change of Gk)vemment could assuage)

persisted to a far greater degree than after any previous war.

In the minds of the Allied Powers the enemy must be kept clear

of the Conference until the details of the Peace were settled, and
the terms must then be imposed on them by the overwhelming
military preponderance of the Allies. Such was especially the

view of the French statesmen, and France which had suffered

so much had great claims on the consideration of her Allies.

For such a Conference Paris was the natural place of assembly.

At VerssuUes was already established the Supreme War Council

of the Allies, and Paris, which had been made by circumstances

the principal centre for the direction of the War, was also there-

fore the most suitable place for a Conference, which, it was soon

to be seen, was to be largely an extension of the Inter-Allied

Supreme Council. Thus, though Brussels was mentioned by a
few, Paris—twice threatened by the enemy—^now became the

centre of a world that had risen in arms against him.

9. Date of the Opening. As to the date of the opening of the

Conference there was no settled plan, though no one disputed

the urgent necessity of a speedy conclusion. But several cir-

cumstances prevented the rapid setting up of the Conference

machinery which some desired. The President of the United
States must appear in person, and he could not arrive before

the middle of December. Once arrived he must have a breathing-

space to get into touch with the principal Allied statesmen, and
survey, as it were, at close quarters a scene he had hitherto only

viewed from afar. When he actually did arrive he found the

British people in the throes of a general election, which
the Cofdition Government had decided was necessary to give

it the authority to conduct the Peace negotiations, and to bridge

the transition between War and Peace. Until that election was
over the composition of the Government which would represent

the British people at Paris was in theory uncertain. In spite of

other obvious difficulties the nucleus of a Conference organiza-

tion was, however, established by the middle of December. Had
there been any one with power to act, much preliminary Inter-

Allied negotiations could have then begun. So centralized were,

however, the three principal governments in the hands of their

three heads that nothing could be decided till these three met,

and, owing largely to political exigencies, the British Premier
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was unable to meet his colleagues until the 12th of January.
Over two months therefore elapsed between the Armistice
and the Conference.

10. Advmitages and Disadvantages of Delay. This interval
was not, however, altogether wasted. It enabled informal
exchanges of views to take place between President Wilson and
the French, British, and Italian Governments, and it gave an
opportunity to the staffs of exi)erts to hasten the conclusion
of labours which Peace had found painfully in arreai's. In both
France and England some co-ordination began between govern-
ment departments which had hitherto worked without consulta-

tion. The researches and preparations of subor linate depart-
ments could also be reviewed by those persons ;n close relations

to the heads of the States, and thus brought into some sort of

harmony with the ideas of those who were to be Plenipoten-

tiaries. Some attempt could be made to reduce the mass of

information which had been gathered together into a form
suitable for the necessities of democratic statesmen. Smaller

nations, also, whose countries up till the time of Peace had been

under the sway of the enemy, had time to constitute Govern-
ments and to appoint representatives who should stand for

something more than a political clique. For Poland, for Czecho-

slovakia, for the new Yugo-Slav State, and for Rumania the

interval was of great importance, and it might well be claimed

that the Conference as a whole gained rather than lost by this

enforced delay, however dearly Europe had to pay for every

month that extended the interval before a firm and lasting peace

could be signed.

11. Character of the Delegations. Meanwhile there gradually

assembled at Paris the host of Delegates and Officials who were

to constitute
. the Conference. The characteristic that struck

most observers was their number.^ Castlereagh took with him
to Vienna a staff of 14. The British Delegation at Paris num-
bered nearly 200, with as many clerks and typists. The Ameri-

cans had almost as many. The French could, of course, rely on

their government departments. The Italians were little less

numerous. Smaller countries had 'as many as 50 or 60

’ The total number of delegates (cxcludini< Plenipotentiaries) pven in the
French olhcial Composition ct Fonctionnement, dated 1st April 191 11, which is

far from complete, amounted to 1,037. There were also 70 Plenipotentiaries,

or 104 with substitutes. Many ‘ experts etc., from the various countries also

visited Paris to bring information or to advise on some special subject.
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Delegates. The British occupied five hotels, other countries

were housed in proportion, and once the fashion had been set,

every nation had to fly its flag from a similar institution. The
Delegations included a great variety of men, professional and
amateur. Of professional Diplomatists there were singu-

larly few. During the War the Foreign Ministers of all the
principal Allied Countries had found their power divided

between the heads of the Governments with their special

secretariats, the soldiers, and other government departments.

This development was fully reflected in the Delegations, and,

though the Foreign Offices and professional diplomatists of the
principal countries were naturally much in evidence, they were
subordinate to a number of other influences which had attained

to power during the War. This was an important fact in shaping

the whole character of the Conference, for it meant that form
and precedent would play an insignificant part. Soldiers were
present in great force. During the War they had been the

principal advisers of the statesmen in the great Inter-Allied

Conferences at Versailles and elsewhere, at which the main lines

of policy were decided. Insensibly they had claimed a greater

and greater share in deciding not only strategy but policy.

Though at Versailles there was a Supreme Wai’ Council in perma-
nent session, the principal Allied Powers were also represented

at Paris by some of their greatest soldiers, eax;h Avith a
powerful and efficient staff trained and tested by war. In the
British and French Delegations these influences were especially

strong.

12. The '"Experts'. There were present also a large number
of ‘ experts ’ on territorial and economic questions. Many of

these were ‘ experts ’ only in name. They had made themselves

familiar during the War with the subjects on wlfich they acted

as advisers. This was especially the case with the American
and British Delegations, and much of the knowledge which they

paraded was necessarily somewhat superficial.^ At the same
time many of them were men who had experience of great

affairs during the War, and in all there was a breadth of

outlook as well as an absence of that pedantry which can often

be observed in specialists. The British and American Delega-

tions were both especially strong in financial and economic

^ For example, at the opening of the Conference, none of the British experts
on one country had ever been in that countn’.
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questions.* The French were more fully informed on territorial
points

; the Italians confined themselves more rigorously to
points in which they were specially interested. The ‘ experts

’

of the smaller nations were simply advocates of national claims,
though some of them were men of high distinction.

13. The Plenipotentiaries. Controlling the policies of each
Delegation were the Plenipotentiaries of which each of the
great Powers had five, while the smaller Powers had anything
between one and three. In most cases the head of the State
was present, and acted as chief Plenipotentiary. M. Clemen-
ceau was by nature and experience not likely to share his power
with any one, and neither the Foreign Minister, M Pichon, nor
the brilliant M. Tardieu ever challenged the scpi vinacy of their

chief. President Wilson by virtue of his office stood above all

other American Plenipotentiaries, and the others were only his

advisers, though in his absences their jjowers were considerable,

Mr. Lansing and Colonel House acting as his principal seconds.

Similarly the British Prime Minister assumed absolute control

of British policy, Mr. Balfour acting for him in his absence, but

remaining (!ompletely subordinate during the greater part, of the

time. The British Dominions were eacli represented by its

Premier, who played a double role, for he Jiad also a j)osition

in the British Empire Delegation, which met frecpiently to

discuss the broad lines of policy. India was in a similar position.

She w’^as represented by her Parliamentary sj)okesmen, the

Secretary of State and Lord Sinha, with the co-operation of the

Maharaja of Bikanir. Italian [)olicy f)erhaps owed more in

some respects to the experience of Signor Sonnino than to the

direction of the Prime Minister himself, but Signor Orlando

was by the course of events forced into a position akin to his

colleagues. The Japanese Delegation, whicrh acted throughout

with great self-restraint, was led by the Marquis Sai'onji and
Baron Makino.

Among the Smaller Powers the interests of Belgium were

entrusted to M. Hymans, the Foreign Minister, though his chief

M. Delacroix and King Albert himself visited Paris on occasion.

He Avas distinguished by the courage and eloquence with which

he defended the rights of the Smaller Powers. Poland, whose

* e.g. other dclcgatioiis atta^^Jiecl inueh inijiortanwt to the views of

Professor Shotwell and D. II. Miller of I'.S.A. I>legation.

For a fu!l list see Vol. Ill, Appendix III, and Vol. I, App. VI.
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policy was at first in the hands of the leader of the National

Democrats, M. Dmowski, was later under the control of the

Prime Minister, M. Paderewski, himself, who was undoubtedly
more representative of. the New Poland. The Yugo-Slavs had
a very strong panel, which included besides M. Pashitch the
Serbian ex-!^emier. Dr. Trumbitch, Dr. Smodlaka, and Dr.

Zholger, representing both Croats and Slovenes as well as Serbs.

Rumania was also under the control of its Premier, M. Bratianu,

amongst whose colleagues M. Misu stood out especially. Czecho-

slovakia was also represented by its Premier, M. Kramaf, and
its young Foreign Minister, M. BeneS, while Greece possessed the

most distinguished of all the statesmen of the Smaller Powers
in M. Venizelos, who had also with him his Foreign Minister,

M. Politis. The new kingdom of the Hedjaz was fittingly

represented by the dignified and skilful Emir Feisul. Other
nations played a subordinate part. But it must be remem-
bered that besides those officially recognized as States and
entitled to take part in the Conference with Plenipotentiaries,

there were numerous other claimants represented who laid then-

views before the Conference as opportunity afforded. Of these

none was more ably led than the Zionist Jews by Dr. Weizmann
and M. Sokoloff. The claims of the Armenians were in the

experienced hands of Boghos Nubar Pasha. The Esthonians,

the Lithuanians, the Letts put forward the claims of the

Baltic Provinces to independence, and there were also present

the Ruthenians, the Georgians, and many other subject

nationalities of the former Russian Empire. The Syrians

and Lebanese were also represented. Even the claims of the

Egyptians, Irish, Aaland Islanders, Schleswigers were asserted

and the representatives of the last two were officially recognized.*

The question of the position of Russia was to occupy much of

the attention of the G^reat Powers, but though during the whole
period of the Conference a Committee of Russian statesmen

representing practically all anti-Bolshevik elements was func-

tioning in Paris, none of their number were allowed to present

a case officially to the Conference until after the Treaty with
Germany was signed.

1 Even so distant a ‘ nationality ’ as the Koreans of Siberia attempted to
obtain representation. These were represented bytwo delegates, who started on
the 5th February but, as their mode of travelling was chiefly on foot, they only
reaehed Arehangel in July» »nd Paris in Deeember. They accordingly deeided
to wait for the League of Nations as the Conference had practically ended.
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* PART II : SECTION I

FIRST STAGE. THE ‘ COUNCIL OF TEN ’

1. A French Memorandum the Basie of Discussion. The
Conference of Paris began on Sunday, the 12th January 1919,
with an informal meeting of the Heads of the four Great Powers
and their Foreign Ministers. It purported to be merely a
‘ conversation ’ between these statesmen. It was in reality

a continuation of the Supreme War Council, which had been
formed during the War, and in fact when its military advisers

were present it assumed that name from the first, while its

methods of organization and its Secretariat wer^-- . imply a con-

tinuation of those employed by that body. Tu this Council (to

which Japanese representatives were added on thelJJth January)
was submitted a French Memorandum, attributed by the press

to M. Berthelot, which presented a comprehensive scheme for

the procedure of the Conference. From the discussions on this

document grew the first organization of the Conference which
persisted till the middle of March. The document in its first

form was typically French, being precise and comprehensive,

and based upon principle. The final decisions, however, were
the-result of a very frank exchange of views. Though consider-

able agreement was obtained, there was much compromise, so

that a scheme was eventually agreed to which left many difficult

points to be decided later, and was consequently illogical and
incomplete.

2. What Powers to be represented and number of Plenipoten-

tiaries. The first question was to decide what Powers were to

be represented at the Conference, and what number of Plenipo-

tentiaries werg to be allowed to each. It was finally determined

to admit all those who had declared war on, or had broken off

relations with Germany, though the neutrals were to be allowed

to take part in discussions which affected their special interests.

Some difficulty was caused in regulating the exact status of

Serbia and Montenegro, but the question of recognizing the

new State of Yugo-Slavia was shelved.’ The Hedjaz was also

forgotten for a moment.
More difficult was it to assign the number of Plenipotentiaries

» It wa.s finally recognised on the 2nd .Tune by France and Great Britbiii

;

the United States had already accorded recognition in January.
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to each State. The usual diplomatic rule was adopted that all

decisions must be unanimous, and, as the decisions of the Con-
ference would not depend upon votes, the exact allotment was
less important than it might have otherwise been. But as the
number allotted affected the status of the Powers, the question

of sentiment came in, and the decision was therefore a delicate

one, and necessitated much discussion. The five Great Powers
were given five Plenipotentiaries each

;
Serbia and Belgium,

and—to the general surprise—^Brazil, three each; China, Greece,

Hedjaz, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Siam, and Czecho-

slovakia, two each ; and the other South American Republics,

one each. Most striking of all was the fact that the British

Dominions and India were given separate representation—^a fact

of great importance in the history of the British Empire, and
one which not unnaturally roused considerable feeling outside

it. All Powers were permitted to use the panel system in the

selection of their Plenipotentiaries. The exclusions were not

less notable ; neither Russia nor her subject races (except

Poland) found a place. The neutrals were not given representa-

tion on the same footing as the Allied States, but were to be
summoned when required.

The position of the enemy States had at this time not even

been considered. The Conference was, and was officially

termed, a Preliminary Peace Conference, by which it was
implied that it was for the' purpose of producing agreement
among the Allied Powers. The exact form of negotiation with

the enemy could be considered later when it was seen how
these discussions worked out. Yet it was apparent from the

outset that, if the Allied Powers were agreed, their enemies,

now rendered completely defenceless, would be given littleoppor-

tunity to initiate discussions which might divide their opponents.

3. Form of the Conference. More important than this

question, which was fairly easily settled, was that of the exact

form of the Conference, and in particular of the relations between
the Great Powers and their smaller Allies. It was the same
question as bad been raised at the opening of the Congress of

Vienna, and it was solved, in substance though not in form, in

the same way. The full Conference was to consist of the
Plenipotentiaries of all the Powers, Great and Small.^ But

^ Tlie term ‘ Great Powers ’ first appears in ofTieial discussions at the
Congress of Vienna. Consult Vol. Ill, Appendix IV, for organizaticm of
Conference.
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from the first the Great Powers decided to keep the decisions

of the main questions in their own hands,* and not to submit

them to the General Conference until they had first settled

them amongst themselves. For this purj)ose they kept as the

main organ of the Conference the * Council of Ten which, as

has been stated, was simply an extension of the Supreme War
Council. M. Clemenceau was President of this body, and he

was also formally elected President of the General Conference

at its first sitting. To the ' Council of Ten which in theory

was simply to conduct ‘ conversations ’, was given the right to

decide what questions should be referred to the larger Con-

ference. It could reserve for itself all question which it

thought needed preliminary treatment. The r''}i!is of the five

Great Powers were also safeguarded by a rule that they should

be represented on all Committees or Commissions set up, the

Smaller Pow'ers being only represented when questions affecting

them were under discussion.

4. Supremacy of Great Powers recognized hi Council of Jen.

This decision, which established the legal right ol Gie Great

Powers, was no doubt inevitable. It was a recognition at the

outset of the fact that legal power must corres])ond to actual

power, and the concession of a seat in the larger Conference to

the Small Powers, and the i)romise that their voices should be

heard when their interests w'ere affected, satisfied them for the

moment, though some grumbling was heard. As events turned

out, the Great Powders kept matters in their own hamls to a much

greater extent than was at that time antic*i])ate(l, and the bulk

of the Treaty was made by them alone, and only presentetl to

their smaller allies when the time for signature earne. Ihc* fiist

meeting of the Plenary Conference was held on the 1 8ih Janiiaiy,

but its busines*^ was almost entirely formal. At the second

various Commissions were a])]>ointed, but these also were merely

a formal ratification of the decision of the Great Powers. An

attempt of the Small Powers to assert their rights was ni})ped

in the bud at the second meeting.'* The natural result was that

the Plenary Conference played only a formal part in the organi-

zation. It held only six meetings before theTreaty with Germany

' Thev soon called tlicniscIvc-K The Principal Allied and Assoeiated 1 owers,

and bv this term maintaimsl their privilcKC*! i>o8iti»)n in the actual ^^ty.
* M Clemenceau alluded quite frankly to the fact that the (.reat 1 «wer

whose kuth(.rity was supported by 12,(KK».(MKi s<.ldicrs, must control the

Conference.
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was si^ed, and the only one of real interest and effect was that
in which the Covenant was debated. The Small Powers hence-
forth had to be content to state their case before the tribunal of
the Great Powers, except that they had a partial representation
on some of the Commissions set up, as will be seen below.

The ‘ Council of Ten ’ ^ then, as it was informally called,

consisting of the Heads of Government and Foreign Ministers of
America, Great Britain, France, and Italy, together with two
representatives of Japan, formed the real Conference of Paris
until the middle of March, when the ‘Council of Four ’ was sub-
stituted for it. From the first it acted as a Cabinet and not as
a Legislature. It was secret, informal, and adaptable. Its model
was the Supreme War Coimcil, which in its turn had been
modelled on the British War Cabinet. Its Secretariat was also

the Secretariat of the whole Conference, and this body, which
played a very important part, must be described at more length.

5. The Secretariat of the Peace Conference. The Secretariat
of the Peace Conference expressed the methods and ideals of
the statesmen who had brought the War to a victorious con-
clusion. The co-ordination of Allied effort in war is notoriously
the most difficult task which any statesmen can undertake.
National jealousies and misunderstandings must occur, while
differences of language add to the difficulties of space and time.
These defects, so fatal to many coalitions, had been felt by the
Allies during the War, and were one cause of its long duration.
One cause of ultimate successwas the establishment of the Inter-
Allied Council,which had frequent meetings, and of a Secretariat
which could see that the decisions of the leaders were translated
into action. To both Mr. Lloyd George and M. Clemenceau,
men like Sir Maurice Hankey were necessities without which
much of their imagination and energy would «have been idly
expended. There was thus gradually built up a system of
recording meetings and decisions, and of circulating informa-
tion and memoranda which enabled the statesmen to handle,
with some sort of efficiency, the thousand complicated problems
that pressed for decision in the course of a world war.

This system was the model on which the Secretariat of the
Conference was built. M. Dutasta was Principal Secretary-
General, but Sir Maurice Hankey played a rdle that in many

^ Its exact title was for long a matter of dispute, and the phrase the
‘ Big Ten ’ was in current use.
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respects was even more important, especially after he became
unofficial secretary to the ‘ Four The other three Secretary-
Generals, Mr. Grew, C-ount Aldrovandi, and M. Saburi, were
mainly content to follow the lead of their colleagues. The
principal duty of the Secretariat was to record discussions and
decisions of the informal ‘Conversations ’ in M. Pichon’s rooms,
which were the real deciding factor in the Conference during the
first period. Through them also were submitted the documents
andmemorandawhichonecountry wished to circulate to its Allies.

They controlled, at the orders of their chiefs, the agenda of the
meetings, and this important task, which needed much delicacy,

was one on which many results depended. Too r iich stress

cannot be laid on the system of reports or pb>iiacts of the
‘ Conversations ’ which recorded and circulate<l discussions as

well as decisions. These were made by a very efficient staff of

Assistant Secretaries largely drawn from the Versailles War
Council, and were at one period given a large circulation amongst
the principal Allied Delegations. They enabled the large number
of technical delegates to follow the ideas of the Su]>reme Chiefs,

and on occasion to correct their misconcejff ions, and to offer

advice on problems before the Conference. Unfortunately, the

system also tended to delay and to irrelevant discussion. I’he
‘ Conversations ’ tended to becometoomuch a debating assembly.

When the ‘ Council of Four ’ was instituted later, the system of

recording the conversations was abandoned. But it was soon

found to be a necessity foi" the transaction of business, and was
quickly re-instated, in a modified form.

To the meetings of the ‘ Council of Ten ’ were also summoned
the technical delegates of the Great Powers. For each subject

on the agenda, whether financial, economic, territorial, or mili-

tary, experts attended who had got up the case before the

meeting, and who could give information and advice to the

Plenipotentiaries. These technical delegates were for the most

part silent ; their views were only given to the meeting through

the mouths of the Plenipotentiaries. But on many o<'casions

it was found necessary for them to intervene in the debate, and

by permission they could state their case themselves. The
selection of these delegates by the Secretaries-General jmt con-

siderable pow’er into their hands. The duty was sometimes

not an enviable one, since the Plenipotentiaries would often

raise a subject for discussion at verj’ short notice, for which
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maps and other information had to be obtained tinder great

pressure of time.

6. Programme of the Conference. Once the form of the Con-

ference was agreed upon, the most important problem was to

determine the questions to be considered, and the order in

which they were to be taken. At the outset the mind of none
of the principal statesmen was clear on this point. They were
obviously feeling their way. The French scheme, which had
submitted a tabulated list of eighteen groups of subjects onwhich
decision was necessary, was at once brushed aside. President

Wilson had a smaller list and the first place on it was occupied by
the question of the League of Nations. Mr. Lloyd George wished
to include as one of the urgent subjects the Responsibilities of

the Authors of the War, and the punishment of those guilty of

offences against the Law of Nations. In the minds of others it

was imperative to dispose first of those questions the settlement

of which would allow demobilization to take place. There was
also the question of providing immediate employment for both

the Plenary Conference and for the large body of experts of the

different Powers. The obvious mode of procedure was to appoint
anumberoftechnicalcommitteesto reporton thevarious subjects

of the details of which the statesmen must be to a large ejrtent

ignorant. But it was soon apparent in the discussion that many
subjects which affected the vital interests of the Great Powers
could only be approached gradually, and could not be handed
over to subordinates without some terms of reference being

given, for which preliminary discussions amongst the principal

statesmen themselves were needed. Moreover, the formation

of a large number of committees would make it impossible for

the statesmen to control their discussions, and difficult for the

Smaller Powers to supply a sufficient number of delegates. In

these circumstances it was suggested that the Smaller Powers
be asked to submit their case in writing, especially on territorial

questions, for the consideration of the Great Powers. In the

end this difficult subject, like so many others, was solved by
a comproiiiise which allowed matters to wait on events. Only
a few committees were inunediately set up, and these were
appointed in the Plenary Session of the Conference. They
included the important League of Nations Commission ; others

were shortly added on the Responsibility for the War, on
Reparation, and on the International Regime for Ports, Water-
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ways, and Railways. On these Commissions, as they were mii-
versally called, the Great Powers were allowed two-tliirds of the
representation, and each appointed two or three delegates.

The Small Powers had to be content with five or six delegates

between them, the appointment of whom sometimes caused
some trouble. At this stage many were under the impression
that the Plenary Conference of all the Powers would consider

the reports of these Commissions, but it will be seen they were
eventually dealt with in quite a different way.’ Meanwhile, the
Smaller Powers were asked to draw uj) their claims in writing on
the territorial questions, but no decision was made as to how
these were to be discussed. They were also soon eaUed upon to

state their claims orally before theCouncil ofTen. 'nch resulted,

as will be seen later, in the institution of further Commissions.®

7. The Question of an Official Language. A further prelimi-

nary question which caused some difficulty w’as t hat of tlic

language to be used as the official tongue of the Conference.

French, since it had replaced Latin in the seventeenth (century,

had always been the recognized language for all Conferences, anti

it had been used in the Hague Conferences at which extra-

European Powers had been present. In the Supreme War
Council French and English held equal place, French being the

official language at meetings held in France, English at the less

frequent ones held in England. The French clahned that, though

all the documents might be drawn uj) in French anti English for

the Conference of Paris, and conversations ]>roceed in either

tongue, yet that the French text of the Treaty slu)ul(l be treated

as the final authoritative one in ease of dispute. The Anglo-

Saxon Powers refused to allow this, ])ointing out that English

was the official tongue not only of the British Empire and the

United States, (but also of the Pacific Powers. They (tlaimcd,

therefore, full equality for the English text of documents, and
it was pointed out that this was an essential consideration in a

Treaty which had to be ratified by the American Senate. The
Italians were prepared to acquiesce in French as the official

language, but if English were given equal claims, they asserted

‘ See Vol. I. ApiKjndix VI. With the exeeptioii of the Lcii^^ue of Nations

Commission and the Military, Naval, and Air Coinniittees, the most iiiiportant

were dealt with by the ‘Council of Four’ themselves, u few only bein^

handled by the ‘ Council of Ten’.
* See Vol. I, Appendix VI. These were the five Territorial ComntiKsio::s

on which only the Cireat Powers were represented.
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the right of Italian also to rank equally. No agreement could

be formally reached at this time. In the discussions at both the
‘ Conversations the Plenary Conference, and the Commissions,

both French and English were freely used, interpreters being

supplied. It is stated in the Treaty with Germany ‘that

French and English texts are both authentic ’, and owing to

circumstances no Italian version was prepared. The Anglo-

Saxon Powers may be said, therefore, to have gained their

point. But it should be noted that Italian texts were pre-

pared of the Austrian and Bulgarian treaties, and in these

Treaties the French text is superior to all others.^ The
Germans, of course, used their own tongue when the time
came to negotiate, but there was no German text of the

Treaty. On the whole great prestige was gained for the

English tongue, one of the smaller causes of which, perhaps,

was that while M. Clemenceau had an excellent knowledge of

English, neither President Wilson nor Mr. Lloyd George could

express themselves in French.

8. Pvhlicity of Proceedings, Most difficult of all these

early decisions, perhaps, was that of the question of publicity

of the proceedings. An army of pressmen had come to Paris,

and the attention of the whole world was concentrated on the

Conference. Its decisions affected every nation, and the news
of its proceedings was eagerly awaited at every quarter of the

globe. Further, it was asserted that by the acceptance of

President Wilson’s first point, ^ Open Covenants openly arrived

at ’, the Allied Powers had committed themselves on this

question, and it was claimed that only by giving publicity to

the proceedings of the Conference could a settlement be arrived

at which would satisfy the expectations of the peoples. The
removal of the press censorship had already taken place—^in

theory at least—^in England and America, though it was main-
tained in Frcmce, and the press representatives at Paris were not
unnaturally anxious to have access to information which should

provide them with news with which to satisfy their employers.

Such claims naturally weighed with statesmen who depended

1 Extract from passage following Art, 381 in the Austrian Treaty : ‘ The
present Treaty, in French, in English, and in Italian shall be ratified. In
case of divergence the French text shall prevail except in Parts I (Covenant
of the League of Nations) and XIII (Labour), where the English and French
versions shall be of equal force.' (n. p. 114 in Blue Book CMD. 400. 1919.)
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for their jMsition on public opinion. But from the first there
was no intention of allowing the press access to the really inti-

mate discussions of the ‘ Council of Ten It was pointed out
that the Council was a Cabinet, and not a Parliament of Nations,
and that even among the most democratic peoples such discus-

sions had always been held in secret. It was claimed that the
final decisions must come about by a general agreement among
many Powers with diverse interests, and that to discuss differ-

ences in the press would be to inflfune public opinion, and thus
to render impossible those compromises which are the only
solution of deadlocks.* Such was the defence published

on the 17th January when it was announced that while the

press would be admitted to the big Plenary ,'essions,* the
informal sittings would be held in secret, and Inat only official

communiques concerning them would be issued. It must be

confessed that these last were of the baldest description, but

special departments were also organized by each Delegation,

which transmitted to the press such information as their Pleni-

potentiaries allowed them to communicate. It was soon found,

however, that many of the most intimate discussions of the
‘ Council of Ten ’ could not be kept secret. Accounts containing

the ipsissima verba of the Plenipotentiaries appeared in more
than one newspaper, and though attempts were made to check

the leakage, they were practically without avail. The large

number of people admitted to the conversations in one capacity

or another, and the extended circulation given to the papers of

the Council, made it certain that news of important discussions

would leak out. Further, when the Territorial Conunissions

were appointed, the progress of their discussions was very

accurately reported in the press, and was known immediately

to the Small Powers concerned. By this means the public were

kept aware of much of the most secret things in the Conference,

but of course they could not know how much was really authen-

tic, and the Plenipotentiaries were not committed to statements

which thus appeared, as they would have been to more official

ones. The tempers of the chief statesmen were none the less

^ It must be confessed that one or two official stateiiiimts to the press,

which revealed differences between the Allies, tendcfl f^reatly to increase

the difficulties of successful settlement of the points in dispute. To this

extent, therefore, the official defence seems justified.

* From the sixth sitting, at which the (Jerman Treaty was presented, ti.c

press were, hewever, excluded.
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severely tried at this stage, but later on, after the ‘ Covmcil of

Four’ was instituted, secrecy was much more successfully

maintained.^ This fact undoubtedly caused some of the attacks

on the Conference procedure which began at a later date.

9. Plenary Seaaiom. TheFirstof the 18th January accepted
these arrangements with few protests. The Second, on the 2dth,

appointed the Commissions on the League of Nations, on
Reparations, etc., not without some further protests, in which
Belgium and Canada joined. The Delegates of the Smaller
Nations on these Commissions were elected by the Smaller

Nations at a specitd sitting.® After this second meeting the
Plenary Conference practically ceased to function, except for

purely formal purposes, the only serious discussion being that

on the Covenant of the League of Nations.®

10. The Time of the ‘ Council of Ten ’ taken up by Executive

Matters. The ‘Council of Ten’ meanwhile found that it

was greatly occupied with executive matters. The Armistice

with Germany had to be renewed, the questions of Russia and
Poland were urgent, and numerous other matters of first-rate

importance were constantly arising. It cannot be too strongly

stressed that during all the time the Conference sat, it acted as

the executive Government of a Europe and Asia torn by war,

threatened by revolution, and almost deprived of the necessities

of life. Though one very successful piece of machinery was set

up in the case of the Supreme Economic Council, political and
military problems were constantly arising which could only be
settled by the action of the Heads of the States themselves.

This fact was one of the great causes of delay in the work of the
Conference, and, if the principal statesmen admittedly showed
an inability or reluctance to allow their subordinates to deal

with these matters, we must remember their peculiar situation,

surrounded as they wereby the leaders of all the European States

who were continually demanding counsel, aid, and protection.

11. Slow Progress. In such circumstances only slow progress

could be made. At the end of Januaiy and the beginning of

February th3 ‘Council of Ten ’ discussed thefutureof theGerman
Colonies, and definite progress was marked by the adoption of

^ Yet the Frankfurter Zeitung of 21st June 1919 contained an account
of a session of the Council of Four, which was striking in its verisimilitude.

2 On one occasion, when the South American States combined to secure
a majority of seats allotted to the Smaller Powers, the Great Powers inter-

vened and nominated those whom they considered most suitable.
3 For List of Plenary Sessions v. VoL I, Appendix VI.
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the ‘ Mandate ’ principle, one of the great decisions of the Con-
ference which was intimately connected with the establishment
of the League of Nations. It should be noted that the repre-

sentatives of the Dominions, as well as of Portugal, Belgium
and China, were admitted to plead their claims before the
Council. The actual allocation of the German colonies was not,

however, at this time decided. Further Commissions were also

set up on Economic questions, Financial questions and Inter-

national Labour Legislation, but none of the Commissions,
whose terms of reference were of the vaguest, made much
progress, except that on the League of Nations, under President
Wilson himself, and the verj^ efficient one on lAbonr.

12. Small Nations appear before the ^ Council Ten ’. In
February a further step was taken, which led to i urther develop-

ments. Just as the Small Powers who had claims on the Colonies

had been admitted to plead their claims before the ‘Council of

Ten ’, so the other small nations were now received, in order to

lay their claims before the Great Powers.* It must be admitted

that these statements, though interesting, were in one sense a
waste of time. The Small States had already been asked to

draw up their claims in writing, and these statements were

merely a repetition of arguments which could be more easily

studied in print. The examination by the statesmen of the

Great Powers was perfunctory, and without ])oint, as the claims

admitted were immediately referred to Commissions of the

Great Powers for report. At the same time the dignity of the

Small Powers was flattered, and a vent, as it were, provided for

their energies. But the procedure was not a considered one,

and is a good example of how' the C-onference was allowed to

drift into a course of action w'hich <lissij)ated its energies and
aggrayated the^ slowness of proceedings. The really effective

result was the appointment of the Territorial Commissions of

the Great Powers to report on these territorial questions. These

were five in number : Czecho-Slovak and Polish affairs each

having a separate Commission, while Rumanian and Yugo-Slav,

Greek and Albanian, Belgian and Danish, were referred to three

others.

^ The dates were as follows : The Rufoaniuns, Feb. 1 ; the Greeks, Feb.

3, 4 ;
tlie (V.eeho-Slovaks, Feb. 5 ; the lledjaz, Feb. 0 ; the Hel^ans, Feb.

11 ; the S>Tians, Feb. 13 ; the Druses, Feb. 15 ; the Serbs and Croats and
Slovenes, Jan. 31, Feb. 18 ; the Danes, Feb. 21 ; the Albanians, Feb. 24,
the Armenians, Feb. 20 ; the Zionists, Feb. 27 ; the Montenegrins, March 5.

VOL. I. S
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13. Weaknesses in Organization of the TerritorialCommissions.

These Commissions were to do very important work, but it

should be noted at the outset that there were grave defects in

the manner in which they were set up, which seriously affected

the quality of their output. In the &st place they were not

appointed as part of a considered scheme for dealing with the

whole of the territorial questions before the Conference. They
were constructed ad hoc to deal with the territorial claims pre-

sented to the Conference by some of the smaller Nations. Some
unfortunate anomalies thus appeared at the outset. The Greek
Commission, for example, was primarily appointed to consider

Greek claims in Europe, but it dealt also with Greek claims in

Asia Minor—a subject very different in its character. More
serious was the fact that the Plenipotentiaries reserved to them-
selves the treatment of all subjects in which the Great Powers
themselves were vitally interested. Not only French claims on
the Left Bank of the Rhine, but also Italy’s claims on the Tyrol

and the Dalmatian Coast, and the whole of the settlement of the

Middle East as well as Constantinople, were withdrawn from
the competence of the Commissions, and the effect on the dis-

cussion of both Yugo-Slav and Greek pretensions was little short

of disastrous. The principal statesmen had in fact refused to

apply the lesson that had been learnt by some Delegates, that

the whole settlement was one, and that each decision depended
in a sense on all the rest. Some attempt was made to remedy
this defect by appointing on the 27th February a ‘Central Com-
mission on Territorial Questions to co-ordinate the work of

the other Commissions and to discuss points, not referred to

them. This Commission was a strong one, but it had no power
over the reserved questions above referred to, and it did little

or nothing to see that the whole settlement was a just one.

Some co-ordination was, however, obtained by tlie fact that the

Powers were represented by the same Delegate on more than one
Commission, and that the Commissions occasionally sat in joint

session.

14. Pe'>‘sonnel of the Commissions. The personnel of these

important Commissions deserves some special mention. The
French were able to rely on their Plenipotentituies to supply

their senior member, and M. Tardieu and M. Jtdes Cambon
1 Its members were M. Tardieu, Sir Byre Crowe, Dr. S, E. Mezes, the Mar-

quis Salvage Raggi, and M. Otdiiai. For further details v. Vol. Ill, App. 1V«
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between them were able to represent France on all. Tlie
Americaits appointed academic experts, who had made a pro-
longed study of the points involved, and showed moreover
great practical ability. The British Empire employed either
its Colonial Premiers or its Foreign Office officials, especially

Sir Eyre Crowe, who played a distinguished part. There were
not, however, many of the British officials who possessed special

knowledge of the subjects studied, and the result cannot be
described as satisfactory. Fortunately, as the work of the
Commissions developed the seivices of other experts of the
British Delegation were made available by means of specially

appointed sub-committees. By these means some Rrave defects

were corrected, though errors had already In eu committed
which could not be retrieved. The Italian ex))erts had excel-

lent information on regions intimately connected Avith Italy,

but were not so Avell equipped for detailed discussion on more
remote regions. The Japanese, here and elsewhere, ])layed

mainly a watching part.

The Protocols of the Commissions were freely circulated

amongst the Delegations. By this means the economic and
communications sections, as w’ell as the strategic ex]>erts, could

gather the lines of argument and intervene w'ith advice. The
work of the excellent French Geographical Section was supple-

mented by the admirable maps turned on! by the im])rovised

Anierican and British Geographical Sections. For the first time
both the Plenipotentiaries and professional diplomatists were
able to avail themselves of first-class ma])s, explained by really

competent instructors. In this import ant work the French and
British General Staffs played the principal role.

15. Progress of their Work. Meanw’hile the important Com-
missions which ilealt with Reparation, International Waterways,
International Labour, etc., whose work is recorded elsewhere,

were gradually organizing sub-committet‘s for detailed questions.

Practically no professional diplomatists found a place on these

Commissions, but on these also the British made con.siderable

use of the Colonial Premiers as their first representatives, though

the bulk consisted of special experts. The Smaller Powers
were able to nominate men of high distinction on those

Commissions on which they had representation, and, where the

interests of the Great Powers allowed it, to contribute greatly

to the solution of the problems involved. Gradually, as the
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Commissions setuptheirorganization,thewholebodyofDelegates
was drawn into the machine in one capacity or another, and an
enormous series of notes, memoranda, and statistical material

was circulated from one department to another. At the same
time it was gradually becoming apparent that the Conference

must function while it was in session as the executive of the
world, and the Delegates and Plenipotentiaries were continually

interrupted in their consideration of permanent settlement by
being forced to consider questions which required immediate
action. For some of these immediate problems, special com-
mittees were set up, such as that on Teschen, and another to

deal with current Polish Affairs, but on the whole these questions

weredealt withbythe ‘Councilof Ten ’ itself, with someassistance
fromthe Councilof Military Representatives at Versailles. It was
fortunate, indeed, that the Supreme Economic Council under the

chairmanship of Lord Robert Cecil gained every day in reputa-

tion, and that the vigorous and capable Mr. Hoover was thus

able to direct his work of relief in a way which would have been
impossible had reference had to be made to higher authority.

One of the principal functions of the ‘Council of Ten’ during

this time was to provide for several renewals of the Armistice

with Germany. Out of these discussions arose the important

considerations of the Military, Naval, and Air Restrictions to be
imposed upon Germany, the, decisions on which (as will be seen)

affectedtheConferenceprofoundly. As is narratedelsewhere,the

Militarytermsgrewupout of anattempt toimpose more stringent

conditions upon Germany. For this purpose Military, Naval,

and Air Commissions were set up, after preliminary discussions,

in the ‘Council of Ten Composed of soldiers and sailors, these

Commissions, though faced with a foimidable task, were ready

to report at an earlier date than the other Commissions, except

that on the League of Nations. The first draft of this last Com-
mission, which had worked with great energy, was able to be
discussed by the Plenary Conference on the 14th February, but
the criticisms then expressed necessitated a revision of this draft.

President Wilson then returned to America, leaving, as he said,

full powers to Mr. Lansing and Colonel House in his absence.

Mr. Lloyd George also returaed, to cope with the growing labour

difficulties in England. In their absence the proposals for dis-

* Only the principal Allied and Associated Powers were represented on
tliese Coniniissioiis.
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arming the Germans came up before the ‘Council of Ten’. At
the same time a situation arose which necessitated the considera-

tion of the shape of the Treaties themselves.

16. The Idea of a Preliminary Peace xcith Germany arises.

Hitherto affairs affecting Germany, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria,

and Turkey had all been considered together. But in the eyes

at any rate of the French, British, and Americans, it was

Germany which had loomed largest, and the menace of the

overthrow of all stable government on the East of the Rhine

made a speedy peace with her seem all the more important.

Meanwhile public opinion was looking for results. No decisions

of importance were as yet announced, and tlioufk the growth

of the scheme of a Leagtie of Nations was a sup- 'lue accomidish-

ment, yet some thought of it as beginning at the wrong end. In

face of the insistent demands of the Western democracies, the

need of a settlement wliich would pemiit of an almost complete

demobilization of the .\llied Annies grew- more and more urgent.

As it was, the demobilization of the American, British, and

Dominion forces was proceeding at- such a pace that hrench

statesmen and soldiers grew anxious, lest sufficient su])eriority

over the enemy should not remain to make all idea of a refusal

of the Allied Peace Tenns out of the question.

Towards the end of Februaiy there thyis grew up the idea

of a Preliminary Peace with Gcimany, which should settle the

main items in dispute with her, and in particular impose on her

almost complete disarmament. But to the Americans the idea

of more than one Treaty with Germany gave the greatest un-

easiness. There was also the question of the place of the Cove-

nant of the League of Nations in the Treaty. Its advocates

could never consent to its being relegated to a subsequent J reaty

and it was so^ to be seen that its completion was a necessary

condition of the completion of all the rest. Tliese arguments

were anxiously debated by the Allied statesmen at the end^ of

Februaiy' and the beginning of March. The idea ol presenting

only the Military Terms to Germany, whether as an Armistice

or as a Preliminary Peace, was soon seen to be impossible. It

was determined therefore to include in this German Treaty at

least the principal demands to be made on her, es]jecially her

territorial cessions. These decisions were taken in the absence

of the three principal statesmen, M. Clemenceau being wounded

by an assassin on the 19th February, Mr. Lloyd George
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being absent till the 6th March, and President Wilson till the

14th March. But orders were sent out on the 23rd February
by the ministers acting in their absence to all the Commissions
to report by the 8th March. On the return of the principal

Plenipotentiaries the discussion was renewed, and a decision

was gradually reached. Those mainly interested in a settlement

with Austria and Hungary were naturally somewhat alarmed
at a turn of events which postponed the satisfaction of then-

own claims. But the necessity of a speedy settlement with

Germany was apparent to all. The German Treaty was therefore

from this moment given precedence. But in spite of many
protests in the press, another decision of cardinal importance
was also made. The Treaty with Germany was also to include

the Covenant of the League of Nations. The importance of

the decision cannot be over-estimated. It ensured the accep-

tance of the Covenant by the Paris Conference, and by making
it an integral part of the Treaty it allowed many compromises
to be made in the Treaty itself, which were based on the accep-

tance by the world of the idea of a powerful and practical League
of Nations.

1 7. Slow Progress ofthe Conference increases necessity for New
Organization. It was hoped that, by concentrating on Germany,
the conclusion of one Treaty at least had been drawn neai-er, but
much remained to be done. The reports of the Commissions
were now being received, but they had yet to be considered by
the principal statesmen, and as their subordinates had worked
without supervision or direction of their chiefs, it was quite

uncertain if their recommendations could be accepted. Thus
the only parts of the Treaty which were ready for signature

were the Military, Naval, and Air Terms, which were finally

passed by the ‘Council of Ten’ on the 17th March*. What might
happen to the reports of others was seen when that of the Polish

Commission was submitted to the ‘Council of Ten’ on the 20th
March. Though imanimous, some of its main conclusions were
rejected, and it was referred back for amendment. The publicity

which this drastic action obtained in the press did not contribute

to the harmony of the Conference. When it is remembered that

none of the important territorial questions had yet been decided,

that the whole financial and economic settlement was yet in the
hands of the Commissions, and that it had already been whis-

pered that Italy’s vital interests in Fiume and elsewhere must
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be settled before she would sign a treaty with Germany, it can
be imagined that the case for those who wished a radical change
to be made in the procedure of the Conference was a strong one.

18. Results in the Establishment of the ' Council of Four \
This movement, which had been strongest amongst the
nearest advisers of the British Prime Minister, gathered force in

the middle of March. It was felt that the * Council of Ten ’ was
too large a body to deal quickly and effectively with all the impor-
tant problems pressing for settlement. Moreover, it had been
found impossible to keep secret its decisions. The full details

of the Military, Naval, and Air Tenns had appeared in the press,

and othei* matters even more delicate. The lin e was now
approaching when formal decisions must be reach f 'U on questions

on which it was known the [)rincipal statesmen were not yet in

agi’eemenl. Secrecy was considered an essential condition for

the construction of those compromises by which alone amity
could be ]>reserved. The presence of the British Prime Minister

in Paris w'as considered so urgent that on the 17th March his

three colleagues addressed to him an open letter expressing this

view, and he was doubtless able to make lifs own terms as to the

conditions of his stay. It w'us thus gradually decided to substituf e

a Council of the Heads of the four European Great Pt)wers for

the larger Council of Ten and the rejjort of the Polish Commis-
sion was the last subject discussed officially by that body.

Before this matter W'as settled, the informal meetings of the
‘ Four ’ had commenced, and as the new idea gathered strength

the old organization was completely drop[)e<i. On the 25th

March it was announced in the press that informal discussions

of the chief delegates would be substituted for the previous

procedure. The growing impatience of public opinion at what
was considered the unjustifiable delay in the completion of the

Treaty undoubtedly contributed to this result. Both the

British and French legislatures were shf)wing signs of great

restiveness. On the 24th March a petition was signed by
100 members of the British Parliament, asking for an oppor-

tunity to discuss Germany’s capacity to pay, and on the 26th

M. Franklin-Bouillon made a violent attack on M. Clemenceau

in the Chamber of Deputies. Speedy and secret decisions

appeared to the principal Plenipotentiaries to be essential to

the maintenance of their position.
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PART II : SECTION II

SECOND STAGE. THE ‘COUNCIL OF FOUR’. THE ‘COUNCIL

OF FIVE ’. THE NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE ENEMY.

1. First Meeting of the ^Council of Four It was under such
circumstances that there began the meetings of what was soon
called the ‘ Council of Four M. Clemenceau, Mr. Lloyd George,

President Wilson, and Signor Orlando from the comparative
comfort of the arm-chairs at the Hotel Bischoffen, Mr. Lloyd
George’s flat, or M. Clemenceau’s ofiice, discussed the big

problems of the settlement. An oflicial interpreter was at first

the only outsider admitted, as a concession to Signor Orlando’s

ignorance of English. The Secretariat was relegated to an
ante-room, and the technical experts as a rule merely entered

the room foramoment to elucidate a point or to give the required

information. Even now, however, the ‘ Council of Four ’ could

not devote its whole attention to the permanent settlement.

On the 21st March a Bolshevik Revolution had broken out in

Hungary, and on the 5th April Bavaria adopted a Communist
regime. Discussions dn the Saar Valley and on Reparations had
to be sandwiched in amongst other matters. Further, it was
soon apparent that Italy would demand satisfaction not only

in the Tyrol, but also in Dalmatia and especially in Fiume, as the

price of her signature. In these circumstances it was not sur-

prising that no decisions could be announced, and it was further

found that the absence of a Secretary from the room prevented

that recording of agreements on paper which is necessary to

the transaction of business. At one moment it appeared as if

the ‘ Council of Four ’, in spite of its informality, would be no
better instrument to construct a speedy peace than the ‘Council

of Ten ’.

2. More formal Procedure adopted. Fortunately, these dis-

advantages were found out in time. The informal appointment
of Sir Maurice Hankey as Secretary to the Council of Four
enabled changes in the procedui'e to be made, which resulted in

much greater efliciency. Minutes, such as had been taken of the
‘ Council of Ten ’, were introduced, and though their circulation

•was severely limited, the decisions arrived at were drafted with

sufficient care, and on them the text of the Treaty could be
founded. The experts were used more expeditiously and
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suitably, and were sometimes present in considerable numbers
and during most of the sessions, and their advice was assimilated
by the Four. Informal Inter-Allied Committees were foimed,
such as that on the Saar Valley regime, which took their instmc-
tions direct from the chief Plenipotentiaries, and worked out
the details of their plans.

3. Advantages and Disadvantages of this Procedure. Almost
all the principal decisions of the Conference, so far as the Treaty
with Germany was concerned, were in fact made by the ‘ Council
of Four ’, which, as was revealed by the subsequent withdrawal
of Signor Orlando, was in many respects a ‘ Council of Three ’.

Such a procedure had many obvious advantages It made
possible a frank decision between tlie Chiefs of +]>'• throe States

which between them controlled an overwhelming prejionderance

of the military, naval, and economic resources of the world. It

enabled compromises to be more easily arranged, and ensured

almost complete secrecy in discussing the difficult questions on
which the British Empire, France,and the United States were not

yet in agreement. It was not impossible for three men to master

the main ])rinciples of the whole settlement, and in any case

they had to be resjwnsible for the decisions. By centralizing all

discussions in one small private room, they ensured that they

should themselves absolutely control the making of the Treaty.

The preliminary work of the Delegations might be said to have
been done when the Commissions had rejwrted. If more advice

was wanted it could be obtained ; meanwhile, it was essential

that the three men whom the peoples looked to as resjionsible

for the settlement should themselves make it

.

All this was true, but the disadvantages of stich a procedure

were many. It threw greatly increased power into the hands
of those who formed the personal staffs of the chief statesmen.

Neither the Chiefs nor their immediate following could he fully

informed as to the many questions on which decisions were

made, yet advice was sought from subordinate officials and
irresponsible sources, which would have been of greater value

if checked by the machinery already established in Paris. The
recommendations of the Commissions were often altered and
adjusted without reference to those who had made them, with

the result that confusion necessarily followed. Nor was the

intensified secrecy established an unmixed blessing. The pre.-s,

deprived of its sources of information, became more violent as
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it became less omniscient, and public opinion, from which the

statesmen might perhaps have learnt much, if it had been wisely

consulted, was confused and irritated. The Small Powers were
also almost entirely excluded from participation in these deci-

sions, in many of which they were vitally concerned. The
influence of these great defects is seen in every page of the Treaty
itself, and still more in the discussions which followed upon its

signature.

Yet it must be remembered that the state of Europe was
such that speedy decisions were now of paramount importance.

The difficulty of working efficiently the great Inter-AlUed

machine had been clearly demonstrated in the previous period.

No means had been found of controlling the work of the Com-
missions while it was in progress. The principal statesmen not

unnaturally shrank from a procedure which might leave them
at the mercy of their o’\n officials. The plan which they followed
was in fact a natural result of the tempei’aments of President

Wilson, Mr. Lloyd George, and M. Clemenceau. Each had been

accustomed to work in a loo.se infoimal organization, on which
their own wills could be clearly stamped. And none can deny
that the procedure which they adopted showed them to be
endowed with such courage, energy, and power of concentration

as few statesmen have possessed.

4. The Drafting Commission. In this procedure one Com-
mission played an important part. A Drafting Commission
had already rendered great assistance to the other Commissions
by turning the substance of their decisions into legal phrase-

ology.^ Not only were the decisions thus rendered more clear,

but the articles of the Treaty were prepared as the work of the

Commissions proceeded. No other Commission surpassed this

one in energy and powers of work, and its freedom from legal

pedantry can be seen in the simple language in which the

Treaties are drawn up. It was now able to render the greatest

assistance to the ‘Council of Four’ by clothing often loosely-

worded decisions in concise and explicit phrases, which could

be inserted directly into the Treaty. In some cases it may be
said to have gone further in interpretation than was perhaps
intended, but it is difficult to see how the Treaties could have

^ Its members were : Dr. J. B, Scott (United States of America),
Mr. C. J. B. Hurst (British Empire), M. Fromageot (France), Signor Ricci
Busatti (Italy), M. H. Nagaoka (Japan).
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been drawn up mthout the assistance of a body at once so
assiduous, so expert, and so full of resource and initiative.

5. The ' Council of Five Meanwhile another machine had
b^n created, which also played an important paii;. The Foreign
Ministers excluded from the Council of Four’ were fonned into

another body called the ‘ Council of Five for on this body
Japan was represented. This body was able to relieve the
‘ Council of Four ’ of some of the minor ])roblems which were
pressing for settlement, especially those needing immediate
action. It maintained the procedure of the old ‘ Council of Ten ’,

and circulated formal minutes. As the Treaty approached com-
pletion it was a convenient route for the inseHioi. of clauses

which had been overlooked, while it was able t-' |)roceed with
the discussion of the Austrian Treaty during the time that the
principal statesmen were absorbed in the negotiation with

Germany. It was, however, completely subordinate to the
‘ Council of Four ’, and for that reason lacked authorit y and
initiative. Nevertheless, it was an important piece of machinery,

not the least of its results being that it em'j)loyed the energies

of the Foreign Ministers and of a mass of subordinate officials.

On one or two occasions it held joint sittings witli the "Council of

Four’, so that the old ‘Council of Ten’ was practically recon-

structed, but these meetings were not a success.

6. More rapid Progress of the Work produces a Crisis. So
rapidly did matters now proceed that on the 14th A])ril an
official communique was issued, to the eff(‘ct tliat the Gei-mans

were invited to come to Versailles on the 25th Aj)ril . At the same
time the official decision that the Treaty with Germany would
be signed first was made known. These announcem<“nts [)rcci}»i-

tated something like a crisis in the Conference. As th(^ time for

the final signature apf)roache<l, all thos<! who were s])ecially

interested in obtaining certain forms of settlement redoubUsl

their efforts. Already on the 8th April 870 memb<*rs of the

British Parliament had sent a telegram demanding Mr. Lloyd
George’s adhe.sion to his election pledges. Public opinion indeed

necessitated the return of the Prime Minister to England on the

14th Aprilto speak in theHouse (16th). Though the exact terms

of the decisionshadon the whole been kept secret, sections of both

the French and British press had begun to press for a vindictive

peace. The French claim to the Left Bank of the Rhine was

> Often called amongst the Anglo-Saxon delegates ‘ The Second Eleven ’.
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voiced in many papers, an attack to which Marshal Foch’s inter-

view in the Daily Mail of the 19th April added some weight, and
The Times continued its determined onslaught on Mr. Lloyd
George.

7. Italy leaves the Conference. More serious was, however,
the attitude of Italy. No sooner had the Germans, on the 21st,
consented to send delegates on a specific date, than the Adriatic
question, which had been discussed among the Fom since the
l^h April, became acute. On the 23rd President Wilson issued
his open statement on Fiume, with the result that Signor
Orlando left Paris, and the Itidian Delegation withdrew from
all participation in the Conference. But the Three continued
their discussions, and the work of the Conference went on as
before. Indeed, the only apparent effect on the German Ti’eaty
was the insertion of a clause that ratification by three of the
Principal Allied Powers should be sufficient to bring it into force

—a decision which in another connexion was to be of great
importance at a later date. There were other threatening
questions, but one great work was accomplished at this time.
On the 28th April, in the Fifth Plenary Session, the Covenant
of the League of Nations was adopted by the Allied Powers, and
the text announced to the world. Two days later Count
Brockdorff-Rantzau and the main body of the German delegates
arrived at Versailles.

8. The German Delegation. W'hen it was first announced to
the German Government that discussion of the principles of the
Treaty would not be permitted, they had proposed to dispense
with the Plenipotentiaries and staff, and merely send secretaries
to receive the document and bring it to the German Government.
The Allied refusal to consider this procedure, which was accom-
panied with the announcement of military preparations in the
Army of Occupation, induced them to revert to their original

plan, and a full and very competent staff appeared at Versailles.

Count Brockdorff-Rantzau was himself a trained diplomatist,
and he was accompanied by a body of delegates which ade-
quately represented the technical skill of the German people.
Tlie presence of numerous officials of the old regime, as well as
a number of distinguished academic experts, ensured that the
Germans would take full advantage of every opportunity
afforded them of expostulation or criticism. The delegates
were accompanied, too, by a number of press correspondents.
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and it was clear that the Germans hoped that the weapon of
publicity tould be used by them with advantage. These points
had been, however, thoroughly considered by the Allied states-

men. The Germans were treated with the courtesy, but also

with the rigour which it is customary to show in transacting
business with enemies. They were allowed unrestricted inter-

course with their owm country, but they were given no oppor-
tunity of meeting the Delegations assembled at Paris. Their
movements were controlled by military officers, and except for

the one or two formal occasions on which they met the Allies,

they had no intercourse w^hatever with theii- enemies. There
was, indeed, much justice in their plea that their work could
have been done just as efficiently in their own cor::i;iy as in the
carefully guarded hotels at Versailles.

9. The Preseniaium of the Treaty to the Small Potcers. On
the 7th May the Peace Treaty was handed ovei- to Count
Brockdorff-Rantzau, wiio met the assembled Allied PlenijK)-

tentiaries with a speech, of which the defiant tone <‘aused much
surjirise. The delay had, however, been utilized to settle many
important points. The Japanese succeeded in establishing t heir

claims to Shantung, and thus avoided the necessity of following

the Italian example. The Belgians were less successful in

their claims, in spite of a personal visit from King Albert, but

acquiesced in the decision of the I'our. The othei- Powers had
little time to register protest. The full text of the Treaty was
not presented to the Plenary Conference until the day before it

was presented to the Gei’inans.^ Though no formal vote was
taken, their assent was obtained, but much indignation was
expressed at the almost total exclusion of the Small Powers,

including the British Dominions, from the final decisions. They
had, it is true, been represented on the Commissions which had
drafted the Economic and Financial Clauses, and those dealing

with Reparations. But the rej)orts of these Commissions hn<l

been altered at will by the ‘Council of Four and their criticisms

on these alterations had not been invited. In the circumstances,

however, they had no alternative but to acquiesce, but the

Session was notable for a protest by the Chinese, and one by

^ On the same day as the Treaty was liunder] over to the Gernians two
important (ieeisions were announced, the distrihiition of the Mandates of

the (kTinan Colonies and the important Tnaly lietween Fraiure, Gn^at
Britain, and the United States, which was intended lo j;ive special proteetJon

to France.
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Marshal Foch. If the Small Powers were given the full Treaty
only at the last moment, the public were denied the full text

altogether. A comprehensive sununary was indeed issued, but
the full text was kept secret in the Allied countries. The protests

raised in the Allied press were made the sharper by the fact

that the Germans not only published the Treaty in their own
country and language, but issued an English version.

10. Procedure of Discussion with the Germans. Over seven

weeks had yet to elapse, however, before the Treaty with
Germany was signed. It had been announced by M. Clemen-
ceau at the public handing over of the Treaty that the Germans
must make their representations in writing on the details of

the clauses, that a period of three weeks would be allowed for

the purpose, and that no oral discussions whatever would be
permitted. This last decision was dictated possibly as much by
the difficulty of organmng such discussions as by the fear that

the Allies would fail to show a united front to the enemy. The
Italians had returned to the Conference on the 5th May, Signor

Orlando resuming his seat at the ‘ Council of Four ’ (6th), and
whatever differences there had been amongst the AlUes they were
united in their resolve to impose a peace on Germany. The
Germans adapted themselves, under protest, to the procedure

laid down, and began to issue a steady stream of notes and
memoranda on the different aspects of the Treaty. They
could not, of

,
course, be prevented from publishing their

notes in Germany, and many of them were also published ini

Entente countries, with the answers of the Alhed Powers, so

that something like public discussion took place. Preliminary

answers were drafted by the personal staff of the ‘ Council of

Four’, after such consultation with the members of the Delega-

tion as the Plenipotentiaries saw fit to make.,, These were,

however, only preliminary. The Germans secured a further

interval of seven days in which to make their reply, and Count
Brockdorff-Rantzau consulted his Government at Spa on the

23rd May. The final German Counter-proposals, which were
not handed over till the 30th May, amounted to 443 pages,

dealing in detail with the various parts of the Treaty, the whole
being summarized in a covering note which was a passionate

plea against the whole responsibility of the War being thrown
upon the German people, and an elaborate exposition of the

impossibility of carrying out the terms of the Treaty. To deal
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with thisvoluminousdocument ten Inter-AlliedCommitteeswere
set up, consisting of the principal experts on the various subjects.

Meanwhile a vigorous campaign was prosecuted in portions of
the French and English press against any alteration in the
original terms. The final decisions were not taken by the Allied

statesmen without much deliberation, and their reply was not
handed over until the 16th June.

11. The Final Stages. The final result of all the discussions

w'as to leave the Treaty substantially intact, though important
concessions were made. On the whole the machinery of the Con-
ference w'orked Avell in these discussions. Opportunity was given
to the body of delegates to exercise their influence upon the
answer, and the final decisions were only made b;'’ liie 'Council

of Four’ after the observations of their staff hail been <luly

weighed. Mr. Lloyd George entered into the final iliscussions

after several meetings of the British Empire Delegation, which
were attended by many of his colleagues frt)in tlu' British

Cabinet, as well as by all the Pleni])otentiaries of the Dominions,

and by his military and naval advisers. A (covering letter was
drawn up by a Committee composed of M. Tardieu, Mr. Hudson
(U.S.A.), Mr. Philip Kerr, Count Vannutelli-Key, and M. Saburi.

It was an open secret that the wording of this vigorous rejoinder

was mainly due to the British member of the Committee.

Only a week was allow^ed to the Germans to accept or refuse

the Treaty thus modified. Ominous jueparations were made in

the Allied Armies on the Rhine, and, though for some time the

issue appeared to be in doubt, and involved the resignation of

both Count Brockdorff-Rantzau and the German Government,
there was really no alternative before the German people. After

a vain effort to secure eleventh-hour concessions, the W<*imar

Assembly authorized the new Government to sign, and on the

28th June the final scene took ])lace at Versailles.

12. The Significatice of the Signature. The Treaty thus

drawn up was signed by all the Powers, Great and Small, with

the single exception of the Chinese, whose em]')ty places were a
protest against the Shantung settlement. That such a result

was possible is in itself a tribute to the ca])acity and resolution

of the principal statesmen. Though the Treaty with Germany
comprised only part of the problems which had to be solved, yet

it was felt by all that the main task of creating definite peace had
been accomplished, and,as a matter of fact,the other instruments
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signed on the same day, as well as the discussions with
the Austrians, which were already far advanced, denoted that

much progress had already been made towards the whole settle-

ment. Many, no doubt, like General Smuts, felt that the Treaty
had disappointed the expectations of the peoples. That many
of its clauses were either unjust or injudicious is true. But
with all its imperfections it yet marked the beginning of a
new era. Not only did the Treaty contain the Covenant of the
League of Nations, but the text of the Treaty itself bore testi-

mony to the conviction that only through some form of inter-

national co-operation could the problems which had confronted

the Conference be solved. The most hopeful aspect of the Treaty
was the fact that much in it was provisional, and depended on
future decisions of the Powers. The recognition that all the
problems of the world could not be solved in one place and at

one time was surely the most sensible decision that emanated
from the Paris Conference.

13. Discm»ions rvith Amtria begun. Meanwhile, the discus-

sions with Germany had not absorbed the whole time of the
Conference since the 17th May. On the 14(th May the Austrians

arrived at St. Germain, Dr. Renner acting as their chief Pleni-

potentiary. The hopes of those who expected to be able to com-
plete the Austrian Treaty at once were, however, illusory. By
adapting the German Treaty to the case of Austria, very rapid

progress had been made in the drafting of the Treaty (a method
of procedure which still further enhanced the importance of the
Drafting Commission) ; but the Italian Delegation had returned

and resumed its functions at the beginning of May, and it was
found that the agreement of the Four Powers on the disputed

points was hard to obtain. The reports of the Territorial Com-
missions on the frontiers of Austria had been referred to the
‘Council of Five’, and had been approved by the date on which
the Austrians arrived. But opportunity was taken of re-opening

delicate questions, and the ‘Council of Four’, preoccupied with
the German problem, had not the energy to force a settlement.

It was thus not till the 2nd June that the Treaty was presented

to the Austrian Delegation, and even then the principal military

and territorial tenns were lacking.

This further delay was due to a revolt of the Small Powers
against the dictation of the Great. In the German Treaty only

Poland had been directly affected. In the Austrian Treaty
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several Small Powers were vitally interested. In these circum-
stances tfie claim of the Small Powers to a period of delay for

a consideration of the proposed frontiers could not be refused.

Unfortunately this delay proved to be of longer duration than
had been anticipated. Mr. Lloyd George and President Wilson
had departed immediately after the signing of the German
Treaty, and with their departure the Conference lost both
authority and driving power. The new ‘ Council a compro-
mise between the ' Council of Ten ’ and the * Council of Four
being deprived of the services of Sir Maurice Hankey, proved
a far less capable instrument than its predecessors. The
necessity of a speedy peace with Austria was not s

»
patent as

in the case of Germany. In these eircumst5»iices the final

presentation of the Treaty made slow progress, and the

Austrians had leisure to compile an enormous mass of written

notes, memoranda, and protests which added to the embarrass-

ments of the delegates. The final stages and the negotiations

with Bulgaria, Hungary, and Turkey will be described in later

volumes of this work.'

14. The 'New States ’ Treaties. The interval between the

presentation of the Treaty to the Germans and its final signature

produced, however, other important results besides the negotia-

tions with the Austrians. Chief of these was the Treaty drafted

for Poland, which protected the cultural and religious rights of

the minorities in the New States. This procedure, which had
important precedents in the Treaty of Berlin, was no dovibt

mainly designed to protect the Jews of Eastern Europe. But
it also applied to the enemy minorities transferred to the new
States, and was an important recognition of the right of the new
International Council to act as the protector of the weak. As
will be seen in a later volume, the attemjd, to apply the same
procedure to Rumania, Greece, and Yugo-Slavia caused great

difficulties at a later stag3.

15. General Considerations. With the signing of the Treaty

with Germany on the 28th June, the Conference concluded its

principal work. Henceforward it still had tasks of great impor-

tance and difficulty, but it entered on a new phase with the

departure of the ‘ Big Three ’. It will be at once realized that

> To the genera] surprise a Turkish ‘ Dc^legalion * was aeluully summoned
to Paris and stated its views licfore a revived ‘ Council of Ten ’ on ti'<‘

17th June. The only result was to provoke a caustic rejoinder, and the
Dtdegation h^ft Paris again on the 28th June.

TOL. 1. T
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it is as yet impossible to form a complete picture of the Confer-
ence, or to pass judgment on its work, for that will be the task
of the next generation. The Conference depended on many
secret and subterranean influences which cannot as yet be
revealed, and much that appears to-day as almost inexplicable

will be shown by future historians to depend on causes of which
we are almost entirely unaware. Nevertheless, some attempt
to sum up its main characteristics in however tentative a fashion

'

is necessary, since it is only by attempting to realize how the
statesmen failed to satisfy completely the hopes which were
held by the peoples at the outset of the Conference, that any
progress can be made towards remedying their shortcomings.

If the record of secret conferences, discarded expedients, and
unsatisfying compromises appears to read strangely in the light

of much that was promised in the years of the war, this compara-
tive failure is due to causes of which some can be discerned, and
therefore prevented from producing similar results in the future.

In the first place, it is necessary to remember that this Con-
ference, like all others that preceded it, was limited by events

that had occurred during the war, and were perhaps necessary

to the winning of it. Like their predecessors at the Congress of

Vienna, the principal statesmen were bound by agreements

—

Aurritten and unwritten—^which they had made amongst them-
selves during the course of a long and fluctuating struggle. It

was indeed asserted by many that the acceptance of the

Fourteen Points abrogated ifso facto all the previous secret

agreements of the Allies. Such was indeed the position taken

up by President Wilson, who had not been a party to them.
But this point of view could not be wholly accepted by his

Allies, for they would have been then charged with ^sregarding

the sanctity of written engagements, which had formed one of

the chief justifications of the war against Germany. The result

was a compromise ; but the actual existence of the Treaties in

itself prevented an open discussion of all the problems at the

Conference, and it was one cause why the principal statesmen

insisted on reserving for their own personal discussion so many
of the disputed points. Another difficulty was the necessity

of securing unanimityof decision among the Great Powers, which
caused much delay and was fruitful in producing at times most
undesirable compromises.^

» It is well known that the most rapid and smooth period of the Con-
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Even more important influence was exerted on the course
of the discussion % the fact that the Powers had played very
different parts in the struggle against the Central Empires.
The fact that French soil had been the arena of the conflict, and
that so much French blood had been shed to achieve victory,

counted enormously in all the discussions at the Conference.
If the entry of the United States into the struggle had decided
the issue of the War, her sacrifices had been much less than
those of the principal European combatants. It was only
natural, therefore, that these latter should feel that they ought
to have a deciding voice in many questions in which they dis-

agreed with her. Moreover, questions of repiivation and
security touched them more nearly than they Ivuched a State

from the New World, and they could perhaps claim to be more
intimately acquainted than their American Ally with most of

the problems of the settlement. The psychological effect of

considerations like these, which were at times openly stated,

cannot be over-estimated.

Had the Fourteen Points been a more precise document, it

might have provided in itself a framework for the organization

of the Conference. But it asserted only general principles,

leaving entirely vague the practical methods by which they

were to be carried out. This fact, together with the equally

obvious consideration that the Allied Powers had made no con-

certed preparations for the great task before them, made it

certain that the organization of the Confcrenc'c would be hastily

improvised and liable to be constructed to suit the needs of the

moment rather than the permanent necessities of the world.

The result was that the Allies were forced to have recourse to

the one instrument which had been proved in practice to meet
their needs, and the Conference organiztition was therefore an
adaptation of the Supreme War Council. The procedure of the

Supreme War Council may be traced to that set up by Sir

Maurice Hankey for the British War Cabinet. That it was an
advance on all previous methods by which great political deci-

sions have been taken, few will deny, and the proof is that the

records of the Conference of Paris will show far more of the

ference was that during w-hich the Italians were alisent from it. This result

was due mainly to the faet that Three statesmen were much more likelv

to aftree in decisions than Four. Where unanimity was essential to aii

decisions the effect of the op|)osition of one might be virtually to veto all

business.
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actual work of the Conference than those of any previous

assembly. Even in its latest stages tliere was a far more syste-

matic attempt to formulate the discussions and decisions of the

statesmen on matters of immense delicacy and importsmce than
had ever before been made. But, while this machinery was very

suitable to the rapid and secret action which is necessary for the

conduct of war, it may be questioned if it was so well adapted

to devise a settlement based on principles laid down in the

Fourteen Points. The attempt to utilize it to cope with the

enormous number of problems which confronted the statesmen at

Paris by the creation of the Commissions ended in failure. No
control was exercised by the Central body over the Commissions
while they were engaged in their work, and the experts who sat

on them were therefore not expressing the ideas of their chiefs,

who often ultimately refused to be bound by their conclusions.^

The result was that much of the work of the Commissions was
wasted, that the compromises of the Council of Four were sub-

stituted for their conclusions, and that the latter were often

made in haste and without reference to those most able to give

an important judgment. This failure of the principal states-

men to make adequate use of the body of expert knowledge
assembled at Paris is one of the main causes why parts of the

settlement are not only unjust but unworkable.

Against these palpable defects must be set the great work
of the Conference in turning the Treaty of Peace into an instru-

ment for creating the League of Nations. While the discussions

which followed the Treaty showed the great dangers which lay

in this form of procedure, yet it can probably be safely asserted

that it was the only way that the League could have been made
part of the Peace Settlement. To have produced unanimity on
this point amongst the twenty-six States who sigiied the German
Treaty would almost certainly have been impossible, unless the

signature had been made the only way to enjoy thebenefits of the

peace. So many vested interests were challenged by the League,

and so many new forces had been liberated in Europe, which
were antagonistic to it, that unless the League had been made a
part of the peace it might have been postponed for a generation.

Even more important was the fact that the Treaties them-
^ The principle was at one time enunciated that, if a Commission was

unanimous in its report, the Four would not interfere. This was not, however,
uniformly adhered to in practice.
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selves were made to centre round the idea of the League to so
great an extent that without it they become plainly unworkable.
It may be asserted with truth that this result was not in the
mind of any responsible statesmen when the Conference opened.
It was, as is explained elsewhere, the natural result of the dis-

cussions at Paris, though it owed much also to the strenuous
advocacy of President Wilson. But the recognition thus secured
that the problems raised at Paris can only be solved by a form
of permanent international organization is perhaps the greatest

result of the Conference. Had the Paris organization been more
scientific and less easily adapted to the moods of the moment,
such a result might have been impossible.

The supremacy of the Great Powers was on* and avowed
at the Conference, and has been the subject ot bitter criticism

on the part of the Small Powers and their advocates both during

and subsequent to the Conference. It may, however, be doubted
if any advantage would have been gained by giving the Small
Powers a greater share in the actual decisions. The Small Powers
were described at the Conference as the ‘ Powers with limited

interests ’, and the phrase was not inapt. With one or two
exceptions they did not look beyond what they conceived to be

their own limited interests, and so bitter were their disputes

amongst themselves, that only the coercion of the Great Powers,

which was indeed freely applied, could have produced satisfac-

tory results. More serious were the complaints of the Small

Powers that on many vital points they were not even given an

opportunity to state their views and much less were they allowed

to enforce them. The procedure of the ‘ Council of Four ’

deprived them of any real knowledge of what was going on, and
drove them to intrigue and to agitation. More tact and sym-

pathy on the part of the principal statesmen might have avoided

many difficulties, but the Small Powers eventually had no confi-

dence that they would be treated in a manner such as Allies had

a right to expect. That their own often extravagant demands
played a part in this result cannot be denied, but these were in

part a reflex of the manner in which they were handled.

Another aspect that will long be open to question is whether

the Conference would have been more successful had the whole

course of the discussions been more open to the criticism of an
informed public opinion. Though in the first stages of the

Conference a great deal of truth leaked out, this was not so in

the later stages, and from first to last the public had no certainty
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that the information which was giyen them in the press was not
merely the opinion of journalists. They could not distinguish

between the true and the false reports circulated, and this was
just what the principal statesmen desired, since it prevented
them from being committed before their peoples imtil the
moment for signature had come. Public opinion was thus at

the mercy of the sensational journalist who could direct atten-

tion to the aspect of the Treaty which it was de^ed to attack.

Had fuller official information been allowed to the peoples, it is

possible that some errors might have been avoided. Nor is it

easy to see why some of the decisions were not published at an
earlier date, or why at first the public received only a summary
and not the full text of the Treaty as signed. While there was
much to be said for the concealment of tiie processes by which
decisions among Allieswere reached, it is not easy to understand,

and still less to defend, the suppression of those decisions when
finally concluded and even after they had been communicated
to the enemy. At the same time it must be confessed that in no
country did the press take a very wide view of affairs, or show
itself very sensible of its responsibilities, and on the whole in each

country it was the advocates of extreme national interests who
showed the greatest vigour in making their voice heard.

At any rate, those who believe that the Treaties do not

represent the real wishes of the peoples concerned, but only

the prejudiced views of a' few ill-informed and badly inspired

men, have the consolation of knowing that much in the

Treaties is obviously provisional. All that part that is penal

is deliberately temporary in character, while for the first time
there has been dehberately adopted the doctrine that the inter-

national settlement needs continual revision in the light of the

changing circumstances of the world. Opportunity is thus now
provided for the public opinion of the world to act upon the
documents drawn up at Paris, and even at this early stage it is

seen that some parts will not long survive the criticisms that

have been directed upon them. The problem now is to ensm*e

machinery both for the revision of the Treaties and the con-

sideration of such matters as either proved too difficult to find

any solution at Paris, or were deliberately ignored there. This

machinery must respond to the informed opinion of the peoples

of the world. That the statesmen of the Paris Conference have
perhaps made such a process possible is their greatest claim

to the gratitude of posterity.



CHAPTER VIII

EXECUTIVE WORKING OF THE CONFERENCE

PART I. POLITICAL AND MILITARY WORKING OF THE
ARMISTICE COMMISSION AT SPA

1. Constitution of the Allied Armistice Commission at Spa.
The terms of the Armistice were drawn up to prepare the ground
for the peace deliberations, which were to be l><! -ed upon the
main principle of the prevention of future war. Though the
terms were severe and were drawn up somewhat hastily, they
were very complete and revealed few mistakes when put to the
test of execution. An important feature was that the national

pride of the Germans in their army was left untouched, and
this fact facilitated the fulfilment of most of the conditions.

The members of the Allied Armistice Commission were all

soldiers who had taken part in the War in Fran(;e, Belgium, or

Italy. The German Mission, however, contained a few civilians

representing the German Foreign Office or financial and econo-

mic organizations. Of the Allied Missions the French was the

largest, and their chief was appointed President of the Inter-

national Armistice Commission, acting directly under the orders

of the Marshal commanding the Allied Armies. The Italian

Mission consisted of one officer only. Most of the discussions

at the daily meetings took place between the French President

and the Geraian President ; the other chiefs of Missions,

however, alsg took part in the discussions whenever it was
necessary.^

2. Attitude of the various Allied Powers. There was naturally

some difference of attitude towards the Gennans amongst the

1 Thf following were the cliief olHcers, Inter-Allied Arniistie<* (’onriiiiiKsion :

President and French representative—iUmertaX nf DivisifHi P. Niidiinl.

American Major-Ck'neral (’. I). KluMleK (15/11/18 t<i 27/12/18) and
Bri^.-General M. H. Barniim (27/12/18 to 7/7/19).

BcfeiViM—General Major Hector DelohlK* (15/11/18 to 7/7/19).

Italian—Golonel l5tat majeur Vito Seimeca (15/11/18 to 8/9/19).

British—lAvut.Ak^ncmX Sir R. C. B. Hakin^' (15/11/18 to 21/8/19).

Note.—The American representation on tin; Armistice Commission iiad

closf»d down by the lOlh September 1919.
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members of the various Allied Missions. The French and
Belgians had been living for forty years under the shadow of

a German invasion, they had seen large portions of their

countries devastated, and many of their women and children

sacrificed to the devastation of war. They were also influenced

by the possibility of Germany again becoming great and once
more directing her vast hordes of soldiers westwards across the

Rhine. The British and Americans could never quite get over

the Anglo-Saxon feeling that it is difficult to hit a man when he
is down. The result of this was that the American and British

Missions were less vindictive, less suspicious, and more prepared

to receive and consider German protests than either the French
or the Belgians. This did not, however, in any way impair the

most cordial relations between the members of the Allied

Missions because each understood and respected the feehngs

of the other.

The French President was at all times most careful to prevent

friction between the Allied Missions, and ready to receive sugges-

tions, and, if necessary, represent to the Marshal Commanding
the Allied Armies any criticism or disagreement brought forward

by the chiefs of the other Allied Missions. He held a meeting of

the chiefs of the other Allied Missions at his Headquarters every

evening, when he read out the most important of the notes that

were to be presented to the Germans at the Conference next

day. The subject of these notes was discussed, and any sugges-

tions made were duly considered and agreed upon or discarded.

In this matter the Armistice Commission maintained its role of

working as an Allied whole.

3. German Attitude, the Withdrawal of German Troops, the

Blockade, German Troops in the Baltic States. It was apparent

from the first that the Germans were prepared to carry out the

terms they had accepted, so far as lay in their power, and so

long as there was no way of escaping them. On many occasions

they made urgent appeals against various decisions of the Allied

and Associated Governments, and brought forward well-prepared
arguments in support of these appeals. In fact, a brief state-

ment of their chief protests will go far towards giving a descrip-

tion of the whole working of the Armistice Commission.

Tlie Germans first endeavoured to obtain an extension of

time to get their armies across the Rhine, and claimed that it

was an impossible military operation to withdraw over three
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million men in the depths of winter by few roads all converging
on the limited number of Rhine bridges. The main argument
they used was that, owing to the revolution, the loss of discipline

and the spread of Bolshevism, the retreat of the army would
turn into a disorganized rush for home, that food would not
reach the soldiers, who would, in consequence, take it from the
inhabitants, who, in their turn, would rise against them, whilst

chaos and anarchy would supervene. The German retreat,

favoured by exceptionally good weather for November and
December, was, however, successfully carried out without any
of the alarming results anticipated by the Germans, and with
only one slight modification, made as much for the < onvenience
of the Allies as the Germans. The retreat was ‘without doubt,

a fine military performance, and its completion was due to the
inherent discipline of the individual German soldier, who had
not had time, or who had too much common sense, to assimilate

readily the teachings of Bolshevism, and who was told that the

German army was unbeaten, but that peace had been arranged.

The writer talked to several German soldiers during the retreat,

and they were firmly convinced of this idea. There is little doubt

that the fear of the spread of Bolshevism in Germany was
genuinely possessed by all members of the German Armistice

Commission, and it was brought forward again and again as an

argument in favour of ameliorating the conditions imposed by

the Allies. Fortunately for the Germans, and probably for the

Allies also, the German Bolshevist leaders were never men who
carried weight with the jjopulace, they mostly showed their

thieving proclivities at too early a stage, and failed to obtain

a sufficient criminal following amongst the law-abiding and
well-disciplined German inhabitants.

The second great appeal of the Germans—the most emphatic

of all—was to raise the blockade. Every possible argument

;

starving women and children ;
spread of Bolshevism owing to

there being no raw material to keep the inhabitants employed,

and especially the demobilized soldiers, at work in the factories,

and the consequent unrest due to non-employment ; the absence

of food, especially fats ; the great increase in niortality and in

infantile diseases ;
and finally, the impossibility of ])aying any

reparation until conunerce was re-established. This appeal was

received with more consideration by the Americans and Britisii

than by the French and Belgians. The two last-name<l were
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fully alive to the fact that the Germans, if they had won the
war, intended to cripple French and Belgian trade and had
prepared the way by removing a large amount of machinery
from France and Belgium into Germany and destroying a great

deal more in the great French and Belgian centres of industry.

No sympathy could be expected by the Germans from that
quarter and, consequently, they pressed both the British and
American Missions to plead their cause with l^ie Allied and
Associated Governments.

It is a curious fact that, when these appeals were being made,
the Germans handed to each Mission a book written in English
containing long accounts of supposed atrocities committed by
British troops and by the British authorities in various wars in

the past. The Germans appeared to fail to realize that the

continued hostility of the British, and probably of the American
people also, was largely kept alive by propaganda in the press

of those countries, and that the issue of such a book would tend
to increase rather than to diminish their unpopularity with aU
classes of Anglo-Saxons.

An argument which was frequently brought foi*ward by the
Germans in favour of mitigation of the terms of the Armistice

was the instability of their Government, and, consequently, its

limited power of carrying out some of the terms as interpreted

by the Allies. This was particularly noticeable as regards the

evacuation of Russia and the Baltic Provinces by the German
troops who were occupying those countries. It is possible that

the wording of the clause of the Armistice dealing with this

subject might have been clearer. The German argument was
that she was directed by the Allies to retain her troops in Russia

to oppose Bolshevism, whilst the Allies by means of the blockade

placed every possible impediment in her way •as regards the

supply of those troops. Further, that when in the early days
she wanted to withdraw her troops the Allies would not permit

it, and later when the Allies wished her to withdraw them her

Government had insufficient power over them to enforce their

orders. The actual result was that in spite of the most urgent

written demands by the Allies, which demands were followed by
threats, the Germans maintained troops in the Baltic Provinces

actually fighting against the Lithuanians and Letts, who were
recognized and supported by the Allied Governments, until

December 1919, more than a year after the Armistice had been
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concluded. It was only after the failure of the Gerftian troops
against Riga towards the end of November, that the Germans
found they were not able to maintain their position in the Baltic
Provinces and then acceded to the demands of the Allied Mission
sent out to superintend the evacuation, and commenced to with-
draw. Whether this evacuation includes all the German-born
soldiers who became civilians and took up land in the Baltic

Provinces whgn they got into the country, it is too early to state.

There is no doubt, however, that Germany, finding trade success

and expansion of territory barred to her in the West, will use
every means in her power to develop towards Russia in the
East.^

Although the transfer of machineiy, inclu«^>!!j; agricultural

machines, has not yet been completely carried out by Germany,
there is little doubt that they had a large amount available, and
it is probable that the demands of the Allies in this respect did

not press upon them so heavily as the demands for locomotives

and rolling stock, especially the former. The Germans, with

their usual organizing powers and forethought, had made every

preparation for a successful termination to the War, and, whilst

demanding very high indemnities, they were prepared to gain

further advantages by flooding the Allied countries with articles

of German manufacture and thus providing ample opportunities

for work and profit for their own people and the demobilized

army.
4. Procedure of the Commission : its rehiion to the Swpreme

Council. During the first months of the Armistice a meeting of

the whole International Commission was held daily at 10 a.m.

in a large room on the ground floor of the Hotel Brittanique at

Spa. The German Mission occupied one side of a long table,

the Allied Missions the other side. Most of the staffs on each side

occupied chairs behind their own chiefs. Eveiy Note that passed

across the table was in the language of the Mission it emanated

from, and everybody spoke in their own language, which was

immediately interpreted into the other two languages.* A few

very long Notes were handed across without being read, also

many other Notes on minor matters, otherwise all Notes were

read out in the language of origin and then translated. The
meetings rarely lasted more than an hour, and sometimes only

1 This subject is more fully discussed in Part III of this cliapter.

- The three languages were English, French, and Gennan.
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a few minutes. Towards the summer, when the mass of the
work of the Conunission was completed, meetings were held
about twice a week. It was considered desirable that several

days should not be allowed to pass without a meeting in order

that proper intercourse should be maintained between the

Allied Missions, as a whole, and the Germans.
All important instructions and Notes from the Allied and

Associated Governments were sent by them tp the Marshal
Commanding the Allied Forces, who took action in the matter
by forwarding instructions to the President of the International

Armistice Commission. The last-named officer dehvered the

Note as described above. It will be seen that the Armistice Com-
mission ^ad no power to initiate any decision, but it had full

power by verbal statements at the meetings to elaborate,

explain, or emphasize a subject which was being dealt with.

The attitude of the Germans at the daily meetings was
always dignified and correct, even when the most severe deci-

sions were imposed upon them, and it was rare that any heated

controversy arose between the Germans and the chiefs of the

Allied Missions. When the Allies decided to occupy a bridge-

headat Strasbourg owing to the failure of the Germans to comply
with certain conditions of the Armistice within the given time,

the German President of the Mission resigned as a protest and
was replaced by another German General. The resignation of

the former was looked upon with regret by the AlUed Missions

because he had always carried out his difficult duties with dignity

and abihty. His successor, however, showed himself capable

of continuing the work in a similar manner.
At the commencement of the Armistice there was some

attempt on the part of the Germans to deal more sympatheti-

cally with one or other of the Allied Missions in. turn than the

others. This may have been done Avith the intention of setting

one Allied Mission against the other. The relations between the

Allied Missions were, however, so cordial that if the Germans
ever held this idea they soon abandoned it. In addition to the

daily conferences the staffs of the various AlHed Missions were
in constant touch with the staff of the German Mission. The
various chiefs of the Allied Missions had on a few occasions

individual meetings with the chief of the German Mission, on
special matters referring to their own country. If any impor-
tant subject was discussed at such a meeting the President of
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the International Armistice Commission was informed so as to
avoid any possible cause of friction. On the occasion of these
meetings the extreme formality of the daily sitting was relaxed
and both sides were able to speak more freely, with the result that
the efficient working of the Armistice Commission was improved.

5. Various Activities of the Commission. Although naval
matters were frequently referred to, and Notes on that subject

were constanfjy passed across by the Germans, there was no
naval representative amongst the Allied Missions, though there
were two with the German Mission. These Notes on naval
matters referred chiefly to the blockade and to the transfer of

mercantile vessels from the Germans to the Allies. These Notes
were at once transmitted to the chief of the Alli**'^ Naval Armis-
tice Commission, who dealt by wireless direct with tlie German
Admiral appointed for the purpose in Germany. The Germans
made several requests that personal intercourse should be estab-

lished to deal with all naval questions, stating that the system

of communication by wireless was unsatisfactory ; this request

was not, however, granted.

The chiefs of the various Missions were never informed as

to the policy of their various Governments on the points raised

by the Germans. This was probably an advantage, because it left

the chiefs of Missions a free hand to comment without bias on all

transactions which took place and thus present to their higher

authorities an independent view of each question which arose.

During the early weeks of the Armistice the most important

matter from the British and American jwint of view was the

repatriation of the prisoners of war interned in Germany. The
German plea that they were unable to keep these prisoners in

their camps, and that they were suffering because they had
broken out and were wandering across the country to the Rhine,

was never accepted by the Allies, and every effort was made to

compel the Germans to feed, clothe, and repatriate these

prisoners in comfort. Owing to the steps taken by the British

and American higher authorities, and their constant pressure

on the Germans through the Armistice Commission,the prisoners

of war were repatriated with surprising rapidity and, with a few

exceptions, in comparative comfort. Both the Dutch and the

Belgian authorities and inhabitants showed exceptional kindness

and zeal in facilitating the operation. In fact, we owe thoK*'

countries a deep debt of gratitude for the manner in which they
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looked after these soldiers. The French evacuation of their

prisoners, though hampered to some extent by lack of sea trans-

port, also worked rapidly and well. Owing, no doubt, to language
and to blood relationship, the American and British Missions

were at all times in the closest relations and agreement with
each other. They held similar ideas and approached questions

from the same Anglo-Saxon point of view. This statement does

not mean that their relations with other Missions were any less

cordial, but a common language was bound to draw them closer

together.

The details of the work of the Armistice Commission were
carried out by sub-commissions appointed to act under the
Chief of each Mission, including the Germans. The most
important of these sub-commissions were :

(1) For the repatriation of Allied prisoners of war.

(2) For the surrender by the Germans of certain arms,
aeroplanes, etc.

(3) For the surrender of certain mercantile and agricultural

machinery.

(4) For the surrender of certain locomotives and railway

wagons.

(5) For certain financial and coimnercial questions.

These sub-commissions held meetings amongst themselves,

incVuding the German representatives, and reported daily to

the chief of their own Mission on the progress made in the

execution of the terms of the Armistice and any other matter

in connexion with their particular branch of the work. The
American and British chiefs of Missions forwarded the necessary

reports on these subjects to their higher authorities, together

with comments of their own in a daily report. • These reports

thus formed a complete record of all the transactions which
took place between the Allies and the Germans throughout the

whole period of the Armistice, and will form interesting reading

in the future. After the Armistice had been in operation a few
weeks no less than 45 copies of the British daily report were
called for to be forwarded to various government, military,

economic, and financial high officials.

6. Winding up of th^e Commission. During the summer of

1919 the greater part of the work of the Armistice Commission
was completed, and it was possible by the end of August to
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reduce the staff of the various Missions. By the end of August
all the Generals who were chiefs of the various Allied Missions
were recalled, except the French General who remained as

President of the International Armistice Commission. At the
end of June the Allied Armistice Commission moved from Spa
to Cologne because the accommodation taken up by the various

Missions at Spa was urgently required by the inhabitants, who
had most gengrously placed their houses at the disposal of the

Missions in most cases without payment. The Gennan Mission

moved from Spa to Dusseldorf and the daily meetings ceased,

such work as remained being carried out by notes and by ihdivi-

dual meetings. During the autumn and winter of 1919 the

Missions were still further reduced, the British Mi-;- ion consisting

of two officers only, whilst the American Mission was completely

withdrawn, the French Mission also being reduced.

It is out of the question in a brief review to describe the

many details of the work of the Armistice Commission, but the

Notes passed between the Allies and the Germans embraced a

vast number of different subjects dealing with all quarters of

the globe, and referring to many economic, financial, and com-
mercial questions as well as to military matters. During the

early months of the Armistice sometimes actually over 1(K) notes

on different subjects were passed to and fro almost every day.
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EXECUTIVE WORKING OF THE CONFERENCE

PART II

THE WORK OF THE SUPREME ECONOMIC COUNCIL

(Food Fboblems and Relief)

1. Economic Organization during the War. Inter-Allied

economic organization during the war grew up by degrees in

response to the ever-increasing difficulties of the supply and
revictuaUing of the armies and civilian populations of the

European Allies.

Stem necessity forced the Allies, as the progress of the war
increased their material difficulties, to adopt a steadily develop-

ing measure of joint economic organization.

Three reasons especially compelled these combined efforts.

Firstly, it was necessary to co-ordinate the purchases of the

Allies so as to prevent unnecessary competition from forcing

up prices to an unreasonable extent. Secondly, supplies of

certain commodities were short and had to be allocated amongst
the Allies in fair proportions, regard being paid to the effect

on the successful prosecution of the war rather than to the

material financial resources of particular Allies. Thirdly, it

was vitaUy necessary so to organize supplies and shipping as

to make tlie best possible use of the available tonnage.

The Royal Commission on Sugar Supplies, which had been
formed in August 1914, began to buy also for the Allies early

in 1916, and this was followed by the Wheat Executive

—

(October 1916)—^through which all the Allies and several of the
neutrals purchased their supplies of cereals. Other purchasing

bodies dev'‘loped as integral parts of British Departments ; for

example, wool, jute, and leather were bought by the Contracts

Department of the War Office, and Australasian and South
American meat by the Board of Trade.

Prior to the entry of the United States into the war, this

organization was centralized mainly in the hands of the British
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Government, owing to the fact that at this period the economic
and finanoial strength of the Allies lay primarily in the resources
of the British Empire. During this period, therefore, Inter-
Allied control in the strict sense of the word did not exist.

This situation changed in 1917, when the ravages of the sub-
marine warfare and the need of tonnage for transport of

American troops to Europe and of British and otlier troops
to the Eastern theatres of war reduced enormously the amount
of shipping a^ilable for the transport of supplies, both civil

and military, and made necessary a careful examination of

every demand for tonnage with a view to its reduction, and an
elaborate organization so as to avoid any possibility of waste.

The financial and economic centre of gravity of the Allies’

resistance passed largelyfrom Great Britain to tbr lUiited States,

and this shifting was reflected especially during the last six or

eight months of the year in a greater measure of real Inter-

AUied control. A definite co-ordinating machinery so far as

shipping was concerned was provided by the formation of the

Allied Maritime Transport Council in March 1918, for the alloca-

tion of tonnage amongst the Allies. At the same time there

were established a number of so-called Inter-Allied Executives

and Programme Committees, whose function it was to draw
up agreed programmes of imports for all the Allies within the

limits laid down.
The Inter-Allied Council on Finance and War Purchases was

created to deal with the finance of purchases by the European
Allies in the United States. In addition to the Wheat Executive

and the centralized sugar purchasing arrangements, the Meat
and Fats Executive was set up in August 1917, for centralizing

purchases of meat, fats, and a number of other foodstuffs.

It conducted its purchases in New York through the Allied

Provisions Export Committee, which contained representatives

of all the Allies. The Sugar Commission also established for

similar purposes an Inter-Allied Committee in Washington.

The Inter-Allied Oilseeds Executive came into existence a short

time afterwards and both concentrated purchases of oilseeds

for all the Allies all over the world and organized shipments.

On similar lines Inter-Allied committees and executives were

started for nitrates, copper, petroleum, wool, etc.

The piece-meal formation of the varying forms of inter-

national co-operation, each of which was created to deed with

OL. I. XT
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some specific problem—some executively and some only in an
advisory capacity—resulted in a certain lack of co-erdination.

The creation of the Inter-Allied Food Council in August 1918
supplied an important need in this respect so far as the various

Food Executives were concerned, while the Inter-Allied

Munitions Council fulfilled the same fimction with regard to a
lai^e number of articles required for mimitions pmposes. But
a number of Programme Committees remained quite unrelated

to one another, or to any higher authority except in so far as

their requirements for tonnage ultimately brought them under
the sway of the Allied Maritime Transport Council. Owing
to the fact that during the later stages of the war by far the

most important factor so far as supplies were concerned was the

shortage of tonnage, the Allied Maritime Transport Council

did in effect play the part to a considerable extent of a co-

ordinating body, but its scope of action was in theory limited.

It had no definite power, for example, to decide on questions

of general policy which frequently arose, especially as regards

raw materials for industry, except so far as it dictated a policy

by refusing or allocating tonnage.

In the later stages of the war, finance was entirely sub-

ordinated to considerations of military policy and of the

organization of shipping. This, however, had its disadvantages.

Since nearly the whole burden in respect of tonnage fell on
Great Britain and in respect of finance on the United States

and Great Britain, symptoms began to develop of a sense of

irresponsibility in respect of these matters on the part of some
of the other Allies. TTie absence, moreover, of a single logical

organization for final responsibility not only of policy in

respect of shipping but in respect of all economic conditions

began to be felt. It is probable that, if the war had continued

much longer, the Inter-Allied organization for securing co-

operation would have been straightened out and completed.

2. The Economic State of Europe at the Time of the Signing

of the Armistice. The signing of the Armistice on the 11th

November 1918 found the whole world unprepared for the

cessation of hostilities. Extravagant hopes were entertained

by the majority of people that the period of stringency would
almost immediately come to an end, and there started very
quickly an agitation in favour of the removal of those controls

within the Allied countries on which the Inter-Allied organiza-
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tion had been built up. Despite the opposition of organized
labour, which in Great Britain was in favour of the retention
of much of the existing Inter-Allied machinery with regard
to food, the popular clamour for the abolition of controls was
too strong to resist, and most of the war-time restrictions were
removed. The enormous feeling of relief that the war had
ended and the optimism produced by victory far more complete
than most people had come to believe possible, blinded the
eyes of the allied peoples to the true condition of the European
continent and to the inevitable consequence at that stage

of letting the economic affairs of Europe look after themselves.

It is indeed clear that the Inter-Allied organization outlined

above was essentially a product of war conditt' us and was to

a large extent unsuited to peace problems.

Finance and the need for economy, which had perforce to be

submerged during the war under the pressure of graver con-

siderations, began to insist on playing their proper part as war
conditions receded. At the same time the immediate easing

of the tonnage situation due to the cessation of submarine
warfare, the abandonment of the convoy system and the drastic

curtailment and ultimate abandonment of the munitions

programme, lent added force to the demand from many quarters

for the abandonment of Inter-Allied arrangements ostensibly

based mainly on the shortage of tonnage. With the ceasing of

control over tonnage the chance of the formulation of a uni-

form economic policy disappeared. It was indeed unfortunate

that at the end of the war no central Inter-Allied organization

had been created able to deal without challenge with broad

questions of economic policy. For whilst in fact the Inter-

Allied Executives were liquidating their commitments and
busily destroying their organizations, the state of a large part

of Europe was rapidly going from bad to worse. Four years

of warfare had sapped the foundations of the economic life of

Europe and had removed more of these organizations on which

alone economic reconstruction could rapidly be attempted

than was for some time suspected.

Many of the evil effects of the war were cumulative in

their operation and did not appear at once. It is useful to

summarize briefly the economic state of Europe at the end of

1918 and during the early part of 1919.

(a) Food. Conditiom. Hostilities ceased at the beginning of
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the winter of 1918-19, when import had been reduced to

a minimum in Allied countries and supplies of food were short

throughout practically the whole of Europe, and the neutral

as weU as the belligerent states had suffered severely by the

blockade of the Central Empires. It was possible, however,

very soon after the Armistice to increase materially the supplies

of food to the allied and neutral countries which had shipping

at their disposal, and the danger of a really acyte shortage of

food was temporarily at any rate removed. In Central and
Eastern Europe, however, conditions were very different ; lack

of fertilizers had brought about a great decrease in the yield

of the soil ; large areas of land had been the scene of hostilities,

and cultivation was far below pre-war standfU'ds. In Poland,

Rumania, and Yugo-Slavia, the occupying armies had eaten

up all supplies of food ; famine conditions prevailed over

a large part of Eastern Europe ; the winter was approaching

and such slender stocks as remained from the last harvest must
inevitably soon be exhausted completely. Shortage was
especially felt in meat and fats owing to the necessity of using

cereals for direct human consumption, and the lack of nearly

all forms of concentrated feeding stuffs. Germany, herself,

was in a position only slightly less serious than that of the

coimtries to the east and south. It became apparent that

without substantial supplies from outside it would be impossible

for these countries to carry on till the harvest. The peril of

a widespread extension of Bolshevism was very real, and was
only to be averted by the timely provision of food.

(b) Transport. The general effect of the conditions which
have just been described was to increase enormously the

dependence of Europe upon supplies of food from overseas.

Despite the alleviation in overseas transport, the pressure upon
ships remained very great. For various reasons voyages were
far slower than before the war and the decrease in the effective

carrjdng capacity of the world’s mercantile marine was in a
greater ratio than the decline in the actual number of ships as

shown by comparison between the volume of shipping before

and after the war. It was a matter of great difficulty to carry

the additional volvune of foodstuffs required to meet the Euro-
pean food situation. On the continrat of Europe itself, land

transport was in an utterly chaotic condition. Everywhere
the railway systems had broken down ; an enormous mileage
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of permanent way had been destroyed by military operations.

Moreover, the confusion caused by the sudden defeat of the
Central Empires disorganized transport throughout large parts
of Europe with specially disastrous effects on the output and
distribution of coal. The formation of new states full of

separatist nationalist sentiment and jealous of each other, led

to the enforcement of customs and transport regulations designed

apparently merely to be harmful to the rapid interchange of

commodities and traffic on which the recovery of internal

transport depended. The reconstruction of the transport

systems, therefore, throughout the European continent was
a matter of the most urgent and vital necessity.

(c) Production and Exchange. During the v%ar production

had been directed towards maximum output for war purposes,

while the supply of articles for normal peace consumption had
decreased very greatly. Industrial machinery and mines had
been destroyed in Belgium, and on a large scale in Northern

France, Poland, and Italy. Raw material (except in the case

of the United Kingdom) was exceedingly short and in many
parts virtually non-existent.

During the war, moreover, millions of workers had been with-

drawn from productive employment. The termination of the

period of gigantic war effort on the part of the peoples of all the

belligerent States brought about a deep and lasting reaction.

Everywhere the workers were tired and in many countries they

had been for long under-nourished. The reduction in hours and
in the intensity of working which followed the Armistice soon

led to a decrease in the output of labour over large parts of

Europe, amounting to about 50 per cent, as compared with

pre-war conditions. The result of the consequent enormous

decrease in the output of industry, and the difficulty of con-

verting machinery quickly from war to peace production, was

that the new States in Eastern Europe in which food conditions,

etc. were worst, were completely unable to help themselves,

while the capacity of the other European countries to help

them w'as very much reduced. It was necessary, therefore,

in order to meet the pressing needs of German-Austria, Poland,

the Baltic Provinces, Czecho-Slovakia, Rumania, and Yugo-

slavia, to provide food in the form of relief. These countries

could not find the finance, and supplies were granted them

mainly by the United States and Great Britain. In the case
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of Germany no credits were granted, but sufficient fopd to tide

her over the period before the new harvest was supplied in

return for payments in gold.

(d) Currency. The financial necessities of all European
belligerents had caused them to depreciate their currencies

during the war. In some cases, revolution or the creation of

new States left in circulation several cmrencies of doubtful

value. This provided an additional handicap of great strength

to the restarting of normal trade relations inside and especially

outside the borders of the issuing country. Only by the

increase of production and of transport by which trade could

be rendered possible could the currencies be put straight. The
difficulties already indicated, coupled with the inability of

Governments to break themselves of the bad war habit of

profligate creation of paper money in order to meet inflated

expenditures, have tended as the months have passed to

increase rather than to diminish the difficulties imposed by the

chaotic conditions of the European currencies.

3. Inter-Allied Organization during the Armistice. It is

doubtful whether any of the Allied Governments realized at

the time of the Armistice the extent of the dislocation of the

economic life of Europe. Two or three Ministers of the Euro-
pean Allies, whom circumstances had brought into closer relation

with the economic situation, however, had a clearer appreciation

of the situation than either the United States Government,
which was naturally less able to appreciate what had happened,

or their own colleagues.

In November 1918, immediately after the Armistice,

proposals were put forward by representatives of the British,

French, and Italian Governments that the existing organization

of the Allied Maritime Transport Council with any necessary

additions, should be converted into a general Economic Council

with a view to maintaining the existing Inter-Allied co-operation

in a modified form. This course would have had the great

advantage that it would have enabled at once a comprehensive

survey to have been made of the state of European countries

before the dispersal of the war organization. The machinery
might then have been adjusted with comparative ease to meet
the situation which such a survey would at once have disclosed.

The proposals, however, were not adopted.

In December 1918 the French Government, mainly under
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the inspiration of Monsieur Clementel, who had taken a great
part in the establishment of the Inter-Allied war organizations,
made formal proposals to the British and American Govern-
ments. Whilst the rigime of control in operation at the end
of the war should give place to complete commercial liberty as
soon as circumstances permitted, it was urged that, during the
period of dangerous transition, concerted and uniform action
and control slwuld be maintained over fundamental foodstuffs,

textile materials, leathers, certain minerals and metals, coal

and wood. This control should have as a special object
the desirability of assuring to the invaded and devastated
districts of Europe proper food supplies and Tp^< materials
adequate to restart their industries on such ’‘.'ims as would
enable them to compete fairly with other Allied and Neutral
countries.

Great Britain accepted this policy late in December 1918
on condition of its acceptance by the United States. The
American Government, however, took up the view that, with

the cessation of hostilities, Inter-Allied organizations which
had arisen out of war necessities should, as soon as possible, be
discontinued and that the new problems of the Armistice period

should be dealt with by new bodies. The American attitude

proved decisive and, as has already been stated, the Govern-
ments of the different Allied countries under strong pressure

from the trading classes in each country, proceeded to de-control

supplies to a large extent within their own countries, and to

liquidate most of the existing Inter-Allied machinery.

(fl) Supreme Council for Supply and Relief. After a number
of discussions held in London and Paris the Inter-Allied

Supreme Council for Supply and Relief was established by the

Supreme War Council largely at the instance of the American
Government. It met for the first time on the lltb January
1919. The Council consisted of two representatives from the

United States, the United Kingdom, France and Belgium, and
one representative of the Allied High Command. Its object

was ‘ to investigate and consider the requirements for relief

in Europe and their relation to the general supply of allied and
neutral countries, and to determine the general policy of

European supply and the measures which shall be taken for

its execution ’.

Mr. Hoover, who had been during the war Director of
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American Relief in Belgium, was appointed Director-General

of Relief, to be assisted by a Permanent Committee of the

Council with a Permanent Inter-Allied Secretariat. The
Council was to collaborate to such extent as would be found

necessary with experts of the existing Inter-Allied bodies.

The Coimcil devoted practically the whole of its attention to

the investigation of the urgent problems of relief in Eastern

Europe. It decided that all relief should be given in the name
of the Allied Governments and should be administered through

one body only. In accordance with the recommendations of

the Permanent Committee, it was decided that Allied Missions

should be sent to :

(a) Trieste, with branches at Prague, Vienna, Budapest,

Belgrade and perhaps Agram (Zagreb), to represent the

Associated Governments in the Adriatic

;

(b) Bucharest, to represent the Associated Governments in

Rtunania

;

(c) Constantinople, to represent the Associated Governments
in Turkey and to co-operate with the Mission at

Bucharest

;

(d) Warsaw, to represent the Associated Governments in

Poland.

Where there was an Allied army in occupation, it was agreed

that the Military Authorities should be made responsible for

the administration of relief.

The Supreme Council of Supply and Relief was thus set up
as an additional body alongside the existing bodies and organiza-

tions dealing with shipping, food, blockade, munitions, etc.

It had no organic connexion with them, and its action as

a centralizing body in economic matters was consequently

extremely limited in scope. Furthermore, it lacked the necessary

authority and machinery for giving effect to its recommenda-
tions. It soon became clear that a central economic body must
be constituted with wide terms of reference and with the

ability to give effect to its decisions through existing Inter-

Allied organizations.

(6) The Supreme Economic Council, (i) Organization prior

to the Signing of Peace on 28th June 1919. On 8th February

1919 the Supreme Council passed the following resolution

proposed by President Wilson ;
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‘i. Under present conditions many questions not primarily of a mili-
tary character which arc arising daily and wliich are bound to become
of increasing imjK)rtance as the time passes, should be dealt with on
behalf of the United States of America and the Allies by civilian repre-
sentatives of these <;ountries experienced in such questions as iinanee,
food, blockade control, shipping, and raw materials.

‘ ii. To accomplish this tliere should be constituted at Paris a Supreme
Economic Council to deal with such matters for the periiKi of the
Armistice. The Council shall absorb, or replace, such other existing
Inter-Allied bodies and their powers as it may determine fn)m time to
time. The Economic Council shall consist of not more than five

representatives of each interested Government.
‘ iii. There shall be added to the present International Permanent

Armistice Commission two civilian representatives of each Government,
who shAll consult with the Allied High Command, but -

. iio may report
direct to the Supreme Economic Council.' ^

The powers of the Supreme Economic Council were further

discussed by the Supreme Council at a meeting held on
the 21st February, and it was then decided that measures of

a transitory character should be referred to ** the Economic
Council established on President Wilson’s motion, while those

of a pennanent character should be considered by a special

Economic Commission to be established later The functions

of the Supreme Economic Council were defined as follows :

‘ To examine such economic measures as shall bi‘ taken during the

period of reconstruction after the War so as to ensure (a) a du(‘ supply
of materials and other comnuKlities necessary for the restoration of

devastated areas ; (b) the econornie restoration of the eountri(\s which
have suffered most from the War ;

(e) the supply of ru utral and ex-enemy
countries without d(‘triment to the siipjily of the needs of the Allic'd

and Associated countries.’

The fundamental characteristic of the Su|)reme Economic
Council was that by its constitution it had authority only to

deal with problems arising during the Armistice j)eriod and
which were of a transitory nature. Its place in the general

organization of the Peace Conference was thus somewliat

apart and divorced from the other bodies. It was responsible

for the immediate executive work of handling the economic

difficulties of Europe during the Armistice and reported direct

to the Supreme Council of heads of States in the same manner

' These civilian representatives were, in fact, never appointed to the
Annistice Commission. In practice, however, the Military representatives on
the Armistice Commission who were in constant touch with the member:^ of

the Supreme Economic Council, referred to that Council all economic ques-

tions as they arose.
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as the Council of Foreign Ministers, which was respopsible for

foreign policy and the Treaty, and the Inter-Allied General

Headquarters which was responsible for military arrange-

ments. But the Supreme Economic Council took no part in

the drafting of the economic conditions of the Peace Treaties,

which were drawn up by economic experts attached to the

Peace Conference, nor was it ever consulted officially by the

Peace Conference on any of the economic ^questions at

issue.

Although created after the Armistice the Supreme Economic
Coimcil was composed solely of Allied States, so that as a step

towards the wider form of internationalism it had no advantage
except that it was bom into a world in which hostilities had
nominally ceased.

The Supreme Economic Council met for the first time on
the 17th February 1919, and decided that it should co-ordinate

the work of the Inter-Allied Maritime Transport Coimcil, the

Food Council with its Committee of Representatives in London,
the various Programme Committees, the Supreme Blockade

Council, the Supreme Council of Supply and Relief, etc., and
thus centralize for the time being the economic policies of the

Allied Grovemments. It was at first intended that these

various organizations should report their decisions to the

Supreme Economic Council while retaining for the most part

their existing organization, but it was later decided that they

should be resolved into separate sections of the Supreme
Economic Council with their Headquarters at Paris, although

the Inter-Allied Maritime Transport Council, which acted as

the Shipping Section of the Supreme Economic Council, main-

tained its existing organization in Ixindon. The Food Section

assumed the functions of the Permanent Committee of the

Supreme Council of Supply and Relief and of the Inter-Allied

Food Council, while the Committee of Representatives in

London continued for a time to function there as a Sub-

Committee of the Food Section ; but it was later abolished.

The Wheat Executive and the Meats and Fats Executive

continued in London but reported from time to time to the

Food Section. Sections were fonned for the purpose of dealing

with finance, communications, raw materials, shippings etc.

The following is a list of the Sections of the Council and the

Chairman of each

:
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Food and ReUef Section Mr. Hoover, I’.S.A.
Finance Section . . Mr. Nomian Davies, 1.^S..A.
Communications Section General Mance, U.K.
Raw Materials Section . M. lAtiicheur, Franw
Blwkade Section . . Mr. Vance McCormick, I’.S.A.
Shipping Section (Allied Maritime

Transport Executive) . . Mr. Kcniball Cooke, U.K.

The Supreme Blockade Council became the Blockade Section
of the Supreme Economic Council, adopting the title of the
Superior Blockade Council.

While it is true that the centralizing of these variou.s inter-

allied bodies in the Supreme Economic Council gave the
appearance of the establishment of a well-defined co-ordinating

organization for dealing with the economic ’ii ce.ssities of
Europe, in reality the effectiveness of this c rganization was
enormously reduced by the concomitant disintegration of the
controls, both national and international, which proceeded
rapidly during the first half of 1919. The Inter-Allied Food
Council, which had merged into the Food Section of the Supreme
Economic Council, was a body shorn of most of the powers
which it had enjoyed during the war period ; the relaxation

of tonnage control prevented the successful adoption of any
definite policy in regard to the allocation of the supplies for

European countries. It is a fact of great importance that the

Supreme Economic Council possessed no executive powers

except through the inter-allied organizations which it had
absorbed. It never posses.scd independent funds which it

could apply to any object, and its work in connexion with relief

mainly consisted in the co-ordination so far as it was able of

the expenditure of funds which various Allied Governments
had voted for special and restricted purposes, with which

it was very difficult for the Council to interfere directly.

The Council was composed of five delegates from each of the

principal powers—the United States, France, Italy, and the

British Empire. After a time Belgian delegates were added. In

the case of the British Empire these were, with the exception

of the principal delegate, chosen for each meeting according to

the questions under discussion, from a panel of British Empire
representatives. It was decided in principle that the meeting

should be presided over in rotation by the Chief Representative

of each of the Allies, viz. Lord Robert. Cecil for Great Britain,

Mr. Hoover for the United States, MonsieurClementel forFrance,

Signor Crespi for Italy. But in practice after the first two or
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three meetings, .in the first place by the courteous .invitation

of the Chief Representative of the Ally whose tmm it was to

preside and later by the tacit but cordial agreement of the

whole Council, Lord, Robert Cecil almost invariably presided

at the meetings in Paris prior to the signature of the Peace.

There was also a Permanent Inter-Allied Secretariat which
prepared the agenda and agreed the minutes. In addition to

the actual delegates, officials who were directly, concerned by
the business under discussion usually also attended.

Each of the Sections had a Permanent Chairman appointed
from one or other of the Allies and a secretary. Meetings of

the full Council were always held at the beginning of each
week, and frequently more than one meeting was held during

the week. The various Sections met later in the week and
reported their recommendations for the information or approval

of the Coimcil at its meeting early the following week.

The British Empire Economic Committee was an important

body so far as the British Delegation was concerned. It was
composed of the British delegates on the Council and the

representatives on the various Sections together with the chief

officials in Paris of all Government Departments affected. It

also included representatives of the Self-governing Dominions.

It met once a week to consider the problems under discussion

and to formulate the general lines of British pohcy with regard

to them. The American Delegation had a similar Committee
fulfilling somewhat similar functions.

The greater part of the detailed executive work on each sub-

ject was performed by the Sections. Where questions of general

political policy were concerned, or if it was found impossible

to get substantial agreement in the Supreme Economic Council,

the matter was referred for final decision to the Council of Heads
of States or to the Council of Foreign Ministers. Generally,

however, within the limits of its wide terms of reference, final

decisions on economic matters rested with the SupremeEconomic
Council.

The bulk of the work of the Supreme Economic Council

and of its Sections prior to the signing of Peace with Germany
related, firstly, to the relief of the famine-stricken coimtries

in . Eastern Europe and, secondly, to the revictualling of

Germany in accordance with the terms of the Armistice. The
practical work accomplished by the Supreme Economic Council
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in both these principal directions is surveyed in some detail

later.

The most difficult and the most contentious part of the
work of the Supreme Economic Council arose out of the economic
relations with Germany during the Armistice. For the purpose
of co-ordinating the treatment of the various economic problems
connected with the revictualling of Germany and the adminis-
tration of the occupied territory and for relieving the Supreme
Economic Council itself of much of the consequent detailed

work, the Council constituted on the 14th April a special

Sub-Committee on Germany, whose duty it was to co-ordinate

the decisions taken by the different Sections with regard to

Germany and to form a channel of communicati:;*) on economic
matters to and from the Germans.

At first the only direct communication with the German
Government was through the Armistice Commission at Spa,

but in March a German Finance Commission was established

at Chateau Vilette, near Paris, and negotiations on finance

matters were conducted there directly between the Finance
Section of the Supreme Economic Council and the German
Commission. In April the Supreme War Council approved
a memorandum recommending the establishment of a German
Commission at, or near, Paris, which should be able to decide

on all questions arising out of the provision of foodstuffs to

Germany and on immediate economic relations with Germany.
While a certain number of communications on economic

matters continued to be made to and from the German Govern-

ment through the Armistice Commission at Spa, and were
transmitted by that body to the Sub-Committee on Germany
for the decision of the Supreme Economic Council, the greater

part of the economic negotiations with the Germans henceforth

took place at Versailles, which became the headquarters of the

German Economic Commission.
One of the most important functions of the Supreme Eco-

nomic Council and one whose operation involved difficult and
delicate questions, was to take over from the Inter-Allied High
Command the control of economic affairs in the Occupied

Territory of the Rhineland. This control had hitherto been

exclusively military in its character. The Occupied Territory

had been divided into four zones, occupied respectively by ‘he

Belgian, the British, the American, and the French Annies.
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These zones had been arbitrarily defined without any relation

to the social and the economic structure of the country, and it

was inevitable that this should lead to administrative anomalies

and to serious disturbance of economic life. While many of the

problems dealt with by the Army Commands were primarily of

a military nature, others were Erectly economic or affecting

only the civil administration, which was chiefly in the hands of

the Germans themselves. Moreover, a large number of Inter-

Allied Commissions were dealing with specific economic ques-

tions on the left bank of the Rhine : for example, the Armistice

Commission at Spa with various Sub-Commissions dealing with

the execution of the terms of the Armistice in occupied terri-

tory ;
a number of bodies controlling transport ; the Paris

Left Bank Committee, mainly concerned with trade and
blockade ; a General Inter-Allied Economic Commission at

Luxemburg, also interested in trade questions ;
and, finally,

the Military Authorities themselves who were taking action

each in respect of their own zone. The food supplies for the

occupied territory were imported through the Rotterdam Food
Commission acting under the Supreme Economic Council, while

the actual transport and distribution was undertaken by the

Army Commands.
It became clear that economic questions affecting the

occupied territories would not be efficiently dealt with so long

as so many cornpeting authorities were concerned with them
and they had no common policy. Nor could economic questions

affecting the Left Bank of the Rhine be dissociated from the

policy which was adopted with regard to xmoccupied Germany.
The Supreme Economic Council therefore recommended to the

Supreme War Council on the 21st . April that an Inter-Allied

Commission, consisting of one Commissioner appointed by each
Ally concerned with the administration of the occupied terri-

tories, should together with an Italian liaison officer be set up
with full authority to co-ordinate the administration of the

four Army Commands of all economic, industrial, and food

questions in accordance with the policy laid down from time
to time by the Supreme Economic Council ; and that orders

should be issued under the authority of the Supreme War Council

to the Army Commands in the various areas that directions

given by the Commissioners should be uniformly executed
throughout the whole area. In accordance with this decision
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the Inter-Allied Rhineland Commission was set up with Head-
quarters At Luxemburg and later at Coblentz.

The Council also devoted a considerable amount of atten-

tion to the general economic effects of the Allied blockade
of Bolshevik Hungary and Bolshevik Russia. At the begin-

ning of July it drew the attention of the Supreme War Council
to the serious consequences to the economic life of the other
states of South-Eastern Europe resulting from the complete
cessation of frade and communications with Hungary, and it

urged the necessity of the adoption of some policy which
would speedily enable international transport across Hungar}'
to be resumed, without necessarily involving the recognition of

Bela Kun’s Government,
With regard to the Russian problem, il recommended

also early in July that credits from the Allied Governments
should at once be made to those areas of Russia then under
the jurisdiction of the ^ Provisional Government of Russia
It proposed that a Commission should be organized from the
countries supplying the credits and goods in order to determine
the nature of such credits and commodities to be supplied.

For various reasons, however, these recommendations were not
in fact carried into effect.

The Blockade of Germany had, as is shown later, been very
greatly relaxed prior to the signing of Peace so far as food,

raw materials, medical supplies, etc., were concerned. Indeed,

from the end of 1918 and onwards, the Bloi^kade of Gennany
so far as it existed was due not to the action of the Allies but to

the break-down of German finance. If Germany had been able

to provide the means of purchase, food in full measure to meet
her needs would have been rendered available. • Nevertheless, the

Superior Blockade Council under instruction from the Council

of Heads of States maintained sufficient of the machinery of

the Blockade in existence, though not in operation, so as to be

of use in case Germany had refused to sign the Peace Treaty.

(ii) Relief Work of the Suprente Economic Council. From
the very day of the Armistice, when orders were given to

divert certain wheat cargoes at Falmouth that they might be

ready to proceed to any port where their cargoes would be most
needed, the Allied Governments recognized the importance of

food supplies as a stabilizing factor in the politics of Central

and Eastern Europe.
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The inevitable defects of the Supreme Coimcil of Supply
and Relief have been already alluded to. With the formation

of the Supreme Economic Council, the Supreme Council of

Supply and Relief became the Food Section of that body, and
Mr. Hoover became its Chairman with the title of Director-

General of Relief. Mr. Hoover’s appointment in this capacity

conferred a double advantage upon the Council. In the first

place, his own organizing abilities, his vast energy and mastery

of detail, had been ripened by years of experience in the intri-

cate science of food administration, both as the Head of the

Belgi6ui Relief organization and as Food Administrator of

the United States. In the second place, he provided ready to

hand a staff and an organization built up under his personal

supervision for the relief of Belgiiun, whose individual members
had had in a minor degree the necessary experience of the

practical difficulties of reorganizing national life in a coimtry

where famine and war have played their destructive parts.

Further, the established reputation and high authority of

Mr. Hoover in all matters connected with food and relief, as well

as the fact that the United States necessarily provided the major
part of the actual foodstuffs available for relief, made it easier

for him properly to co-ordinate the Relief Missions sent out

by the British, French, and Italian Governments with the work
of the American Missions. It is a remarkable tribute to the

personnel of the various -Allied nationalities concerned with

relief, as well as to the power of Mr. Hoover’s personal authority,,

that no difference of opinion of any importance at all arose

either in Paris or in the many countries in which, under con-

ditions of peculiar difficulty and delicacy, representatives of the

various Allies worked side by side in one common task.

Towards the end of February 1919 steps were taken by the

Governments of the United States and Great Britain to provide

funds for the relief work of the Supreme Economic Council.

On the 23rd February Congress voted 100,000,000 dollars for

relief, to which some 6,000,000 dollars was added from the

President’s personal fund. To this vote the condition was
attached that it should not be used on behalf of enemy countries.

Soon afterwards Parliament voted 12^ million pounds to the

same purpose, to be used primarily for relief supplies of food

and raw materials from the United Kingdom to any country

except Germany, in whose case it had been agreed that supplies
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should only be furnished against, direct payment, and Belgium,
where the Commission for the Relief of Belgium was still

functioning.

The provisioning of Germany was arranged for in the
Brussels Agreement (alluded to below), but the condition

attached to the relief credit by the Government of the United
States might have prevented adequate relief work being under-
taken in Austrja, Bulgaria, and Turkey. At the same time the

condition of Austria, and in particular of Vienna, was unhappy
in the extreme. The reports received left no doubt as to the

urgent situation of the capital, and in Austria [)erha]js more
than in any other European country it was the vital interest of

the Allies to secure that the existing GoverniP'^ ul should not
be imperilled by a disastrous failure of the food supply.

Among the first considerations of the Finance Section of the

Supreme Economic Council was the question how, whether in

the form of relief or otherwise, .\ustria (rould be supplied with

the necessary foodstuffs for whicli she had at the moment no
means of making a cash payment.

An agreement was ultimately reached which may be sum-
marized as follows :

Great i^ritain, France, and Italy borrowed each 16,(KK),0()0

dollars from the United States to be used in payment for

foodstuffs of United States origin destined for .\ustria. These
goods were not to be transported in American vessels. In

consideration of this loan the Governments concerned agreed

to advance credits in e<]ual thirds for the relief of Austria,

and to finance food supplies c(»nsigned under the organization

of the Supreme E(!onomic Council, inclusive of those already

sup)>lied under |)rovisional arrangements. The security pro-

vided by Austria consisted of gold and silver coinage, <-ert,ain

foreign securities, and the proceeds of sales of timber from

Slate forests. The repayment of this loan was to be a first

charge on Austria and was to take priority of her reparation

obligations.

Relief Missions were either established by, or brought under

the authority of, the Supreme Economic Council in the following

countries : Poland, Serbia, Rumania, Turkey, Czecho-Slovakia,

Hungary, Austria, the Baltic Provinces and South Russia.

A special Relief Mission was also established at Trieste for the

purpose of supervising and expediting the deliveries of relief

VOL. I. X
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goods to Austria and other States. The duty of these Missions

also was to keep the Supreme Economic Council informed of

the situation in periodical reports, and to give all possible

assistance, moral and material, to the administration of the

countries in which they were situated. Reports were con-

sidered at the weekly meetings of the Food Section of the

Supreme Economic Coimcil, and later at the bi-weekly meetings

held in the offices of the Director-General of Relief.

The relief work accomplished divides itself naturally into

:

1. Food and miscellaneous relief

;

2 . Reconstruction relief, e.g. fimds for the repair of railways,

telephones, etc.

From the spring of 1919 to the end of the year the work of

relief continued. During this period approximately one and
a half million tons of relief supplies were delivered at an esti-

mated cost of sixty-five million pounds. This figure is not
inclusive of 900,000 tons of food supplied to Belgium and
Northern France, nor of 160,000 tons of foodstuffs supplied to

Finland by the United States. The gross expenditure, exclu-

sive of loans or of expenditure in relief by the various Allied

Armies, amounted to 800,000,000 dollars, of which about

300,000,000 dollars was represented by cash payments. Of
this total the British contribution, although necessarily sub-

ordinate to that of the United States, is an important and, in

many ways, an indispensable item. Serbia, Poland, Rumania,
and Austria were the chief recipients of British relief. Amongst
other items Poland received some £120,000 worth of bread
grains, £60,000 worth of pork products, £144,000 worth of

clothing and cloth, £100,000 worth of boots, and £130,000 worth
of drugs and hospital material. Serbia received £300,000

worth of bread grains and flour, £155,000 worth of fats, £438,000
worth of clothing and cloth, and £500,000 worth of hospital

material. Rumania received £980,000 worth of bread-grtiin

and flour, £26,000 worth of fats, and £27,000 worth of coal.

These figures, taken at random, give a fair example of the

British share in relief work, but Great Britain did more on
critical occasions when immediate relief was vital. She provided

ships for the carriage of relief stores other than her own (e.g.

when at one period she provided ships as an emergency measure
to transport 80,000 tons of United States army stocks which
otherwise could not have been lifted). It should be remem-
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bered that these additional shipping facilities were given at
a time when British shipping was carrying to France and Italy

immense quantities, running into millions of tons, of the

material most needed for peace reconstruction.

The general rule was followed that no part of the £12,500,000
voted by the British Government for relief should be utilized for

the purchase either of American produce or of produce requiring

replacement iq Allied countries from America, except in the case

of supplies sent to enemy countries for which American credits

were not available. The greater part of the burden for providing
relief foodstuffs naturally fell on America, which alone of the
Allies possessed the necessary resources. British ;redits were
in fact used for what Great Britain herself coni'! Siipply, and the
general policy followed was that Great Britain should in all the
countries where relief operations were undei^taken supplement
the relief undertaken by the United States by furnishing such

commodities or services as were outside the })ower of the United
States. An alternative policy would have l)een to concentrate

British relief upon certain areas, leaving other parts of Europe
to American relief. The policy adoptee! was undoubtedly wise,

emphasizing as it did the collective efforts of the Allies to

alleviate the sufferings of the war. In particular it was proposed
by the British, and approved by the Finance Section of the

Supreme Economic Council, that a considerable proportion of

British relief credits should be made available for reconstruction

expenditure required in connexion with relief. In most cases

the problem of reconstruction was intimately l)ound up with the

problem of food relief. In nearly all countries transportation

difficulties, due to the dilapidation of railroads, roads, etc.,

accentuated, or even created, a food shortage.'

British representatives on Relief Missions were instructed

to confine themselves closely to a purely advisory and helpful

role. They were forbidden to concern themselves with political

matters. A further injunction was that they should not en-

deavour, under cover of relief work, to advertise or in any way
parade the advantages of a British trade connexion.

It is not too much to say that the work of the Allied Relief

Missions in Central, South, and Eastern Europe was of incalcul-

able value not only to the relieved but to the Allies. It is short-

1 For further details of recofistriictifNi expenditure see below under
* Reconstruction Relief
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sighted to urge that the work accomplished by Relief Missions of

this nature was necessarily of a hand-to-mouth character, and
provided noguarantee for the future,while even destroying initia-

tive on thepart of the peopleswho received relief. The fact is that

four and a half years of war had so disorganized the economic
life of the countries in question that, at the moment when
relief was undertaken, food was a prime necessity of existence

to an extent never realized under Wmer conditions. It may
be contended that the stability of all the provisional Govern-
ments established or seeking to establish themselves during

the early months of 1919 consisted entirely in the measure
of their ability to provide food for their people. In these

circumstances, with the Bolshevist peril looming large in the

East, even hand-to-mouth relief was of the utmost importance
and value.

At the same time not all the reb'ef credits were expended in

immediate food relief. Reconstruction in the shape of railway

repair, re-establishment of postal communications, etc., was just

as inunediately urgent and was also of a more lasting character.

4. Recomtrv^tim Relief. Work of the Communications
Section. Reconstruction relief may be defined as the combined
efforts towards the re-establishment of industrial and other

conununications of Central and Eastern Europe undertaken

imder the auspices of the Conununications Section of the

Supreme Economic Council. This body was formed in March
1919 as a purely consultative committee co-ordinating the

voluntary efforts of the various Allied Powers :

(1) by the establishment of Transport Missions in the

countries concerned

;

(2) by securing and administering through its Transportation

Missions credits for the purchase of surplus army
plant

;

(3) by recommending and administering through its Trans-

portation Missions relief credits for the purchase of

new railway material and for the repair of existing

lailway material

;

(4) by the allocation, where necessary, of German rolling

stock from the Armistice pool.

The Communications Section had no formal executive

powers and exercised its fmxctions in the various countries

through these Missions by personal influence and by mutual
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arrangement with the Administrations assisted. As a matter
of fact the decisions of the Communications Section and the
representations of its Missions were almost invariably accepted
without question throughout Europe, and were acted upon as

those of an executive body would be.

The Communications Section found existing in Europe
a condition of general transj>ortation very nearly approaching
chaos. As a r^esult of destruction or deterioration the communi-
cations of Central and Eastern Europe were inadequate to the
economic needs of the population, and even to the immediate
transportation of the necessary relief stores. The absolute

lack of repair material was a further limiting factor in the work
of reconstruction, and the disurgnni/.ation of idministration,

due to the splitting up of the railway systems by new nation-

alities created by the Peace Treaty, and, in some cases, the
wholesale changes of personnel, were very serious fat;tors in

the situation. Moreover, there was a great shortage of coal in

most countries, and almost continual labour troubles were
experienced, due partly to the unsatisfactory conditions of

work, and partly t(» the reaction from nearly five years of

intensive production, coinciding with a general lowering in the

standard of living.

The Ckimmunications Section was at first composed of

representatives of the United States, Great Britain, France, and
Italy, together with a representative of Marshal Foch as the

Officer Commanding-in-Chief the Allied Armies. Later a Belgian

delegate was added, also a representative of the British Naval
Section and a financial representative of the French Foreign

Office.

Transportation Missions were established by the Communica-
tions Section in Poland, the Baltic Provinces, Austria, Hungary,
Czecho-Slovakia, Yugo-Slavia, and the Adriatic (with Head-
quarters at Trieste). In addition, there were British Military

Missions in Rumania, Serbia, and Bulgaria (based on Constanti-

nople), a British Military Mission in Trans-Caucasia, and French

Missions in Rumania, Northern Greece, and Turkey, while

Inter-Allied Communication Missions were established for the

rivers Danube and Elbe.

It was agreed that, although the functions of the Conununi-

cations Section were economic rather than military, the existing

military organization alone possessed at the time the facilities
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for prompt and effective action. It became necessary,,therefore,

that the Technical Missions sent out by the Supreme Economic
Council should define their relations with any existing Military

Missions under the High Command. These relations were
defined as follows

:

‘ When a Military Mission exists under the High Command
its relations with the Technical Missions of the Supreme
Economic Council will be the same as its relations with the

Civil Organization concerned, to assist which is the duty of the

proposed Mission.’

The Technical Missions of the Communications Section

reported to, and received instructions from, the Communications
Section through the channel laid down by the Ally responsible in

each case for executive action. The general principle followed

was for Missions to be sent to every coimtry assisted, but in each

case one Ally was charged with the necessary local executive

action.

The work of reconstruction proceeded throughout the year.

In many cases, notably in Serbia and the Baltic Provinces, an
almost complete destruction of communications, railway, postal,

and telegraphic, had to be overcome. In others, e. g. Poland,

Serbia, and Rumania, grants were made from British Relief

credits for the purchase of repair material. Armistice loco-

motives and wagons were furnished to Poland, Lithuania, Czecho-

slovakia, Serbia, and Rumania. Different Missions had different

difficulties to contend with. The work of the Polish Mission was
much hampered by the fact that military operations were pro-

ceeding throughout almost the entire period of its labours. The
Austrian Mission was chiefly concerned in securing the minimum
supply of coal necessary to ensure Austrian railway communica-
tions. The Yugo-Slav Mission was chiefly occupied in recreating

from the beginning the destroyed railway system of old Serbia.

In this latter case reconstruction advanced so far that on
the 13th October 1919 through railway commimication was
restored between Paris and Constantinople by the opening of

traffic on the new railway bridge over the river Save at Belgrade,^

The Adiiatic Mission was chiefly concerned with the control and
expedition of relief supplies through Trieste to the various

parts of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire.

^ The bridge was closed again towards the end of the year, but is expected
to reopen shortly.
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The Communications Section further undertook the work of

restoring the communications of the Danube. A provisional

Danube Commission was formed at the end of April 1919,
under the presidency of Admiral Troubridge, R.N., to facilitate

the circulation of relief goods and commercial bai^s, to col-

laborate with the Communications Missions established in the
Riparian States, and to improve, as quickly as possible, the

means of communication between the Commands of the three

sections into ‘which the Danube was divided for executive
working purposes. This Commission accomplished invaluable

work in these directions, and paved the way for tlie Commis-
sions set up under the Peace Treaty for the eventual control

of the Danube by including representatives of >vil the non-
enemy Riparian States. Further, the Communications Section,

in order to relieve the strain on the transport of relief to Czecho-
slovakia, through Trieste, took steps in April 1919 to open the

Elbe for relief traffic to Czecho-Slovakia.

In all the fields of its activity the Communications Section

strove to accomplish work of permanent value. It took the

largest share in the repair and reorganization of destroyed rail-

way systems. Without its efforts the food supplies voted for

the relief of the distressed countries of Europe would never have
reached their recipients. Further, the information which in

the course of its labours the officers attached to its various

Missions have collected as to conditions in general, quantity and
quality of rolling stock, etc., is proving, and will jirove, of the

utmost value to the various Commissions established under the

Peace Treaty for tlie final regulation of matters of this nature.

In mid-February 1920 the Commission for the Repartition

of rolling stock in the old Austro-Hungarian Empire, entered

upon its work at Vienna under the presidency of Sir Francis

Dent. This Commission will work almost entirely upon statistics

collected by the Transportation Missions of the Communications

Section. The Communications Section has also concerned itself

with the question of the resumption of through train services

in Europe.

5. Negotiations Tenth Germany on the Economic Clauses of

the Armistice, (a) General Arrangements under the Armistice

Agreement. It was well known to the Allies that the pressure of

the blockade upon the economic life of Germany during tl^e

latter part of the war had become extreme. In articles other
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than food, it was possible to manage after a fashion,^ by the aid

of numerous substitute materials
; but in the case of foodstuffs,

the nutritive value of the 'substitute foods which were consumed
in laige quantities was exceedingly small, and the population

suffered intensely from the lack of the most essential articles

of normal diet. Owing to the cutting off of the great quantities

of fodder which Germany had been accustomed to import
before the war, her live stock diminished both in quantity and
quality. Meat, milk, and all forms of animal fat grew exceedingly

scarce, and no effective substitute for these could be found
within the country. The importation of artificial fertilizers

had also ceased during the war, with the result that the yield

of cereal crops, potatoes, and sugar beet had diminished to

a great extent. Germany also suffered from a number of bad
harvests during the war. The greatest shortage of all that the

German population had to endure was during the winter of

1916-17, when a considerable proportion of the people had to

live largely on swede turnips and kohl-rabi
;
many of the

weakest were killed off during this period, and the powers of

endurance of the remainder were very much reduced. At the

end of the war conditions were no worse than during previous

years of the war, and were better than the winter of 1916-17 :

the effect on the population, Iiowever, of lack of protein and
animal fat was cumulative, and the working capacity and
power of resistance to disease of the people had been greatly

reduced by the end of 1918. Tlie Inter-Allied Scientific Food
Commission has estimated that the average ‘ man ’ doing
normal work requires 3,300 calories per day in order to maintain

his health and working efficiency. Before the war, the average
consumption in Germany amounted to as much as 4,020 calories

per man per day, but at the end of the war the food obtainable

on the German ration cards yielded only about 1,500-1,600

calories. The actual producers of food were of course much
better off, and those who had money to buy additional food
through illicit trade could supplement their official rations to

a considerable extent ; but most of the poor in industrial

districts and of the middle classes with small incomes were
forced to be content with food far below their normal health
requirements.

The knowledge that Germany had not got enough food to

tide her over until next harvest, and the fear that complete
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anarchy might break out unless measures were taken by the
Allies, leidi to the insertion in the Armistice Agi'eement of llth
November 1918 of Article XXVI, which was to the effect that,

although the blockade would continue to be maintained in

principle, the Allies would permit the ju-ovisioning of Germany
to the extent that would be considered necessary.

A great reduction in the merchant tonnage owing to the
submarine campaign necessitated tlie immediate putting into

use all the A^essels of the German merchant fleet, and on the
second renewal of the Armistice of the 16th January 1919,

the German Government agreed to place for the duration of the
Armistice the whole merchant fleet under the contr >1 and under
the flags of the Allies. Tlie details respecting li e employment
of German tonnage were drawn up in the Agreement of Trier

of the 17th January 1919, when the Allies stated that they
were prepared to permit the importation in the first instance

of 200,0(M) tons of breadstuffs and cereals and 70,000 tons of

pork products and condensed milk provided that the German
mercantile fleet was at once handed r)ver.

A protracted series of negotiations then took place at Spa
and Trier during the next two montlis to regulate the con-

ditions of supply of food to Germany, the terms on which the

ships were to be transferred, and the method of payment for

the food. The delay in making actual deliveries of ffK)d arose

from the refusal at first of the German Government to hand
over the ships in actcordance with the Armistice Agreement,
without first receiving a guarantee from the Allies for the

delivery of definite quantities of food before the harvest.

A settlement was finally reached by the Brussels Agreement
of 13th-14th March 1919. It was under this Agreement that

the whole of the subsequent deliveries of food to Germany wen?

made during the Armistice period to the end of August 1919.

The Allies undertook :

(i) To provide themselves, or tn give permits for tlie import

from neighbouring neutrals of such part of the 270,0(K) tons of

the food agreed to at Trier as was not covered by contracts

which had been made in the earlier agreement. This was
subject to the immediate sailing of the German ships from

their harbours.

(ii) To give Germany facilities for the purchase and import

up to 300,000 tons of breadstuffs or their equivalent in other
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human foodstuffs and 70,000 tons of fats, including pork
products, vegetable oils, and condensed milk. These quantities

^d not include fish caught in European waters, or vegetables.

(iii) Germany was allowed to export all commodities except

those to be enumerated subsequently in a prohibited list, to

any neutral or other approved destination, but the proceeds

from these exports were required to be converted into payment
for foodstuffs.

(iv) It was agreed that the carriage of German supplies by
the 1st September should be a first charge upon the use of the

German mercantile marine.

(v) All ships over 2,500 tons gross (with a few exceptions)

were to be delivered forthwith, while the question of the pro-

visional exemption of ships between 1,600 and 2,500 tons was
held over for further consideration.

(vi) Germany was permitted to import foodstuffs within

the above quantities from neutrals.

(vii) Germany imdertook to transfer at once sufficient gold

to pay for the foodstuffs that were immediately to be sent in.

She undertook at the same time also to set in motion arrange-

ments for reqtiisitioning all the securities in Germany which
might be used for financing purchases from overseas and to

furnish lists of such secmities for which the Allies might make
such selections as are likely to be most useful for this purpose.

It was further decided that an Inter-Allied Food Commission
should be established at Rotterdam to negotiate with repre-

sentatives of the German Government with regard to details

of quantity, prices, and other commercial arrangements arising

out of the deliveries in the agreement, It was later arranged

that a Shipping Commission also should be established there for

working out details arising out of the transfer of the German
mercantile tonnage. The Food Commission referred all questions

of policy to the Food Section of the Supreme Economic Council,

whilst the Shipping Commission referred in the same way to

the AUied Maritime Transport Executive.

(b) Execution of the Programme of Supplies in the Brussels

Agreement. The delaywhich took place in the handing overof the
German merchant fleet had serious results. The tonnage situa-

tion was still very far from normal and tlie Allies were conunitted

to a large relief programme in respect of most of the European
countries. The shortage of tonnage throughout the world was
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an impoctant factor in limiting the supplies which could be
brought quickly to Europe. Indeed tlie supplies of tlie Allies

were in great danger of failing into arrears. It was not until

the end of May that German ships which had been sent to

load in the United States began to arrive with their cai^oes in

German harbours, while the vessels which were sent to the
Argentine did not begin to leave South American ports for

Germany until July. By the 1st September 1919, steamers
totalling 1,598,210 gross tons had been delivered to the Allies

of which about 1,000,(KK) tons were under British management.
The administration of the enemy tonnage was undertaken

by the Allied Maritime Transport Executive whic’ w'drked for

this purpose as the Shipping Section of the Suv'itnie K(!onomic
Comicil. It was laid down by the Supreme Economic tbuncil

that the following purposes should have priority in use of

German tonnage during the period covered by the Brussels

Agreement

:

(i) The carriage of foodstuffs to Germany uj) to tlie limit

made by the Allies.

(ii) The carriage of supplies for military purposes in general.

(iii) The supplementing of Uu* Allied tonnage programme.
TTie German Government was credited with the bare boat

hire' of their ships under Allied management averaging about

12«. per gross ton per month, and they were charged for the

freight on supplies carried to Germany at British Blue Book
rates. As has been pointed out, the delay in the handing ov<'r

of German tonnage nec^essitated the diversion of tonnage from
other programmes, and deliveries were necessarily slower than

they would otherwise have been. By the end of A{>ril not more
than 200,(K)0 tons in all had been delivered by Great Britaiti

and the United States. In anti(ipation of the signature of the

Brussels Agreement, stocks of food had been stored in Rotterdam
in readiness for shipping ;

and, on the arrival of the first de|K)sil

of gold at Brussels a few days after the agreement was signed,

deliveries began to be made to Germany. The first British

consignment consisted of pork products and condcnse<l milk,

which were commodities of which Germany was specially

urgently in need. As a result in the delay in the handing over

of German tonnage, it was found necessary, to secure continuity

in the supply of foodstuffs to Germany, to employ Wheat
Executive tonnage of which the main proportion available for
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diversion was British. The fulfihnent of monthly deliveries of

food to Germany contemplated under the Brussels Agreement
was hindered more than in any other way by the difficulty

experienced by Germany in financing her imports. The Allies

had laid down that no goods should be sold to Germany on
credit, and that she should only receive such quantities of food

or other materials as she could pay for in actual cash or its

equivalent. A large part of the work of the Finance Section of

the Supreme Economic Coimcil consisted in examining and
testing various proposals put forward for the finance of these

imports.

All the obvious methods of making payments abroad broke

down in practice. The large sums already borrowed from
European neutrals and the disorders in the interior of Germany
prevented the raising of new credits from those countries on

any appreciable scale. It had been anticipated that the use of

German tonnage for Allied purposes would show a credit balance

which could be used to cover part of the German food purchases.

In point of fact the receipts arising from the hire of the German
ships were more than off-set by the freight charges for the

carriage of German supplies and by considerable expenditure

for bunkering, repairs, etc., the net result being a debit on the

food account. The extreme shortage of raw materials and food

resulting from the blockade, the break-down of transport inside

Germany, and tlie unrest caused by the revolution combined to

prevent any large exportation of goods from Germany.
The sale of German-owned foreign securities proved very

disappointing : the greater part of the holdings were not imme-
diately realizable and the process of collection and sale involved

considerable time, so that scarcely any resources were available

from the sale of these securities until after the termination of the

period covered by the Brussels Agreement. The final estimate

of the realizable value of the foreign securities within a rela-

tively short period is not more than £20,000,000. The one
large source of foreign purchasing power abroad which remained
to Germany was the stock of gold valued at about £120,000,000,

which was accumulated in the Reichsbank. Small quan-
tities of the gold holdings in the Reichsbank had already been
used during the war to finance purchases from neutral coimtries,

but the stocks still stood at the end of the year at more than
double the pre-war amount. There were many objections urged
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from the.point of view both of the Allies and of Germany
against the export of large quantities of German gold, but
finally the lack of any other means of payment overcame this

reluctance.

The whole of the supplies of food from the United Kingdom
and the United States were paid for by German gold which was
placed at the disposal of the Allies in Brussels oi‘ Amsterdam.
TTie nominal value of the gold handed over amounted in all to

1,050,000,000 gold marks (£52,5(H),(K)0 sterling). This gold was
divided between the two Allies by mutual arrangement in accord-

ance with the amounts of the contracts which each made for the

supply of food to Germany. The United Kingd' ii receiveil

£16,000,000 sterling and the Unitetl States £36.'^i>0,iMK) sterling.

The German Government all along was exceedingly unwilling

to agree to deliver up additional consignments of gold, and
deliveries under contracts were continually being held up owing
to lack of the necessary finance. This involved <‘onsiderable

delays and modifications in the order in whicli the diffei-enl

contracts were fulfilled, since many of the pro<lucts supplied

by the United Kingdom (for examj)le, bacon and vegetable oils)

were of a perishable nature and could not be easily store<l

without danger of deterioration. In certain cases, in which
products of this order were concerned, shipments were allowed

to Rotterdam in antici|)ation of funds which were on their way,
but no actual deliveries could be made until the necessary

finance had been received. At the beginning of May the tlelay

on Germany’s part of making payments was so serious that

it even appeared as though part of the contrails alri^ady made
would have to be cancelled.

During the period covered by the Brussels Agreement, the

British Government contracted to supply to Germany, including

the occupied territories, ilOO.9.50 tons of foodstuffs at an
approximate cost of £15,l(t4,0(M) c.i.f. Rotterdam, and by the

end of August !228,0(K> tims (value £10,231 ,(MK)) had been

delivered. By about the same date the United States had
delivered 482,828 tons of foodstuffs, while Framie had supplied

21,3.32 tons of palm kernels and fat backs. The bulk of the

British deliveries consisted of fats, while the American deliveries

w’ere mainly cereals. Thus under the Brussels Agreement and
for the moist part before the formal removal of the blockad*

,

the Allies had facilitated the import into Germany of 732,0(K)
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tons of foodstuffs ; in addition a considerable but ^unknown
quantity of foodstuffs was imported by Germany over her land

frontiers, and she had received 131,000 tons of wheat and
12,300 tons of linseed from the Argentine. More could cer-

tainly have been provided if Gei-many had been able or willing

to pay for it, but the quantities supplied could not in the time
have been very largely increased owing to the shortage of

tonnage, for which the delay in handing over the German
vessels was to a considerable extent responsible.

’

In fixing the prices at which British supplies were sold to

Germany, care was taken to avoid justification for the reproach

that profits were being made at the expense of Germany’s
necessity. The prices charged were not strictly speaking full

commercial prices, for they were either the current market
price in the country of origin without regard to the probable

course of the market, or else the actual cost of the supplies to

the British Government. The prices were quoted c.i.f. Rotter-

dam. In the case of fats, the prices of many of the articles

supplied as determined on this basis turned out exceedingly

favourable to the Germans. For example, linseed oil was still

being supplied in November 191 9 under contract at£78 per ton,

although the world price at that moment was £120. Rice

was another conspicuous example of a similar nature. On the

other hand, in the case of potatoes the movement of markets
was rather against the German Government.

The distribution of the imported foodstuffs inside Germany
was a responsibility laid upon the German Government, which
fixed its own prices for internal sale. It was laid down in the

Brussels Agreement that the Germans should distribute their

supplies, including both domestic and imported foodstuffs, in

such a way that the total rations should be approximately
equivalent in the occupied territories as in the rest of Germany.
The allocation of foodstuffs as between the occupied and the

unoccupied territories was determined by the Rotterdam Food
Commission, in conjunction with representatives of the Ger-

man Government. A stipulation was made in the Brussels

Agreement that no food supplies from Allied sources should

be distributed to unemployed persons, who by their own
fault or choice failed to obtain work. This clause was
inserted mainly with a view to assisting the German Govern-
ment to check the spread of internal disorders inside Germany,
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and to increase her ability to export goods in payment of food-

stuffs. For the same purpose it was suggested to the Germans
subsequently that it was advisable that the imported food
should be distributed primarily to the mining and industrial

districts. The Germans did in practice give preference in this

respect to coal-miners, to large towns with over 50,000 inhabi-

tants, and to industrial districts. Owing to the political

uncertainty connected with the Peace terms, a good deal of

imported fooS was not actually distributed but was stored up
against emergencies, especially in the event of the non-signature

of the Peace and tlie renewal of the Allied blockade. When
the German Government finally decided to sign e Peace its

stocks of fats were so large that it was able sh f>-i,iy afterwards

to double the food rations throughout Germany. On the whole
the distribution of the imported food by the German authorities

appears to have been efficiently and satisfactorily carried out.

(c) RezyictmMng of the Occupied Territaries on the Left Batik

of the Rhine. While the sending of food to unoccupied Germany
was inevitably delayed by the failure of the Germans to hand
over their ships in accordance with the Armistice obligations,

the state of the civil population in the German territory under
the administration of the .Allied (rovernments was such that it

was- evident that, in order to preserve traiKjuillity amongst the

population. suf)plies must be imported at once without waiting

for the fulfilment of the Armisti(?e conditions by the German
Government. .At the commencement of the occuj)ation, the

several Armies undertook responsibility for the food supply

of their areas. To secure co-ordination, the Supreme Economic,

Council on the 25th February 1919 j)laced the feeding of the

territories on the left bank of the Rhine under an Inter-Allied

Military Commission which reported to the Food Section.

Subsequently, the responsibility for settling questions of

principle on the subject of food distribution in the occupied

territories was transferred to the Inter-Allied Rhineland Com-
mission, responsible as before to the Supreme Economic
Council. The final distribution of imported foodstuffs within

each army zone was undertaken by the German Civil Authorities

entrusted with the local distribution of food in general.

The first supplies to be distributed in occupied territorieswere

surplus army stocks, which were issued as emergency ratioiis

by the Military Authorities to the German Civil authorities.
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In the British zone distribution began at the end of March.
Ovdng to the low value of the Mark, it was not possible

to demand from the population the whole of the cost price

of the rations expressed in Marks, and, as the Civil Authorities

were unable to bear the financial loss involved in selling the

rations below cost price, it was decided under the Brussels

Agreement that emergency rations should be issued to the

German Food Authorities against a receipt, and that the cost

of these supplies should be met out of the general funds provided

by the German Government for imported foodstuffs for the

whole of Germany. Emergency supplies of this nature were

continued until the 15th May. The total value of the emer-

gency supplies issued in the British zone in the form of army
stocks and to be paid for out of the general German Food
account was £772,706.

The British and part of the American supplies under the

Brussels Agreement were shipped to Rotterdam in the first

instance and were dealt with there by the Inter-Allied Rotter-

dam Food Commission. It was at first arranged that 10 per

cent, of the total quantity of foodstuffs sent into Germany
should be allocated to the occupied areas, but this proportion

was later raised to 12 per cent, in conformity with the German
general rationing plan, which it had been requested by the

Alh'ed Governments should be laid before the Food Section of

the Supreme Economic Council.

As was to be expected, owing to the large amount of food

which was imported in the occupied territories through the

agency of private trade, food conditions there improved very

rapidly from the end of May onwards, and towards the end
of the period covered by the Brussels Agi’eement were such

that for a time the whole of the imported foodstuffs arriving at

Rotterdam were diverted to the unoccupied parts of Germany.
The very high prices in Marks at which the imported foodstuffs

had to be sold, prevented demand from expanding with the

increase of supply.

(d) Relamtion of the Blockade. When hostilities came to

an end with the signing of the Armistice, Germany’s overseas

trade, with the exception of the Baltic, was completely cut off

by the naval blockade ; at the same time, her commerce with

the neutral European countries was strictly limited by a nvunber

of conventions which had been made between the Allied
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Powers ^nd the Neutral Governments. These agreements
restricted the export to Germany from neutral countries of both
imported and domestic supplies : (a) The imports of food, raw
materials, etc., into these countries were rationed in accordance
with their minimum domestic consumption by the Allies on
condition that the goods in question were not re-exported.

To ensure the fulfilment of this guarantee, the goods were
consigned to special associations recognized for this purpose
by the Alliecf Governments and subject to the supervision and
control of Inter-Allied Trade Committees situated in the
principal ports of the countries concerned. All firms suspected
of enemy dealings were ‘black-listed’, i,e. debarred from
receiving imports. (6) With regard to domes*’<.- commodities,
the Neutral Governments undertook to give the Allied Govern-
ments option to purchase a certain percentage of their export-

able surplus of various products or in some cases the whole
of it, and to restrict their exports of these articles to Germany
to certain specified quantities. The blockade thus exercised

a very effective check on the exportation of goods from
European neutrals to Germany.

The determination of the blockade policy to be j)ur8ued

during the period of the Armistice was a matter of great

difficulty. On the one hand, humanitarian considerations

resulting from the known distress and Jiunger in Germany

;

the grave peril of Bolshevism and internal anarchy inside

Germany ; and the desirability of enabling Germany to resume
her economic activity and thus be in a position to make repara-

tion for the destruction which she had wrought, pointed to

a speedy relaxation of the blockade and a restoration of import,

and export facilities to Germany. On the other hand, the

fear that Germany would be able during the Armistice to

accumulate large reserves of food and other material if the

blockade were relaxed and that, with the consequent access

of strength, she might refuse to sign the Peace Treaty ; and,

further, the disinclination to permit Germany to utilize means
of payment such as gold and securities for the purchase of

foodstuffs, etc. which would otherwise be available to meet
some of the reparation claims of the Allies, afforded im[)ortant

reasons in favour of maintaining the blockade with undimin-

ished severity. The Armistice agreement of the 11th Novembt;
had in fact maintained the blockade in principle but stated that

YVOL. I.
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‘ The Allies and the United States contemplate the provisioning

of Germany ... to such extent as shall be found necessary ’.

In practice, however, the effective operation of the blockade
was reduced to a very great extent during the Armistice, as

a result mainly of the Brussels Agreement and of the measures
taken to secure its fulfilment. These in effect removed the

blockade so far as foodstuffs were concerned.

During the course of the Armistice, the previous limitations

on the import and export trade of neutral countries were
gradually suspended. As early as January 1919 the Supreme
Coimcil of Supply and Relief had recommended the relaxation

of the existing quantitative restrictions on the import of certain

cereals and other foodstuffs, and diuing February and March
the permitted quantities were considerably increased, or, in

some cases, commodities were definitely placed on the free list.

As a result of the rations established under the Brussels Agree-

ment, re-export to Germany was permitted subject to the

conciurence of the Food Section and to a licence being obtained

from the Inter-Allied Trade Committee ; and the Supreme
Economic Council agreed at its third meeting that any quantities

of food exported to Germany from neutrals should be allowed

to be replaced. By April, quantitative restrictions on the

import of foodstuffs were wholly suspended ; and on the 28th

of the same month—^it being plain that Germany would not

succeed in importing anything like the full quantities allowed

under the Brussels Agreement—^the Supreme Economic Council

decided that a licence was no longer required for the export

of foodstuffs from neutrals to Germany. Thus by the end of

April there was no limitation on the import of foodstuffs into

neutral coimtries except for such regulations as the exporting

country might see fit to prescribe, and no check on re-export

except as regards Bolshevik Hungary and Bolshevik Russia.

With regard to the limitation on the export of home-grown
produce from neutral countries, the existing limitations on the

export of fish from Norway, Sweden, and Denmark were with-

drawn in March, as a result of the Brussels Agreement ; but
were maintained in the case of Holland owing to the fact that

the natural market for the relatively small catch of Dutch fish

was the Occupied Territory, which was able to absorb the whole
quantity offered.

At the beginning of April the Supreme Economic Coimcil
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agreed to the removal of restrictions on coastal and fishing

traffic between German ports and on the passage of German
ships between Germany and Scandinavian neutrals, subject to
the condition that the Allied naval authorities were informed
of the names of the ships employed on different voyages and
that licences were obtained from the Inter-Allied Transport
Commissions for the import of goods other than foodstuffs into

Germany. The existing procedure in regard to the examination
of ships’ manifests was also modified in Germany’s favour.

On the 24th March the Supreme Economic Council agreed
that, with a view to assisting Germany to obtain credit in

neutral countries for the purchase of food supf'.ies, an imme-
diate announcement should be made that no fi.m in any neutral

country would in future incur the penalty of black-listing on
account of permitted dealings with Germany, and that negotia-

tions with neutral firms, though included in the ‘black lists’,

would be permitted subject to the approval of the Blockade
Section. Later on (on the 24th April) the Supreme Economic
Council agreed to the definite withdrawal of black lists.

Nationals of Allied countries were permitted to trade with

Germany subject to such conditions as their Governments saw
fit to impose, and on the 22nd April the Supreme Economic
Council decided that remittances to Germany should be
permitted, the proceeds being made available for the food

account.

In order to enable Germany to purchase larger quantities

of food from neutral countries, the Finance Section agreed witli

representatives of the neutral Governments that Germany
should be permitted to export 29,000,000 gold marks to thest!

countries for the payment of interest on previous credits which

she had raised there, on the understanding that the loans were
renewed and additional credits were extended to Germany.
Germany was also permitted to export gold and securities for

certain specific food purposes, e. g. in part payment for a
quantity of Norwegian herrings and fats. As a result of these

various measures, Germany was enabled to finance considerable

food purchases from neutral countries ; her food imports from
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Holland, subsequent at the

end of October at about 74,375 tons, a considerable proportion

of which came in during the period to the end of August.

By the Ist September, 130,909 tons of wheat and 12,338 tons
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of linseed had also been received by Germany from the Argen-
tine, this purchase having been financed by the sale of Germ6ui-

owned securities to the Argentine.

So far as the import of raw materials into Germany was
concerned the Blockade was lifted in May to the extent that

Germany was permitted to import raw materials which were
German property €ind paid for before May 1919, and which
were at that time in adjacent neutral countiijes and the

Scandinavian states. The extreme difficulty which the Ger-

mans experienced in financing the importation of absolutely

indispensable foodstuffs, rendered it necessary to confine to the

importation of food virtually the whole of the German gold

and other finance available for the purchase of foreign supplies.

As an exceptional case and in order to increase the output of

coal, the Allies sanctioned, in accordance with the Brussels

Agreement, the importation of 30,000 tons of petrol and
a considerable quantity of mining materials required by
Germany for the production of coni, but lack of finance pre-

vented the importation of these supplies. In order to increase

Germany’s capacity to finance the import of foreign foodstuffs,

the blockade restrictions on her exports were, to a large extent,

removed, and she was permitted by the Brussels Agreement to

export to any approved destination all goods except those on
the prohibited list, which was drawn up subsequently. She
was also permitted to dispose of German cargoes held up in

neutral ports, subject to the proviso that the whole of the

proceeds of these exports should be made available for food

purchases.^ In order to enable her to make arrangements for

the marketing of her products overseas for this pinpose and
for the purchase of foodstuffs in the Argentine she was per-

mitted to communicate by post and cable with any neutral

country, in regard to the exportation of any commodities not

on the prohibited list and in regard to the importation into

Germany of foodstuffs and raw materials. The list of pro-

hibited exports referred to above consisted of two classes of

goods ; the first, the export of which was absolutely prohibited

in principle, comprised

:

Gold Securities

Silver War Material.

* Later this was extended to cover all kinds of ‘ pehnitted imports
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The second list

:

Coal

Coke
Lumber
Timber and Wood-pulps
Dyestuffs

Certain types of Iron and
Steel*

Sugar
Window glass

Electrical Machines and
parts

Machine tools

Machinery.

The exportation of goods on this list was permitted subject to

a right of pre-emption on the part of the Allies. Germany was
free to export overseas one-third of her exportable surplus of

these goods, but the remaining two-thirds w. to be offered,

in the first instance, to the Allies for purchase at equitable

prices determined by them : if the option were not exercised

within four days following the receipt of the statement of the

surplus available for export during the succeeding montli,

Germany could export the whole of that quantity to overseas

neutrals. The Allied option did not hold good for that part

of the surplus which was exported overland to contiguous

neutrals. It was very difficult to carry into effect the provi-

sions of this ruling, and in practice the Allies were not in a
position to control the quantities of (Jerman goods that were

exported.

These attempted limitations were due to the double fear,

firstly, that stocks of goods thought to be required for repara-

tion purposes might be disposed of before the Treaty was
signed or reparation became operative ; secondly, that indus

tries in Allied countries, particularly in the devastated areas,

might be prevented from recovering by being undersold by
goods accumulated for this purpose by Germany during the

war. Whilst the first had some substance, events have shown
that the second had no real foundation.

The effect of these measures was that, months before the

Germans signed the Peace Treaty at Versailles, the blockade

had been relaxed to so great an extent that only the skeleton

of it remained, although the machinery still continued, ready

to be reimposed, if need be, in the eyent of Germany refusing

to sign the Peace Treaty.

6. The Organization of the Supreme Economic Council ifter

the signing of Peace with Germany. The Supreme Economic
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Council had been created for the express purpose of.dealing

with relief, transport, and economic problems during the

Armistice. Some part at least of the formal justification for

its continued existence would therefore appear to have lapsed

with the signing of the Peace Treaty and the prospects of

complete ratification. But it was evident that the economic

factors which had led to the formation of the Supreme
Economic Council had by no means lost their si^ficance by
July 1919.

On the 28th Jime, at the last meeting attended by President

Wilson, the Council of Heads of States came to the following

decision

:

‘ That in some form international consultation in economic matters
should be continued until the Council of the League of Nations has
had an opportunity of considering the present acute position of the
economic situation, and that the Supreme Economic Council should
be requested to suggest for the consideration of the several Govern-
ments the methods of consultation which would be most serviceable

for these purposes.’

The Supreme Economic Council accordingly set up a Com-
mittee on Policy to report on the form of organization desired.

The Committee proposed that an International Economic
Coxmcil should be constituted to take the place of the Supreme
Economic Council, and that it should hold its meetings in each

of the chief Allied capitals in turn, its first session to be held

in Washington immediately after the ratification of peace by
the United States. Unfortunately internal political events

delayed the ratification of peace by the United States, and it

was not possible to proceed with this part of the proposals.

For a time the possibility of widening the scope of the Supreme
Economic Council and including representatives of other
countries on that body was canvassed ; but it was impossible

to obtain general agreement, and the proposal was dropped.

The Supreme Economic Coimcil therefore retained its old

title, but the arrangement of holding, at wider intervals,

meetings in the different Allied capitals in place of the weekly
meetings in Paris was adopted.

The situation from the point of view of the organization
and work of the Supreme Economic Council was fundamentally
different in a number of important respects after the German
ratification of Peace. In the first place, the general lines
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of admifjistration of relief in Eastern Europe had been laid
down, and the organization of the supply of food to Germany
was in full operation. There remained, therefore, little

more work to be done by the Council so far as questions
of relief policy were concerned. The Brussels Agreement
with Germany came to an end at the end of August, while
in the case of the relief countries the necessity for the
supply of food was, with the exception of Austria, rapidly

ceasing with 'the approaching harvest. By the end of August
there was little left for the Supreme Economic Council or its

Food Section to accomplish in respect of what had been
its two chief functions hitlierto, save to wind up its commit-
ments.

Secondly, the Committee on Organization of i.he Reparation
Commission had been set up with the signing of Peace and was
playing a considerable part in the external economic relations

of Germany and Austria.

Thirdly, the breaking up to a largo extent of the organiza-

tion of the Peace Conference in Paris and the withdrawal of

the Americans led to a transfer of the economic centre of gravity

from Paris to London.
Fourthly, the rapid decline in the exchanges of the Allied

countries in Europe and the increasing difficulty of financing

importation from the producing countries, made it clear that

the conditions of supply of necessaries for the Allies themselves

could no longer be neglected and tlie economic interests of the

European Allies required a closer degree of co-operation and
mutual assistance.

Fifthly, the American delegates regarded their mandate to

the Supreme Economic Council as having come to an end with

the signature of Peace. Although they continued to sit on the

Supreme Economic Council for a time (the last meeting attended

by American delegates was on the 1st August), they were

principally concerned during that time with completing the

deUveries of food which the United States administration had

agreed to make, and making arrangements for closing down
their organization throughout Europe. Mr. Hoover and all the

American delegates who had been primarily concerned with

the Council had returned to America by September and were

not replaced.

The new work that lay before the Supreme Economic
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Council was indicated in a reference made to it by a decision

of the Supreme Council in July :

‘ Resolved,
‘ That the problems arising out of the present diffieultics of providing

food, coal, and raw materials to Allied Powers should be submitted to

the Supreme Economic Council for examination and report.’

In order to deal with the problems thus raised, the Supreme
Economic Council built up a new type of organization.

(i) Food. At the meeting held in London on the 1st August,

the British, French, Italian, and Belgian Delegations on the

Council agreed that, in view of the fact that the continued

internal control of certain foodstuffs (for example, wheat and
sugar) was inevitable, co-operation in national bupng would
prevent an undue rise in prices of essential foodstuffs. It was
accordingly decided that a Committee with representatives

from the different Governments, including producing coirntries,

should be entrusted with the determination of questions on
general policy and the collection and study of data, and that the

Wheat Executive should be retained as a Consultative Body.
The American Delegates stated that, owing to the fact that

the American Food Administration came to an end with the

signature of Peace, and as they had no authority to act in this

matter, they could not take any active part in the proposals

laid down without instructions from Washington. They put
forward, however, the objection on general grounds, that joint

purchasing of this nature on the part of the chief European
consuming countries might react unfavourably on the future

supply of foodstuffs to Europe by decreasing production in the

producing countries, and they urged that such a scheme should

not be carried out except with the co-operation of the United
States Government. The other Allied delegates agreed that the
co-operation of the United States was of the utmost importance,

and stated that tliey would place the scheme before its final

adoption before the United States Government with an invita-

tion to co-operate. This invitation was in fact communicated to

the United States Government, but henceforth the United States

took no direct share in this or any other of the activities of the
Supreme Economic Council.

A memorandum providing for the establishment of the
ConsultativeFood Committeewas agreed to at the meeting of the
Supreme Economic Council in Brussels on the 20th September
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1919. It was laid down that the headquarters of the Committee
should be in London. Its functions were ‘ To provide a means
of consultation on questions of food policy, and the co-ordination
of action in connexion therewith, with the intention of bringing
producers and consumers into close relation so as to avoid
profiteering which reacts on the general cost of living through-
out the world ’. Each party to the agreement undertook to be
responsible for providing its own finance and tonnage.

The Consultative Food Committee set up Sub-Committees
to deal with the following commodities :

(a) Wheat and flour.

(b) Meat.
(c) Sugar.

(</) Hog products.

(e) Butter and cheese.

The procedure of these Sub-Committees w^as in many respects

similar. Orders for purchases were sent to the various exporting

countries. In the case of wheat and flour, meat and sugar,

orders for purchases were sent to the various exporting countries

through the agency of a single organization, in all cases that

set up by the British Government. Purchases which for some
reason or other could not be made according to this method
were reported by the respective Allied delegates to the Sub-

Committee concerned, so that complete exchange of information

regarding prices and available supplies w'as effected. In the

case of hog products, it was agreed that purchases in New York
on behalf of each country should be co-ordinated among the

buying agencies of the several Governments. In the case of

butter and cheese, it was arranged that in North America and
other exporting countries, Belgian, Italian, and British buyers

should co-operate within agreed limits of price. Repartition of

purchases in Denmark was also agreed, and the French Govern-

ment undertook to prevent competition by private importers

by restricting the use of refrigerated tonnage to normal

Government imports.

Under the original constitution of the Consultative Food
Committee, its functions ceased on fhe 31st December 1919, but

it was decided at the Rome meeting of the Supreme Economic

Council on the 22nd November that the Consultative Food
Committee should be prolonged until the 31st August 1920,
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and the Sub-Committees of the Consultative Food Committee
should be continued in operation so long as the Consultative

Food Committee held their continuance to be necessary.

In addition to its function in relation to the supply of

foodstuffs to Allied countries, the Consultative Food Committee
also served as an expert body to which the official food require-

ments presented to the Adlied Governments by the German and
Austrian Governments respectively were submitted for examina-
tion and criticism on behalf of the Reparation Cbmmission.

(ii) Coal. The Supreme Economic Coimcil agreed on the

suggestion of the American delegates at its meeting on the 1st

August that the Supreme Coimcil should be asked to establish

immediately a Coal Commission to undertake the co-ordination

of the production and distribution of coal throughout Europe.
The Reparation Commission for Germany, the Teschen Com-
mission, the Plebiscite Commission for Silesia, and the different

Commissions charged with transport, should all be instructed

to co-operate with this Coal Commission and assist in the work
of the Coal Commission to the full extent of their powers.

A Committee was appointed to draw up recommendations for

the Supreme Council which were approved by that body,
constituting a European Coal Commission composed, in addition

to two representatives of the principal Allies, of representatives

of Czecho-Slovakia and Poland. The European Coal Commission
reported direct to the Supreme Council and not through the

Supreme Economic Council. It established a Sub-Commission
in Mahrisch Ostrau, in Bohemia, to co-ordinate the work of the

mines in Upper Silesia, Teschen, and Dombrova, to stimulate

their production and regulate distribution. Germany was
invited to send representatives to the Sub-Commission, but
declined to do so. in practice, the bulk of the work of the
European Coal Commission was devoted to the urgent problem
of the supply of coal to German-Austria and, although its

Sub-Commission did useful work, the Commission as a whole
lacked the authority necessary for putting its recommendations
into force • in time its chief function in relation to Austria

was taken over by the Commission on Organization of the
Reparation Commission, which established a Coal Sub-Com-
mission for dealing with coal questions arising out of the
Reparation clauses of the Peace Treaty.

(iii) Raw Materials. The Supreme Economic Coimcil
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decided on.the 1st August to set up a Raw Materials Committee
to prepare reports on the present and prospective supply of
raw materials to Europe, with special reference to the influence
of measures of Government control on the prices and distribution

of these raw materials. This Committee was, in a sense, the
successor of the Raw Materials Section of the Supreme Economic
Council, which had adjourned its sittings in May, largely owing
to the fact that the food situation as a whole in Germany and
relief countries *was so serious during the first half of 1919 that
no funds were available for supply in any appreciable quantities

of raw materials. The new Committee was set up mainly with
a view to increasing the infoiTiiation available on the supply
of raw materials to European countries themseb''. r. At the
same meeting, an International Statistical Committee was
also constituted with a view to producing an International

Monthly Bulletin on Statistics on the lines of a Bulletin whi(^h

had already been issued by the Biitish Department of the

Supreme Economic Council. It was laid down tliat this Com-
mittee was to act in consultation with the Economic Section

of the League of Nations’ Secretariat, and it was contemplated

that the work of this Committee would eventually be taken

over by the League of Nations. At a subsequent meeting of

the Council in Rome, on the 21st November, these two Com-
mittees were amalgamated into a single CoiifiHiittee on Raw
Materials and Statistical Information, to which was entrusted

the following duties

:

(a) to be acquainted at all times with the situation as

regards raw materials ;

(fe) to collect and publish as far as may be considered

opportune for publication in the Statistical Bulletin, or else-

where, all statistical or other information concerning not only

the situation as regards raw materials, but also authorized

controls, regulations, and important economic facts ;

(c) to consider the actual results on the supply of raw

materials, distribution of trade, etc., arising either from Govern-

ment action or from the commercial practices of the various

nations ; .
^ ^

(d) to study the possibilities of increasing production in

the producing countries and the means of removing the

obstacles to such increase.

The cessation of weekly meetings of the Supreme Economic
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Council and the fact that meetings began to be held successively

in each of the Allied capitals, necessitated the establishment of

a body to meet frequently to examine and deal with questions

of detail and matters requiring immediate attention in the

intervals between the meetings of the fuU Council. On the

recommendation, therefore, of the British Delegation, a Per-

manent Committee was set up by the Supreme Economic Council

at its meeting on the 1st August. The Permanent Committee
was to sit in London and was composed of one representative

from each of the Governments with the following terms of

reference

:

‘ To dispose of matters of routine or current business, referring to
the full Council questions of great importance, or cases in which differ-

ence of opinion has oecurred.’

This was in effect an Executive Committee dealing on behalf of

the Council with aU questions except those of great importance,

and a practice was established of submitting in the first instance

to the Permanent Committee all matters that were intended

to be laid before the next meeting of the Supreme Economic
Council.

The change in organization, which has been described above,

led to considerable alterations in the status and headquarters

of the sections—the Food Section met only twice during July
and ceased to meet at aU after the establishment of the Con-

sultative Food Committee, which in effect succeeded to it. The
name of the Finance Section was altered to the Finance Com-
mittee and it was decided that it should refer both to the

Supreme Economic Council and to the Committee on Organiza-

tion of the Reparation Commission. The Communications
Section continued to function as before, although its head-

quarters were moved to London. The Allied Maritime
Transport Executive, w'hich also had its headquarters in

London, continued to act as the Shipping Section of the

Supreme Economic Council, but it was decided that it should

in future refer for final decision to the Committee on Organiza-

tion of the Reparation Commission, instead of to the Supreme
Economic Council, all questions of enemy tonnage which relate

to reparations.

The Sub-Committee on Gennany was adjomned sine die

by a decision of the Council on the 1st August, but it was
agreed that it should be called in case its assistance were needed
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by the Reparation Commission or by the Supreme Economic
Council.

At the last meetings of the Supreme Economic Council in

Brussels on the 20th September and in Rome on the 21st-22nd
November, the Supreme Economic Council had under considera-

tion the serious consequences to trade and commerce throughout
Europe resulting from the growing disorganization of currencies

and exchanges. The gravity of the situation was fully recog-

nized and it wtis agreed that it was most desirable that steps

should be taken to bring about an improvement in the situation

through international co-operation.

At the meeting in Rome, the relations between the Supreme
Economic Council and the League of Nations we»* discussed

and the following resolution proposed by the Italian Delegation

was agreed :

‘The Supreme Eeonoiiiie Council after discussion of its future and
its relations with the Leaj|^e of Nations, considers any definite decision

to be premature and gi\'cs instructions to its Permanent Committee in

London to keep in (dose touch with the Le.agut* of Nations for tlu*

purpose of studying? from every relevant stand jioint the relations

between the Council and the League, and remits all decisions to a future

meeting, fixed pr(3visionally for tlu! beginning of January in Paris.’

On the 18th January 1920, at the meeting of the Council

of Prime Ministers in Paris it was decided to remit to the

Supreme Economic Council the responsibility for any Inter-

Allied decisions of an economic nature arising out of the scheme

for reopening commercial relations with the Russian people.



CHAPTER VIII

EXECUTIVE WORKING OF THE CONFERENCE

PART III

MAINTENANCE OF AUTHORITY OF CONFERENCE: POLAND,
GERMANY, HUNGARY

1. Introductory. The method by which the Peace Conference

exercised its authority over various States necessarily differed

with regard to (a) Allied countries, {b) new States formed either

wholly or in part out of former enemy States, (c) enemy
countries.^

As regards the first of these items it will be sufficient to

observe that the maintenance of the authority of the Conference

in regard to the Allied States was based on the fact of these

States being themselves parties to the creation of the Conference

and forming part of its executive. It was also much influenced

by the fact that unanimous decisions of the Four Great Powers
were necessary.

In the case of enemy States, the authority of the Conference

was in each instance based upon definite regulations and upon
conditions laid down in the several Armistice Conventions.

The case of Hungary, however, needs separate consideration

in view of the fact that that country was ruled during part of

the period here covered by a government which deliberately

defied all authority, while professedly respecting the will of the
Conference.

The new States were in one sense in the same position as

previously established Allied States, for their status as Allies

was recognized ; but on the other hand their cases need special

treatment as they owed their existence, or at any rate a greatly

improved position, to the authority of the Conference.

It is proposed therefore in this chapter to discuss in some

^ These definitions do not cover those political organizations such as
Latvia, which once formed part of the Russian Empire but whose independence
has not yet been recognized.
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detail theznanner in which the Conference exercised its authority
over Polwd, Germany, and Hungary, the cases of the other
States being covered generally by the principles there laid down.

2. Poland. In the case of Germany, the Supreme Council
of the Peace Conference was in the position of a judge adminis-
tering the law as laid down in the Armistice Convention ; in the
case of Poland (as of other new States) the Council found itself

somewhat in the position of parents m-a-ris a child. It can
fairly be said that the child was generally obedient and docile,

but the young Poland, perhaps because of her extreme youth,
proved occasionally refractory. However, the only case in

which the Supreme Council found it really difficu!; to enforce

its will on Poland was with regard to Eastern Galicia. This
question involved a number of difficult and delicate problems.

There had been disputes for centuries between the Poles and
the Ruthenes, which latter people formed the majority of the

population in East Galicia, and had connexions with the

Ukrainians over the border. The attitude of the Supreme
Council to the question was also complicated by the fact that

the Great Powers were not always in agreement. The immediate
cause of the local resort to arms in East Galicia lay in the collapse

of the Austro-Hungarian armies, which opened many different

possibilities as to the future.

3. Events in Eastern Galicia, November Itn8-April
Early in November 1918 hostilities broke out between the

Polish and Ruthenian inhabitants of East Galicia. The
Rutheniati formations merged themselves into a Ukrainian

Army raised from Russian subjects, and the Ruthenian au-

thorities in East Galicia recognized the supreme authority of

the Ukrainian Directory or Government on the 20th January
1919.* Prior to the intervention of the Peace Conference, various

attempts had been made to bring about a cessation of hostilities

between the Poles and Ukrainians. On the 24th February

1919, an Allied Mission had succeeded in concluding a truce

between the two parties, but this was revoked by the Ukrainian

Commander-in-Chief four days later. The truce was indeed

doomed to prove abortive since it was based on an arrange-

ment which corresponded neither to the ethnology of the country

nor to the military situation.

i This recognition was revoked on the 28th August 1919.
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On the 19th March the Supreme Council first tooh action in

the matter, and dispatched a telegram to the opposing corn*

manders calling upon them to conclude a truce immediately,
and offering to hear representatives of both sides subject to

the immediate suspension of hostilities. On the 24jth March
a reply was received from the Ukrainian Commander accepting

the proposal of the Supreme Council, but in the absence of any
definite reply from the Polish authorities, hostilities continued.

On the 2nd April the Supreme Council decided to set up an
Inter-Allied Commission in Paris for the express purpose of

arranging an armistice in Eastern Galicia, and on the 3rd April

the following telegram was dispatched to the Polish Minister

for Foreign Affairs

:

‘ It will be recalled that in its note of the 19th March the Conference
suggested to both the Polish and Ukrainian Governments, that asuspen-
sion of arms should be arranged in Eastern Galicia pending the discussion

at Paris of an armistice under the mediation of the Allied and Associated

Governments. To further these objects the Conference has decided to

appoint an Armistice Commission to hear the representatives of the two
belligerents, and this Commission will begin its sittings in Paris as soon
as it is informed that a truce has been concluded and that accredited

Polish and Ukrainian representatives are ready to present their views.

To save time, it is suggested that representatives be appointed from the
Polish Delegation now in Paris. If the plan of mediation proposed by
the Allied and Associated Governments is to be carried out, it is essential

that the Convention for the suspension of arms which is now being
arranged in Eastern Galicia should contain nothing that would prejudge
the nature of the future Armistice, and the Allied and Associated
Governments cannot doubt that in the negotiation for a suspension of

arms the Polish Government will act upon this principle.

(Signed) Woodrow Wilson G. Clemenceau
D. Lloyd George V. E. Orlando’

4. Supreme Council threaten economic pressure. Poland’s

defiance. The ‘ Commission for the negotiation of an armistice

between Poland and the Ukraine ’ at once set to work at Paris

under the presidency of General the Rt. Hon. Louis Botha, and
after consulting delegations of the two parties, unanimously
approved the draft of an Armistice Convention which was pre-

sented to the representatives of PolandandEastemGaliciaon the
12th May. The Convention was accepted by the East Galician

Delegation, but was rejected by the Polish Delegation on the

general military grounds that the safety of the Polish State

precluded the acceptance of any armistice which did not allow
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of a Poliah military occupation of East Galicia. As the Com-
mission considered that this contention raised questions of

general policy which were beyond its competence, it submitted
a full report of its proceedings to the Supreme Council of the
Conference. The latter body, after a thorough investigation of

the facts of the case, addressed a strong telegram to General
Pilsudski on the 27th May, concluding with the following

declaration

:

•

‘ The Council feel it their duty, therefore, in the most friendly spirit

but with the most solemn earnestness, to say to the Polish authorities
that, if they are not willing to accept the guidance and decisions of the
Conference of Peace in such matters, the governments repres<'nted in the
council of the principal allied and associated governme? . . will not bo
justifled in furnishing Poland any longer with supplier -i assistance. If

it is her deliberate purpose to set at naught the counsel proffered by the
Conference, its authority can no longer, it is feared, be made serviceable
to her.’

To this threat of economic pressure General Pilsudski replied

justifying the operations in East Galicia mainly on the ground
of a possible combined attack on Poland by Germany and the

Bolsheviks in the event of the break-down ojF the peace negotia-

tions, and on the necessity for Poland to guard against this

danger by effecting a military junction with Rumania.
About this time, however, tlie Polisli advance in East Galicia

ceased, and the Peace Conference proceeded to consider the

future status of that country. Meanwhile, frequent rc])re-

sentations were received as to the unfavourable militai’y

situation created for Poland by the restrictions ])lace<l on
her operations, and on the 25th June the Polish Government
w'as authorized by the Conference to proceed with the military

occupation of Eastern Galicia u]) to the Rivei- Zbruez. In

judging the actions of the Polish Government in thus refusing

to obey the Conference, it must be remembered that in other

matters the Polish Government had generally bowed to the

rulings of the Conference with a good grace, even when such

I’ulings involved national disappointment on matters of prime

interest. The reason why the Peace Conference ultimately

judged it right to sanction the Polish occupation of Eastern

Galicia was due to the fact that a new situation had been

created, which was in part produced by the Polish advance.

The Conference acted on the basis of the new situation thu.

created. It is therefore not easy to judge the action of the

zVOL. I.
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Polish Government, though it is not possible to deny that its

refusal to obey the Conference had serious results upon other

States in stimulating their resistance to the authority of the

Conference in local areas, where the armies of the Great Powers
could not make their influence felt.

It will be unnecessary to discuss in detail any of the questions

regulated under the Treaty of Versailles, since by her prompt
ratification of that Treaty Poland accepted all the decisions of

the Conference embodied therein. The same may be said of the
‘ Minorities Treaty ’. By their action with regard to these two
Treaties the Polish Government and Diet added much to their

prestige in the eyes of the Peace Conference and the world,

while M. Paderewski enhanced his already high reputation for

political wisdom and moral courage.

5. Germany. The Armistice of the 11th November 1918, and
the several protocols by which it was renewed and extendedfrom
time to time, constituted the basis on which the Peace Conference

was able to exercise its authority over Germany. Speaking
generally, the Conference succeeded in enforcing its demands
upon Germany in all cases where such demands were definitely

covered by the terms of the Armistice, but realized its inabihty

to make other and less specific demands on Germany. In
certain cases where it was of special importance to secure the

compliance of Germany with some fresh proposal, the matter
was incorporated in a protocol for the renewal of the Armistice.

In other and less important cases the Armistice Commission
arranged matters. After Germany had accepted the Treaty
of Versailles the Conference was able, indeed was compelled,

to extend the scope of its authority over Germany. Even
before ratification the Conference promptly intervened when
any actual or prospective infringement of the Treaty of Peace
occurred, just as it had always done in the case of an infringe-

ment of the Armistice Convention. It will be unnecessary to

examine in detail any of the many occasions on which the

Conference enforced its demands with regard to questions

specifically covered by the original Armistice. In early dfiys

delay occurred in connexion with some such matters, e. g. the
handing over of prisoners and of material of war, but the
German Government readily yielded to the strong representa-

tions made by Marshal Foch on behalf of the Conference. It

will, however, be useful to mention certain other special cases
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which were either not covered or only partially covered by the
Armistice.

6. Posen. This case needs to be mentioned in this chapter
firstly because it involved the imposition on Germany of an
obligation of great importance not covered by the Araiistice of

the 11th November, and secondly because in this connexion an
authority other than the Armistice Commission was empowered
to deal with^ the German Grovemment on behalf of the Council
of the Conference.

The origin of the conflict between the German and Polish

inhabitants of Posnania was to be found in events connected
with the passage through that province of M, Paderewski,
in the company of a British Mission, on his v’n v to Warsaw in

De(^ember 1918. The occasion provoked patriotic demonstra-
tions on the ])art of the Polish-speaking inhabitants, which led

to reprisals by the Prussian troops stationed in Posen. As t he
General commanding the German troops had declared that he
had lost control over them, order was restored by the National
Council of Posen with the aid of volunteer Polish formations.

Collisions followed between German and Polish residents in

neighbouring towns and villages, which led to the Polish

administration being extended. At the same time the military

situation began to assume the character of a regular state of

war between the German garrison troops in Posnania and the

local volunteer Polish forces.^

At the end of January 1919, the Conference decided to send

an Inter-Allied Commission to Poland with a view to bringing

about a cessation of these hostilities, and on the 3rd February
Marshal Foch communicated the above resolution to the German
Grovemment. To this, (’ount Brockdorff-Rantzau replied that

the Inter-Allied Commission should exercise its activities only

out.side the limits of German territory as indicated in the

Armistice Convention, and that the Grerman Government
reserved its sovereign rights within these limits. The German
Note concluded with the following paragraph :

'The ultimate nationality ofthose territories, culled “ Gcrman-Poland ”

by Marshal Foch, will be decided only by the Peace Treaty. Germany
declines at present to accept her adversaries’ demand as regards the

attitude of her representatives in the said territories.’

1 These forces were drawn from the Prussian Poles alone, not fron» ihe

Russian or Austrian Poles, so that the question of Polish interference from
outside did not arise.
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The Inter-Allied Commission, on its arrival in Poland, was
quick to realize that the military operations in Posnania could

only be stopped by laying down a provisional line of demarcation

to be respected alike by. Germans and Poles, and such a line was
defined in Article 1 of the Convention for the renewal of the

Armistice, which was signed on the 16th February. Germany
agreed to cease immediately all offensive operations against the

Poles ‘ in the region of Posen and in all other regions ’, and to for-

bid German troops tocrossa linewhich was geographically defined

in the Convention. Immediately after the signature of this Con-
vention, the Council of the Conference instructed the Inter-Allied

Commission in Poland to establish relations with the German
Government and High Command, so as to regulate all matters

arising under the above-mentioned Article 1. In reply to this

theGermanGkivemmentappointedaCommission withfull powers
to negotiate with the Inter-Allied Commission on this subject,

but it never accepted the Convention drawn up by the two com-
missions in question. It is needless to say there was never any
question of attempting to dispose of German sovereignty over

this territory except under the conditions of the Treaty of Peace.

7. The Transport of General Haller’s Army. This case is

mentioned as one of the most important examples of a difference

of opinion between the Conference and the German Government
as to the interpretation of one of the clauses of the Armistice.

Article 16 of the Armistice Convention provided that the

Allies ‘ shall have free access to the territories evacuated by
theGermanson their Eastern frontier, either via Danzig or by the

Vistula, in order to revictual the populations of those territories

or to maintain order ’. Basing its action on this clause, the

Conference demanded that the German Government should

allow General Haller’s Polish Army to be transported from
France to Poland via Danzig.^ This demand was resolutely

opposed by the German Government, whose true line of

objection was that they did not wish Haller’s troops to be in

Danzig for fear of prejudicing the ultimate fate of that city.

They defended their refusal on the following grounds :

(i) That the transport of an army did not come within the
meaning of Article 16, and

^ This army consisted of Polish men, volunteers from America, or
deserters from the German army. They had been organized and equipped
on the Western front.
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(ii) that Poland was not one of the Allies at the time of the
signing of the Armistice, and therefore the movement of

Polish troops could not in any case be admissible under
its terms.

The Conference contented itself with extracting a qualified

admission from Germany as to the technical right of the Allies

to use Danzig for the purpose in question, but it eventually
accepted the proposal of the German Government that General
Haller’s Army should be transported by rail across Grermany,
or alternately by sea or rail via Stettin or Konigsberg. In fact,

the direct railway route alone was used.

In connexion with this question it is interestir to note that,

at one period of the negotiations, the matte, was being dealt

with on behalf of the Conference by the Inter-Allied Commission
in Poland previously referred to. Although the German Com-
mission was allowed to discuss the matter with the Inter-Allied

Commission, the German Government subsequently questioned

the authority of the latter body to deal with the question. The
Conference then transferred the negotiations to Marshal Foch
for action through the Armistice Commission at Sj)a, in view

of Article 34 of the Armistice Convention, which recognized

the principle of a permanent International Armistice Com-
mission being established to regulate all questions arising out

of the Armistice Convention.*

8. The Evacuation of the Bahic States. At the conclusion of

the Armistice the Germans, by virtue of the Treaty of Brest-

Litovsk, were holding a general line covering the Baltic; States

on the East. Article 12 of the Armistice Convention laid down
that the Germans were to withdraw from the territory which

was formerly j)art of the Russian Empire, ^ as soon as the Allies

shall consider this (withdrawal) desirable, having regard to the

interior conditions of those territories ’.** Article 14 of the

^ Extract from Article 34 :
‘ Pour as.surcr dans les nicilleun*s cionditions

rexeciition de la presente convention, le priiicipe d'une (rotiiriiission d'arinistiec

internationale pennanente est adiiiis. Cette commission foiictioiincra sous la

haute autorite du Coinmandcment cn Chef militaire et naval des Arniecs
alliecs/

Article 12 ;
^ Toutes les trouf>cs allemandes qui se troiivent actucllemciit

dans les territoires qui faisaient partic avant la f^uern; de la Hussic devront
6galement rentrer dans les frontieres de rAllerna^iie, definies cornmc ci-dcssus,

dia que les AllUs jugeront le movtienl venu, compte tenu de In nituatUm int^ieure

de ces terriUjires.' The last clause is the one about wliich all the discubaiuu

took place.
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Convention further specified that German troops were ‘ to cease

at once all requisitions, seizures, or coercive measures for

obtaining supplies intended for Germany in . . . Russia

The German troops and authorities in the Baltic States in

no way complied with these terms. They repeatedly violated

Article 14, and they did not wait for the authorization of the

Allies provided in Article 12, in order to withdraw their troops.

Towards the end of November 1918 they began their withdrawal,

which they so arranged as to hinder the defensive organizations

of the newly formed national governments in every possible

way, and so as designedly to faciUtate the entry of Bolshevik

troops into the towns evacuated. At the same time they con-

fiscated supplies of food and clothing and conveyed rolling-stock

to Germany. Towards the end of February 1919 the Bolsheviks

hadoverrunthewhole ofLatvia ^ and a largeportion ofLithuania,

which fact enabled the German Grovernment to assume the role

of liberators, and to send fresh German troops to Libau. By
the end of February a German ‘ Army of Occupation ’ about
twenty thousand strong was concentrated in the Libau-Windau
area under the command of General von der Goltz. On the

16th April the Balts at Libau, with the connivance of the

German military authorities, carried out a coup d’Mat culminat-

ing in the arrest of the members of the Lettish Government
and the disarming of Lettish, troops.

On the 23rd April the first of several Allied Notes with regard

to General von der Goltz’s activities in the Baltic States was
transmitted to the German Grovernment through the Armistice

Commission. This Note demanded the immediate re-estabhsh-

ment of the Lettish Grovernment with full liberty to carry out

its duties, and power to enrol Lettish troops. As the Grermans

sent an evasive reply on the 4th May the Allies again demanded
that the Germans should cease from interfering with local

political and military organizations, that the German force

should no longer be designated an Army of Occupation, and

^ Latvia or Lettland, covering 63,000 square kilometres, comprising
Southern Livonia,* Courland, and Latgalia (the last-named comprising the
three north-western districts of the government of Vitebsk)

; population
2,500,000, of whom nearly 2,000,000 are Letts ; capital, Riga. The area has
not been diplomatically defined.

The northern half of the former Russian province of Livonia is

Esthonian. The boundary line runs approximately from Hainasch through
Walk.
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that General von der Goltz should be recalled. These demands
were not complied with, and on the 23rd May the Council of
Foreign Ministers in Paris decided to dispatch an Allied Military
Mission to the Baltic States to enforce the Allied demands.
After a further exchange of Notes, the German Government
replied to the Allied demands on the 8th June to the following
effect

:

(1) That evacuation was taking place.

(2) That General von der Goltz had not kept back arms
from the Lettish troops.

(3) That the mobilization of Letts would endanger the lines

of communication of the Geiman troops.

(4) That General von der Goltz could interfere in

Latvian internal affairs (implying ihat the Allied

demand for the restoration of the Lettish Government
involved such an interference).

By the beginning of June the evident intention of the

Germans to continue their advance northwards into Esthonia

had created a very serious situation, and had shown clearly

that the integrity of the Baltic States could not be preserved

unless they were comjiletely evacuated by German troops.

On the 18th June, Marshal Foch, under instructions from the

Supreme Council, directed the Germans :

(fl) to stop all further advance towards Esthonia

;

(b) to evacuate Libau and Windau at once, and to complete

the evacuation of all territory which before the war
formed part of Russia with the least possible delay,

in accordance witli Article 12 of the Armistice.

About this time the German Government were also informed

through the Armistice Commission, that General Gough had

been authorized to enter into direct r-ommunication with the

local German command with a view to the settlement of all

questions relating to the execution of the above demands.

9. Supreme Council tkmnnd evactiaiion under threat of

economic pressure, 27th September. German trooj)s, however,

continued to arrive in the Mitau district, and the attitude

adopted by General von der Goltz led to a fresh demand,

transmitted on the 1st August, calling upon the German
Government to recall General von dei Goltz, to proceed at once

with the evacuation of Latvia by land and by sea under the
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supervision of General Gough, and to complete the evacuation

*by the 30th August.

At the end of September the situation remedned materially

unchanged, while lack of discipline among the German troops

in the Baltic States had led to a number of acts of violence.

Accordingly the Supreme Council again considered the case on
the 27th September, and, in view of the non-compUance of the

Germans with the many demands which had been presented

by the Allies, decided to apply economic pressure to Germany
in order to enforce the terms of the Armistice. At the same
time the Supreme Council, rejecting the German Government’s
contention that it could not compel troops in the Baltic regions

to obey orders, insisted on the complete evacuation of these

regions by all German troops and formations, and on the

withdrawal of all German soldiers who had been enlisted in

Russian formations after demobilization.

The decision to resort to pressure on Germany in order to

obtain compliance with the Allied demands was communicated
to the German Government in the following terms :

‘ The Allied and Associated Governments hereby notify that, until

they arc satisfied that their demand is being effectively executed, they
will not entertain any of the applications put forward by the German
Government for the supply of foodstuffs and raw materials. They have
consequently given instructions not to proceed with the examination of

any of these applications.
‘ Furthermore, the Allied and Associated Governments will refuse all

ftnancial facilities from which the German Government might at the
prc.sent time derive advantages or which it may seek from the Allied

and Associated Governments or their nationals.
‘ In the event of non-compliance on the part of the German Govern-

ment, the Allied and Associated Powers will take such other measures
as they shall judge necessary to enforce the aforesaid terms of the
Armistice.’

This threat of pressure apparently created a strong impres-

sion on the German Government, who replied on the 4th October
proposing that a mixed Commission comprising German repre-

sentatives as well as representatives of the Allied and Associated

Powers should be formed in order to examine the situation and
then ‘ to take, supervise, and carry through the measures neces-

sary for the expeditious completion of the evacuation ’. It

was at the same time intimated tliat General von der Goltz had
been recalled and replaced by Lieutenant-General von Eber-
hardt. The German Government further declared its fixed
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purpose to do everjlhing in its power to fulfil its obligations for
evacuation, but protested vigorously against the threatened
measures of compulsion.

The Supreme Council replied maintaining its attitude with
regard to the latter measures, until such time as the evacuation
should be reported as proceeding satisfactorily, but agreed to

the establishment of the proposed Commission. This body was
set up with the least possible delay under the Presidency of the
French Genefal Niessel, and included representatives of each
of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, with whom
Admiral Hoppman was subsequently associated as the German
representative.

The Commission proceeded on the 5th Noven'oer, first to

Berlin, where it took cognizance of the measu * .-' taken by the

German Government in connexion with the evacuation, and
thence to Tilsit. Its task was much facilitated by the crushing

defeat inflicted by the Letts on the Russo-Geiwan force under
Colonel Bermont, after which the Commission interceded with

both the Letts and Lithuanians on behalf of the Germans so as

to allow their evacuation to proceed without further molesta-

tion. By the middle of December all the German troops in the

Baltic States had been evacuated, but only with great loss to

I>ettish and Lithuanian property. The Commission was loyally

supported by the German Delegate, Admiral Hoj)])man, but

with this one exception the German authorities in the Baltic

States persisted in placing all ])ossible obstacles in the way of

the evacuation, while General von Ebcrhardt’s statements and
promises proved as unreliable as those of his jjredecessor.

10. Summary of the Baltic Question. The incidents and
decisions recorded above fall within two distinct periods, viz.

:

(a) from the 11th November 1918 to the 18t.h June 1919,

during which time German troops remained in tlie

Baltic States with the consent of the Allies ;

{h) the period subsequent to the Allied demand, made on

the 18th June, for the complete evacuation of this

region.

The original provision under Article 12 of the Armistice

Convention of the 11th November, that the German troops

were to withdraw from Russian territory ^ as soon as the Allies

shall consider this (withdrawal) desirable ’ was a demana of
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which the expediency was doubtful. The idea undedying this

'clause was that German troops should protect these regions

from Bolshevik invasion so long as such protection should be
necessary, but that at the same time Germany should be
prevented from thereby obtaining political advantages in the

Baltic States. In fact, Article 12 was an effort to obtain from
Germany loyal co-operation in a cause which it was the wish

of the Allies to promote and of the Germans to hinder, and the
Conference eventually realized that the atteihpt was im-
practicable. The German Government repeatedly disputed the

interpretation placed on Article 12 by the Allied and Associated

Governments, namely, that Germajiy had thereby undertaken
to leave her troops in the east until the Allies considered their

withdrawal advisable. The German Government contended
that the words ‘ des que les Allies jugeront le moment venu ’

in the text of Article 12 denoted merely the extreme date to

which the German troops could occupy the areas in question,

and not the earliest date at which evacuation could take place.

On these grounds the German Government, in a Note trans-

mitted through the Armistice Commission on the 29th May,
refused to recognize any orders for the retention of German
troops in Russian territory.

The German Government certainly realized the weakness of

the Allied position during the early period of these negotiations,

and it has been shown how they took advantage of it. In
a Note dated the 11th October 1919, the German Government
commented on the inconsistency of the Allied demands ;

‘The Allied and Assoeiated Governments asked the German Govern-
ment for the first time in their Note of June 18th to depart from the
regions of the Baltic and Lithuania, att;cr they had expressly demanded
in May, and without regard to the protest of the German Government
in connexion therewith, that the German troops should not be withdrawn
from there.’

Thus, the question of the German troops in the Baltic

States was not placed on a really satisfactory basis until the

Allied note of the 18th June referred to above, when the com-
plete evacuation of Russian territory was first demanded. The
right of the Allies to insist upon such evacuation was never
disputed by the German Government, but the latter resorted

to every form of subterfuge in order to postpone the execution

of the Allied demand.
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ArtuU 61 of the German Constitution of August 1919,
This case is mentioned as it involved vigorous intervention by
the Peace Conference in a matter which was in no way con-
nected with the Armistice Convention.

Article 61 of the new German Constitution, signed on the
31st July 1919, provided for the admission to tlie Imperial
Council of Germany of representatives from Austria, when that
country should^ join the German Empire.* The Conference
informed the German Government that this Article contravened
Article 8Q of the Treaty of Peace, which says * Germany ac-

knowledges and will respect strictly the inde})endence of Austria
within the frontiers which may be fixed in a Treaty between that
State and the Principal Allied and Associated P' ^ ers ; she
agrees that this independence shall be inalienab’ , except with
the consent of the Council of the League of Nations.’ * The Con-
ference threatened to extend the occupation of German territory

unless steps were at once taken to repeal the 61st Article of the
new German Constitution. The German Government replied

that it regarded the repeal as unnecessary in view of Article 178
of the new German Constitution, which stated that the German
Constitution could not override the provisions of the Treaty of

Versailles.® They added that it was assumed in Germany that

Article 61 could not come into force unless the League of Nations

had first assented to the union of Austria to Germany. In view
of this reply, the Conference contented itself with insisting that

the German Government should formally recognize the principle

that no Article in the German Constitution could be valid if it

were contrary to the provisions of the Treaty «)f Peace. The
matter was ended by the Chief of the German Delegation

signing a declaration to this effect at Versailles on the 22nd
September 1919.

12. The Scapa Flow Tueideut and the delay in the Deposit of

Ratifications. Germany, having already ratified the Treaty of

Versailles on the 9th July 1919, the conditions necessary for its

' Extract from Article B1 :
‘ Gcmian-AiiKtria shall, after it has joined the

German Realm, have the right to participate in the Coiineil of Uic Kealin

with such a number of mandates as shall correspond to the size «»f its popula-

tion. Until that time the representatives of Gennan-Austria shall have an

advisory vote.’
* For such purpose the Council must be unanimous. Therefore, a single

power, e. g. France or Italy, can forbid Austria joining (Germany.
3 Extract from Article 178 :

‘ The conditions of the Peace Treaty, signal

at Versailles on June 28th, 1919, are not affected by this Constitution.’
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being brought into force were fulfilled when three «f the Great

Powers, namely France, Great Britain, and Italy, had ratified

it by the middle of October. The formal deposit of ratifica-

tions, from the date of which the Treaty would actually come
into force, was, however, delayed for two reasons :

1. To enable all the preliminary arrangements to be made
for taking over the administration of the surrendered

territory and plebiscite areas, as well as for the transport

thereto of the troops intended as garrisons

;

2. To obtain the signature by Germany of a Protocol to the

Peace Treaty, the object of which was twofold, viz.

:

() To safeguard the execution of certain unfulfilled

conditions of the Armistice, the expiration of which

would otherwise leave the Allies without legal redress

in the matter.

() To obtain reparation for the scuttling of the

German Fleet at Scapa Flow, an unforeseen breach of

the Annistice, which, by reason of the date and circum-

stances of the incident, was unprovided for in the terms

of any other instrument.

This Protocol was duly drawn up and communicated to the

German Government on the 1st November, with a request that

a German Delegation should be sent to Paris with plenary

powers to sign the Protocol and to settle, with the Representa-

tives of the Allies, the details of the execution of the clauses

of the Peace Treaty, which would have to be carried out imme-
diately on its coming into force. Herr von Simson arrived in

Paris, as the head of the Delegation, on the 26th November.
These incidents coincided with the non-ratification of the

Peace Treaty by the American Senate. This was followed by an
immediate change in the attitude of the German Delegates,

who stated that they were obliged to return to Berlin to consult

their Government regarding the terms of the Protocol, and the

arrangements proposed by the Allies for the administration of

the Areas of Occupation, although these were well known to the

German Government at the time when the Delegation left

Berlin. A series of Notes and verbal communications from the

German Government through Baron von Lersner then began, in

which

;

1. The German Government endeavoured to secure the
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repatriation of the German prisoners of war in French hands
without reference to the coming into force of the Peace
Treaty, and to obtain a modification of the Clauses of the
Treaty concerning the surrender of guilty persons, in com-
pensation for the possible absence of American Delegates on
the various Commissions

;

2. Objection w’as raised to the final paragraph of the
Protocol, by which the Allies had reserved the right to use
military measures in the enforcement of their demands

;

3. A.refusal w'as made to the demand for the surrender of

400,000 tons of floating docks, etc., in compensation for the
loss of the German fleet at Scapa Flow, responsibility for the
destruction of which was not admitted.

The counter-proposals of the German Govt^rnment were
considered by the Supreme Council in consultation with their

naval and military advisors, and on the 8th December a Note
was presented to Baron von Lersner for transmission to the

German Government, which though not prescribing a time

limit, was virtually in the nature of an ultimatum.

It maintained

:

1. That there were no grounds on which Germany could

base a claim for any modificatitm of the Treaty on account of

the possible absence of American Delegates from the various

Commissions. France would automatically liberate her

prisoners as soon as the Treaty came into force.

2. That the Allies still adhered to the terms of the Protocol

regarding the reparation due by Germany for the destruction

of their Fleet in Scapa Flow, but that they were prepared to

examine in an equitable spirit any edaims put forward by

Germany that such reparation would seriously affect her

ability to satisfy her legitimate needs, having in view the

economic condition of her ports.

3. That from the time when the signing of tin* Protocol

and the deposit of ratifications brought the Treaty into force,

the execution of the clau.ses of theProtocol would beguaranteed

by the general provisions of the Treaty as well as by the

usual methods recognized by the law of nations.

Up to that time the denunciation of the Armistice would

give the Allied Armies every latitude as regards the military

measures that they might consider necessary.
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The German Reply to the Allied Note was received in Paris

on the 16th December. It was couched in conciliatory terms,

and stated

:

1. That the German Government desired to remove the
misapprehension according to which it claimed the right to

alter the conditions of peace regarding the surrender of guilty

persons and the repatriation of prisoners of war in view of

the temporary absence of the United States^rep^esentatives

from the Commissions provided for in the Peace Treaty. The
GermanGovernment had never made its consent tothe coming
into force of the Treaty dependent on the previous settlement

of this question.

2. That in view of the explanation given of the meaning
of the final paragraph of the l^otocol concerning the coercive

measures to be used in certain eventualities, the German
objections to the paragraph no longer held good.

3. That the German Government was ready to pay
compensation for the sinking of the German warships at

Scapa Flow, but was not in a position to do so in the manner
provided in the Protocol. She was willing at the same time

to submit detailed proposals regarding compensation, which,

although involving a very heavy burden in Germany’s present

state, was yet not incpmpatible with her vital interests.

This German reply practically ended the matter. On the

10th January ratifications were formally exchanged and the

Treaty came into force. The repatriation of German prisoners

in France began. M. Clemenceau on the same day addressed

a letter to Baron von Lersner, in which he informed him
that the Allies did not desire to, injure the vital interests of

Germany, but that the 192,000 tons of dock materials, offered

by the German Government as a complete settlement, must be
handed over at once. The balance of the Allied demand was
about 200,000 more tons, and, as there might have been a mis-

take as regards the 80,000 tons of floating docks at Hamburg,
a new inquiry would be held. The Allies would then be disposed

to reduce their total demands to 300,000 tons, ‘ or even below

if the necessity for reduction is shown by convincing argument ’.

All such tonnage, when the amount was finally fixed, would
have to be handed over in thirty months. This letter marked
the final stage of what had threatened to be a most serious
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incident. . It seems evident that the Allied original demand for
400,000 tons of floating dock material was excessive, but the
German Government’s attempt to evade their obligation Avas

most serious in view of the non-ratilication of the Treaty by the
United States Senate. The Allied Governments felt that the
authority and prestige of the Conference w ere at stake and acted
accordingly. The situation was a grave one, but the Allied offer

to compromise as to the amount of material to be surrendered
enabled the German Government both to save its face and to

give way. The German Government accepted in principle the
demand for compensation for the sinking of their interned fleet,

but obtained a guarantee of substantial reduction of the amount
demanded ; on the other points raised in this la‘i diplomatic

duel the German Government gave satisfac^ >;y replies and
assurances. Consequently from this final contest as to its

authority the Conference emerged victorious. When the final

judgment is taken it will be seen that the Conference jirocured

the disarmament of millions of men and enforced their authority

over a great country which they never held by effective military

occupation. In the main the points, on which the Conference

had to give way, were those on which the interpretation of

articles in the agreements Avas difficult, or where the obligations

entered into by Germany were such as she C'ould not practically

carry out. Even in such cases as that of the Baltic Provinces

the Conference eventually enforced its will. On the w'hole, as

regards Germany, it is the success, and not the failure, of the

Conference to enforce its will which should arouse notice.

13. Hungary. Armistice Difficulties. No better instance

than that of Hungary could perhaps be chosen if it were desired

to find an occasion for criticizing alike the basis, that is to say

the Aimistice terms, on which the Supreme Council endeavoured

to base its control of an enemy Power pending the con<'lusion of

peace, and the illogical policy which resulted from the nature

of that basis.

The origin of many of the difficulties which t(»ok the Con-

ference so long to solve was the unsatisfactory Armistice con-

cluded on the 3rd November 1918, between representatives of

the Italian Supreme Command and the Supreme Command of

W’hat still called itself the Austro-Hungarian army. According

to the solemn declarations of the spokesmen of the peoples

w'hich composed it, the Austro-Hungarian Empire had cea.-ied
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to exist ; not only had the Poles, Czechs, and Yugo-Slavs pro-

claimed their independence, but the two sovereign peoples of

Austria-Hungary themselves, the German-Austrians and the

Magyars, had, during the preceding ten days, by solemn acts

fully representative of the population, and, in the case of Hun-
gary, with the constitutional consent of the King, pronounced
respectively for full independence. It might have been argued

that the Austro-Hungarian army was still in existence, and
that it was necessary to treat with it as an entity. Unfor-

tunately, even on this basis the Armistice must be considered

in the highest degree unsatisfactory. Based as it was almost

entirely on the particular desiderata of Italy, it, in fact,

satisfied Italian requirements only. Consequently, the question

of Hungary was covered only by such general clauses as the

right of Allied armies to move freely over, and to occupy, all

such places in Austro-Hungarian territory as they should con-

sider necessary.

A further Military Convention relating specifically to Hun-
gary was consequently necessary, and on the 13th November
such a Convention was signed at Belgrade on behalf of General

Franchet d’Esperey, Commander-in-Chief of the Allied forces

in South-east Europe, by Voivode Mishitch (the Serbian Chief

of Staff), and General Henrys on the one hand, and by the

delegates of the new Hungarian Government on the other.

This Convention provided for the occupation of a specified zone

of Hungarian territory, the right to extend this occupation

wherever it might be thought necessary, and the demobilization

of all the Hungarian forces except six infantry divisions and
two cavalry divisions.

Drawn up as it was by the Franco-Serbian Command, this

convention took sufficient account of Serbian requirements

;

and allowed the Serbs to occupy an area in the south of Hungary
which exceeded not only the boundaries they received under
the Treaty, but which even went beyond their territorial claims.

The same, however, was not the case with regard to the terri-

tories in which the new Czecho-Slovak State and Rumania
were respectively interested.

14. DiffimUies between Rumania and Hungary, November
1918-March 1919. Rumania had re-entered the war only on the

9th November, and consequentlyhad not participated in the final

hostilities on the Hungarian front. Little account was therefore
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taken of Rumania’s requirements, the Armistice line in Hungary
being fixed only about half-way through Transylvania along the
line of the River Maros. Controversy during the next nine
months revolved in fact round the two questions of the extent of
Hungarian territory w'hich the Rumanians should be allowed
to occupy, and the extent to which Hungary had carried out
hfr obligation under Article 2, to demobilize all her forces

except the six infantry divisions and two cavalry divisions

already mentiflned. In deference to a strong Rumanian protest

and to the evidence which was produced to show that the
Hungarian regular or irregular forces were terrorizing the
Rumanian parts of Hungary remaining in Hungarian occupa-
tion, General Franchet d’Esperey proposed in jvimiary, and
the Conference finally agreed, to extend the R^iiiianian line of

occupation to the west so as to include the three cities of Arad,
Nagy Vsirad, and Szatmar N^meti. On the 19th March,
Colonel Vyx, the French officer at the head of the Military

Mission in Budapest, presented to the Karolyi Government
a demand that all Hungarian forces should be withdrawn to

a line corresponding to that fixed by the Rumanian Treaty of

the 17th- August 1916, leaving a neutral and unoccupied zone

between this line and the new line which the Rumanians were

to occupy. It was made perfectly clear by Colonel Vyx that

these new lines were lines of military demarcation, and had
nothing to do with the territorial frontiers whicli were subse-

quently to be established ; Count Karolyi, however, thought fit to

distort Colonel Vyx’s communication, and to launch on the Hun-
garian public a manifesto in which he declared himself unable

to accept frontiers so detrimental to the interests of Hungary,
and handed over supreme power to tlie Hungarian proletariat.

Such was the genesis of the Hungarian communist revolutitm.

15. Bela Kurt’s Revolution. On the 21st March a Soviet

Government under the nominal presidency of M. Garl)ai and
actual direction of Bela Kun, was established in Budapest. The
object of its jwlicy could hardly have been doubtful, for the

commissaries lost no time in openly proclaiming that their sole

interest was the furtherance by ail means at their disposal of an
international campaign for the domination of the proletariat.

They announced an alliance with the Soviet Government of

Moscow, and their intention of carrying hostilities into every

bourgeois country of the world. They did not, however, state

VOL. 1 . • A a
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exactly whether they did or did not undertake to, recognize

Hungarian obligations under the Armistice Conventions of the

3rd and 13th November agreed to by their predecessors. On the
1st April General Smuts was charged by the Supreme Council

with a mission to Budapest to demand formally "from the

Communist Grovernment whether they did or did not accept

the lines of military demarcation laid down by the Entente
Powers. General Smuts proposed to Bela Kun that, provided

the Soviet Government at once withdrew their forces behind
the line already marked out for them, Allied troOTs would
occupy the zone between this line and the line to which the

Rumanians would advance—^in which zone would now be
included the three large cities mentioned above. The Soviet

Government, after some hesitation, replied that they would
acknowledge their obligation to accept the two Military Con-

ventions, and that they would withdraw their troops to the

line indicated, but that they would only do so if the Rumanian
forces retired to the original Maros line mentioned in Article 1

of the Convention of the 13th November, and if Allied troops

occupied the whole zone thus established between the Rumanian
and Hungarian forces. These proposals General Smuts cate-

gorically refused to accept.

16. Bela Kun attacks Czechoslovakia, April-June. The
Soviet Government were, however, thinking not of peace

but of war. They had at their disposal a considerable number
of unemployed officers of the former Austro-Hungarian and
even German armies. While personally totally opposed to

the Communists, these officers conceived that the best hope of

saving territory for Hungary was by armed resistance. Con-

sequently, they put themselves at the disposal of Bela Kun for

the organization of a powerful Red army to carry on hostilities

against their Czecho-Slovak and Rumanian neighbours. For
some weeks the new Red army was small in numbers and badly

organized. The Rumanian forces took advantage of the

situation and had occupied not only the line allowed them, but
had pushed on to the Theiss by the end of April.

The Czecho-Slovaks had also advanced into Hungary from
the north, and occupied the important coal areas of Salgd

Tarjdn and Miskolcz. Their left wing established liaison with

the Rumanian right wing in the neighbourhood of Csap on the

1st May. The Rumanians were anxious to advance on Buda-
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pest, and. had no doubt that within a few days the whole

Communist movement would have collapsed. In Budapest, as

elsewhere, this was generally believed to be the case, and in

a speech on the 3rd May at Budapest, Bela Kun is reported to

have said, " The quality of most of the troops is such that

Budapest is exposed to a Rumanian attack without defence \

The Supreme Council, however, considered it necessary to check

the Rumanian forces at the Theiss, thereby leaving to Bela Kun
not only the tifne to build up his Red army, but the o{)portunity

of spreading throughout Hungary the idea that the Conference

was on fiiS side against Rumania.
The Rumanians were, however, in a strong position on the

Theiss, and Bela Kun, once he had organized his triny, pre-

ferred to throw it against the Czecho-Slovak fo^* strung out

as they were over country not easily defensible and seriously

lacking as regards communications. An important factor under-

lying the Hungarian decision to attack the Czecho-Slovaks was

the desire to regain immediately the coal-mining area of Salgii

Tarjan and Miskolcz, which was ethnically Hungarian, one of

the few coal districts left to her.* Again, the |)rospcct of separat-

ing the Czecho-Slovaks from the Rumanians and opening a way

for a Russian Bolshevik advance across the Carpathians into

Hungary may well liave dazzled the eyes of the Communists,

Moreover, in the Czecho-Slovak army there was not only a lack

of guns and munitions, but a certain degree of apathy and

a certain current of socialism, which militated against a suc*-

cessful encounter with the Hungarian Bolshevist torces. Con-

sequently, the Hungarian Red army, gaining strength as it

advanced, secured a series of successes, and within a few weeks

had progressed far into the heart of Czecho-Slovakia.

17. Intervention of the Peace Conference^ Htth June, At

this moment, .the Conference at last intervened, and on the

13th June addressed communications to the Czecho-Slovak

and Rumanian Governments and to the Soviet Government at

Budapest. It called upon the latter immediately to withdraw

behind the new frontiers accorded to Czecho-Slovakia and

Rumania. Bela Kun thereupon ordered a withdrawal, his

eagerness for this being strengthened by the fact that the

Czecho-Slovak army, reorganized by General Pelle, was now

^ The mines of Pecs were eventually awarded to Hungary, but were tlicn

in Serbian occupation.

Aa2
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successfully counter-attacking. Within afew days he had with-

drawn to the line indicated to him, and he then requested the

Conference to call upon the Rumanians to carry out their part of

the bargain. A new consideration, however,now came into play

;

the Rumanians declared that it would be dangerous for them to

leave the line of the Theiss until the Hungarians had actually

carried out Article 2 of the Military Convention—^that is, had
demobilized all their forces except six infantry and two cavalry

divisions. Allied military opinionadmitted the juSticeof thiscon-
tention, and recognized that the general policy of BdlaJKun had
amounted to a complete violation of the Armistice Convention.

18. Occupation of Budapest by Rumanians, 8th August.

On the 17th July General Franchet d’Esperey, acting on
instructions from Paris, demanded that the Budapest Govern-

ment should resign and make room for a government freely

elected by the people ; otherwise military action would im-
mediately be taken against Hungary. This was the first active

step taken by the Allies for the suppression of the Soviet

Grovernment, and on the 25th July the Conference issued

a wireless communication formally declaring their readiness to

enter into peace negotiations with Hungary if a representative

government were established. B61a Kun, anxious to bolster up
his tottering regime by a successful coup, replied to General

Franchet d’Esperey’s ultimatum by opening a regular offensive

against the Rumanian forces. The Hungarians launched their

attack on the 20th July. They broke through to a depth of

from 15 to 35 kilometres and claimed to have captured 75 field

guns and 36 heavy guns. The Rumanians, however, were well

prepared, and as a result of their counter-attacks on the north

and south, and the concentration of the Rumanian reserves in

the centre, the Hungarians were forced back over the River
Theiss along the whole front by the 26th July. The Rumanians
crossed the Tlieiss a few days later, and by the 8th August they
had occupied the city of Budapest itself and all Hungary east of

the Danube. In these circumstances the Conference dispatched

a Mirssioa composed of four Allied generals to Budapest to get

into touch with the Hungarian Government and see that the

Armistice was observed and that disarmament was effectively

carried out. The Mission was also to establish liaison with the

Commanders of the Rumanian and Yugo-Slav armies, with
a view to preventing any measures being taken such as might
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prolong the existence of disturbed conditions in Hungary.
For their political guidance the Allied representatives were
informed that the Conference had no desire to interfere with the
internal affairs of the Hungarian people, but could only treat

with a government such as could be trusted to carry out its

international obligations.

The Rumanian advance, justified though it was by the local

situation, had taken the Supreme Council by surprise, and they
at once sent arf urgent communication to the Rumanian Grovern-

ment, c^ling on them to stop the forward movement of their

troops. The Rumanians were, however, convinced that only
by the occupation of Budapest could the final downfall of the
Communist rSgime in Hungar}' be secured. They accordingly

persisted in their advance, and from the mcTucnt when the
Rumanian forces entered the Hungarian capital, the problem
of enforcing the will of the Conference upon Hungary changed
to that of enforcing it upon a recalcitrant ally.

19. Summary. To sum up, the root causes of all the mis-

understandings and difficulties which occurred in the case of

Hungary as of other parts of the Austro-Hungarian Empire were

:

1. That there was no unity either of military command or

of political direction in the treatment of the forces of the old

Austro-Hungarian monarchy as a whole.

2. That the Military Conventions establishing the Armistice

had taken little or no account of the interests of some of the

part.ies most concerned, and that nine months after the Armistice

Rumania had (rightly or wrongly) received no compensation in

kind for her material losses during the war.

3. That when dealing with the Soviet Government at

Budapest, which made no secret of its bellicose intentions, the

Conference preferred relying on the verbal assurance of Bela

Kun to observing or controlling his actions.

4. When at last plans were considered for a combined

military operation to enforce the observance of terms which

Hungary had disregarded for nine months, the matter was so

delayed that in the meanwhile, Rumania, the State most

directly interested, had already taken independent action. In

fairness to Rumania it must, however, be recognized that it was

the Hungarians who took the initiative by invading Rumanian
territory, and that the force of the Rumanian counter-attack

carried it through to Budapest.



CHAPTER IX

THE LEGAL BASIS OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
PRIOR TO THE RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF PEACE
BY TREATIES

PART I

THE BREAK-UP OF THE WORLD’S SYSTEM OF TREATIES
AND CONVENTIONS

§ I. Introduction

The effect of the World War of 1914-1918 upon the institu-

tional and legal fabric of human society is a subject of vital

importance in all studies of social, economic, political, and legal

conditions during the years of war and of reconstruction.

The war has affected the municipal legal systems of all the

world’s States, both belligerent and neutral
; and it has also

affected, in many important particulars, the system of Inter-

national Law. Not only has the war shaped and modified the

rules and principles of municipal and international law: it has

also determined the nature and the scope of relations, and
especially of contractual relations, between States and between
individuals.

Prior to the outbreak of the World War of 1914-1918 the

relations of States one to another were governed, in the main,

by a system of international rules and principles based partly

upon custom and partly upon a mass of written agreements.

In a certain sense the States of the world formed a vast com-
munity in which common and separate interests, within the

environment of economic and social evolution and of political

progress, struggled for mastery. Various factors tended to

produce world unity. The existence of groups of States helped

to narrow and limit the particularist tendencies of certain of

the great political entities, and the interdependence of all

communities in the matter of trade produced a measure of

international co-operation. The subtle ties of friendship, art,

and literature led to a certain unity in the world, while religious.
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labour, and intellectual movements operated in the same
direction. But the spirit of nationality, the divergence of
political systems, the rivalry in commerce, and the march of

territorial expansion all accentuated the differences in aim
and in method between individual communities within the
world-community as a whole. The chief bond which held the
world’s States together in a vast community of communities
was one of a legal character. All of the States had become
associated, in* one way or another, in a “ family of nations

’

which g^ognized the binding force of international law and
international morality. This legal and moral system was
crude at best ; it lacked many of the essential elements
possessed by any one of the leading national sv terns of law
and justice. But it formed the legal basis i international

relations, and it gave promise of further evohdion to meet the

needs of the States’ community.
The war, unprecedented in scope and violence, has dealt

the whole system of international law, both customary and
conventionary, a rude blow from the effects of which it will

take many years to recover ;
‘ and never again will this system

be exactly what it was before, for new factors have been

produced by the war itself which are leading, under the shaping

hand of the League of Nations and other widespread influences,

to novel principles and processes of international action.

With many of the immediate effects of the war on the

system of international law we are not now concerned.

(3nly treaties and conventions, as distinct from international

customs, fall within our survey ; and here again we are (con-

cerned merely to point out, in the briefest manner, the effect

of the shock of war upon the network of treaties and conventions

which, in 1914, linked the States of the world together in

amicable relations. The outbreak of the war resulted in the

annulment of many treaties and conventions and in the sus-

pension or unenforcibility of many others. A reference to the

juridical principles, which are to be applied to this j)artial

collapse or break-up of treaty relationships of States, forms

merely a prelude to the study of the efforts to replace the

state of war by a stable regime of friendly international relations

based upon Treaties of Peace. The various stages in this

process will form the main subject-matter of the present

* Sf»e Lawrence, The Society (tj Nations, 1919, I^icture IV.
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chapter. We shall see how the negotiations of 19.18 led to

pre-armistice international Agreements and how these Agree-

ments lie at the basis of Armistice Conventions and Treaties of

Peace alike. In many ways these pre-armistice Agreements
constitute the foundation of the entire structure of the World’s

Peace ;
and as such this deserves the painstaking study of

historians and statesmen.

§ II. The Effect of Wae ok Treaties : Intebkatiokal
Legal Principles ^

Our first inquiry must be this : What, at the moment of

the outbreak of war in 1914, were the recognized principles

of international law as to the effect of war on treaties, or

conventions, between States ? The answer to this question is

not altogether easy, owing largely to variance in international

practice and to differences of opinion among the leading inter-

national jurists.^ But it is at least possible to classify the

various kinds of treaties and conventions and to state the law,

in so far as the law is at all settled, in regard to each one of

them.

I : Firs^ Method of Classification *

A. There are, in the first place, treaties to which other States

besides the belligerents are .parties. These treaties are of two
kinds, which publicists designate as ‘ great international

treaties ’ and ‘ ordinary treaties ’.

(1) In considering the juridical effects of war on ‘great

international treaties ’ it is necessary to distinguish four

separate and distinct situations.

(o) The first situation arises when the cause of the war is

entirely unconnected with the treaty in question. In such
case the treaty is unaffected by the war ; it remains in force.

Thus, the great Treaty of Paris of 1856 settled for a time the

Eastern question ; and Prussia and Austria were two of the
signatory Powers. The war of 1866 between these two States

^ On the whole subject of the effect of war on treaties, see Hall, Inter*
national Law, 7th ed., 1017 (edited by Professor A. Pearce Higgins), pp. 897-
408 ; Lawrence, International Law, 4th ed., 1910, pp. 860-5 ; Westlake,
International Law, Part H : War, 1907, pp. 20-82 ; Oppenheim, Inter-
national Law, 2nd ed., 1912, Vol. II, pp. 128-81 ; Crandall, Treaties : Their
Making and Enforcement, 2nd ed., 1916, § 181.

* This method is based largely on litwrence, op. cit., pp. 860-5.
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was caused by German affairs which were entirely uncon-
nected with the Turkish Empire and with its dependencies.
The effect of the war of 1866 upon the Treaty of Paris of 1866
was to leave it entirely unaffected. The rights and obligations

of Prussia and Austria under the Treaty of Paris remained
exactly what they were before the outbreak of the war of 1866.

(fc) The second situation arises when, although the cause
of the war is entirely unconnected with the treaty in question,

the war operates nevertheless to prevent the performance of

certair^ of its obligations by the belligerent States. Such
obligatiohs are suspended for the time being ; but they revive

again as soon as the belligerent State is able to perform them.
Thus, during the Franco-Prussian Warof 1870 it v'/j ? impossible

for France, hard hit by the war, to fulfil its guarantee of the

independence and integrity of the Ottoman Empire under the

treaty of 1856 with England and Austria. On the other hand,
obligations of the treaty which it is possible for the belligerent

State to fulfil at all times during the war, especially obligations

which exact merely passive acquiescence and no active support,

are unaffected by the war and are not suspended. The entire

treaty is unaffected so far as neutral signatory Powers are

concerned ; it remains fully binding on them throughout

the. war.

(c) The third situation is where the war arises out of the

treaty itself. Thus, in 1877 Russia and Turkey, two of the

several parties to the Treaty of Paris of 1856, engaged in a war
over the Eastern question. The effect of war upon such

a treaty is doubtful ; it depends chiefly on the will of the

neutral signatory Powers. But, in the instance just given,

the Treaty of Berlin (1878) shows the views held by the several

signatory Powers as to the effect of the war of 1877 upon the

earlier Treaty.
(d) The fourth situation is created where two or more

States are at war and where the question is as to the effect

of the war upon great law-making treaties of which the regula-

tions contemplate international society as a whole. The
general principle here is that such a treaty is unaffected by

the war. When, however, such a treaty deals with the laws

of war, the war itself brings the treaty into operation.

(2) The second kind of treaties to which one or more States

besides the belligerent Powers are parties are the so-called
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‘ ordinary treaties The effect of the war upon such treaties

depends upon their subject-matter. As a general principle

it may be said that they are either obligatory, or suspended, or

abrogated, so far as the belligerent States are concerned, but
that they are unaffected with r^ard to third parties. Thus,

a convention in regard to maritime capture would be brought
into operation by the war ; it would be binding as between
the belligerent States and as between each of them and neutral

signatory Powers. A treaty of commerce, on thfe other hand,
would cease to be binding on the belligerents, but wojjJd seem
to be obligatory as between each of the belligerents and the

neutral States who were parties to it. A treaty of alliance

between three States would be completely abrogated, however,

by the outbreak of war between two of the signatory Powers.

B. There are, in the second place, treaties to which the

belligerent States only are parties. Such treaties are of four

kinds.

(1) So-called pacta transitoria are treaties which—even

though they may be performed by one single act or by a series

of acts—establish a permanent state of things. Such treaties

are unaffected by war ; as, for example, treaties of cession or

recognition, or boundary conventions. Thus, the boimdaries

between belligerent States established by convention prior to

the war remain as they are, until they are readjusted by the

treaty of peace or completed conquest.

(2) Treaties of alliance and conventions, which bind the

parties to friendship and amity, are abrogated by war.

(3) Treaties which regulate ordinary social, political, and
commercial intercourse, such as postal and commercial treaties,

extradition treaties, conventions in regard to property, and the

like, form a third group. The effect of war upon them is

doubtful under existing law and practice. They are indeed at

least suspended during the war ; but it is uncertain whether
they are revived by the fact of the re-establishment of peace,

or whether they are abrogated by the war and must be entered

into afres!: on the conclusion of hostilities. The practice of

States gives no certain answer to these questions. Generally

the treaty of peace deals with such treaties ;
the parties

expressly annul them, continue them, or replace them by new
arrangements. In the absence of such express stipulations

no rule can be laid down as clear law ; but it may be held on
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general principles that treaties of the kind now under con-
sideration are merely suspended by war and that they revive

at the conclusion of peace, unless the treaty of peace provides

otherwise.

(4) Treaties which regulate the conduct of signatory States

towards each other as belligerents, or as belligerent and neutral,

are brought into operation by war.

* II : Second Method of Classification

AcCbading to Westlake * it is the ‘ general rule that war
abrogates the treaties existing between the belligerents, and
that their revival, if desired, must be expressly provided for

in the treaty of peace ’.

‘ To this rule, however,’ continues Wesviake, ‘ there are

certain exceptions.
‘ First, all conventional obligations as to what is to be done

in a state of war must continue in force, or they would have no
position at all. . . .

‘ Secondly, transitory or dispositive treaties, including all

those which are intended to establish a j>crmanent condition

of things, form another exception. . . .

‘ A third exception is that of treaties establishing arrange-

ments to which third powers are parties, such as guarantees

and postal and other unions. . . . Outside the exceptions which

have been discussed, treaties between belligerents do not survive

the outbreak of war. . .
.’

Ill : Third Method of Classification

There is still another method of dealing with the problem

of classifying treaties from the point of view of the effect upon

them of the. outbreak of war. Classifying them in reference to

parties, it may be said that treaties fall into three main grouj)s.

A. Bilateral treaties between two States which become
opposing belligerents. In accordance with the general practice

of States and the view held by most jurists, the effect of war is

to terminate all such treaties.®

B. Multilateral treaties where all the parties are belligerents.

This case seems to be covered neither by the precedents of

‘ International Law, Part II : War, 1907, pp. 20-32.
* But see I, B, (8), supra, pp. 302-3.
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the past nor by the writings of international jurists. On
principle it would seem possible to treat these treaties in the

same way as bilateral treaties between two opposing belligerents,

and thus to regard them as terminated as between all parties,

unless they are specifically revived at the termination of

hostilities in the treaty of peace.

C. MuUilateral treaties where one or more of the parties are

neutral. The general view of the jurists is that such treaties

are not terminated by the outbreak of war ; as* between the

belligerents they are merely suspended during war^^nd as

between each belligerent and each neutral party they are not

even suspended but retain their full force and effect during

hostilities ; while at the conclusion of peace they revive auto-

matically and become operative upon all parties. In order to

prevent the automatic revival of such treaties it is necessary

to insert in the treaty of peace an express stipulation to this

effect.

§ III. The Effect of the Wae of 1914-18 on Treaties

A careful and detailed application of the fundamental

legal principles governing the effect of war on treaties to the

treaty-system in force in 1914 is one of the most important of

all the many branches of. present-day juridical study. It is

manifestly impossible, however, within the limits of this

chapter, to deal adequately with the many and complex
problems connected with the effect of the World War upon
the hvmdreds of treaties and conventions which bound the

States one to another in 1914. Such an inquiry would involve

a consideration of the great law-making treaties no less than

of the almost innunierable treaties concluded for all kinds of

other purposes. It would involve the examination of many
groups of treaties and conventions, such, for example, as

those which relate to the conduct of hostilities, arbitration,

extradition, the slave trade, post, telegraphy and radio-

telegraphy, fisheries, patents and trade marks, copyright,

commerce and navigation, joint-stock companies, sanitation,

agriculture and labour, and all the far-reaching subjects of

territorial and political authority in all parts of the world.

The outbreak of the war and the practices of the belligerent

and neutral States during the war have affected this whole
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treaty-system in countless directions.^ There has been indeed
a partial, but nevertheless a far-reaching, break-up of the
treaty relations which existed in 1914. llie effects of this

break-up are seen most clearly in the treaty relations between
the two opposing groups of belligerent States ; but they are

also observable in respect to treaties which involve neutral

States as parties. Indeed, it is hardly possible to contend that

the treaty relations of any one of the world’s States have been
unaffected by the great struggle which has swept over all the

continents and all the seas.

The Necessity of dealing with this vast problem on general

principles of international law is partly obviated by reason of

the fact that the Treaties of Peace contain cert ; n provisions

in regard to the effect of the war upon trep' »i>. With these

provisions we shall deal briefly in a later portion of the present

chapter ; but we shall see that, even after we have studied the

stipulations of the treaties, we shall still remain in doubt as

to the after-war status of many of the most important treaties

and conventions which possessed binding force in July 1914.

PART II

THE STAGES IN THE HISTORY OK PEACE NEGOTIATIONS

Throughout the whole period of the war there was much
public discussion of the possibility of ending the conflict by

means of negotiation ; but in the present chapter only the

later stages of this discussion will be brought under review.

These stages begin with the German peace note of the 12th

December 1916, and end with the conclusion of treaties of

peace at Paris. These later stages constitute the liistf»ry of

diplomatic and authoritative public discussion of the possi-

bility of re-establishing the world’s [)eace and of the terms to

be embodied in the treaty or treaties of peace.

It is not one of the purposes of the present chapter to trace,

even in outline, the evolution of thought which led ultimately to

* On the effect <if the war c»n the treaty ^iiarante^rin^ Ihtlf^imrM and
Liixemburp’si neutrality, see Baty and Morjran, WVir ; Its Comtuct and Legal
Results, 1915, pp. 229-^a ; Phillipson, International Law and the Great War,
1915, p|). 1-20. On the effect of the war upon certain lluffue ConventionH,
see Hall, op. eit., 1917, pp. xxxviii, xxxix, 478 seq. ('onsult also the Index,
s.v. Hague Conventions.
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the armistices and to the assembling of the Peace Conference

at Paris
;
but the marking of the several stages in the history

of the documents and public statements relating to war-aims

and peace proposals will enable us to study in clearer light the

period in which agreement was reached as between the Allied

and Associated Powers on the one side and Austria-Hungar}'^

and Germany on the other, as to the fundamental principles

or bases upon which peace might be concluded. This agreement

of the parties upon fundamentals is of vital importance in its

relation to the Armistice Conventions, the discussions at the

Peace Conference, and the terms of the Treaties of PdSJre.

(1) First Stage. The first of the several stages begins with

the German Peace Note of 12th December 1916, the German
note to the Pope of the same date, and President Wilson’s

note to the belligerents of 18th December 1916. The German
notes, in which Germany and her Allies declared themselves

ready to enter forthwith into peace negotiations, and the

President’s note, in which he sought to elicit the respective

views of the belligerents as to the terms of peace, were

unconnected in origin ; but the issue of all three of them
within the short space of a week initiated the authoritative

discussion of peace terms. The replies to these notes con-

tained certain of the fundamental demands of the Allies

;

and it may well be that the justice of these demands, em-
bodied in documentary form and supported by the cogent

reasoning of Mr. Balfour’s dispatch (16th January 1917)

commenting on the Allied note of 30th December 1916 was
one of the main factors in slowly influencing the mind of the

President towards American participation in the war. Certain

it is that in his Address to the Senate on 22nd January 1917,

after he had received the German reply (25th December 1916)

to his note and after the issue also of the German and Austrian

notes to neutrals (11th January 1917), the President drew
attention to the fact that the Entente Powers had replied
‘ much more definitely ’ to his note than had the Central

Powers, and that they had ‘stated, in general terms indeed,

but wiih sufficient definiteAsss to imply details, the arrange-

ments, guarantees, and acts of reparation which they deem to

be the indispensable conditions of a satisfactory settlement.

We are much nearer a definite discussion of the peace which
shall end the present war. We are that much nearer the dis-
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cussion of the international concert which must thereafter hold
the W'orld at peace.’

The Allied replies had indeed brought a ‘ definite discussion

of the peace ’ much nearer ; but for nearly two years that
discussion was by way of public pronouncement by statesmen
and the further interchange of diplomatic notes, not by way
of a peace conference as had been proposed by the (Antral

Powers in the first German note to the United States. A few
days after i!he President had addressed the Senate (22nd
January 1917) the German Government announced the policy

of unrestricted submarine warfare (31st January). On the

3rd February the United States broke off diplomatic relations

with Germany and on the 6th April declared war >'i!on her.

Prior to this had occurred the first Ku tan Revolution

(12th March), to be followed by the repudiation of imperialism

by the Russian provisional Government (10th April), and the

appeal of the Russian Soviets for a restatement of the war-aims

of the Allies (fJOth May). The Russian Government aimed at

securing a general peace ; while the German Reichstag, by
the majority resolution of 19th July 1917, declared thal it

also sought a ‘ peace of understanding and tlie permanent
reconciliation of the peoples ’.

.The first period of discussion of peace terms, initiated in

December 1916, by Germany and the United States, had
produced a clear statement of Allied demands ; but it had
ended in the collapse of all German plans for the negotiation

of a peace treaty round the table of a conference.

(2) Secottd Stage. The second stage in the history of the

discussion of peace terms begins with the sending of the Pope’s

note to the belligerents (1st August 1917) and ends with the

delivery of President Wilson’s speech in which he announced
‘ the programme of the world’s peace ’ in ‘ Fourteen Points

’

(8th January 1918). Each one of these important pronounce-

ments is inspired by lofty ideals, and each embodies definite

principles to be applied in the peace settlement. But there is

this vital difference between the Pope’s {)lan of settlement and
that proposed by the President. The Pope proposed what in

substance amounted to a statm quo ante helium, whereas the

President demanded a recognition of the fact that the pre-war

age is * an age that is dead and gone ’, that the peace settle-

ment must embody ‘ essential rectifications of wrongs and
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assertions of right and that through it all must 'lun ‘ the

principle of justice to all peoples and nationalities and their

right to live on equal terms of liberty and safety with one
another, whether they be strong or weak

The salient characteristics of this second stage in the

efforts of statesmen to arrive at a satisfactory agreement upon
peace terms are marked by

(a) The Pope’s note and the replies of the belligerents of

both groups

;

(b) The speeches of Herr Michaelis (28th September 1917),

Count Czemin (2nd October, 4th and 6th Decem'Ber), and
Baron von Kiihlmann (9th October) on the one side, and of

M. Ribot (12th October), Mr. Wilson (4th December), and
Mr. Lloyd George (5th January 1918) on the other side

;

(c) The peace terms of the Russian Council of Workmen’s
and Soldiers’ Delegates (20th October 1917), Trotsky’s note

containing proposals for an armistice (22nd November), and
his note to the Entente Allies (7th December), the general

statement of the principles of Russia, and of the Central Powers

at Brest-Litovsk (22nd December), and Trotsky’s invitation

to the Allied peoples and Governments (29th December).^

(3) Third Stage. The thhd stage, inaugurated by President

Wilson’s address to Congress on 8th January 1918, in which

he set forth the Fourteen .Points of a future peace settlement,

culminated in the meeting of representatives of the Allied and
Associated States and of Austria-Hungary and Germany, to

conclude armistices. Within this period notable speeches,

embodying proposals of peace terms and criticism of these

proposals, were delivered by the leading statesmen of both

groups of belligerents ; and the delivery of those speeches,

particularly those of President Wilson, constitutes the first

important aspect of the period from the point of view of the

peace settlement. The second important aspect of the period

consists of the exchange of diplomatic notes. This corre-
'

sponuence began with the Austrian peace note (15th September
T918) and the German note to President Wilson (4th October)

and ended with President Wilson’s last note to Germany
(5th November), and the meetings of the military and naval

representatives of both groups of belligerents to consider the

^ Practically all these documents may be found in Dickinson, Documents
and Statements relating to Peace Proposal and War Aims, 1919.
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Armisticet This third stage in the history of negotiations is of
vital importance, for at its conclusion agreement had been
reached by the Powers with Austria-Hungary and Germany
alike as to the basis of the peace.

(4) Fourth Stage. The fourth stage consists of the few days
during which the terms of the Armistice were considered by
the representatives of the Allied and Associated States and
Germany. The conclusion of the Armistice Convention ends
this brief peribd on 11th November 1918.

(5) J^i^h Stage. The fifth stage extends from the conclusion

of the Annistice with Germany to the meeting of tlie Peace
Conference held at Versailles on 7th May 1919.

(6) Siieth Stage. The sixth stage consists of tlir ,^eriod from
the 7th May to the 28th June 1919—the pr od of the dis-

cussion of the provisions of the draft Treaty of Peace with

Germany. The signing of the Treaty at Versailles on 28th June
1919 occurred exactly five years to the day after the assassina-

tion of the Archduke Franz-Ferdinand at Serajevo.

The few weeks which constitute this sixth period are hardly

of less importance than those which make u]) the third. The
third is marked by tlie formation of the pre-armistice Agree-

ment, while the distinctive mark of the sixth is the comparison

of the Agreement with the draft Treaty by the ])arties to the

[)eace negotiation and the divergence of views as between the

two groups of negotiators.

PAKT III

THE CO.\('LUSION OF PKK-ARMISTUE AGREEMP^NTS

§ I. Thk Sevkrai. Aokekments

Whether or not it may be held that the Allied and Asso-

ciated Powers were bound by a legal or by a moral obligation

either to Bulgaria or to Turkey to conclude Armistice Conven-

tions and Treaties of Peace upon agreed terms and principles

is a question which must be left for the moment on one side.'

It is at least clear that the diplomatic corres])ondencc of the

autumn of 1918 led to (1) legal obligations binding the Powers
on one side and Germany on the other side, anti (2) moral
obligations binding upon the Powers and Austria-IIungar}'

' Ser Part V, injm.
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alike. We must now turn our attention to the stages in the

process of forming these two pre-armistice Agreements.
liie Agreement concluded oetween the Powers and Austria-

Hungary is separate and distinct from that formed between
the Powers and Germany. Not only are the two Agreements
separate and distinct in respect to parties and process of forma-

tion, but they also differ in the matter of terms and principles.

While certain of the addresses and speeches of President Wilson
are taken as the common basis of both Agreendents

;
yet an

analysis of the two sets of diplomatic notes indicates) clearly

that the Agreements, while possessing features in*^ common,
yet differ each from the other in most important particulars.

§ II. The Agreement between the Powers and Austria-
Hungary

(1) Amtro-Hungarian Note {lUth September ]918). In its

note of 16th September the Austro-Hungarian Government
expressed the view that ‘ a certain agreement relative to the

general basic principles of a world-peace manifests itself ’.

‘ It is true,’ continued the Austrian Government in a later

portion of the note, ‘ it must be remembered, that an agreement
on general principles does not suffice, but that it is, further,

a matter of reaching an. accord on their interpretation and
their application to individual concrete war and peace questions.’

The Austro-Hungarian Government proposed, therefore, to the

Governments of all belligerent States ‘ to send delegates to

a confidential and non-binding discussion on basic principles

for the conclusion of peace ’.

(2) American Note {16th September). In its answer to this

note the Government of the United States declared that

there was ‘ only one reply ’ to make to the suggestion of the
Austro-Hungarian Government. The Government of the

United States ‘ has repeatedly and with entire candour stated

the terms upon which the United States would consider peace,

and can and will entertain no proposal for conference upon
a matter concerning which it has made its position and purpose
so plsdn ’.

(3) Ausbro-Hungarian Note {7th October). To this the
Government of Austria-Hungary replied as follows in its note
of 7th October : It ‘ offers to conclude with him [the President
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of the United States] and his Allies an armistice on every front,

on land, at sea, and in the air, and to enter immediately upon
negotiations for a peace for which the ‘‘Fourteen Points” in the

message of President Wilson to Congress of 8th January 1918,

and the Four Points contained in President Wilson’s address

of 11th February 1918, should serve as a foundation, and in

which the view-points declared by President Wilson in his

address of 27th September 1918 will also be taken into account.’

(4) Amencan Note {ISth October), In his note of 18th
October, ij reply to the Austrian note of 7th October, President

Wilson declared that he could not " entertain the present

suggestion ’ of the Austrian Government ‘ because of certain

events of the utmost importance which, occir ug since the

delivery of his Address of 8th January last, nave necessarily

altered the attitude and responsibility of the Government of

the United States. Among the fourteen terms of peace . . . the

President formulated at that time occurred the following

:

‘'The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the

nations we wish to see safeguarded and assured, should be

accorded the freest opportunity of autonomous development.”

Since that sentence was written and uttered to the Congress of

the United States the Government of the United States has

recognized that a state of belligerency exists between the

Czecho-Slovaks and the German and Austro-Hungarian Em-
pires, and that the Czecho-Slovak National Counc^il is a de

facto belligerent Government, clothed with proper authority to

direct the military and political affairs of the Czecho-Slovaks.

It has also recognized in the fullest manner the justice of

the nationalistic aspirations of the Yugo-Slavs for freedom.

The President is tlierefore no longer at liberty to acc'cpt a mere
“ autonomy ” of these peoples as a basis of peace, but is

obliged to insist that they, and not he, shall be the judges of

what action on the part of the Austro-Hungarian (iovernment

will satisfy their aspirations and their conception of their

rights and destiny as members of the family of nations.’

(5) Aastro-Hungarian Note (27th October), The Austrian

note of 27th October was in reply to this note
,
of President

Wilson of 18th October. In it the Government of Austria-

Hungary, * in the sense of the decision of the President to

deal in particular with Austria-Hungary in regard to the

question of an armistice and peace ’, declares that, as in the

B b2
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case of the preceding statements of the President, it also

adheres to his point of view as laid down in his last Note
regarding the rights of the peoples of Austro-Hungary, particu-

larly those of the Czecho-Slovaks and the Yugo-Slavs. Conse-

quently, as Austria-Hungary accepts all conditions upon which

the President makes an entry into the negotiations regarding

an armistice and peace dependent, nothing now stands in the

way, in the opinion of the Austro-Hungarian Government, of

the conunencement of pourparlers. The Austro-Hungarian

Government declares itself in consequence prepared, jvithout

awaiting the result of other negotiations, to enter mto pour-

parlers regarding peace between Austria-Hungary and the

States of the opposing party, and regarding immediate armistice

on all the fronts of Austria-Hungary. It begs President

Wilson to be good enough to make overtures on this subject.’

Upon the basis of this correspondence the War Council of

the Allied and Associated States drew up the terms of the

Armistice and Austria-Hungary accepted them on 3rd Novem-
ber 1918.

It seems clear from this correspondence and the conclusion

of the Armistice based upon it, that the parties had reached

agreement upon the following particulars :

{a) The * foundation ’ of the peace negotiations shall be

the ‘ Fourteen Points ’ {address of 8th January 1918), with

the exception of Point Ten, and the ^ Four Principles ’ of the

address of 11th February 1918. Point Ten is modified in the

sense of the notes of 18th and 27th October : the peoples of

Austria-Hungary are to have not merely an ‘ opportunity of

autonomous development ’, they are themselves to decide their

own fate on the principle of self-determination.

(b) The ‘ view-points ’ of the speech of 27th September

1918, ‘ the Five Particulars will also be taken into account.

The question as to the nature of this Agreement between

the Powers and Austria-Hungary is one of fundamental im-

portance. As already indicated, this Agreement upon the
‘ foundation ’ of the peace negotiations and the ‘ view-points

’

to be taken into account created at least moral obligations

binding upon both parties. But is it to be viewed as creative

not only of moral but also of legal obligations ?

The whole problem is complicated because of the dissolution

of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, and the fact that at least
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since the Armistice of 3rd November 1918, the Powers have
dealt separately with Austria and with Hungary. The view
may be “held that the Armistice of the 3rd November was
based on the unconditional surrender of Austria and Hungary

;

and that it was in fact an Armistice of a purely military char-

acter and one without any political bearing at all. If indeed
the State with which the Powers were at war nn<l w’ith which
President Wilson had exchanged diplomatic notes, namely, the

State of Aus1;ria-Hungary, had in fact ceased to exist as such,

having been dissolved into its constituent elements, namely
Austria and Hungary, then it becomes more ditlicult to hold

that the Powers were bound by legal as ilistinct from moral
obligations in framing the clauses of the treati*' peace with

Austria and Hungary. To all seeming the i onference never

came to any clear conception of the nature of the difliculties

and of the true solution of this whole ])rol)lem.

It is not )jroposed in the present chapter to attempt to

come to any definite conclusion upon a juoblem of so much
difficulty and c(»m})lexity. It must suffice to indicate that, the

pre-armistice correspondence created an Agreement that certain

fundamental terms and princij)les ought to be embodied in

the treaties of peace with Austria and Hungary. The obliga-

tions resulting from this Agreement were at least of a moral

c-haracter. Even if these obligations wen? purely moral and
possessed no legal validity, it is difficult to hold that they

c;eased to be binding by reason of subsequent events. Even
if the Armistice of 3rd November was in facri based ujxni

unconditional surrender, it could hardly be maintaint'd that

the Powers were thereby absolve*! from their moral obligation

to frame the treaties of peace with Austria and Hungary uj)on

the lines of the addresses an<l speeches of President Wilson as

,sj)ecified (and modified in one im}>oriant particular, namely,
‘ autonomy ’) by the diphmialic correspomlence.

§ III. The Agreement between the Powers and Germany

A. The DipUmiutic Correspondence of October and N(wember

(1) German Note {4th October). The diplomatic corre-

spondence between the Governments of Germany and the United

States in reference to an armistice and a peace began with the

German note to President Wilson of 4th October 1918 In
* r, Appx. IV, pp. 448 8f.|q.
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this note the German Government ‘ requests the President of the
United States of America to take steps for the restoration of

peace, to notify all belligerent States of this request, and invite

them to send plenipotentiaries for the purpose of opening
negotiations. It [the German Government] accepts the pro-
gramme set forth by the President of the United States in his

Message to Congress of January 8th [the Fourteen Points].’

(2) American Note {8th October). President Wilson’s
answer, embodied in his note of 8th October, wks essentiall}'

a questionnaire. He deemed ‘ the answers to these ^three]

questions vital from every point of view ’.
''

(fl) ‘ Before making a reply to the request of the Imperial
German Government and in order that the reply shall be as
candid and straightforward as the momentous interests involved
require, the President of the United States deems it necessary
to assure himself of the exact meaning of the Note of the
Imperial Chancellor. Does the Imperial Chancellor mean that
the Imperial German Government accepts the terms laid down
by the President in his Address to the Congress of the United
States on January 8th last and in subsequent Addresses,
and that its object in entering into discussion would be only
to’agree upon the practical details of their application ?

’

(b) ‘ The President feels bound to say with regard to the
suggestion of an armistice that he would not feel at liberty to
propose a cessation of arms to the Governments with which
the Government of the United States is associated against the
Central Powers so long as the armies of those Powers are upon
their soil. The good faith of any discussion would manifestly
depend upon the consent of the Central Powers immediately
to withdraw their forces everywhere from invaded territory.’

(c) ‘ The President also feels that he is justified in asking
whether the Imperial Chancellor is speaking merely for the
constituted authorities of the Empire who have so far conducted
the war.’

(3) German Note {12th October). The German note of 12th
October contained replies to the three questions of the President.

{a) ‘ The German Government has accepted the terms laid

down by President Wilson in liis address of Janucuy 8th and
in his subsequent addresses on the foundation of a permanent
peace of justice. Consequently its object in entering into dis-

cussions would be only to agree upon practical detws of the
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applicatioti of these terms. The German Government believes

that the Governments of the Powers associated with the
Government of the United States also adopt the position taken
by President Wilson in his address.’

(ft) * The German Government, in accordance with the

Austro-Hungarian Government, for the purpose of bringing

about an armistice, declares itself ready to comply with the
propositions of the President in regard to evacuation. The
German Government suggests that the President may occasion

the meetiijg of a mixed Commission for making the necessary

arrangements concerning the evacuation.’

(c) ‘ The present German Government, which has under-

taken the responsibility for this step towards n jice, has been
formed by conferences and in agreement with the great

majority of the Reichstag. The Chancellor, supported in all

of his actions by the will of this majority, sjieaks in the name
of the German Government and of the German people.’

(4) Americav Note {14th October). On 14th October President

Wilson replied to the German note of 12th October. ‘ The
unqualified acce{)tance ’, declares the President, ‘ by the present

German Government, and by a large majority of the German
Reichstag, of the terms laid down by the President of the

United States of America in his addresses to the Congress of tJie

United States on the 8th of January 1918, and in his subsequent

addresses, justifies the President in making a frank and direct

statement of his opinion with regard to the communications t)f

the German Government of the 8th and 12th of October 1918.’

In the President’s ' frank and direct statement of his opinion
’

he proceeds to specify three conditions precedent to the cessa-

tion of hostilities l)y means of an armistice.

(o) ’ It must be clearly understood that the process of

evacuation and the conditions of an armistice are matters which

must be left to the judgment and advice of the military

advisers of the Government of the United States and the

Allied Governments, and the President feels it his duty to

say that no arrangement can be accepted by the Government
of the United States which does not provide absolutely satis-

factory safeguards and guarantees of the maintenance of the

present military supremacy of the armies of the United States

and the Allies in the field. He feels confident that . . . this will

also be the judgment and decision of the Allied Governments.’
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(b) Neither the United States nor (the President' is ‘ quite

sure ’) the Allies ^ will consent to consider an armistice as long

as the armed forces of Germany continue the illegal and
inhuman practices which they still persist in such as the

sinking of passenger ships and their boats at sea by German
submarines and the wanton destruction of cities and villages

by the German forces in the course of their enforced withdrawal

from France and Flanders. ‘ The nations associated against

Germany cannot be expected to agree to the cessation of arms
while acts of inhumanity, spoliation, and desolation^are being

continued.’

{c) It is necessary also to call the attention of the German
Government ‘ to the language and plain intent of one of the

terms of peace which the German Government has now
accepted. It is contained in the address of the President

delivered at Mount Vernon on the 4th of July last. It is as

follows :
“ The destruction of every arbitrary power anywhere

that can separately, secretly, and of its single choice disturb

the peace of the world, or, if it cannot be presently destroyed,

at least its reduction to virtual impotency.” The power which

has hitherto controlled the German nation is of the sort here

described. . . . The President’s words just quoted naturally

constitute a condition precedent to peace if peace is to come by
the action of the German. people themselves. The President

feels bound to say that the whole process of peace will, in his

judgment, depend upon the definiteness and satisfactory

character of the guarantees which can be given in this fimda-

mental matter. It is indispensable that the Governments
associated against Germany should know beyond a peradven-

ture with whom they are dealing.’

(5) German Note {30th October). On 20th October the

German Government replied to President Wilson’s note of

14th October in which he had specified three conditions

precedent to a cessation of hostilities by means of an armistice.

(a) ‘ In complying with the proposal to evacuate occupied

territories, the German Government started from the stand-

point that the procedure in this evacuation and the conditions

of armistice are to be left to the judgment of the military

advisers, and that the present relative strengths on the

fronts must be made the basis for arrangements that will

safeguard and guarantee it. The Germani Government leaves
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it to th^ President to create an opportunity to settle the
details.’

(b) ‘The German Government protests against the charge
of illegal and inhuman practices . . , made against the German
land and sea forces, and thereby against the German people.’

German troops are \mder the ‘ strictest instructions to respect

private property and to exercise care for the population ’.

* Where excesses occur . . . the guilty are |ninished.' The
German Navy has never “purposely destroyed lifeboats with

their Occjjpants ’. The German Government proposes that

the ‘ facts be cleared up by neutral (’onimissions ’. In order

to avoid everything which might hum|»er the work of peace,

the German Government has caused orders to dispatched

to all submarine commanders precluding tin- torj)edoing of

passenger ships.

(c) As a fundamental conditit)n foi- peace, the I’resident

prescribes the destruction ‘ of every arbitrary power tliat can
separately, uncontrolled, and of its own single choice disturb the

peace of the world ’. The ('onstitution of the Kmpii’e has been

fundamentally altered in order that the will of the jx'ople

shall prevail for * decisions on war and peace ’. ‘ The cpiestion

of the President, as to whon) he and the Governments
associated against Germany are dealing with, is therefore

clearly and unequivo<rally answenxl by the statcmient that

the peace and an armistice offer issues from a Government
which is free from all arbitrariness ami irresponsible influence,

and is supported by the approval of tlu* overwhelming majority

of the German people,’

(6) American Note October). President Wilson’s note

of 23rd October, in reply to tin* (lerman luite of 20th October,

begins by declaring that, in view of assurances received from

the German Government, the President (rannot <lecline ‘ to lake

up with the Governments with which the (iovernmeiit of the

United States is associated the question of an aimistice ’.

These assurances are the following :

(a) ‘ the solemn and explicit assurance ()f the (icrmon

Government that it unreservedly accepts the terms of peace

laid down in [the President’s] Address to the Congress of the

United States on January 8, 1918 [containing the Fourteen

Points], and the principles of settlement enunciated in his

subsequent Addresses, particularly the Address of September
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S7th [containing the ‘Five Particulars’], and that it desires to

discuss the details of their application ’

;

(6) the solenm and explicit assurance of the German
Government that ‘ this wish and purpose emanate, not from

those who have hitherto dictated German policy and conducted

the present war on Germany’s behalf, but from Ministers who
speak for the majority of the Reichstag, and for an overwhelming
majority of the G6nnan people ’

;

(c) ‘ the explicit promise of the present German Govern-

ment that the humane rules of civilized warfare will be oboerved

both on land and sea by the German armed forces ’.
'

The President annoimces, in his note, that he has trans-

mitted his correspondence with the German Government to

the Governments with which the Government of the United

States is associated as a belligerent. In so doing he has

su^ested to those Governments that if they are ‘ disposed to

effect peace upon the terms and principles indicated, their

military advisers and the military advisers of the United

States be asked to submit to the Governments associated

against Germany the necessary terms of such an armistice as

will fully protect the interests of the peoples involved, and
ensure to the associated Governments the unrestricted power
to safeguard and enforce the details of the peace to which the

Gennan Government has agreed, provided they [the Associated

Governments] deem such an armistice possible from the military

point of view. Should such terms of armistice be suggested,

their acceptance by Germany will afford the best concrete

evidence of her unequivocal acceptance of the terms and
principles of peace from which the whole action proceeds.’

In a previous portion of his note the President had expressly

stated that ‘ the only armistice he would feel justified in sub-

mitting for consideration would be one which should leave the

United States and the Powers associated with her in a position

to enforce any arrangements that may be entered into, and to

make a renewal of hostilities on the part of Germany impos-

sible ’. Tlie latter part of the note deals with ‘ the reason why
extraordinary safeguards must be demanded ’. This reason is

the uncertainty as to the true seat of political and military

power in Germany. ' It ‘ does not appear that the principle

of a Government responsible to the German people has yet

been fully worked out, or that any guarantees either exist or
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are in contemplation that the alterations of principle and of

practice now partially agreed upon will be peimanent. ... It

is evident that the German people have no means of command-
ing the acquiescence of the military authorities of the Empire
in the popular will ; that the power of the King of Prussia to

control the policy of the Empire is unimpaired ; that the

determining initiative still remains witli those who have
hitherto been tlie masters of Germany . . . [The] nations of the

world do notf and cannot trust the word of those who have
hitheri** been the masters of German policy . . . [In] concluding

peace and^ttempting to undo the infinite injuries and injustices

of this war the Government of the United States cannot deal

with any but veritable representatives of the Gr, man ]>eople

who have been assured of a genuine constit’ lional standing

as the real rulers of Germany. If it [the Government of the

United States] must deal with tlie military masters an<l the

monarchical autocrats of Germany now, or if it is likely to have
to deal with them later in regard to tlie international obligations

of the German Empire, it must demand not peace negotiations

but surrender.’

(7) German Note {37fh October). In its brief rcjily of 27tli

October the German Government takes cognizance of the

President’s note and assures him that ‘ the jieace negotiations

will be conducted by a People’s Government, in whose hands

the decisive legal power rests in accordance with the Constitu-

tion, and to wliich the Military Power will also be subject ’.

The note concludes with the statement that * tlie German
Government now awaits the proposals for an armistice which

will introduce a peace of justice such us the President in his

manifestations has described

(8) American Note {.'iih November) and Allied Memorandum
{.5th Novemher). President Wilson’s note of 5th November to

the Geiman Government concludes the correspondence. In this

note the President communicates to Germany the text of the
*' memorandum of observations by the Allied Governments ’ on

the correspondence that had taken place between the President

and the German Government. The Allied Governments, in this

memorandum, ' declare their willingness to make peace with

the Government of Germany on the terms of peace laid down
in the President’s Address to Congress of January 8, 1918, and
the principles of settlement enunciated in his subsequent
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Addresses,’ subject, however, to two ‘ qualifications*’. These
two qualifications are the following

:

(a) The Allied Governments ‘ must point out ’ that ‘ Clause

2 [point two of the President’s ‘Fourteen Points’], relating to

what is usually described as the freedom of the seas, is open to

various interpretations, some of which they could not accept.

They must, therefore, reserve to themselves complete freedom

on this subject when they enter the Peace Conference.’

(b) ‘ Further,’ declare the Allied Governments, ‘ in the

conditions of peace laid down in his Address to Congress of

January 8, 1918 [the ‘Fourteen Points’], the Presidefit declared

that the invaded territories must be restored as well as evacuated

and freed, and the Allied Governments feel that no doubt ought
to be allowed to exist as to what this provision implies. By it

they understood that compensation will be made by Germany
for all damage done to the civilian population of the Allies and
their property b}' the aggression of Germany by land, by sea,

and from the air.’ President Wilson states that he is ‘ in

agreement with the interpretation set forth in the last paragraph

of the memorandum above quoted ’.

President Wilson’s note concludes with a notification to the

German Government that ‘ Marshal Foch has been authorized

by the Government of the United States and the Allied Govern-
ments to receive properly accredited representatives of the

German Government, and to communicate to them the terms

of an aimistice ’.

B. Stages in (he Negotiation

If this correspondence, consisting of eight notes in all, be
analysed, it will be found that it represents two distinct stages

in the negotiations which had as their ultimate objects the

conclusion of an amustice and the conclusion of a peace treaty.

(1) First Stage. Tlie first of these two stages begins with

the German note of the 4th October and ends with the German
note of the 27th October. Throughout this whole period the

only parlies to the conversations conducted by exchange of

notes were the Government of Germany on the one side and
the Government of the United States on the other. The object

of the German Government, in beginning the correspondence,

had been to induce tire President of the United States ‘ to take

in hand the restoration of peace ’. But before he was willing
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to move in this direction the President insisted upon a clear

understanding, as between the German Government and
himself, as to (a) conditions precedent to the conclusion of an
armistice, (6) the terms of an armistice, and (c) the terms of

peace and the principles of settlement. Without discussing in

detail the successive steps of the negotiations which terminated

with the German note of the 27th of October it may be said

that by that time general agreement had been reached, as

between the German and American Governments, on the three

important matters w'ith which the notes deal.

{a) CJhditiom Precedent to an .irmistice. As conditions

precedent to the conclusion of an armistice the German Govern-
ment, on the insistence of the President, luul gi^’. ;i its solemn
assurances that there shouhl be an immedir'- evacuation of

all territories occu})ied by the armies of the (\*ntral Powers, tJ)(‘

])rocess of evacuation to be left to the jinlgment and advice of

the military advisers of the American and Allied Governments
;

*

that illegal and inhuman j)ractices of warfare on tlie pari, of

German armed forces shall cease and that the humane rules

of civilized warfare shall be observed by them both on land

and at sea ; and that the present German Government, free

from any arbitrary and irres])onsibIe iidluenee, is responsible,

under the existing constitution, to the German people, and that

the military power is subject to this ‘ I’eople’s Government ’.

(h) 7'ermti of the Armintice. As to the terms of the armistice,

provided an armistice be deemeil possible, from the military

point of view, by the enemies of Germany, there was agree-

ment between tlie German and American (iovernments that

such terms of armistice shall pn>vide absolutely satisfactory

safeguards and guarantees that the military supremacy of

the United States and the Allies shall be maintained, and
that they shall leave these Powers in a position to enforce any
arrangements that may be entered into and to make a renewal

of hostilities by Germany impossible.

(c) Terms of Peace and Principles of Settlement. As to the

terms of peace and the principles of settlement the (icrman and
American Governments had reac-hed geru'ial agreerment that

^ Although immediate pvafiiation roririGd fine ofilif; uonrJitioiis prcuGflerit

to an annistice, the Powxts did not insist iifxin tiie fiilfiJnient of this oondition

prior to the eonelusion of the Ariiiistiee (.’onveritiori. The (Viiiventioii itself

provided for evacuation. See fiirtJier Part I V, i, p. IWti. and Part VI, (1 ), (2),

pp. 420-1

.
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such terms and principles shall be those stated byPresident

Wilson in his Address to Congress on 8th January 1918, and
in his subsequent address, particularly the address of the 27th
September, and that the object of peace discussions would be
only to agree upon the practical details of their application.

In view of this general agreement between the German and
American Governments as to {a) the conditions precedent to

an armistice, {b) the terms of an armistice, and (c) the terms
and principles of peace. President Wilson transmitted his whole
correspondence with Germany to the Allied Governments for

their consideration. In its brief note of 27th Odtbber, the

German Government informed President Wilson that it awaited
‘ the proposals for an armistice which will introduce a peace of

justice such as the President in his manifestations has described ’.

With this note the first stage of the negotiations terminated.

(2) Second Stage. The second stage of the negotiations

which led to the meeting of representatives of the Allied and
Associated States with representatives of Germany, for the

purpose of considering the question of an armistice and, if

possible, of settling its terms, was inaugurated by President

Wilson’s last note to Germany—^the note of the 5th of November
1918. From every point of view, this note is the most important
of all the notes exchanged between the German and American
Governments in the weeks immediately preceding the Armistice

of the 11th of November ; for it constitutes the formal tmd
written offer of the Allied and Associated States to conclude

with Germany (a) an armistice convention, and (b) a treaty of

peace. This offer, it is conceived, was accepted by Germany
by the act of sending representatives through military channels,

to meet Marshal Foch for the purpose of arranging an armistice.

By the acceptance of the offer a solemn Agreement was reached

which served, both morally and legally, as the basis of the

armistice convention and the treaty of peace.

Owing to the great importance of this preliminary Agree-

ment, or Contract, between the Allied and Associated States

and Germrny, it is necessary to discover and to understand its

terms. Its express terms are set forth in the President’s note

of the 5th November and the Allied memorandum which it

embodied ; its implied terms are to be found, it is conceived,

in the preceding correspondence between the Germem and
American Governments which embodied the general agreement
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between '^ose Governments, which led the President * to take
in hand the restoration of peace ’ by the transmission of the

correspondence to the Allies, and which was adopted as their

own by the Allied States in the memorandum of 5th November.
In other words, in order to discover the terms of the Agreement
between the Allied and Associated Governments and the

German Government it is necessary to read the express offer

of the 5th November in the light of the entire correspondence

which began On the 4th October. All the Allied and Associated

StatesJ>ecame parties to this correspondence by the memoran-
dum of 51!h November ; for by that memorandum the Allies

ratified the correspondence conducted by President Wilson
alone, save for two important reservations in n gard to the
‘ freedom of the seas ’ and * restoration

C. Tlie Agreement as lo an Armhtwc and a Peace

(1) The Armistice. What, then, was the Agreement, if any,

as to the terms which should be embodied in an armistice

convention ? The President’s note of the 5th November
contains only two express references to an armistice. In the

beginning of the note the President drew careful attention to

his note of the 23rd October in which he had advised the

German Government that he had transmitted his correspond-

ence with it to the Allied Governments, ‘ with the suggestion

that, if those Governments were disposed to effect peace upon
the terms and principles indicated, their military advisers and
the military advisers of the United States be asked to submit

to the Governments associated against Germany the necessary

terms of such an armistice as would fully protect the interest

of the people involved and ensure to the Associated Govern-

ments the unrestricted power to safeguard and enforce the

details of the peace to which the German Government had
agreed, provided they deemed such an armistice possible from

the military point of view ’. At the end of the note the German
Government was notified by the President that ‘ Marshal Foch
has been authorized by the Government of the United States

and the Allied Governments to receive properly accredited

representatives of the German Government, and to communicate

to them the terms of an armistice

It is obvious that the appointment of Marshal Foch to
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‘ communicate ’ the ‘ terms of an armistice ’ to German repre-

sentatives indicated that the Allied and Associated Govern-

ments viewed the sort of armistice indicated by President

Wilson in his correspondence with the German Government as

an armistice which was ‘ possible from the military point of

view ’ of the enemies of Germany. But, what was the Agree-

ment between the Associated and Allied Governments and the

German Government as to the nature of the armistice ? The
express terms of the Agreement are embodied in the President’s

note of the 5th November, for the reason that this nQf.e con-

stituted the offer of Germany’s enemies which wat accepted

by the act of sending representatives to meet Marshal Foch.

In the first place, therefore, it seems clear from the note of

5th November that the armistice which Marshal Foch was
entitled to insist upon was one which, in the express words of

the note, ‘ would fully protect the interest of the peoples involved

and ensure to the Associated Governments the unrestricted

power to safeguard and enforce the details of the peace to which

the German Government had agreed [in its correspondence

with President Wilson] ’.

In the second place, it seems equally clear that the note of

5th November must be read in connexion with the preceding

correspondence and that any terms as to an aimistice agreed

upon in that correspondence between the German and American
Governments must be regarded as implied terms of the Agree-

ment between all the Allied and Associated Governments and
the German Government. If we are entitled to adopt this

principle, and on the general rules of contract law it would
seem that we are, the implied terms in the Agreement in

question include, amongst others, the immediate evacuation

of all invaded territories, the maintenance of the military

supremacy of the Allied and Associated States, and the perfect-

ing of arrangements to make a renewal of hostilities on the part

of Germany impossible.

In the third place, it is to be noted that the express Agree-

ment between Germany and her enemies, embodied in the

note of 5th November, contained, in addition to provisions as

to the armistice, the ‘ terms of peace ’ and the ‘ principles of

settlement ’. Inasmuch as the terms of peace and the principles

of settlement had been agreed upon in advance, it is clear that

the agreed terms of the armistice must be read in connexion
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with them. In the words of the note of 5th November, the
terms of the armistice were to be ‘ the necessary terms of such
an armistice as would . . . ensure to the Associated Governments
the unrestricted power to safeguard and enforce the details of

the peace to which the German Government had agreed In
other words, the armistice convention must be framed with a
view to the conclusion of a peace treaty based upon the ‘ terms
of peace ’ and the " principles of settlement ’ agreed upon in

advance by Germany and her enemies. Various clauses of tlie

Armistice Convention of the 11th November 1918 must be
viewed all^ based upon this principle, that the armistice terms
may, where necessary for safeguarding and enforcing the detailsof

the peace to which both sides have agreed in ad^'.iuce, actually

embody * terms of peace ’ and ' principles of settlement

Thus, for example, the provisions of the Armistice Convention
(11th November 1918) as to the * annulment of the treaties of

Bucharest and Brest-Litovsk and of the supplementary
treaties ’ (Clause XV) and * reparation for damage done ’

(Clause XIX) are to be studied from this point of view, as we
shall see presently.

(2) The Peace. Passing on now from the consideration of

the Agreement from the point of view of the terms of armistice,

it is necessary to inquire as to its provisions in regard to the
" terms of peace ’ and ‘ principles of settlement ’. Prior to the

dispatch of the note of 5th November, the German and American
Governments had reached agreement upon the fundamental
point that the President’s address of 8th January 1918, and
his subsequent addresses, were to be the basis of the peace.

The note of 5th November embodies the memorandum of the

Allied Governments ;
and it is this memorandum which must

be viewed as the documentary embodiment of the provisions

of the Agreement as to ‘ terms of p<*a<!e ’ and ^ principles of

settlement ’. President Wilson’s attitude towards two of the
^ terms of peace ’ is worthy of special consideration at a later

stage of our investigation ; but, for the present, it is only

necessary to draw careful attention to the vital portions of the

Allied memorandum itself. The Allied Governments have
given careful consideration to the correspondence which has

passed between the President of the United States and the

German Government. Subject to the qualifications which

follow,’ state the Allied Governments, “ they declare their
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willingness to make peace with the Government of* Germany
on the terms of peace laid down in the President’s Address to

Congress of January 8, 1918 [the address containing the
‘ Fourteen Points ’], and the principles of settlement enimciated

in his subsequent Addresses.’ The ‘qualifications ’ of the ‘terms

of peace ’ contained in the President’s Address of 8th January
1918 are two in number. In reference to Point two of the Presi-

dent’s ‘ Fourteen Points ’—^the point in regard to ‘ the freedom

of the seas ’—^the Allies ‘ reserve to themselves complete free-

dom ’ when they enter the Peace Conference. The President

is silent in regard to this qualification. In reference to the

declaration in several of the ‘ Fourteen Points ’ that invaded

territory must be ‘ restored ’ as well as evacuated and freed,

the Allies expressly state what they understand this provision

implies, namely, compensation for all damage done to the

civilian population and their property. The President expressly

states that he is in agreement with the interpretation given by
the Allied Governments.

In this memorandum by the Allied Governments the

fundamental provisions of the Agreement as to the peace are

to be found ;
and, inasmuch as these provisions are based on

certain addresses of President Wilson, it becomes necessary to

analyse these addresses with some care and to consider one of

them in its relation to the two ‘ qualifications ’ of the Allies.

PART IV

THE TERMS AND PRINCIPLES OF THE PRE-ARMISTICE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE ALLIED AND ASSOCIATED
POWERS AND GERMANY

The terms and principles of the pre-armistice Agreement in

regard to the armistice and the peace are embodied in (1) five

addresses and speeches of President W’ilson delivered in 1918,

and (2) eight notes exchanged between President Wilson and
the Gennan Government in the months of October and
November 1918.

(1 )
The Addresses and Speeches. The addresses and speeches

are the following : Address to Congress of 8th January 1918
(Fourteen Points) ; Address to Congress of 11th February 1918
(Four Principles) ; Speech at Baltimore of 6th April 1918

;
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Speech a^ Mount Vernon of 4th July 1918 (Four Objects)

;

Speech at New York of 27th September 1918 (Five Particulars).

In their memorandum of 5th November 1918, contained in the
President’s note to Germany of that date, the Allied Govern-
ments refer to the ‘ terms of peace ’ laid down in the Address
of 8th January 1918, and the * principles of settlement

’

enunciated in the four subsequent addresses and speeches.

If the language of the Allied memorandum be interpreted in

a narrow sense the * terms of peace ’ include only the Fourteen
Points and^he ‘ principles of settlement ’ include only the thirteen
principles set forth in three separate sets—Four Principles on
11th February, B'our Objects on 4th July, and B'iv • Particulars

on 27th September, These Points and Princip' •> constitute no
doubt fundamental provisions of the Agreement ; but it is

conceived that they do not form all of the ‘ terms ’ and ‘ princi-

ples Indeed, if the memorandum be inteqireted in a broad
sense the intention of the parties was that the full text of all

five utterances of the President should be the basis of the

Agreement—not only the ‘ Fourteen Points ’ and the * Thirteen

Principles but all other terms of peace and principles of settle-

ment contained in the five addresses and speeches. The
discussions between Germany and the Powers at Paris make
it clear that we must adopt this broader interpretation ; for

both parties to the discussion rely on many passages in the

President’s five addresses and speeches which are not specifically

included in the ‘Fourteen Points’ and the ‘Thirteen Principles’.

Any passage which ma}' be viewed as expressing a term of

peace or a principle of settlement finds its proper place, there-

fore, in the provisions of the Agreement.

(2) The Notes. It seems equally clear that the di[)lomatic

notes of October and November 1918 form also a part of the

Agreement as to an armistice and a peace. The last note

{5th November) is based on all the preceding ones ; and in it

the Allies clearly make themselves parties to the entire corre-

spondence between the American and German Governments,

This correspondence embodies very important terms and
principles, particularly in reference to an armistice, as we have
already seen.'

The offer of the Allied and Associated Powers, contained in

the note of 5th November 1918, w'as that the Armistice €on-

‘ See Part 111, § III, supra, pp. 373-80.

CCS
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ventioh and the Treaty of Peace should be based on President

Wilson’s addresses and speeches and on the diplomatic corre-

spondence ; and it was this offer which Germany accepted,

'^ese documents constitute the entire Written Agreement

—

the basis of the agreed Armistice and the agreed Peace alike.

To the terms and principles embodied in this Written Agreement
we must now turn our attention.

(3) Comments. Five preliminary observations may, how-
ever, be made

:

In the first place, the ‘ ideals ’ expressed by the i^resident in

his public utterances are actually ‘ terms of peace ’ and ‘ prin-

ciples of peace ’ and are so regarded by the parties to the dis-

cussions of the draft Treaty, in its relation to the Agreement,

at the Paris Conference.^ ‘ Justice ’ and ‘ freedom ’, for

example, are actual principles of settlement.

In the second place, only a study of the complete text of all

the five addresses and speeches and of all the eight notes will,

in their relation one to another, give the full meaning of the
‘ terms of peace ’ and ‘ principles of settlement ’.

In the third place, the excerpts from the addresses, speeches,

and notes, which have been arranged systematically under

headings in the pages which follow, must be studied in

connexion with their context ; and for this purpose the reader

should refer to the full text of the dociunents in the Appendix.

Only by so doing will the full intent of the contracting States

be revealed.

In the fourth place, it is to be observed that, although the

addresses and speeches are treated in the present part of this

chapter only in their relation to the Agreement with Germany,
they have nevertheless a wider significance, for they were
intended to serve as a programme for the world’s peace and
were so treated by the negotiators of the several treaties of

peace.

In the fifth place, the speeches of the responsible statesmen

of the belligerents dming 1918 must be read in connexion with

President Wilson’s addresses and speeches ; for they are

important as showing the full intent of the parties as to the

meaning and scope of the ‘ terms of peace ’ and ‘ principles of

settlement ’ conteiined in the President’s utterances.*

^ See Part VIII, infra.
^ See, for example, the speeches of Count Czcrnin and Count von Hertling
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*
§ I. The Armistice

The Agreement embodies, amongst others, the following

provisions in regard to the nature and terms of an armistice ‘

:

(1) The Armistice must ‘fully protect the interests of the

peoples involved and ensure to the associated Governments
the unrestricted power to safeguard and enforce the details

of the peace to which the German Government had agreed

(2) The •Armistice must provide for (o) the immediate
evacuation of all invaded territories, (b) the maintenance of the

military supremacy of the Allied and Associated Powers, and
(c) the perfecting of arrangements to make a renewal of

hostilities on the part of Germany impossible.

(3) The Armistice Convention may, for the purpose of

safeguarding and enforcing the details of the peace to which
both sides have agreed in advance, actually embody ‘ terms

of peace ’ and * principles of settlement

§ II. The Nature of the Peace Settlement

(1) Final Settlement.

Address of 8th January 1918 :
‘ We entered this war

because violations of right had occurred which . . . made the life

of our people impossible unless they were corrected and the

world secured once for all again.st their recurrence.’

Address of 11th February 1918 : ‘He [Count von Hertling]

refuses to apply them [the general principles of the Allied and
Associated Powers] to the substantive items which must con-

stitute the body of any final settlement . . . [the] items in the

final accounting.’

Speech of 6th April 1918 ; ‘ [Germany’s] present Chancellor

has said . . . that he believed that peace should be based u}K>n

the principles which we had declared would be our own in the

final settlement.’

delivered on 24th January, in reply to PrcNident Wilson’H addrcHH of 8th
January 1918 (the Fourteen Points) ; Mr. Lloyd (ic‘or^fe’« Kpeech of 12th
February, Mr. Balfour's speech of 18th February, Slji^nor Orlando's Sfieecli of
18th February, and Baron Sonnino's speech of 28rd .February ; Count
Ilertlinj^'s speech on 25th February, and Mr. Balfour's speech of 27th Feb-
ruary, in reference to President Wilson’s address of 11th February (Four
Principles) ; and Mr. Balfour’s speech of 80th September in reference to
President Wilson's speech of 27th September (Five Particulars).

> See Part III, S iii, supra, p. 878 sqq.
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Speech of 4th July 1918 :
‘ The settlement must be final.

There can be no compromise. No heilf-way decision is con-

ceivable.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ [The issues of the war]

must be settled—by no arrangement or compromise or adjust-

ment of interests, but definitely and once for all, and with a full

and unequivocal acceptance of the principle that the interest

of the weakest is as sacred as the interest of the strongest.

This is what we mean when we speak of a permanent peace. . .

.

We all agree that there can be no peace obtained by any
kind of bargain or compromise with the Govemmerits of the

Central Empires. . . . [No] peace shall be obtained by any kind

of compromise or abatement of the principles we have avowed
as the principles for which we are fighting. There should exist

no doubt about that.’

(2) Parties to the Settlement.

Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ We cannot have general

peace for the asking or by the mere arrangements of a peace

conference. It cannot be pieced together out of individual

understandings between powerful States. All the parties to

this war must join in the settlement of every issue anywhere
involved in it, because what we are seeking is a peace that we
can all unite to guarantee and maintain, and every item of it

must be submitted to the common judgment whether it be
right and fair, an act of justice rather than a bargain between
SoveS’eigns.’

Address of 11th February 1918 : ‘ [The] covenants [of the

peace] must be backed by the united force of all nations that

love justice and are willing to maintain it at any cost.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ [The] whole world has

been drawn into [the war]. The common will of mankind has

been substituted for the particular purposes of individual

States. . . . peoples of all sorts and races . . . are involved in

its sweeping processes of change and settlement. . . . Shall the

assertion of right be haphazard and by casual alliance, or. shall

there be a common concert to oblige the observance of common
rights ?

’

(3) Common Judgment of All.^

* See § II (2), supra.
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(4) Open Covenants.^

Address of 8th January 1918 : ‘It will be our wish and
purpose that ,the processes of peace, when they are begun,

shall be absolutely open, and that they shall involve and
permit thenceforth no secret understandings of any kind.

The day of conquest and aggrandizement is gone by ; so is

also the day of secret covenants entered into in the interest

of particular Governments and likely at some unlooked-for

moment to upset the peace of the world.’ *

Address of 8th January 1918 (Point One) :
* Open covenants

of peace of^enly arrived at, after which there shall be no private

international understandings of any kind, but diplomacy shall

proceed always frankly and in the public view.’

(5) Principle.^

Address of 8th January 1918 : ‘An evident principle

runs through the whole programme I have outlined (in the

Fourteen Points] . .
.’

.Address of 11th February 1918: ‘[We] entered upon this

war upon no small occasion, and ... we can never turn back

from a course chosen upon principle.’

Speech of 6th April 1918: *. . . [The] principles wt [have]

declared would be our own in the final settlement.’

Speech of 27th September 1918: * [The Governments of

the Central Empires] observe no covenants, accept no principle

t)ut force and their own interest . .
.’

Speech of 27th September 1918: "... [No] peace shall be

ftbtained by any kind of compromise or abatement of the princi-

ples we have avowed as the principles for which we are fighting.’

^ III. IXTERNATIO.NAL LaW, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, AND
THE Covenant of the Leaoue of Nations

(1) XeVr' International Order.

Address of 8th January 1918 :
‘ What we demand in this

war ... is nothing peculiar to ourselves. It is that the world

‘ See also ji iii (.j). irijra, pp. 3110—100.
- In this same address the*. President reriiark-s :

‘ The UiiSKian repre-

sentatives have insisted very justly, very wisely, and in the true spirit of

modern deinocraey, that the eoiiferences they have been holdin^]^ with the
Teutonic and Turkish statesmen should be heltl within open, not closed <h»ors,

aiul all the world have been the audience as was desired."

See also § ii (1), supra, pp. 389-90.
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be made fit and safe to live in, and particularly that it be made
safe for every peace-loving nation ... as against force and
selfish aggression.’

Address of 11th February 1918; ‘After a settlement all

round effected in this fashion by individual barter and con-

cession he [Count von Hertling] would have no objection . . .

to a League of Nations which would undertake to hold the new
Balance of Power steady against external disturbance. It

must be evident to every one who understands what this war
has wrought in the opinion and temper of the world that no
general peace, no peace worth the infinite sacrifice of these

years of tragical suffering, can possibly be arrived at in any
such fashion [as that proposed by Coimt von Hertling]. The
method the German Chancellor proposes is the method of the

Congress of Vienna. We cannot and will not return to that.

What is at stake new is the peace of the world. What we are

striving for is a new international order based upon the broad

and universal principles of right and justice—^no mere peace

of shreds and patches. . . . [Count von Hertling] is in fact living

in his thought in a world dead and gone. ... It has come about

in the altered world in which we now find ourselves that

justice and the rights of people affect the whole field of inter-

national dealing as much as access to raw materials and fair

and equal conditions of -trade. . . .We believe that our own
desire for new international order, under which reason and
justice and the common intere.sts of mankind .shall prevail,

is the desire of enlightened men everywhere. Without that

new order the world will be without peace, and human life will

lack tolerable conditions of existence and development. Having
set our hand to the task of achieving it, we shall not turn back.’

(2) Common Will and Concert of Mankind.

Speech of 4th July 1918 :
‘

. . . What we seek is the reign

of law, based upon the consent of the governed and sustained

by the organized opinion of mankind.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :
‘ The common will of

mankind has been substituted for the particular purposes of

individual States. . . . Shall the assertion of right be haphazard
and by casual alliance, or shall there be a common concert to

oblige the observance of common rights ? . .
.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ [The Governments of
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the Central Empires] observe no covenants, accept no principle

but force and their own interest.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :
*

. . . [The] general and
common family of the League of Nations.’

(3) International Law and Morality}

Address of 8th January 1918 (Point Seven) :
^ Belgium,

the whole world will agree, must be evacuated and restored

without any Attempt to limit the sovereignty which she enjoys

in conunon with all other free nations. "No other single act

will serve ^s this will serve to restore confidence among the

nations in the laws which they have themselves set and deter-

mined for the government of their relations witt; unc another.

Without this healing act the whole structure and validity of

International Law is for ever impaired.’

Address of 8th January 1918 :
‘ W’e do not wish to fight

her [Germany] ... if she is willing to associate herself with

us and the other peace-loving nations of the world in covenants

of justice and law and fair-dealing.’

Speech of 4th July 1918 :
‘ Third, the consent of all nations

to be governed in their conduct towards each other by the

same principles of honour and of respect for the common law

of civilized society that govern the individual citizens of all

modem States in their relations with one another, to the end
that all promises and covenants may be sacredly observed, no
private plots or conspiracies hatched, no selfish injuries wrought
w'ith impunity, and a mutual trust established upon the hand-
some foundation of a mutual respect for right.’

Speech of 4th July 1918 :
‘ What we neek is the reign of law,

based upon the consent of the governed and sustained by the

organized opinion of mankind}

(4) Separate Alliances, Covenants, Understandings, and
Combinations of States}

Address of 8th January 1918 (Point One) :
‘ Open cove-

nants of peace openly arrived at, after which there shall be no
private international understandings of any kind, but diplomacy

shall proceed always frankl}' and in the public view.’

' See also the stipulations as to ^ illegal and inhuman praetiees ' in warfare
embodied in theeorrespondeneeof tlieaiitunm of 1918 (Part III,$ iii, pp. 870 7).

2 See also § iv, (8), infra, pp. 402-5.
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Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ Peoples are ‘not to be

handed about from one sovereignty to another by an inter-

national conference or an understanding between rivals and
antagonists . .

Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ Second, that peoples

and provinces are not to be bartered about from sovereignty

to sovereignty as if they were mere chattels and pawns in

a game, even the great game, now for ever discredited, of the

Balance of Power ; but that ‘

‘ Third, every territorial settlement involved in this war
must be made in the interest and for the benefit oi'the popu-

lations concerned, and not as a part of any mere adjustment or

compromise of claims amongst rival States.’

Address of 11th February 1918 : ‘ [A general peace] cannot

be pieced together out of individual understandings between

powerful States. Ail the parties to this war must join in the

settlement of every issue anywhere involved in it . .
.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :
‘

. . . Shall the assertion

of right be haphazard and by casual alliance, or shall there

be a common concert to oblige the observance of common
rights ? . .

.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ (3) Tliere can be no
leagues or alliances or special covenants and understandings

within the general and common family of the League of Nations.
‘ (4) And, more specifically, there can be no special selfish

economic combinations within the League . . .

‘ (5) . . . Special alliances and economic rivalries and
hostilities . .

.
[must be excluded] in definite and binding terms.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :
‘

. .

.

[The] United States

will enter into no special arrangements or understandings with
particular nations . . . We still read Washington’s immortal
warning against “ entangling alliances ” with full comprehension
and an answering purpose. But only special and limited

alliances entangle, and we recognize and accept ... a general

alliance which will avoid entanglements . .
.’

(6) Open Covenants}

(6) Common Covenants and Understandings}

Speech of 27th September 1918 : . . . ‘ [The] United States

is prepared to assume its full share of responsibility for the

> See § II, (4), suprii. * See also § iv, (5), infra.
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maintenance of the common covenants and understandings
upon which peace must henceforth rest ... [A] general alliance

. . . will avoid entanglements and clear the air of the world
for common understandings and the maintenance of common
rights.’

(7) Tlie Sanctity and Guarantee of Treaties}

Address of 8th January 1918 :
' For such arrangements and

covenants [tlie Fourteen Points] we are willing to fight until

they ai^ achieved . .

Address«of 8th January 1918 (Point Fourteen) ;
* A general

association of nations must be formed under specific covenants
for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees . ,

Address of 11th February 1918: ‘C..v’enants must
now be entered into which will render (the disregard of

the rights of small States and of nationalities] impossible for

the future.’

Speech of 4th July 1918 ;
* Third, the consent of all nations

to be governed in their conduct towards each other by . . .

principles of honour and respect for the common law of civilized

society ... to the end that all promises and covenants may be

sacredly observed. . .
.’

Speech of 27th September 1918: ” [The Governments of

the Central Empires] have convinced us that they are without

honour, and do not intend justice. They observe no covenants,

accept no principle but force an«l their owti interest. . . . [we]

cannot accept the word of those who forced this war upon
us. . . . [The] only instrumentality by which it can be made
certain that the agreements of the peace will be honoured and
fulfilled [is a League of Nations] . . . formed under covenants

wdiich will be efficacious. Without such an instrumentality . . .

peace will rest in part upon the word of outlaws, and only upon
that word. . . . The reason , . . why it [the peace] must be

guaranteed is that there will be parties to the peace whose
promises have prove<l untrustworthy, . .

.’

(8) Freedom of the Seas.

Address of 8th January 1918 (Point Two) J ‘Absolute

freedom of navigation upon the seas outside territorial waters

alike in peace and in war, except as the seas may be closed in

• See § III. (3), (0), supra. Cf. $ iii, (10), and § iv, (11), injra, i»p. 407-8.
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whole or in part by international action for the enforcement of

international covenants.’ ^

Memorandum of the Allied Governments (embodied in

President Wilson’s note to Germany of 5th November 1918)

:

‘ They [the Allied Governments] must point out, however,

that Clause 2 [Point Two of the Fourteen Points], relating to

what is usually described as the freedom of the seas, is open to

various interpretations, some of which they could not accept.

They must, therefore, reserve to themselves complete freedom
on this subject when they enter the Peace Conference.’

«

President Wilson makes no comment, in his note of 5th

November, upon this qualification of Point Two.

(9) ReAmtim of Armaments.

Address of 8th January 1918 (Point Four) :
‘ Adequate

guarantees given and taken that national armaments will be
reduced to the lowest point consistent with domestic safety.’

(10) League of Nations.

Address of 8th January 1918 (Point Fourteen) :
‘ A general

association of nations must be formed under specific covenants

for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees of political

independence and territorial integrity to great and small

states alike.’

Speech of 4th July 1318 :
‘ Fourth, the establishment of an

organization of peace which shall make it certain that the

combined power of free nations will check every invasion of

right and serve to make peace and justice the more secvu'e by
affording a definite tribunal of opinion to which all must submit
and by which every international readjustment that cannot
be amicably agreed upon by the peoples directly concerned
shall be sanctioned.

‘ These [four] great objects can be put into a single sentence.

What we seek is the reign of law, based upon the consent of the

governed and sustained by the organized opinion of mankind.’
Speech of 27th September 1918 ;

‘ (3; There can be no leagues or alliances or special covenants

and understandings within the general and common family of

the League of Nations.

^ Address of 11th February 1918: ‘He [Count von Hertling] agrees
that the seas should be free, but looks askance at any limitation to that
fireedom by international action in the interest of the common order/
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‘ (4) And, more specifically, there can be no special selfish

economic combinations within the League and no employment
of any form of economic boycott or exclusion, except aus the
power of economic penalty by exclusion from the markets of

the world may be vested in the League of Nations itself as

a means of discipline and control.
‘ (5) All international agreements and treaties of every

kind must be made known in their entirety to the rest of the

world. Special alliances and economic rivalries and hostilities

have been the prolific source in the modern world of the plans

and passidns that produce war. It would be an insincere as
well as an insecure peace that did not exclude them in definite

and binding terms.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :
*

. . . [Only] special and
limited alliances entangle, and we recognize and accept the

duty of a new day in which we are permitted to hope for

a general alliance. .
.’

§ IV. General Principles of the Peace Settlement

(1 ) Autocracy and Militarism}

Address of 8th January 1918: ‘Hut it is necessary, we
must frankly say, and necessary as a preliminary to any intelli*

gent dealings with her [Germany] on our part, that we should

know whom her spokesmen speak for when they speak to us,

whether for the Reichstag majority or for the military party

and the men whose creed is Imperial domination.’

Address of 11th February 1918: ‘[America] entered this

war because she was made a partner, whether she would or not,

in the sufferings and indignities inflicted by the military masters

of Gennany against the peace and security of mankind. . . .

She cannot see her way to peace until the causes of this war
are removed, its renewal rendered as nearlv as may lie impos-

sible.’

^ Various passafrcs in the arhiresses and speeches (»f President Wilson
from 8tJi January to 27th September 1918, inclusive, declare the war to be

a struggle between autocracrv and militarism on the one side and democracy
on the other. No attempt has been made to colled in the present chapter
all of these passages. For certain of thc'se passages, see § iii, (1), pp. 801-2 ;

§ IV, (6), (8), (9), (10), (11), pp. 400-8. On the stipulations as to autc»crac;y and
militarism embodied in the diphimatic correspondence of the auturu'^ of

1918, see Pert 111, § iii, supra, pp. 378-80.
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Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ Our whole strength will

be put into this war of emancipation—emancipation from the

threat and attempted mastery of selfish groups of autocratic

rulers—^whatever the difficulties and present partial delays.’

Speech of 4th July 1918 :
‘ These are the ends for which

the associated peoples of the world are fighting and which
must be conceded them before there can be peace :

‘ First, the destruction of every arbitrary po^i^er anywhere
that can separately, secretly, and of its single choice ^sturb
the peace of the world, or, if it cannot be presently destroyed,

at least its reduction to virtual impotency.’
^

(2) Democracy}

Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ I have spoken thus

only that the whole world may know the true spirit of America,

that men everywhere may know that our passion for justice

and self-government is no mere passion of words, but a passion

which once set in action must be satisfied. The power of the

United States is a menace to no nation or people ... it springs

out of freedom and is for the service of freedom.’

Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘

. . . peoples may now
be dominated and governed only by their own consent . .

.’

(
3

)
Self-determination}

Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ Peoples are not to be

handed about from one sovereignty to another by an inter-

national conference or an understanding between rivals and
antagonists. National aspirations must be respected

;
peoples

may now be dominated and governed only by their own con-

sent. “ Self-determination ” is not a mere phrase. It is an
imperative principle of action which statesmen will hence-

forth ignore at their peril. . . . This war had its roots in the

disregard of the rights of small nations and of nationalities

which lacked the union and the force to make good their

claim to determine their own allegiance and their own forms
of political life. Covenants must now be entered into which
will render such things impossible for the future.’

^ See also § ii, (4), p. 391 ; foot-note to Address of 8th January 1918,

§ III, (1), p. 392, (10), pp. 396-7 ; § iv, (6), (7), pp. 400-2. On the stipulations
in regard to democracy embodied in the diplomatic correspondence of the
autumn of 1918, see Part III, § iii, supra, pp. 373-80.

a See also § iv, (5), (6), (8), (10), wfra, pp. 399-407.
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Address of 11th February 1918: ‘The principles to be
applied are these : . . .

Second, that peoples and provinces are not to be baiteml
about from sovereignty to sovereignty as if they were mere
chattels and pawns in a game, even the great game, now for

ever discredited, of the Balance of Power ; but that
‘ Third, every territorial settlement involved in this war

must be made in the interest and for the benefit of the popula-

tions concerned, and not as a part of any mere adjustment or

compromise of claims amongst rival States.’

Speech •of 6th April 1918: *| The] principle of the free

self-detemrination of nations [is one] upon which all he modern
world insists.’

Speech of 4th July 1919 :
' Second, tlic settlement of

every question, whether of territory, of sovereignty, of economic
arrangement, or of political relationshij), upon the basis of the

free acceptance of that settlement by the peoj)le immediately

concerned, and not upon the basis of the material interest or

advantage of any other nation or people which may desire

a different settlement for the sake of its own exterior influence

or mastery.’

(.4) NationaUiy^

Address of 11th February 1918: ‘The principles to be
applied are these : . . .

Fourth, that all well-defined national asj>irations shall be

accorded the utmost satisfaction that can be accorded them
without introducing new or perpetrating old elements of

discord and antagonism that would be likely in time to break

the peace of Europe, and consequently of the world.’

(5) Equality of Xatiom.^

Address of 8th January 1918 :
‘ An evident principle runs

through [the Fourteen Points]. ... It is the principle of justice

to all peoples and nationalities, and their right to live on equal

terms of liberty and safety with one another, whether they be

strong or weak.’

Address of 8th January 1918 (Point Fourteen) :
‘ A general

association of nations must be fonned under specific covenants

' Sec also § iv, (»), supra : and S iv. (((), (8), infra, pi*.
- See also Part IX. : Keunoniie Tenns anil Principles, infra.
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for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees of political

independence and territorial integrity to great and small

States alike.’

Address of 8th January 1918 :
^ We have no jealousy of

German greatness and there is nothing in this programme [the

Fourteen Points] that impairs it. . . . We do not wish to injure

her or to block in any way her legitimate influence or power.

We do not wish to fight her either with arms or with hostile

arrangements of trade if she is willing to associate herself

with us and the other peace-loving nations of the world in

covenants of justice and law and fair-dealing. We wish her

only to accept a place of equality among the peoples of the

world—^the new world in which we now live—instead of a place

of mastery. Neither do we presume to suggest to her any
alteration or modification of her institutions.’

Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ This war had its roots in

the disregard of the rights of small nations and of nationalities.

. . . Covenants must now be entered into which will render such

things impossible for the future.’

Speech of 6th April 1918 :
‘ For myself I am ready, ready

still, ready even now, to discuss a fair and just and honest

peace at any time that it is sincerely proposed—a peace in

which the strong and the weak shall fare alike.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ [The issues of the war]

must be settled—^by no arrangement or compromise . . . but
with a full and unequivocal acceptance of the principle that

the interest of the weakest is as sacred as the interest of the

strongest.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ (1) The impartial justice

meted out . . . must be a justice that plays no favourites and
knows no standards but the equal rights of the several peoples

concerned.’

(6) Common, Rights and Interests of all Nations.^

Speech of 11th February 1918: ‘They [the Fourteen
Points] cannot be discussed separately or in comers. None of

them constitutes a private or separate interest from which the

opinion of the world may be shut out. Whatever affects the

peace affects mankind, and nothing settled by military force,

» See also S ii, (2), p. 390 ; J lu, (1), (2), (3), (6), pp. 391-5 ; and § iv, (8),

(10), (11), infra, pp. 402-8. Cf. § iii, (4), supra, pp. 393-4.
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if settled wrong, is settled at all. It will presently have to be
reopened.’

Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ Count Czemin seems

to see the fundamental elements of peace with clear eyes and
does not seek to obscure them. . . . He sees that . . . national

aspirations must be satisfied even within his own Empire in the
common interest of Europe and mankind.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :
" The common will of

mankind ha^ been substituted for the particular purposes of

individual States. Individual statesmen may have started the
conflict, bat neither they nor their opponents can stop it as

they please. It has become a peoples’ war, and peoples of all

sorts and races, of every degree of power and var!i-iy of fortune,

are involved in its sweeping processes of change and settle-

ment. . . . The issues are these : Shall the military power of any
nation or group of nations be suffered to determine the fortunes

of peoples over whom they have no right to rule except the
right of force ? Shall strong nations be free to wrong weak
nations and make them subject to their purposes and interest ?

Shall peoples be ruled and dominated even in their own internal

affairs bj- arbitrary and irresponsible force or by their own
will and choice ? Shall there be a common standard of right

and- privilege for all peoples and nations, or shall the strong

do as they will and the w’eak suffer without redress ? Shall

the assertion of right be haphazard and by casual alliance, or

shall there be a common concert to oblige the observance of

common rights ? . . . [These are the issues], and they must be
settled—by no arrangement or compromise or adjustment
of interests, but definitely and once for all,’ and with a full and
unequivocal acceptance of the princtiple that the interest of

the weakest is as sacred as the interest of the strongest. This

is w’hat w’e mean when we speak of a permanent peace. . .
.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :
" In the same sentence in

which I say that the United States will enter into no special

arrangements or understandings with particular nations, let

me say also that the United States is prepared to assume its

full share of responsibility for the maintenance of the common
covenants and understandings upon which peace must hence-

forth rest. We still read Washington’s immortal warning
against entangling alliances ” with full comprehension ard
an answering purpose. But only special and limited alliances

VOL. I. n d
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entangle, and we recognize and accept the duty of a new day
in which we are permitted to hope for a general alliance which
will avoid entanglements and clear the air of the world for

common understandings and the maintenance of common
rights.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ (2) No special or

separate interest of any single nation or any group of nations

can be made the basis of any part of the settlement which is

not consistent with the common interest of all.’
"

c

(7) Reign of Law. ,

Address of 4th July 1918 :
‘ These [four] great objects can

be put into a single sentence. What we seek is the reign of

law, based upon the consent of the governed and sustained by
the organized opinion of mankind.’

(8) Justice.^

Address of 8th January 1918 :
‘ It is this happy fact [that

the day of secret covenants is gone] . . . which makes it possible

for every nation whose purposes are consistent with justice

and the peace of the world to avow now or at any other time

the objects it has in view. . . ., What we demand in this war . . .

is that the world be made . . . safe for every peace-loving nation

which . . . wishes to live its own free life, determine its own
institutions, be assured of justice and fair dealing by the other

peoples of the world, as against force and selfish aggression.

All the peoples of the world are partners in this interest, and
. . . unless justice be done to others it will not be done to us. . .

.

For such arrangements and covenants [the Fourteen Points] we
are willing to fight . . . until they are achieved, but only because

we wish the right to prevail and desire a just and stable peace,

such as can be secured only by removing the chief provocations

to war, which this programme does remove. . . . An evident

principle runs through the whole programme I have outlined

[in the Fourteen Points]. It is the principle of justice to all

peonies and nationalities and their right to live on equal terms

of liberty and safety witli one another, whether they be strong

or weak. Unless this principle be made its foundation no part

of the structure of international justice can stand.’

‘ See also § n, (2), p. 390 ; § in, (1), pp. 891-2, (10), 896-7 ; § iv, (2), (5),

pp. 898-400 ; and § iv, (9), (10), (11), pp. 405-8.
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Address of 11th February 1918: ’What we are striving

for is a new international order based upon the broad and
universal principles of right and justice. . . . The peace of the
world dejjends upon the just settlement of each of the
several problems to which I adverted in my recent address
to the Congress [on 8th January 1918]. ... I mean only
that those problems, each and all, affect the whole world,

that unless they are dealt with in a spirit of unselfish and
unbiased justice, with a view to the wishes, the natural con-
nexions, the racial aspirations, the security, and the peace of

mind of tlfe peoples involved, no pennanent peace will have
been attained. . . .

The principles to be applied are these :

’ First, that each part of the final settlement must be bused
upon the essential justice of that particular case and upon such
adjustments as are most likely to bring a peace that will be
permanent.’

Address of 11th February 1918 : ‘ [Every] item of [the

settlement] must be submitted to the common judgment [of all

the parties to the war] whether it be right and fail’ and an act

of justice rather tlian a bargain between Sovereigns. ... It has

come about in tlie altered world in which we now find ourselves

that justice and the rights of peoples affect the whole field of

international dealing as much as access to raw materials and
equal conditions of trade.’

Speech of 6th April 1918 :
’ The man who knows least cun

now see plainly how the cause of justice stands and what the

imperishable thing is he is asking to invest in.’

Speech of 6th April 1918: ’ VVe must judge as we would
be judged. . . . IVe have ourselves proposed no injustice, no
aggression. We are ready whenever the final reckoning is made
to be just to the German . . . Power as with all others. There can

be no difference between peoples in the final judgment if it is

indeed to be a righteous judgment. To propose anything but

justice, evenhanded and dispassionate justice, to Germany at

any time, whatever the outcome of the war, would be to

renounce and dishonour our own cause. For we. ask nothing

that we are not willing to accord. . . . [Those who speak for

Germany] have avowed that [what they seek] was not justice

but dominion and the unhindered execution of their own wil!.’

Speech of 6th April 1918 :
’ We cannot mistake what they

D d 2
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[the military masters of Germany] have done—in Russia, in

Finland, in the Ukraine, in Rumania. The real test of their

{

'ustice and fair play has come. . . . They nowhere set up justice,

)ut everywhere impose their power . .
.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ [This] is a peoples’ war,

not a statesmen’s. Statesmen must follow the clarified common
thought or be broken. I take that to be the significance of

the fact that assemblies and associations of many kinds . . .

are still demanding, that the leaders of their Governments
declare to them plainly what it is, exactly what . . . they are

seeking in this war, and what they think the items 'of the final

settlement should be.
‘ They are not satisfied with what they have been told.

They still seem to fear that they are getting what they ask

for only in statesmen’s terms—only in the terms of territorial

arrangements and discussions of power, and not in terms of

broad-visioned justice and mercy and peace, and the satis-

faction of those deep-seated longings of oppressed and dis-

tracted men and women and enslaved peoples that seem to them
the only things worth fighting a war for that engulfs the world.

‘ Perhaps statesmen have not always recognized this changed
aspect of the whole world of policy and action . . . [only] one
thought is to satisfy those who struggle in the ranks . .

.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ [The price of a secure

and lasting peace] is impartial justice in every form of the

settlement, no matter whose interest is crossed, and not only

impartial justice, but also the satisfaction of the several peoples

whose fortunes are dealt with. [The] indispensable instru-

mentality is a League of Nations, formed under covenants that

will be efficacious.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :

‘(1) The impartial justice meted out must involve no
discrimination between those to whom we wish to be just and'

those to whom we do not wish to be just. It must be a justice

that knows no favourites and knows no standards but the

equal rights of the several peoples concerned.
‘ (2) No special or separate interest of any single nation

or any group of nations can be made the basis of any part of the

settlement which is not consistent with the common interest

of all.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :
‘ Germany is constantly
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intimating the “ terms ” she will accept, and always finds that
the world does not want terms of peace. It wishes the final

triumph of justice and fair dealing.’

(9) Righi.

Address of 8th January 1918 :
‘ We have entered this war

becausd violations of right had occurred wliich touched us to

the quick and made the life of our own people impossible unless

they were corrected and the world secured once for all against

their»recurrence.’

Address of 8th January 1918 :
‘ An evident principle runs

through the whole programme I have outlined [in the Fourteen
Points]. It is the principle of justice to r-.’i peoples and
nationalities and their right to live on equai terms of liberty

and safety with one another, whether they be strong or weak . .

.’

Address of 8th January 1918 : ‘In regard to those essential

rectifications of wrong and assertions of right [the Fourteen
Points] we feel ourselves to be intimate partners of all Govern-
ments and peoples associated . . . against the Imperialists. We
cannot be separated in interest or divided in purpose. We
stand together until the end. For such arrangements and
covenants we are willing to fight . . . until they arc achieved, but

only because we wish the right to prevail and desire a just and
stable peace, such as can be secured only by removing the chief

provocations to war, which this programme does remove.’

Address of 11th February 1918: 'This war had its roots in

the disregard of the rights of small nations and of nationalities.

. . . Covenants must now . . . render such things im]H)ssible for

the future.’

Address of 11th February 1918: ‘What we are striving

for is a new international order based upon the broad and
universal principles of right and justice -no mere peace of

shreds and patches . . . justice and the rights of peoples aff<!ct

the whole field of international dealing . .
.’

Address of 11th February 1918: . . . ‘[Every] item of it

[the settlement] must be submitted to the common judgment
whether it be right and fair, an act of justice, rather than

a bargain between Sovereigns.’

Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ Whatever affects the peace

affects mankind, and nothing settled by military force, if settled

wrong, is settled at all. It will presently have to be reopened.
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Speech of 6th April 1918 :
‘ This is the anniversasry of our

acceptance of Germany’s challenge to fight for our right to

live and be free and for the sacred rights of free men every-

where. . . . [The German programme] once carried out, . . .

the old, age-long struggle for freedom and right [must] begin

again at its beginning . .

Speech of 6th April 1918 :
‘ Let everything that we say, . .

.

everything that we henceforth plan and accomplish, ring true

to this response. . . . Germany has once more said that force,

and force alone, shall decide whether justice and peace shall

reign in the affairs of men, whether right as Americat conceives

it, or dominion as she conceives it, shall determine the destinies

of mankind. There is therefore but one response possible from

us : force, force to the utmost, force without stint or limit, the

righteous and triumphant force which shall make right the law

of the world and cast every selfish dominion down in the dust.’

Speech of 4th July 1918 ;
‘ Third, the consent of all nations

to be governed [by international law, to the end that there

may be] ... a mutual trust established upon the handsome
foundation of a mutual respect for right.

‘ Fourth, the establishment of an organization of peace

which shall make it certain that the combined power of free

nations will check every invasion of right . .
.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 :
‘ The issues are these :

Shall the military power of any nation or group of nations be

suffered to determine the fortunes of peoples over whom they

have no right to rule except the right of force ? Shall strong

nations be free to wrong weak nations and make them subject

to their purposes and interest ? . . . Shall there be
,
a common

standard of right and privilege for all peoples and nations,

or shall the strong do as they will and the weak suffer without

redress ? Shall the assertion of right be haphazard and by
casual alliance, or shall there be a common concert to oblige

the observance of common rights ? . .
.’

(10) Freedom}

Address of 8th January 1918 :
* An evident principle rims

through the whole programme I have outlined [in the Fourteen

> See also § iii, (8), pp. 895-6 ; § iv, (1), (2), (8),pp. 807-8, 407. No effort
has beenmade to collect all of the President's references to ‘ freedom ‘ liberty
and ^ liberation ^ in his utterances of1918. The full text ofthe addresses and
speeches should be consulted in Vol. 1, Appendix III, pp. 481-48.
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Points]. • It is the principle of justice to all peoples and
nationalities and their right to live on equal terms of liberty

and safety with one another, whether they be strong or weak . , .

The moral climax of this, the culminating and final war for

human liberty, has come, and [the people of the United States]

are ready to put their own strength, their own highest purpose,
their oWn integrity and devotion to the test.’

Address of 8th January 1918 : “ [It] is our heart-felt desire

and hope tliht some way may be opened whereby we may be
privileged to assist the people of Russia to attain their utmost
hope of liberty and ordered peac‘e.’

Speech of (ith April 1918 :
‘ This is tlie aimive-sary of our

acceptance of Germany’s challenge to fight f'.; our right to

live and be free and for the siicre<l rights ot free men every-
where . . . On [the (lerman] programme our ideals, the ideals of

justice and humanity and liberty, the principle of the free

self-determination of nations, upon which all the modern world
insists, can play no j)art. They are rejected for the ideals of

power, for the principle that the strong must ride the weak,
that trade must follow the flag, whether those to whom it is

taken welcome it or not, that the peoples of the world are to be
made subject to the |)atronage and overlordship of those who
have the |)ower to enforce it . . . 7’hat pi'ogramrne once carried

out, . . . the old. age-long struggle for freedom ami right [must]
begin again at its beginning . . . [We] have to redeem the
world and make it fit for free men like ourselves to live in.

This now is the meaning of all that we do.’

Speech of 4th July 1918 :
* There must now be settled omre

for all what was settled for America in the great age u}>on

whose insjiiration [of freedom] we draw to-day.’

Speech of 4th July 1918: '’Our case differs from [that of

Washington and his associates] only in this, that it is our
inestimable privilege to concert with men out of every nation

what shall make not only the liberties of America secure, but
the liberties of every other people as well.’

(11) Guarantees.^

Address of 11th February 1918: '[What] we are seeking

is a peace that we can all unite to guarantee and maintain.’

Address of 11th February 1918: [The] covenants [of the

1 See also § iii, (1), (4), (9), (10). pp. »91-4. ; § iv. (1). (8), (9), (10),

supra, pp. 397—8, 4052-6.
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peace] must be backed by the united force of all nations that

love justice and are willing to maintain it at any cost.’

Speech of 27th September 1918 : ‘ [Every] victory of the

nations associated against Germany brings the nations nearer

the sort of peace which will bring security and reassurance

to all peoples, and make the recurrence of another such struggle

of pitiless force for ever impossible . .

Speech of 27th September 1918 : The Governments of the

Central Empires ‘ have convinced us that they ‘are without

honour, and do not intend justice. They observe no covenants,

accept no principle but force and their own interest* . . . [We]
cannot accept the word of those who forced this war upon
us . . . [All who sit at the peace table must pay the price of

impartial justice and create] the only instrumentality by which
it can be made certain that the agreements of the peace will

be honoured and fulfilled . . . That indispensable instrument-

ality is a League of Nations, formed under covenants that will

be efi&cacious. Without such an instrumentality by which the

peace of the world can be guaranteed, peace will rest in part

upon the word of outlaws, and only upon that word. For
Germany will have to redeem her character not by what
happens at the peace table but by what follows. As I see it,

the constitution of that League of Nations and the clear defini-

tion of its objects must be a part, in a sense the most essential

part, of the peace settlement itself ... It is necessaryto guarantee

the peace, and the peace cannot be guaranteed as an after-

thought. The reason—^to speak in plain terms again—why it

must be guaranteed is that there will be parties to the peace
whose promises have proved untrustworthy, and means must
be found in connexion with the peace settlement itsell to remove
that source of insecurity. It would be foUy to leave the

guarantee to the subsequent voluntary action of the Govern-
ments we have seen destroy Russia and deceive Rumania.’

§ Y. Teeeitoeial and Political Teems and Peinciples

A. General Principles of Settlement

(1) Self-determination}

(2) Nationality}

(3) Equality of Nations}
^ See § iv, suptUy pp. 398'-4(X).
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(4) Common Rights and interests of all Nations?

(5) Justice?

(6) RigU?

(7) Freedom?

(8) Wishes, Natural Conncjuions. Racial Aspirations, Security,

and Pease of Mind of Peoples?

(9) No Conquests and No Annexations.

Address df 8th January 1918 :
‘ The day of conquest and

aggrandizement is gone by . .

Address of 11th February 1918: 'There shall be no
annexations, no contributions, no punitive damages ’

(10) No Bartering of Peoples and Pnmncey interest and
Benefit of Populations?

(11) Political independence and Territorial integrity of All

States : Mutual Guarantees?

B, Terms and Principles of the Fourteen Points^

I : Principles affecting Allied Territories

Several of the Fourteen Points deal specifically with certain

of the allied countries and allied territories occupied by enemy
armed forces. It is important to set tliese out textually as

a basis for our consideration of the terms of p»*ace and prin-

ciples of settlement which they embody.

(1) Russia. Point Six: 'The evacuation of all Russian

territory, and such a settlement of all questions affecting

Russia as will secure the best and freest co-operation of the

other nations of the w'orld in obtaining for her an unhampered
and unembarrassed opportunity for the independent deter-

mination of her ow'n political development and national policy,

and assure her of a sincere welcome into the society of free

nations under institutions of her own choosing ; and, more than

a welcome assistance also of every kind that she may need and
* Se<‘ $ IV, supra, pp. 402-.'i.

* Sec § IV, f8), supra, pp. •Ml.'J-tt.

* Sec § IV, (8), supra, pp. 3»8-0 ; an<i § vii, (3), infra, pp. 41Si-14.
* See I III. (10), pp. 390-7. anil § iv, (5), supra, |)p. 399-^^). Cf. II, (iii),

(5), infra, p. 414.
* Those of the ‘ F'ourtcen Points ’ which deal with territorial and politii;al

questions must be studied in their relation to Ihi; general princi|>lc8 of settle-

ment (A, supra), and in connexion with spe^eifle references^ in President

Wilson's speMhes of 1918 to the various countries and territories. No efl'.irt

has been made in the present chapter to collect all these passages.
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may herself desire. The treatment accorded Russia by her

sister nations in the months to come will be the acid test of

their goodwill, of their comprehension of her needs as distin-

guished from their own interests, and of their intelligent and
unselfish sympathy.’

(2) Belgium. Point Seven :
‘ Belgium, the whole world

will agree, must be evacuated and restored without any attempt
to limit the sovereignty which she enjoys in common with all

other free nations. No other single act will serve as this will

serve to restore confidence among the nations in thft laws

which they have themselves set and determintd for the

government of their relations with one another. Without this

healing act the whole structure and validity of International

Law is for ever injured.’ ^

(3) France. Point Eight :
‘ All French territory should be

freed, and the in\aded portions restored, and the wrong done
to France by Prussia in 1871 in the matter of Alsace-Lorraine,

which has unsettled the peace of the world for nearly fifty

years, should be righted in order that peace may once more be

made secure in the interest of all.’

(4) Rumania, Serbia, and MonUnegro. Point Eleven

:

‘ Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro . . . evacuated, occupied terri-

tories restored, Serbia accorded free and secure access to the sea,

and the relations of the several Balkan States to one another

determined by friendly counsel along historically established

lines of allegiance and nationality, and international guarantees

of the political and economic independence and territorial

integrity of the several Balkan States should be entered into.’
®

(5) Poland (see iii, (i),infra, p. 413).

These Points, which expressly relate to allied countries and
territories (except Poland ; see iii, (1), infra), embody the

following terms and principles of peace :

(1) Evacuation.
'

All Russian territory ’, ‘ all French terri-

tory ’, ‘ Belgium ’, and ‘ Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro
’

must be ‘ evacuated ’ (or, in the case of all French territoi^,
‘ freed ’). Points Six, Seven, Eight, and Eleven.

(2) Restoration. ‘ Belgium ’, the ‘ invaded portions ’ of

^ Address of 11th February 1918 : ‘ [Count Czernin] sees . . . that Bel-
gium must be evacuated and restored, no matter what sacrifices and con-
cessions that may involve/

* On the terms and principles of Point Eleven in regard to the Balkans in
general, see iii, in/rfx, pp. 418-14.
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France, and the occupied territories ’ of Rumania, Serbia, and
Montenegro must be ' restored Points Seven, Eight, and
Eleven.*

(3) International Law. The carrying out of the terms of

Point Seven (Belgium) will restore confidence in International

Law,

(4) Right. The * wrong ’ done to France in 1871 (Alsace-

Lorraine) should be righted ’ (Point Eight).

(5) I mlephident Determination of Political Development and
National Policy. .Applied to Russia (Point Six).

(6) International Co-operation in obtaining for Russia ‘ on
tinhampered and unembarrassed opportunity for the inde-

pendent determination of her own political dc'' 'opinent and
national policy ' (Point Six).

(7) Asftistance
'

of every kind ’ should be rendered to Russia

(Point Six).

(8) Common Rights and Interests of Free Nations. In the
* evacuation ’ and “ restoration ’ of Belgium there must be no
attempt to limit ’ the sovereignty which she enjoys in common
with all other free nations ’ (Point Seven). The wrong done
to France in 1871 (Alsace-Lorraine) should be righted ‘ in order

that peace may once more be made secure in the interests of

all ’ (Point Eight).*

(9) Free Access to the Sea. Serbia should be ' ucc(»rded free

and secure access to the sea ’ (Point Eleven).

(10) Guarantees : Security of Peace:'

(11) Lea^^uc (if SatiouH. Kussiu should ht* iissurod * a

sincere welcome into the society of free nations ' (Point Six).

II : Primiples affecting Enemy Territories

Several of the Fourteen Points deal, either expressly or

impliedly, with enemy countries and enemy territories.

(1) Austria-Hungary. Point Nine :
* A readjustment of the

frontiers of Italy should be effected along clearly re<-ognizable

liifes of nationality.’

Point Ten :
‘ The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose

* Cf. Point Six (Russia). See § vi, (2), utfra^ for tlie I^owers’ iiitiTpretatirm

of the term * restoration ' (= compcrnsation for all <lania^e to eivilian popula-

tion and their property). Note esp. pp. 420-7.
* Cf. Point Six (RiisHia and the separate * interests ' of her sister nation.

}

3 See (8), Huprn on this pape.
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place among the nations we wish to see safeguarded and assured,

should be accorded tiie freest opportunity of autonomous
development.’ ^

(2) Germany. Point Eight : ‘ [The] wrong done to France
by Prussia in 1871 in the matter of Alsace-Lorraine, which has
unsettled the peace of the world for nearly fifty years, should be
righted in order that peace may once more be made' secure in

the interest of all.’

(3) Turkish Empire. Point Twelve :
‘ The* Turkish por-

tions of the present Ottoman Empire should be assured a
secure sovereignty, but the other nationalities which are now
under Turkish rule should be assured an imdoubted security

of life and an absolutely unmolested opportunity of autonomous
development, and the Dardanelles should be permanently
opened as a free passage to the ships and commerce of all

nations under international guarantees.’

The following terms of peace are embodied in the Points

which relate expressly or impliedly to enemy countries and
territories

:

(1) Restitution: Righting of Wrong. Point Eight clearly

implies that Alsace-Lorraine is to be returned to French
sovereignty.

(2) Readjustment of Frontiers : Principle of Nationality.

Point Nine clearly implies that the territories of Austria-

Himgary inhabited by populations of Italian nationality

should be ceded to Italy.

(3) Sovereignty : and the Principle of Nationality. ‘ The
Turkish portions of the present Ottoman Empire should be
assured a secure sovereignty.’

(4) Auf.onomotis Development of Peoples and "Nationalities.

The ‘ peoples ’ of Austria-Hungary and the non-Turkish
‘ nationalities ’ of the Ottoman Empire should be accorded the

opportunity of ‘ autonomous development ’. Points Ten * and
Twelve.

(5) Free Passage : Egmlity of Nations : Intematiofial

Guarantees. The ‘ Dardanelles should be permanently opened

^ It is to be observed that the pre>Armistice Agreement with Austria-
Hungary provided for the independence, as distinguished from the mere
‘autonomy’, of the Czecho-Slovaks and Yugo-Slavs. See Part 111, § ii,

p. 411. In the pre-Armistice Aj^eement with Germany Point Ten appears
to have been retained in its original form.

* See the foot-note to Point Ten, supra on tlr's page.
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as a free passage to the ships and commerce of all nations under
international guarantees Point Twelve.

(6) Guarantees. Points Eight, Ten, Twelve.

Ill : Principles affecting both Allied and Enemy Territories

(1) Pjoland. Point Tliirteen : ‘An independent Polish

State should be erected which should include the territories

inhabited indisputably Polish populations, which should be
assured a free and secure access to the sea, and whose political

and Economic independence and territorial integrity should

be guaranfleed by international covenant.’

'

(2) Territories on Italian Frontiers. Point Nif.e :
‘ A re-

adjustment of the frontiers of Italy should effected along

clearly recognizable lines of nationality.’

(3) Balkans. Point Eleven :
“

. . . Serbia [should be]

accotded free and secure access to the sea, and the relations of

the several Balkan States to one another determined by friendly

counsel along historically established lines of allegiance and
nationality, and international guarantees of the ])olitical and
economic independence and territorial integrity of the several

Balkan States should be entered into.’

(4) Colonial Possessions. Point Five :
* A free, open-

minded, and absolutely impartial adjustment of all colonial

claims based upon a strict observance of the princij)le that in

determining all such questions of sovereignty the interests of

the populations concerned must have equal weight with the

equitable claims of the Government whose title is to be deter-

mined.’

The principles embodied in these Points are :

(1) Political Independence. ‘An independent Polish State

should be erected’’ (Point Thirteen).

(2) Adjustment of Frontiers ; Principles of Allegiance and of

Nationality. Poland should include ‘ the territories inhabited

by indisputably Polish populations’ (Point Thirteen).* A n-
adjustment of the frontiers of Italy should be ‘ effected along

clearly recognizable lines of nationality ’ (Point Nine). The

* Address of 11th Febniary 1918 : ‘|(’ount Cwrnin) sees that an Inde-

pendent Poland niatie up of the indiHputably PoIikIi |>eopleN who lie con
ti^uous to one another is a matter of European (?oncerri and miint, of course

be conceded
» Address of 11th Feljriiary IWiH :

‘
. contiguous to one another. .

See (1 ) Poland, supra on tliis page.
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‘ relations of the several Balkan States to one another [should

be] determined by friendly counsel along historically estab-

lished lines of allegiance and nationality ’ (Point Eleven).

(3) Free {and Secure) Access to the Sea. An independent

Polish State should be ‘ assui-ed a free and secure access to the

sea ’ (Point Thirteen)
; and Serbia should be ‘ accorded free

and secure access to the sea ’ (Point Eleven).

(4) Common Interests of all Nations. The erection of an
independent Poland is ‘ a matter of European concern

’

(Address of 11th February 1918). ,

(5) Political and Economic Independence and ^Territorial

Integrity : International Guarantees. The ‘ political and econo-

mic independence and territorial integrity ’ of Poland (Point

Thirteen) and of the several Balkan States (Point Eleven)

should be guaranteed by international covenants.^

(6) Impartial Adjustment of Colonial Claims : Interests of
Population and Equitable Claims of Governments. In deter-

mining all questions of sovereignty over colonies ^ the interests

of the populations concerned ’ are to be given equal weight with

the ‘ equitable claims ’ of Governments.

IV : Summary

The main principles of territorial and political settlement

which are embodied in the Fourteen Points are the following :

(1) Eva&uation.

(2) Restoration.

(3) Restitution.

(4) Maintenance of International Law.

(5) Right.

(6) Independent Determination of Political Development and
National Policy.

(7) Nationality ; and Allegiance.

(8) Sovereignty.

(9) Autonomy.

(10) Common Rights and Interests of Free Nations.

[\\) Equality of Nations.

(12) Free Passage ; and Free and Secure Access to the Sea.

(13) International Co-operation and Assistance.

^ Cf. Point Fourteen : ‘ A general association of nations must be formed
under specific covenants for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees of

political independence and territorial integrity to great and small States
alike.’
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(14) Impartial Adjustment of Colonial Claims: Interests of
Populations and Equitable Claims of Governments.

(15) Internatwnal Gueirantees, especially of (a) Fi*ee Passage
through the Dardanelles and of {h) the Political and Economic
Independence and Territorial Integrity of Poland and the

several Balkan States.*

(16) League of Nations : Admission of Russia.

The general conclusions to be drawn from a study of the

territorial and political terms of the Fourteen Points are

(1) th5t certain of them relate to matters, such as evacuation,

which wer^ dealt with, at a later time, in the Armistice Con-
vention, while most of them conceni matters end’ jdied in the

draft Treaty of Peace; and (2) that many o' them, such as

the principles of Right and the Equality of Nations, are «)f

general scope and are applied in the draft Treaty to the settle-

ment of questions other than those which are purely political

and territorial, for instance, economic questions,

§ VI. Reparation

(1) No Contributions and no Punitive Damages.

Address of 11th February 1918: ‘There shall be no
annexations, no contributions, no punitive damages.’

(2) Compensation for all Damage to Cirilian Population and
their Property.

President Wilson’s note of 5th November 1918 : "... The
President is now in receipt of a memorandum of oliservations

by the Alliod Governments on this correspondence, which is

as follow’s : . . .

"Further, in the conditions of pea<’e laid dowTi in his

Address to Congress of January 8, 1918, the President declared

that the invaded territories must be restored as well as evacuateil

and freed, and the Allied Governments feel that no doubt
ought to be allowed to exist as to what this provision implies.

*

" By it they understood that compensation will be made
by Germany for all damage done to the civilian population of

the Allies and their property by the aggression of Germany
by land, by sea, and from the air.”

* Cf. Point Fourteen, p. 4M. n. l, supra.
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‘ I am instructed by the President to say that he is in

agreement with the interpretation set forth in the last paragraph
of the memorandum above quoted. .

.

§ VII. Economic Terms and Principles

(1) Removal of Economic Barriers ; and

(2) Equality of Trade Conditions.

Address of 8th January 1918 (Point Three) : ‘The removal,

so far as possible, of all economic barriers and the establishment

of an equality of trade conditions among all the nations con-

senting to the peace and associating themselves for its main-
tenance.’

Address of 8th January 1918 :
‘ We have no jealousy of

German greatness ... we do not wish to fight her either with

arms or with hostile arrangements of trade if she is willing to

associate herself with us and the other peace-loving nations

of the world in covenants of justice and law and fair dealing.

We wish her only to accept a place of equality among the

peoples of the world . .
.’ ^

Address of 11th February 1918 ; ... ‘ It has come about

in the altered world in which we now find ourselves that justice

and the rights of peoples affect the whole field of international

dealing as much as access to raw materials and fair and equal

conditions of trade . .
.’

Speech of 6th April 1918 :
‘ They [our ideals] are rejected

[in the German programme] for the ideals of power, for the

principle that the strong must rule the weak, that trade must
follow the flag whether those to whom it is taken welcome it

or not, that the peoples of the world are to be made subject

to the patronage and overlordship of those who have the power
to enforce it . . . [The German ideals shall not prevail].’

(3) No Separate and Selfish Compacts and Combinations with

regard to Tra^.

Address of 11th February 1918 :
‘ He [Count von Hertling]

cannot ask the benefit of common agreement in the one field

without according it in the other. I take it for granted that

he sees that separate and selfish compacts with regard to trade

and the essential materials of manufacture woidd afford no

* See f IV, (5), supra, pp. 80a-4OO.
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foundatioji for peace. Neither, he may rest assured, will

separate and selfish compacts with regard to provinces and
peoples.’

Speech of 27th September 1918: Principles 3-5 (inclusive).*

(4) No Emfloyrntnl of Economic Boycott or Exclusion ;

except by League of Nations.

Speech of 27th September 1918 : The Fourth Principle.®

(5) Self-djftermination.

Sppech of 4th July 1918 : The Second Principle.®

(6) Intsrnational Gtiaraniee of the Political and Economic
Independence and Territorial Integrity of Poland ar ' the several

Balkan States.*

PAUT V

THE PRE-ARMISTICE AGREEMENTS AND THE ARMISTICE
CONVENTIONS

The military, naval, and aerial superiority of the Allied

and Associated Powers led, in the autumn of 1918, to the

successive conclusion of the following Armistice Conventions ®

W’ith the enemy States of Central Europe

:

(.1) With Bulgaria, 29th September 1918.

(2) With Turkey, !K)th October 1918.

(3) With Austria-Hungary, 3rd November 1918.

(4) With Germany, 11th November 1918.

Within a period of six weeks the march of the World War
had thus been stopped on all fronts and the relations of the two
opposing groups of belligerents had been placed upon the

contractual * basis embodied in the several Armistice (’on-

ventions.

One of the most important inquiries of the historian who
deals with the legal aspects of the w’ar must be this : To what
extent and in what respects are these several Armistice C(»n-

ventions, and the Conventions prolonging armistice conrlitions,

bftsed upon pre-Armisticc Agreements as to the conditions of

a cessation of hostilities and the terms and principles of peace ?

‘ For the text of tlie princifiles, set § iii, (10), supra, f>p. 090-7.
* For the text, see § iii, (10), supra, pp. 090-7.
3 For the text of the principle, see 5 iv, (0), supra, pp. 098-9.
* See § V, (H), 4 and 5, supra, p. 410; and in, pp. 41J1-14.

^ All the Texts in App. V, pp. 459-97.

0-. 1. E e
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And, were such pre-Armistice Agreements of a legal qr a moral
character ? ^ No comprehensive answer to these and other

related questions will be attempted in the present chapter

;

it must suffice to point out certain general considerations which
may help to guide the investigator.

In the first place, each separate Armistice Convention must
be studied not only by itself but also in its relation to the

others. Each Convention was but part of the larger Armistice

which caused a cessation of hostilities on all the clbsely related

fronts. ,

In the second place. President Wilson’s addresses and
speeches of 1918 were couched in terms which embraced ‘ the

programme of the world’s peace ’ (Address of 8th January
1918). The terms and principles embodied in the President’s

pronouncements were communicated, by public channels at

least, to all the enemy States ; and they served as the leading

terms and principles of a legal international pre-Armistice

Agreement between the Powers on the one side and Germany on
the other. Whether or not it is possible to maintain that they

also served as the legal basis of the Armistice Conventions and
Treaties of Peace between the Powers and Austria, Hungary,
Bulgaria, and Turkey may be left on one side for the present.

It is at least clear that, in view of the extraordinary importance
with which President Wilson’s utterances of 1918 were invested

by both groups of belligerents in the public discussion of peace

terms and principles during 1918, they may be regarded as the

terms and principles of a moral obligation binding upon the

Entente Powers and Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey.*

In the third place, it is not unimportant to observe that the

Austro-Himgarian note of 15th September 1918, ihaugurating

the two vital series of notes exchanged between (1) Austria-

Hungary and the United States and (2) Germany and the United

^ The nature of the Agreements between the Powers and Austria-Hungary,
and between the Powers and Germany, has been considered briefly in Part III,

supra, pp. 870-3 and pp. 378-86 respectively.
‘ The whole problem as to Turkey is, iii a certain sense, complicated by

her unconditional surrender. But, if the Powers were bound in a moral
pre-armistice obligation to base the peace with her upon President Wilson’s
principles, it is difficult to see why the fhet of her unconditional surrender
should result in absolving the Powers from this moral obligation and in

giving them a free hand to deal with her, or not to deal with her, as they
alone thought fit. Assuming the existence of a moral obligation, surely this

moral obligation survived the unconditional surrender and the Armistice of
30th October 1918, and bound the Powers.
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States upon the subject of an armistice and peace, preceded
the conclusion both of the Bulgarian and of the Turkish
Armistice Conventions. By the time the Armistice Convention
with Bulgaria was concluded (29th September 1918) the world,
including Bulgaria, was aware of President Wilson’s reply of

16th September to the Austro-Hungarian note of 15th September
1918, a *reply in which the President declared that he had
‘ repeatedly and with entire candour stated the terms upon
which the United States would consider peace By the time
the Armistice Convention with Turkey was concluded (JlOtIr

October 1918) the correspondence between the United States

and Austria-Hungary had terminated (27th Oc' jber 1918)
and that between the United States and Gern: Jiy had nearly

reached its final stage. President Wilson Inui announced
(2!3rd October 1918) that he had transmitted his correspondence
with Germany to the .\llies ; and Austria-Hungary had declared

(27th October 1918) that it awaited * the proposals for an
armistice which will introduce a jieace of justice such as the

President in his manifestations has described All of these

indications j)oint to the conclusion that the Allied and Asso-

ciated Powers were at least morally bound to conclude an
armistice and a peace with Bulgaria and Turkey upon the

terms and principles laid down by President Wilson in 1918;
but they are indications only and the problem may be left for

future solution.

In the fourth place, it is clear from tlie di])lomatic corre-

spondence of the autumn of 1918 that the pre-Armistice Agree-

ments between the Powers and Austria-Hungary and Germany
both related.to an armistice as well as to a peace.*

Although the several Armistice Conventions differ one from

another in certain important particulars, owing in |mrt to

variety of local military, territorial, and political conditions,

they yet embody a number of common j>rinciples, such as the

evacuation of occupied regions, demobilisation of a large purl

of .the anned forces, restitution of property, and the like.

A detailed comparative study of the C'onventions from the

point of view of the principles therein contained, and with the

object of testing these principles by the touchstone of pre-

Armistice Agreements, would be most instructive. This study

must, however, be omitted from the present chapter, save foi

* See Part III, supra,

E ( * 2
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a cursory examination of the Armistice Convention with
Germany.

The main result of the conclusion of the several Armistice

Conventions was the stopping of hostilities and the placing of

international relations upon a contractual or conventionary

basis. The way for this situation was prepared in large

measure bythe pre-Armistice Agreements, for they had^specified

the terms of the Armistice as well as those of the Peace. So
long as the Armistice Conventions were complied with by all

parties, and were not terminated, the belligerent States were
given time in which to draft, discuss, and sign the*Treaties of

Peace themselves. The conclusion of Armistice Conventions
meant indeed actual progress towards a resumption of the

amicable relations, based upon treaties and conventions, which
had been severed by the outbreak of the war in 1914.

Before dealing, however, with the discussions at Paris in

reference to the Agreements and the Armistice Conventions

it will be necessary to consider certain aspects of one of the

Armistice Conventions—^the one with Germany. Not only the

special place occupied by Germany in the war, but the vital

importance of the principles at issue between her and the

AUied and Associated Powers, demand at least some considera-

tion of the terms of the Convention which caused a cessation

of the hostilities by and against her.

PART VI

THE PRE-ARMISTICE AGREEMENT AND THE ARMISTICE
CONVENTION BETWEEN THE ALLIED AND ASSOCIATED
POWERS AND GERMANY

The Armistice Convention with Germany applies several

distinct principles. Certain of the most important of these

are the following ;

(1) CesscAim of hostilities by land, at sea, and in the air

(Clauses I, XX). ,

(2 )
Evactmtion of the invaded countries (including Belgimn,

France, Luxemburg, as well as Alsace-Lorraine, on the Western
Front, and Russia and Rumania on the Eastern Front) and of

Austro-Hungary (Clauses II, XII, XIII) and East Africa

(Clause XVII).
‘ German troops which have not left the above-mentioned
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territories [on the western front] within the period fixed
[fifteen days] shall be made prisoners of war ’ (Clause II).

Occupatwn by the Allied and United States Forces jointly

shall keep pace with the evacuation in the areas of the IVcstern

Front (Clause II).

(3) Repatriation,
'
beginning at once, to be completed

within fifteen days, of all inhabitants of the countries [Belgium,
France, Luxemburg, as well as Alsace-Lorraine ”] above
enumerated ‘(including hostages, persons under trial, or con-
demned).’ Clause Hi.

(4) Sufrender of armaments.
'
Surrender in good condition

by the German Armies ’ of equipment consisting of 'lie specified

number of guns, machine guns, trench mortars. aeroplanes ;

these to be delivered in situ to the troops of tlie Allies and the
United States. Clause IV.

(5) Delivery of vehicles. The s])ecified number of loco-

motives, wagons, and motor lorries shall be delivered in good
working order to the Powers. Clause VII.

(6) Restoraturn, Reparation, and Restitution. These tliree

distinct, but closely related, principles are all applied in the

Convention.

(fit) Restoration.

On frequent occasions during the progress of the War the

Allied and Associated Governments and their responsible

statesmen spoke of ‘ restoration ’ as one of the essential terms

of a settlement. Thus, in the reply of the Allies (10th January

1917) to President Wilson’s note of 18th December 191(), they

demanded ^
the restoration of Belgium, Serbia, and Monte-

negro, with the compen.sations due to them ’. Terestchenko,

Minister for Foreign Affairs to the Kerensky Government,
referred, under date of 28th September 1917, to ^ the evacua-

tion and restoration of heroic little countries ’ as consonant

with justice ; and he announced, as a cardinal principle of

Q.ussian policy, * the restoration, on the basis of the free self-

definition of the Polish people ... of an independent Polish

State.’ In his speech of 5th January 1918, Mr. Lloyd George

declared that one of the ^ first requirements . . . always put

forward by the British Government and their Allies, has been

the complete restoration, political, territorial, and economi'*,

of the independence of Belgium, and such reparation as can be
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made for the devastation of its towns and provinces Next
comes the restoration of Serbia, Montenegro, and the occupied

parts of France, Italy, and Rumania. The complete with-

drawal of the alien armies and the reparation for injustice done
is a fundamental condition oi permanent peace.’

'

‘ Restoration ’ formed also a vital principle of President

Wilson’s Fourteen Points (8th January 1918). Countries and
territories occupied by the enemy, declared the President in

Points Six, Seven, Eight and Eleven, must be evacuated
’

(or ‘ freed ’) and ‘ restored ’.^
,

In his speech in the House of Commons on 27t|;> February

1918, several weeks after the announcement of the Fourteen
Points, Mr. Balfour referred also to ‘ restoration ’. Speaking
of the invasion of Belgium, he said :

‘ Well, there is only one
course for the offending nation to pursue in those circumstances,

which is to say, as they have said, “ I have sinned ”. That
they have said through the mouth of the former Chancellor.

The next thing to do is to say, “ Having sinned, I make repara-

tion, I restore again what I never should have taken, and
I restore it necessarily without condition ”. What does the

statesman [Count Hertling] who now meets with the imqualified

approval apparently of my hon. friend [Mr. Holt] say on this

subject? He says: “By all means restore Belgium. We do
not want to stay there. But we must take care that it shall not

become a jumping-off ground for enemy machinations ”. . . .

What sort of conditions is it that Count Hertling contemplates

when he says that Belgium must no longer be the jumping-off

ground for enemy machinations ? . . .

’

At a later time Mr. Balfour gave the term ‘ restoration ’ a still

wider application. Speaking in reference to President Wilson’s

speech of 27th September, he said on 30th September 1918,

that ‘after you have freed Europe from Prussian militarism,

after you have restored Asia as well as Europe to a position in

* But see Part IV, § vi, supra, pp. 415-16, and (6.) 5, infra, p. 424. It is

to be noted that ‘ restoraticm ’ was applied in the Fourteen Points to certain
specifier countries and teiritorics ; it was not stated as a general jprinciple

applicable to all occupied regions. Tliis matter is of importance owing to
the fact that the Allies in their memorandum of 5th November 1918, inter-

preted ‘ restoration ’ as meaning ‘ compensation Was the principle of
‘ compensation ’ to apply only to the countries and territories specified in the
Fourteen Points dealing with ‘ restoration ’ ? Or, was the principle of
^ compensation ’ to be applied generally to all the civil populations which
had suffered from the aggression of Germany ? See pp. 424-6, infra.
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which seli-development is possible for the various nationalities,

then and then only will your League of Nations work.’

What exactly was meant by the statesmen of the Allied and
Associated Powers when they demanded the ‘ restoration ’ of

countries or parts of countries occupied by the enemy ? The
term itself is vague

; but, if it be studied in the light of the

full context of the oflticial documents and speeches in which
it appears, it acquires somewhat more definite meanings. In
its broadest «ense it would seem to include not only evacuation,

but i;eparation, and perhaps also penalties and indemnities.

But, in geqeral, the speakers seem to draw a distinction between

(1) evacuation and restoration, and between (2^ restoration

and reparation. Occupied territories are not oi/J', to be com-
pletely evacuated by enemy forces, they are also to be com-
pletely restored—restored intact. Not only arc they to be
completely evacuated and restored, but they are to be the

recipients of reparation for the wr<»ngs committed diiring their

occu})ation by the enemy. A hint as to the meaning of ‘ restora-

tion ’ is given by Mr. Lloyd George when he slates, in his

speech of 5th January 1918, that one of the first requirements

of the Allies is “ the complete restoration, political, territorial,

and economic, of the indepeinlence of Belgium’. This means,

it would appear, that Belgium is to be completely free arul

independent in respect to her territories and her |)olitical and
economic life. Belgium sovereignty is to be unfettered by
territorial, political, or economic con(*essions to the enemy as

part of the terms of {)eace. This principle, assert the Powers,

must be applied not only to Belgium, but to Serbia and to

Montenegro, and to the occupied regions of France and other

States.

Many clauses, of the Armistice Convention appear to be

applications of the principle of restoration in the sense or

senses employed by the statesmen of the Powers prior to the

delivery to Germany of the note (and memorandum) of 5th

November 1918, in which they define ’ restoration as tised

6y President Wilson in the Fourteen Points, as ‘ compensation ’

for all damage to the civilian population and their property.

There are various clauses which provide that the enemy, on

evacuation, must leave the invaded countries and territories

intact ; that they must restore these regions to their true

sovereigns, tlirough the agen<!y of the occupying forces, without
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evacuation of the inhabitants and without damage or harm to

the persons or property of the inhabitants. Thus, for example,

the Convention provides that ‘ no destruction of any kind [is]

to be committed
‘ Military establishments of aU kinds shall be delivered

intact. Industrial establishments shall not be caused to de-

preciate in value. The principle of restoration is embodied
likewise in certain of the naval conditions of the Convention

;

for example, the ones which provide for the enemies abandon-
ment, in situ and intact, of port material.’ •

Restoration underlies, in certain of its aspects. Clause XV,
which provides for the ‘ annulment of the treaties of Bucharest

and Brest-Litovsk and of the supplementary treaties ’.

The fundamental purpose of these and other clauses of the

Convention seems to be that the evacuation shall result in the

restoration—^physically, economically, and politically—of the

invaded countries and territories.

The Financial Clauses of the Convention deal with reparation

and restitution—two principles closely related to restoration.

{b) Reparation. Clause XIX (Financial Clauses) provides

as follows

:

‘ With the rcserv^ation that any subsequent concessions and claims

by the Allies and United States remain unaffected, the following

financial conditions are imposed :

‘ Reparation for damage done.
‘ While the Armistice lasts, no public securities shall be removed by

the enemy which can serve as a pledge to the Allies to cover reparation

for war losses.’ ^

It seems clear that in the ‘ reparation for damage done

'

of Clause XIX we are dealing with the ‘ restoration ’ of the

Fourteen Points as interpreted by the Allies to mean ‘ com-
pensation ’ for all damage done to the civilian population or

their property by the aggression of Germany by land, by sea,

and from the air (Memorandum of 5th November 1918). What
exactly was in the mind of the President when, on 8th January

1918, he spoke of ‘ restoration ’ in his Fourteen Points, it is

impossible to say. It would appear from our study of the

history of the term that he meant restoration in one or other

of the broader senses, not in the more limited sense of ‘com-

^ The remaining portions of Clause XIX deal ivith restitution. See (c),

infray p. 426.
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pensatioi> But the authoritative interpretation of the term
- restoration ’ by the Allies and President Wilson himself on
5th November 1918, seems to mean that they expressly

narrowed the^term to mean (1) compensation and compensation
only, and (2) compensation only to the civil populations of the

countries and territories expressly named in the Fourteen
Points.

*

It should be observed, however, that in the Memorandum
the Powers %tate that they ‘ feel that no doubt ought to exist

as towhat this provision [of the Fourteen Points as to * restora-

tion ’] im])lies. By it they continue, ‘ they understand that

compensation will be made by Germany for all d mage . . .

’

The term ‘ restoration ’ thus implm that ‘ co^- Sensation ’ will

be made for all civilian ‘ damage ’ to the populations of the

specified regions. Does it imply more ? And, if so, what ?

Docs it, for example, imply not only ‘compensation for all

damage done ’ by Germany’s aggression, but also the wider

field of liability included in the term ‘ restoration ’ as under-

stood prior to the 5th November V Does this wider field of

liability include ‘ war costs ’
1? Does the German liability—in

its narrower or in its wider sense—include the civilian popula-

tions of Allied countries not specified in the Fourteen Points ?

The memorandum refers to the ’ civilian population of the

Allies ’. Does this refer to all the Allies or only to such Allies

as are mentioned specifically in Points Six, Seven, Eight, and
Eleven (' restoration ’) ?

This is, indeed, a question of the interpretation of an in-

terpretation ; and upon the correct answer to that question

depends the fidelity, or infidelity, of the Powers to the obligations

incurred by the Memorandum as an integral part of the f)re-

Armistice Agreement.
In whatever way this fundamental qtiestion may ultimately

be answered by impartial historians of the Armistice Convention

and the Treaty with Germany, in their relation to the pre-

armistice Agreement, it is clear that the reservation inserted at

the beginning of Clause XIX of the Armistice ('onvention

('any subsequent concessions and claims . . , remain unaffec;ted

while it may have been at the time merely a draftsman’s

cautious and innocent phrase, nevertheless opens the door for

the entry into the Treaty of Peace of many ‘subsequent claiis
’

^ The italicft are tiiosc^ of the author.
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not based upon the Armistice Convention. By becoming
a party to the Armistice Convention, Germany agreed to the
inclusion of the reservation ; and of coiurse the Convention, in

cases of conflict with the terms of the pre-Armistic,e Agreement,
must be the governing instrument. But the question is open
to argument as to whether or not the insertion of the reservation

in the Armistice Convention conflicted with the termfe of the

earlier Agreement as to what exactly the Armistice Convention
should include. ‘

(c) Restitution. The evacuation of Alsace-Loiraine

(Clause II) may be looked upon as a step preliminary to the
formal restitution of the two provinces to France.

The last part of Clause XIX provides as follows :

‘ Immediate restitution of the cash deposit in the National

Bank of Belgium and, in general, immediate return of all

documents, specie, stocks, shares, paper money, together with
plant for the issue thereof, affecting public or private interests

in the invaded countries.
‘ Restitution of the Russian and Rumanian gold yielded

to Germany or taken by that Power,
‘ This gold to be delivered in trust to the Allies until peace

is concluded.’

The Convention thus draws a clear distinction between
reparation and restitution. ‘ Reparation ’ is ‘ compensation for

damage done. ’, while ^ restitution ’ is the return of territories or

properties belonging to the Allied and Associated Powers or

their populations to their rightful sovereigns or owners. Both
‘ reparation ’ and ‘ restitution ’ fall within the category of
‘ restoration But it is clear from the Convention t^at certain

of its clauses go beyond ‘ reparation ’ and ‘ restitution ’ and
belong to ‘ restoration ’ in its broadest sense. •

(7) Guarantees. Many clauses of the Convention ensure, by
military and naval arrangements, that the military supremacy
of the Powers shall be maintained, that a renewal of hostilities

by Germany shall be rendered impossible, and that the Power?
shall have the ‘ unrestricted power to safeguard and enforce

the peace to which the German Government had agreed’.

These clauses seem fully consonant with the terms of the

pre-Armistice Agreement as to the terms of an armistice.^

Two questions will long occupy the attention of historians.

1 See Part III, § in, pp. 373-80, and Part IV, § i, supra, p. 389.*
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How far .does the Convention comply in strictness with the
terms and principles of the pre-Armistice Agreement ? In what
respects, if any, does it conflict with that Agreement ? It is

clear from our previous study that certain of its terms, such,

for example, *as those relating to evacuation and guarantees,

are in strict compliance with the provisions of the Agreement.
But there are certain other terms of the Convention which
seem to run counter to the Agreement. Thus, the ‘ reservation

’

at the begisming of Clause XIX, appears to introduce the

possiljility of claiming more from Germany than the Agreement
in strictness permits.

In the second volume of this work the subject of the

present chapter—^the legal basis of international < clations prior

to the re-establishment of peace by .treaiies—will be still

further considered. In the discussions at the Peace Conference

the terms and principles of the pre-Armistice Agreements and
Armistice Conventions played a role of great interest and
importance ; and to this aspect of the history of the Conference

special attention will be directed.
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APPENDIX I

EXTRACT FROM ALLIES’ REPLY OF JANUARY 10, 1917, TO
PRESIDENT WILSON’S NOTE OF DECEMBEI^ 18, 1916

VIII. They consider that the Note they handed to the United
States in r^ly to the German Note answers the questioi^ put by the
American Government, and forms, aceording to the words of that
Government, ‘an avowal of their respective views as to the terms
on which the war might be concluded Mr. Wilson wishes for more

;

he desires that the bcllig<!rent Powers should define, in the full light of

day, their aims in prosecuting the war. The Allies find no difficulty

in answering this request. Their war-aims are well known ; they have
been repeatedly defined by the heads of their various Governments.
These war-aims will only be set forth in detail, with all the compensations
and equitable indemnities for harm suffered, at the moment of negotia-
tion. But the civilized world knows that they imply, necessarily and
first of all, the restoration of Belgium, Serbia, and Montenegro, with the
compensations due to them ; the evacuation of the invaded territories

in France, in Russia, in Roumania, with just reparation ; the reorganisa-
tion of Europe, guaranteed by a stable regime and based at once on
respect for nationalities and on the right to full security and liberty of
economic development possesseti by all peoples, small and great, and
at the same time upon territorial conventions and international settle-

ments such as to guarantee land and sea frontie rs against unjustified

attack ; the restitution of provinces formerly torn from the Allies by
force or agfiinst the wish of their inhabitants ; the lib(‘ration of the
Italians, as also of the Slavs, Rumanes, and Czc*cho-Slovaks from
foreign domination ; the setting free of the populations subject to the
bloody tyranny of the Turks ; and the turning out of Europe of the
Ottoman Empire' as decidedly foreign to Western civilization.*

IX. The intentions of his Majesty the Emperof of Russia in regard
to Poland have been clearly indicated by the manifesto he has just
addressed to his armies.*

X. There is no need to say that, if the Allies desire to shield Europe
from the covetous brutality of Prussian militarism, the extermination
and the political disappearance of the German peoples have nevei,

’ Par.VIII from ‘first of all’ was quote<l by the Allies in their memorandum,
June 10. 1919, to the Germans, ‘Basis of the Peace Negotiations’. (Cmd. 258)
Misc. no. 4 (1919). This affects Constantinople. Contrast Lloyd-George,
Janiiar\ 5, 1918 (v. supra, p. 190) and Speech in The Times, February 27, 1920.

* Stating his intention of creating a ‘ free * Poland uniting the tliree

parts into which it was partitioned.
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as has bcci) pretended, formed part of their designs. They desire above
all to ensure peace on the principles of liberty and justice, and upon
the inviolable fidelity to international engagements by which the
Government of the United States have ever been inspired.

XI. United^in the pursuit of this lofty aim, the Allies arc determined,
severally and jointly, to act with all their power and to make all sacrifices

to carry to a victorious end a conflict upon which, they are convinced,

depend ^ot only their own welfare ana prosperity but the future of

civilization itself.

• APPENDIX II

EXTRAfcTS FROM SECRET AGirEEMENTS RESPECTING
THE BOUNDARY OF THE RHINE, &c.

From a confidential telegramfrom tlte Russian %iinister of Foreign Affairs
(M. Pokrovsky) to the Russian Ambassador at Paris, February

12, 1917.

M. DoumergiK* submitted to the (Russian) Empi‘ror the desire of
France to secure for herself at the end of the pres(‘nt war the restoration

of Alsact'-Lorraine and a special position in the* valley of the Riv(?r Saar,

as well as to attain the political se|)aration from Germany of her trans-

Rhenish districts and their organisation on a separate* basis in order

that in future the River Rhine anight form a permanent strategical

frontier against a Germanic invasion, Doumergue expressed the hope?

that the Imperial Government would not refuse immediately to draw
up its assent to these' suggestions in a formal nianru'r.

His Imperial Majesty was pleased to agree to this in principle, in

consequence of which I requestc'd Doum(*rgU(*, after communicating
with his Government, to let me have* the draft of an agree'ment, which
would then be given a formal sanction by an exchange of Notes betwei*n

the French Ambassador and myself.
Proc(*eding thus to meet the wishes of eiur ally, I nevertheless

consider it my duty te) recall the* standpoint put forward by the Iinpe*rial

Ge>ve*rnnient in the telegram of Fe*bruary 24, 1910, No. 948, to the effee^t

that, ‘while allowing Franere* and England compIe*te liberty in delimiting

the we*stern frontiers of Ge rmany, we e*xpe*ct that the* Allie*s on their

part will give us equal liberty in de*limiting our frontiers with Germany
and Austria-Hungary’. Ile*nce the* impending exchange eif Neite^s on
the* question raised by Doume*rgue* will justify us in asking the* Fre!neih

Gove.*rnment simultaneously te> CH>i)firm its asse*nt to allowing Russia
iTree'dom of action in drawing up her future frontiers in the; west.

Note of the Russiafi Mmister for Foreign Affairs of February 14, 1917,
No, 26, addressed to the French Ambassador at Petrograd :

In your Note of to-day’s date your Excellency was goenl enough to

inform the Imperial Gove*rnment that the Governme*nt e)f the Republic
was contemplating the; inclusion in the terms of peace to be offered to
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Germany of the following demands and guarantees of ar territorial

nature

:

(1) Alsace-Lorraine; to be restored to France.

(2) The frontiers are to be extended at least up to the limits of

the former principality of Lorraine, and are to be drawn up at the

discretion of the French Government so as to provide for the strate-

gical needs and for the inclusion in French territory of the entire

iron district of Lorraine and of the entire coal district of*the Saar

valley.

(8) The rest of the territories situated on the lef^ bank of the

Rhine which now form part of the German Empire are to be entirely

separated from Germany and freed from all political and ecdnomic
dependence upon her. ^

(4) Th(; territori(‘s of the left bank of the Rhine outside French
territory are to be constituted an autonomous and neutral State,

and are to be fiecupied by French troops until such time as the enemy
Stat(;s have* completely** satisfied all the conditions and guarantees

indicated in the treaty of peace.

Your Excell(‘ncy stated that the Government of the Republic would
be happy to hv able to r(*ly upon the support of the Imperial Government
for the carrying out of its plans. By order of his Imperial Majesty, my
most august master, I have the honour, in the name* of the Russian
Government, to inform your Excellency by the present Note that Ihe
Government of the Republic may rely upon the support of the Imperial

Government for the carrying out of its plans as set out above.
—(Manchester Guardian, December 12, 1917.)

l^elegramfrom the Russian Ambassador in Paris, March 11, 1917, No, 168.

See my reply to teli'gram No. 167, No. 2. The Government of the

Frenc;h Republic, anxious to confirm the importance of the treaties con-

cluded witn the Russian Government in 1916 for the settlement on tht*

termination of the war of the (juestion of Constantinople and the Straits

in accordance with Russia’s aspirations, anxious, on the other hand, to

secure for its ally in military and industrial respects all the guarantees
desirable for the safety and the economic development of the Empire,
reco^ises Russia’s complete liberty in establishing her western frontiers.

(Signed) IsyoLSKY.

—(Manchester Guardian, December 12, 1917.)

Mr. Balfour, in the lluuse of Commons on December 19, 1917,

referring to this proposal for a buffer state, said categorically : ^

We have never expressed our approval of it, nor do I believe it

repr(;s(*nts the policy of successive French Governments who have
held oifiec during the war, Nr\ cr did we desire and never did we
cncourugc Jic idea.
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* APPENDIX III

EXTRACTS FROM PRESIDENT WILSON’S SPEECHES
IN 1918

»

In the correspondence rejjardiiifr the negotiations for })eiiee in

October 1918, the German Note of October 12 stated, ‘ The Gk^man
Government has accepted the terms laid down by President Wilson
in his address of January 8 and in his subsemK’iit addresses on the
foundation of^^ permanent peace of justice. Consequently its object

in enterinfx into discussions would be only to a^rrt*e upon practical details

of the Application of these terms President Wilson’s utti'rances have’

therefore a definite bearing? on the l(‘j»al basis of the Treaty.

The followinjr illustrative extracts are tluTefore quoted :

(1) Speech of JAxrAUY 8, ‘The PoruTEEX Points'

Onc(’ more, as repeatedly before, the s)1i»kesmen of tiu* Central

Empires have indicated their desire to discuss the objects of the war
and the possible base’s of a jji iieral peace. Parleys have Ix’i ii in pro-

gress at Bri?st-Lito\’sk betwe’cn Russian representative’s and repre-

sentatives of the CVntral Powers, tei which the* attention of all (he

belli^e*rents has been invited for the* purpose of asee’rtaininjj wlu’ther

it may be possible’ to extenel the’se parle’vs into a ;T(?iH»nil confe’re’iiee

with regard to terms of pe’ace and se’tth’iiH’nt. The Russian repre’-

sentatives presented ne)t only a perfe’ctly definite’ statement, of Mk*

principles upon which the’y wendel be willing to (’one’lude* peae’e’, but

also an e’qually de’finite programme of the eonere’te applic’ation of*

those prinei[)les. The re’pre’sentative’s eif the* Central Powe’rs on their

part preseiite*ei an outline of se’ttlemeiit which, if much less definite,

seemed suscfcptible of liberal inte’rpretation until their spe*eific pro-

gramme of prae’tie’al terms was added.
That pro|jramme proposc’d no concessions at all either to th(’

sovereijjnty of Russia or to the preferences of the populations with
whose fortunes it dealt, but meant, in a word, that tlu’ Ci ntral Empire s

were to keep evi-ry foot of territory their armed forces had occu|)ied -

every province’, eve’ry city, e’ve’ry pe>int of vantajje-—as a pe’rmaiu’nt

adelitieai te) the ir territories and their peiwe r.

It is a rcasonabfe’ conje’cture that ther ^e’lieral principle’s e»f se’ttle*-

ment which they at first sii^j^e’sted orijjinate-d with the- meire libe ral

state’sme;ii eif Germany and Austria, the me’ii who have- be-^fun to fee-l

tile- fore’e- eif their own pe-ople’s’ thou^jht and purpose-, while- the* c<»n-

ere-te te*rms e^f actual se-ttleme*iit came* from the* military le-aele-rs, who
hfive no thouj»ht but te» kee*p what the-y have {'ot. The ne’^eitiations

have been bre>ken off. The* Russian representative’s were si ne’e-re* and
in earnest. They cannot entertain such proposals of eonejue’st and
dominatieui.

The whole incident is full of siffnificnnee. If: is niso full of per-

plexity. With whom are* the Russian represe-ntalivcs <Jealin/( ? For
whom are* the rejiresentative-s of the C.e*ntral Empires speaking ? Are
they speaking,' feir the majorities of their resjieetive- Parliaments or for
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the minority parties, that military and Imperialistic minority which
has so far dominated their whole policy and controlled tHe affairs of
Turkey and of the Balkan States which have felt obliged to become
their associates in this war ?

The Russian r<*prcsentatives have insisted very justly, very wisely,

and in the true spirit of modem democracy, that the conferences- they
have b(‘en holding with Teutonic and Turkish statesmen should be
held within open, not closed, doors, and all the world has been
audience, as was desired. To whom have we been listenirfg, then ?

To those who speak the spirit and intention of the resolutions of the
German Reichstag of July 19th last, the spirit and indention of the

Liberal leaders and parties of Germany, or to those who resist and
defy that spirit and intention and insist upon cfonqucst and sitbjuga-

tion ? Or arc we listening in fact to both, unreconciled innd in open
and hopeless (!ontradiction ? These are very serious and pregnant
(piestions. Upon the answer to them depends the peace of the world.

But whatever the results of the parleys at Brest-Litovsk, whatever
the (jonfusions of counseFand of purpose in the utterances of the spokes-
men of th(‘ Central Empires, they have again attempted to acquaint
the world with their objects in thc^ war, and have again challenged their

adversaries to say what their objects arc and what sort of settlement

they would deem just and satisfactory.

There is no good reason why that challenge should not be responded
to, and responded to with the utmost candour. We did not wait for

it. Not once, but again and again, we have laid our whole thought and
[lurpose before the world, not in gc'iuTal terms only, but each time with
suflieient definition to make* it clear what sort of definitive terms of
settlement must nt cessarily spring out of them. Within the last week
Mr. Ll<»yd George has spoken with admirable candour and in admirable
spirit for the pc*ople and Gk)vernment of Great Britain.

There is no confusion of c’ounsel among the advcTsaries of the
Central Empires, no uncertainty of principle, no vagueness of detail.

The only seeri cy of counsel, the only lack of fearless frankness, the
only failure to make definite statement of the objects of the war,
lies with Germany and her allies. The issues of life and death hang
upon tlu*se definitions. No statesman who has the least conception of
liis responsitiility ought for a moment to permit himsell* to continue
this tragical and appalling outpouring of blood and treasure unless he
is sure beyond a peradventure that the objects of the vital sacrifice are
part and panrd of the very life of society and that tlu‘ pt^ople for whom
lu* speaks think them right and imperative as lu* does.

Th(*re is, moreover, a voice calling for these definitions of principle
and of purjiose which is, it sei'ins to me, more thrilling and more com-
pelling than any of the many moving voices with which the troubled
air of the world is filled. It is the voice of the Russian people. They
art' i)rf»strate and all but helpless, it would seem, before the grim power
of G(*rma7'y, which has hitherto know'ii no relenting and no pity.

Th(‘ir |>ower appiirently is shattered. And yet their soul is not sub-
servient. They will not yield either in principle or in action. Their
c(»ne<‘ption of what is right, of what is humane and honourable for them
to accept, has been stated with a frankness, a largeness of view, a
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generosity of spirit, a universal human sym|)uthy, which must challenge
the admiration of every friend of mankind ; and thiy have refused to
compound their ideals or desert others that they themselves may b(‘

safe. They call to us to say what it is that we desin*, in what, if in

anything, our purpose and our spirit differ from theirs ; and I belii've

that the people of the United States would wish me to resfMuid wit li

utter simplieity and frankness.
Whether their present leaders belit‘v<* it or not. it is our h(‘artfi‘U

desire and hop(‘ that some way may be opeiu‘d whereby wc may be
privileged to assist tin* p(‘0])lc? of Russia to attain their utmost hope of

liberty aiid ordered p(‘aee.

It will be our wish and purpose that the proec sses of pt'atre, when
they are begun, shall lie absolut(‘Iy open, aiui that th(‘y sWll involve
and permit Ahenet'forth no seert‘t iindcTstJiiidings of any kind. The
day of concpiest and aggrandi/A'iiieiit is goiu‘ by ; so is also the day
of secret (*ovenants entered into in the int(‘rest of particular Govern-
ments and likely at some unlooki‘d-for mon^|nt to upset the pi‘aee of
the world.

It is this happy fact, now clear to the view of every public man
whos(* thoughts do not still linger in an age that is dead and gon(\

w'hich makes it i)ossibl(‘ for every nation whose purpos(‘s an* eonsisti'iit

with justice ana the peace of the world to avow now or at any otlier

tim(‘ the objects it has in view.

We entered this war b(‘eause violations of right had oeeurred
which touched us to the <|uiek and made* the life of our own pec)))le

in)possible unless they were eorr(‘eted and ila* world s(‘eured once for

all against tlu ir reeurrenet

.

What we demand in this war, tluu’efore, is nothing peculiar to

ourselves. It is that the world be made lit and safe to live in, and
particularly that it be made safe for evc-ry peacre-loving nation which,
like our own, wishes to liv(* its <»wn free life, dc*termine its own institu-

tions, be assured of justice and fair dealing by tlie <»ther peoples of the
w’orld, as against force and s(*l(isli aggression. All the peoples of the
world are in effect jiartners in this interc*st, and for our own part wir see

very clearly that unless justice be- done to others it will not be done to us.

The programnu* of the world’s pea<H*, therefore, is our programme,
and that programme, the only p(»ssibl(* programme, as we sec* it, is

this :

Oiie, Ojx*n covenants of peacre opi*nly arrived at, after which there
shall be no private* international understandings of any kind, but
diplomacy shall proceed always frankly aiul in the public view.

Tivo, Absolute* freedom of navigation upon the seas outside terri-

torial waters alike in fK-ace and in war, excej)t as the* seas may be* closed

iif whole or in part by internatioiiai ae'tieui fe>r the* enfeireremcnt e»f

international ceivcnaiits.

Three. The removal, so far as jx>ssibJe, e>f all e*ce>ne>mie barriers anel

the establishment of an equality of trade conditie>ns among all the
nations consenting to the pc*ac(; and associating themselve*s for its

maintenance.
Four. Adequate* giiaraiite:;es givcni and taken that national arma-

ments will be reduced to the lowest [xiint <!onsistent with domestic safety.

OL. 1. jr f
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Five. A free, open-niiiicled, and absolutely impartial adjustment
of all colonial claims based u|)on a strict observance of the princi|^e

that in determining all such (piestions of sovereignty the interests of

the populations conccTiied must have equal weight with the equitable-

claims of the Government whose title is to he detcrniinc;d.

Six. The evacuation of all Russian territory, and such a settlement
of all questions affecting Russia as will secure the best and freest co-

operation of the other nations of the world in obtaining for her an
iinhamper(‘d and unembarrasst-d on|:K>rtunity for the independent
d(?termination of her own political aevelojimc'iit and national policy,

and assure her of a sincere welcome into the society oi free nations
under institutions of her own choosing, and more than a welcome,
assistance also of every kind that she may ne(‘d and may herself desire.

The treatment accorded Russia by her sister nations in 'the months
to come will be the acid t(‘st of their goodwill, of their comprehc^nsion
of her needs as distinguished from their own interests, and of their

intelligent and unselfish pathy.
Seven. Belgium, tiu- whole- world will agree, must be (-vaeuated and

restored without any attempt to limit the sovereignty which she enjoys
in common with all other fn-t* nations. N<j oth(‘r single- act will serve

as this will serve* to restore- eonfidenee among the nations in the laws
which they have themse-lves set and determined for the governnu-nt
of their relations with one anothi*r. Without this hi-aling act tin* whole
structure and validity of International Law is for e ver imjiaired.

Eight. All French territory should be freed, and the invadc-d portions

restored, and the wrong done- to Frane'e* by Prussia in 1871 in the* matter
of Alsace-Lorraine, which has unsettled the pe-aet- of the world for

iu*arly fifty years, sheaiid lie- rigfited in e)rdt‘r that pea(*e may onei* more
be made seeaire- in the interest of all.

Nme. A readjustment of tIu- frontiers of Italy should be effected

along clearly recognizable* lines of nationality.

Teti. The* pee)pl<*s of Austria-Hungary, whose place* ame)ng t lu-

nations we- wisli to se-e- safeguarde*d and assure*d, should be aeeorde*d

the* freest opportunity of autononujiis de-vele)pment.

Eleven. Rumania, Se*rbia. and Monteiu*gro should be e*vacuate*(l,

occupied te*rritories re*stored, Serbia aeee)rele*d free- and secure access te»

the sea, anel the* re-latieuis e)f the- se*veral Balkan States te) one- aimther
de*t(‘rmined by frienelly counse l aleuig histe»rieally .establishe*d lines of

alle*giance and nationality, and international guarantees of the- ])olitieal

and e-eemomie independe*nee anel te-rritorial integrity of the se*veral

Balkan States should be* entere*d into.

Txvelve. The Turkish pe>rtie»ns of the pre*seiit Ottoman Kinpire-

should be assured a se*eure- so> e-re-ignty, but the otlu*r nationalities

which are* now unde'r Turkish rule- should be- assured an undoubted
security e)f life and an absolutely iinniok'sted opportunity of autono-
mous dcvclopme*nt, anel the Dartlanelles should be permanently opened
as a ^re*e imssage to the ships and <*e>mnK*ree of all nations under inter-

national gilarantees

.

Thirteen. An independent Polish State shemlei be erected which
should include the territorie^s inhabite*d by indisputably Polish peipula-

tions, which should be assured a free* and se-cure access to the sea, and
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whose political and economic independence aiul territorial inte^ity
should DC guaranteed by intc^mational covenant.

Fourteen. A general association of nations nuist be formed under
specific covenants for the* purpose of affording mutual guarantees of
|)olitical indep^uidence and territorial integrity to great and small
•States alike.

In regard to these essi*ntial rt'ctifications of wning and assertions

of right we feel ourseh-es to be intimate partners of all the Governments
and jx^oples associated together against the Imperialists. We cannot
be separated in interest or divided in purpose. We stand together
until the end? For such arrangements and covenants we are willing

to fight and to continue to fight until thc’V are achievt‘d, but only
because we wish the right to prevail and desire’ a just and stable peace,

such as cari^be sc*cured only by removing the chief jirovocations to
war, which this programme doc’s rcanovc*.

We have no jc'alousy of German greatness and there is nothing
in this programme that impairs it. We grud^# her no ac^hievement or
distinction of learning or of paeifie enterprise, suc*h as have made her
record very bright and vc’ry (‘iiviable. We do not wish to injure her or
to block in any way her legitimate inlluenee or power. We do not wish
to fight her either with arms or with hostile arrangc’iiu’nts of trade* if

she is willing to associate hersc'lf with us and the other peaec’-loving

nations of the* world in covc’uants of justice and law and fair-dealing.

We wish her only to ac^c’ept a place of c’cpiality among tin* pc’oples of the

world—the new world in which wc* now live instead of a place of
mastery. NeitluT do wc* presume to suggc’st to her any alteration or

modifi(»ation of her institutions.

But it is lu'cessary, wc* must frankly say, and n(*(U‘ssary as a pre*-

liminary to any intelligent dealings with her on our part, that we
should kr)ow whom her spokesmen speak for when tla’V spc’ak to us,

whether for the Reichstag majority or for thi* military party and the
men whose creed is Imperial domination.

We have’ spoken now surely in t<’rms t»»o concrete to admit of any
further doiifd or qiu’stion. An e’vide’iit prinei))le runs through the
whole programme 1 have outlined. It is t h(’ prineiph’ of justice to all

people’s and natiemalitie’s anel the-ir right t«) live em eepial terms of

liberty and safety with e^ne another, whe’ther they be stre)ng or weak.
Unle ss this jirine'iple’ be maele’ its foundation no part (»f the’ stnu’ture

of international justice’ can stand. The’ pe’eiple’ of the’ Unite’d State’s

could ae*t upon ne» othe’r jirineiple*, and te) the vindication of this principle

the’y are re’aely to de*vote the-ir Iiv<*s, their heine»ur, anel exe-rything

they possess. The’ moral climax of this the’ eadminatiiig anel final war
foj; human liberty has eorne’, and they are* ready te> put the ir own
strength, the-ir own highest purpe>se*, their e)wn inte-grity :inel de’ve>tion

to the’ te’st.

(2) Spkecii ok FKimrAKY II, ‘ Thk Foru Fiuxciplks
’

Gentlemkn ok tiik Conokess,
On January 8th 1 had the honour of addre-ssing yem e>n the objects

of the war as our people, conceive them. The- Prime’ Minister of Gre-at

Britain had spoken in similar terms ein January 5th. Te) these* addre-sses

F f 2
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the Gemnan Chancellor replied on the 24th, and Count Czernin for

Austria on the same day. It is gratifying to have our desire so promptly
realiz(*d that all exchangers of view on this great matter should be made
in the hearing of all the world.

Count Czernin’s reply, which is dire cted chiefly to njy own address
of January 8th, is uttere‘d in a very friemdly tone. He finds in my
statement a suflieiently encouraging approach to the views of his own
(Jovernment to justify him in believing that it furnishes a .basis for

a more detailerd discussion e>f purposes by the* two Governments. He
is represented to have* intimated that the views he was expressing had
been communicated to me* beforehand, and that I was aware of them
at the time* he was utte'ring the*m. But ir) this I am sure he was mis-
unde*rste>od. I had receiverd no intimation e)f what he intended to say.

There was, of e*e)urse‘, no rerason why he* should communic^fte privately

with me. I am epiite content to be* e^ne* e)f his public audience.

Count von He*rtling’s r(*ply is, 1 must say, very vague and very
(H)nfusing. It is full of eq^iivocal phrases and leads it is not clear whcTe.

But it is e^ertainly in a v(*ry diffe*rent tone* from that of Count Czernin
and appar(*ntly e/f an opposite purpe)se*. It confirms, I am sorry to say,

rather than r(‘movTS the* unfortunate* impre ssion made by what we had
k^ariK'd e>f the* ere)nfe*renee‘s at Brest-Lite)vsk. His discussion and
aceeptane^e e>f e)ur g(MU*ral principles le‘ad him to ne) practical conclusions.

He* re-fuses to apply them to the substantive* items which must
constitute* the body e)f any final se‘ttleme‘nt. He is jealous of

inte*rnational action anel of inte*rnatioiial eM)nns(‘l. He aejcepts, he says,

the prineaple* of public eliple)inaey, but he* apjx'ars to insist that it be
e!e>nfine*d, at any rate* in this erase*, to g(*ne*ralitie*s, and that the several

partie*nlar epu'stions of te*rritory and se)ve*re*ignty, the several questions

upon whose* settleme‘nt must ele*pe*nd the* acceptance of peace bv the*

twenty-thre*e* State*s now e‘ngage*d in the* war, must be eiiserussee! and
settle*d not in gene*ral coune'il, but seve*rally by the* nations me)st imme-
diate*!}^ e*oneerne*e] by intere*-st or ne*ighbe)urhood.

He* agrees that the* se*as should be* fre-e*. but looks askance at any
limitation te> that freeeJe)m by international action in the interest of
the* ee)mmon e)rde*r. He* would without re*serve* be* glad to see (economic

barrie‘rs re*move'd b('twe*e'n nation aiiel natie>n. for that could in no way
imfH*ele* the* ambitions e>f the inilitary party, with whom he seems con-
straine‘d to ke*ep on te*rtns, Ne*ither de)e*s he raise objection to a limita-

tion of armaments. That matte*r will be* settled of itself, he thinks,

by economic ee)nditionN which must follow the war. But the
Ge*rman colonies he* demands must be returne*d without debate. He
will discuss with no one* but the repre‘st*ntatives of Russia what dis-

|X)sition shall be made* of the* f)e*e)ph*s and the lands of the Baltic

provinc(*s, with no one but the Government of France the ‘ conditions
’

und *r which French territory shall be evacuated, and only with Austria

what shall be done with Poland. In the determination of all questions

affeerting the Balkan State's he defe*rs, as I understand him, to Austria

and Turkey, and with regard to the agreements to be entered into

concerning the non-Turkish fK'Oples of the present Ottoman Empire
to the Turkish authoriti(*s themselvcrs.

After a settlement all re>und effected in this fashion by individual
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barter and concession he would Imve no objection, if I coriXH*tly interpri't

his statement, to a Leajjno of Nations which would undertake to hold
the new Balance of Power steady against external disturbance.

It must be evident to i‘very one who understands what this war
has wought iq the opinion and temper of the world that no gi'iieral

pt'ace, no pc^ace worth the infinite saerifiei‘s of these years of tragical

suffering, can possibly be arrivc‘d at in any such fashion. The nu'thod
the German Chancellor pro|)os(‘s is thi' method of the Congress of

Vienna. We cannot and will not return to that. What is at stake now
is the peace of the world. What we ari‘ striving for is a new inter-

national ord(^ based upon broad and universal principles of right

and justice—no mere peace of shrt‘ds and |>atehes. Is it }K)ssibIe that
Count von Hertling a(H\s not sec‘ that. do(‘s not grasp it, is in fact

living in hi? thought in a world di‘ad and gone ? Mas he utterly for-

gotten the Reichstag resolutions of .Inly 19th, or does he deliberately

ignore them ? They sj)oki‘ of the conditions of a gcMieral peace, not of
national aggrandizement or of arrangt'inents /^‘twc‘en State* and State.

The* peace of the w'orld elepenels U|K)n the**jiist si‘ttlenu‘nt e)f e*aeh e»f

the seve*ral problems to which I adve‘rte‘d in iny ree*ent aeielre*ss tei the
Congress. 1, of course, do not mean that the fx ae*!* of the* worlel depends
upon the acceptance eif any partiendar set e)f sugge*stie)ns as te» the* way
in which those firobleius are* to be eie*alt with. I nu*an only that those

problems, each and all, affee't the* whole* weu'lel, that unle*ss they nr<‘ de*alt

with in a spirit of unse*]fis)) anel iinbiase*d justice, witli a view te) the*

wishe‘s, the natural ce)nne*e‘tie>ns, the* racial aspiratie>ns, the* security,

and the peace of mind e)f the* pe*ople‘s in\'olvce1, no pc*rinanent jH‘ace*

will have been attained. The*y c;anneit be* discusse*d se*parati*Iy or in

cemuTs. None* of the*m constitute*s a private* or se*parate* intejre'st from
which the e^pinion of the* w'orld may be* shut e>ut. W'hate*ve*r affects

the peace affects mankind, and nothing se*ttle*d by military fori!e, if

se*ttle*d wre)ng, is .se*ttle*d at all. It will pre*sently have* te) be rce)pencd.

Is Ce)unt ve)n Me rtling ne)t aw^are* that he* is speaking in the* C!Ourt. of

mankind, and that all the* awake*ne*<i nations e)f the* world now sit in

judgment on what cve*ry public man, of whute*ve*r nation, may say on
the issue's of a conflict which has spre*ad te» every re*gie)n of the world ?

The Reichstag re'seilutions of July themselves frankly ace*e*pte*d the*

de*cisie>ns of that e*e)urt . There shedl be no annexations, no amtributions,

no punitive damages: Pceiplcs are* iK)t to be* handed about freim e)n<* sove*-

re*ignty to another by an inte‘rnatioL)al (»onfcre*Mce* e^r an und<*rstanding

be*tweML*n rivals and antage)nists. National aspirations must be* res|K*ctcd ;

peonies may now be dominate*!! and gove*rne*d e)nly by the*ir own e*e)ns(*nt.

" Self-d ( termination ’ is not a nie?re phrase. It is an im[)erative* priiuriple

yf a<*tion which statesmen will he*nce*forth ignore* at their iK*ril.

Wc cannot have general peace for the* asking or by the men*
arrangements of a jK:ac(* conf(*re*nc<*. It cannot be pie*ce*d togcthe*r out
of inciividual understandings bctwce*n |X)we‘rful States. All the* parties

to this war must join in the settleiiufiit of every issue anywhere involved

in it, because what we arc seeking is a |x*ace that we am all unite to

guarantee and maintain, and every item of it must b(* submitted to the

common jud^ent whether it be right and fair, an act of justice rather

than a bargain between Sovereigns.
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The United States has no desire to interfere in European affairs,

or to act as arbiter in European territorial disputes. She would disdain

to take advantage of any internal weakness or disorder to impose her
own will upon another people. She is quite ready to be shown that the
settlements she has suggested are not the best or the ^ost enduring.
They are only her own prov^isional sketch of principles and of the way
in which they should be applied. But she entered this war because she
was made a partner, whetlier she would or not, in the sufferings and
indignities inflicited by the militarj'^ masters of Germany against the

C
eace and se(!urity of mankind, and the conditions of peace will touch
er as nearly as they will touch aii}^ other nation to whi<4i is entrusted

a leading part in the maintenance of civilization. She cannot see her
way to pc^ace until the causes of this war are removed, its renewal
rendered as nearly as may be impossible.

This war had its roots in the disregard of the rights of small nations
and of nationalities which lacked th(‘ union and the force* to make good
their claim to determiiR;,ljh(‘ir own allegiances and their ow^n forms of
jK)litieal life. Covenants miust now Ik* entert*d into which will render
such things impossihk* for the future, and those covenants must b(*

backed by the* united force of all the nations that love justice, and are

willing to maintain it at any cost. If territorial settlements, and the
political relations of great populations which have* not the organized
power to resist, are to be d(*teriuiiied by the* (‘ontraets of the powerful
Gov(*rnments, whieh consider themseh'cs most directly affected, as Count
von Hert ling propos<*s. why may not (“<»onomi(‘ (ju(*stions also? It has come
about in the* altere*d world in which we now find ourselves that justice*

aiief the* rights of pe*oj)le*s affee*t the* whole field of international de*aling as

much as access to raw mate*rials anel fair and e*ejual ce)nditions e)f trade*.

Count von He*rtling wants the e*ssential base*s of commercial and
industrial life to be* saf(*guarde*el by e*(nn?ne)n agre-ement anel guarantee*,

but he e*annot exj)e*et that to be- e*one'cele*el him if the* e)the*r matters to

be determiiu'd by the* artie*Ie;s e)f j»eae*e* are* ne)t hanelleei in the* same* way
as items ii> the*, final ae*e*e)unting. He e*anne)t ask the* benefit e)f common
agre*eme*nt in the* e)ne* fie lel withenit ae*cording it in the* e)ther. I take it

fe)r grant.e*d that he* se*e*s that se*])arate* and selfish ee)mj)acts with re*garel

to trade* and the* esse*ntial mate*rials of manufacture* would afford ne)

femndati(»n fe)r peae*e*. Neithe r, he* may rest assured, will se parate and
selfish compacts with re gard te) province s and |K‘e)|)les.

Count (’zernin see-ms to se e* the fundamental elements e)f pe*ae*e

with clear e‘ye*s and eloe s ne)t see k te> obscure them. He sees that an
iiuie pende'nt Pe)land made* up e)f all the* indisputably Polish pee>ples whe>
lie* eontigue)Us te) one ane)the*r is a luxitte-r eif Eure:)pc‘an concern and
must, of e*e)urse*, be* ee)iK*e*<led ; that Belgium must be evacuated an(l

restored, ne) matter w'hat saerifie*e*s xuid conce*ssions thxit may inve)lvc ;

and that national aspirations must be* satisfied even within his own
Empire in the* comme)n inte*rt st of Eure)pe and mankind. If he is

silent abiiUt que*stions whieh te>ueh the interest and purpose of his

Allies more nearly than the*y te>uch tlie)se of Austria only, it must, of
(‘ourse, be betiause he fee ls ee)nst rained, 1 suppose, to defer to Germany
and Turkey in the circumstances. Seeing and conceding, as he docs,

the essential principles iin oh t*d and the ne‘cessity of candidly applying
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them, he jiaturally feels that Austria can n\sj)ond to the pur{)Ose of
peace as exprt'ssed by the United States with lc*ss embarrassment than
(^ould Germany. He would pnibably have gone mueh farther had it

not been for the embarrassments of Austria's allianees, and of lier

dependence upon Germany.
After all, the test of whetluT it is })OKsible for either Government

to go any further in this comparison of views is simple and obvious.
The jirinciples to hv applied are these*

:

First, that each part of the final se'tth iiu nt must be based upon the
I'ssential justice* of that particular ease* and upon such adjustments as
are most lik#ly to bring a p(*aee* that will be* permanent;

S^cmid, that peoples aiul provinee*s are* not to lu* bartered about
from sovereignty to sover(*ignty as if thi'V were* mere* cliattels aiiel

pawns in i#game, even the* gre*at game*, ne)w for e‘ver discre*dite*d, of the
Balance* e)f Pe)we*r ; but that.

Thirds e*v(‘ry territorial se‘ttle‘nu‘nt in\e>lve‘d in this war must be
made* in the* intere*st and feu* the* l)e*ne‘iit e)f flu* populations eonct'rne*(l,

and ne^t as a part- ed* any nu*re* adjiistme*iA*or compromise* of claims
ameuigst rival States; and

Fourth, that all we*II-de*fine*d national aspirations shall he ace'orde‘d

the* utme>st satisfae*lion that e*an be ae*ee»rele*el the‘m witheuit introducing

ne*w or pe*rpetuating olel e*Ie‘ments eif elise*e)rel and antagemism that
woulel he* like ly in time* te) [)reak the peace e»f Eure>pe‘, and eonse(|uently

of the* we)rld.

A general peace eree*te*d u|M>n such feumelations (*an be diseusseel.

Until such a pe‘aee e^an he* see*ure*d we* have* no e*hoie*e* luii te> ge) on. So
far as we* e*an judge*, these* prine*if)les that we* r<*gard as fundamental
are* alre*ady everywhere ae*e*e*pte*el as imperative* exe»ej)t among the*

si)e)kesnien e)f the military anel anne*xatie>nist, |)arty in (ie*rmaiiy. If

tne*y have* anywhe*re e*lse tK-e-n reje*e*te*<l the* e>hje*e*tors have* ne)t be*e*ii

suf!ie*ie*iitly nume*rous e»r inlhie*ntia] to make* the ir voice's audible*. The*

tragie*al e*ircumstaiie*e* is that this e)ne* party in (Ge rmany is appare*ntly

willing and able te> send millieuis e>f men te) the*ir de*ath te) pre*ve*nt what
all the* we)rlel ne)W se*e*s te) be* just,

1 would ne)t be* a true s{)oke*sman of the pe*e)ple* e)f the* Unite*d Stati*s

if I die! nctf- say euiee* ine)re* that we* ente*re*d this war upe)ii nei small

oeeasieui, anel that we* e!an ne ve r turn back fre)m a ee)urse* c*he)s(‘n upon
prine*iple*. Our rese)ure*e*s are- in part. mobili/.e*d ne)w, and we* shall not

pause* until the*y are* me)bilize'ei in the*ir e*ntire*ty. Our armie s are* rapidly

going to the fighting freint, anel will gei me)re* anel nie)re* rapielly. Our
whe)le strength will be* put inte) this war eif e-maneipatie>n - <*mari(*ipatioii

from the* threat and attempte el maste ry e)f se*llish greuijis e)f autocratic;

rulers— whatever the* difllerulties and pre se nt partial ele lays.
* We* are indomitable* in our peiwe*r of inde‘pe*ndent ac*tioii, and can in

no eireumstanee*s conse-nt te) live* in a world governe'd by intrigue; and
fe)rce. We bc*lieve that our own de*sire for ne w ifiteriiational e)rder,

under whieli reason and justice* and the* ce)mmon inte*rcsts of mankind
shall prevail, is the* desire* of e*nlightc*ned m(*n e*vc*rywhe*n*. Without
that new order the world will be* witheujt [K‘ae*(*, and human life will

lack tcilerable conditions of existence* and de*ve*lc)pme*nt. Having set

our hand to the* tusk of achieving it, we* shall not turn back.
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I hope that it is not necessary for me to add that no wcgxi of what
I have said is intended as a threat. That is not the temper of our peoplt^.

I have spoken thus only that the whole world may know the true spirit

of Amenca, that men everywhere may know that our passion for justice

and for self-government is no mere passion of words,
^
but a passion

which once set in action must be satisfied. The power of the United
States is a menace to no nation or people. It will never be used in

aggression or for the aggrandizement of any selfish interests of pur own.
It springs out of freedom, and is for the service of freedom.

(3) Speech of April 6, 1918
*

II

This is the anniversary of our aeeeptanei^ i)f Germany's challenge
to fight for our right to live and be free* and for the saertd rights of

free men everywhere. The nation is awake. There is no need to eall

to it. We know what the war must cost : our utmost saerifiee, the
lives of our fittest men, and if need be all that we possess. The loan

we are met to discuss is ofil of the k^ast parts of what w(‘ an* calked U}x>n

t<i give and to do, though in itself imperative. The p(‘oj)k* of the whole
country are alive to the necessity of it and an* ready to k*nd to the
utmost even where it involv(‘s a sharp skimjiing and daily sacrifice* to

lend out of meagre* <*arnings. They will look wdth rejirobation and
contempt upon those* who can and will not, upon those >vho demand
a higher rate of interest, upon thosi* who think of it as a men* eomnH*reial
transaction. I have not come, therefon*, to urge the loan, I have (!onu*

only to give you if I can a more vivid conception of what it is for.

The reasons for this gr(*at war. the reason why it had to come,
the need to fight it through and the issm*s that hang upon its outcome
an* more cleariy diseloseil now than c‘ver btfore. It is c*asy to see just

what this parti(*ular loan means, because the causi* we an* fighting for

stands inon* sharply revealed than at any pre\'ious crisis of the momen-
tous struggle. The man who knows least can now s(*e plainly how* the
cause of justiei* stands and wdiat tin* imperishable thing is he is asked to

invest in. Men in Ani(*riea may be more sure than they ever were
before that the cause is their owm, and that if it should be lost their

own great nation's plaei* and inissiim in tlu* world w^ould be, lost with it.

I call you to witness, my fellow-countrymen, that at no stage of
this terribk* business have* 1 judged the purjioses of Germany intem-
p(*rately. I should bi* ashanu*d, in the jiresence of affairs so grave, so

h'auglit with the destinies of mankind throughout all the world, to
sp(*ak with truculenee, to use tlu* w’eak language of hatred or vindictive
purpose. We must judge* as we would bi* judged. I have sought to
k‘arii the objects Germany has in this war from the mouths of her ow’ii

spokesmen and to deal as frankly with them as I wished them to deaf
with me. I have* laid bare* our own ideals, our own purjx>ses without
re serve or doubtful phrase, and have asked them to say as plainly >vhat

it is that !hcy seek.

Wt* have ourselves projK)sed no injustice, no aggression. We are
ready whenever the final reckoning is made* to be just to the German
people, deal fairly with the G<*rinan Power as with all others. Then*
can be no diffen*nce between jH^oples in the final judgment if it is indeed
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to lx* a rig^tcouh judgment. To proptxse anything but justice, even-
handed and dispassionate justice, to Gennany at any time, whatever
the outcome of the w^ar, would be to renounce and dishonour our own
cause. For we ask nothing that we are not willing to aeeonl.

It has beei;^ with this thought that I have* sought to l(*arn from
those who spoke for Gi*nnany whethe r it was justiev e)r (ioininie)n anel

the execution of their own will ujK>n the otheT natieuis e)f the we)rlel

that the pennan leaders were* seeking. The*y have answere‘d, aiiswere‘el

in unnustakable terms. They have* ave>we‘d that it was not justie*e*

but dominion and the unhindered e*xe*e‘utie>n e)f their e>wn w'ill.

The avowlll has ne>t eonu* fre>m Ge‘rmany’s state*smen. It has conn*

from ber military leaders, who are* he‘r real rulers. Her statesnie*ii have*

said that the*y wished p(*aeH* anel we*re* re*aely te) eliseuss its terms whenever
their oppejiiffrits were* willing to sit de>wn at the* e*e)nlere*nee* table* with
them. Her jire se nt (iiane*e‘Ilor has saiel-- in inde'iinite* and iineertiiin

teTins indee*<i and in phrases that e>ften se‘em te> ele ny the ir e)wn me*aning,

but with as much plainne*ss as he the)Ught |'rjident -that he* belie*ve*el

that peae*e shoulel be* bas(*el upon the* prineij)R‘s whieii we* hael ele*e*]are*ei

wenilci be* enir ow’n in the final se'ttleinei\t. At Brest -Litovsk her
civilian d(iegate*s spe)ke* in similar terms

;
profe‘sse*el tlieir elesire* to

conclude a fair pe*ae*e and ae^ee>rd te) the* pe*ople*s witli whose fortune's

they w'ere de*a]ing the* riglit to e*he)e)se th(*ir own all(*gian(*es. The
ac’tion aeeompanie*d and followeel the* pre)fe*ssion. Tlu*ir military

masters, the* men whe» aet for Gc'rmany and (*x)iibit h(‘r pur}>os(‘ in

ex(*eutie)n, preK'lainu*el a very eliffe*re‘nt e*one*lusie)n. We* canned mistake*

what they have done*—in Bussia, in Finland, in the* Hkraine*, in

Rumania. The re*al te*st e>f the*ir justie*e* and fair play has e*e»me*. Fn)m
this we* may judge* the* rest. The*y are* e*nje>ying in Russia a ehe*ap

triumph in wdiieh no brave or gallant nation e*aii haig take* pride*.

A gre*at pe*e)ple*. hel|)le*ss by the*ir e)wm ae*t, lies fe)r the* time* at their

me*re*y. The*ir fair preife ssiems are* fe»rgeiite*n. The y iie)wh<*n* se*t up
justice, but e*v(*rywhe*re impose* the*ir pe)we*r anel e*xple>it e*ve*rything fe»r

the*ir e)w*n use* anel aggraiielizeme*nt ; and the* pe*e>ple*s e)f e'e>nepie*re'd

pre)vinee*s are* invit(*d to be* fre*e* unele*r the ir de>minion !

Are* w'e* lied justifi(*eJ in be*lie*ving that they weiulel elo the* same*

things at thear \Ve*ste*rn fre»nt if the*y we*re* ned the re* face* tei face* w'ith

the* armie*s whom e*ven the*ir e*e)uiitle*ss divisiems e*aniied e)ve*re*e)me* ? If,

when they have* fe*It the*ir ehe*e*k te» be* final, the*y should preipose*

favourable* and eepiitable* te*nus with re*gard tei Be*lgium and France*

and Italy, eeaild the*y blame* us if we* c*e>nelude*d that the*y did se» only

to assure themse*lve*s eif a fre*e* hand in Russia and the* East ? The*ir

purjK>se is undeiubte'dly to make all the* Slavie* pe*opl<*s, all the* fre-e* anel

ajnbitious nations e>f the Balkan Pe'iiinsula, all the* lands tluit Turkey
has dominated and rnisnik'd, subje*cd. to the*ir w'ill anel ambition and
build U|X)n that dominion an Empire <d* feiren* ufMin wdiieh the*y fancy

that the*y can the*n e‘re*et an Empire* of gain and eomme*re*ial supre*maey
—-an Empire as hexstile tei the Americas as te) the* Eure)j)e* whieh it will

overawe—^an Empire whieh will ultimate-ly maste*r Pe*rsia, Inelia, anel

the peoples of the* Far East. In such a preigramme* our ieie‘als, the ideals

of ju.stice and humanity and liberty, the prineij)le e)f the* free self-

determination of nations u|K)1i whieh all the inode*rn worlel insists, exin
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play no part. They are rejected for the ideals of power, for the principle

that th(^ strong must rule th(! weak, that trade must follow the flag

whether those to whom it is taken welcome it or not, that the peoples

of the world arc to be made subject to the patronage and ovcrlordship

of those who have? the power to enforce it.

That programme once carried out, America and kll who care or

dare* to stand with her must arm and prepare themselves to contest

the mastery of the world, a mestery in which the rights of common
men, the rights of women, and of all who are weak, must for the time
being be trodden under foot and disregarded, and the old, age-long

struggle for freedom and right begin again at its beginning. Ever^hing
that America has lived for and loved and grown great to vindicate and
bring to a glorious realization will have fallen in utter ruin, and
the gates of nu rcy once more pitilessly shut upon mankind ! The
thing is preposterous and imjMissibh’ ; and yet is not that what the
whole course and action of the* German armies has meant wherever they
hav<‘ moved ? 1 do not wish ev(*n in this moment of utte r disillusionment

to jiUlge harshly or unrigliteously. I judge only what the German arms
have* accomplished with unpitying thoroughness throughout every fair

region they have touched.
What, then, are we to do ? For mysi lf 1 am ready, ready still,

ready even now, to discuss a fair and just and honc’st peace* at any
time that it is sincerely jiroposed—a peaei* in whi(?h the strong and the
weak should fare alike. Ihit the answer wh(*n I jiroposi’d such a j:)eace

came from the* (iernian commanders in Uussia, and I cannot mistake
the meaning of the answer. I aeeept the challenge. 1 know that you
accept it. All the world shall know that you aeeept it. It shall appear
in till* utter sacrifice and self-forgetfulness with which we shall give all

that, we love and all that we have to redei’in the world and make* it

fit for frc*(* men like ourselv(*s t(' live in. Tins now is the meaning of all

that we do. Let everything that wt* say, my fellow-countrymen,
everything that we henceforth plan aiul accomplish, ring true to this

response till the majesty and nnght of our (oneerted power shall fill the
thought and utterly defeat the force* of those who float and misprize
what wi‘ honour and hold dear. Germany has once more said that
fon*t‘, and force alone, shall decide whether justice and p<‘g(t(‘ shall reign

in the affairs of men, whether right as America conceives it, or dominion
as sh(‘ eoiu’cives it, shall d(*terinine tlu* destinies of mankind. There is

t herefore but oiu* response possible from us : force, force to the utmost,
force without stint or limit, the righteous and triumphant force which
shall make right the law of the' world and east every .selfish dominion
down in the dust.

(4) Speech of .Ti ly 4, ‘The Forii En.us ’

Gentlemen of the Diplomatic C oups and my Fellow-citizens,

1 am happy t(> draw apart with yf»u to this quiet place ^ of old

i’ounsel in order to speak a little of the meaning of this day of our
iiatiorrs independence. The placi .seems very still and remote. It is

Mount Vernon.
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as serene and untouched by t}u‘ hurry of th<‘ world as it was in those
great days long ago when General Washington was hen^ and held
leisurely conferc’iice with the nu‘n who were to be associated with him
in the creation of a nation. From thc\se gentle s1ojk\s they look(‘d out
upon the world and saw it whole, saw it with the light of the future
UfX)n it, saw it* with nuKlern eyes that turned away from a past which
men of lib(*rated spirits could no longer endure. It is for tliat n*ason
that we cannot feel even here, in the imnu’diate presenee of this sacrecl

tomb, tliat this is a place of d<‘ath. It was a pla(‘i‘ of achievement.
A great promist* that was meant for all mankino was here given plan
and reality. il''he associations by which wi‘ are hen* surnuinded an* the
inspirjting associations of that" noble dtath which is only a glorious

eonsummation. From this grc’cn hillsidt^ we also ought to be able to
see with ecgnpreh(‘nding eyes that world that lies about us, and
should eoiiC(*ive anew the piir|>os(‘s that must set nu’ii free. It is

significant of their own character and j)nr|>ose and of the iniluenees

they w’cTe setting afoot that VVashingtem are! his asse>eiate*s, like* the*

Barons at Biinnynu’de*. spoke* aiiel aett*el ne>tlfe>r a class but a )>e*ople‘.

It has bee*n left for us to se*e‘ tei it that it shall be* unele*rste)e>el

that they spoke* anel aete*el net fe)r a single* ])e*e)ple* e»nly but few all man-
kind. The*y were* thinking net e)f the*mse‘l\e*s and et* the* niate*nal

inte‘re*sts which ce*ntre*d in the* little* gremps e)f lande)W'ne‘rs anel me*re*hants

and men e)f affairs witli whom the*y W’e*re aeeuste)nu*d te) aet in Virginia
and the* ee)le)nie‘s to the* newth and south et* he‘r, but e>f a })e()ple which
wislu’el te> be* ele»ne* with elasse*s and spe*e*ia1 inte‘re*sts and the authority
of nu n whe)m they hael net the nisetves ehose*n te> rule* e)ve‘r the*m. 'riie^y

entertaiiu'd lU) private* puriK)se*, <ie‘sire*d ne» pe*e*uliar jwivilege*. The*y
were* e'emseiemsly planning that nie*n e>f e*ve*rv e*lass shoulel be* fre‘e* and
Amerie*a a place* to which me*n euit et* e very nation might re*se>rt whe>

wished to share* with th(*in the* rights anel privile*ge*s et* fre*e* me’ii. And
we* take* enir cue* fre)ni the*ni, elo w’e* net ? We* inte*nel w'hat t he y inte*nde*d.

We* he*re* in America be*lie*ve* enir jiartie'ination in this pre*se*nt war te)

be* einly the* fruitage* of w’hat the*y plante ei. Our ease* diffe’rs from theirs

only in this, that it is e»ur inestimable privile*ge* te) e*e)neert with men e)ut

of eve*rv nation wtiat shall make net emJy the* libe*rtie*s of Ame*rie*ii

se cure, but tJu* liberties eif e*ve*ry othe*r pe*e)))le* as W'e‘11. We* are* haj>)>y

in the* thought that we* are j)e*rmitte*d to elo w’hat the-y weailel have* de)ne*

hael they been in eyir place*. The*re* must ne>w be* se‘ttle*el enK*e* for all

what was se*ttle*el fen* Aine*rie*a in the* great age* upon whe)se* inspiration

wr draw’ to-day. This is surely a fitting plae*e* fre)m which e*almly tei

le)e>k out.upein enir task that we* may feirtifv our spirits for its aecorn-

plishme*nt. Anel this is the* approjiriate* plae*e* from whie*h to ave»w, alike*

to the* friends who look on and te) the* friends W'ith W'henii we* have*

tlie* happiness to be associated in actieni, the* faith anel purpe)se* with

which we* ae*t. *This, then, is enir conception e)f the* great struggle* in

which we* are* engage*d. The* plot is written plainly upon e very scene*

and e*very act e)f the* siipre*m(* trage*dy. On the* e)ne* hanel .stand the
pe*oples of the* we>rld—not emly the peojiles ae*t.ually e*ngage*el, but many
eithers also w’ho suffe*r under mastery but e*anne)t ae*t

;
p(*oj)l(*s of many

races and in eve ry part; eif the* weirld—the* pe*ople* eif strie*k(‘n Kussia

still among the rest, the)ugh they are for the me)me*nt unorganiml and
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helpless. Opposed to them, masters of many armies, stands an
isolated friendless group of Gkivemments who speak no common purpose*

,

but only selfish ambitions of their own, by which none can profit but
themselves, and whose people are fuel in their hands—Gkivernments
which fear their people and yet arc* for the time their sovereign lords,

making evc’ry choice for them and disposing of their lives and fortunes

as they will, as well as of the lives and fortunes of every people who
fall unde r their power—(yovemments clothed with the strange trappings
and primitive authority of an age that is altogether alien and hostile to

our own. The past and the present arc in deadly grapple, and the
people’s of the world are being done to death between them. There can
be but one issue. The settlement must be final. There can be no com-
promise. ^o half-way decision would be tolerable. No half-w’ay decision

is conceivable. Th(\se are the ends for which the associated p(*oples of
the world are fighting and which must be conceded tliem bi’forc* there
can be peace : First, the destruction of every arbitrary po>ver anywhere
that can separately, see;;e;tly, and of its single choice disturb the peace
of the world, or, if it cannot be presently destroyed, at tlu* least its

rc’duetion to virtual inifiotenee. Second, the settk’ment of (*very ques-
tion, wheth(‘r of territory or sovendgnty, of (‘conomie arrangement, or
of political relationship, ujion the basis of the free acceptance of that
settlement by the people ininudiately coiK^erned, and not upon the
basis of the material interest or advantage of any other nation or
people* which may di’sire a different s(‘ttlemeiit for the sake of its own
exterior influence or mastery. Third, the consent of all nations to be
governed in their conduct towards each other by the same principles

of honour and of respi’ct for the common law of civilized society that
govern tlu* individual citizens of all modern States, and in their relations

with one another to tlie end that all promise’s and covi’iiants may b<’

sacredly observed, no private plots or conspiraeic’s hatched, no selfish

injuries wrought with imj)unity, and a mutual trust I’stablished upon
thi* handsonu’ foundation of a mutual respect for right. Fourth, the*

establishment of an organ rzjitiem of ])eace which shall make it certain

that the eombiiu’d jiower of free nations will cheek every invasion of
right and sc’rve to make peace and justice the more secure by affording
a definiU’ tribunal of opinion to which all must submit <?^nd by which
(’very international readjustment that cannot be amicably agreed upon
by the pi’oples directly coiu’crned shall be sanctioned. These great
objects can be put into a single sentence. What we seek is the reign of
law, hosed upon the consent of the gtwtTned and sustained by the organized
opinion of mankind. These great (‘uds cannot be achieved by« debating
and seeking to rc’coneiU’ and accommodate w'hat statesmen may wish,

with their projects for balances of ixiwer and of national opportunity.
They can be realiz('d only by the cietermination of w^Jiat the thinking
peoples of the world desire, with their longing hope for justice and for

social freedom and opportunity. I can fancy that the air of this place
carries th(* accents of such principles with a peculiar kindness. Here
were started forces wiiich the great nation against which they were
primarily directed at first regarded as a revolt against its rightful

authority, but which it has long since si’cn to have been a step in the
liberation of its own people as well as c»f the |K’ople of the United States,
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And I staivl hvrc now to sj^'ak ^ proudly and with confident
h#pc—of the spread of this revolt, tliis liberation, to the great st*ige

of the world itself. The blinded rulers of Prussia hav(' aroused forces

they knew little of, forees which once roused can never be crushed to
(‘artl) again, fof they have at the ir heart an inspiration and a pur)K>se

which are deathless and of the very stuff of triumph.

(5) SPi-:Ecn OF September *27. 1018, "The Five Partici/lahs ’

... I hnv(‘ come to seek an opjxirtunity to prest'iit to you some
thoughts which I trust will s(‘r\ t‘ to give* you. in perlyips fuller measure
than J>eforc% a vivid sense of the grave issues involved, in order that
you may appreciate and jvceept with addt'd I’lithusiasm the grave
significancecof the duty of supixirting the Governnu*nt by your men
and your means to the* utmost |x>int of saiTifiei* and seif-diMiial. No
man or woman who has really taken in what this war nu’ans can hesitate^

to give to the very limit of what they have*, and it is my mission here
to-night to try to make it eU’ar once more vlTlit the war really means.
You will need no other stimulation or reminder of your duty.

At (‘V(‘rv turn of the war we gain a fresh consciousness of what W(‘

mean to accomplish by it. When our ho]i<‘ and exj>(‘ctati(m are most
( xcited, we think more* definitely than before of the issues that hang
upon it. and of th(‘ purposes which must b(‘ realized by nutans of it.

For it has positive and well-defined purposes which W(‘ did not di’terminc

and which we cannot alter. No stat(‘sinan or assembly tTeat(*d them,
no statesman or assembly can alter th(‘in. Th(‘y havet arisen out of

the very nature and circumstances of the war. The most that states-

men or assemblies can do is to curry them out or be false to them. They
were, perhajis, not clear at the outset, but they are (’lear now.

The war has lasted more than four years, and the whole world has
been drawn into it. The common will (»f mankind has been substituted

for the piirticular purposes of individual States. Individual stati’smen

may have started the conflict, but neither they nor th< ir (inponcnts

can stop it as they please. It has become a pc’oples’ war, aiKi peoples

of all sorts and races, of every degree of pow(T and variety of fortune,

are involved in its swec'ping processes of change and settlement.

We came into it when its character had fieirome fully dc’fined and
it was plain that mo nation could stand apart, or be indiffen’ut to its

outcome. Its challenge dnive to the lu’art. of evcTything we cared for

and lived for. The voice of thet war had beirome (!l(*ar, and gripped <iur

hearts; • Our brothers from many lands as well as our own murdered
dead under the sea were (‘ailing to us, and we responded fiercely and
pf courage. The air was clear about us. \\c. saw things in their full,

convincing ])rcj(X)rt,ions as thi^y were, and we have seen them with

steady eyes and unchanging eomprerhension ever since. We actcepted

the issues of the war as facts, mit as any gniup of men lather herir or

elsewhere had defined them, and we can ac!cept no out(;ome which does

not scjuarcly meet and settle* them.
The issues are these : Shall tin; military fxiwer of any nation or

Made beside the tomb of Washington.
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group of nations be suffered to determine the fortunes of peoples over
whom they have no right to rule except the right of force ? Shall
strong nations be free to wrong weak nations and make them subject
to their purposes and interest ? Shall peoples be ruled and dominated
even in their own internal affairs by arbitrary and irresponsible /brec*

or by their own will and choice ? Shall there be a common standard
of right and privilege for all fxjoples and nations, or shall the strong
do as they will and the weak suffer without redress ? Shall the assertion

of right be haphazard and by casual alliance, or shall there be a common
<*oncert to oblige the observance of common rights ?

No man, no group of men, chose these to be the issues df the struggle.

They an; th(* issues of it, and they must be settled—by no arrangement
or compromise or adjustment of interests—but definitely and onc(‘

for all, and with a full and unequivocal acceptance of the pftnciple that
the interest of the weakt'st is as sacred as the interest of th(‘ strongest.

This is what we m(‘an when we sjx*ak of a permanent peace, if we speak
sincerely, intelligently, with a real knowlc*dg(‘ and comprehension
of the matter wc* deal with. . . .

If it be indexed and in truth the common object of the GovcTiiments
associated against GcTmany and of th(‘ nations whom they govcTu.
as 1 believe it to be, to achieve b}’' the coming s(*ttl(‘nu*nts a secure

and lasting peace, it will be necessary that all who sit down at the
peace table shall come ready and willing to pay tht‘ pri(*e, th(‘ only price,

that will procure it, and n'udy and willing to create* in some* virile

fashion the* only instrum(*ntality by which it c*an be* maele e*(*rtain that
the* agree‘m(*nts e)f the pc*ae'e* will be* honoure*ei and fulftlle*el.

Tliat ])rie'e is impartial justie*e in e‘V(*ry item of the se*ttlement, no
niatt(*r whose* interest is e*ross{*el, anel not only impartial justice, but
alse) the satisfaction e)f the S(*veral pc*ople*s wiK)se* fortune*s are* ele‘alt

with. That indispensable* instmmentality is a Le*ague e)f Nations,
fe)rmeei uneler ee)ve*naMts that will be* e*llie*ae*ie»us. Without sue*h an
instrume*ntality by whie*h the* ])e*ne*e* of the* we)rlei e*an be* guarantee*!!.

pe*aee will rest in part upe)n the* worel e)f oiitlaws, anel only upon that

worel. For Germany zcill have 1o redeem her character not by ivhat happens
at the peace table but by ivhat folloivs.

Anel as 1 see it, the* eonstitutie)n e)fthat League* e)f Nations anel the e*lear

definition of its objects must be* a part, in a se‘nse the most e‘ssential

part, e)f the* |)e*ace settlenu*nt itself. It canned be fornu*el ne)w. If

fe)rme*el ne)W, it wenild be* me*re*ly a ne*vv alliance* ce)nfined te) the* nations

associate*el against a eHimmon enemy. It is not like*ly that it e*e)ulel be
fe)rnu*d afte‘r the se*ttle*ment. It is ne*eessarv to guarant(*e* tht* pe*ace*,

and the peace cannot be guarantee*d as an a fte*rtbenight.

The reason—to spc'ak in plain te*rins again—why it must be guaranr
te*e*d is that there will be parlies to the jieace whose*- promises ha\e*

])re>ve*d untrustworthy, and nu*ans must be found in coniu'ction with

the* pe*ace settlement itself to re'inove* that senirce* of insecurity. It wenild

be* fe>lly te) leave the guarantee* to the subsequent ve)luntary ae*tie)n‘of

the* Governments we have see*n destrejy llussia and de'ce*ive Rumania.
Hut these general terms do not disclose* the whe)le matter. Se>me*

details are nee*ded tei make them sound less like* a thesis and more like

a practical pre)gramme*. Thi*se, then, are some* of the particulars, anel
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I state thepi with the jjreater eoufidenee because I can state them
authoritatively as representing this Government’s interprt‘tation of its

own duty with reganl to pc‘aei‘

:

First, The impartial justice meted out must involve' nodiseriininntion
between those ^o whom we wish to be just and those* to wlu)in we do
not wish to be just. It must be a justiei* that plays no favourites and
knows no standards but the v{\\u\\ rijjhts of the sevend peoples coneeriUHi.

Secon4f No special e)r separate interest of any sinjjfle nation or any
jjroup of nations can be niadc^ the basis of any |>art of the settlement
wHicii is not consistent with the eoinnion interest eif all.

Third, ThAe can be no lea^ies or alliance's or spi‘e‘ial covenants and
unde*r!i^andinf7s within the fje iieral and c'ommon family of the Le'a^ue

of Nations.
Fourth, TlHid, more specifically, tluTccan lx* no special sc'lfish e'conoinie*

combinations within tiu' League and no e*ni|)loyment of any form of
economic boy<*ott or t‘xclusie)n, excc'pt as the powi'r of t'conomie |K*nalty,

by exclusion from the markets of the* world, ina v be' vi sti'd in the Le'ajjui'

of Nations itself as a means eif discipline' andwoatre)l.

Fifth, All intcrnatiemal agreements and tn atie's eif c've'ry kind must
be' made known in the*ir e-ntire'ty te> the' re*st e)f the' worlei. Spe'cial

alliances and economic rivalries and hostilitie's have* be'e*n the* prolific

source in the* mode'rn we)rld of the* plans and passions that pre)duce*

war. It would be* an insince-re* as we*II as an inse‘(‘ure peace that diel

not exclude the'iu in d(*finite* and binding te*rms.

The* confidence* with which 1 venture* te» speak for e)ur pe*e>ple* in

these* mattc'rs doe*s ne)t spring freini our traditie>ns me*re'ly and the* we*ll-

known principle's e>f internatietnal ae*lie)n which we* have* always pre»fe‘sse*d

and followed.

In the* same sentence' in which I say that the* Unite'd State's will

enter into no special arran^e*nie*nks e»r unde'rstandinjL;s with parti^'ular

nations, le*t me* say also that the* llnite*el State's is pre*pare'el to assume*

its full share of responsibility fe>r the* mainte'iianee' e)f the* (‘e>mmon

<*e)venants and understafielinys upeui which p(*ae*e* must he*ne*e*fe)rth re*st.

VVe* still re ad Washinjjftears immortal warnin;^ a|rainsi ‘ e*ntan^din<;

alliance's ’ with full comprehe*nsion anel an answe'i’in^j: purpose*. Hut
emly spe'cial •and limite*cl alliane'e s t'litanjjle*, anel we* re'cojrni'/<- arid

a(*ce*pt the duty of a ne w elay in whie*h we- are- pe'rmitU'd te) liopc fe)r

a fifcncral alliance which will avoiel c'litan^le-me'iits anel e*le*ar the air e>f

the* we)rld for e*e>mmon unele rstanelin^s anel the* mainfe nane*e' of c*onmiem

rights. . . .

It is •the pe'culiarily of this ^n’(*at war. that, while- statesmen
have* se‘e*me*d to e*ast ahe)ut for elefinitieuis e)f their purpose* and have*

sometimes se*e*mcd to shift the ir jfre»unel and the ir peant e)f view, the*

tliemght eif the lyass of me*n, whom state sme-n are* sup()e)se*d te) instrue't

and l(*ad, has ^rown me)r(* and irieire uncloude-d, me>re* and meire certain

e)f what it is they are fi^fhtin^ fe)r. Natiemal purpose-s ha ve falle*n iimre* and
more into the background

;
and the* coiiiine»n fjeirpose* of e‘nli^hte*ne*d

mankind has taken the*ir j)laee*. The eMmnsels of plain me*n have* be*come

on all hantls me)re simple- anel strai^htlbrwarel and more* utiifie*d than

the counsels of sophist icate*el men of .‘iffairs, w’ho still re-tain the* impre's-

sion that they arc playinj' a ^aiiie* e)f pe>wer and playing for high stakes.
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That is why 1 have? said that this is a peoples’ war, not a statesmen’s.

Statesmen must follow the clarified common thought or ‘'be broken.

I take that to be the significance of the fact that assemblies and assoeik-

tions of many kinds, made up of plain workaday people, have demanded
almost every time that they came together, and are still demanding,
that the leaders of their Governments declare to them plainly what it

is, exactly what it is that they are seeking in this war, and what they
think the items of their final settlement should be.

They are not yet satisfied with what they have been told. They still

seem to fear that they are g(‘tting what they ask for only in statesmen’s

terms—only in the terms of territorial arrangements and? discussions of

|K)wer, and not in terms of broad-vision(^d justice* and mercy and^ace,
and the satisfaction of these deep-seated longings of oppressed and
distract<*d mcm and women and enslaved peoples that sQcm to them
th(i only things worth fighting a war for that engulfs the world. . . .

And I beliesve that th(^ leaders of the Governments with which we an*

associated will speak, as they have occasion, as plainly as I have tried

to speak. I hope that*tih(*y will feel free to say whether they think
that I {im in any degrees mistaken in my interpretation of the issues

involved or in my purpose with regard to the means by which a satis-

factory settlement of these issues may be obtained. Unity of purpose?

and of couns(?l are as imperatively necessary in this war as was unity
of command in the battl(*-field

;
and with pi rfect unity of purpose and

eounsi‘l will come assurance of complete victory. It can be had in no
other way. ‘ Peace drivers ’ can lx? effectively neutralized and silenced

only by showing that every victory of the* nations associated against

(Germany brings tlu? nations n<*arer the sort of peace which will bring
security and reassurance to all peoples, and make the recurrence of
another such stnigglc of pitih^ss force and bloodshed for ever impossible,

and that nothing else) can. Germany is constantly intimating the
‘ terms ’ she will accept, and always finds that the world does not want
terms of peace. It wishes the final triumj)h of justice and fair dealing.

APPENDIX IV

NEGOTIATIONS PRECEDING THE ARMISTICE

The German Note to President Wilson, October 4, 1918.^

{Transmitted through the Swiss Government.)

‘The German Government requests th<* President of the United
States of Ameri(;H to tnke steps for the restoration of p<?ace, to notify

> Extract from Austro-ITiingarian Peace Note to President Wilson
not dated, sent 15th September 1918, received Washington 16th September:

‘ The Royal and Iinp(‘rial Crovernnient would like, therefore, to propose
to the c:overninents of all belligerent States to send delegates to a confidential
ana non-binding discussion on basic principles for the conclusion of peace
in a place in a neutral country and at a near date which would have to be
agreed on, the delegates who are appointed ix> make known to one another
the conception of their (Sov’ernmeuts n*garding those principles, to receive
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all belligerents of this request, and to invite them to delegate plenipo-
tentiaries for the purpose of taking measures to avoid further bloodshed.
• ‘ It accepts the programme set forth by the President of the United
States in his Message to Congress of January 8th. The Gi'rman Govern-
ment requests the President of the United States to bring about the
immediate conclusion of a general armistice on land, on water, and in

the air.
4 (Signed) Max, Prince of Baden.

'Imperial Chancellor.*

The hate of this communication is marked October J, in ' Vorgeschichte

des Waffenstillstands\ It appears to have been sent late on the 4th to

Switzerland, fransmitted via Switzerland on the 5th, and to have reached
Washington on the 6th. It is here therefore called the Note of the 4th.

The*Austro-Hungarian Note to President Wilson,
October 7, 1918.

From the Minister of Sweden to the ^cretary of State.

‘Legation of Sweden, Washington, D.C.,

October 7, 1918.
‘ Excellency,

‘ By order of my Government I have the honour confidentially

to transmit herewith to you the following communication of the Im|H‘rial

and Royal Government of Austria-Hungary to th(‘ President of the

United States of America :

‘ The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, which has waged war always
and solely as a di^fensive war and re|K?at(‘dly given do(‘umentary evi-

dence of its Readiness to stop thi^ shi'dding of blood and to arrive at

a just and honourable jK*aee, hereby addresses itself to his Lordship
the President of the United States of America, and offers to conclude
with him and his allies an armistice on every front, on land, at sea,

and in the air, and to enter immediately upon negotiations for a pt*acc

for which the fourtec*n |X)ints in th(» Message of President Wilson to

Congress of January 8 , 1918, and the four points eontairud in President

Wilson’s address of February 11 , 1918, sliould serve as a foundation,

and in which the vi(!W-points declared by President Wilson in his

address of September 27, 1918, will also be taken into account. Be
pleased to accept, et<'. 4 Kkengren.’

analogous communications, and to request and give frank and candid
explanations on all those points which need to be precisely defined.

* The* Royal and Imperial Government has the honour to request the
Government of , through the kind mediation of your Kx<*ellene.y, to

bring this communication to the knowledge of the Goveniment of .*

* To which the President replied on the IBtli Scptcmlier :

‘ The Govennnent of the United States feels that there is only one reply

which it can make to the suggestion of the Imfierial Austro-Hungarian
Government.

* It has repeatedly and with entire candour stated the terms upon which
the United States would consider peace, and can and will entertain no firo-

posal for conference upon a matter concc^ming which it has made its position

and purpose so plain.'

TOL. 1. G g
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President Wilson’s Reply to the first German Note,
October 8, 1918. *

^

{Addressed to the Swiss ChargS d*Affaires at Wtzshington.)
‘ Sir,

^ I have the honour to acknowledge on behalf of<>the President
your Note of October 6th enclosing a communication from the German
Government to the President, and I am instructed by the President
to request you to make the following communication to the Imperial
German Chancellor

:

‘ Before making a reply to the request of the Imp^^ial German
Government and in order that the reply shall be as candia and straight-

forward as the momentous interests involved require, the President of
the United States deems it neeessary to assure himself ojf the exact
meaning of the Note of the Imperial Chancellor.

‘ Docs the Imperial Chancellor mean that the Imperial German
Government acc^ts the terms laid down by the President in his

Address to the Cfongresff;{of the United States on January 8th last

and in subsequent Addresses, and that its object in entering into dis-

cussion would be only to agree upon the practical details of their

application ?
‘ The President feels bound to say with regard to the suggestion

of an armistice that- he would not feel at liberty to propose a cessation

of arms to the Governments with which the Government of the United
States is associated against the Central Powers so I6ng as the armies
of those Powers are upon their soil.

‘ The good faith of any discussion would manifestly depend upon
the consent of the Central Powers immediately to withdraw their

forces everywhere from invaded territory.
‘ The President also feels that he is justified in asking whether the

Imperial Chancellor is speaking merely for the constituted authorities

of the Empire who have so far conducted the war. He deems the
answers to these questions^ vital from every point of view.

‘ Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.’

The second German Note of October 12 , 1918, in reply to
President Wilson’s Note of October 8th!

‘ In reply to the questions of the President of the United States of
America the German Government hereby declares :

‘ The GcTman Government has accepted the terms laid down by
President Wilson in his address of January the 8th and in his subse-

quent addresses on the foundation of a permanent peace of justice.

Consequently its object in entering into discussions would be only to*

agree upon practical details of the application of these terms.
‘ The German Government believes that the Governments of the

Powers associated with the Government of the United States also

adopt the position taken by President Wilson in his address. The
German Government, in acconlance with the Austro-Hungarian
Government, for the pu^se of bringing about an armistice, declares

itself ready to comply with the propositions of the President in regard
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to evacuation. The German Government suggests that the President
may occasion the meeting of a mixed Commission for making the
Accessary arrangements coneerning the evacuation.

‘ The present German Government, which has undertaken the
responsibility for this step towards peace, has been formed by eon-
fereoces and in agreement with the great majority of the Reichstag.
The Chancellor, supported in all of his actions by the will of this

majority, spealra in the name of the Gi^rman Government and of the
Gcrman-people.

‘ SOLF,

^ State Secretary of Foreign Office.'

I^siDENT Wilson’s Reply to the second German Note of
• October 12th, October 14th, 1918.

‘ In reply to the communication of the German Government dated
the 12tlr inst., which you handed me to-day, I have th(‘ honour to
request you to transmit the following answe]i||^

‘ The unqualified acceptance by the present German Gi^vernment,
and by a large majority of the German Reichstag, of the terms laid

down by the President of the United States of America in his addresses
to the Congress of the United States on the 8th of January, 1918, and in

his subsequent addresses, justifies the President in making a frank and
direct statenu*nt of his cieeision in regard to the communications of
the German Government of the 8th and 12th of October, 1918.

‘ It must be clearly understood that the process of (evacuation and
the conditions of an armistice are matters which must be left to the judg-
ment and advice of the military advisers of the Gov(ernmi*nt of the
Unit(‘d States and the Allied Governments, and the President feels it

his duty to say that no arrangement can lx* aec(epted by th(‘ GovernnM?nt
of the United States which dcK‘S not provide absolut(*ly satisfactory

safeguards and guarantees of the maintenance of the present military
supremacy of the armies of the United States and of the Allies in the
field. He feels confident that he can safely assume that this will also

be the judgment and decision of the* Allied Governments.
‘ The President feels that it is also his duty to add that neither the

Government^of the United States nor (he is quite sure?) the Govern-
ments with which the Government of the United Stat(?s is associat(‘d

as a belligerent will consent to consider an armistice so long ns the
armed forces of Germany continue the illegal and inhumane practices

which they persist in.

‘At the very time the German Government approaches the
Government of the United States with proposals of jxace its sub-
iSnarines are engaged in sinking pas.scng(*r snips at sea, and not the ships

alone, but the ^ry boats in which their passengers and crews seek to

make their way to safety ; and in their pn\sent enforced withdrawal
from Flanders and France the German armies are pursuing a course of
wanton destruction which has always been regarded as in dircert viola-

tion of the rules and practices of civiliased warfare. Cities and villages

(if not destroyed) arc being strip{x?d not only of all they contain,

but often of their very inhabitants.

og2
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^ The nations associated against Germany cannot be expected to
agree to a cessation of arms while acts of inhumanity, spoliation, and
desolation are being continued which they justly look upon with horror
and with burning hearts.

* It is necessary also, in order that there may be no possibility of
misunderstanding, that the President should very solemnly calh^the

attention of the Grovemment of Germany to the language and plain

intent of one of the terms of peace which the (German Government has

Iptow accepted. It is contained in the address of the President delivered

at Mount Vernon on the 4th of July last. It is as follows :

‘ “ The destruction of every arbitrary power an3rwlKrc that can
separately, secretly, and of its single choice disturb the peace ^f the
world, or if it cannot be presently destroyed at least its reduction to

virtual impotency.” f

‘The power which has hitherto controlled the German nation is

of the sort here described. It is within the choice of the German nation
to alter it.

‘ The President’s woiffiKi just quoted naturally constitute a condition

precedent to peace if peace is to come by the action of the German
people themselves.

^ The President feels bound to say that the whole process of peace
will, in his judgment, depend upon the definiteness and satisfactory

character of the guarantees which can be given in this fundamental
matter. It is indispensable that the Governments associated against

Germany should know beyond a peradventure with whom they are

dealing.
‘ The President will make a separate reply to the Royal and Inijx'rial

Government of Austria-Hungary.
‘ Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.

‘ (Signed) Robert Lansing.’

President Wilson’s Note of October 18th, in Reply to the
Austro-Hungarian Note of October 7th.

From the Secretary of State to the Minister of Sweden.
‘ Sir, •

‘ I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of
the 7th inst., in which you transmit a communication of the Imperial
and Royal Government of Austria-Hungary to the President. I am
now instructed by the President to request you to be good enough,
through your Government, to convey to the Imperial and Royal
(Government the following :

‘ The President deems it his duty to say to the Austro-Hungarian
Government that he cannot entertain the present suggestion of that
Government because of certain events of the utmost importance which,
occurring since the delivery of his Address of January 8th last, have
necessarily altered the attitude and responsibility of the Government
of the United States. Among the fourteen terms of peace which the
President formulated at that time occurred the following :

“ The
peoples of Austria-Hungary whose place among the nations we wish
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to see safeguarded and assured should be accorded the freest oppor-
tunity of autonomous development.”

‘ Since that sentence was WTitten and uttered to the Congress of
the United States the Government of the United States has recognized '

thaj a state of belligerency exists between the Czecho-SIovaks and the
German and Austio-Hungarian Empirics, and that the Czecho-Slovak
National Council is a de facto belligerent Government, clothed with
proper^ authority to direct the military and [xilitical affairs of the
Czechd-Slovaks.

‘ It has ^Iso recognizt‘d in the fullest manner the justice of the
nationalistic aspirations of the Yugo-Slavs for freedom.

‘The President is therefore^ no longer at liberty to accept a mere
“ autonomy ” of these |K?oples as a basis of ]X‘aee, but is obliged to
insist that They, and not he, shall be thc‘ judgt^s of what action on the
part of the Austro-Hungarian Government will satisfy their aspirations
and their conception of their rights and destiny as members of the
family of nations. %

‘ Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of tAy highest consideration.
‘ (Signed) Rojikut Lansing.’

The third German Note of October 20th, 1918, in Reply to
President Wilson’s Note of Octojier 14th.

‘ In aiwpting the pro|)Osal for an evacuation of the occupied t(*rri-

tories, the German Government has started from the assumption that
the procedure of this evacuation and of the (conditions of armistice

should be left to the judgment of the military advisers, and that the
actual standard of power on both sides in tlu‘ field has to form the

basis for arrangements saf(*guurding and guarant(*(‘ing this standanl.
‘ The German GovcTiiment suggests tc> the President that an op|K>r-

tunity should be brought about for fixing the details. It trusts that

the President of the U.S. will approve of no demand which would be
irreconcilable with the honour or the German people and with opening
a way to a peace o.f justice.

‘ The German Government protests against the nmroach of illegal

and inhumane a(;tions made against the German lantl and sea forci‘s,

and thereby against the German pc’0])le. For the covering of a r(*tr(*at

destructions will always be necessary, and are, in so far, permitted by
International law.

‘ The GcTman trooyis are under the striet(‘st instruction to span*

private*pro|Krty and to exercise* care for the )K>))ulation to tin* best of

th(?ir ability. Where transgr(?ssions occur in spite* of these instructions

•the guilty are being punished.
‘ The German Government further denies that the G(?rman Navy

in sinking ships has ever purposely destniyed lifeboats with their

ppsengers.

1 On the 8rd September 1918 the President had ‘ rccxignizcd * the
Czecho-Slovak National Council as a ' belligerent Government On the
28th June 1918 he had deftned the position of the United States Govern-
ment, as that ^all branches of the Slav race should be completely freed from
GSerman and Austrian rule \
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* The German Government proposes, with regard to all these charges,
that the facts be cleared up by neutral Commissions. •

In order to avoid anything that might hamper the work of peace,
the German Government has caused orders to be dispatched to all

submarine commanders precluding the torpedoing of passenger ships,

without, however, for technical reasons, being able to guarantee that
these orders will reach every single submarine at sea before its return.

‘ As the fundamental condition for peace, the President piescribcs

the destruction of every arbitrary power that can separately, secretly,

and of its own single choice disturb the peace of the worla. To this

the German Government replies : Hitherto the representation of the
people of the German Enmire has not been endowed with an infltkence

on the formation of the Government. The Constitution did not pro-

vide for a concurrence of the representation of the people tti decisions

of peace and war.
‘ These conditions have just now undergone a fundamental change.

The new Government has^een formed in complete accordance with the
wishes of the representatives of the people, based on equal, universal,

secret, direct franchise. The loaders of the great parties of the Reichstag
are members of this Government.

‘ In future no Government can take, or continue in, office without
possessing the confidence of the majority of the Reichstag. The
responsibility of the Chancellor of the Empire to the representatives
of the pc^oplc is being legally developed and safeguardtd.

‘ The nrst act of the new Government has been to lay before the
Reichstag a Bill to alter the constitution of the Empire, so that the
consent of the representatives of the people is required for decisions

oi\ war and peace. The permanence of the new system is, howt^ver,

guaranteed not only by constitutional safeguards, but also by the
unshakable determination of the German people, whose vast majority
stands behind these reforms and demands their energetic continuance.

‘ The question of the President, with whom he and the Govern-
ments associated against Germany arc dealing, is, therefore, answered in

a clear and unequivocal manner by the statement that the offer of
peace and an armistice has come from a Government which, free from
any arbitrary and irresponsible influence, is supported by the approval
of the overwhelming majority of the German people.

‘ {Signed) * SoLF,
‘ State Secretary of the Foreign Office,^

*

President Wilson’s Note of October 28rd, 1918, in Reply
TO THE THIRD GERMAN NOTE OF OCTOBER 20TH.

,

{Addressed to the Chargf d*Affaires ofSwitzerland at WTishington,)

‘ From the Secretary of State to the Charge d’Affaires of Switzerlanc},

ad iruerim in charge of German interests in the United States.

‘ Sir,
‘ I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of the

22nd transmitting a communication under date of the 20th from the
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German (^vernmcnt and to advise you that the President has instructed
jpe to reply thereto as follows :

—

‘ Having received the solemn and explicit assurance of the German
jGk)vemment that it unrescr\Tdly accepts the terms of peace laid down
in his Address to Congress of the United States on January 8, 1918,
and*the principles of settlement enunciated in his subsequent Addre^sses,
mrticularly the Address of September 27th, and - that it desires to
discuss the details of their application, and that this wish and purpose
emanate, not from those who nave hitherto dictated German poficy and
conducted the present war on Germany’s behalf, but from Ministers who
speak for the majority of the Reichstag, and for an overwhelming
majoyrity of the German people ; and having received also the explicit
promise of the present German Government that the humane rules of
civiliz(‘d warfare will b(‘ observed both on land and sea by the German
armed forces, the President of the United States fec‘ls that he cannot
decline to take up with the Governments with which the Government
of the United States is associated tlu‘ question of an armistice.

‘ He deems it his duty to say again, howc’^^r, that the only armistice
he would feel justified in submitting for coiisideration would be one
which should lc*ave the United Statens and the Powers associated with
lier in a position to enforce any arrangements that may be entert*d into,

and to make a renewal of hostilities on the part of Gernuiny impf>ssible.
‘ The President has therefore transmitted his correspondence with

the present German authorities to the Governments with wiiich the
Government of the United States is associated ns a belligerent, with the
suggestion that, if those Governments art‘ disposed to effect peace upon
the terms and principles indicated, their military advisers and the militiiry

advisers of the United States be ask(‘d to submit to thcj Governments
associated against Germany the necessary tiTins of such an armisti(*e ^
will ftilly protect the interests of th<* jK'oples involved, and ensure to
the associated Governments the unrestricted jK>wcr to safe^guard and
enforce the details of the p<‘ace to which the German (Sovernment lias

agreed, provided they deem such an armistice possible from the military

point of view.
‘ Should such terms of armistice be suggested, th(*ir acceptance by

Germany wjll afford the best eoncn‘te evidence of her unequivocal
acceptance of the terms and principles of pc^ace from which the whole
action proceeds. The President would deem himself lacking in candour
did he not point out in the frankest possible! terms the n^ason why extra-

ordinary safeguards must be demanded.
‘ Significant and important as the eronstitutional chang(*s seem to be

which are spoken of by the German Foreign Secrc^tary in his Note of

October 20tn, it does not appt^ar that the principle of a Government
responsible to tjie German people has yet been fully worked out, or that

any guarantees either exist or are in c^ntc'mplation that the alterations

of principle and of practice now partially agreed upon will be permanent.
• ‘ Moreover, it docs not appear that the heart of the pwsent difficulty

has been reached. It may bc! that future wars have been brought under
the control of the German people, but the present war has not been

;

and it is With the present war that wc are dealing. It is evident that the

German people have no means of commanding the acquiescence of the
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military authorities of the Empire in the popular will ; that; the pjower

of the IGng of Prussia to control the policy of the Empire is unimpaired

;

that the determining initiative still remains with those who have
hitherto been the masters of Germany.

‘ Feeling that the whole peace of the world depend^ now on plain

speaking and straightforward action, the President deems it his duty to
say, without any attempt to soften what may seem harsh words, that
the nations of the world do not and cannot trust the word of those who
have hitherto been the masters of German policy, and to point out once
more that in concluding peace and attempting to undo the infinite

injuries and injustices of this war the Gtovernment of the United States
cannot deal with any but veritable representatives of the Grerman
people who have been assured of a genuine constitutional standing as

the real rulers of Germany. •

‘ If it must deal with the military masters and the monarchical
autocrats of Germany now, or if it is likely to have to deal with them
later in regard to the int^national obligations of the German Empire, it

must demand not peace r^egotiations but surrender. Nothing can be
gained by leaving tnis essential thing unsaid.

‘ Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
‘ {Signed) Robert Lansing.’

The fourth German Note of October 27th in Reply to
President Wilson’s Note of October 2dRD.

The German Government takes cognizance of the reply of the
President of the United States.

The President knows th(‘ deep-rooted changes which hav(^ taken
place and arc still taking place in German constitutional life. The
peace negotiations will be conducted by a People’s Government, in

whose hands the decisive legal power rests in accordance with the
Constitution, and to whi(?h the Military Power will also be subject.

The German Government now awaits the proposals for an armistice
which will introduce a peace of justice such as the President in his

manifestations has described.
I

The Austro-Hungarian Note of October 27th in Reply to
President Wilson’s Note of October 18th, 1918.

In reply to the Note which President Wilson on October 18th
addressee! to the Austro-Hungarian Government, and in the sense of
the decision of the President to dc^al in particular with Austria-Hungary
in regard to the question of an armistice and peace, the Austro-Hun-'
garian Government has the honour to declare tnat, as in the case of the
preceding statements ofthe President, it also adheres to his point of view
as laid down in his lastNote regarding the rights of the peoples ofAustria-
Hungary, particularly those of the Czecho-Slovaks and the Yugo-Slavs.

Consequently, as Austria-Hungar^*^ accepts all conditions upon
which the President makes an entry into the negotiations regarding an
armistice and peace dependent, nothing now stands in the way, in the
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opinion of the Austro-Hungarian Government, of the commencement of
pimmarlers.

The Austro-Hungarian Government declares itself in consequence
prepared, without awaiting the result of other negotiations, to enter
into ^pourparlers regarding jieaee between Austria-Hungary and the
States of the opposing party, and ri'garding immediate armistice on all

the fronts of Austria-Hungary.
It begs President Wilson to be good enough to make overtures on

this subject.^

President V^'ilson’s Note of November 5tii, 1918, in Reply to
• THE fourth German Note of October 27th.

‘ Sir, •
‘ I have the honour to request you to transmit the following

communication to the German Government.
‘ In my note of October 28, 1918, 1 advisi^ you that the President

had transmitted his corresfK>ndenc<‘ with tl^ German authorities to
the Governments w-ith which the Government dF th(‘ United States is

associated as a belligerent, with the suggestion that, if those Govern-
ments w<*re dis[M)sed to effect peace upon the* terms and |)rinciples

indicated, their military advisers and th<' military advistTs of the
United States b(‘ asked to submit to the Governments associated

against Germany .the nec(‘ssary terms of such an armistice as would
fully protec^t the interests of the peoples involvtxl and ensure to the
associated Governments the unrestrieti*d |K)W(T to safi'guard and t^nforee

the details of the peace to which the GiTman Government hud agn^c^d,

provided they deemed such an armistiei* |M)ssibIi‘ from the military

point of view. The President is now in r(*eeij>t of a memorandum of
observations by the Allied Governments on tins eorresjKindeiHre, which
is as follows :

‘ The Allied Governments have given careful consideration to th(*

correspondcn(*e which has passed between th<‘ Presidi*nt of the United
States and the German Government. Subject to th(‘ (jualideations

which follow, they declare their willingness to make* peace* with the*

Government of Germany on the terms (»f p(‘aee laid down in the

President’s Address to Congress of January 8, 1918, and the princi])h.*s

of settlement (*nunejated in his subsequ<*nt Addresses.
‘ They must point out, however, that Clause 2, rc'latiiig to what is

usually dt'seribed as the freedom of tin* seas, is open to various inter-

pretations, st)me of which they could not acc(‘pt.
‘ They must therefore reserve to themselves complete fri*(‘dom on

this subject when they enter the Peace Conference.
•

‘ Further, in the conditions of |K*act* laid down in his Address to

Congress of January 8, 1918, the President declared that the invaded
territories must be restored as wx*ll as evacuated and freed, and the

Allied Governments feel that no doubt ought to be allowed tc» exist

as to w’hat this provision implies.

1 The terms of tlie Austro-Hungarian Armistice were siped on the

3rd Novenfber. That with Bulgaria had lieen signed on the 30t)i September,

and with Turkey on the JJOth October.
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^ By it they understand that compensation will be made by Germany
for all damage done to the civilian population of the Allies and their
property by the aggression of Germany by land, by sea, and from
the air.

^ I am instructed by the President to say that he ^s in agreeptient
with the interpretation set forth in the last paragraph of the memoran-
dum above quoted.

‘ I am further instructed by the President to request you .to notify
the German Government that Marshal Foch has been authorized by
the Government of the United States and the Allied Governments to
receive properly accredited representatives of the GermaifGovernment,
and to communicate to them the terms of an armistice.^ «

‘ Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
^ (Signed) Robert* Lansing.

‘ To Mr. Hans Sulzer, Minister of Switzerland^ in charge ofGerman
interests in the United States."
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1 The German Government then approached the Allied military authori-
ties, and on 6th November an Armistice f'otnmission was appointed ^n
Germaiiy. On the 8th they received the Allied military conditions at the
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PART I

CONDITIONS OF AN ARMISTICE WITH GERMANY

»

• •

Signed November 11 , 1918

• '(Translation.)

BETWEEN Marshal Foch,
Commander-in-Chief of the Allied

Armies, acting on behalf of the
Allied and Associated Powers,
in conjunction with Admiral
Wemyss, First Sea Lord, of the
one part ; and S(‘cretary of Statc‘

Erzbergcr, Prcsid('nt of the Ger-
man Delegation, Envoy Extra-
ordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary Count von Oberndorff,

Major-General von Winterfeldt,

Captain Vanselow (German Navy ),

furnished with full powers in due
form and acting with the approval
of the German Chancellor, of the
other part

;

An Armistice has been con-

cluded on the following condi-

tions :

CONDITIONS OF THE ARMIS-
TICE CONCLUDED WITH
GERMANY
A,—Ox THE Western Front.

I.—Cessation of hostiliti(*s on
’ land and in the air six hours after

the signature of the armistice.

II.—Immediate evacuation of

the invaded countries :—Belgium,
France,

.

j^uxemburg, as well as

Alsace-Lorraine, so ordered as to

be completed within fifteen days
ffom the signature of the Armis-
tice, German tfoops which have
not evacuated the above-men-
tioned territories within the

period fixed will be made pri-

soners of war. Joint occupation

by the Allied and United States

ENTRE le Marcchal Foch,
Commandant eii Chef les Arm^s
Allies, stipulant au nom des
Puissances Alliees et Associ^es,
assiste de rAniirnl Wemyss, First
Sea Lord, d’une part ; et M. le

Secretaire d’Etiit Erzbergcr, Pre-
sident de Ij Delegation allemande,
M. rEn>>o> »'* extraordinaire et

Ministre pliminotentiaire Comte
von Oberndorff, M. le General-
Major von Winterfeldt, M. le

Capitaine de Vaisseau Vanselow,
munis de potivoirs reguliers, et

agissant avee I’agrcment du Chan-
celier alhmiand, d’autre part

;

II a etc eoiielti un armistice^ aiix

conditions siiivantes :

CONDITIONS DE L’ARMISTICE
CONCLU AVEC I/ALLEMAGNE

A.

—

SuH LE Front d’Occident.

I.—Cessation des hostilites sur
t<Tre et dans les airs six lieures

apr^s la signature de rarmistice.

II.—Evacuation immediate des

E
ays cmvahis :—Belgique, France,
uxembourg, ainsi que de FAl-

snee-Lorraine, reglee de mani^re
k etre realis6e dans un d^lai de
quinze jours, k dater de la signa-

ture de I’armistice. Les troupes
allemandes qiii n’auront pas 6va-

cu6 les territoires pr6vus dans
les d^lais fix£s seront faites pri-

sonni^rcs de guerre. L’occupa-
tion par Tensemblc des troupes

^ The French version is the official text of the Armistice
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forces shall keep pace with evacu-
ation in these areas. All move-
ments of evacuation or occupa-
tion shall be regulated in accor-

dance with a Note (Annexe No. 1),

drawn up at the time of signature
of the Armistice..

III.—Repatriation, beginning
at once, to be completed within
fifteen days, of all inhabitants of

the countries above enumerated
(including hostages, persons under
trial, or convicted).

IV.—Surrender in good con-
dition by the German Armies
of the following war ipaterial

:

5.000 guns (2,500 heavy, 2,500
field).

25.000 machine-guns.
3.000 trench mortars.

1,700 fighting and bombing
aeroplanes—^in the first place, all

D 7’s and all night-bombing aero-

planes.

The above to be delivered in

situ to the Allied and United
States troops in accordance with
the detailed conditions laid down
in the Note (Annexe 1) deter-
mined at the time of the signing
of the Armistice.

V.—Evacuation by the Ger-
man Armies of the districts on the
left bank of the Rhine. These
districts on the left bank of the
Rhine shall be administered by
the local authorities under the
control of the Allied and United
States Armies of Occupation.
The occupation of these ti'rri-

tories by Allied and United
States troops shall be assured by
garrisons holding the principal

crossings of the Rhine (Mainz,
Coblenz, Cologne), together with
bridgeheads at these points of

a 80-kilomctre (about 19 miles)

radius on the right bank, and
by garrisons similarly holding the
strategic points of the area.

alliees et des £tats-Unis suivra
dans ces pays la inarche «de

I’evacuation. Tous les mouve-
ments d’evacuation ou d’occupa-
tion sont regies, par la ,Note
Annexe No. 1, arret^ au moment
de la signature de Tarmistice.

III.—Rapatriement, commen-
9ant imm^iatement et" devant
etre termine dans un delai de
uinze jours, de toni les habitants
es pays enumeres ci-dessus (y

compris les otages et les prevenus
ou condamnes).

IV.—Abandon par les Armees
allemandes du materiel de guerre
suivant en bon etat :

5.000 canons (dont 2,500 lourds
et 2,500 de campagne).

25.000 mitrailleuses.

3.000 Minenwerfer.
1,700 avions de chasse et de

bombardement (en premier lieu

tous les D 7 et tous les avions de
bombardement de nuit).

A livrer sur place aux troupes
des Allies et des £tats-Unis dans
les conditions de detail fixees par
la Note Annexe No, 1, arretec
au moment de la signature de
rarmistice.

V.—fiv'acuation des pays dc
la rive gauche du Rhin par les

Army'S allemandes. Les pays de
la rive gauche du "Rhin seront
administres par les autorites
locales sous ' le controle des
troupes d’occupation des Allies

et des £tats-Unis. Les troupes
des Allies et des fitats-Unis
assureront roccupation de ces
pays par des garnisons tenant
les principaux points de passage
du Rhin (Mayence, Coblentz,
Cologne) avec, en ces points, des
tetes de pont de 30 kilometres
de rayon sur la rive droitc, et
des garnisons tenant ,egalement
les points strategiques de la

region. Une zone ncutre sera
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A neutral zone shall be re-

served on fhe right bank of the
Rhine, between the river and a
line drawn parallel to the bridge-
heads and to the river and 10
kilometres (6^ Aiiles) distant from
them, between the Dutch frontier

and the Swiss frontier.

The (vv^acuation by the enemy
of the Rhine districts (right and
left banks) shall be so ordered as
to be completed within a further
period of 16 days, in all 81 days
after the signing of the Armistice.

All movements of evacuation
and occupation shall be regulated
according to the Note (Annexe 1)
determined at the time of the
signing of the* Armistice.

VI.—In all territories evacu-
ated by the enemy, evacuation of
the inhabitants shall be for-

bidden ; no damage or harm
shall be done to ^the persons or
property of the inhabitants.
No person shall be prosecuted

for having taken part in any
military measures previous to the
signing of the Armistice.
No destruction of any kind to

be committed.
Military establishments of all

kinds shall b<* delivered intact,

as well as military stores, food,

munitions and equipment, which
shall not h^ive been removed
during the periods fixed for

evacuation.
Stores of food of all kinds for

the civil population, cattle, &e.,

shall be left in situ.

No measure of a general charac-

ter shall be taken, and no official

firder shall be given which would
have as a consequence the depre-

ciation of industrial estabiish-

inants or a reduction of their

personnel.

VII.—Roads and means of

communications of every kind,

railroads, waterways, roads.

r6serv6c sur la rive droite du
Rhin entre le fieuve et une ligne

tracee parall^lement aux tMes de
pont ct au fieuve, et k 10 kilo-

metres de distance depuis la

frontidre de Hollande jusqu'd la

fnmtiM? de la Suisse. L’evacua-
tion par rennemi des pays du
Rhin (rive gauche et rive droite)

sera reglee de fa^n k ^tre

realist' dans un d^ai de seize

nouveaux jours, soit trente et

un jours apr^s la signature de
Tarmistiee. Tons les mouve-
ments d’evacuation ou d’occupa-
tion sont reglfe par la Note
Annexe No. 1. arr^tde au moment
de la sigi^iture de rarmistice.

VI.—Dans tons les territoires

evaeues par rennemi, toute Eva-
cuation (les habitants sera inter-

dite ; il ne sera apportE aucun
dommage ou prEjuaice k la per-

sonae ou k la proprietE des ha-
bitants. Personnt* sera pour-
suivi pour dElits de participation
a des mesures de guernr aiiterieure

k la signature de Tarmistice. II

ne sera fait aueune destruction
d’aueune sorte.

Les installations militaires de
toute naturi^ seront livrE<*s in-

taet<‘s ; de mEme les appro-
visionnements militaires, vivres,

munitions, Eauipements, (uii n’au-
ront pas Etc eniportEs dans les

dElais d’Evacuation fixes. Lc?s

dEpots de vivres de toute nature
pour la population civile, betail,

etc., devront Etre laisses sur
place.

II ne sera pris aueune mesure
gEnErale ou d'ordre officiel avant
pour consEquenee une dEprEcia-

tion des Etablissements indus-

tricls ou une rEduction dans leur

personnel.
VII.—Les voics et moyens de

communications de toute nature,

voies ferrEes, voics navigablcs.
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bridges, telegraphs, telephones,

shall be in no manner impaired.
All civil and military personnel

at present employed on them
shall remain.

5,000

locomotives and 150,000
wagons, in good working order,

with all necessary spare parts and
fittings, shall be delivered to the
Associated Powers within the
period fixed in Annexe No. 2 (not

exceeding 81 days in all).

5,000

motor lorries are also to

be delivered in good condition

within 86 days.
The railways of Alsace-Lor-

raine shall be handed over within
81 days, together witii,, all per-

sonnel and material belonging to

the organization of this system.
Further, the necessary working

material in the territories on the
left bank of the Rhine shall be
left in situ.

All stores of coal and material
for the upkeep of permanent way,
signals and repair shops shall be
left in situ and kept in an efficient

state by Germany, so far as the
working of the means of com-
munication on the left bank of the
Rhine is concerned.

All lighters taken from the
Allies shall be restored to them.
The Note Annexe 1 defines the

details of these measures.

VIII.—The German Command
shall be responsible for revealing
within 48 hours after the signing
of the Armistice, all mines or
delay-action fuzes disposed on
territories evacuated by the
German troops, and shall assist

ii: their discovery and destruc-
tion.

The German Command shall

also reveal all destructive mea-
sures that may have been taken

routes, ponts, td^graphes, tele-

§
hones, ne devront ctre I’objet

’aucune deterioration. Tout le

personnel civil et militaire actuel-
lement utilise y sera maintenu.
II sera livre aux ' PuissanceC^ As-
soci^s : 5,000 machines montees
et 150,000 wagons en bon etat de
roulement, et pourvus\de tous
rechanges et agr^s necessaires,

dans les delais dont le detail est

fixe k I’Annexe No. 2, et ^ont le

total ne devra depasser trente et
un jours. II sera egalement livre

5,000

camions automobiles en
bon etat dans un d£lai de trente-

six jours.

Les chemins de fer d’Alsace-
Lorraine dans un delai de trente
et un jours seront livres, dotes
de tout le personnel et materiel
affectes organiquement k ce re-

seau. En outre, le materiel
necessaire k I’pxploitation dans
les pays de la rive gauche du
Rhin sera laisse sur place. Tous
les approvisionnements en char-
bon et mati^res d’entretien, en
materiel de voies, de signalisation

et d’atelier, seront laisses sur
place. Ces approvisionnements
seront entretenus par I’AHemagne
en ce qui concerne I’exploitation

des voies de communication des
pays de la rive gauche du Rhin.
Tous les chalands ^nleves aux
Allies leur seront rendus. La Note
Annexe No. 1 rdgle le detail de
ces mesures.

VIII.—Le Commandement alle-

mand sera tenu de signaler, dans
un delai de quarante-huit heures
apres la signature de Tarmistice^
toutes les mines qu dispositifs k
retard agences sur les territoires

evacues par les troupes alle-

mandes et d’en faciliter la re-

cherche et la destruction. II si-

gnalera egalement toutes les dis-

positions nuisibles quf auraient
pu fetre prises (tel qu^empoisonne-
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(such as {^isoning or pollution of
wells, springs, &c.).

Breaches of these clauses will

involve reprisals.

IX.—The right of requisition
shall the exercised by the Allied
and United States armies in all

occupied territories, save for

settlemept of accounts with au-
thorized persons.

The upkeep of the troops of
occupation in the Rhine districts

(excluding Alsace-Lorraine) shall

be charged tq the German Govern-
ment.
X.—The immediate repatria-

tion, without reciprocity, ac-
cording to detailed conditions

which shall be fixed, of all Allied

and United States prisoners of
war, including those under trial

and condemned. The Allied

Powers and the United States
of America shall be able to dis-

pose of these prisoners as they
think fit. This condition annuls
all other conventions regarding
prisoners of war, including that
of July 1918, now being ratified.

However, the return of German
prisoners of war interned in

Holland and Switzerland shall

continue as heretofore. The re-

turn of German prisoners of war
shall be settled at the conclusion

^
of the Peace preliminaries.

XI.—Sick and wounded who
cannot be removed from territory

evacuated by the German forces

shall be cared for by German
personnel^ who shall be left on
the spot with the material rc-

quirca.

B.—Clauses relating to the
Eastern Frontiers of Ger-
IfiANY.

XII.—All German troops at

resent in# any territory which
efore the war formed part of

ment ou pollution de sources et
de puits, etc.). Lo tout sous
peine de rcpr£sailles.

IX.—Lo droit do requisition
sera^ exerce Mr les Armies des
Allies et des Etats-Unis dans tous
les territoircs occupes, sauf rdgle-

ment de comptes avec qui de
droit. L’entretien des troupes
d'oeeupation des pays du Rhin
(non compris TAlsace-Lorraine),
sera k la charge du Gouvernement
alleniand.

X.—Rapatriement imniediat,
sans reciprocite, dans des con-
ditions df^Vriuil k r^gler, de tous
les prisoniiitrs de guerre, y com-
pris les prevenus et condamn6s,
des Allies et des £tats-Unis. Les
Puissanc(^s Alli6(*s et les £tats-
Unis pourront en disposer comme
bon leur seinblera. Cette con-
dition annule les conventions an-
terieurcs au suict de Ttchange
des prisonniers de guerre, y com-
pris cello de juillet 1918 en cours
de ratification. Toutefois, le ni-

pntriement des prisonniers de
guerre allemands internes en Hol-
lande et en Suisse continuerii

comme pr6c6dcmmcnt. Lc^ rapa-
triement des prisonniers dc guerre
allemands sera r^gle k la conclu-
sion des preliminaires de paix.

XI. ^—Les malades et blesses

inevacuables, laisses sur les t<Tri-

toir<»s 6vacues par les Arm&\s
allemandes, scront soign6» par
du personnel allcmand qui sera

laisse sur place avee Ic mat6ricl

necessaire.

B.—Dispositions relatives aux
Frontieres orientales de
l’Allkmaone.

XII.—Toutes les troupes alle-

mandes qui se trouvent actuellc-

ment dans les territoircs qui
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Austria-Hungary, Roumania, or
Turkey, shall withdraw within
the frontiers of Germany as they
existed on 1st August, 1914, and
all Crerman troops at present in

territories which before the war
formed part of Russia, must like-

wise return to within the frontiers

of Germany as above defined, as

soon as the Allies shall think the
moment suitable, having regard
to the internal situation of these
territories.

XIII.—Evacuation of German
troops to begin at one^, and ail

German instructors, prisoners and
agents, civilian as well as military,

now on the territory of Russia
(frontiers as defined on 1st Au-
gust, 1914), to be recalled.

XIV.—German troops to cease
at once all requisitions and
seizures and any other coercive
measures with a view to obtaining
supplies intended for Germany in

Roumania and Russia (frontiers

as defined on 1st August, 1914).

XV.—Annulment ofthe treaties

of Bucharest and Brest-Litovsk
and of the supplementary treaties.

XVI.—The Allies shall have
free access to the territories

evacuated by the Germans on
their Eastern frontier, either

through Danzig or by the Vistula,

in order to convey supplies to the
populations of these territories

or for the purpose of maintaining
order.

C.—Clause relating to East
Africa.

XVII.—Evacuation of all Ger-
man forces operating in East
Africa within a period specified

by the Allies.

faisaient partie avant la guerre
de rAutriche-Hongrid*. de la Rou-
manie, de la Turquie doiv^ht
rentrer immediatement dans les

fronti^res de TAllemagne, telles

quVlles etaient au aofit«1914.

Toutes les troupes allemandes
qui se trouvent actuellement dans
les territoires qui faisaiept partie

avant la guerre de la Russie
devront egalement( rentrer dans
les frontieres de TAllemagne, de-

finies comme ci-dessus, a^s que
les Allies jugeront^Lle moment
venu, compte tenu de la situation

int^rieure de ces territoires.

XIII.—Mise en train imme-
diate de I’evacuation par les

troupes allemandes, et du rappel
de tons les instructeurs, prison-

niers ct agents, civils et mili-

taires, allemands, se trouvant sur
les territoires de la Russie (dans
les limites du aout 1914).
XIV.—Cessation immediate par

les troupes allemandes de toutes
requisitions, saisies, ou mesures
coereitives en vue de se procurer
des ressources d destination de
I’AHemagne, en Roumanie et en
Russie (dans leurs limites du
aout 1914).
XV.—Renonciation au traite

de Bucarest et de Brest-Litovsk,
et traitfe complementaires.
XVI.—Les Allies^ auront libre

,

acc^s aux territoires evacues par
les Allemands sur les frontieres

orientales, soit par Dantzig, soit

par la Vistule, afin de pouvoir
ravitailler les populations et dans
le but de maintenir I’ordre.

C.—Dans l’Afrique orientale.

•

XVII.—Evacuation de toutes
les forces allemandes opdrant
dans TAfrique oricnt&le dans un
delai regie par les Allies.
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D.—Gekeral Clauses. D.—Clauses ofeN^RALES.

^ XVIII.—Repatriation without
reciprocity, within a maximum
period of one month, in accor-
dance with detailed conditions
here&fter to tfe fixed, of all in-

terned civilians, including hos-
tages an^ persons under trial and
condenmea, who may be subjects
of Allied or Associated States
other than ^hos<* mentioned in

Claus? III.

XIX.— Fina}icial Clauses,—
With the Reservation that any
sub.sequent concessions and claims
by the Alli(‘s and United States
remain unaffected, the following
financial conditions are imposed

:

Reparation for damage* uoiu*.

While the Armistice lasts, no
public* securities shall be re-

mov(*d by the enemy which can
serve* as a pleelge to the* Allie*s to

cover reparation for war losses.

lmme*diate restitution of the*

cash eleposit in the National Hank
e)f Hclgium and, in ge*ne*ral, imme*-
diate* re‘turn of all eloe*uments,

spee'ie, stocks, shares, })aper

money, toge*ther with plant for

the issue* thereof, affeerting public

or private intere'sts in the invade*el

ce^untries.

Re*stitutie)n e)f the* Russian and
Roumanian golel yi(*lele*el to Ger-
many or talicu) by that Powe*r.

This gold to be* elelive*red in

trust to the Allies ‘until pe^ace is

conclude*d.

E.—Naval Conditions.

• XX.—Imnie*diate* e*essatie>n of
all hostnitie*s a^ se*a, and definite

infe)rmatie>n te> be givtui as tei the
pe)|^ition and moveunents eif all

German ships.

Notification to be givem to

jieutrals that freedom e)f naviga-
tion in all territorial waters is

XVIII.—Rapatriement, sans
reciprocite, dans Ic delai maxi-
mum d’un mois, dans dcs con-
ditions de detail k fixer, de tons
les internes eivils, y compris les

otages, les pr6venus on con-
damnes, appurtenant k dcs Puis-
sane?es AlliA*s e>u Assennees, au-
tres epic* c*elle*s cmimeret^s k I’ar-

tie-le III.

XIX.— Clauses finaucUres,—
Sous reserve* de* toute* rene>ne'!iation

et reclamation ultcrieiire de la

part eles Allies et de*s £jtats-Unis

:

Re!q)arajioT< de‘s eioinmages.
Pendi^it la duree* de rarrnisticc,

il ne St I a rien distrait par I’en-

nemi di s valeurs publiques pou-
vant se*rvir aux .\llics de gages
pour It* reee>uvremt*nt des r6-

parations de guerre. Restitution
immediate de r(*ncaisse* de la

Hanepie* nationale de* Helgie|Ue,

et, t*n general, remise immediate
de* tons de>euments, espcV*e‘s, va-

Ituirs (me>bili^res tt fidiiciaires

avec le iriatcriel d ’emission) tou-
chant aux intcrcts public's et

I

irivcs elans le*s pays envahis.
IcNstitutieui eJe re>r russe c*t rou-

main pris jiar les Alli'inands ou
re*mis a eiix. Ce*i or sera pris en
charge par les Allies jiiscpr^ la

signature' de* la paix.

E.

—

Clai sks navales.

XX.—Cessation immediate de
toutc; hostilitc? sur rner et indica-

tion precase de* rernplaciemcnt et

dc*s inouvernents dcs blitiments

allemands. Avis donne aux neu-
tres de la liberte c^oriccd6e k
la navigation dc*s marines dc
guerre* et de commerce des Puis-

TOL. I. H
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given to the Navies and Mer-
cantile Marines of the Allied and
Associated Powers, all questions
of neutrality being waived.
XXI.—All Naval and Mercan-

tile Marine prisoners of war of
the Allied and Associated Powers
in German hands to be returned
without reciprocity.

XXII.—To surrender at the
ports specified by the Allies and
the United States all submarines
at present in existence (including
all submarine cruisers and mine-
layers), with armament and
equipment complete. Those that
cannot put to sea shdW be de-
prived of armament and equip-
ment, and shall ri*main under
the supervision of the Allies and
the United State's. Submarines
ready to put to sea shall be
prepared to leave German ports
immediately on receipt of a wire-

less order to sail to the port of
surrender, the remainder to follow

as early as possible. The con-
ditions of this Article shall be
completed within 14 days of the
signing of the Armistice.

XXIII.—The following Ger-
man surface warships, which shall

be designated by the Allies and
the United States of America,
shall forthwith be disarmed and
then^after interm'd in neutral
ports, or, failing them, Allied

ports, to be dc'signatcd by the
Allies and the United States of

America, and placed under thv

surveillance of the Allies and tlu*

United States of America, only
care and maintenance parties

being left on board, namely :

6 battle cruisers. '

10 battleships.

sances Alliees et Associees dans
toutes eaux territorialAs, sans sou-
lever de questions de neutra-
lite.

XXI.—Restitution, sans reci-

procite, de tons le^ prisonnie?s de
guerre des marines de guerre
et de commerce des Puissances
Alliees et Associees au poUvoirdes
Allemands.
XXII.—Livraisou aux Allies

et aux fitats-Unis de tops les

sous-marins (y compris les croi^

scurs sous-marins qt tous les

inouilleurs de mines) actuelle-

ment existants, avee leur arme-
ment et equipement complets,
dans les ports designes par les

Allies et les £tats-Unis. Ceux
qui ne peuvent pas prendre la

mer seront desarmes de personnel
et de materiel, et ils devront
rester sous la surveillance des
Allies ct des jfitats-Unis. Les
sous-marins qui sont prets pour
la mer scTont prepares a ciuitter

les ports allemands aussitot que
des ordres seront re9us jiar T.S.F.
pour leur voyage au port de-
signe de la livraison, et le reste

le plus tot possible. Les con-
ditions de cet article seront rea-

lisees dans un delai de quatorze
jours apres la signature de I’ar-

mistice.

XXm.—Les na vires de guerre
de surface allemands c^ui seront
desigiies par les Allies et les

£tats-Unis seront immediatement
desarmes, puis internes dans des
ports neutres, ou, a leur defaut,
dans les ports allies designAs par
les .\llies et les* £tats-Unis. Ils y
demeuren>nt sous la surveillance

des .Allies ct des '£tats-lJnis, des
detachements dc garde e^nt seuls

laisses a bord. La designation des
Allies portera sur :

6 croiseurs de batailie.

10 cuirasses d’escadre.
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8 light pruisers (including two
n^nelayers).

50 destroyers of the most
modern type.

All other surface warships (in-

cluding river craft) are to be con-
centrated in German Naval bases,
to be designated by the Allies and
the United States of America,
completely disarmed and placed
under the Supervision of the
Allies •and the United States of
America. All vessels of the
Auxiliary Fleet are to be dis-

armed. All vessels specified for

internment shall be ready to
leav(‘ German ports seven days
after the signing of the Armistice.
Directions for the voyage shall be
^iveii by wireless.

XXIV.—The Allies and tlu*

United States of America shall

have the right to sweep up all

minefields and destroy all ob-
structions laid by Germany out-
side German territorial waters,

and th(* positions of thesi* Hr(‘ to

be indiented.

XXV.—Freedom of access to

and from the Baltic to b(‘ given to

the Navies and Mercantile* Mar-
ines of the Allied and Assoeiat<‘d

Powers. This to be secured by
till* occupation of all German
forts, fortificartions, batteries and
defence works of all kinds in all

the routes from the Cattegat into

the Baltic, and by the sweeping
up and destruction of all mines
and obstrifctions within and with-

out German territorial waters
w^hoyt any questions of neu-
trality being rai^^^d by Germany,
and the positions of all such
mines ana obstructions to be
indicated, and the plans relating

thereto are to be supplied.

XXVI.—^yiic existing blockadi*

conditions set up by the Alli(*d

and Associated Powers are to

H h

8 croiseurs legers (dont 2
iiiouilleurs dc mines).

50 destroyers des types les plus
r6cents.

Tous les autres navires de
guerre de surface (y compris ceux
de riviere) devront ^tre r6unis ct
compldtcment desarmes dans les

buses navales allcmandes d£si-

gnei's par les Allies et les £tats-
Unis, et y dtre plac6es sous la

surveillanci* dcs Allies ct des
£tats-Unis. L'armemcnt mili-
taire de tons les navires de lu

fiotte auxiliairc sera debarque.
Tous les vaisseaux design^s pour
etre intcriic*^- seront prcits k quitter
les port^ all(*manaK sept jours
apres la signature* de Parmisticc.
On donnera par T.S.F. les direc-
tions pour le voyage.
XXIV.—Droit pour les Allies

i*t les £tats-Unis eii di*hors des
caux territoriales allemand(*s di*

dragucr tous les champs de mines
(*t de detruin* les obstructions
ilacces par rAllcmagni*, dont
’emplu(*ement devra leur (^tre

iiidiquc.

XXV. -Libre entree et sortie

de la Baltique pour 1 c*k marines de
guerre (*t cie commerce des Puis-
saii(H*K Allici*s et Associces, assuree
par roecupation de tous les forts,

ouvrages, batteries et d6fensc de
tout ordri* all(*mands, dans toutes
les passes allant dii Cattegat 4 la

Baltic] lie, et par Ic dragage ct la

destruction ae toutes mines on
obstructions dans et hors les caux
territoriales all(*mundc*s, dont les

plans (*t einplaeemeiits exacts se-

ront fournis par rAlIernagnc, ijui

nc poiirra soulever aucune ques-
tion de iieiitralite.

XXVI.-rMaintien du blociis

dcs Puissances Alliec;s ct Associces
dans les conditions actuclles, les
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remain unchanged, and all Ger-
man merchant ships found at sea
are to remain liable to capture.

The Allies and United States
contemplate the provisioning of
Germany during tne Armistice as

shall be found necessary.
XXVII.—All Aerial Forces arc

to be concentrated and immo-
bilized in German bases to be
specified by the Allies and the
United States of America.
XXVIII.—In evacuating the

Belgian coasts and ports, Ger-
many shall abandon, in situ and
intact, the port material and
material for inland waterways;
also all merchant ships,^tugs and
lighters, all Naval aircraft and air

materials and stores, all arms and
armaments and all stores and
apparatus of all kinds.

XXIX.—All Black Sea ports

are to be evacuated by Germany ;

all Russian warships of all descrip-

tions seizt'd by Germany in the
Black Sea are to be handed ovc*r

to the Allies and the United
States of America ; all neutral

merchant ships seized in the
Black Sea are to be released ; all

warlike and other materials of all

kinds seized in those ports are to

be returned, and German ma-
terials as specified in Clause
XXVIII are to be abandoned.
XXX.—All merchant ships at

present in German hands bdong-
ing to the Allied and Associated
Powers are to be re.stored to ports

specified by the Allies and the
United States of America without
reciprocity.

XXXI.—No destruction of

ships or of materials to be pcT-

mitted before evacuation, sur-

render or restoration, t

XXXII.—The German Govern-
ment shall formally notify all the

navires de commerce; allemands
trouves en mer restant sujetsc^
capture. Les Allies et les £tats-
Unis envisagent le ravitaillement
de I’AHemagne pendant Tajmis-
tice dans la mesure reconnue ne-

cessaire.

XXVII.—Groupement et im-
mobilisation dans les bafS^es alle-

mandes designees par les Allies et

les £tats-Unis de totites les forces

aeriennes. •

XXVIII.—Abandon par I’Alla-

magne, sur place etf' intacts, de
tout le materiel de ports et de
navigation fluviale, de tous les

navires de commerce, remor-
queurs, ehalands, de tous les

appareils, materiel, et approvi-
sionnements d’aeronautique ma-
ritime, toutes armes, appareils,

approvisionnements de toute na-
tur(‘ en evacuant la c6te et les

ports beiges.

XXIX.—fivaeuation de tous
les ports de la mer Noire par
I’AHemagne et remise aux Allies

et aux iStats-Unis d(‘ tous les

batinu nts de guerre russes saisis

pur les Allemands dans la mer
Noire ; liberation de tons les

navires de eommeree neutr(\s

saisis ; remisi* de tout le materiel
de guerre ou autre saisi dans ces
}>orts, et abandon du materiel
allemand enumere* a la clause

'

XXVIII.

XXX.—Restitution, sans re-

eiprocite, dans des ports designes
par les Allies et les £tats-Unis de
tous les navires de commerce
appurtenant aux Puissances Al-
liees et Associ&»;actuellcment au
pouvoir de I’Allemagne.
XXXI.—Interdiction de toute

destruction des navires ou de'*ma-
teriel avant evacuation, livraison

ou restitution.
,,

XXXII.—Lc Gouvernement al-

lemand notificra formcllemcnt k
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neutral Governments, and parti-
cplarly the Governments of Nor-
way, Sweden, Denmark and Hol-
land, that all restrictions placed
on the trading of their vessels

witlf the Allied and Associated
countries, whether by the German
Governm'ent or by private Ger-
man interests, and whether in

return for specific concessions,
such as the <fKport of shipbuilding
materials, or not, are imme-
diately cancelled.

XXXlll.—No transfers of Ger-
man merchant shipping of any
description to any neutral flag

are to take place after signature

of the Armifttiee.

F.—DrKATioN or Armistice.

XXXIV.—The duration of the
Armistice is to be 30 days, with
option to extend. During this

period, on failure of exeeiition of

any of the above clausi^s, the

Armistiei* may be repudiated by
one of the eontraeting parties on
48 hours’ jirevious notice. It is

understood that failure to execute

Articles HI and XVIII com-
pletely in tfei' periods^ specified is

not to give r<*ason for a repudia-

tion of the Armistkre, .save when-
such failure is due to malice

aforethought.
To ensure the execution of the

present convention under the

•most favourable Conditions, the

principle of a permanent Inter-

national Armisliee Commission is

recognized. This Commission
shall act under the supreme
authority of the High Command,
military and naval, of the Allied

Armies. •

The present Armistice was

tous Ics Gouvcrncments neutres
et en partioulier aux Gouverne-
ments de Norv^ge, de SuMc, de
Daiiemark et dc la Hollandc, que
toutes les re^strietions imposei's
an trafie de Icurs b&timcnts avec
les Puissances Allies et As.soci6cs,

soit par Ic Gouvernement Allc-
rnand lui-merm*, soit par des
entrepriscs allemandes privdt‘s,

soit cn rctour dc concessions
deiini(‘s, (‘omiiu' rexportation dc
matcriuux dc constructions na-
valcs, oil non, sont imniMiate-
ment annulcVs.
XXXlll.— Aueun transfert dc

navircs lyar/hands allcmands dc
toiitc c»|.i‘Ci‘ sous iin pavilion
neiitri^ qucleonque nc pourni
avoir lieu apres la signature dc
rarmistiec.

F.— Druf:!-: de i/Armistice.

XXXl V. La durcc di‘ I’armis-

lie(‘ cst (ixec a trcntc-six jours,

avec faeulte d(* prolongation.
Au coiirs dc eettc durcc Tarmis-

ticc pent, si les claus(\s lu* sont
pas cxceutecs, ctre denonce par
rune des parties eontractantes,
(|ui devra en donner le preavis

c|uarantc-huit hciires 4 I’avancc.

11 cst entendu, oik* rcxccution des
articles 111 et XVIII ne doniKTa
lieu a denomriation de rarmistiec
pour insuflisance d’c'xeciition dans
les dclais void us, qm^ dans le cas

d'lim* execution mal intentionn6c.
Pour assurer dans les meilleurc's

conditions I’l^xedition de la pre-

sente convention, le principe

d’une cmnmission d ’armistice in-

ternationally p(‘rrnanente cst

admis. Cette commission fonc-

tionnera sous la haute autorite

du Commandement cn Chef
militaire et naval des Armitrs
Allieis.

•

Lc* present armistice a ete signe
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signed on the 11th day of Novem-
ber 1918, at 5 o’clock a.m.
(French time).

(Signed)

F. Foch* Erzberger.
R. E. Wemyss. Oberndorff.

WiNTERFELDT.
Vanselow.

11th November 1918.

The representatives of the
Allies declare that, in view of
fresh events, it appears necessary
to them that the following con-
dition shall be added to the
clauses of the Armistice#:^

“In case the German ships are

not handed over within the
periods specified, the Gov-
ernments of the Allies and
of the United Stat(?s shall

have? the right to occupy
Heligoland to ensure th<^ir

delivery.”

(Signed)

R. E. Wemyss, F. Foch.
Admiral,

The German delegates de-
clare that they will forward -this

declaration to the German Chan-
cellor, with the recommendation
that it be accepted, accompany-
ing it with the reasons by which
the Allies have been actuated in

making this demand.

(Signed) Erzberger.
Oberndorff.
WiNTERFELDT.
Vanselow.

Annexe No. 1.

I.—The evacuation of the
invaded territories, Belgium,
France and Luxemburg, und also

of Alsace-Lorraine, shall be car-

le 11 novembre 1918, p, 5 heures
(heure fran9aisc). «

(Signe)

F. Foch. Erzberoee.
R. E. Wemyss. Oberndorff.

WiNTERFELDT.
VanseLow.

11 novembre 1918.

Les Representants des Alli&
declarent qu’en raison des evene-
ments nouveaux, il Icur parait

necessaire que la condition sui-

vante soit ajoutee aux clauses dc*

1’armistice :

“ Dans Ic cas oh les bateaux
allemands ne seraient pas
livres dans les delais indi-

ues, les Gouvernements
(‘S Allies et des fitats-

Unis auront le droit d’oe-

cuper Heligoland, pour en
assurer la livraison.”

(Signe)

R. E. Wemyss, F. Foch.
Amiral.

Les delegues allemands d^la-
rent qu’ils feront parvenir cette

declaration au Chancelier Alle-

mand, avec la rccommandation
de Taecepter, en I’accompagnant
des raisons qui ont motive cette

demande de la part des Allies.

(Signe) Erzberger.
Oberndgrff.
WiNTERFELDT.
*Vanselow.

Note Annexe No. 1.
I

I.—Evacuation des pays en-
vahis : Belgique, France, Luxem-
bourg, ainsi que de* I’Alsace-

Lorraine, se fera en trois phases
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ried out in three successive stages
according ‘to the following con-
ditions :

1st stage.—Evacuation of thi‘

territories situat(‘d between
•the existing front and line

No. 1 on the enclosed map.
to he completed within 5
days after the signature of
the Armistice.

2nd «/flrgg.^-Evacuation of terri-

tories situated betwe(*n line

* No. 1 and line No. 2 to
b(‘ carried out within 4
further days (9 days in all

after the signing <jf the
Armistice).

3rd stage .—Evaeuation of the
territories situat(*d betwec‘n

line Nrt. 2 and lim* No. 3,
* to be completed within 0

further days (15 days in all

after th<* signing of the
Armistice). .

Allied and United Stat(*s troops

shall enter these various terri-

tories <»n the expiration of the

period allowed to th(‘ German
troops for the evacuation of

each.
In consequence, the Allied

troops will (TOSS the present

German front as from the 6th

day following the signing of the

Armistice, line No. 1 as from the

10th day, mid line No. 2 as from
the 16th day.

II .—Evacuation of the Rhine
district .—This evacuation shall

also bc^ carried out in several

successive stages :

(1) Evaeuatior# of territories
* situated between lines 2

and aT and line 4 to be
completed within 4 fur-

• ther days (19 days in all

after the signing of the

Armistice).

(2) Evacuation of territorie.s

succcssivcs, dans Ics conditions
suivaiitcs :

Phase. — Evacuation dcs
tcrritoircs situes entre Ic

front actiicl ct la ligne No. 1

dc la cart(‘ jointe, tcrminic
dans un delai de cinq jours
apri^s la signature de I’ar-

mistice.
2* Phase. — Evacuation dcs

tcrritoircs situes entre la

lign(‘ No. 1 (‘t la ligne No. 2,

tcTiniiuV dans un delai dc
([uatr(‘ noiiveaux jours (iicuf

jours au total apr^s la signa-
turi‘ de rarmisticc).

3'* H^ny.e. — Evacuation dcs
t( rritoires situes entre In

ligne No. 2 (‘t la ligne No. 3,

lerminct* dans un delai de
six nouv(‘aux jours (quinze
jours au total apri^s la signa-
tur(‘ d<‘ rarmisticc).

Les troupes alli('‘(‘s et dcs
Etats-Unis penetreront dans (tk

different s tcTritoin^s apr^s Fex-
piration d(\s dciais ac(*ord/*s aux
troupes alh‘mand(^s pour I’eva-

cuation de chacun dVux.
En consequence, le front alle-

mand aertuel sera franc*})
i

fiar les

troupi's allices a partir du sixi^nu*

jcMir (]ui suivra la signature di*

rarmisticc, la ligne No. 1 h, partir

du dixicMie jour, la ligm* No. 2
a partir du s(‘izid*me jour.

II .— Evacuation des Pays du
Rhin.— evacuation se fera

egalerneiit en pliisicurs phases
successives :

(1) Evacuation des tcrritoircs

situes entre les iign(*K

No. 2, 8 ct la ligne No. 4,

terminec* dans un d^lai

dc qiiatrc nouv(*aux jours
(dix-neuf jours au total

apr^s la signature dc
i ’armistice).

(2) Evacuation dcs tcrritoircs
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situated between lines 4
and 5 to be completed
within 4 further days (28
days in all after the
signing of the Armistice).

(8) Evacuation of territcries

situated between lines 5
and 6 (line of the Rhine)
to be completed within
4 further days (27 days
in all after the signing of
the Armistice).

(4) Evacuation of the bridge-

heads and of the neutral
zone on the right bank
of the Rhine to oe com-
Ictcd within 4 further
ays (31 days in all after

the signing of the Armis-
tice).

The Allied and United States

Army of Occupation shall enter
these various territoritis after the
expiration of the period allowed
to the German troops for the
evacuation of each ; conseqciently

the Army will cross line No. 3, 20
days after the signing of the
Armistice. It will cross line

No. 4 as from the 24th day after

the signing of the Armistice

:

Line No. 5 as from the 28th day :

Line No. 6 (Rhine) the 32nd day,
in order to occupy the bridge-
heads.

III .—Surrender by the German
Armies of war material specified

by the Armistice,—This war ma-
terial shall be surrendered accord-

ing to the following conditions :

The first half before the 10th
day, the second half before the
20th day. This material shall be
handed over to each of the Allied

and United States Armies by each

situes entre la ligne No. 4
et la ligne Nto. . 5, ter-

minee dans un delai db
quatre nouveaux jours
(vingt-trois jours au total

apr^ la signature de I’ar-

mistice).

(8) Evacuation des territoires

situes entre la ligl^; No. 5
et la ligne No. 6 (ligne

du Rhin), tcf^inee dans
un delai de quatre nou-
veaux jours (vingt-sept
jours au total apr^s la

signature de rarmistice).

(4) Evacuation des tetes de
pont et de la zone neutre
de la rive droite du Rhin,
terminee dans un delai

de quatre nouveaux jours

(trente et un jours au*
total apr^\s la signature
de rarmistice).

Lcs troupes d’pccupation alliees

et des Etats-Unis penetreront
dans ces differents territoires

apr^s I’expiration des delais ac-

cord& aux troupes allemandes
pour I’evacuation de chacun d’eux.
En consequence, la ligne No. 3
sera franchic par elles a partir

du vingtieme jour qui suivra la

signatun- de 1 ’armistice ; la ligne

No. 4 sera franchie par elles a
partir du vingt-quatrieme jour
qui suivra la signature de rar-
mistice ; la ligne No. 5 a partir

du vingt-huiti^e jour ; la ligne

No. 6 (Rhin), k partir du trentc-
deiixitoie jour, pour I’occupation
des t^tes de pont. •

III .—Livraison par les Armees
allemandes du materiel de guerre^

fixe par VArmistice,—Ce materiel
de guerre devra etre livre dans les

conditions suivantes : la pre-

miere moitie avant le dixienie

jour ; la deuxieme moitie avant
le vingtieme jour ; ce materiel
sera remis k chacune dds Armees
AlHees et des Etats-Unis par
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larger tactical group of the Ger-
man Armies in the proportions
i^hich may be fixed by the per-
manent International Armistice
Commission.

•Annexe No. 2.

•

Conditions regarding eommuni-
eations, railways, waterways,
roadj$, river and sea ports, and
telegraphic and telephonic com-
municatioias :

I.—All communications as far
as the Rhine, inclusive, or <‘om-

prised, on the right bank of this

river, within the bridgeheads
occupied by the Allied Armies
shall be placed under the supreme
•and absolute authority of the
Commander-in-Chief of the Allit'd

Armies, who shall have the right

to take any nu'asure he may
think necessary to ‘assure their

occupation and use. All docu-
ments relative to eonimunieations
shall be held ready for trans-

mission to him.
II.—All the material and all

the civil and military jiersoimel

at present employed in the main-
tenance and working of all lines

of communication are to he main-
tained in their entirety upon
thes(‘ lines^in all territories eva-
cuated by th(; German troops.

All supplementary materia!

necessary for the* upkeep of these

lines of communication in the

districts# on the left bank of tin

Rhine shall be supplied by the
• German Governificnt throughout
*the duration of the Armistice.

III.—Personnel,—The French
and Belgian personnel belonging

trt the services of the lines of

communication, whether interned

or not, are to be returned to

the Frciffch and Belgian Armies
during the 15 days following the

chaeun des groupements tactiques
de rArm6e alleniande dans les

proportions qui seront fix^cs par
la Commission permanente d’Ar-
inistice.

Note Annexe No. 2.

Conditions interessant les Voies
de Communication (voies ferret's,

voies mivigabh's, routes, ports
fluviaux i‘t inaritiines, tclegraphes
i t ttMephoiu's)

:

I.- -Toutes les voies de com-
munication sitiKvs jusqii'au Rhiii
iiK'Iiis, on comprises sur la rivt'

droiti‘ ee lleuve ii rinterieur
d(‘s telt s dc‘ pont oeciipees par h*s

Arniei‘s Alliees, scTont j)Iaee(‘s sous
Tautoritc pleiru' <‘t eiiticre dii

Comrmmdant en Clu'f des Arniees
Alliees, qui aura \v droit de pnai-
dre toutes les mesiires (ju'il jugera
necessairt's pour en assurtT I’oc-

cupation ef IVxploitation. Tous
les docaimeiits relatifs aux voi(‘s

de eommuiiit'at ion seront temis
prets i\ lui etre remis.

II.~ Tout lc‘ niateri(‘l et tout le

ptTsoniH'l, civil ri militain*, uti-

lises u(‘tu(‘llement pour I’entre-

tieii et l\‘Xploi1alion des v«>i<*s de
eommiinieaition, siTont mainti nus
integra lenient sur ces voies dans
tous les territoires evaeues par les

troll pt‘s alli‘mand(‘s.

Tout le materiel supjilcnu'n-

taire neeessairc* pour reiitretieii de
ces voies de communication dans
les pays de la rive gauche du
Rhin sera fourni par le Gouveriie-

nieiit Allemand pendant t(»ute la

durce de rarniistice.

III.— Personnel,— I-k* | x* rson -

nel franyais et beige, anpart-c-

nant au service des voies cic com-
munication, qu’il soit interne

ou non, sera remis aux Armet s

franyaiif et beige dans les

quinze jours suivant la signature
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signing of the Armistice. The
personnel belonging to the organi-
zation of the Alsace-Lorraine
railway system is to be main-
tained or reinstated in such a way
as to ensure the working of the
system.
The Commander-in-Chief ol the

Allied Armies shall have the
right to make all changes and
substitutions that he may desire

in the personnel of the lines of
communication.

IV. — Material. — {a) Rolling
stock.—The rolling stock handed
over to the Allied Armies in the
zone comprised between the pre-

sent front and Line N8i 3, not
including Alsace-Lorraine, shall

amount at least to 5,000 loco-

motives and 150,000 wagons.
This surrender shall bc‘ carried

out within the period fixed by
Clause VII of the Armistice and
under conditions, the details of
which shall be fixed by the pcT-
manent International Armistice
Commission.

All this material is to b(* in

good condition and in work-
ing order, with all the ordinary
spare parts and fittings.^ It may
be employed together with the
regular personnel, or with any
other, upon any part of the rail-

way system of the Allied Armies.
The material necessary for the

working of the Alsace-Lorraine
railway system is to be main-
tained or replaced for the use of
the French Army.

The material to be le^ft in situ

in the territories on the left bank
of the Rhine, as well as that on
the inner side of the bridgeheads,
must permit of the normal work-
ing of the railways in these
districts.

(5) Permanent way^ sisals and
workshops.—The material for

de I’armistice. Le personnel affect^
organiquement au reseau lexploi^

E
ar les chemins de fer d’Alsace-
orraine sera maintenu, ou remis

en place, de fa9on k assurer I’ex-

ploitation du reseau. •

Lc Commandant en Chef des
Armees Alli&s aura le dcoit de
faire dans le personnel des voies
de communication toates les mu-
tations et tons les remplacemehts
<jui lui conviendront. «

IV.— Materiel. — (a) Matiriel
roulant .—Le materiel roulant re-

mis aux Armees Alliees dans la

zone comprise entre lc front
HCtuel et la ligne No. 8, non
eompris I’Alsace-Lorraine, sera

d’une importance au 'hioins egale

a 5,000 locomotives et 150,000*

wagons. Cette livraison sera effec-

tuee dans les delais fixes par la

elnuse VII de rarmisticc, et dans
des conditions de detail k arr^ter
par la Commission d’Armistice
iuternational(‘ permanente.

Tout ce materiel sera en bon
etat d’entretien et de roulement
et pourvu de toutes les pieces

d(‘ rechange ou agr^s usuels. II

pourra etn* utilise avec son per-

sonnel propre, ou tout autre, sur
uii point quelconque du reseau
ferre des Armees Alliees.

Le materiel affecte organique-
riu'iit au reseau exploite par les

chemins de fer d ’Alsace-Lorraine
sera maintenu, ou remis en place,

a la disposition de I’Arnree fran-
ca ise.

Lc materiel ^‘laisser sur place,

dans les pays de la rive gauche
du Rhin, ainsi qu’4 I’interieur des
tetes de pont d’autre part, devra
permettre 1’exploitation normale
des voies ferrees dc? ces terri-

toires.

(5) Materiel de voie^ te signals
sation et d'atelier .—Le materiel
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signals, machine tools and tool

outfits, tak^n from the workshops
afid depfits of the French and
Belgian lines, are to be replaced
under conditions, the details of
which are to be arranged by the
permanent International Armis-
tice Commission.
The Armies are to be

supplied with railroad material,

rails, incidental fittings, nlant,

bridge-building material ana tim-

ber necessary for the repair of
the lines (destroy(‘d beyond the
present front.

(c) Fuel and maintenance
material.—The German Govern

-

merit shall be responsible through-
out the duration of thi* Arniistie(‘

for the release of fuel and niain-

teiianee material to the dep6ts
normally allotted to tin* railways

in the territories on the left hank
of the Rhine.

V.

—

Telegraphic and Telephonic

Communication.—A1 1 telegra phs,

telephones, and fixed W/T sta-

tions are to be handed over to

the Allied Armies, with all the

civil and military personnel and
all their material, including all

stores on the left bank of the

Rhine.

Supplementary stores necessary

for the upkeep of the syst(*m are

to be supplied throughout the

duration of th<- Armistice by the

German Government according

to requirements.

•

The Commander-in-Chief of the

Allied Armies shall place this

system under military supervision

and shall ensufe its control, and
shall make all changes and sub-

stitutions in personnel which he

may think necessary.

He. will send back to the Gc*r-

man Army all the military per-

sonnel who are not in his judg-

dc signalisation, les machines-
outils et routillage prelev& sur
les ateliers, les dep6ts des r6seaux
fraii^ais et beige seront remis dans
des conditions de detail k ar-

reter fiar la Commission d’Armis-
tici‘ internationale permanente.
II sera fourni aux Armcc‘s Alli6(\s

h‘ materiel de voie, rails, petit

materiel, apnareils, materiel de
pont, et li‘s bois nceessaires k la

remise en iHat des lignes de-

truites an dela du front actuel.

(c) Combustihle et matiere dVn-
tretien.—Pendant la duree de
Parmisti^'^. les combustibles et

maticT' s il entretien seront lib^res

par les soins du Gouv<*rnement
Alh'inand aux dcp6ts normale-
ment affeetes a Texploitation

<lans l(*s pays de la rive gauche
du Rhin.

V. — Conimu nicatiofhs UUgra^
])hiqnes et tcUphoniipies,—Toutes
les lignes tclegraphiqia s c‘t telc-

phc»niques, tons les postes de
T.S.F. fixes seront })Hsses aux
Armees Allici'S, avec tout le per-

sonnel civil et rnilitaire et tout

leiir matcritl, y compris tons lesap-

provisionnements constitu6s sur

la rive gauche du IMiin.

Les approvisionnements sup-

piementaires nceessaires pour Peii-

tretien du rescan devront Ctre

foiirnis pendant la duree de Par-

niistici* par le Gouvernement Al-

leiuand au fur (‘t k m<*sure des

h<‘soins.

Le Commandant en Chef des

Arme(\s Alliees oecupera cc rcseau

militairement, en assurera la di-

rection, et fera dans le perscinnel

tons les remplac(‘ments <*t muta-
tions qu’il jugera utile.

II renverra k PArmec alle-

mande tefut le personm l rnilitaire

qu’il n’estimera pas necessaire
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ment necessary for the working
and upkeep of the railway.

All plans of the German tele-
graphic and telephonic systems
shall be handed over to the
Commander-in-Chief of the Allied
Armies.

pour I’exploitation et I’entretien
du rescau. * «

Tous les plans du reseau tdlfi-

graphique et t61ephonique alle«

mand seront remis au Com-
mandant en Chef des Armies
Alliees.

CONVENTION PROLONGING THE ARMISTICE WITH
GERMANY, 18th DECEMBER, 1918 „

‘

CONVENTION

The undersigned, ii4 virtue of the powers with which they were
endowed for the signinfj of the Armistice of the 11th November,
1918, have concluded the following additional agreement j

1. The duration of the Armistice signed on the 11th November,^
1918, has been prolonged for a month, i.e. till 5 a.m. on the 17th
January, 1919.

The one month’s extension will be further extended until the
conclusion of P(^a(•e jireliminaries, provided this arrangement meets
with the apjirobation <*f thi‘ Allied Gov(‘rnments.

2. The elaus(‘s of the Convention (11th November) which have
been incompletely fulfilled will he carried out during th(‘ period of
(‘Xtension, according to thi* conditions laid down by the Permanent
International Armistice Commission following the orders giv'-en by
the Allied Gener;ilissimo.

8. The following clause is added to the Convention of the 11th
November, 1918 ;

‘ From now onwards the Generalissimo reserves to himself the
right of occupying (when he deems it advisable), as an additional
guarantee, the neutral zone on the right bank of the Rhine, north
of the bridgehead of Cologne, and as far as the Dutch frontier.

‘ Six days’ notice will be given by the Generalissimo befort* the
occupation comes into effect.’

Treves, 13th December, 1918.

(Signed) F. Foch. Erzberger.
Wemvss, Admiral, A. Oberndorff.

WlN^rERFELDT.
Vanselow\
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CONVENTION PROLONGING THE ARMISTICE WITH
GERMANY, 16th JANUARY, 1919

*
’ ('ONVKNTION

The Undersigned Plenipotentiaries (Admiral Hniwniiig taking the
place o( Admiral Womyss), vested with the powers in virtue of which
the Armistice Agreenn'iit of 11th November, 1918, was signed, have
concluded the following supfilementary Agreement

:

1. The Armistice of the 11th November, 1918, which was pro-
longed until the 17th January, 1919, by the Agreement of the
13th DeccjnbiT, 1918, shall be again pnilonged for one month, that
is to say, until the 17th February, 1919, at 5 a.m.

This prolongation of one month shall bt* extended until the con-
clusion of the Pi‘aee preliminaries, subject to the approval of the
Allied Governments. 4̂

^

2. The execution of those clauses of i he Agreement of the 11th
November tvhich have not been entirely carried out shall lx* pniceeded
'with and eomjileted during the prolongation of the Armistice, in

accordance with the detailed conditions fixed by the Permanent
International Armistice Commission on th(‘ instnn^tions of the Allied

High Command..
3. In substitutiort of the su]>plementary railway mati^rial specified

by Tables 1 and 2 of the Spa Wotoeol of 17th I)ee(‘mber, i.e. 500
locomotives and 19,000 wagons, the German GoveTnment shall

supply the following agricultural machinery and instruments :

400 two-engined steam plougli outfits, complete*, with suit-

able ploughs,

6,500

drills,

6,500

manure distributors,

6,500

ploughs,

6,500

Brabant jdoughs,

12,500

harrows,

6.500 scarifiers,

2.500 ste^el rollers,

2,500

Ooskill re)llers,

2,500

mowing machines,

2,500

hay-making machines,

3,000 re*apeTs and binde^rs,

• or equivalent iinpleme*nts, according to the scale* of interchange-

lability of various kinds of implements considered pe*rmissih]e,* by the

Permanent International Armistice Commission. All this material,

which shall be either n<iw, or in very good condition, shall be deliverc*d

together with all accessoriiis belonging to c*a(!h implement, and with

the spare parts required for 18 months* use.

Tne German Armistice Commission shall, between the prc.sent

date an<>the 23rd January, supply thi* All4<*d Armistice Commission

with a list of thir material that can be delivered by the 1st March,
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which must, in principle, constitute not less than one-tljird of the
total quantity. The International Armistice Commissioh shall,

between now and the 2drd January, fix the latest dates of delivery,

which shall, in principle, not extend beyond the 1st June.
4. The officers in Germany delegated by the Allied and Associated

Powers to organize the evacuation of the prisoners of war belonf^ng
to the armies of the Entente, together with representatives of the
Relief Associations of the United States, France, Great Brii^in and
Italy, shall form a Commission charged with the care of Russian
prisoners of war in Germany.

This Commission, the headquarters of which shall in Berlin,

shall be empowered to deal with the German Government direct,

upon instructions from the Allied Governments, regarding all ques-^

tions relating to Russian prisoners of war. •

The German Grovernment shall accord the Commission all

travelling facilities necessary for the purpose of investigating the
housing conditions and food supply of such prisoners.

The Allied Governmcimts reserve the right to arrange for the
repatriation of Russian piisoners of war to any region which they
may consider most suitable.

5. Naval Clauses.—Article XXII of the Armistice Agreement of'

the 11th November, 1918, shall be supplemented as follows :

‘ In order to ensure the execution of such clause, the German
authoritii's shall bti bound to carry out the foUowing conditions ;

‘All submarines capable of putting to sea, or of being towed,
shall be handed over immediately and shall make for Allied ports.

Such vessels shall include* submarine cruisers, mine-layers, relief

ships and submarine doeks. All submariiu*s which cannot be
surrendered shall be completely destroyed or dismantled, under
thc^ supervision of the Allied Commissioners.

‘ Submarine construction shall cease immediately, and all sub-
marines in course of construction shall be destroyed or dismantled
under the supervision of the Allied Commissioners.’

Article* XXIII of the Armistice Agreement of the 11th Nov'ember,
1918, shall be supplemented as follows

: ^
‘ In order to ensure the execution of such clause, the German

Commission shall furnish the Inter-Allied Naval Armistice Com-
mission with a complete list of all surface vessels constructed or in

course of construction (launched or on the stocks), specifying

probable dates of completion.’ »

Article XXX of the Armistice Agreement of JLlth November,
1918, shall be supplemented as follows :

»

‘ In order to ensure the execution of such clause, the Allied

High Command informs the German High Command that all

possible measures must be taken immediately for delivery; in

Allied ports, of all Allied merchantmen still detained m German
ports.’

6. BestitiUion of Material carried off from Belgian and French
Territories.—As restitution of material carried off from French and
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Belgian territory is indispensable for setting factories once more into
working order, the following measures shall be carried out, viz. :

•

(a) All machinery, machinery parts, industrial or agricultural
plant, accessories of all kinds and, generally, all industrial
or aagricultural articles carried off by German military or
civilian authorities or individuals, under any pretext

, whatever, from territories fornicTly occupied by the
German armies on the Western front, shall be placed at
the disposal of the Allies for the purpose of being returned
to their places of origin, should the* French and Belgian
Governments so desire.

^
These articles shall lx* returni‘d without further altera-

tion and undamaged.
(b) In view of such restitution, the German Governnu'ut shall

immediately furnish the Armistice Commission with all

official or private accounts, agreenu*nts for sale or hin*,

or correspondence relating to sucii -rtieles, togeth(*r with
all necessary declarations or ii\n>rination n*garding their

existence, origin, adaptation, pr(*sent condition and
, locality.

(c) The delegates of the French or Belgian Govi?rnineiit shall

cause inventories or i*xaniinations of such artieli's to lx*

made* on th(* spot in Germany, should they think fit.

{(1) The retuVn uf such artii^les shall lx* i*ff(*eted in acconlance
with special instructions to lx* givi*n as rt*(|uir(*d by the
French or B(*lgian authorities.

(e) With a view to immediate restitution, declarations shall more
particularly be madi- of all stocks of driving belts, electric

motors and fmrts thereof, or plant remov(*d from FrancM*

or Belgium and (‘xisting in depot parks, ntilways, ships

and factories.

(/) The furnishing of the particulars refe rred to in Articles 3 and 6

hereof shall comm<*nce within S el(*ar days from the

20th .Jaiiuarv, 1919, and shall be completed in principle*

before the 1st April, 1919.
•

7. As a further guarantee, the Suprenit Aili(*d ('ommand reserves

to itself the right to occupy, whenever it shall consider this desirable,

the sector of the; fortress of Strassburg fornu d by* the fortifications

on the right ‘bank of the Rhine, with a strip c»f territory extending

from 5 to 10 kilometres in front of such fortifications, within the

boundaries defined on the map apjx*nd(*d hereto.

\ The Supreme Allied Command shall give (> days’ notice pri(*r to

such occupation, which shall not be preceded by any destruction of

material or of buildings.

The limits of the niutral zone will, tlx refon*, be advanced by
10* kilometres.

8. In oraer to secure the provisioning of Germany and of the rest

of Ehrope. the German (Jovernment shall take all iie<!< ssary steps to

place the German fleet, fur the duration of thi* Armistice, under the
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•

control and the flags of the Allied Powers and the United States,
who shall be assisted by a German delegate. '

«.

This arrangement shall in nowise affect the final disposal of such
vessels. The Allies and the United States shall, if they consider this

necessary, replace the crews either entirely or in part, and the officers

and crews so replaced shall be repatriated to Germanjr. *

Suitable compensation, to be fixed by the Allied Governments,
shall be made for the use of such vessels. ‘

All questions of details, as also any (exceptions to be made in the
case of certain types of vessel, shall be settled by a special agreement
to be concluded imm(‘diately. i.

Treves, 16th January, 1919.

(Signed) Foch. ErzbergeiC.

Browning. Oberndorff.
VON WiNTERFELDT.
Vanselow.

CONVENTION PROLONGING THE ARMISTICE WITH
GERMANY, 16th February, 1919

CONVENTION

The undersigiu*d PJ(*iiipotentiaries, posscessed of the powers in

virtue of which the Armistice Agreement of 11th November, 1918,
was signed, have concluded the following additional agn^ement

:

Admiral Wemyss being replaced by Admiral Browning, General v.

Wiiiterf(‘ldt by G(*neral v. HamnKTstein, and the Minister Pleni-
potentiary Count V. Oberndorff by the Minister Plenipotentiary v.

Haniel.
I.—The Germans are to cease all hostilities against the Poles at

once, whether in the district of Posen or any other district. With
this end in view, they are forbidden to allow their troops to cross the
following line—^the old frontier between East and West' Prussia and
Russia as far as Louisenfelde, from thencic the line west of Louisen-
feldi^ west of Gr. Ncudorff, south of Brzoza, north of Schubin, north
of Exin, south of Samotschin, south of Chpdziesen, north of Czarnikau,
west of Miala, west of Birnbaum, west of Bentschen, west of Wollstein,
north of Lissa, north of Rawitsch, south of Krotoschin, west of Adcl-
nau, west of Schildberg, north of Doruchow, to tl^e Silesian frontier.

II.—^The Armistice of 11th November, prolonged by the Agree-
ments of 18th December, 1918, and 16th January, 1^19, until 17th
February, 1919, is further prolonged for a short period, the date of
expiry not being given, the Allied Powers and those associated i%ith

them reserving to themselves the right to terminate tjbe period at

8 days’ notice.

III.—The carrying (jut of those clauses of the Agreement of 11th
November, 1918, and of the additional Agreements of 13th December,
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1918 and 16th January 1919, tht* terms of which have not yet been
fully caitried into effect, will be continued and completed during the
p^longation of the Armistice, according to detaif(*d arrangements
made by the Permanent Armistice Commission, acting on instructions
issued by the Supreme Allied Command.

Treves, 16th February, 1919.

(Signed) Foch. Euzbekger.

Browning. Freiherr v. Hammerstein.
VON Haniel.

Vansklow.

PART n

PROTOCOL. OF THE ARMISTICE BETWEEN THE ALLIED
• AND ASSOCIATED POWERS AND AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

Signed November 8, 1918

• With Appendix

A.

—

Military Claitses.

I.—Immediate cessation of hos-

tilities on land, by sea, and in the

air.

II. — Comj)lete demobilisation

of the Austro-Hungarian Army
and immediate withdrawal of ail

units operating on the front from
the North Sea to Switzerland.

There shal> only be maintained
in Austro-Hungarian territ<»ry,

within the limits indicated below
in Par. 3, as Austro-Hungarian
military forces, a maximum of

20 Divisidhs reduced to their pre-

war peaei* effeetivc^str<*ngth.

*Half the total quantity of

Divisional artillery. Army (V»rp^

artillery, as well as their respec-

tive* equipment, beginning with

all such mat(1-ial which is within

the territories to b<* evacuated

by the Austro-Hungarian Army,
VOL. I. I

A.—Clatses Milttaikes.

I.—('(‘ssation immc'diaie des
hostilites sur terre, siir mer et
dans Tair.

II.— Demobilisation totali* de
rarmce austro-hongroise et re-

trait immediat de tout(‘s les uni-
tes <|ui opereiit sur le front de la

mer du Non! A la Suisst*.

II lie sera maiiitenu sur le

territoire aiistro-hongrois, dans
leslimites ei-d(‘ssous indiqiuVs nu
paragraphe 3, commr* forces mi-
litaires aiistro-hongroises, qii’iin

maximum de 20 di visir>iis reduib's
u rcffectifdu pied de paix eravant
gin*rre.

La nioitie du materiel total

d’artillerie divisionnaire, d’artil-

Ic-rie de corps d’armce ainsi epn*

recpiipement correspondant cn
conimeii<,‘ant par tout cc <|ui se*

trouve sur* l<*s tcrritoircs a eva-
euer par rarmce austro-hongroise,
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shall be concentrated within
localities to be designated by
the Allies and the United States
of America, for the purpose of
beftig surrendered to tnem.

III.—Evacuation of all terri-

tory invaded by Austria-Hungary
since the beginning of the war,
and withdrawal of Austro-Hun-
garian forces, within a space of
time to be laid down by the
Gk^ncrals Commanding-in-Chief
of the Allied forces on the
different fronts, beyond a line

fixed as follows :

From Piz Umbrail as far as

the North of the Stclvio, it will

follow the crest of ttfei Rhactian
Alps as far as the sources of the
Aaig(? and of the Eisach, passing
then by Mounts lleschen and
Brenner and on the heights of
the Oetz and th(i Ziller.

The line thenee turns south,
crossing Mount Toblach as far

as present frontier of Carnic
Alps. It follows this line as far

as Mount Tarvis, thence to water-
shed of Julian Alps by Col dc
Prcdil, Mount Mangart, the Tri-

corno (T(!rglou) and watershed
Podberdo, Podlaniscam and Idria.

From this point the line turns
south-east towards the Schnee-
berg, excluding the whole basin
of the Save River and its tribu-

taries ; from Schneeherg it de-
scends the coast in such a way
as to include Castua, Mattuglia
and Volosca in evacuated terri-

tories.

It will follow the administra-

tive limits of present province
of Dalmatia, including to the
north Lisarica and Triclania and
to the south, territory limited by
a line from the shoJe of Cape
Planka to the summits of watcr-

devra 6trc reuni entre des points a
fixer par les Allies e< Ics fitats-

Unis d’Amerique pour leur efre

livre.

III.—£vacuatictn de tout«^erri-

toire envahi par TAutriche-Hon-
grie depuis le debut de* la guerre
ct rctrait des forces aifttro-hon-
groises dans un delai a determiner
par les Generaux (commandants
en chef les forces alliees sur les

differents fronts, au dcla d’ui}(‘

ligne fixee comme suit :

Du Piz Umbrail jusqu’au nord
du Stelvio, elle suivra la crete
des Alpes Rhetiennes jusqu’aux
sources de TAdige et de TEisach,
passant alors par les monts
Rcschen ct Brenner et sur les

hauteurs de I’Oetz et du Ziller.

La ligne ensiiitc* se dirigera

vers le sifd, traverscra le Mont
Toblach c‘t rejoindra la frontier!*

aetuelle des Alpes Carniques.
Elle suivra cette frontiere jus-

qu’au Mont Tarvis, et apres le

Mont Tarvis, la ligne de partage
des eaux des Alpes Juliennes par
le Col Predil, le Mont Mangart, le

Tricorno (Terglou) et la ligne de
partage des eaux des Cols de
Podberdo, de Podlaniscam et

d’ldria, A partir de ce point, la

ligne suivra la direction du sud-
cst vers le Schneeberg, laissant cn
dehors d’elle tout le bassin de la

Save et de ses tributaires ; du
Schneeberg, la ligne , deseendra
vers la c6te, de maniere a inclurc

Castua, Mattvrglia et Volosca dans
les territoires evacues. “

Elle suivra egdlement les limites

admiiiistratives actuelles de la

province de Dalmatie, en y eoin-

prenant, au nord, Lisarica et

Tridania et au sud, jusqu’a une
ligne partant sur la vote du Cap
Planka et suivant vers Test les
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shed eastwards so as to inelude
iy evaciiated area all the valleys
and watercourses flowing towards
Sebenico, such as Cleola, Kerka,
Butisnica, and their tributaries.
It \f411 also in<?lude all the islands
in the north and west of Dal-
matia fr<tm Premuda, Selve, Ulbo,
ScherdaC Maon, Pago and Punta-
dura islands, in the north, uji to
Meleda, in *he south, embracing
Sant’ Andrea, Busi, Lissa, Lesina,
ffercola, Curzola, Cazza and La-
gosta as ivell as neighbouring
rocks and islets and Pelagosa,
only excepting tiu* islands of
great and small Zirona, Bua,
Solta and Brazza.

• All territories thus evacuated
will be occupied by Allied and
American troops.

All military and raflway equip-
ment of all kinds (including coal)

within these territories to be left

in situ^ and surrend(*red to tlu;

Allies and America according to

special orders given by Comman-
der-in-Chief of forces of Asso-
ciated Powers on different fronts.

No new destruction, pillage or
requisition by enemy troops in

territories to be evacuated by
them and occupied by Associated
Powers. •

• IV.—Allied Aifkiics shall havi‘

the right of frj*c nmvement over
all road and rail and waterways
in Austro-Hungarian territory

which shall be necessary.
•

Aimies of Associated Pow'ers

shall occupy such strategic fK>ints

in Austria-Hungary at such times

sommets des hauteurs formant la

ligne dc partage dcs caux, de
niani^rc a comprendre dans les

territoircs evacues toutes les val-
lecs ct cours d’eau descendant
vers Sebenico, comme la Cicola,

la Kerka, la Butisnica et U'lirs

aflluents. Elle enfcrnicra aussi

toutes les ih's situei\s au nord et

k rx>uest de la Dalmatic depuis
Premuda, St'lve, Ulbo, Schi^rda,

Maon. Pago et Puntadura au nord,
jusqu'a Meleda au sud, cn y
coiiiprenaiit Sant’ Andrea, Busi,
Lissa, Lesina, Tercola, Curzola,
Lazza et Lagosta ainsi qm* les

rochers et V.ots cnvironiiants, ct

PelagosrA^i rexception seulement
di‘s iles Grande^ c‘t Petite Zirona,
Bua, Solta ct Brazza.
Tous les territoircs ainsi eva-

cues seroiit occupes pur les forces

des Allies et dcs fltats-Unis
d’Amerique*.

Maintien siir place dc tout Ic

materi(*l militaire et dv clu'inin

de fer ennemi <jui se trouve sur
les territoiri*s k cvacucT.

Livraison aiix Allies ct aiix

fitats-Unis de tout c(‘ materi(*l

(approvisioiinements de charbc»n

et autres compris) suivant h‘s

instructions de detail donneVs par
les Generaux Commandants (‘ii

chef hrs forces des Puissanci's

associees sur les differents fronts.

Aiieune d(‘struction nouvtlle,

ni pillage, ni requisition iioiivellc

par les trouj>es ennemies dans l<‘S

territoircs d cvw?uer par rc^imemi
ct a occuper par les forces des
PuissaiH^es associees.

IV.—Possibilite pour les Ar-
niees des Puissances associa‘s dc
se mouvoir librernent par I’cn-

sembh' des routes, chernins dc*

fer ct voies fluvialt'S des territoircs

aiistro-lmngrois n(V*essairc.s.

Occupation par les Arrnet's des
Puissanc?s associees de tous points
strategiqiies en Autriehe-Iiongrit!
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as they may deem necessary to
enable them to conduct military

operations or to maintain order.

They shall have right of requi-

sition on payment for troops of
Associated Powere wherever they
may be.

V.—Complete evacuation of all

German troops within 15 days not
only from Italian and Balkan
fronts but from all Austro-Hun-
garian territory.

Internment of all German
troops which have not left

Austria-Hungary befoie that
date.

VI.—Administration of evacu-
att‘d territories of Austria-Hun-
gary will provifionally be en-

trusted to local authorities under
control of the Allied and asso-

ciated armies of occupation.
VII.—Immediate repatriation,

without reciprocity, of all pri-

soners of war and interned Allied

subj(‘Cts and of civilian popula-
tions evacuated from their homes
on conditions to be laid down by
Commanders-in-Chief of forces of
Allied Powers on various fronts.

VIII.—Sick and wounded who
cannot be removed from evacu-
ated territory will be cared for by
Austro-Hungarian personnel who
will be left on the spot with
medical material required.

B.—Naval Conditions.

I.—Immediate cessation of all

hostilities at sea and definite

information to be given as to

location and movements of all

Austro-Hungarian ships.

Notification to be made to

neutrals that free navigation in

all territorial waters isr given to
the naval and mercantile marines

et k tous moments juges neces-
saires par ces Puissanct;s, poyr
rendre possible toutes operations
militaires Ou pour maintenir
I’ordre.

Droit de reqmsition edntre
paiement pour Ics Armees des
Puissances associees dan% tous les

territoires oh elles se troiWeront.
V.—Complete Evacuation, dans

un delai dc 15 jouic, de toutes
troupes allemandes, non seule-

ment des fronts d ’Italic et dec
Balkans, mais de tout! territoires

austro-hongrois.
internement de toutes troupes

allemandes qui n’auraient pas
quitte avant ce delai le territoire

austro-hongrois.
VI.—Les territoires austro-hon- •

grois evacues seront provisoirc-
ment administres par les autori-

tes locales sous le contrdle des
troupes alliees ou associees d’oc-

cupation.
*

VII.—Rapatriement immediat,
sans reciprocite, de tous les pri-

sonniers dc guerre, sujets allies

internes et populations civiles

evacuees, dans les conditions a
fixer par les Generaux Comman-
dants en chef les Armees des
Puissances alliees sur les fronts.

VIII.—Les malades et blesses

inevaeuables seront soignes par
du personnel austro-Aongrois qui
sera laisse sur place avee le

materiel neccssaire.

B.—Clauses NavAles.

I.—CcssatioiP immediate de
toute hostilite sur mcr et indica-

tions precises de 1’emplacement
et des mouvements de tous les

batiments austro-hongrois. •

Avis sera donne aifcx neutres de
la liberte concedec* k la navig^.tion

des marines de guerre^t de com-
merce des Puissances alliees et
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of the Ajlicd and Associated
Powers, airquestions of neutrality
being waived.

II.—Surrender to* the Allies

and United States of America of
15 Mistro-Huitgarian submarines
completed between years 1910
and 1919 and of all German sub-
marines»* which are in or may
hereafter enter Austro-Hungariaii
territorial waters. All Other
Austro-Hungarian submariiu^s to
be paid off and completely dis-

armed and b) remain under super-
vision of the Allies.

III.—Surrender to the Allies

and United State's of America,
with their comj)h‘te armament
and equipment, of 3 battleships,

3 light cruisers, 9 destroyers,

12 torpedo-boats, 1 mine-layer,

6 Danube monitors, to be desig-

nated by the Allies and United
States of America. •

All other surface warships (in-

cluding river craft) are to be
concentrated in Austro-Hunga-
rian naval bases to be designated
by the Allies and United States

of America, and are to be paid off,

completely disarmed and placed

under supervision of Allies and
United States of America.

IV.—Free navigation to all

warships and merchant ships of

Allic'd and Associated Powers to

be given in Adriatic, in territorial

waters and up River Danube and
its tributaries, and Austro-Hun-
}jarian territory. •

Allies and Associated Powers
shall -have right to swet'p up all

mifiefields and obstructions, and
positions of these are to be indi-

cated.

In order to ensure free naviga-

associees dans toutes les eaux
territoriales, sans soulever des
questions de neutralitc.

II.—Livraison aux Allies et
aux £tats-Unis d’Amerique* de
15 sous-marins austro-hongrois
acheves de 1910 ^ 1918 et de
tous les sous-marins allemands se

trouvant on pouvaiit penetrer
dans les imiux territoriales uustro-
hongroises. Desarmement com-
plet et demobilisation de tons les

autres sous-marins austro-hon-
grois, qui devront rester sous la

surveillance des Allies et des
£tats-Unis d ’Amertque.

III.—Livuiison aux Allies et
aux fttaV-Unis d’Amerique, avec
leur arrnement et C(|uipement
complets, d(‘ 8 cuirasses, 8 <*roi-

seurs Icgers, 9 di stroyers, 12 tor-

pilleurs, 1 mouilleur di* mines,
6 monitors du Danube & designer
pur les Allies et les fUats-lJiiis

d’Amerique.
Tous les autres batimt'iits de

guern* de surface (y compris ceux
de riviere) devront etre concen-
tres duns les base's navales aiistro-

hongroises (jui sc'ront d6sigiie('s

par les Allies et les ]PHnts-Unis

d’Amerique et devront etre dc-

mc»bilises <*t (rompl^tement de-

sarmes et places sous la surveil-

lance des Aili6i et des fitats-linis

d’Amcrique.
IV.—Liberte de navigation de

tons les batiments des mariiu's

de guerre et de commerce des

Puissances alliees et associees

dans I’Adriaticiue, y comi>ris les

eaux territoriales, sur le Danube
et ses afTIuents en territoire aus-

tro-hongrois.

Les Allies et les Puissances

associees auront le droit de
dragiier tous les champs de miiif'S

vt de detruire les obstructions dont
I’crnplacement devra leur dtre

indic]ue.
*

Pour assurer la libt **tc dc navi-
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tion on the Danube, Allies and
United States of America shall

be empowered to occupy or to
dismantle all fortifications or
defence works.

V.—Existing blockade condi-
tions set up by Allied and Asso-
ciated Powers are to remain
unchanged, and all Austro-Hun-
garian merchant ships found at
sea are to remain liable to capture
with the exceptions which may
be made by a Commission nomi-
nated by Allies and United
States.

VI.—All naval aircraft are to
be concentrated and immobilized
in Austro-Hungarian baees to be
designated by Allies and United
States of America.

VII.—Evacuation of all the
Italian coast, and of all ports
occupied by Austria-Hungary
outside their national territory,

and abandonment of all floating

craft, naval materials, equipment
and materials for inland naviga-
tion of all kinds.

VIII.—Occupation by Allies

and United States of America of
land and sea fortifications and
islands which form defences, and
of dockyards and arsenals at Pola.

IX.—All merchant vessels held
by Austria-Hungary belonging to
Allies and Associated Powers to
be returned.
X.—No destruction of ships or

of materials to be permitted
before evacuation, surrender or
restoration.

XI.—All naval and mercantile
prisoners of war of Allied and
Associated Powers in Austro-
Hungarian hands to be returned
without reciprocity.

The undersigned plenipoten-
tiaries, duly authorized, signify
• c

gation sur le Danube les Allies et
les £tats-Unis d’Ameriqme pour-
ront occuper ou demanteler tous
les ouvrage^ fortifies et de de-
fense.

V.—Maintien dh blocus • des
Puissances alliees et associ&s
dans les conditions actUclles, les

navires austro-hongrois tT»uv€S en
mer restent sujets k capture, sauf
les exceptions qui seaont admises
par une Commission qui sera

designee par les Allies et let

fitats-Unis d’Amerique.

VI.—Groupement et immo
bilisation dans les bases austro-
hongroises designees par les Alli^
et les fitats-Unis d’Amerique
do toutes les forces aeriennes
navales. •

VII.—Evacuation de toute la

c6t(‘ italienne ct dc tous les ports

occupfe par rAutriche-Hongrie en
dehors ae ^on territoire national

et abandon de tout le materiel
flottant, materiel naval, equipe-
ment et materiel pour voie navi-
gable dc tout ordre.

VIII.—Occupation par les Al-

lies et les Etats-Unis d’Amerique
des fortifications de terre et de
mer, et d(*s lies constituant la de-

fense de Pola, ainsi que des chan-
tiers et de 1’Arsenal.

IX.—Restitution /Je tous les

navires de commerce des Puis-

sances alli&^s et associecs detenus
par rAutriche-Hongrie.
X.—Interdiction de toute des-

truction des navires ou de ma-
teriel avant evacuation, livraison

ou restitution. •

XI.—Restitution, sans recipro-

cite, de tous les prisonniers de
guerre des marines de guerreet de
commerce des Puissances allies

ct associees au pouvoir des Austro-
Hongrois. *

Les plenipotentiaire.^oussignes,

dument autorises, declarent d’ap-
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their approval of above condi-
tions. •

•

3rd November 1918.

Representatives of Italian Supreme
• Cdhimand.

Ten. Gey. Pietro Badoguo.
Magg. Gen. Scipione Scipioni.
Colonn.'TiJLLio Marciietti.
Colonn. Pietro Gazzeka.
Colonn. PiA'ro Maravigna.
Colonn. Alberto Pariam.
t'ap. Vasc.^FiiANCEsco Accinm.

prouvcr* les conditions susiiidi-

quees.

3 novenibre 1918.

Les Representants du Conimamde-
ment Suprime de VArmee aus-
tro-hongroise,

Signes :

Victor Weber Edler von
Webenac.

Karl Schnkller.
Y. VON Liechtenstein.
J. V. Nyekhegyi.
ZWIERKOWSKI.
Victor, Freiherr von Seiller.
Kamillo Biu;gera.

\ SUPPLEMENT PROTOCOL

Contains details and <‘xeeiitive clauses of certain points of the Armis-
tice between the Allied and Associated Powers and Austria-
Hungary.

•
• I.

—

Military Clacses.

1.

—Hostilities on land, s<*a and air, will cease* on all Austro-
Hungarian fronts 24- h<»urs after the signing of the Arinistie*c, i,e,,

at 3 o’clex'k on 4th November (Central Kuro)K*an time).

From that hour the Italian and Allieel troops will not advance
beyond the line then reached.

The Austn»-Hungariaii troops and those* of her alli<‘s must retire

to a distance of at K*ast 3 kilometr(*s (as the* cre>w flie*s) from the* line

reached by the Italian troops or by troops e>f Alli(*ei e*ountri<‘s. In-

habitants of the 3 kilometre* zeme iMclude*el be‘tween the twe» line*s

(above-mentioned) will be able te) e)btain nee^e-sseiry supplies fre»ni

their own qrrny or those ejf the Allies.

All Austrei-Hurigarian trewips ivho may be at the* re*ar of the*

fighting lines reached by the Italian tre)ops, on the* eessatiein e»f

hostilities, must he regarded as prise>ne*rs e>f war.

2.

—Regarding the* clauses included in Articles II and III con-

cerning rfirtillery e*(piipment, and war mate riid te> be e*ither e*e»liecte*d

in places indicated or left in teTrite)ri(*s which are to be* e*vacuate*d,

the Italian jilenipotentiaries repr(‘senting all the* Allie'd and Asse)eiate*d

lowers, give* to the* said clauses the following interpretation which

will be carried inte) e'xecutiem :

*(«) Any material ejr part. the*ree»f which may be used feir the

• purpeiseof war must be* give n up to the Allied and Asse)-

^;iated Peiwer.s. The Austrei-IIungarian Army and the*

• German troops are* only authe)rize*el tei take* pe’rsonal arms
* and eejuipment belonging te> tre)Rps evacuating the* terri-
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tones mentioned in Article III, besides officers’ chargers,

the transport train, and horses specially allotted ^to each
unit for transport of food supplies, kitchens, officers’

luggage and medical material. Tnis<clause applies to the

• whole army and to all the services.

(6) Concerning artillery—it has been arranged that the Auftro-
Hungarian Army and German troops shall abandon all

artillery material and equipment in the territofy to be
evacuated. ^

The calculations necessary for obtaining a complete and
exact total of the artillery divisions and army %orps at the

disposal of Austro-Hungary on the cessation of hostilities

(half of which must be given up to the Associated Powers )F

will be made later, in order to arrange, if nedfcssary, for

the delivery of other Austro-Hungarian artillery material

and for the possible eventual return of material to the

Austria-Hungarian Army by the Allied and Associated
Armies.

All artillery which does not actually form part of the divi-

sional artillery and army corps must be given Up, without
exception. It will not, however, be necessary to calculate’^

the anount.

(c) On the Italian front the delivery of divisional and army
corps artillery will be effected at tljc following places

—

Trento, Bolzano, Pievc di Cadore, Stazione per la Carnia,

Tolmino, Gorizia and Trieste.

3.

—Special Commissions will be selected by the Commaiiders-
in-Chief of Allied and Associated Armies on the various Austro-
Hungarian fronts, which will immediately proceed, accompanied
by the necessary escorts, to the places they regard as the most suitable

from which to control the execution of the provisions established

above.

4.

—It has been determined that the designations M. Toblach and
M. Tarvis indicate the groups of mountains dominating th(‘ ridge of

Mts. Toblach and the Valley of Tarvis.

5.

—The retirement of Austro-Hungarian troops and tliosc of her
allies beyond the lines indicated in Article III of the Protocol of
Armistice Conditions, will take place within 15 days of the cessation

of hostilities, as far as the Italian front is concerned.
On the Italian front, Austro-Hungarian troops and thos<^ of her

allies must have retired beyond the line : Tonale—Noce—Lavis

—

Avisio—Pordoi—Livinallongo—Falzarego—Pieve dt Cadore—Colic

Mauria—Alto Tagliamento—Fella—Raceolana—Selle Nevea—Isonzo
*

by the fifth day, they must also have evacuated the Dalmatian
territory indicated above.

Austro-Hungarian troops on land and sea, or .those of her allies,

not having evacuated the territories indicated within tht period of
15 days will be regarded as prisoners of w^ar. ,

6.

—The payment of i.ny requisitions made by the arnrfes of the
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Allied and Associated Armies on Austro-tliin^arian territory, will
be carried" out aeeordinu to paragrapli 1 of pafje 227 of ‘ Servizio
ib Guerra—Part II, Edizione 1915 \ aetuallv in force in the Italian
Army.

7.

—As regards railways and the exercise of the ri^jhts confimu^d
upon the Associated Powers by Article IV of the Armistice n^rei-
nient between the Allied Powers and Austria-Hungary, it has been
determined that the transport of troops, war material and supi)lies
for Allied and Associated Powers on thi* Austro-Hungarian railway
system, outside territory (‘vaeuated in accordance with the terms
of the Armjijitice, and the direction and w'orking of the raibvays shall
be effected by the employt‘es of th(‘ Austro-Hungarian railway
administration, under thc‘ supervision of special Commissioners
selected bi| the Allied Powits, and the Military Italian Headquarters
\vhich it will be considered necessary to establish, the Austro-Hun-
garian authorities will give priority to Allied military trains, and w'ill

guarantee their safety.

8.

—On territory t(» be evacuated at th^*" • essation of hostilities,

all mines on roads or railway tracts, all r««iuefields and other di- vices

for interru/iting communications hy road t)r rail must lx* rendered
inactive and harmless.

9.

—Within a period of 8 days from the ci‘ssation of hostilities,

prisoners and Italian sijhj(*ets int4*riied in Austria-Hungary must
cease all work, except in the case of prisoners and intcTiud who
have* he*en e*mple)ye*(il in agricultural pursuits pre*vious to the day
on whie’h the Armistice was signed. In any e*nse* the*y must lx*

re*ady to le*ave at e)nee* em re*epie‘st e»f the* Coinmande*r-in-Chie*f of the*

Italian Army.

10.

—Austria-Hungary must pre)viele* feu* the* pre>te‘etion, safe*ty

and supplie*s (expe*nses e)f the*se* to be* re paid) e)f the* various Ceun-

rnissions se*le*cte*d hy the* Allie d Geivernine-nts te) teike* e>ve r war materijil

and to exercise* ge*m ral contred, whe the r in the* te rritory te) be* e vjicu-

ated or in any e)the*r part of Austria-Hungary.

^
II.

—

Naval Clai sks.

1.

—The* he)ur few the ce*ssatioii of hostilitie*s hy se*a will he* the*

same as that of tlx* cessation e)f hostilitie s hy land and eeir.

Hefore that time the* Austro-Hungarian Geive rnment must have

furnishe*d the Italian Governnieut, and theise* e)f the* Asse)eiate*d

Powers, Vith the necessary infe)r|nation ee)neerning the* peisition and

movements of t^^e* Austro-Hungarian ships, thremgh the* VVireless

48tation at Peda, wdiieh will transmit the* infeirrnation to Venice*.

2.

—The units re*ferre*d to in Article’s II and III, to he* surre*ndere*d

to tlje Assoeiate’d Powers, must return to Ve*iii<*e* he*twe*e*n 8 a.m. and

3 4).m. em 6th November; they will take a pilot on hoard 14 niile-s

from the eexifSt. An exception is made as regards the Danube* moniteirs,

which will Tx* reepiired to jwemeed te> a pe)rt indicated hy the* Corn-,

man^er-iiuChief of the forces of the Assex iatud Powers on the* Balkan

front, under such conditions as he may de*termine*.
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3.

—The following ships will proceed to Venice :

Teghethoff. Saida. ‘
•

,

Prinz Eugen. Novara.
Ferdinand Max. Helgoland.

Nine destroyers of Tatra type (at least 800 tons) of most regent
construction.

Twelve torpedo-boats (200-ton type). •

Minelayer Chamaleon.
Fifteen submarines built between 1910 and 1918, and all German

submarines which are, or may eventually be, in Austro-Hungarian
waters.

Premeditated damage, or damage occurring on board the ships
^

to be surrendered will be regarded by the Allied Governments as
a grave infringement of the present Armistice terms.

The Lago di Garda flotilla will be surrendered to the Associated
Powers in the Port of Riva.

All ships not to be srfrendered to the Associated Powers will be
concentrated in the ports of Buccari and Spalato within 48 hours of
the cessation of hostilities. ^

4.

—As regards the right of sweeping minefields and destroying,
barrages, the Austro-Hungarian Government guarantees to deliver
the maps of minefields and barrages at Pola, Cattaro and Fiumci to
the Commander of the Port of Venice, and to the Admiral of the
Fleet at Brindisi within 48 hours of the cessation of hostilities, and
within 96 hours of the cessation of hostilities, maps of minefields
and barrages in the Mediterranean and Italian lakes and rivers, with
additional notification of such minefields or barrages laid by order of
the German Government as are within their knowk?dgi‘.

Within the same period of 96 hours a similar communication
concerning the Danube and the Black Sea will be delivered to the
Commander of the Associated Forces on the Balkan front.

5.

—The restitution of merchant ship:; *belonging to the Associated
Powers will take place within 96 hours of the cessation of hostilities,

in accordance with the indications determined by each Associated
PowcT, which will be transmitted to the Austro-Hungarian Govern-
ment. The Associated Powers reserve to theniiselves the constitution

of the Commission referred to in Article V, and ,of informing the
Austro-Hungarian Government of its functions, and of the place in

which it will meet.

6.

—The naval base referred to in Article VI is Spalato.
^

7.

—The (evacuation referred to in Article VII will be effected

within the period fixed for the retirement of the troops beyond the .

Armistice lines. Then* must be no damage to fixed, mobile or*

floating material in the ports. *

Evacuation may be effected via the Lagoon canals by meaas of

Austro-Hungarian boats which may be brought in from outside. «

8.

—The occupation referred to in Article VlII will ^ake place

within 48 hours of the cessation of hostilities.

The Austro-Hungaria*! authorities must guarantee the«safety of

vessels transporting troops for the occupation of Pola and of islands
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and other places as provided for in the terms of the Armistice for the
Land Army.

The Austro-Hungarian Government will give directions that the
ships belonging to Associated Powers proet‘(*ding to Pola should be
met 14 miles out by pilots capable of showing them the safest*way
int« port. All damage to the jK^rsons or jiroperty of the Associated
Powers will be regarded as a grave infringement of the j>resent
Armistiee terms.

Th^ undersigned duly authorized Plenipotentiaries have signified
their approval of the above conditions.

• 8rd November, 1918.

Representatives of the Supreme
^ Command of the Austro-Hun-

garian Mrmy.
Victor Weber Edler von
Webenac.

Karl Schneller.
Y. VON Lieciitenstejn.
J. V. Ny^vhegyi.

•ZwiERKOWSKI.
Victor, Freiherr von Seiller.
Kamillo Hi ggera.

Representatives of the Supreme
Command of the Italian Army,

Tt‘n. Gen. Pietro Radoglio.
Magg. GeiL Scipione Scipioni,
Colonn. f rLMO Mahchetti.
Co|r.i»ti. Pietro Gazzera.
Colonn. Pietro Maravigna.
Colonn. Alberto Pariam.
Cap. Vas(‘. Francesco Accinni.

TEXT OF MILITARY CONVENTION HETWEEN THE
ALLIES AND HUNGARY

Signed at Belgrade^ ISth NovemWr^ 1918.

Military Convention regulating the Conditions under w^iiich

THE Armistice, signed between the Allies and Austria-
Hungary, IS TO BE APPLIED IN HUNGARY.

1.

—The Hungarian Government will withdraw ail troops north
of a line drawn through the upper valley of the Szamos, Ristritz,

Maros-Vasarhely. the river Maros to its junetion with the* Theiss,

Maria-Thetesiopel, Raja, Funfkirehen (these pinches not being o(^enpi(*d

by Hungarian troops), course of the Drave, until it eoineides with the

frontier of Slavonia-Croatia.

The evacuation to be carried out in 8 days, the Allies to be entitled

to oeeypy the evacuated territory on the conditions laid down by
the General Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies. C ivil Adminis-
tration will remain in the hands of the Government.

In actual fact only the police and gendarmerie will be nlained

in the evacuated zone, being indisjieiisable to the rnaintenanet* of

order, and also such men as an* recpiired to ensure tin* safety of the

Railways. ^

2.

—Degnobilization of llungariau naval and military forces. An
exception will be made in the ease of six infantry divisions and two

eavaby divisions, required for the* maintenance of internal order and

in the case of small sections of police mentioned in paragraph 1,
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8.—^The Allies to have the right of occupying all places and
strategic points, which may be permanently fixed by thb General
Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies.

*

The Allied troops to be allowed to pass through, or to remain
in aQV part of Hungary.

The Allies to have permanent right of use, for militliry purposes,
of all rolling stock and shipping belonging to the State or to private
individuals resident in Hungary, also of all draught animals. •

4.

—The rolling stock and railway staff usually employediin the
occupied territory will remain (see paragraph 1), and a reserve of
2,000 wagons and 100 locomotives (normal gauge), and ^0 wagons
and 50 locomotives (narrow gauge), will also be handed over within
the month to the General Commander-in-Chief. These will be for the •

use of the Allied troops, and to compensate for the deficiency of
material from Serbia due to the war. Some portion of this material
could be levied from Austria. The figures are approximate.

5.

—^The ships and crews, usually employed in the service of the
occupied territory will ripiain, in addition to monitors will be sur-

rendered to the Allies immediately at Belgrade. The rest of the
Danube flotilla will be assembled in one of the Danube pOrts, to be
appointed later by the General Commander-in-Chief, and will be*
disarmed there. A levy of 10 passenger vessels, 10 tugs, and 60
lighters will be made on this flotilla as soon as possible for the use of
the Allied troops, to compensate for the deficiency o.f material from
Serbia, due to the war. The figures are approxirhate.

6.

—Within 15 days a detachment of 8,000 men from the railw^ay

technical troops are to be placed at the disposal of the General Corn-
mandcr-in-Chief supplied with the m«aterial necessary to repair the
Serbian railways. These figures are approximate.

7.

—Within 15 days a detachment of sappers of the Telegraph
branch are to be placed at the disposal of the General Commander-
in-Chief provided with material necessary for establishing telegraphic
and telephone communications with Serbia.

8.

—Within one month, 25,000 horses are to be placed at the
disposal of the General Commander-in-Chief, together with such
transport material as he may deem necessary. These figures are

approximate.

9.

—Arms and w^ar material to be di*posited at places appointed
by the General Commander-in-Chief. A portion of this material will

be levied for the purpose of supplying units to be placed under the
orders of the General Commander-in-Chief.

10.

—Immediate liberation of all Allied prisoners of wrar and
interned civilians, who will be collected at places •'convenient for

their despatch by rail ; they will there receive dircetions as to time
*

and place of repatriation, according to the orders issued by the
General Commander-in-Chief. Hungarian prisoners of w^ar to-be
provisionally retained. t

•

11.

—A delay of 15 days is granted for the passage <rf German
troops through Hungary and their quartering meanw'hile, dating
from the signing of the Armistice by General Diaz (4th November,
8 p.m.). Postal and telegraphic communication with Germany will
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<mly be permitted under th«' niilitory eontrol of the Allies. The
Hungatiah Government undertakes to allow no militarv telegraphie
rommunicatioii with Germany.

facilitate the supplying of the Allied troops of
occup^ion

; requisitions will bi* allowed on c^ondition that they are
no1«arbitrary; and that they are paid for at current rates.

The situation of all Austro-Hungarian mines in the Danube
and the*Black Sea must be communicated immediately to the General
Comm^ider-in-Chief. Further, the Hungarian Government under-
takes to stop the passage of all floating mines sown in the Danube
u]) stream ^rom the Hungarian and Austrian frontier and to remove
all those actually in Hungarian waters.

» .

—The Hungarian postal service. teU'grajihs, telephones and
railw’ays '^^ll be |)laced undcT Allied control.

15-—An Allied representative will be attaclu‘d to the Hungarian
Ministry of Supplies in order to safeguard Allied interests.

Ifl*—Hungary is undcT an obligation to ei‘Mse all n^lations with
Germany and stringentlv to forbid the lye.s.igt* of German trooiis
to Roumania. .

^

i

17.

—Tlie Allies shall not interfere with the internal adniinistra-
•tion of affairs in Hungary.

18.

—Hostilities between Hungary and the Allies are at an end.
Two copies made 18th November, 1918, at 11.15 p.in. at Belgrade.

Signed for the Allies by the del(*gates of the G(*neral Commander-
in-Chief.

VOIVODK MisiiiTcm.
Gknkhal Hknhyh.

Signed for Hungary by the delegate of the

ment.
Hungarian G(»vern-

Bf:LA Linder.

PART m
THE ARMISTICE (ONVENTION WITH BULGARIA

• Signed September 29, 1918.

, 1.—Immediaff evacuation, in

conformity with an arrangement
to b(* concluded, of the territories

stilf occupied in (irecee and
Sferbia. Then* shrfll b<* removed
from th(‘?c territories neither

cattle, grain, nor ston s of any

kind. No damage shall be done

1.— fiva<*uation immckliate con-
formeim nt ii un arrange ment ii

intervenir d(‘s territoires c-ncore

occupes en Grece et en Serbie.

II ne sera enleve de ces terri-

toires iii bctail, ni grain, ni ap-
provisiohiK-ment (jUelcoiKjue. Au-
cun degfit ne sera fait au depart.
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on departure. The Bulgarian
Administration shall continue to
exercise its functions in the parts

of Bulgaria at present occupied
by tlie Allies.

II.—Immediate demobilization
of all Bulgarian armies, save for

the maintenance On a war footing
of a group of all arms, comprising
three divisions of sixteen bat-

talions each and four regiments
of cavalry, which shall be thus
disposed : two divisions for the
defence of the Eastern frontier of
Bulgaria and of the Dobrudja,
and the 148th Division for the
protection of the railways.

III.—Deposit, at poif)}:s to be
indicated by the High Command
of the Armies of the East, of the
arms, ammunition, and military

vehich^s belonging to the demo-
bilized units which shall there-

after be stored by the Bulgarian
authorities, under the control of

the Allies.

The horses likewise will be
handed over to the Allies.

IV.—Restoration to Greece of

the material of the IVth Greek
Army Corps, which was taken
from the Greek army at the time
of the occupation of Eastern
Macedonia, in so far as it has not
been sent to Germany.

V.—The units of the Bulgarian
troops at the pr(*sent time west of
the meridian of Uskub, and be-

longing to the Xlth German
Army, shall lay down their arms
and shall be considered until

further notice to be prisoners of
war. The officers shall retain

their arms.
VI.—Employment by the

Allied armies of Bulgarian prison-

ers of war in the East until the
conclusion of peace, without re-

ciprocity as regards Allied pri-

soners of war. These latter shall

be handed over without delay to

L’Administration bulgare con-
tinuera k fonctionner* d^ns les

parties de Bulgarie actuellement
occupees parties Allies.

•

II.—Demobilisation immediate
de toutes les armees bulgares, sauf
en ce qui concerne le makitien en
etat de combattre d’un grpupe de
toutes armes comprenant trois

divisions de seize bat^illons chh-
cune, quatre regiments de cava-
leric qui seront affectes, deux«
divisions k la defense de la

fronti^re est de la Bulgarie et de
la Dobroudja, et la 148^ Division
pour la garde des voies ferrees.

III.—Depdt en des points a
designer par le Haut Commande-
ment des Armees dVOrient, des
armes, des munitions, vehicules^

militaires appartenant aux ele-

ments demobilises, qui seront
ensuite emmagasines par les soins

des autoritei bulgares et sous le

contrdle des Allies.

Les ehevaux seront egalement
remis aux Allies.

IV.—Remise a la Grecc du
materiel du IV^ Corps d’Armee
grec pris a Tarmee grecque au
moment de Toccupation de la

Macedoine oricntale, en tant qu’il

n’a pas ete envoye en Allemagne.

V.—Les elements de troupes
bulgares actuellement a I’ouest

du meridieii d’Uskub et appar-
tenant a la XI« Armee allemande
deposeront les armes et seront
consideres jusqu’d nouvfil ordre
comme prisonniers de guerre ; les

officiers conservaront leurs armes.
•

VI.—Emploi jus6u'^ la paix par
les Armees alliees des prisonniers
bulgares en Ofient sans reciprocite

en ce qui concerne lestprisonniers
de guerre allies. Ceux-ci sej^ont

remis sans delai autorites

alliees et les deportes civils seront
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the Allied authorities, and de-
ported •civilians shall be entirely

iree to return to their homes.
VII.—Germany and Austria-

Hungary shall ha\’<‘ a period of
four weeks •to withdraw their

troops and military organiztitions.

Within* the same period the
diplomjitic and consular repre-

sentatives of the Central Powers,
a?i also the^ nationals, must leave

the territory of the Kingdom.
©Orders for the cessation of hos-

tilities slyill he given by the

signatories of the present con-

vention.

(Signed)

General Franchet d’Espehev.
,

AXDllf: LfAPCHEF.
• E. T. Loi’Kof.

General Headquarters,

September 29,. 1918, 10.50 p.ni.

coinpldtement libres d<‘ rentrer

dans leurs foyers.

VII.—L'Allemagne et I’Au-

triche-Hongrie auront un .delai

do quatre seinaines pour retirer

leurs troum's et leurs organes mi-
litaires. l)ans le mfune delai,

devront quitter le territoirc du
Hoyaiime les rt‘presentants diplo-

mat iques et consulaires des Puis-

sances eentnib's ainsi (pie l(‘urs

nationaux. Les ordres pour la

ec'ssation des hostilites .seront

donnes par les signataircs de la

presente eonventioii.

(Sigiie>^i

General Franchet d’Esperev.
Axdr^: Liapchef.
E. T. Lockof.

General Quart ier-gc^ncrab

le 29 septt'inbre 1918,

22 heures 50.

THE ARMISTICE CONVENTION WITH TUHKEY

Signed Octotter 80, 1918.

I.—Opening o Dardanelles and Bosphorus, and secure access

to the Black Sea. Allied occupation of Dardanelles and Bosphorus

forts.

II. -Positions of all minefields, torped(»-tubes, and other obstruc-

tions in Turkish waters to be indicatcnl, and assistance given to swc‘ep

or remove them as may be re([uired.

III.„A11 available information as to mines in the Black Sea to be

communicated.
IV. All Allied prisoners of war and Armenian interned persons

and prisoners to be collected in Constantinople and handed over

unconditionally to the Allii^s.

V.—ImmeAate demobilization of the Turkish army, except for

such troops as arc rccpiircd for the surveillance of the Inmtiers and

for the rnaintenaMce of internal ord(*r. (Nuinix r (»f effectives and

th^ir disposition to be determined later by thi* Allies after consulta-

tion with the Turkish Gove rnment.)

VI —Surrender of all war vessels in *Iurkish w'aters or in w'aters

oc*upied by Turkey; these ships to be ^interned at such Turkish

1 The original of tliis convention was signed in Kriglisli.
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port or ports as may be* directed, except such small vessels as are
required for police or similar purposes; in Turkish territorial waters.

VII.—The Allies to have the right to occupy any strategic poinfis

in the event of any situation arising which threatens the security of
the Allies.

VIII.—Free use by the Allied ships of all ports and anchonagcs
now in Turkish occupation and denial of their use to the enemy.
Similar conditions to apply to Turkish mercantile shipping in« Turkish
waters for purposes of trade and the demobilization of the arjny.

IX.—Use of all ship-repair facilities at all Turkish ports and
arsenals. ^

X.—Allied occupation of the Taurus tunnel system.
XI.—Immediate withdrawal of the Turkish troops from North-*

West Persia to behind the pre-war frontier has already bc^n ordered
and will be carried out. Part of Trans-Caucasia has already been
ordered to be evacuated by Turkish troops ; the remainder is to be
evacuated if required by the Allies after they have studied the
situation there.

XII.—Wireless telegraphy and cable stations to be controlled by
the Allies, Turkish Government messages excepted. k

XIII.—Prohibition to destroy any naval, military, or eommerciaP
material.

XIV.—Facilities to be given for the purchase of coal and oil

fuel, and naval material from Turkish sources, aft(*r the reejuirements
of the country have been met. None of the »bove material to be
exjiorted.

XV.—Allied Control Officers to be placed on all railways, including
such portions of the Trans-Caucasian Railways as are now under
Turkish control, which must be placed at the free and complete
disposal of the Allied authorities, due consideration being given to

the needs of th(* population. This clause to include^ Allied occupation
of Batoum. Turkey will raise no objection to the occupation of
Baku by the Allies.

XVi.—Surrender of all garrisons in Hedjaz, Assir, Yemen, Syria,

and M(*sopotamia to the nearest Allied Commander ; and the with-
drawal of troops from Ci cilia, except those necessary to maintain
order, as will be determined under Clause V.

XVII.—Surrender of all Turkish officers in Tripolitania and
Cyrenaica to the nearest Italian garrison. Turkey guarantees to

stop supplies and communication with these officers if they do not
obey the order to surrender. r

XVIII.—Surrender of all ports occupied in Tripolitania and
Cyrenaica, including Misurata, to the nearest Allied garrison.

XIX.—All Germans and Austrians, naval, military, and civilian,
*

to be evacuated within one month from the Turkish dom’inions : those
in remote districts to be evacuated as soon after as may be possible.

XX.—The compliance with such orders as may be conveyed for

the disposal of the equipment, arms, and ammunition,*! including
transport, of that portion of the Turkish Army which is demobilized
under Clause V. « *
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XXI.—^An Allied representative to be attached to the Turkish
Ministry!^ o^ Supplies in order •to safeguard Allied interests. This
representative is to be furnished with all information necessary for
tms purpose.

XXlL—^Turkish prisoners to be kept at the disposal of the AlHecl

Powers. The Release of Turkish civilian prisoners over military age
to be considered.

XXIH.—Obligation on the part of Turkey to cease all relations

with the^ Central Powers.
XXIV.—In case of disorder in the six Armenian vilayets, the

Allies reserve to themselves the right to occupy any part of thent.

XXV.—Hostilities between the Allies and Turkey shall cease from
noon, local time, on Thursday, 81st October, 1918.

Signed in duplicate on board His Britannic Majesty’s Ship
Agamemnon, at Port Mudros, Lemnos, the 80th October, 1918.

(Signed) Apthur Calthorpe.
IWissEiN IIaouf.

' Reciiad Hikmet,
Saadullah.

APPENDIX VI

ORGANIZATION OF THE PEACE CONFERENCE FOB THE
GERMAN AND AUSTRIAN TREATIES

It is impossible here to give full details of the organiziition, and
would, in fact, be misleading; for thv persomtel and the duties of many
of the various bodies varied considerably at different tini(‘s, but ihr

following details may be of valu<‘

:

1. The CoNFKRENei:

President,

Georges Clemcneeau (France).

• Vice-Presidents.

Hon. Robert Ljuising (U.S.A.).

The Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George (British Empire).
M. V. E. Orlando (Italy).

Marquis Saionji {Jnptxn),

Secreipriat General.

. M. P. Butasta. (France).
• .Paul Mantoux (France).

(i) Committee for Verification of Powers.

.
* Hoii. H. White (U.S.A.).

c Rt. I&n. A. J. Balfour (British Empire).
Jules Cambon (France).

• Marquis G. F. Salvago Raggi (Italy

^

M. K. Matsui (Japan).

K.kOL. Z. t
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(ii] Drafting Commission.

James Brown Scott (U.S.A.).

C. J. B. Hurst (British Empire).
M. Fromageot (France).

« A. Ricci Busatti (Italy).

H. Nagaoka (Japan). t

(iii) Committee which drafted A.iswer to German Note sent 16th June^ 1919.

Andre Tardieu (France). I

W. Hudson (U.S.A.).

Philip Kerr (British Enmire). t

Count Vannutelli-Rey (Italy).

M. Sabiiri (Japan). t

II. The Conference in Plenary Session

United States . . . 5 seats.

Great Britafe . . 5
Canada . • r • . 2 „
Australia 2 „•

South Africa . . 2 „
New Zicaland . . 1 „
India .... _2 „

British Empire Total 14 „

France .... 5 „
Italy .... 5 „
Japan .... • 5 „

The representatives of the other States sat in alphabetical order.

Tlie following had three seats each :

Belgiunu Brazil.

The following had two seats each :

China. Hedjaz.
Czecho-Slovakia. Poland.
Greece. Portugal.

Serbia (Yugoslavia).

Rumania.
Siam.

The following had one seat each :

Bolivia.

Cuba.
Ecuador.
Guatemala.

Haiti.

Honduras.
Liberia.

Nicaragua,

Panama.
Peru.
Uruguay.

,

Note.
—^Thc names of Plenipotentiaries arc prefiStd to the Text pf

the German Treaty (u. Vol. III). China did not sign the,.German Treaty.

III. SrpREME Council of the Allies

United States . The President of tlic United States.

lion. Robert Lansing.

British Empire . ^ The Right Hon. D. Lloyd George.
The Right Hon. A. J. Balfour.
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1

France Georges Clemenceau.
•

• Mqnsieur Pichon.
Italy . . V. E. Orlando.1

• Baron Sonnino.
Japan . . Marquis Saionji. •

• Baron Makiiio.

•

•
Secretariat

Franie Monsieur P. Dutasta.
•United l^tes
British Kmpirv .

Joseph Clark Grew.
Lieut.-Col. Sir Maurice Hankey (succeeded by

Mr. H. Norman).
Italy

^ .
Count L. Aldrovandi.

Japan Sadao Saburi.

This organization was superseded at the end of March 1919 by the
‘Big Four’, though the ‘Five’ (the Foreign MigHsters) prepared business
and took important decisions, subject to tlie approval of the ‘ Four
The ‘ Ten ’ still met occasionally for formal purposes. On the depiirture

of two of the ‘ Four ’ on the 28th Jun(% the Council of ‘ Five ’ became
the Supreme Council. M. Clcmenceau attended these meetings as
President of th(‘ Conferenee, while M. Pi(*hon acted as French repre-

sentative. In July Mr. Polk succeeded Mr. Lansing as thi‘ American
member of the ‘ Fivc^, and in Seiitember Sir Eyre Crowe succeeded
Mr. Balfour as the British member of the ‘ Five In December
Signor Scialoja succeeded Signor Tittoni as Italian rej)res(*ntativ(?,

and Mr. Polk left for AmcTica, so that th(^ United States was not n^pre-

sented by a Plenipotentiar}\ The Council of ‘ Five ’ was at times
superseded by a Council of Prime Ministers, including an American
Plenipotentiary, but it sat en perrnamnee at Paris as th(‘ Supreme'
Council until the 21st January, 1920, when Ch'nu^neeau resigned, and
the Supreme Council as such formally i*nded. It was sueeeedi d by the
Ambassadors’ Council, consisting of the American, British, Italian,

and Japanese ambassadors at Paris and of a French repri'S(*ntativ(‘.

This body si^s at Paris, and its function appears to bi' to execute tlu‘

cc^nditions of the German Treaty, and it will probably be used to execute
all others. For all. important matters the Supreme Council can be
revived either as a me(‘ting of Foreign Secretaries or of Prime Ministc'rs,

when occasion demands. But it appears to havc^ terminated its

existence sas a body sitting en permanence at Paris. SiiuHi the 21st
January, 1920, it has met ui London and at San Remo, and
Mr. Lloyd Gcorgc^ias been its official head.

1 On the 28th tlune, at the signing of the Treaty with Gerniany, MM. Nitti
and Tittoni had already superseded the others, but as they had not arrivi^d,

Bar»n Sonnino, the JVj^irquis Imperiali, and M. Crespi signed for them.
M. Tittoni too^ his place immediately after as one of the ‘ Five \

* During the early sessions of the ‘ Four which began at the en<l of March,
MonsiAr Maq);oux alone was present. Subsequently, he acted as interpretc^r,

and Sir M. Hankey as secretaiy, to the ^ Four

Kk 2
• •
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IV. Councils subsidiary to the Supreme Council

(1) The Supreme War Council (S.W.C%

United States .

* Great Britain .

France .

Italy

General Tasker H. Bliss.

General Sackville-West.

General Belin. • t

General Cavallero.

Note.—I’his body formally came to an end on the 10thV^*^r*uary,

1920, but a permanent War Council of the representatives otf France,

Great Britain, and Italy has been formed, v. Vol. II, Chap. 2, Part i,

p. 140, note. •

(2) The Supreme Economic Council (S.E.C.), succeeding the Inter-

Allied Supreme Council for Supply and Relief, appointed the lltn

January, 1919. The S.E.C. was constituted on the 8th Feoruary, 1919

(first meeting 17th February), of five members of each of the Four
Powers. The presidency was held in turn by a representative* of each

nation. There were thf^ollowing sections :

(i) Food and Relief. President jf H. IIoovct (U.S.A.).

(ii) finance. President : Norman H. Davis (U.S.A.). •

(iii) Means of Communication. President : Ge^neral H, 0. ManCe
(British Empire).

(iv) Raw Materials. President : M. Louche ur (France).

(v) Superior Blockade Council. President : Vanei? MtCormick (U.S.A.).

(vi) Shipping, Allied Maritime Transport Executive. President :

Kemball Cooke (British Empire).

(vii) Urgent. Business. President: Bernard M. Baruch (II.S. A.).

Note.—^The American representatives on the S.E.C. withdrew after

the 1st August, 1919. For later developments v, Vol. I, Chap. 8, Part iii,

§ 5. A Belgian representative was added after the first few meetings.

V. Commissions

(1) League of Nations. (Plenary Session, 25th January, 1919.)^ The
personnel of tliis is given in League of Nations Documents,
Appendix II, Part III, Vol. III.

(2) Responsibility for War and Guarantees. (Plenary Session of

25th January, 1919.)

President, Hon. Robert Lansing (U.S.A.).

(i) Sub-committee

—

Criminal Acts. ^

President, Rt. Hon. W. F. Massey (New Zeali^xd).

(ii) Sub-committee

—

Responsibilityfor the War. . *

President, Sir E. Pollock (British Empire). *'

(iii) Sub-eommittee

—

Responsibility for violation of laws and customs

of War.
^ ,

President, Hon. R. Lansing (U.S.A.).
^

^ These dates may be^takeii roughly as indicating the tim€;«at whibh the
commissions became of importance at the Conference.
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(8) Reparation for Damage, (Plenary Session, 25tli January, 1919.)

• PresiUent, L. L. Klotz (Franck).

Vice-Presidents, Right Hon. W. M. Hughes (Australia) ; M. van der
Heuvel (Bel^um).

(ij Sub-coinniittee

—

Estimation of Damages. *

President, Right Hon. Lord SunnuT (British Empire).
Viee-President, E. Chiesa (Italy).

(ii) Sijb-committec

—

Inquiry into the financial capacity of Enemy
States, means ofpayment and reparation.

• Presifhni, Right Hon. tlie Lord Cunliffe (British Einpirt*).

Vice-President. M. I^nieheur (France).

• (iii) Sub-cominittc‘e.

President, Right Hon. W. M. Hughes (British Empin^).

Vice-President, Bernard M. Biiruch (U.S.A.).

(4) Iniernational Labour Legislation. (Plenary Session, 25tli .January,

1919.)

President, Samiu l Goiiipers (IJ.S.A.).

Vice-Presidents, Right Hon. (a N. Barnes (Brit ish Einpin
)

;

.
M. Colliard (Franci‘).

(5) International Control of Ports, Waterways, and Railways. (Ph^nary
Session, 25tJi January, 1919.) r. also Vo). II, (Iliap. 1, Part v,

for list of iKTsonnel.

President. M. Crespi (Italy).

Vice-President, The Hon. A. L. Sifton (Canada).

(i) Sub-eoinrnittee

—

Questions relating to Transit.

President, Hon. Henry White (U.S.A.).

Vice-President, Sir II. Llewellyn Smith (British Empire).

(ii) Snb-eoinmittc*e-- of rivers, ports, and railways. •

President. Andre Weiss (l>ane< ).

VI. Financial Qckstions

(Sessions of Supreint* Couneil, 28rd January-lst March, 1919.)
President, Right Hon. E. S. Montagu (British Empire).
Vice-Presidents,^^. C’respi (Italy)

; Visetamt S. CJiinda (.Japan).

(i) Siib-cornmittee

—

Urgent problems relating to preiirniruiries of
peace.

Pwesident, S. (’respi (Italy).

(ii) Sub-coininittee- specially with monetary questions (in

liaison ^th the Reparation Commission).
Prisiden^, M. Lepreux (Belgium).

(iiij Sub-eommittee- -£?nrmi/ Debts.

(^v) Sub-eommitt(‘e

—

Inter-Allied problems and project of Financial
Se^ion of iTeag^e of Nations.

President, L. L. Klotz (France).

(v7 Sub-«ommittee

—

Payment of Austro-Himgarian Coupons,
President, Ed. Benes (Czecho-Slovakia).
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VII. Economic Questions •

• • .
(Sessions of Supreme Council, 27th January—1st March, 1919.)

President^ M. Clementel (France) •

Ist^Sectian, Permanent Commercial Relations.

PresidenU Sir H. Llewellyn Smith (British Empire). * •

(i) Sub-committee

—

'Tariffs and Customs.
President, Professor A. A. Young (U.S.A.). \

(ii) Sub-committee

—

Navigation. •

President, M. Bouisson (France).

(iii) Sub-committee

—

Disloyal methods of Concurrence. •

President, W. Temple Franks (British Empire).

2nd Section. *

(i) Sub-committee

—

Industrial Property.

President, W. Temple* Franks (British Empire).
(ii) Sub-committee

—

Pre-War Contrasts.

President, Hon. t J* Doherty (Canada).
(iii) Sub-committee— ofEnemy Debts.

President, M. Petit (France^.

3rd Section. Ex enemy Aliens {Strangers ex ennemis).
President, A. Ricci-Busatti (Italy).

4th Section. Abrogation and putting into force of Treaties.

President, M. C. Drogani (Italy).

VIII. Aeronautic

(Session of Supreme Council, 12th March, 1919.)
President, Colonel Dhe (France).

(i) Sub-committee

—

Military.

President, Brig.-Gen. P. B. C. Groves (British Empire).
Vice-President, Gen. of Brig. Tanaka (Japan).

(ii) Sub-committee

—

Technical.

President, Lieut.-Col. A. D. Butterfield (U.S.A.).

Vice-President, Captain S. Fiuzi (Italy).

(iii) Sub-committee

—

Legal, Commercial, and Financial.*

President, M. D’Aubigny (Franetr).

Vice-President, M. H. White-Smith (British Empire).

IX. Tekritorial Questions •

•

(Session of Supreme Council, 27th Marchf‘1919.)

() Central Co-ordinating Commission on Territorial Questions. *

President, M. Andre Tardieu (France). '

Vice-Presidents, Marquis G. F. Salvago Raggi (Italy) ; Doctor S. E.
Mezes (U.S.A.) ; Sir Eyre Crowe (British JGmpire) ; M. Otchiai
(Japan). i

() Committee for Protection of Minorities in ‘ New ’ and other States.

(Appointed 1st Misty, 1919.)

Preside, M. Berthelot (France).

• t
•
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^
Commissions. *

1. Ctecho-Slovakia. (Sessioif of Supreme Council, 5th February,
1919.)

President, Jul& Camboii (France).
2. Polish j0airs. •

* (a) Inter-Allied Mission sent to Poland, (Session of Supreme
Council, 29t.h January, 1919.)

President, M. Noulens (France).

•(5) Permanent Inter-Allied Committee for Teschen, (Session of
Supreme Council, 31st January, 1919.)

Predtdent, M. Grenard (France).

(c) Permanent Committee of Polish Affairs, Paris. (Session of
Supreme Council. 12ih and 20tli February. 1919.)

President, Jules Camboii (Franci*).

3. Rumanian and Yugo-Slav Affairs. (Sessions of Siipreiiu* Council,
1st and 18th February, 1919.)

President, Andre Tardieu (France).

Vice-President, G. Martino (Italy).

4. Greek^and Albanian Affairs. •(Sessions of Supreme Council. 5th
and 24th February, 1919.)

President, Jules Cambon (France), succeeded, July, by A. Tardieu.

Vice-President, Ri^?ht Hon. Sir U. Borden (Canada).

5. Belgian and Danis ft Affairs. (Sessions of Supn^me C'ouncil, 12th
and 21st F(*i)ruary, 1919.)

President, Andre Tardieu (France).

Vice-President, Sir Eyre Crowe (British Empire).
6. Saar Valley. (ApvK)inted 1st April.)

President, A. Tardieu (France).

Vice-Presidents, J. W. Headlani Morlev (British Empire);
C. 11. Haskins (U.S.A.).

7. Alsace-Lorraine. (Appointed 22nd April.)

Same as No. (i.

X. Intek-Allied Naval and Miijtahy Committee

(Session of Supreme Council, 12th Fi bruary, 1919.)

. President, Marshal Foch.

XI, Control of PnonrcTioN of War Matekiaj. in Germany for
Disarmament of Germany

•
•

. (Session of Suj)rem(‘ Council, 24th January, 1919.)
'• No President.

Thc.membcrs were :

, General J. J. Pershinjj (U.S.A. ).

Rigjj^t Hon. Winston Churchill (British Ernpin*),

Marshal Foch (France).
^ M. lioucheur (France). •

General A. Diaz (Italy).
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XII. Specification of *Wah Material, which can be demanded
FROM Germany to prevent her f^om renewing the ^rijgole

^

(Session of Supreme Council, 7th Febniary, 1919.)
No President,

Thcf members were :

Hon. R. Lansing (U.S.A.).
Right Hon. Viscount Mdner (British Empire).
Andr6 Tardieu (France).
General U. Cavallero (Italy).

«

XIII. Inquiry into means for imposing the Armistice cJn Germany
(Session of Supreme Cx)uncil, 10th February, 1919.) «

President Marshal Foch. t

XIV. Drafting Commission for the Military, Naval, and Air
Conditions of the Armistice

Preaidefli^ General Degouttc' (France).

XV. Morocco

(Sessio’i of Supr(*me Council, 28th March, 1919.)
President Do Pcretti d(‘ la Rocca (Italy).

XVI. Submarine Cables*

(S(‘ssion of Supreme Council, 7th March, 1919.)
President. M. Fromageot (France).

^
Austrian Treaty

The following Special Committees were appointed :

(1) Committee on Political Clanses.
Presideni, M. Laroche? (Franct*).

(2) Committee for Drafting Reply to Austrian Note,
Presideni. Jules Cambou (France).

<

Note.—On the above Conmiissions, Sub-committees, etc.,

France had . 25 Presidents, 3 Vice-Pr^isidents
United States . 13 ,, 1 „
British Empire. 11 „ 8
Italy . . 9 „ 7
Japan . . — 3 ,,

Belgium . .
— » 2 ,,

CzechO'Slovakta 1
^
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